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The Charges 

INDICTMENT 

REGINA V Ian Edmondson, Rebekah Brooks, Andrew Coulson, Stuart Kuttner, Clive 
Goodman, Cheryl Carter, Charles Brooks and Mark Hanna 

Count 1 

Conspiracy to intercept communications in the course of their transmission without 
lawful authority, contrary to section 1(1) of the Criminal law Act 1977. 

IAN EDMONDSON, REBEKAH BROOKS, ANDREW COULSON and STUART KUTTNER 
between 3 October 2000 and 9 August 2006 conspired together, and with Glenn Mulcaire, 
Clive Goodman, Greg Miskiw, Neville Thurlbeck, James Weatherup and persons unknown, 
to intercept, without lawful authority, communications in the course of their transmission by 
means of a public telecommunications system, namely mobile phone voicemail messages. 

Count 2 

Conspiracy to commit Misconduct in Public Office, contrary to section 1(1) of the 
Criminal Law Act 1977. 

CLIVE GOODMAN and ANDREW COULSON, between the 31st August 2002 and the 31st 
January 2003, conspired together and with persons unknown to commit misconduct in public 
office. 

Count 3 

Conspiracy to commit Misconduct in Public Office, contrary to section 1(1) of the 
Criminal Law Act 1977. 

CLIVE GOODMAN and ANDREW COULSON, between 31 January 2005 and 3 June 2005, 
conspired together and with persons unknown to commit misconduct in public office. 

Count 4 

Conspiracy to commit Misconduct in Public Office, contrary to section 1(1) of the 
Criminal Law Act 1977. 

REBEKAH BROOKS, between 9 February 2006 and 16 October 2008, conspired with others 
and with persons unknown to commit misconduct in public office. 

Note: On 20th February 2014 the Judge, Mr Justice Saunders instructed the Jury to find 
Rebekah Brooks "Not Guilty" on the charge of Count 4 on the grounds that she has no case 
to answer. 

Count 5 

Conspiracy to commit Misconduct in Public Office, contrary to section 1(1) of the 
Criminal Law Act 1977. 

REBEKAH BROOKS between 1 January 2004 and 31 January 2012, conspired with Bettina 
Jordan-Barber and others and persons unknown to commit misconduct in public office. 
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Count 6 

Conspiracy To Pervert The Course Of Justice, contrary to Section 1(1) Criminal Law 
Act 1977. 

REBEKAH BROOKS and CHERYL CARTER between 6 July 2011 and 9 July 2011 
conspired together to do a series of acts which had a tendency to and were intended to 
pervert the course of public justice, namely permanently to remove seven boxes of archived 
material from the archive of News International. 

Count 7 

Conspiracy To Pervert The Course Of Justice, contrary to Section 1(1) Criminal Law 
Act 1977. 

REBEKAH BROOKS, CHARLES BROOKS and MARK HANNA, between the 15 July 2011 
and the 19 July 2011 conspired together and with Lee Sandell, David Johnson, Daryl 
Jorsling, Paul Edwards and persons unknown to do an act or a series of acts which had a 
tendency to and were intended to pervert the course of justice, namely to conceal 
documents, computers, and other electronic equipment from officers of the Metropolitan 
Police Service who were investigating allegations of phone hacking and corruption of public 
officials in relation to the News of the World and The Sun newspapers. 
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Rebekah Brooks 

 

 
 
 
Chief Executive Officer of News International (2009 - 2011) 
Editor of The Sun (2003 - 2009) 
Editor of The News of the World (2000 - 2003) 
 
Arrested: July 2011 
Charged: May, July and November 2012 

Charge on Counts: 1, 5, 6 and 7 

Note: Rebekah Brooks was also originally charged on Counts 4 - Conspiracy to commit 
Misconduct in Public Office. On 20th February 2014 the Judge, Mr Justice Saunders 
instructed the Jury to find Rebekah Brooks "Not Guilty" on the charge of Count 4 on the 
grounds that she has no case to answer. 
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Andy Coulson 

 

 

 
Director Communications Prime Minister's Office (2010 - 2011) 
Director Communications Conservative Party (2007- 2010) 
Editor of The News of the World (2003 - 2007) 
Deputy Editor of The News of the World (2000 - 2003) 
 
Arrested: July 2011 
Charged: July and November 2012 
 
Charge on Counts: 1, 2 and 3 
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Stuart Kuttner 

 

 

 
 
Managing Editor of The News of the World (1987 - 2009) 
Retired 2009 
 
Arrested: August 2011 
Charged: July 2012 
 
Charge on Count: 1 
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Clive Goodman 

 

 

 
 
Former Royal Reporter for The News of the World 
Arrested August 2006 for intercepting phone messages of the Royal Household. Imprisoned 
January 2007 for six months. 
 
Arrested: July 2011 
Charged: November 2012 
 
Charge on Counts: 2 and 3 
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Cheryl Carter 

 

 

 
 
Former Personal Assistant to Rebekah Brooks (2007 - 2012) 
 
Arrested: January 2012 
Charged: May 2012 
 
Charge on Count: 6 
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Charlie Brooks 

 

 

 
 
Race Horse Trainer, newspaper columnist, former Jockey and husband of Rebekah Brooks. 
 
Arrested: March 2012 
Charged: May 2012 
 
Charge on Count: 7 
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Mark Hanna 

 

 

 
 
Head of Security - News International. 
 
Arrested: March 2012 
Charged: May 2012 
 
Charge on Count: 7 
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Thursday 20 February 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Rebekah Brooks Begins 
Jury directed to find Rebekah Brooks Not Guilty on Count 4 
Laidlaw Opens Rebekah Brooks Defence Case 
Laidlaw discusses the Charges against Rebekah Brooks 

Witness - Defendant Rebekah Brooks 
Rebekah Brooks questioned on her upbringing and past career 
Defence Evidence Bundles 

Rebekah Brooks Career at News Group Newspapers 
Rebekah Brooks joins News Group 
Rebekah Brooks becomes Deputy Editor of the News of the World 
Brooks asked about Les Hinton and Rupert Murdoch 
Rebekah Brooks becomes Deputy Editor of The Sun 

Rebekah Brooks as Editor of the News of the World 
Rebekah Brooks appointed Editor of the News of the World 
Brooks questioned on appointments she made as Editor 
Brooks questioned on "Dark Arts" 
Brooks questioned on Phone Hacking 

The Defence of Rebekah Brooks Begins 

Jury directed to find Rebekah Brooks Not Guilty on Count 4 

Back at the #hackingtrial with the beginning of the defence: by order of indictment, Rebekah Brooks is first. 

BREAKING: Justice Saunders tells the #hackingtrial jury that Brooks has no case to answer on charge 4 

This is the case against Brooks about the picture of Prince William in a Bikini: "considerable uncertainty about where picture 
came from" 

Justice Saunders explained this is about a point of law - the jury still have to elect a foreman pro tem. 

Justice Saunders explains that the jury have to go answer two questions from the clerk on his Lordship's direction 

BREAKING: jury find Brooks not guilty of one misconduct charge. Four more charges remain. 

Laidlaw Opens Rebekah Brooks Defence Case 

Laidlaw makes his opening will create "a deep sense of disappointment" and a "collective groan" because "we're only half way 
thru this case" 

Laidlaw says this case might have taken "far too long" and is "not the easiest case to follow" because of lack of chronological 
order. 

Laidlaw says to Jury: "as the order was lost, as we jumped around from topic to topic, it must have been difficult.." 

Laidlaw says the prosecution bundles "aren't of much great help at all" to the jury at #hackingtrial "they're in something of a 
mess" 

Laidlaw says "prosecution timelines" on Brooks' editorship of Sun and NOTW "not complete... critical information left out." 

Laidlaw says prosecution timelines are "potentially misleading" and says any jury uncertainty is "understandable" 

Laidlaw: "At the end of all the evidence... not just the prosecution but the defence, it will be your collective job to make sense of 
this" 

"You and you alone... are the judges of the facts, and it is your view which matters," says Laidlaw for Brooks to #hackingtrial 
jury 

"Our task is... to remove any confusion there is, address the lack of order, and expose material for proper examination to you," 
Laidlaw 

"We simply do not know or understand the point being made," says Laidlaw of some parts of prosecution case. 

Laidlaw says he will save for closing on Brooks " treatment at the hands of the police and prosecution... but now is not the time 
for that." 

Laidlaw says he will address "what Mrs Brooks is NOT on trial for" and "burdens and standards of proof." 

"The single most important thing of any criminal," says Laidlaw: "The prosecution shoulder the burden... of a very high standard 
of proof" 

"The most important of legal directions," says Laidlaw "it is not Mrs Brooks who bears the burden of making out her innocence." 

Laidlaw "can we remove what this trial is NOT concerned with..." he comes up with a short list. 

"She is not being tried because she was the editor of a tabloid newspaper," says Laidlaw. "Views differ about the tabloid press" 
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"Neither is she on trial for working for Rupert Murdoch's company... she's not being tried for News Internationals... corporate 
views." 

"Neither is Mrs Brooks on trial for any political views she might hold... or support given to one political party at one time or 
another." 

"It shows how important it is to be fair and focused," says Laidlaw. "Your verdicts have nothing to do with those views." 

Laidlaw discusses the Charges against Rebekah Brooks 

"The trial is about serious criminal allegations... but there are agendas, as you can all see, being pursued elsewhere,' says 
Laidlaw 

Laidlaw address the three sets of charges: Count 1 Phone hacking charge, and conspiracy to access voicemail messages 

"Did she know about and endorse a practice of phone hacking at NOTW during the term of her editorship," says Laidlaw of 
Count 1 

Count 5 is the remaining misconduct charge covering Brooks' time at the Sun and payments to Bettina Jordan Barber at the 
MOD. 

"Did she know that [sun employee's] contact was a public official?" says Laidlaw of remaining misconduct charge 

Laidlaw turns to the two conspiracy to pervert the course of justice charges Brooks faces with her husband and PA. 

"Did she give instructions that material should be put beyond the reach of the police," says Laidlaw on Counts 6 and 7 

"It's almost time for the twelve of you to listen, to see Mrs Brooks as she is, and not as she is described elsewhere," says J 
Laidlaw QC 

"That's that what matters, what you twelve make of her," says Laidlaw to the jury of his client Brooks. 

The Brooks defence team has created its own bundles with material "in the right place" with additional documents not adduced 
by prosecution 

"We're going to be dealing with nearly 12 years of Mrs Brooks' career, so it's going to be a long process," says Laidlaw of his 
defence. 

Witness - Defendant Rebekah Brooks 

Rebekah Brooks questioned on her upbringing and past career 

BREAKING: Brooks enters the witness box at the #hackingtrial and is sworn in 

Saunders invites Brooks to sit down, and explains she can take a break if she needs one. "You cannot contact lawyers during 
your evidence." 

Justice Saunders understands this lack of contact will be a "considerable burden" but she can request documents. 

Laidlaw goes into Brooks' background and "path into journalism" 

Brooks says she was born in 1968 in Warrington, Cheshire. 

"I went to local state primary and local comprehensive," says Brooks who completed A Levels. 

"I was an only child," says Brooks. "We lived with my granddad, my father's father, and later on with my mother's mother." 

Neither grandparent was well - Brooks says she was involved in their case 

"My dad was a gardener basically," says Brooks. "My mother was a PA in an engineering firm," then left to help her dad 

Brooks answers quiet and monosyllabically to questions about the divorce of her parents in her 20s 

Brooks explains she had "Saturday jobs" and helped out with the "family business" 

Laidlaw explores how the "seeds" of Brooks' journalist career were started. 

Brooks "My grandmother, who lived with us, she was a writer... and wrote a poetry column for a local newspaper... the idea 
came from her" 

"My mum said I told her at the age of 8 that I wanted to be a journalist, but mum's do tend to say those things," says Brooks of 
career. 

"I probably swept the floor a bit and made some tea,' says Brooks of a stint as 14 year old at Warrington Guardian owned by 
Eddie Shah 

"The other thing my grandma taught me was to speak French," says Brooks. She returned from France to work for Eddie 
Shah's Post 

"In the embryonic stages of the Post," Brooks says she started as a "runner" and was offered a full time London job 

"I gave up any possibilities for future education to take up that job," says Brooks of her first full time job at the Post. 

Brooks speaks of Shah's attempted to launch a national newspaper "I think it only lasted about eight weeks" 

"Journalists arrived from across Fleet St.. quite a lot from News Int, and it closed around Christmas," says Brooks of time at 
Post. 
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Brooks "At the Post I started to do some research for senior journalist... bit by bit allowed to write a paragraph... on the job 
training." 

"I was very enthusiastic," says Brooks of the Post. She then moved on to work on the News of the World Sunday magazine. 

Defence Evidence Bundles 

Laidlaw hands the jury and Justice Saunders a new bundle of evidence. 

Bundled is named "phone hacking allegation" says Laidlaw. "Its our attempt... to put... prosecution material into order... 
additional docs" 

The Index shows Chapters within Brooks' editorship between 2000-2003 and further sections dealing with other aspects of 
evidence 

Rebekah Brooks Career at News Group Newspapers 

Rebekah Brooks joins News Group 

Laidlaw takes Brooks to Chapter One 1989-2000: first document is News Group employment record (a subsidiary of News 
International) 

Employment starts in April 1989 with NGN/News International. "Quite a few journalists at Post... went back to their jobs at the 
Sun..." 

"Some of the people who went back to NOTW.... put in a word for me," says Brooks of move from Post to News International 

Brooks was given the job of researcher with a 3 month probationary period at NOTW magazine 17/03/89 

"It was the start of a proper job... this was a staff job," explains Brooks of first NOTW employment in 89 

Brooks was living in Hounslow in 89: NOTW based "round her actually, on Grays Inn Road" Brooks didn't know Hounslow so 
far away. 

Brooks first editor was Colin Jenkins at NOTW 

Laidlaw asks "how common was it to have a woman working on Fleet St". Brooks says NOTW "quite unusual... with Wendi 
Hendry editor." 

"With the popular press.... women had become editors, so it wasn't a great shock," says Brooks of popular press. 

"Percentage wasn't very high.... but the editor was woman, which was good," says Brooks of women on Fleet St. 

Brooks says there were more women on features at NOTW - they used to call it the "pink parlour" 

Brooks confirms she had no formal training in journalism - but she attended a course at London College of Printing while 
working. 

Brooks remembered "being keen to do it, but I don't think it was my idea" of LCP course "basic course on fundamentals... of 
production side" 

Brooks explains newspaper production "physically getting paper from screen to being printed... sub editors, back bench, etc." 

Laidlaw asks Brooks about "contacts and sources". Brooks says "It was quite a basic course... but learning on the job probably 
mor important 

"Right from the beginning, there was huge emphasis on developing contacts for journalists," says Brooks. "It's your trade." 

"It's a picture that built up very quickly that was something I had to do," says Brooks about sources and contacts. 

"I was becoming a feature writer at NOTW... it was later on I was introduced to confidential sources," says Brooks. 

Brooks explains her job as researched. If senior feature writer was going to "meet someone from Eastenders" she would write 
up research 

Brooks mentions Gita Sereny's book on the Children of Third Reich, and NOTW wanted a spoiler even though Times had 
serialised it. 

In July 1989 "you appear to have survived the probationary period," says Laidlaw. 

On redactions "They don't want you to know how much you were paid in 1989," jokes Justice Saunders. Brooks says 
"Probably not v much" 

Brooks explains the kind of things appearing on NOTW magazine features. 

"The NOTW magazine had quite a focus on celebrity and real life stories... unusual human interest stories," says Brooks. 

Laidlaw talks about move from researcher to writer: "I started interviewing people," explains Brooks "Mixture of celebrity 
interviews" 

"I enjoy doing it," says Brooks of interviewing people. "Very talkative and interesting... in the main," she says of her 
interviewees. 

"With 'establish contacts' in the back of my head... the mantra all around me," Brooks explains she'd keep in contact with 
interviewees 
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Laidlaw says he'll later talk about Paul and Sheryl Gascoigne and the friendship Brooks made there 

Brooks talks about Sue Carroll moving from magazine to deputy ed of NOTW: "two women at top of best selling newspaper in 
country" 

Sue Carroll then recruited Brooks from magazine to newspaper features at NOTW concerned with "big buy ups and interviews" 

Jury shown March 1994 letter promoting Brooks to deputy ed of features on NOTW. She moved to main newspaper from 
magazine two years before. 

Brooks explains to jury the principle desks on a Sunday newspapers: news, features, sport 

"Showbiz had it's own section... don't know if it did in those days," says of the division of desks at NOTW. 

"We used to call it all 'furniture' - motoring, gardening, agony aunt 'back of the book'" says Brooks of features remit. Plus 
columnists. 

"At NOTW, the features desk and news desk... did similar kind of things.... competition between two desks," for front pages 
says Brooks 

"At features you'd have most the buy outs, celebrities doing interviews... a negotiated deal," says Brooks of features. 

Brooks says features desk wouldn't have such an "investigative role... not as focused as in news. No special pages in NOTW." 

"News would have more resources," says Brooks of rival desk at NOTW. 

Within a couple of months in 1994 Brooks was promoted from deputy to main features editor at NOTW. 

Rebekah Brooks becomes Deputy Editor of the News of the World 

December 1995 Brooks was appointed deputy editor of News of the World. Stuart Kuttner's name on those appointments as 
managing editor 

Brooks explains her appointment "because of my age and lack of experience - as I you can see - I was given job of acting 
deputy editor" 

Brooks says of acting deputy editorship and features jobs "NOTW had a very strong relationship with Max Clifford... I dealt 
with him a lot." 

"It's a pretty rapid rise through the features desk," says Laidlaw of Brooks' career from arriving at NOTW in 1992 and become 
dep ed 1995 

"I think I was 27," says Brooks of her age on becoming deputy editor of News of the World. Brief break now before Laidlaw 
continues. 

Back after a break with Brooks at the #hackingtrial 

Jonathan Laidlaw, QC for Brooks, introduces a new jury bundle - Count One, Newspaper articles 

"This is illustrative of the kind of work you were responsible for on the features desk," says Laidlaw. Brooks continued features 
as dep ed 

July 1994: Brooks was just appointed features editor. Laidlaw cites a Paul and Cheryl Gascoigne article, before he played at 
Lazio 

The article is about the time Gascoigne broke his leg while playing at Tottenham. 

Brooks got to know Cheryl through Paul Gascoigne. They became long term contacts. 

Brooks thinks this Gascoigne article was one of her first front pages. 

The Gascoigne story focuses on domestic violence. 

Brooks says the 'buy out' for the Gascoigne feature was "fifty or eighty thousand... relatively high" for her NOTW front page 

"I'd been out to Lazio... I'm a football fan... spent some time in Italy," says Brooks about the background to Gascoigne front 
page. 

"There's obviously a very serious context to this," says Laidlaw to Gascoigne story and asks Brooks how she approached it. 

"From memory there was an incident that was reported at Gleneagles (of domestic violence)... Paul had said he had some 
issues," says Brooks 

"It was a big story... at the time," says Brooks "discussing this very sensitive subject.... it was a good story... human interest 
story." 

"I spoke to his advisers about the situation and a formal contract was done and he sat down and told me the story," Brooks on 
Gascoigne 

"Sheryl and I became good friends," says Brooks of impact of Gascoigne story. 

"If you want to bring in a front page story you have to get the money side sorted," says Brooks. 

"The fact Paul talked to me about such a sensitive subject it allowed me to do it time and time again," says Brooks of 
Gascoigne DV story 

"The level of money I remember being particularly high,' says Brooks of and pound;50-80k payment for Gascoigne story 
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July 1995: Laidlaw cites another Brooks "buy up" story while she was features editor at NOTW. 

NOTW piece cited on Divine Brown: Laidlaw talks about the "sorts of resources devoted to a story like this." 

"The news story... broke during the week," says Brooks of arrest of Hugh Grant. 

Brooks talks about finding Divine Brown on the Hugh Grant story: she'd disappeared after custody. Brooks used a PI called 
David Schumacher 

"The NOTW got there first, and she agreed to deal with us," says Brooks of Divine Brown exclusive. 

"The deal with Divine Brown was about and pound;100k...there was a huge cost... expectation Sun and Mail wouldn't be far 
behind." Brooks says. 

"From memory she wanted to take quite a lot of people with her," says Brooks of moving Divine Brown "Nevada... the desert." 

"It all seems to silly now," says Brooks of relocating Brown. Laidlaw asks about the costs. "She's very smart," says Brooks of 
Brown 

Brooks says there was a "huge cost" of hiring plane, and a house on an oasis desert resort for Brown. They relocated her twice. 

"I certainly blew the weekly spending limit," says Brooks of Brown story. "Total was something like and pound;250k.... a lot of 
money." 

Laidlaw asks more about weekly spending limits when Brooks was a desk head. Brooks thinks it was about and pound;50-60k 

"The editor was given a pot... Stuart Kuttner would allocate costs... you had quite a lot of autonomy, but if you went over..." 
Brooks says. 

"I was making decisions... in the middle of the night.... you make decisions on the hoof," says Brooks of breaking spending limit 

Laidlaw returns to the topic of competition between News and Features at NOTW. 

"At the NOTW it was incredibly competitive.... I noticed that when I left the fluffy world of the magazine." says Brooks. 

"It was almost like they'd wish the Mirror had the story," says Brooks of rival desks, "competition encouraged by editors." 

Laidlaw asks Brooks to "paint the scene" of the physical distance between News of Features: opposite ends of news room 

"I know lawyers have a reputation for drinking a lot, but so do journalists," says Laidlaw QC asking news and features would 
socialise 

During 94-95 Brooks says Head of News and Investigations was Alex Marunchak, deputy Greg Miskiw 

Marunchak and Miskiw "looked quite old at the time" says Brooks. 

"I was unusually young," says Brooks. Her rivals on News Desk desk Marunchak and Miskiw late 30s mid 40s 

"I was unusually young and a woman," says Brooks of her early days at NOTW. "There was a bit of old school misogyny added 
in to competition" 

Brooks gives an example of misogyny about a judge and his wife: "I can assure you it's not me," jokes Justice Saunder. 

"NOTW had about 10 million readers," Brooks wanted to do an appeal to readers on that story, only to find her phone on 
feature had been cut 

"Part of the internal competition, they compiled files of any perceived mistakes or stories I'd done... Twat 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6" says 
Brooks 

Laidlaw talks about Brooks role of deputy editor at a relatively young age of 27 

"I hadn't come up the conventional route... at the time coming up through feature desk unusual route," says Brooks of dep ed 
appointment 

Brooks talks about how she would take over if the editor was holiday, or took a day off for weddings etc: "About ten times a 
year" 

Laidlaw cites the 11/02/96 NOTW headline IRA bombing of Canary Wharf: Brooks' editor had gone on holiday. 

Laidlaw explains how the peace process was stuttering in 1996 when the Canary Wharf bomb went off. 

Brooks says of Canary Wharf Bomb coverage "this was the first time I was left in charge.... a bit serious story like that I was on 
edge." 

"I was trying to reflect the seriousness of what happened in NOTW way," says Brooks of human interest angle on Canary Wharf 

"I think the bosses were quite nervous," says Brooks. "My boss Les Hinton came in for a few hours....but we got paper out." 

Brooks explains how Les Hinton was CEO and exec chair of News International by the mid 90s 

Laidlaw talks about Labour coming to power in 1997 "after a long period in the wilderness." 

Brooks talks about Tony Blair flying out to News Corp conference in 1995. 

"My boyfriend at the time, Ross Kemp, is still a card carrying member of the Labour Party." Brooks joined him a education rally 
in 1996 

Brooks went with Kemp and met Blair, Cherie, Alastair Campbell, Fional Millar, Peter Mandelson around this rally in1996 
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Brooks explains how the Sun shifted towards New Labour in 1997: "the story was more about the Sun than the NOTW... it was 
a big thing." 

Brooks asked about Les Hinton and Rupert Murdoch 

Brooks speaks about Les Hinton: "he'd worked for Rupert Murdoch for 35 year.... since he was 16... similar situation to me." 

"He started off by getting Rupert sandwiches," says Brooks of Les Hinton's career. 

Brooks explains how Les Hinton moved at the end of 2007 to head up Dow Jones, and resigned 2011 same time as Brooks. 54 
years with Murdoch 

Laidlaw asks Brooks about Hinton's "influence on you." Brooks says he made her deputy ed. "He was the big boss." 

"Les was... .in the newsrooms everyday... he'd been around Fleet St forever," says Brooks. "He is a respected figure." 

Laidlaw asks about contact with Rupert Murdoch till 1997; "some" says Brooks. "He tended to call his two Sunday UK papers 
around same time" 

Brooks explains the Saturday night call to NOTW and Sunday Times: "it's production day... all magazines printed 10 days 
before." 

"We had a print run of five million," says Brooks of NOTW at the time: "it took a long time to print.... the ST had so many 
sections." 

"Rupert Murdoch would call on Saturday night wherever he was in the world," says Brooks; "He would ask 'what's going on?'" 

"He's obsessed by news, even if a breaking story was coming out that wasn't featured in the paper," says Brooks of Murdoch. 

Brooks says Murdoch "wasn't directly connected to my appointment as editor... Les made that decision." 

Brooks on Murdoch coming into her office as Dep Ed: "He was particularly keen for me to take a strict path in any kind of 
publicity" 

"He wasn't very fond of editors... going on Radio 4 and spouting forth their opinions," says Brooks of Murdoch. "Don't court 
publicity" 

Laidlaw moves onto May 1996 to another NOTW edition Brooks edited as deputy. 

Brooks talks about "doing something different" with NOTW that week though "I always loved celebrity." 

Brooks talks about taking NOTW in "a slightly different direction" from usual celebrity. "The start of something more 
campaigning" sheys 

The NOTW story is about serving life sentences, and time taken out of prison. 

"It didn't sell particularly well," says Brooks of her editor's displeasure with the prison story of day release for lifers. 

"Doesn't look much like a debating point," says Justice Saunders of NOTW front page on rehabilitation of lifers. 

Rebekah Brooks becomes Deputy Editor of The Sun 

Laidlaw moves to January 1998 when Brooks was appointed Deputy Editor of the Sun with a brief resume so far. 

Until that moment Brooks had spent the whole of her career at NOTW. She was 29 when appointed deputy editor of the Sun: 
first daily paper 

Stuart Higgins was the editor. Les Hinton appointed Brooks as his deputy in 1998: "What was the thinking?" asks Laidlaw 

"I was told by Les at the time, they wanted to make the paper less 'blokey'" says Brooks of her appointment to the Sun. 

Brooks says the plan was to "To bring in more women into the business". She helped form "Women in Journalism" in 1995. 

"It was just the red tops that had female editors... the broadsheets hadn't come even close," says Brooks of founding 'Women in 
Journalism' 

"It stirred some male colleagues up a bit... particularly at the Daily Mail," says Brooks of co-founding 'Women in Journalism' 

Brooks says at the time Les Hinton thought the Sun had become "too trivial... needed more substance to the paper." 

'Stuff like their hospital having MRSA or knife crime on the streets," says Brooks about the plan for changing the Sun. 

Laidlaw asks about relationship between NOTW and the Sun; "none, really," says Brooks. "They were very very separate." 

"We were on the same floor.. but Sun frosted windows in case anyone from NOTW caught any stories," says Brooks. 

"The print rooms would have to be locked down... so journalists couldn't go down there and take copies," Brooks says of four NI 
titles 

"It was almost quite comical the level of competition," says Brooks. She remembers editor of the Sun banging on the door over 
Divine Brown 

Brooks says the NOTW and the Sun were in competition with each other: "probably more than with the Mirror and the Mail." 

Brooks also says there were rare examples of collaboration between Sun and NOTW, and usually one when "Les stepped in" 

Break till 2.05 pm. 

Back at the #hackingtrial with Rebekah Brooks in the witness box. 
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We're dealing with Jan 1998 to Jan 2000 of Brooks' career at the Sun at the #hackingtrial 

Brooks says there was a "mixed reaction" from Sun journalists on her arrival as deputy, since she was appointed by Exec 
Director over Editor 

"I'd come from the opposition - NOTW - and features, and there had never been a female deputy editor," says Brooks of 
arriving at Sun. 

"The first few months were very tough," says Brooks of arriving at Sun; "I had Cheryl with me, lots of the support from Les and 
Mr Murdoch" 

"Some of the backbenchers, were a particularly tough nut to crack," says Brooks. "I had to edit the Sun quite quickly within a 
few weeks." 

Brooks corrects the figures on the Divine Brown stories from this morning - she meant 100k dollars rather than pounds. 

Brooks was still involved on "buy ups" at the Sun, but less emphasis on buy ups than the NOTW. 

"You certainly don't leave them behind," says Brooks of contacts. "I worked with Stuart Higgins and Piers Morgan who had lots 
of contacts" 

Laidlaw cites June 1998 Gascoigne article in the Sun about England training camp as "example of story you brought with you." 
Brooks agrees. 

Brooks is asked about Exclusive dot com: a 90s digital project 

"http://Exclusive.com was a business to provide content outside newspapers," says Brooks. Andy Coulson was involved. 

Rebekah Brooks as Editor of the News of the World 

Rebekah Brooks appointed Editor of the News of the World 

May 2000 as Brooks becomes editor of NOTW, Exclusive dot com was presented to "Les and the bosses" 

"There's been a change of plan for you," said Les Hinton to Brooks. Instead she was appointed editor of NOTW. 

Brooks explains exclusive dot com was a victim of bursting dotcom bubble around 2000. 

Brooks said she had no notice of being given editorship of News of the World. No application or advance warning. 

We're now in the era of the "Count One" allegations Laidlaw explains, especially over Glenn Mulcaire from 2000 to 12/01/2003 

Brooks says she never heard or have contact from Glenn Mulcaire. She knew using private investigators was common in Fleet 
Street. 

Brooks refers to a recent article that says lawyers also use private investigators. 

BREAKING: Brooks says neither Mulcaire nor phone hacking was ever brought to her attention during editorship of NOTW. 

"I'm sure someone else can take over perfectly adequately," jokes Saunders when Laidlaw's phone goes off in court 12. 
Laughter. 

Brooks says her previous work was "issue based... campaigning probably came later" while starting at NOTW. 

"I said to Les that Andy Coulson would be a good deputy for me," says Brooks: "And he completely agreed". 

Brooks says she first met Andy Coulson around 1995: he was working at the Sun. They both worked together there and on 
exclusive dot com 

Brooks explains the different strengths of Coulson: "Andy had come more from a news background. Andy is a diehard football 
fan." 

Brooks: "Andy was better at sports than I was, and had been showbiz editor, like Piers Morgan. Quite a few editors came from 
showbiz dept" 

"I was more politically driven... not motivated by a party, but issue driven. Changing things that changed your lives," says 
Brooks 

Brooks talks about the welfare reform bill under New Labour: "things that concern the readers." 

Laidlaw cites a Media Week article from Nov 2000, about Brooks' editorship of NOTW. 

Laidlaw says "this shows evidence of serious campaigning journalism" in regard to Sara Payne campaign, and targeting 
"female audience" 

Laidlaw wants to go through the organisation of the NOTW, and various roles of "other people on trial with you" 

Laidlaw shows the jury 2001 NOTW organisational chart: which Brooks says she's recreated from memory. 

CEO: Les Hinton at top of chart of News International organisational chart - Justice Saunders clarifies it's not NOTW 

"News International was a pretty huge company, Les was at the top," says Brooks going through senior NI execs not concerned 
with editorial 

Justice Saunders asks about the managing director of NGN: various exec roles disappeared in 2007 

Brooks explains the roles of the managing editor to CFO. 
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Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, focuses now on structure of NOTW in 2001. Kuttner managing editor. 

Brooks explains that associate and night editor roles at NOTW. 

Brooks explains that during her editorship there was a separate Irish and Scottish NOTW editions with separate editors. 

Brooks now explains the role of the 'back bench' in the layout, headlines and production of newspaper, and middle bench of 
sub-editors 

Justice Saunders asks where Tom Crone at legal reported into: Brooks says one stage it was finance, and then Colin Milner. 

Organisational chart drawn from Brooks' memory has hierarchy News, Features, Crime reporter, Political, Royal and Diary. 

Brooks explains about the budget for the picture desk - about and pound;4 million she estimates. 

"They used a very strong design... very heavy on graphics," says Brooks of production of News of the World. 

Brooks estimates 170-180 full time staff worked for her when she was editor of News of the World. 

"A lot of journalists are freelance, it's a respectable job," says Brooks 

"There were 158 staff members when NOTW closed," says Brooks in her estimation of figures from 2000-2003 

Brooks says she could work out how many freelancers and shift workers from seeing the "casuals budget" from NOTW. 

Brooks is now explaining to the jury at Court 12 the huge amount of casual work coming in at sports. 

"I think we had to bring in 30," people Brooks estimates casuals coming in Saturdays to work on Sport. 

Brooks says NOTW Pictures had picture agencies around the world, freelance photographers, "great influx" from readers taking 
pics on phones 

Brooks says her deputy Andy Coulson would take over from her "six to ten times a year" 

Laidlaw asks Brooks about Stuart Kuttner's reputation: "You're my seventeenth editor my dear," he said to Brooks on her 
appointment 

"I wouldn't say we were ever friends. He was of a different generation and different world," says Brooks of Stuart Kuttner 

"Every year you're given you have to fight for your budget," says Brooks of her role as editor. 

"Every year you'd have to go to head office (in NYC or LA) and pitch for headline view of why you wanted the money," says 
Brooks of budgets. 

"You'd leave NYC and then got told when you got back what your budget is," says Brooks. Her budget at NOTW rose from 28 
to and pound;30m 

Brooks says the responsibility of how each department was doing was "Stuart Kuttner's job" though problems would come to 
her. 

"He was very respected by the CFO and Les Hinton," says Brooks of Kuttner. "I relied on him... almost completely to manage 
process of money" 

"On a big story would the editor give approval?" asks Saunders. "Because your the person who understand the story?" Brooks 
says yes. 

Brooks says Kuttner was the "ombudsman" on the PCC code. "He could get involved in the editorial..." 

Brooks: "Particularly after Sara's Law, Stuart would go out and make speeches... he had lots of contacts.. would speak to Chief 
Constable" 

Justice Saunders establishes that the managing editor still reported to the editor. 

Sorry - should have explained. 10 minute break. 

Justice Saunders explains the jury can't sit on Monday 

Laidlaw continues with Brooks putting "names to positions" 

Brooks questioned on appointments she made as Editor 

They turn 'incumbents' to News and Investigations at NOTW when Brooks becomes editor: "I think Miskiw had just been moved 
to America" 

Laidlaw picks up on how "paths cross on more than one occasion" and how Brooks found herself opposite Maruchak and 
Miskiw when at Features 

Brooks had nothing to do with Miskiw's appointment to head of New York bureau. 

"The NOTW never had a NY bureau... I made that change and brought Miskiw back almost immediately," says Brooks of 2000 

Since someone else had taken over the news desk from Miskiw, Brooks says she separated News from Investigations. 

Brooks said that after at the Sun, she thought the NOTW wasn't good at getting behind big breaking stories 

"The problem with News stories is that they sometimes took months to get to fruition," says Brooks. She wanted a more daily 
attitude in news 

Brooks says Greg Miskiw became Head of Investigations leaving existing news editor in place. 
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Brooks explains the role of Mazer Mahmoud, and then says Miskiw and Taylor were split at equal rank at Investigations and 
News departments 

"I don't think he was particularly please to have come back from New York," says Brooks of Miskiw. "I thought it was a waste of 
money" 

Brooks said her relationship with Miskiw "was professional and nothing more... very different to my heads of dept and execs at 
the Sun" 

"He was very old school," says Brooks of Miskiw: "he'd been there forever....I really only spoke to him in course of work. Quite 
insular" 

Brooks questioned on "Dark Arts" 

"I don't intend to mix this up with Harry Potter... and call it the dark arts department," says Laidlaw: "But what do you say about 
that?" 

"It's absolutely not true," says Brooks of dark arts allegations. "Mahmoud's Fake Sheikh... always in the public interest. Did 
great work." 

Brooks then goes through some examples of NOTW investigations unit: a story of hospital throwing out dead babies with the 
rubbish. 

Laidlaw cites another NOTW investigations unit piece 13/08/2000 "scandal of docs who sell deadly diet pills" 

"Our man Maz collars crook Number 105," NOTW headline cited of all the number of investigations that led to conviction. 

"Deliberately topical?" asks Saunders of a NOTW piece shown briefly to jury. 

Another NOTW story cited "Air Farce One" and alleged breach of security in 2000. 

11/03/01 another Mazer Mahmoud investigation story from NOTW about a crack den being shut down - after the investigations 
unit disbanded 

"It was clear it wasn't working," says Brooks of separation of Investigations Unit from News in 2001. "Better that they all worked 
together" 

"Example of NOTW people working on the same story and not talking about it," Brooks said of split of News and Investigations. 

Brooks questioned on Phone Hacking 

Brooks denies any allegation the investigations unit was set up as a phone hacking operation: "Just not true" 

Laidlaw talking about Miskiw and Thurlbeck tasking Mulcaire during Brooks' editorship. She thinks she met Thurlbeck before in 
90s. 

Brooks thinks Thurlbeck was on news desk by the time she became NOTW deputy. He Senior or Chief reporter when she 
returned in 2000 

"He reported into Greg," says Brooks of Thurlbeck: "I think he may have stood in for Greg when he was away." 

Brooks says there was no outside relationship between her and Thurlbeck. She may have socialised annually for Christmas 
parties. 

Brooks says she thinks Thurlbeck was "facing a trial" when she became editor, and not actively working for the news desk. 

Laidlaw now asks Brooks about Clive Goodman at NOTW when she became editor: "it seems to me Clive has always been 
Royal Editor" 

"As Royal Editor he would naturally be reporting to the News editor," says Brooks of Clive Goodman. 

Laidlaw now addresses the production cycle of a Sunday newspaper: for most people the working week began on the Tuesday. 

"Tuesday was a very painful day," says Brooks of NOTW "stories would rarely last the week. You could get a lot of the back of 
the book done" 

"The production cycle of Sun and NOTW changed a lot in my 10 years as a national news editor," says Brooks of technological 
changes 

Brooks explains the complexity of the back of the book tallying with the leads. In the old days "some of those would have to be 
sent Thurs" 

Brooks explains that the deadlines for NOTW production became looser with new technology. 

"Friday and Saturday were very long days," says Brooks of NOTW production. "Lost exclusives and stories" to other papers on 
Saturday. 

"You were setting the news agenda rather than following it," says Brooks of NOTW. Saturday no parliament, no announcement. 

Brooks explains the difficulty of doing campaigns on the Sunday paper, because "by the following Sunday the momentum has 
gone" 

"Quite quickly into my editorship we launched the Sara's Law campaign, and it continued throughout my editorship," says 
Brooks. 

"We'd need at least two sets of exclusive pictures," says Brooks of NOTW "usually celebrity driven." 
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"We were football crazy," says Brooks of NOTW. "Probably curling today," suggests Saunders. "If Brits were doing well we'd 
cover it." 

Brooks confirms she would have published 125 editions of the News of the World as editor, actually in charge of about 110. 

Prompted by Laidlaw, Brooks estimates there were about 200 stories a week in the NOTW. 

Brooks suggests "probably double that" of the 200 stories published in NOTW would be discussed in the week up to publication 

"Sometimes it's obvious where stories come from," Brooks says of sources of stories. "Stories can be made up of lots of 
different sources" 

Laidlaw asks Brooks about editorial conferences; at NOTW started at 11 am. "When I came back as editor I tried to put more 
in." 

Brooks says there would be representative from all the heads of department at her office during Thursday conference at 
NOTW. 

Justice Saunders estimates about 15 present at Brooks' Thursday conferences at NOTW. 

Brooks says - of the daily list produced on Thursday NOTW conference - the more important stories put at the top of list. 

Justice Saunders asks about the size of paper: Brooks explains that is defined by advertising. 

Laidlaw explains what will happen tomorrow: Justice Saunders says "You can leave it as a suprise. We don't need the 
advance billing." 

Back tomorrow at 10 am for more from Brooks at the #hackingtrial 
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Friday 21 February 2014 

Summary 

Rebekah Brooks Defence Continues on Financial Management 
Brooks asked about Glen Mulcaire contract 
News of the World Budgets 
More detail on Glenn Mulcaire contract 
Financial controls and incentives 

Rebekah Brooks asked about Sources of Information 
Protecting Sources 

Rebekah Brooks asked about her Relationships 
Brooks relationship with Ross Kemp 
Brooks relationship with Andy Coulson 
Meeting Charlie Brooks 

Rebekah Brooks asked about the PC 
PCC Code of Practice 

Rebekah Brooks questioned on Sarah's Law 
Brooks explains the history of the Sarah's Law Campaign 
Brooks gives her only TV interview 

Rebekah Brooks Contract and Responsibilities at News of the World 
Brooks Contract with the News of the World 
Contributor Payments 
Brooks on Nevil Thurlbeck 
Investigations at News of the World 
More questions on Glen Mulcaire 

Rebekah Brooks asked about the Countess of Wessex 
Fake Sheikh Operation 

More Aspects of Brooks Editorship 
Positional Appointments 
Mulcaire Confidentiality Agreement 
More detail on Budgets 

Rebekah Brooks Defence Continues on Financial Management 

Brooks asked about Glen Mulcaire contract 

The jury are back in Court 12: Rebekah Brooks is back in the witness box for a second day. Her counsel is Jonathan Laidlaw 
QC #hackingtrial 

Laidlaw is back on the issues of finance at News of the World and crown case "as editor you ought to have known about 
Mulcaire's contract" 

News of the World Budgets 

Laidlaw adduces the NOTW budget, seen previously, from the time of Brooks' editorship. 

Laidlaw reminds us how NI editors had to travel to New York or LA and pitch their budgets to Rupert Murdoch and News Corp 
executives 

We're looking at the 2000-2001 budget which runs from 1st of July. Brooks joined NOTW as editor in May. 

On the editorial costs side, Brooks confirms " and pound;23.4 million" for the NOTW budget in 2000-2001 

Brooks explains that she would share control of and pound;11.5m budget for promotions and marketing. 

In all and pound;85m was the cost to produce the News of the World in 2000-2001: forecast revenue and pound;161m - 
forecast profits and pound;30m 

Brooks establishes this NOTW profit was regarded "very very highly" within News Corp 

This budget includes the NOTW paper, and the Sunday magazine. 

Laidlaw points to a budget column that "very frustratingly, as we've seen before has been blacked out" but figures and 
pound;6m for news budget 

These figures are not redacted, just illegible because of highlighting. Now onto 2001-2002 the second year of Brooks editorship 
of NOTW 

The NOTW budget for 2001-2 went up to and pound;27m: "It went up mainly because of Sarah's Law," says Brooks. 

Revenue still and pound;161 - editorial costs up - so the forecast profit levels for NOTW were lower than previous and 
pound;30m profit in 2000-1 

"I think it was a good year of profit... the NOTW was very profitable during my editorship," says Rebekah Brooks 

NOTW Budget for 2002-03: editorial costs up to and pound;30m. 

In the final year of Brooks' editorship of NOTW the profit: "I think it was about the same" - and pound;30m or more than 20% 
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Brooks says she's never seen "financial document" that itemises costs a single month at NOTW: "I don't think this is an editorial 
document" 

This financial document Brooks has not seen before as editor shows the weekly payments to Mulcaire via his companies. 

Laidlaw now adduces the contributor payment requests for NOTW with Mulcaire: Brooks said she never saw such a document 
during her editorship 

Brooks is invited to look through the sorts of amounts paid out in a month at NOTW by her counsel Jonathan Laidlaw QC 

"It's many hundreds I think," says Laidlaw of these payments. He asks Brooks if she ever reviewed contributor payments: "No," 
she replies 

These payments range from small amount to tens of thousands of pounds, points out Laidlaw. 

"Some of the bigger figures, payments to Max Clifford, I would have been made aware of," says Brooks. 

"The smaller sums, if within the weekly spending limit, wouldn't have come to me," says Brooks. Saunders says 'small' might be 
misleading. 

Mulcaire payments were just over a thousand pounds. 

"As the editor, having negotiated the budget," asks Laidlaw "did you have anything to do with micromanagement of that 
budget?" Brooks: "No" 

Brooks is asked about weekly spending limits: "Stuart Kuttner had a tight rein" but might draw attention to regular overspends. 

"Any breaking of the weekly spending limit would be in the managing editor's officer.... I might be brought in in week 3" says 
Brooks. 

Asked how much involved she would have in the weekly desk head budgets at NOTW, Brooks replies "none" 

More detail on Glenn Mulcaire contract 

Laidlaw now moves to the Mulcaire contract for and pound;92k; Brooks says she knew nothing about it at the time. 

Brooks says a permanent staffer's contract for and pound;92k would have come to her attention, and be approved by the 
managing director. 

Brooks explains the hidden costs like PAYE for staffers would have to be allocated and so drew more attention 

BREAKING: Rebekah Brooks says Glenn Mulcaire freelance contract by Greg Miskiw should have been brought to her 
attention but wasn't 

Brooks explains, because she arrived in May 2000 at NOTW, the 2000-01 budget had already been allocated and she wasn't 
involved. 

Financial controls and incentives 

Brooks says she spent "maybe a couple of million" on Sarah's law while editor at NOTW 

Brooks explains about her trip to the US for pitching NOTW budget in May 2001 with a Sarah's Law overspend. 

"Everyone understood and, fortunately for me, everyone understood" says Brooks of spending on Sarah's Law at NOTW. 

"It's like running your own business: you've got a pot of money and a job to do.... a great deal of autonomy" says Brooks of 
desk heads 

Brooks says she brought in a bonus scheme for NOTW department heads - "a financial incentive to keep within weekly 
spending limits" 

Brooks now addresses how big "buy ups" were budgeted. 

Brooks talks about the buy up of David Beckham's biography by NOTW in 2000. "He had two goes at an autobiography...one 
when I was at the Sn" 

"The second book was by Harper Collins, also part of the organisation... I think about a million pounds," says Brooks of 
Beckham biography 

Brooks thinks the Beckham deal also included a column. 

Another NOTW buy up explored in #hackingtrial are some exclusive pictures of Madonna. and pound;20k a picture. 

Third big NOTW buy concerns a Siamese twin over first 5 pages of NOTW: "I think this was a Max Clifford situation," says 
Brooks. 

"I remember it being Max because it was always expensive.... 50 or 60 a one off payment," says Brooks of Siamese Twins 
NOTW splash. 

Brooks explains how these buy up costs are managed: "I often dealt with Max Clifford myself, so I might have negotiated 
directly with him" 

BROOKS: "If it had gone over my and pound;50k limit - it might have been 40 to parents and 10 to Max - I'd probably mention it 
in a phonecall to Les" 

"It was in the early days of Big Brother - there would be this bidding situation going on literally at the TV studios to get Nasty 
Nick" 
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Brooks explains more about immediacy of bidding on a breaking story. 

"That might have been the rules, but it didn't really work that way in the newsroom. Les understood value of story in a way mgr 
eds wouldn't 

Brooks explaining in last tweet why approval would be sought from Les Hinton rather than managing director. 

Brooks explains the managing editors separate budget and contingency reserves at NOTW. 

Rebekah Brooks asked about Sources of Information 

Protecting Sources 

Laidlaw now asks about "sources and protection of sources" and the editor's knowledge of them. 

Brooks: "Journalists are very protective of their confidential sources... journalists duty to protect sources, and article ten of 
ECHR" 

Not all sources were secret, says Brooks: "I spoke of Max Clifford situation.. Some football agents were known to be chatty, 
shall we say?" 

"On a big story, you would be interrogating more," says Brooks of journalists sources when she was editor of NOTW. 

Justice Saunders intervenes as Brooks explains production: "I think we're talking about what checks you'd have to do if a big 
story came in" 

Laidlaw asks Brooks more about Glenn Mulcaire 

"Can I ask you about that category of individual," says Laidlaw on Private investigators at NOTW. 

"It was quite normal to have private detectives working on the paper," says Brooks. 

"They would be helping the main tracing people," says Brooks of private investigators at NOTW. 

Brooks: "I remember we had to use a number of private detectives during Sarah's Law.... very difficult to trace convicted 
paedophiles." 

Brooks says she wouldn't know about desk head arrangements for private detectives. 

Rebekah Brooks asked about her Relationships 

Brooks relationship with Ross Kemp 

Laidlaw says "I want to deal with the relationship with Andy Coulson" 

First Laidlaw wants to talk about Ross Kemp: "We met in the autumn of 1995," says Brooks. They became engaged in 1996 

"We're going to hear this wasn't the easiest of relationships," says Laidlaw. They split up in 1997 but got back together in 1998 

"We started speaking again at my 30th birthday," says Brooks of Ross Kemp: "It was a slow process". They'd been engaged 
before bust up 

By 2001 Brooks says her relationship was "pretty good" and they discussed buying a house and getting married. 

As Laidlaw gets onto the subject of children, Brooks asks for a break. 

Back after a break at the #hackingtrial with Brooks back in the witness box. 

Brooks had looked tearful just before the break. Her counsel Laidlaw continues with questions about Ross Kemp 

In mid 2001, there was a scare with Brooks in hospital and the starting of fertility tests. By April 2002 - she and Ross planned 
marriage 

"I think I started original fertility tests in mid 2001 and continued to mid 2002," says Brooks 

By the time Brooks became editor of NOTW she was married to Kemp: "we were both working long hours in different 
industries." 

The war in Iraq began in 2003. Brooks moved into a hotel next to Wapping to live. Brooks stopped any fertility tests; "life was 
put on hold" 

Laidlaw talks about the public breakdown of the relationship between Kemp and Brooks in 2005 

"I'm sure if Ross was here he'd agree, our whole relationship was rollercoaster," says Brooks. Still friends "He's happier than 
ever been" 

Brooks relationship with Andy Coulson 

Brooks explains she didn't work with Coulson till 1998. But a friend of Coulson's, Christopher Blythe worked on NOTW and died 
in 1995 

Brooks first met Coulson in 1995. In 1996 they became good friends. "It wasn't until 1998 Andy and I became close" says 
Brooks 

Brooks agrees that she was "intimate" again with Coulson 2003-2005. A further brief period in 2006 
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Laidlaw adduces the love letter: he doesn't plan to read any of it out. "Mr Edis has drawn upon a particular passage" Jury have 
seen all 

Metadata suggests letter was written February 2004. 

"I seem to remember sometimes I would write things down to myself" says Brooks of the letter. 

"In a time of hurt, after a few glasses of wine, you shouldn't get on the computer," says Brooks. In the morning she thought 
better of it 

BREAKING: Brooks says she didn't have a six year affair with Coulson; "It's not true.." 

Brooks says the six year period refers back to 1998. "I've read it a lot... since I knew this was to be used in evidence" 

Brooks says the 1998 refers back to when they she and Coulson were "close". Laidlaw says he's cited when "there was 
intimacy upon you" 

Brooks talks about the impact on their friendship: "Any affair by its nature is dysfunctional... it added complexity to our 
friendship" 

Meeting Charlie Brooks 

Brooks says she met Charlie Brooks in March 2007. 

"Anyone now knows my personal life has been a car crash for many years... probably easy to blame my work," says Brooks. 

"Ross is great man, but the two of us weren't meant to be". When Brooks met Charlie "I was happy for the first time." 

"When Charlie and I first met, we knew quite quickly we wanted to be together... I told him of failed fertility trials," says Brooks. 

Brooks told Charlie that if he wanted kids she wasn't the right person. Charlie said let's try anyway. 

A personal friend was a fertility doctor who explained to Charlie "what the issues were... after IVF, surrogacy was suggested" 
says Brooks 

Brooks explains how her and Charlie: "It was a big thing to do. My mother was out shopping in Warrington one day, bumped 
into my cousin" 

Brooks's mother told cousin they were abandoning attempts to children. The cousin said "I'll do it" and was the surrogate 

Rebekah Brooks asked about the PC 

PCC Code of Practice 

Laidlaw now moves on to the PCC code of practice. 

Brooks explains how PCC was incorporated into their contracts as journalists at News International 

Brooks speaks about the Calcutt Report on press excesses and creation of PCC and creation of new code of standards. 

Laidlaw goes through PCC code: accuracy, right to reply, privacy, harassment, intrusion in grief, children, child sex abuse, 
bugs, voicemail 

Laidlaw reads the 'public interest' clause which explains exceptions to previous restrictions. "Preventing the public from being 
misled" 

Brooks tells jury at #hackingtrial that PCC code "was central... it's press self regulation. Perfectly good clauses." 

"The best way of thinking of the code is the alternative to self regulation - i.e. more laws on things like privacy" says Brooks of 
PCC code 

"Les Hinton, my boss, he was very involved in the code. I think he was chairman of editors code committee," says Brooks. 

Rebekah Brooks questioned on Sarah's Law 

Brooks explains the history of the Sarah's Law Campaign 

Laidlaw now moves onto Sarah's Law. 

Laidlaw produces an entire bundle on Sarah's Law. Laidlaw wants a "brief chronology" 

Sarah Payne went missing 01/07/00 

"At the time Sarah went missing it was a major story," says Brooks. "The parents of Sarah Payne had been on holiday" 

"One of my reporters Rob Kellaway was down there... I asked if I could go and see Mike and Sara (Payne) myself," says 
Brooks. 

Brooks explains about Roy Whiting, a convicted sex offender living in community with grandparents of missing girl Sarah Payne 

Whiting had been interviewed under caution because his last crime was the abduction of a 8 year old. 

"The point was, he was let go... he was interviewed and released" says Brooks. Roy Whiting arrested in early July 2000 but 
released 
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Brooks talks about meeting the family liaison officers when she met Mike and Sara Payne: "we think we know who it is," they 
told Brooks 

"I was really surprised," says Brooks of discovering released of sex offenders. She discovered American "Megan's Law" 
introduced by Clinton 

Saunders cuts Brooks short on the various implementations of Megan's Law in the US. 

"We're talking about a hands on editor, that's how we came up with Sarah's Law," says Brooks. 

Brooks talks about the 1997 Sex Offenders Act with "huge loopholes" because of change from Tory to Labour Government. 

Brooks explains how a sex offender could leave prison without registering for 72 hrs. 

Brooks says "I'm very supportive.... Sara's a good friend" of Sarah Payne's mother. 

"We did make some mistakes," says Brooks of Sarah's Law campaign. "We looked at a vigilante response to giving public 
information" 

"The main campaign criticism was that providing photos of sex offenders could lead to vigilantism," says Brooks. "Were some 
incidents" 

"I actually didn't tell Rupert Murdoch or Les Hinton until very late" says Brooks of Sarah's Law. 

Murdoch and Hinton "were supportive of the campaign but critical of me for not flagging it up earlier" 

Brooks says Home Secretary Jack Straw wanted to the campaign to stop. She also relates the riot in Portsmouth. 

"The criticism people had then actually happened in Pauls Grove," says Brooks of riot few weeks after after Sarah's Law 
campaign 

Brooks explains how a teacher was "wrongly included in gallery of predatory paedophile" 

"Tracing agents throughout the country were being used," says Brooks of naming and shaming sex offenders. 

Brooks explains how Stuart Kuttner became a "spokesman for Sarah's Law... he took a particular interest." 

"We used some old office space at Wapping to turn into a campaign centre... paedophilia hadn't really been a mainstream 
issue," says Brooks 

Brooks talks of the public reaction: volumes of letter to NOTW "Cheryl took a lot of time opening those letter and got quite 
upset" 

"That's where the costs came in. We had 2 millions badges made. And 1.7 million filling a petition," says Brooks of Sarah's Law 
costs. 

"In first three weeks of campaign we got 11 changes to sex offenders law," but Brooks says Sarah's Law only finally in place 11 
yrs later 

Laidlaw takes the jury through the various NOTW editions concerned with Sarah's Law. 

30/07/00 NOTW launches Sarah's Law petition. 300,000 signatures in first day of campaign the article states. 

"Andy and I wrote this particular one," Brooks says of a NOTW editorial. 

Brooks explains how she sat down with police and politicians about the "naming and shaming'" campaign at NOTW. 

"Not all judges" jokes Brooks back to Justice Saunders about her hard hitting criticism of judges in NOTW editorial 

Brooks called Murdoch because Sarah's Law was an occasion where she had to be more public and "write a personal piece" 

We've now moved on to 20th August 2000 NOTW Sarah's Campaign: Brooks talks about "highly unusual" to get support of Mail 
and Mirror 

Laidlaw moves on to an article "following Sarah's funeral" 

"Sir John Stevens was very helpful during this campaign, writing for us," says Brooks of NOTW Sarah's Law Campaign. 

05/11/00 More on US Megan's law. More "pressure on Jack Straw" says Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks. 

Now midway through bundle with Christmas Eve edition of NOTW focusing on Sarah Payne's family 

10/06/01 Blunkett is now Home Secretary. Another NOTW edition on anniversary of Sarah Payne's disappearance. 

Laidlaw is now onto late December 2001 edition of NOTW where paper returned to naming and shaming paedophiles on front 
page. 

Brooks: "The police, for want of a better word, had lost some paedophiles in the community.... they asked us to do what we'd 
done earlier" 

Justice Saunders points out of this new naming and shaming: "Presumably this was for the purpose of arresting them for what 
they'd done" 

Brooks gives her only TV interview 

Brooks says she was "allowed" to do one TV interview on David Frost show on 16/12/01: "My first and last" 
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Brooks says she discussed the TV appearance "with Rupert". By 12/12/01 Whiting had been convicted of Sarah Payne's 
murder. 

Laidlaw establishes that for Brooks "this is the only interview you've ever done?" "Yes" 

We're now on pages 71 and 72 of the bundle on Sarah's Law. 

Last page - just a selection - ends in December 2002. Laidlaw apologise for "travelling through this so quickly" 

Justice Saunders how long the special office in Wapping and dedication of lots of staff went on. Brooks says they changed 
masthead. 

"It continued by calmed down," says Brooks of active campaign. "It wound down by end of 2001." 

Rebekah Brooks Contract and Responsibilities at News of the World 

Brooks Contract with the News of the World 

07/06/00 article cited about Greg Miskiw's return from US. Now onto Brooks' contract from 18/08/00 some months after she 
became NOTW editor 

"I was too busy to sign it," says Brooks of NOTW contract. "It was all very quick," she says of becoming editor. 

"When I was told I was going to be made editor of the Sun it was 5.30 in the morning before I took over," says Brooks of career 
decisions 

Contributor Payments 

Laidlaw goes through NOTW Brooks contract and editorial power, "agreeing rate for contributions" 

Laidlaw goes back to Contributor Payment Records (CPRs) - all have to go through managing editor's office. 

"Those documents I've seen only through the progress of this case, those CPR documents... it was a malleable process," says 
Brooks. 

"Probably very little since they were all through the managing editor's office," says Brooks of sight of payments to contributors. 

"I knew the costs... holding the summits... the picture budgets, but no involvement in CPR system at all," says Brooks. 

"There wasn't an actual board at News International at all," says Brooks of contract clause which refers to it. 

Justice Saunders points out the board referred to "is the board of News Group Newspapers" 

Laidlaw goes through the other clauses in the contract on accuracy, libel, acting on instructions of board. 

"We're doing our best to keep this in chronological order" says Laidlaw. 22/07/00 email from Kuttner asking for and pound;1000 
plus items. 

Brooks thinks the Kuttner email was about and pound;1k for any complete story or article. "It was a way of Stuart getting a 
snapshot of payments." 

Sept 2000 email cited from Kuttner to Greg Miskiw, who heads up investigations desk, cc'ed to Brooks and Coulson, about 
overspend 

Brooks explains why Kuttner email about Miskiw copied to her: "this would be him alerting me to this overspend." 

Break for lunch at #hackingtrial 

Back with Rebekah Brooks at #hackingtrial: last afternoon this week in the witness box: she's expected to be there for the next 
two weeks. 

Brooks on Nevil Thurlbeck 

Laidlaw goes through a series of emails concerned with Neville Thurlbeck. 

13/09/00 email from Brooks "I need to promote Neville" - discussion of salary levels etc. Kuttner replies "I'll do a letter." 

15/09/00 Clive Milner, managing director of NGN, replies to the email chain. On finance and marketing, Brooks reported to 
Milner. 

Brooks talks about an and pound;11 million TV marketing campaign for News of the World jointly approved with Milner. 

Milner's email on Thurlbeck's salary increase says "No" 

Kuttner forwards Milner's response. 15/09/00 Brooks replies about Thurlbeck increase "must do this.... he battled through a 
trial" 

Another email cited involving Thurlbeck and Miskiw about salary rise denied: Brooks explains Thurlbeck was Chief Crime 
Reporter then 

Brooks' reaction to Thurlbeck being told: "I talked about Neville with Les... we have a duty to protect this man" 

"I'm always on email and mobile so why did this happen?," says Brooks who was out of office when Thurlbeck was told no 
salary rise 

Thurlbeck was acquitted by September 2000: Brooks says "the whole process had taken two years.... Les Hinton briefed me..." 
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Brooks explains background to Thurlbeck's arrest, trial and acquittal. She moved him away from Crime Correspondence to 
investigations. 

Brooks explains she was at the Labour Party Conference during this email chain in September 2000: "I was only in 
Bournemouth" 

Another email talks about keeping Jules Stenson aswell as Thurlbeck "two self generating journalists" Brook was aware of 
poaching. 

Justice Saunders establishes Brooks "won her battle with Mr Milner" over pay rises for Thurlbeck and Stenson. 

Investigations at News of the World 

Laidlaw goes through a NOTW story on medical malpractice circa 27/10/00 adduced by prosecution as example of Brooks' 
involvement in a story 

22/10/00 NOTW article shown to the jury: a Mazer Mahmoud byline from investigations department. Laidlaw asks Brooks about 
her involvement 

"Undercover work would have been needed, going back to the PCC code... no fishing exercise," says Brooks explaining her 
involvement 

"I would have interrogated this story before publication, and told the reader's reaction," explains Brooks of the story, which 
involved GMC 

An email from Judy Macguire editor of the magazine in October 2000, to Brooks and Coulson, proposing a and pound;2002 
saving re 'Spartacus' 

'Spartacus' was the code name for revamping the Sunday NOTW magazine, to marry magazine with the listings. 

Brooks explains the huge cost of a colour magazine running at least 4.5 million copies. 

January 2001 NOTW conference email adduced by prosecution revisited by Jonathan Laidlaw QC: and pound;500 limit for 
heads of department 

"We took the team out of the News of the World... for a think tank. That's what this document is about," explains Brooks of 
document 

Laidlaw takes the jury through minutes of what was discussed at NOTW brainstorming meeting 

Brooks isn't sure about the " and pound;500 limit on heads of department" - she's "pretty sure" this idea wasn't implemented. 

More questions on Glen Mulcaire 

Brooks says she's never seen a Mulcaire invoice - this one before the jury from 04/01/01 with various targets named. 

"Had you seen it, what would you interpreted it as relating to," asks Laidlaw. "I'd probably seen it as relating to a private 
detective." 

The invoice says "paedo...paedo...": Brooks says "I would assume it was tracing paedophiles." 

Brooks says the Mulcaire wouldn't particularly given rise to anxiety - except for the "binology" reference - Benji the Bin Man 

Brooks explains how Benji the Bin man would go through the bins of lawyers and high profile people. "I would have asked what 
the story for" 

An "obs" part of the Mulcaire invoice probably "relates to observation" says Brooks 

Brooks talks about tracing paedophiles with PIs - through sentencing reports, exclusion orders, electoral roll 

25/01/01 email from Mears in Finance to heads of desks and departments, copied into Kuttner and Brooks. 

CORRECTION: that document wasn't copied into Brooks. She provides some context though. 

This Steve Mears email is about preparing for the next budget round in 2001 

01/03/00 email from Brooks to Paul Nicholas, chief sub, night editor dep, head of pictures cited by Laidlaw, cc'ed to Andy 
Coulson 

Again this, says Laidlaw, is about the extent of detail Brooks was involved in on a NOTW story on a Thursday: "yes, it was my 
job" 

"I wouldn't do it every day," says Brooks of email detail. "I would be sat on the back bench on a Saturday.... but I put a lot on 
email" 

23/01/01 email from Judy MaGuire over a sub - seeking Brooks' permission for modest salary increase for sub of and 
pound;2,200 

More emails cited from production day on NOTW - Harry Scott offering Brooks a choice of splashes on 03/03/01 

"For those not reading the document the mind must boggle," jokes Justice Saunders of some NOTW headline involving the 
Pope. 

Another Brooks email talks about "changes and matches" - she explains how this was a response to rival Sundays after first 
edition of NOTW 

"Mr Murdoch used to call on a Saturday night," says Brooks of "changes and matches" to second edition of NOTW. 
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Brooks email to Phil Taylor, cc'ed to Coulson, referencing Clive Goodman cited by Laidlaw 

Rebekah Brooks asked about the Countess of Wessex 

Fake Sheikh Operation 

"Sophie Wessex next" says Laidlaw. Seven or eight pages on that topic from the prosecution. Brooks asked to explain 
background. 

"A former employee of Countess of Wessex PR company had come forward through Max Clifford... had offered access to the 
Royals," says Brooks 

Brooks: "Though he was a former employee and therefore 'disgruntled' he did have some evidence. Mazer Mahmoud did a 
'Fake Sheikh operation" 

"It would have taken a long time.... and it would be very expensive. Maz would have a penthouse and Bentley. Maz always said 
necessary" 

Brooks explains the undercover set up, as Mahmoud claimed to be from a golf company and approached Countess of 
Wessex's PR company 

"I believed it was in the public interest to see if the Countess of Wessex was selling access to the Royal Family," says Brooks of 
operation 

"I don't think that Maz's evidence... proved the case against the Countess of Essex," says Brooks. "Though it did against her biz 
partner" 

"I ring the palace to explain," says Brooks; "I was umming and ahhing about running the story against business partner." 

BREAKING: Brooks claims she got an interview with Countess of Essex by NOT running a NOTW story about her business 
partner. 

"It was a big scoop," says Brooks of getting the Countess of Wessex exclusive interview. 

Brooks explains Countess of Wessex realised "she had been horribly indiscreet to... the wealthy Sheikh... she wrote to 
everyone apologising" 

"She was particularly mean about Tony and Cherie Blair," says Brooks. The apologising letters "leaked out" and was "far 
worse" than reality 

"It became another justification for running the story," says Brooks of eventually running the Countess of Wessex story the next 
week. 

Ha yes typo "Countess of WESSEX" all other tweets in that stream should clarify @IkonPictures 

"I'm assuming someone from the Mail leaked this story to the Mail on Sunday," says Brooks of story running in rival Sunday 
paper 

Jury is shown Daily Mirror coverage on the following Monday. 

"By now it's what she's alleged to have said, which is more interesting," says daily tabloids picking up on MoS allegations of 
Sophie tapes 

"What Sophie really Said" is then run in the NOTW following Sunday using the taped Fake Sheikh interviews shown to jury 

Jury shown related NOTW internal emails from the period - with quotes from Sophie tapes. Brooks asks Coulson to rewrite. 

Emails show a "well done' and "bonus cheques" for the Sophie Wessex story. Defence has introduced a new document here. 

Jury shown new Brooks email cc'ed to Coulson and Kuttner, but addressed to Greg Miskiw 

"We have to learn some lessons from Sophie," says Brooks in email; "all entrapment and subterfuge has to be justified 110%" 

Brooks explains this email to Miskiw warning about legality and PCC code came after a statement from the Queen about 
Sophie coverage 

Brooks says there were many "inaccuracies in other papers, particularly the Telegraph" over NOTW Fake Sheikh Sophie sting. 

"We needed to keep a high standard in order to hit back when people said these things," says Brooks of email on keep high 
standards. 

Back after break at #hackingtrial. About another hour to go with Brooks in the witness box. 

Court 12 will continue with her evidence on Tuesday next week. 

More Aspects of Brooks Editorship 

Positional Appointments 

April 2001 and the re-amalgamation of News and Investigations: email from Brooks to Goodman "Can you put ideas together 
for a diary" 

Brooks explains how Goodman was about to start a Carvery diary a bit like Nigel Dempster in the Daily Mail; "might have been 
Andy's idea" 
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"Andy had edited the Bizarre section of the Sun and he was put in charge of this," says Brooks of Goodman's Carvery Diary 

Brooks email talks of moving Miskiw to the Manchester office, and investigations unit disbanded. Thurlbeck to dep ed news 
editor. 

"Goodman to diary... Maz back to News," this email, Brooks corrects, is from Kuttner to her. It's a budget discussion to come in 
July 

Kuttner emails heads of departments and desks, copying in Brooks and Coulson over the issue of budgets for 2001-2002 

05/06/01 Brooks emails Greg Miskiw and makes him deputy head of amalgamated department of News and Investigations. 

Mulcaire Confidentiality Agreement 

16/06/01 jury shown again a confidentiality agreement for Mulcaire under a false name signed off by Greg Miskiw. 

The email is copied to Rebekah Brooks in 2001 - but she was Rebekah Wade at the time. 

Edis explains it is 'naming anomaly because the system updated itself when Mrs Brooks changed her name... doesn't mean 
anything." 

Though the document was copied to Brooks, she says she was unaware of the confidentiality agreement with 'Williams' AKA 
Mulcaire. 

Brooks explains how there were templates for confidentiality agreements like this. 

Laidlaw summarises another prosecution document: Bob Bird, editor of Scottish NOTW, writing to Brooks "see if you're being 
unfair on her" 

"It's probably all about the code," says Brooks of this Bob Bird story about a 'spent conviction" and PI defence under 
rehabilitation. 

"I'm mentioning Guy Black here," says Brooks of her email: "He was the head of the PCC". 

More detail on Budgets 

Another email from Brooks to senior staff at NOTW over budget plans and individual pots of money and autonomy for desks. 

The email sets out the weekly limits to NOTW departments and the bonus cheques for head of departments for keeping in 
budgets. 

That email was early June 2001. Kuttner recirculates that document in late June 2001. 

Jury shown another Mulcaire contract for and pound;7k for projects "Emily and Alex": Brooks says names for Thompson and 
Venables 

"I don't think so," says Brooks of this other Mulcaire contract. "It's expensive... but not unusual," she observes. 

"It would have come to me.... if he couldn't afford it within his weekly spending limit," says Brooks: "It should have come to me" 

16/06/01 Miskiw sends Brooks an email "I understand Bulger is going to make a page, we're committed to paying 7.5 grand for 
the story" 

"Whatever Bulger story has come in.... I've discovered it's worth a page lede.... Greg has discovered this," explains Brooks of 
Miskiw email 

"I don't know if it was possible in 2001... but you could see from top which page it has been allocated to," explains Brooks about 
page lead 

"7,500 is quite expensive for a page lede way back," says Brooks. She replies to Miskiw in email: "Then I hope you can afford 
it." 

"If you are over you won't be paid," says Brooks in email to Miskiw about weekly budget and expensive Bulger story in NOTW. 

Brooks says she didn't know that this Bulger story came from Mulcaire. Discussion of the source "might have been" topic of 
conversation. 

Brooks talks about a growing and pound;4 million overspend in 2001. 

"I'm pretty sure I didn't know the name of Glenn Mulcaire until he was arrested," says Brooks: "Or the name Paul Williams." 

Email from Brooks to Kuttner: "Do we pay John Ross in cash?" Brooks says she thinks he was a former crime editor who had 
story in paper. 

Kuttner email talks about "generally trying to resist" cash payments. Brooks replies "sure" 

Brooks to Kuttner to send Miskiw a letter "not while on maternity... he paid 7.5k for Bulger when everyone else had it... It's 
madness." 

This "It's Madness" email about Miskiw payment over Bulger from the following Saturday: Brooks "a non exclusive story... it's 
ridiculous" 

Brooks email also complains about non exclusive John Ross story costs. 

"It's quite late in the day on Saturday to find out," says Brooks of these payments for page ledes/leads 

Brooks to Miskiw, copied to Kuttner and Coulson: "for time being you'll have to authorise any payment over 1k with me, Stuart 
or Andy" 
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Brooks replies "the palmy days are over" and things are "unbelievably tough" in reply over costs of Bulger story. 

Brooks explains how it had been made clear to her "we couldn't go a penny over budget" and how they might split a big 
payment over depts 

"A sprint to the end," suggests Justice Saunders of the weekly spending limits sheet Laidlaw proposes to go through. 

and pound;18k is allocated per week for "contributors": "it's a guide to where things usually end up," says Brooks. 

NOTW News and Investigations, Miskiw's dept, was allocated and pound;46k per week - and and pound;25k for outside 
contributors and expenses per week 

This and pound;46k per week for dept is the variable costs for casual labour, expenses, CPRs: the fixed costs for salaried staff 
elsewhere in budget. 

Brooks explains remaining Investigations budget: "the running of the Fake Sheikh was very expensive" so a separate item 

"Captain Cash" column explained: readers could write in asking for cash. "People would write in silly requests... or desperate 
needy" 

Laidlaw rattles through other items including Scottish and Irish "score" 

"Mr Mahmoud is he still in operation," asks Saunders. "Should we be looking for a Fake Sheikh somewhere?" Brooks says yes. 

Back Tuesday 10.00 am 
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Tuesday 25 February 2014 

Summary 

Rebekah Brooks Defence Continues on Finance at News of the World 
Brooks questioned on Budgets and Overspend 
Glen Mulcaire Contracts 
Affects of 9/11 Attacks 
Weekly Budgets 
Never heard of Glen Mulcaire 
The Milly Dowler Story 

Rebekah Brooks question on the use of Mobile Phones and Hacking 
Use of mobile phones 
Aware of voicemail hacking 
Didn't know it was hacking was illegal 

Rebekah Brooks question on the Hacking of Milly Dowlers Phone 
Shocked at the hacking of Milly Dowlers phone 
Brooks in Dubai when the Milly Dowler story running 
Run through of the Milly Dowler Timeline 
Mention of Voicemails removed from Milly Dowler article 
Kuttner email to Surrey Police 

Rebekah Brooks Defence Continues on Finance at News of the World 

Brooks questioned on Budgets and Overspend 

Back at the #hackingtrial with Rebekah Brooks continuing her defence, questioned by her counsel, Jonathan Laidlaw QC 

Laidlaw takes us to a page in his defence bundle: cites a prosecution document - email from Kuttner 12/06/01 to Judy McGuire 

Brooks explains Kuttner email: it's about a purchase of photographs some of which weren't used. 

03/06/01 has follow up email to Brooks from Judy McGuire about pictures desk going over budget. 

"The Sunday Magazine had quite a small budget compared to the main newspaper," Brooks explains about NOTW internal 
email 

"It would have been a constant theme trying to make sense of that overspend," says Brooks of and pound;1m overspend by 
NOTW pictures desk in 2001 

Brooks goes through another 05/07/01 internal email from Kuttner going through NOTW budget: and pound;247k for Sarah's 
Campaign 

The "For Sarah - Sarah's Law Campaign" costs came out of the editorial budget says Brooks. 

Actually the budget was and pound;275k for NOTW Sarah's Law campaign in 2001 

Another Kuttner email 14/07/01, two weeks into 2001-2 budget, cited by Laidlaw, going through weekly spending limits at 
NOTW 

Email from Brooks 26/07/01 to Greg Miskiw, David Jarvis (features) and Clare Wood (pictures) listing a series of possible 
stories on NOTW 

"By Thursday night as the editor I'd be checking the stories for the weekend," Brooks says of her email in 2001. 

Same email chain to Geoff Webster and Harry Scott: "No need to read it out, it may be libellous," says Justice Saunders. 

Brooks explains how the email is about MPs taking holidays. The follow up from Brooks refers to the Carvery diary 

"Paul McCartney is engaged," writes Harry Scott to Brooks: She replies: "How do you know?" "On PA" Brooks replies "Good" 

Laidlaw cites 15/08/01 Kuttner email (seen before) writes to NOTW budget holders about contributor payments. 

Glen Mulcaire Contracts 

Laidlaw now goes through the two long term contracts for Glenn Mulcaire signed by Greg Miskiw, senior editor under Brooks at 
NOTW 

The contract goes into detail on Mulcaire research assignments: and pound;92k for first year 2001 

Brooks explains that at this point Greg Miskiw was an assistant editor at News and Investigations at this point in 2001. 

Brooks says she never saw and pound;92k Mulcaire contract "during my editorship" and never head of EuroResearch 

"We used a lot of private detectives, so it wouldn't necessarily rang a bell," says Brooks of Mulcaire's Euro Research company. 

"The use of private detectives... at that time in Fleet St was pretty normal," says Brooks of hypothetical reaction had she seen 
contract 

BREAKING Brooks says Mulcaire and pound;94k contract "should have been authorised by me and Stuart Kuttner" but says 
she never saw it. 
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The Mulcaire annual payment should have been flagged up, says Brooks. Weekly payments "wouldn't necessarily come to me" 

Brooks on private detectives in 2001: "Because I came up the features route... I didn't use that many private detectives" 

"Across Fleet St and other industries, late 90s to about 2003, there was a lot of use of private detectives," says Brooks at 
#hackingtrial 

"They do the legwork for journalists," says Brooks, and uses example of "tracking down paedophiles" 

Justice Saunders says of using PIs to track down 5 paedophiles: "You put them on the frontpage and asked if anyone knew 
where they were" 

Affects of 9/11 Attacks 

Laidlaw now cites coverage of 9/11 attacks in NOTW in September 2001. 

Laidlaw for Brooks goes through emails from Greg Miskiw to James Morgan (in Finance) for "Williams" AKA Mulcaire 

22/09/01 Miskiw email to Brooks about footballers in a hotel and behaving in a bad way during 9/11. "Maybe it was Chelsea I 
can't remember" 

02/10/01 Kuttner email to desk heads, copied to Brooks and Coulson, about rebudgeting in light economic impact of 9/11 

11/10/01 Another Kuttner email cc'ed to Brooks: "News International Cost Review" - mentions ad revenue falling and job 
losses, hiring freeze 

"Any rise in paper prices has a huge impact on a newspaper," Brooks explains of economic climate post 9/11 and fears of 
global recession 

Brooks explains they had to reduce "casual dockets" - temporary employees - in wake of 9/11 attacks. 

Brooks explained she needed a new designed in 2001 because she was hoping to launch a NOTW "Lads Mag... a bit like GQ" 

Weekly Budgets 

Another document goes through the different Weekly Spending Limits - WSLs - of various desk heads at NOTW 

Editorial management weekly budget revised in 2001 from and pound;18,845 to and pound;16,840 

Documents show the NOTW weekly budget of News and Investigation revised down in 2001 from and pound;41,650 to and 
pound;37,675 

Laidlaw cites a BBC News report saying the fears of a global recession in late October 2001 post 9/11 were dissipating. 

November 2001: Kuttner writes to Miskiw about "budget bonus scheme" for first quarter and a cheque for and pound;1k 

"It was just a way to incentivize people," says Brooks of bonus scheme she introduced. Miskiw on budget so no investigation of 
his spend 

Brooks talks about "Bulger Killers" story and restrictions on report Thompson and Venables new lives. 

"If they broke their license conditions, that might be something the media could report," says Brooks of Thompson and 
Venables in 2001. 

Never heard of Glen Mulcaire 

"I never heard the name Mulcaire before he was arrested... but Greg might have said it was one of my great contacts," says 
Brooks 

Brooks emails Bill Akass and Harry Scott on a Saturday night in 2001 about "rivals" front pages 

"The bigger the circulation of the papers, the earlier they had to print" Brooks says of Sunday rivals Mirror and Mail 

"Match mail on Sunday on Hurley" says Brooks email: she explains this means "Could we take from Mail on Sunday and add it 
to our piece" 

Brooks email 2001 asks whether a NOTW story about "Injured SAS soldier" came "anonymously" and cites another "Sophie" (C 
of Wessex) story 

Another and pound;1k bonus for Miskiw for Kuttner in 2001: Brooks said it's "possible" this was brought to her attention. 

"I don't particularly remember Greg being the only one to get this bonus," Brooks says of Miskiw cheque 

Now in Feb 2002: Brooks writes to Clare Wood about falls in "ad revenue... I'm taking serious consequences if we don't make it 
happen" 

"It's the picture desk again," Brooks says of a NOTW department over shooting the budget. 

March 2002 NOTW budget documents now re-examined by Laidlaw, having been cited by the prosecution previously. 

"I had an authorisation for and pound;50k but can't remember when that came in," says Brooks. Finance document makes 
Brooks a category 3 

Laidlaw now comes to the subject of Milly Dowler. The jury are given a new bundle. 

15 minute break. 
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The Milly Dowler Story 

Back at #hackingtrial after the break: Rebekah Brooks is now addressing the Milly Dower story. 

Laidlaw says he will "sketch in the time period" and refers the jury to their timelines 

Brooks has various files now on the witness stand - at least three big ring binders. She takes out the Milly Dowler timeline 

The amended Dubai times on this new timeline has been agreed by both sides. 

Laidlaw picks up the essential features of the chronology: Milly disappears 21/03/02 covered by NOTW 23/03/02 

Brooks' week long holiday began on 07/04/02 in Dubai. Dowler's voicemail access on or after 10/04/02 

13/04/02 The first edition of NOTW citing her voicemails. Brooks returned on 14/04/02. Kuttner emails Surrey police following 
week. 

Saunders adds another date - 12/04/02 - activity in Telford around Milly Dowler. 

Rebekah Brooks question on the use of Mobile Phones and Hacking 

Use of mobile phones 

Brooks is asked by Laidlaw when she first got a mobile telephone: "I think early 90s," she says. 

Brooks thinks journalists would have acquired mobile phones earlier than the general public in the 90s. 

"You would have to file your story on a public phone to copy takers... before any mobile phones," says Brooks of early adoption 
of mobiles 

"I do remember that the industry, compared to some of my pals... it was a unique thing," says Brooks of mobile phones in early 
days. 

Brooks says she became aware of voicemail messages in "mid 90s maybe a bit later." 

Aware of voicemail hacking 

Brooks says she first became aware of voicemail hacking and "factory default setting.... came to my attention by late 90s" 
#hackingtrial 

"There was some publicity about high profile people... by late 90s maybe and definitely early 2000s" says Brooks. 

"By the time as deputy editor of the Sun, I don't remember it being an issue then," says Brooks of phone hacking in late 90s 

BREAKING: Brooks says she was never asked to sanction phone hacking as part of an investigation. 

Brooks on phone hacking: "it depends on the kind of story.... is accessing voicemails going to give you the kind of info you 
require 

"I can't see how accessing voicemails would have helped those stories," says Brooks of most her big NOTW exclusives like 
Countess of Wessex 

Of usefulness of hacking to desk heads Brooks says: "I suppose the showbusiness dept if it was looking for tittle tattle over a 
celebrity" 

Didn't know it was hacking was illegal 

"At the time... my editorship of NOTW, I don't think anybody knew it was illegal," says Brooks of phone hacking 2000-03 

"No desk head, no journalist, ever came to me and said... we need to access their voicemails or ask for my sanction," says 
Brooks 

"Even though I didn't know it was illegal, anything like that was in the category of invading someone's privacy," says Brooks on 
hacking. 

Brooks says she's "pretty sure" she never heard of RIPA Act (making phone hacking illegal) "until 2006" 

Brooks speaks of the editors code being updated to reflect an "industry failure" and how the laws around privacy changed and 
ECHR article 8 

Again Brooks says she never approved phone hacking during her editorship of NOTW. 

"I don't think it was," says Brooks of any story in NOTW relying on phone hacking. 

Brooks talks about Mulcaire's arrest in 2006 and a piece by David Leigh using phone hacking around an arms dealing 
investigation 

Brooks says she might have considered hacking "if something to do with paedophiles or Sarah Payne's murder... But it's a 
hypothetical" 

Brooks now addresses the issue of 'blagging' or 'pretexting' 

Brooks says the Countess of Wessex Fake Sheikh operation, or cricket match fixing investigation is "a form of blagging or 
subterfuge" 

"It can be a simple as celebrity reporting ringing up a hotel and pretending to be an assistant," says Brooks of blagging 
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Rebekah Brooks question on the Hacking of Milly Dowlers Phone 

Shocked at the hacking of Milly Dowlers phone 

Brooks says she had nothing to do Glenn Mulcaire's tasking by Neville Thurlbeck and hacking Milly's phone. 

BREAKING: Brooks says she knew nothing of the NOTW hacking of Milly Dowler's phone until "4th July 2011 at 4 O'Clock" 

Brooks says she was "shocked" when she first heard in 2011. 

Brooks says she was told the voicemails were deleted and "gave her family a false hope she was alive.... it was abhorrent." 

Brooks "Since that time... the voicemails weren't deleted, and the police knew the voicemails were accessed... told the Dowlers 
at the time" 

"I had other things to contend with at the time," Brooks says of July 2011 

Brooks says a missing schoolgirl story would have been "very important" to her at the time. 

Brooks doesn't agree that because of Sarah's Law Campaign the Dowler story would have been especially significant. 

"When it first broke... the suggestion about Sarah's Law may have been correct. It's two years since Sarah had been 
murdered," says Brooks 

"Sara Payne, and Mike, lived four or five streets away from Mr and Mrs Dowler, it may have been closer," says Brooks. 

"The two missing Surrey schoolgirls,' says Brooks explaining the connection: "could be... abduction by predatory paedophile" 

"You're both doing fine," says Justice Saunders in response to Brooks' apology for not being clear. 

"I can't remember day by day of the developments," says Brooks "but I remember quick quickly being steered away from 
predatory paedophile" 

"I remember quite early on being told that the police didn't think this was a case.. of a predatory paedophile abduction," says 
Brooks 

Brooks says NSPCC and paedophile unit showed that child abuse by strangers is rare - their criticism of Sarah's Campag 

Jury and Brooks is shown a "sensitive" document on the Dowler. 

Brooks agrees that the police attention was on Milly's father at the time 

Brooks says this info at the time "had an impact" on her coverage of Milly Dowler: "we took the police's line." 

"There was a big pushback," again Sara Payne writing something on Milly (though she lived near Dowlers) . 

Brooks in Dubai when the Milly Dowler story running 

Brooks says "Andy" was editing the paper on the week she was away in Dubai in early April 2002 

Brooks reiterates the hacking of Milly's phone was never brought to her attention at the time, or any time until July 2011 

Laidlaw asks Brooks about her involvement in that edition of NOTW as the "absent editor" 

"The IT systems at NI were never the strongest point of the company," says Brooks of difficulty accessing emails in 2002. 

"I remember using business centres, to dial into system, a key tag... it was laborious, quite slow," says Brooks of accessing NI 
servers. 

"Email was not as easy as phone calls and texts," says Brooks of 2002. 

"Whenever I went on holiday, my PA Cheryl would always know where I was.... I'd always have my mobile with me," says 
Brooks #hackingtrial 

"It would be the latter half... around Thursday, Friday, Saturday," Brooks says "that would be the kind of contact I'd expect" as 
NOTW ed 

"I can hazard a guess," says Brooks of her calls at the time, depending on who the call was to and when back in 2002. 

Brooks "Looking at the newspaper itself, the edition of the 14th, I can put together... the kind of things I would have want to 
have known" 

"I would have been quite interested in the Michael Greco buy up, I was on holiday with Ross, And Michael a colleague of his," 
says Brooks 

"I do remember it was a very expensive property," says Brooks of Greco story. They'd been in a bidding war with other papers. 

"He and Ross shared a publicity agent... I'd secured the deal before I left," says Brooks of Greco story. 

"I don't remember a specific example," Brooks says of Dowler story at the time: "There might have been an update... I don't 
remember" 

Brooks explains the Michael Greco story was a joint deal with Sun: Les Hinton would get annoyed at bidding wars between 
NOTW and the Sun 

Brooks says she cannot remember the NOTW investigation in Telford: "I think I would remember if I got a call saying we found 
Milly Dolwer: 
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Brooks says she remembers no discussion with police about voicemail left on Milly's phone. 

"Ross and I were in a good place at the time," says Brooks of 2002. "Andy and I were always close... we were good friends at 
the time." 

Brooks says there was no physical intimacy with Andy Coulson at the time of the Dubai trip in April 2002 

Run through of the Milly Dowler Timeline 

We move on to the NOTW Milly article on 24/04/02 - a week after the first. 

The NOTW from 23/04/02 edition covers Russell Crowe. Milly story on page 25. 

"It's a very small story... way back in the paper," says Brooks. "Because of distance of time I can't remember when given steer 
by police." 

"Presumably we have nothing on potential missing Surrey schoolgirl at this stage," says Brooks of this edition of NOTW. 

Brooks has to move two bottles of water out the way to compare timelines with two other files. 

The jury have a note for the judge. 

The jury note is about a page inaccuracy. Edis explains it's not an error. 

"Well spotted again," says Justice Saunders of misattributed page noticed by the jury at the #hackingtrail 

"Please Come Home Darling" article from page 15 of NOTW shown to jury - this is the 2g - second edition 24/03/02 

"Everyone is quite right about everything, and on that happy note we might break till 5 past two," says Justice Saunders. 

Back at #hackingtrial in a chilly over air conditioned court room all say. Often too hot down here in the annex 

We're now onto the 26/03/02 in Milly Dowler timeline. 

This is the Tuesday before 31/03/02 NOTW article - Milly comes up at Brooks' conference with desk heads. 

Milly story is number 3: "At the top of the list are new things coming in," says Brooks. "Where there was a development it went 
up the list" 

By the wednesday 28/03/03 "Milly Murder" at position no 2. "It changed to murder... I don't know why," says Brooks. 

Now to the Thursday 28/03/02 NOTW news list: "Milly's Murder" still is 2nd place. 

29/03/02 Friday Afternoon list at NOTW: "Milly Murder" has fallen back on list. 

30/03/02 email from Kuttner to Fran Goodman, Clive's sister, and was chief sub at the NOTW. "She's brilliant," says Brooks. 

Email from Kuttner is draft version of leaders about 2pm on 30/03/02: touches on Naomi Campbell's case, and Dowler family 
"agony" 

Sara and Sarah Payne are mentioned in this draft NOTW leader about Dowler family anguish on 30/03/02 Jury shown 
newspaper file for 31/03/02 

Front page of 31/03/02 NOTW is 'Queen Mum is Dead' - she died on the Saturday. "Massive impact on the paper," says 
Brooks. 

Pages 1-7 of that NOTW edition dominated by Queen Mother's death, with additional pull out section. Milly story on pp's 21-23 

Brooks thinks there's "nothing obvious" at this point she had a 'steer' from the police away from Sarah Payne style stranger 
abduction 

"Presumably we were given it by police," says Brooks of letter that steered her away from stranger abduction of Milly Dowler in 
2002 

The following week 03/04/02 'Missing Milly' is top of the Thursday NOTW news schedule. "Dando Killer" at number two - it 
makes NOTW splash 

At the end of this third quarter into 2002, Miskiw, Judy McGuire and Gary Thompson are both given bonuses for keeping under 
weekly limits 

Dando Killer, Queen Mother and Milly story lead the NOTW news schedule on the Friday in April 2002 

07/04/02 edition of NOTW - Brooks says she edited it. Jill Dando and Barry George story is on the front page. 

On pages 10 and 11 of NOTW that Sunday is the Milly Dowler story. 

07/04/02 the police have released CCTV images: "the 'steer' wouldn't have been released to the press for obvious reasons" 

Brooks talks about Rachel MacClean story and boyfriend making a public appeal: "reporters knew already he was their number 
one suspect" 

"I wouldn't have gone on holiday if I thought it was a Sarah's Law situation," says Brooks of Dowler that weekend. 

"We'd be helping the police as much as we could," says Brooks. "It could be the beginnings of their provisional belief it was 
closer to home 

Jury are shown Brooks' desk diary for 07/04/02 showing 'Holiday' entered by Cheryl Carter. 

Brooks says she travelled on the Sunday to Dubai, but can't remember the time. 
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"By this point in 2002 we had quite a lot of the legislation for Sarah's Law," says Brooks, but there was still a long way to go. 

Brooks said she would have cancelled holiday if the story was moving in Sarah Payne direction: she regularly cancelled 
holidays. 

"I flew back from a holiday during Soham," says Brooks of breaking stories interrupted her holidays. 

"Ross liked Dubai," says Brooks: "That would be a reason to go there. We were going to get married... we may have been 
looking for..." 

Brooks says she and Ross Kemp went to Dubai several times. This definitely wasn't the first. 

Brooks remembers William Hennessy and Dean Keyworth having to change hotels in Dubai. "I think I had met Dean before," 
she says. 

"I think he was an old school friend of Andy's," says Brooks of Keyworth. But had "definitely not" met William Hennessy. 

Brooks says "I do remember meeting Dean" in Dubai that week in April 2002 

"It seems quite a lot of time," says Brooks of 5-6 hour meeting with Keyworth and Hennessy, but says it could have happened. 

Of being on the phone 50% of that time, Brooks says "when I see the phone records it does look like I was on the phone a lot" 

As to Hennessy's evidence that Brooks had to talk to someone "about the missing Surrey girl" Brooks says "I can't remember 
but it's possible 

"It would be more normal for me to say their name.... 'I have to go and talk about Milly Dowler... (not) 'Missing Surrey 
schoolgirl' Brooks 

"Because Sarah's Law was quite controversial, people would often bring it up with me. I got into pattern of.... defending it quite 
strongly" 

Laidlaw adduces an email message from Emma Hardy, Coulson's PA, "effectively the editor's PA when you're away" 

Brooks says "pretty much every department and deputies" addressed in internal NOTW "think tank" email about "4 core 
readers" on 16/04/02 

"At the Sun there was a promotion for... a caravan park holiday for and pound;9.50. Incredibly popular promotion the Sun" cross 
promoted at NOTW 

"I thought it would be a good if.... me and my executives went on a and pound;9.50 holiday... 2 million readers, incredibly 
popular" says Brooks. 

"I did it every year at the Sun" says Brooks of this think tank at and pound;9.50 holiday. 

Brooks says she would have had "very little knowledge" of these Tuesday 09/04/02 NOTW editorial discussions when she was 
in Dubai. 

Call billings show Brooks making lots of calls to her voicemail from Dubai that Tuesday. 

Jury shown 09/04/02 Brooks billing details - 5 voicemail checks. 

Wednesday 10/04/02 'Missing Milly' now half way down the NOTW news story list. Thurlbeck tasks Mulcaire with Dowler 
number. 

Thursday 11/04/02 Missing Milly still on the NOTW news list. On voicemail access by Brooks on 10th, on 11th several calls and 
texts 

There are three incoming texts to Brooks' phone on the 11th. Call to Kemp's agents at the Artist Rights Group 

There's a call at 12.44 to the editor's desk in London: "Andy would move into editor's office when I'm away. His PA would move 
with him" 

Brooks calls Dave Reid the publicity agent soon after that day: "Putting 2 and 2 together... that weekend we had the Michael 
Greco," 

Brooks on call to McGuire: "Judy is the editor of the Sunday magazine and very good friend of mine... more likely to be 
personal" 

Brooks calls the editor's office and the Artist Rights Group on that Thursday: "Not at all unusual," she says of number of calls 

Friday 12/04/02 Milly still on NOTW schedule: 12 calls that day by Brooks from Dubai. 3 to editors desk. One for 30 mins. 

There are also four texts to Andy Coulson on 12/04/03 

"It's Friday evening," says Brooks of 40 min call to editor's desk: "Usually the time to check in" 

"You can talk through any issues that have come up... the main stories, promotions and marketing. Arguments with 
management." Brooks says 

"Rather than talk through every story blow by blow," Brooks says the call could be about "balance" in the NOTW. 

"By the time I left NI we had a system call Karma, and we could see the newspapers as they were being built," says Brooks. 

"It was much easier to keep in touch with visual look of paper... back then it wouldn't have been easy or possible," says Brooks 

On 12/04/02 Thurlbeck contacted the recruitment agency in Telford. Hacking of Milly's phone must have happened by now. 
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Brooks says she would have told any journalist who had a lead about Milly Dowler at that point: "Tell the police" 

"The parents... you'd want to tell them immediately," says Brooks of any info on Milly Dowler. She says she wouldn't hold onto 
for a story 

That Friday afternoon UK time there are four texts from/to Andy Coulson 12/04/03 - not clear yet which 

3 calls to the editorial desk that Friday evening 12/04/02 "I'm ringing the front bench... for a run through of.. what they were 
running" 

10 minute break 

Saturday 13/04/02 moving between calls and timeline: two morning calls to editor's desk. 

These are both calls to the back bench - Harry Scott's desk at NOTW. 

A 20 minute call to the editor's desk around noon. Brooks says there were conferences around 11 am. 

Brooks says she's "assuming... I'm ringing in to get an update from my deputy... it would have been a good time. " 

At this point on Sat 13/04/02 there's an email from Ian Kirby about KRM: "Keith is the late man this evening" - was Kirby's 
deputy. 

Main stories of the day on the Saturday 13/04/02 are listed on this email. Brooks says she could get emails through laptop. 

"Rupert Murdoch would always ring his Sunday editors on a Saturday evening... what would be in the paper tomorrow," Brooks 
says. 

"It could be any time around the first edition," Brooks says of the Murdoch's call. "Particularly the budget coming up following 
week" 

Brooks calls her mum, and Daresbury properties that afternoon. 

A text from Brooks at 21.04 (UK time) to Armstrong and Keyworth, then to Coulson 4 mins later, a text back from Coulson. 

"Not particularly" says Brooks to a question about what she remembers. But it may be about the meeting with Coulson's friend 
Keyworth. 

"Somehow we managed to meet up for a drink," says Brooks of Keyworth text. Justice Saunders suggests jury add this to the 
timeline. 

That Saturday evening there's a short call of 15 seconds to the Editor's desk around 9.15 pm. Rival papers come in. Murdoch 
might call 

Laidlaw goes through the three editions of the Dowler story: 1st around 7pm "Milly Hoax Riddle: Message on Mobile Probed" by 
Rob Kellaway 

Article sets out the voice mail messages "Hello Mandy" and tone of voice on Milly's voicemail 

On page 9 of 2G - second edition of NOTW - the byline has changed but the article is the same. This is main selling edition. 

2nd Edition around 9pm. 3rd edition around 11 pm on 13/04/02 the message on Milly Dowler's phone is omitted from NOTW 
article. 

By the time of third edition, a SBS story has bumped the Dowler story back. 

Mention of Voicemails removed from Milly Dowler article 

BREAKING: Brooks says she had no part to play in any of the changes to the Dowler story which omitted references to 
voicemails 

Brooks returned on the Sunday 14th from Dubai but "there's no record" of what time that day. 

Laidlaw cites a and pound;1000 plus list of costs "Missing Milly" is billed for and pound;2k under editorial budget: a contingency 
fund. Brooks never seen doc 

Brooks explains a Circulation, losses and lateness report which shows where NOTW missed sales because of late delivery 

Brooks cannot recall what she on that Monday she returned from Dubai, except a Monday think tank at and pound;9.50 
Caravan Park holiday with readers 

"The diary says Think Tanks so I assume that's what I was doing... the majority were away from the office," says Brooks. 

Brooks says she would read a paper published in her absence. 

"We lived in Battersea, so we got the late editions delivered to the house," says Brooks of the Dowler story. 

Brooks says she would have only read the third edition of NOTW when she was away. 

Brooks explains the "streets" edition which would spoof the front page to stop MoS "matching" the story. 

The third edition of NOTW was the big seller says Brooks, because it has final football match analysis 

"I would have scanned through... rather than read every single line..." says Brooks of NOTW paper. "I may have noticed it was 
a new picture" 

"I'm on page 30, I'm scanning through the book. I've got all the other papers to read. Quite a big job to read them all," says 
Brooks 
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Brooks says she wasn't back at the Wapping Office till the Wednesday 17/04/02 because of think tank at Caravan Park. 

Missing Milly is at 5th position now in NOTW news schedule. Another email from Ian Kirby, political ed with Chancellor "budget 
information" 

"I probably watch it in my office," says Brooks of budget. "I do remember this increase in national insurance." 

This is a document the defence has introduced from prosecution disclosure. 

"I remember quite a few meetings with Gordon Brown about this rise," says Brooks of 1% NI rise hypothecated to NHS 

By the thursday 18/04/02 Missing Milly story is half way down the news schedule of NOTW. Moves up and down on the Friday 
19/04/02 

Kuttner email to Surrey Police 

On Friday 19/04/02 16.04 Kuttner emails Sarah McGregor at Surrey Police about Milly story - not copied to anyone else. 

Brooks says Kuttner email was never drawn to her attention, nor it's content "No, I don't think so." 

Brooks says she was at a friend's hen weekend, she says on the 20/04/02 but worked most of Saturday until first edition. 

Jane Moore was the 'hen' at that hen weekend abroad. "From memory hen weekend started on Saturday and ended on a 
Monday... afternoon" 

Brooks does not recall seeing a second email from Kuttner: she doesn't remember the contents "not at the time, no" 

21/04/02 edition of NOTW has another Milly story marked 'Exclusive' "though sometimes exclusive is overused," says Brooks. 

"It stands to reason this was the story on the newslist for the preceding few days," Brooks says of Dowler story on 21/04/02 

Rebekah Brooks replies to Bob Bird email on that Saturday: "Sven is good" talks about top line for Scottish edition. 

'Missing Milly" still on NOTW news list following Wednesday, Thursday and Friday: falls down and then promoted on 26/04/02. 

NOTW Milly article on 28/04/02 talks about 'testing'. A some point before this story "the steer came through it was closer to 
home" 

"At some point the police interviewed... Mr Dowler.... There was a moment the police put the white tents over the house," says 
Brooks. 

"We were being briefed about the backstory on this," says Brooks about the NOTW story on the 28/04/02. 

Dowler story on news list on 01/05/02: email discusses the reward. "Stuart Kuttner would often deal with the police on this kind 
of thing" 

"If they knew what really happened, the reward would cause confusion..... the police would receive too many crank calls..." says 
Brooks 

Sorry - Laidlaw got it wrong - this is 1st of May not June. 01/05/02 

The Dowler reward turned into a shared reward with the Sun. 05/04/02 there's a two page colour spread on the NOTW reward. 

NOTW article 12/05/02 Retracing Milly's last steps 23/06/02 Milly still missing, appeal for information: September Milly's body 
recovered. 

Saunders explains he cannot sit on Friday March 7th. (He says May by mistake and is corrected). Back tomorrow at 10 am 
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Wednesday 26 February 2014 

Summary 

Rebekah Brooks Defence Continues on Count 1 - Phone Hacking 
Brooks questioned on News of the World exclusives 
Brooks asked about Glen Mulcaire 
Soham Murders 
David Blunkett story 
Eimear Cook and the Lunch Meeting 

Rebekah Brooks questioned on Arrests of Goodman and Mulcaire 
Brooks reaction to the arrest of Clive Goodman 
Brooks Phone Hacked 
Coulson Resignation 
Brooks meeting with Clive Goodman after Prison release 

Rebekah Brooks Defence Continues on Count 1 - Phone Hacking 

Brooks questioned on News of the World exclusives 

Justice Saunders asks the jury to put their Milly Dowler bundles away. We've finished with that part of Brooks' defence. 

Jonathan Laidlaw QC picks up some remaining Count One evidence from Mr Sweet, Blunkett and Eimear Cook at the 
#hackingtrial 

We're now in June 2002: a budget memo from Kuttner to Brooks is adduced. 

Laidlaw is going through the upward revision weekly spending limits at NOTW when Global recession in wake of 9/11 didn't 
materialise 

Brooks notices the small increase in the editorial budget in financial year 2002-03 

Brooks email cited to Harry Scott and Greg Miskiw 8pm on a Saturday night cited when rival Sundays - particularly MoS - came 
in. 

Two more emails in this chain: one from Bill Akass: the bigger the circulation of a rival Sunday the earlier the edition 

Miskiw email to James Morgan in finance about a cheque for Mulcaire: Brooks says she never saw document nor was it 
brought to her attention 

20/07/02 Brooks writing to Harry Scott, copied to Scott and Miskiw, about "matching all the Shipman stuff" and "good stuff in 
broadsheets" 

J Saunders asks about copying from others "matches": do you just write it up? Brooks "depending on which paper it is you 
check it first" 

A email from Scottish editor of NOTW asking Brooks about PCC is cited at #hackingtrial 

Brooks explains Bob Bird is "asking invasion into privacy is justified in public interest... breaching the misconduct rules...." 

Brooks replies: "No problem with it providing it's 100% accurate PCC wise.... No need to go off moral highground." Bird: "Ok, 
thanks" 

Brooks asks about a redaction from email: Laidlaw says its probably redacted by News International when provided to the 
police 

Email from Coulson copied to Brooks cited: a draft letter about Heather Mills "a pre notification kind of letter" to agent or some 
sort. 

Second contract between NOTW and Euro Research signed by Glenn Mulcaire and Greg Miskiw is analysed. Same clauses as 
previous years 

Brooks "as I said ye.... I can't remember what day now... the cumulative figure should have been shown to me and Kuttner...." 

Brooks contd: "But the way the week payments were made meant it went under the limit" 

03/11/02 Brooks email complains about Sunday Mirror getting a picture of Maxine Carr. 

"The police have all my diaries and so can check... but it seems odd sending an email on a Tuesday," says Brooks of 03/11/02 
Carr email 

Email 20/11/02 from Brooks to heads of dept at NOTW saying "Come on guys" about a blank page 13 

Another email thread 13/09/02 about two policeman involved in Soham case with some allegations of child porn 

Brooks on child internet porn forum and chat room: "We have to get into illegal websites.... you have to think about it, justify it" 

This email is called "Soham Cops": Brooks "we may get away with this is website Soham Cops are charged with and so on." 

Brooks "Surely cops so angry at Soham we should be able to get that out of them... maybe Stuart Kuttner can get from Chief 
Constable" 
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Brooks is talking about an FBI Operation Org (?) into child porn sites. She explains how Kuttner was "helping or criticising" 
police. 

Brooks added comments to Panther piece: "It was complicated story... She comments on piece "Shouldn't we tell the police 
where he is then." 

"It needs a lot of work. It all seems so strange. Need to explain why he's talking to us about court cases," says Brooks email on 
Panther 

19/09/02 email from Brooks saying Milly Dowler's body found: Brooks "he's getting it from Daily Mail... so I don't know if it's 
right" 

20/09/02 Brooks writes to a number of people for night conference; "information in respect of Milly" 

"I had a lot of questions from the morning conference," says Brooks about follow up email on Friday: "It's just normal" 

12/10/02 - we're approaching the end of Brooks' editorship - "matter of pride we get a picture of this woman Nadia mustn't be 
beaten by MoS" 

Brooks writes to Miskiw and Thurlbeck: "want a thorough readover of the Sunday Mirror". Brooks explains she'd get S Mirror a 
bit earlier 

"It was possible to go to Kings Cross where the street editions... possible to get a friendly delivery driver" says Brooks of early 
copies 

NOTW email from Brooks late 2002 explaining how it seen off threats from rivals and "stopped the MoS in its tracks" 

The email praises Neville Thurlbeck and Mazer Mahmoud among others for setting the agenda with their exclusives in 2002. 

Brooks invites them all for champagne in her office for this Xmas 2002 email to NOTW staff 

Memo from Brooks to Les Hinton around Xmas 2002 is cited by Laidlaw 

Brooks: "the whole document is me asking for more marketing, a price cut, and outlining the case for it.... comparing it to 
Saturday Sun" 

Brooks: "was told very early in the morning I had to met Les for breakfast, I was told 5 in the morning I was going to be editor of 
the Sun" 

Brooks says she thinks she didn't actually start till the next day at the Sun. 

Brooks asked about Glen Mulcaire 

Laidlaw asks about Geoff Sweet's evidence given previously at #hackingtrial 

Geoff Sweet had previously spoken about 18/08/02 article in NOTW which mentioned Mulcaire and previous footballing 
prowess 

Geoff Sweet had previously told jury, in Laidlaw's words, "it was known at the office Glenn Mulcaire worked for the News of the 
World" 

Laidlaw points out this Geoff Sweet article was on p 82, and the mention of 'Trigger' being part of our "special investigations 
team" 

"I don't remember that," says Brooks of Mulcaire article in NOTW. "I first heard of him in 2006.... there were 18 pages of sport 
that day." 

"The only unit you could say existed was Mazer Mahmoud's Fake Sheikh operation, but it had lots of people in it." says Brooks. 
"3 to 4" 

Brooks: "I know one of them I think. He used to appear as the Fake Sheikh's assistant" Saunders: "It was all too secret for you 
to know" 

Brooks says of Sweet: "Most sports reporters didn't sit in the office... getting to know managers and players." Sport had big 
production 

"Occasionally they'd come in just to do their expenses," says Brooks of Sports Reporters 

Soham Murders 

Brooks is asked about her whereabouts during Soham story on 18/08/02 "though it may be particularly difficult for you" 

11/08/02 two girls gone missing in Soham - search for them. 

Brooks remembers flying home for the investigation of the Soham missing girl: "it wasn't like with Sarah Payne". 

A joint reward is offered by Sun and NOTW: Sara Payne writes article. NOTW retrace steps of Holly and Jessica in Soham 

NOTW for 18/08/02 has the discovered of the bodies of Jessica and Holly. Brooks was back in office by then. 

Brooks explains how there would have been a lot of coverage that would need to be changed when bodies found on Saturday 

Brooks explains this edition was an important for the beginning of the football season. "I think there were 50 pages of sport" that 
weekend 

Brooks says she would have focused on stuff discovered in conference "and not just piece by Geoff Sweet on page 82" 
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"On the 18th we were obviously confident enough to launch Sarah's Law again..." says Brooks of Soham coverage after bodies 
discovered 

NOTW article with allegations against two Soham policeman cited. Another edition has references to Maxine Carr. 

This takes us 20/10/02 and stories about a fellow prisoner on remand with Huntley 

David Blunkett story 

Laidlaw moves onto David Blunkett in August 2004 

This concerns Andy Coulson's visit to Sheffield to see Blunkett and Sun's relationship with Kimberley Quinn. 

NOTW article did not name Quinn as Blunkett's lover. But the Sun did the next day on its front page. 

The following Tuesday in August 04 the Mirror broke the story that Quinn was pregnant: "we matched it from the Mirror" says 
Brooks. 

"It's suggested," says Laidlaw, "which looks at patterns of calls between you and Coulson.... NOTW and the Sun working 
together" 

"Producing a story which is the result of a hack made at NOTW," says Laidlaw of prosecution case on Blunkett. 

Laidlaw asks about state or relationship with her and Coulson - the break up unsent love letter written by Brooks in Feb that 
year 

April 2004 NOTW covered a David Beckham story - Brooks and Coulson were rivals. 

"As you can tell by reading the letter things weren't great," says Brooks of letter. 

"The two newspapers were... pretty strong rivals," says Brooks. "Andy and I had been v good at keeping that Chinese wall" 

"Co-operating a bit more on promotions compared to other editors," says Brooks. "He was on a weekly - I was on a daily" 

Brooks talks about being a "hostage to fortune": "I knew the Beckhams a bit socially... always trying to get Victoria or David to 
write" 

"Andy would have known I had a direct line to David," says Brooks. On the affair, it would be dangerous to even mention to her 

"Things were difficult - it was strange for a while," says Brooks of rivalry with Coulson. 

"Would you have any hesitation in stealing that story?" asks Laidlaw. "Probably not, no," says Brooks. 

"I might be holding the story... to hold it for an interview with David and Victoria... a bit like the Countess of Wessex," says 
Brooks. 

"Had I known the NOTW were running, I would have run it earlier. It caused unnecessary angst in an already complicated 
story," says Brooks 

In April 2004 NOTW did a "spoof edition" hiding the splash on David Beckham's affair. "It was much harder to do," Brooks says 
with online 

"Holding onto an exclusive became much more difficult in the Sunday market," says Brooks of 2004 and growing online 
presence. 

"No one at NOTW or Andy had discussed with me," says Brooks of Beckham affair expose. But Daily Mirror and Mail heard. 

"The Mail and the Mirror had a march on us," says Brooks. "I was not best pleased at that situation" she adds as editor of the 
Sun. 

Brooks speaks of her relationship with Blunkett: she first got to know him when she was at NOTW: "He'd been really good at 
Sarah's Law" 

"He took the public opinion... and gap with public policy, very seriously," says Brooks. "We started to work together on 
campaigns" 

"I got to know his special advisers well," Brooks says of Blunkett 2001. By 2004 "we would have dinner a couple of times a year 
on our own" 

The Sun would sponsor the Police Bravery Awards, Brooks explains, where she'd met chief police officers 

Brooks says one of Blunkett's special advisors became a friend of hers: she's now married to Les Hinton. 

"I introduced them to each other," says Brooks of Les Hinton and Blunkett's special advisor 

"Things are better," says Brooks of relationship with Coulson around Aug 04. She says she had no idea that Coulson had a 
story on Blunkett 

BREAKING: Brooks says "absolutely" did not know of the hacking of Blunkett's voicemails 

"Like the Beckham incident," says Brooks: "I think Andy told me he had the Blunkett story late on Saturday... very late." 

"I don't know if he did a spoof edition," says Brooks of NOTW Blunkett sotry. She was told late after "they had made all the 
decisions" 

"As it became more difficult to hold onto exclusive, became the pattern to give big exclusive to news channels on Sat night," 
says Brooks 
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Brooks "best recollection" was that Blunkett story was "out there" and was told on Saturday. "Definitely not" told of source of 
story. 

Brooks on Coulson on Blunkett's lover: "he must have told me he was not naming her... he might not have known her name" 

BREAKING: Brooks says she named Kimberley Quinn as Blunkett's lover at Sun through a "brief check of cuttings... gossipy 
items" 

"I think in the end it was a simple as me getting one of his special advisers to confirm it," says Brooks. She names Huw Evans. 

"The Home Secretary's office had not denied it," says Brooks of Blunkett's lover. "It was leading the BBC news on the Saturday 
night" 

"I think it was inevitable her name was going to come out," says Brooks of Quinn 

"I heard what Huw said here, " says Brooks "But I was very friendly with him." 

According to memory Brooks says she said to to Evans: "We're going to run Kimberly tomorrow... and he didn't reply." 

17/08/04 The Sun writes about Quinn's pregnancy only in subsequent editions, by matching the Mirror which had revealed it. 

15/08/04 billings from Coulson's phone are all that are available. "Only half the picture," says Laidlaw. Brooks's billings not 
available. 

Three or five calls or texts a day from Coulson to Brooks in early August 2004: "we were definitely speaking every day," says 
Brooks 

"I think we were back to being very close again... I don't think my call data would be very different to this," says Brooks of 
contact 

13/08/04 Coulson makes the trip to Sheffield. Day before "a lot of texts" from Coulson to Brooks. 

"My diary says I was was at my girlfriend's dinner... Judy McGuire," says of that evening before Coulson's trip to Blunkett 

The texts "every minute" during the night. "My guess would have been these were very personal" says Brooks of texts to 
Coulson that night 

"It would be highly likely I would ask somebody," says Brooks of Coulson's trip to see Blunkett. 

"I can't see how he could have told me he was seeing David Blunkett without me being intrigued," says Brooks of Coulson 
meeting. 

"I was either in London or Oxfordshire that weekend," Brooks says of the NOTW expose of Blunkett's lover. 

NOTW edition on 15/04/04. "I can't see now a reason I wouldn't have called Andy to see if he knew it [the name of Blunkett's 
lover] 

"Hopefully we'll be able to recycle everything and turn them into trees again," says Justice Saunders of mounting bundles at 
#hackingtrial 

Brooks explains that naming Kimberley Quinn: "I think it was our exclusive" at the Sun. 

Eimear Cook and the Lunch Meeting 

Laidlaw turns to the Eimear Cook evidence heard previously at #hackingtrial 

Brooks had attended lunch at the Manoukians and Eimear Cook in 20/09/05 - she was in third year of editorship of Sun 

"Yes, they are," says Brooks of being friends with Manoukians. She had met Joe Manoukian in 2000/01. She'd see them 3 or 4 
times a year 

"This is a Tuesday," notes Laidlaw. Brooks confirms it would be unusual to go out for lunch. "Les' Dining Room" was mostly 
used at Wapping 

Sorry "Jo" Manoukian was Brooks' first contact. Rafi Manoukian called Brooks about Eimear's problems "with profile and the 
media" 

Brooks had not met Eimear Montgomery before: "Obviously I'd heard of her... more of interest to Daily Mail, Hello... not a Sun 
type person" 

Brooks says "I'm pretty sure Rafi.. asked me to do it as a favour for a friend of his. By that very nature.. right to assume off the 
record" 

"Things I do really remember from the lunch," says Brooks. "There was some kind of discussion... getting across her side of the 
story." 

"Imbalance of the coverage was very unfair," says Brooks of Eimear Cook (now) formerly Montgomerie. "She felt he was 
getting good coverage" 

"She wasn't addressing the Sun newspaper coverage," says Brooks "more criticising Mail and Mail on Sunday coverage." 

"I was very surprised, she was a complete stranger to me," says Brooks of Eimear Cook's description of an incident in her 
marriage then. 

"An official was called to an incident in a hotel," says Brooks. "I remember being very surprised." 
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"Also in 2005 we'd done quite a big campaign on domestic violence," says Brooks "The Sun was working with Harriet Harman 
to get law changed" 

Brooks speaks about the changes in domestic violence law in 2005 - so that police could prosecute if they saw evidence. 

"The idea of a high profile woman talking to the Sun about this issue is something I remembered," says Brooks of Eimear Cook 
lunch. 

"I took out of the lunch that she was asking me... giving me information on that incident, for the Sun to follow up," says Brooks 
of lunch 

"Even if we found this official, to run a story about a sporting hero," says Brooks "my instinct would have been to ask her join 
campaign" 

"I think we had a brief email exchange, and I think she declined" says Brooks of conscripting Eimear Cook to a Sun campaign 

"Since this case I've read and heard a lot," says Brooks of that lunch with Eimear Cook: "I went there to help her improve her 
profile." 

"I've only got her word for this incident, so I've no idea of her accuracy," says Brooks. "Part of my campaign was to get women 
to speak out 

Laidlaw cites Eimear Cook's witness statement - Brooks arriving late in a chauffeur driven car appearing a bit 'grumpy' - 
amended in court 

"I thought that didn't ring true," says Brooks of original grumpy description. 

Cook's witness statement says Brooks was laughing while regaling the story of domestic incident with Ross Kemp. 

"No truth in that," says Brooks. "When I first read it, it didn't occur to me about dates... At the time it happened, it was end of 
marriage 

"It was a terrible incident in my life... I would not be laughing at this," says Brooks. "The coverage was light hearted." 

"The actor who played the brother in his show had had a similar incident that night," Brooks says of publicity. 

"I don't want to add to the humiliation," says Laidlaw citing Sun piece. "Don't worry," says Brooks. 

Laidlaw refers back to Cook's description of a phone hacking conversation: why people of wealth didn't change factory PIN 
numbers. 

"It just doesn't sound like the kind of thing I'd say," say Brooks. "I did know from way back when there was a security fault on 
PINs" 

"I just wouldn't say 'stupid wealthy people'", says Brooks: "It just doesn't sound like the kind of thing I'd say." 

Brooks on Eimear Cook's account of a story about Heather Mills and Paul McCartney from voicemails: "Absolutely not, no" 

"I would never publish stories from phone hacking," says Brooks of the McCartney/Mills allegation. 

"It's a page 7 story in 2002: it's only in the course of the case I've seen it again," says Brooks of McCartney Mills ring story. 

We're now turning to the hacking of Brooks' phone 

Before that Laidlaw turns to the other campaigns Brooks was involved with 

Quick run through of Brooks' NOTW editorials 29/12/02 edition moves onto domestic violence and men preying vulnerable 
women. 

"This is another thing I worked with David Blunkett on," says Brooks of domestic violence. 

18/08/02 Deep Cut campaign is cited by Laidlaw: Brooks talks about "huge readerships with different consituencies" 

"NOTW and the Sun always campaigned for the welfare and treatment of the armed forces... this was me campaigning against 
bullying" Brooks 

Leticia Shakespeare's death and gun crime cited: "this is us working with the police and a reward" 

President Clinton wrote a leader: "Most politicians would write for News of the World.... all the cabinet and shadow cabinet" 
says Brooks 

Damilola Taylor and Stephen Lawrence murder in NOTW: "Daily Mail deserve all the credit on Stephen Lawrence... we were 
doing same thing: 

Laidlaw introduces bundles of Counts 6 and 7 - allegations of coverup. "I'd like to deal with events of 2006," says Laidlaw. 

"We'll deal with them next before we turn to the Sun and Elveden charges," says Laidlaw. Back after lunch 

Breakaway group - Southeast Alliance - getting kettled outside the Old Bailey pic.twitter.com/2IZsG9Rf84 

Back at the #hackingtrial after a noisy lunch: EDL and breakaway groups protesting outside. 

Justice Saunders explains to the jury the absence this afternoon of Mark Hanna who has other business related to the case. 
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Rebekah Brooks questioned on Arrests of Goodman and Mulcaire 

Brooks reaction to the arrest of Clive Goodman 

Laidlaw is not looking at the arrest of Mulcaire and Goodman: "You have long since left the editorship of the NOTW." 

"I think I heard first from (employee) at the Sun," says Brooks of arrest. "That's because I read it in an email here." 

"I had to go away a lot for News Corp conference and the like.... There'd been a conference in America... flown there to Italy," 
says Brooks 

"I seem to remember the original information coming from... newsdesk, who'd be getting it from colleagues or the police," says 
Brooks. 

"Because it was so confused I think it was just surprise," says Brooks of initial information. Later heard raid by anti terrorist 
force 

"I would have almost certainly rang Andy Coulson," says Brooks of arrest of Goodman and Mulcaire in August 2006 

"I'm sure more than once as the picture developed," says Brooks of her calls to Couslon after arrests. "It was a huge news 
story" 

"It was my old newspaper, and an old colleague involved," says Brooks. There was shock and confusion. 

"Definitely, Clive had been arrested for intercepting the voicemails of Royal Household," is Brooks non verbatim recollection of 
Coulson call 

"He sounded very shocked and concerned," Brooks says of Coulson's reaction. 

"It was almost the enormity of a raid at NOTW and the counter terrorism squad... never happened in the history of 
newspapers," says Brooks 

"I think it was known quite early on another person had been arrested... I think I remember "two people arrested - that can't be 
right"' 

Brooks says there was "uncertainty at the beginning to the veracity of the allegations" over phone hacking in 2006 

On Goodman's guilt Brooks says it was in November Goodman pleaded guilty: "I think I knew that when I went to see the 
police" (in September) 

Brooks: "I know I was away for the first few days of this developing news story... so I was told private detective... within first 
week" 

Brooks says she didn't cut her holiday short in Italy because of the arrests. 

"Les Hinton... was also away," says Brooks: "He'd also been at this News Corp event.... Les had taken a break too at that time." 

"I remember having difficulty getting hold of him, (Les Hinton)" says Brooks. "But he returned to the country pretty quickly" 

Brooks says that Les Hinton took control as CEO, his deputy, Coulson and Kuttner and others managed the crisis. 

Asked if she was involved in managing post arrest crisis at NI, Brooks says to her counsel Laidlaw: "No, not at all" 

Brooks said Goodman Mulcaire arrest "felt like" headline news: "Sun newsdesk as interested as anyone else" 

Brooks says she was now hearing things "more informally" from Hinton and Coulson about arrests. 

"Our point of view at the Sun," says Brooks "there was disbelief at first... shock and surprise at Clive." 

Brooks says "there was a certain amount of grumpiness at the Sun" about the use of private detectives by NOTW "not used 
much at the Sun" 

Brooks talks about the collective failure over use of private investigators "not only at the Sun but among lawyers etc and other 
industries" 

Brooks said she asked her Sun staff about use of private detectives: "We don't use these kinds of people do we?" 

"The Sun was always very low in its use of private detectives compared to other papers," says Brooks of Mulcaire arrest. 

Brooks said she continued speak to Coulson and Les Hinton "but not in any formal way.... I'd see Les two or three times a day." 

"Andy and I would speak regularly anyway," says Brooks. She spoke to other staff shared by News International 

Brooks is asked about "corporate reaction": "a great deal of concern was everyone's reaction" 

Brooks "Initially there was certainly concern about the investigation... where it was going, was the counter terrorism squad was 
doing." 

"It had come out that Counter Terrorism was looking at Mulcaire for quite a long time before the arrests," says Brooks at 
#hackingtrial 

Asked about "periods of time" involved in the investigation, Brooks says initially about 2005/06 

Brooks says that that nine months the police were looking at before arrest were thought to be the area of investigation. 

"Between the story breaking and me going to see the police," is when Brooks said she got to know Mulcaire's name: 04/08/06 
to 14/09/06 
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"I think his name came out quite quickly," says Brooks of Mulcaire. 

BREAKING: Brooks says she didn't know Mulcaire was employed by NOTW "for a long time" until an internal investigation after 
his arrest 

"I think I had that knowledge before I went to see the police," says Brooks of Mulcaire employment for NOTW. 

Brooks says she cannot remember who told her about Mulcaire working for NOTW: various informal discussions with NI execs. 

"I certainly informed him I was going to see counter terrorism group" says Brooks of NI exec. 

"It stands to reason if a Royal Editor...and private investigator also arrrested, NOTW would have done some checks," says 
Brooks. 

"I know so much now," Brooks says of Mulcaire contract. "The retainers must have come to light pretty quickly." 

Brooks is asked whether she had any "anxiety" about Mulcaire revelations: "Not from a personal point of view" 

"It was more reflective... of the private detective situation... nothing to do with intercepting voicemail... was a collective failure" 

"I certainly had no personal concern," says Brooks of Mulcaire revelation 

Brooks met DSupt Surtees in Sept 06 - she says he rang her and they organised a meeting: "I remember two people being 
there" 

Brooks Phone Hacked 

"The conversation was... along the lines, he wanted to talk to me about my voicemail. Because they had evidence been 
accessing" Brooks. 

"I seem to remember 18 months being said," Brook recalls of how long she had been hacked. "They wanted me to be a 
prosecution witness" 

"They were investigating a sister newspaper... naturally they didn't want to come to the office," says Brooks of meeting with 
Surtees 

BREAKING: Brooks says her reaction to being hacking "I was pretty shocked... certainly surprised. I had a personal PIN code" 

"You natural reaction would be "how" "why".... I'd changed my PIN code years ago. I thought it would be secure," says Brooks 

"I probably didn't want to go to the police station," says Brooks: "So we met at the RAC club in Pall Mall." 

Brooks said she informed Les Hinton, Coulson and others straight away about police calls. Then told Rupert Murdoch what 
police had said 

"I seem to remember Andy Coulson was pretty startled, and Les Hinton the same," says Brooks of telling them of counter 
terrorism 

"I had a natural curiosity to find out what happened to my phone... how he done it for how long, and who for" says Brooks of her 
own hacking 

"I wanted to know what the police could tell me," Brooks says of meeting phone hacking investigating officer. 

Jury shown again handwritten notes of the meeting between Brooks and Dept Supt Surtees at RAC club, transposed into an 
email. 

"They tend to go in pairs," says Justice Saunders of the memory of two police officers at RAC club. 

Brooks said she would have told her senior Sun team, Hinton, Coulson and another senior NI exec. 

15/09/06 email to Coulson from NI exec appears to be a record of Brooks' meeting with police. 

Brooks says the meeting with police at the RAC club would have lasted "an hour and a half.... I think we met for coffee." 

Brooks says the detective chief superintendent explained the practice of phone hacking to her. She knew of security flaws and 
had pin code 

Brooks; "Their belief was that Glenn Mulcaire had my personal pin code. The asked,,, Had I given him permission to access my 
voicemails?" 

"One of the reasons they wanted me to be a prosecution witness was because one of my new voicemails had been accessed," 
says Brooks 

"I still don't quite understand the law," says Brooks about phone interception law. 

"Cheryl might have had my mobile on charge when I was editing the Sun," says Brooks 

"They asked me if anything that came from my voicemail might have made it into the public domain," says Brooks of phone 
hacking. 

The only occasion Brooks can think of was a trip to Paris and a report "I had a new boyfriend": female friend had left jokey 
message. 

"I think they explained to me they needed... enough victims to come forward as prosecution witnesses, to get the quantum" 
says Brooks. 

"It was a very casual information conversation," says Brooks of meeting with Chief Super: "We had good relationships with 
counter terrorism" 
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"I know I would have gone to that meeting to discover the latest from the horse's mouth, so to speak" says Brooks. 

"It was a sister newspaper, they were close colleagues," says Brooks of her curiosity of police investigation. 

Laidlaw points out that in neither of these executive records of that RAC club meeting is there any mention of Brooks' personal 
position 

Brooks addresses previously seen email to Coulson on Mulcaire and Goodman "bang to rights on palace intercepts" 

The email speaks of raids obtaining 100-110 victims from Mulcaire's notes and voicemails. 

Email also speaks of NOTW payment records "going way back.... over one million of payments" to Mulcaire. 

"I think I knew before I went to see DCI Surtees... Mulcaire had been working before, after and during my editorship," says 
Brooks. 

"The amount was a surprise," says Brooks; "though not the fact he was a private detective" 

NB; Surtees sometimes called a Detective Chief Inspector and others a Detective Superintendent: don't know which is accurate 

"It's hard to remember if consistency or frequency" was the main interest of investigating police Brooks says of the email note. 

Email to Coulson speaks of "not widening the case" unless they had NOTW journos directly accessing voicemails. 

Email talks of Hugh Grant and Jemima Khan story directly reflecting a hacked voicemail. 

"I think you had to... make a formal complaint before they could use your evidence in a court case," Brooks says of going back 
to police. 

Brooks assumes she briefed exec face to face rather than on the phone. 

Brooks confirms Surtees never told her of "evidence of criminal wrong doing under her editorship, or that it was of interest to 
him" 

"I would have reported back a version of the conversation with the people I told," says Brooks: "more detail with Les Hinton" 

Brooks said she told Coulson her own phone had been hacked immediately after initial call from police. 

"Did Ross feature in anyway in your discussions with police," asks Laidlaw. "Not really," says Brooks. 

"I think Ross came up in the context of him asking me some formal questions... well I have a pretty disastrous time," says 
Brooks. 

"There was stark competition between the two papers, but the NOTW wouldn't run something personal stories about me and 
Ross" says Brooks 

Brooks says she wasn't shown any records at this point: she wasn't told Ross Kemp's name was also in Mulcaire's notes. 

Brooks "We all agreed it would not be right to make a formal complaint and be a witness with the complexities it would cause 
on corp level" 

Laidlaw for the defence has put the hacking of Brooks' phone in a similar timeline to other phone hacking victims 

This timeline actually relates to the hacking of both Brooks and Coulson. 

Ten minute break 

Brooks says she assumed the and pound;1m to Mulcaire was for checks and tracing people, 

"I suppose if I thought about it logically it wouldn't have been a million pounds for that," says Brooks of Mulcaire payments. 

In 29/11/06 both Goodman and Mulcaire pleaded guilty to various phone hacking counts: Goodman to Royal Household. 

"I think there were about five victims," says Brooks of initial Mulcaire conviction. 

"Nothing really changed from that initial meeting" Brooks says of Goodman and Mulcaire guilty pleas. 

Coulson Resignation 

Brooks spoke to both Andy Coulson and Les Hinton about Coulson's resignation: "it happened under his watch" 

"Though there was never any suggestion he knew what these two people were doing, it was his responsibility" says Brooks of 
Coulson resigning 

"There were quite a few things being talked about after sentencing," says Brooks of NI at the time. 

"It had confirmed GM's payments going way back were for what PIs did, and not for voicemail hacking," says Brooks. 

"That was the end of criminal proceedings," says Brooks. "I can't remember when the police said 'nothing more to see here: 
time to move on" 

Brooks talks about Hinton public statement "voice mail interception limited to Clive Goodman" a "vigorous internal 
investigation" by NI 

"There were public statements of this being a "rogue exception".. and Andy Coulson not being involved," says Brooks of 2007 

"It wasn't just said publically, but said internally aswell," Brooks says of this first investigation being complete. 

Brooks says she was not concerned at this point about her own role. 
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Saunders asks if Brooks was concerned, like Andy Coulson, that "something was going on under our shift" 

"I still believe that now as I did in 2006," Brooks says of stories being sourced from phone hacking at NOTW during her 
editorship 

"I don't remember feeling that" says Brooks to Saunders question as to whether she might have resigned even if she didn't 
know. 

Brooks is asked about PCC statement after arrest of Coulson and Mulcaire. 

"From this position the PCC still seemed confused about it," Brooks says of PCC letter 

Laidlaw turns to a draft letter adduced by the prosecution: "I remember thinking I don't remember writing that" 

Brooks explains that the original letter might have come from her, but the PCC issues were dealt with another executive. 

The PCC letter from NI reflects the language of initial PCC inquiry. It also talks about cash payments - Laidlaw says he'll 
examine tomorrow 

Brooks meeting with Clive Goodman after Prison release 

Laidlaw now turns to Brooks' lunch with Goodman 12/04/07 - again at the RAC club. Expenses and diary adduced. 

Brooks had lunch with Goodman at RAC club shortly after he was released. Brooks confirms she offered him a job. 

BREAKING: Brooks says the idea of offering Clive Goodman a job post release from jail came from both her and Les Hinton. 

"A week or so before the lunch... Goodman had launched an employment tribunal appeal... " says Brooks. 

"I think Clive Goodman had been expecting to return to his job when he came out of prison," says Brooks. 

"He had discovered on home leave that his contract had been terminated," says Brooks. Letter from head of HR or CEO. 

"That had not been his understanding, I don't know how or why," says Brooks of Goodman's expectation he would keep his job. 

"He wanted I think a financial settlement or his job back... his anger at being dismissed when on home leave," says Brooks. 

"He wanted a financial settlement... the company hadn't agreed to his terms.. he was going to allege other people at NOTW 
knew," says Brooks 

"Certainly that others were involved in that practice," says Brooks of Goodman allegations. 

"There was concern at NI that... though a line had been drawn... to go through an embarrassing employment tribunal... 
damaging headlines" 

BREAKING: Brooks says she thinks Goodman was alleging "pretty much everybody" was involving in phone hacking at NOTW 

Brooks says that the NOTW editor, deputy editor and managing editor were all involved in Goodman's tribunal allegations. 

Brooks says she's sure the allegations didn't involve her. And this was only a baseless allegation because of Goodman's 
employment tribunal 

"The corporate side of the business had received this tribunal claim" says Brooks. John Chapman and Daniel Cloke were 
involved with Hinton 

Laidlaw: "Do you believe the truth of these allegations: Brooks: "I had no reason to... I had it from counter terrorism...from 
horse's mouth 

"I probably had a lot of my reassurance from my initial meeting with the police, " says Brooks. "The police closed the 
investigation" 

"The judge had said the cash payments part of Mulcaires deal... were for private detective work," says Brooks 

"At that time I have a firm basis of belief there was no foundation for these allegations," says Brooks. "This happens in 
tribunals" 

"I saw Les Hinton two or three times a day... he gave me all my promotions, except the last one," says Brooks. 

Brooks:"I don't know if he knew I knew Fran, or that I'd worked with Clive way back when... but I was the right person to find a 
middle way" 

"It's a delicate situation... two sides to every story... Clive was angry... felt unfairly treated," says Brooks of meeting Goodman. 

"A line had been drawn under this, for the company to then have to go through this allegations, though unfounded, it was 
delicate situation" 

"When I went to see Clive he wasn't best pleased as to what had happened to him... my offer was of another way to solve it" 
Brooks says 

"I don't know who came up with the idea.... Let's just say it was my idea, It wouldn't have been right for him to return to Royal 
Editor." 

"It was the tenth anniversary of Diana's death and we were doing a tribute magazine. So that's one of the thoughts I had" says 
Brooks 

Brooks says Goodman's response was "muted...didn't give me impression that he was particularly interested... he was very 
civil" 
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"It was quite formal discussion," says Brooks of Goodman lunch. She says they had not seen much of each other since she left 
NOTW editorship 

Brooks says of Goodman lunch: "I didn't get the impression a backroom job... was of interest" 

Brooks comments on the email she sent to Goodman after the lunch. "About four weeks on from then," notices Justice 
Saunders. 

"I assume I'm just chasing him up," says Brooks. Laidlaw reads out her email: "I just need a decision on the Diana project." 

18/05/07 Brooks writes again to Goodman about a position at the Sun. He did not take up offer of job. 

"I'm sure I'd been told it had been settled, but the details I did not know at the time," Brooks says of Goodman tribunal against 
NI 

Brooks says until she appointed to CEO in 2009, she had nothing else to do with corporate response to phone hacking. Back 
tomorrow. 
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Thursday 27 February 2014 

Summary 

Rebekah Brooks Defence Continues on Count 5 - Illegal Payments 
Court matters and more evidence provided to Jury 

Books Questioned on her Editorship of The Sun 
Brooks Appointed Editor of the Sun 
Brooks describes how an edition of the Sun is put together 
Issues covered by the Sun under Brooks 
Brooks admits mistakes 

Count 5 - Conspiracy to commit misconduct in a public office 
Brooks questioned on illegal payments to MOD officials 
Brooks Contacts with Senior Officials 
Payments to Public Officials 
Thomas Cook Payments 
Payments to MOD Offocials 

Rebekah Brooks Defence Continues on Count 5 - Illegal Payments 

Court matters and more evidence provided to Jury 

Justice Saunders welcomes back in the jury to Court 12 and the #hackingtrial with the 6th day of Rebekah Brooks' testimony 

One of the jurors has a medical appointment a week on Monday: to save time Justice Saunders would prefer not to break for 
long lunch 

Langdale for Coulson asks if his client can leave the dock since today's evidence does not concern him. He won't be far away. 

A rustling of paper as a new tab is inserted by Jonathan Laidlaw, QC, counsel for Brooks, into the jury bundle 

"I shouldn't bother to tidy up," says Justice Saunders of these bundles: "Forlorn hope" 

"We're going to move to the Sun and Count Five," Laidlaw tells the jury, and produces a file of selected Sun articles. 

"This is tempting providence but it's remarkable no water has been knocked over yet" says Saunders. "Usually the judge who 
knocks over water 

Books Questioned on her Editorship of The Sun 

Brooks Appointed Editor of the Sun 

Brooks explains the 5.30 meeting with Les Hinton during which she was appointed as Editor of the Sun. She started the next 
day 

Brooks says Hinton and Murdoch wanted the "campaigning side" at the Sun. They'd been quite pleased with tone of NOTW 
and wanted that at Sun 

Brooks "They were concerned the Sun had got interested in pure politics.... Westminster Village, minutiae, rather than the 
issues behind it" 

Brooks said they wanted the Sun to be "funnier... softer". Brooks replaced David Yelland. Coulson took over the NOTW. 

Brooks explains she took some trusted people from the Sun with her to NOTW, and some of this core back to the Sun in 2003. 

Brooks describes how an edition of the Sun is put together 

Brooks explains her working day at the Sun: 9.30 start up to quite late. 

"Monday to Friday," Brooks says about work at the Sun, "to quite late" with evening meals and meetings. 

"Friday deadlines for the Saturday Sun were much earlier," explains Brooks; "So you could get away early... 7ish" 

Brooks says there were periods of times when it was a six day week: "First two years I was in and out on a Sunday" 

"I was seeing different people editing it, their choices," Brook explains of Sundays: "as I got my own team in place it wasn't 
necessary" 

Laidlaw goes through the "Editor's Life" at the Sun: reading all the papers, listening to the Today Programme 8.10 interview, 
watching TV. 

The first news conference at the Sun is at about 11 am: "ideas... anything from serious to funny... normally attended by 
features" 

11.30 was 30/40 min main conference at the Sun where every department head attended, with news lists produced for 
breaking/developed stories 

The next meeting is "Pages and Plot" at noon: minimum 56 pages up to 120 pages on the Saturday: short window to fill them. 

Brooks talks of "overnight" pages being prepared before: Dear Deidre, Gardening, etc - "each day had a different feel": health, 
Sun Woman 
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Then the "flat plan" was produced at the Sun based on what editors said would be ready by the cut-off time in the evening 

Lunch was "at the desk" or "at a conference room which had been converted" as editor of the Sun, Brooks explains. 

"We call it "the rattling express train" throughout the afternoon, " Brooks continues: "It's quite a tight deadline" 

The deadline shifting as NI were updating their printing and publishing systems with a piece of software called Hermes. 

"We had to be in pretty good shape for first edition by 7 or 7.30... first edition for the streets or remote places like Bodmin" 
Brooks says 

Brooks says "saturday edition could be up to 100,000 work... I know its not War and Peace but.. daily editions about 40,000 
words" 

Brooks explains the business side of marketing, advertising etc. beyond the editorial duties. 

"Marketing was huge part of being an editor," says Brooks. "On NOTW budget and pound;10-12m - on the Sun much much 
more than that." 

Brooks says she would have final approval on any TV ads, would oversee promotions such as free CDs, in a bidding war for 
old Carry On films 

"The biggest markets were the supermarket chains," says Brooks of the Sun's main ad revenue and having to meet clients 

"Jeremy Clarkson was very critical of many car plants, particularly Honda... the editor would be summoned to explain actions of 
the team" 

Last tweet was about firefighting problems between advertisers and editorial at the Sun 

"There was a constant clash," says Brooks between advertising and editorial, and production, because "you wanted to print as 
late as poss" 

"Occassionally" Brooks would meet advertiser, but "mainly with senior politicians, senior police officers, people from security 
services" 

"The politicians go to Wapping." asks Saunders. "Yes," says Brooks of cabinet and shadow cabinet. 

Brooks: "Politicians like to tell the press all the good stuff they're up to... the lobby is the hub... but they like to see the senior 
team 

"If they didn't like something you'd done... a meeting would be arranged," says Brooks. "Or 20 readers asking the PM 20 
questions" 

Brooks says she had high level meeting with pols and police "once or twice a month... but things were in the evenings as well" 

"Senior police officers would come in, usually if there was an issue... the same with the military, especially in my editorship" 
says Brooks 

"We were at war from the time I started my editorship to the time I finished," says Brooks of military conflict during tenure at the 
Sun 

Brooks says she wrote all her emails herself, and not her PAs. Can't estimate how many emails: "I haven't had access since I 
was arrested" 

Brooks says there were 11,000 emails in her inbox when she left. She guesses she got "hundreds" of emails a day. 

"I communicated with Cheryl and Debs by email... it was easier. Probably more than normal. I tended to use computer on my 
desk." Brooks 

"In 2008 we finally got Blackberries and that changed the way we communicated," Brooks says of email communication. 

"I think I've had it for about 18 years," says Brooks of her mobile. "I think the might have added a couple of digits - 07 - 
nationally" 

Issues covered by the Sun under Brooks 

"With a selection of front pages and articles," Laidlaw wants to go through the tone and range and some of the issues Brooks 
covered at Sun 

Brooks says they sold advertising to 8 to 10 million readers. "Our first pillar was to be incredibly supportive of the troops." 

"The armed forces was a very big part of the paper... we went to war in Iraq quite quickly after I became editor. " 

"The MOD budget is 30 billion... a huge amount of tax payers money... we held them to account. 300k active service 
personnel." says Brooks 

"We were very supportive of the troops... but certainly felt we could hold the MOD to account," says Brooks of the Sun. 

Brooks talks about the anti-war feeling in Britain around Iraq: "the country wasn't in agreement in the main," she says. 

"There were a few incidents of troops coming back and being abused in the street around 04-05," says Brooks. 

Brooks mentions the formation of Help for Heroes, helped by the Sun and Jeremy Clarkson. 

Brooks mentions "Deepcut" and "systematic bullying of troops, with suicides" 

"I rambling, I'm sorry," says Brooks to Saunders. "Let's not get into too many unnecessary issues," he explains. 
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Various Sun front pages from the Iraq Invasion in 2003 are shown to the jury. 

We're now up to May 2004 post the capture of Saddam 

"It wasn't blanket support.... it was critical," says Brooks of Sun coverage of Iraq. 

"This is the start of Help for Heroes," says Brooks of October 2007 edition. Prince William lends his support. 

Prince Harry, other celebrities and footballers add their support for Help for Heroes in editions of Sun shown to jury in 
#hackingtrial 

"There was a news blackout while he was there," says Brooks of Prince Harry's tour in Iraq 

We're now up to May 2009 in Sun headlines with troops leaving Iraq 

To those complaining about my tweets today - I'm committed to reporting all the details of the hacking trial without comment 

Jury told of Sun military awards very much like the Police Bravery awards. 

Laidlaw talks of Brooks work on domestic violence, and the massacre at Beslan 

Another Sun campaign is cited to jury, to promote adoption and the 'Be my Parent' magazine 

Brooks talks about her involvement in "Make Poverty History Campaign' and Comic Relief. 

Brooks talks about "too much emphasis on predatory paedophiles" and that abuse happens mainly to those "known to the 
child" 

Breast cancer, animal RSPCA, anti-crime, African, Josie Russell campaigns also mentioned to jury 

Death of Ben Kinsella and jobs campaigns also cited in this selection of Sun pages compiled by Brooks' defence with her help 

Political coverage includes: BNP, voter apathy, "not being terribly kind to Tory challenge" in 2005 

Celebrity and Football: "very important part of the Sun" - Beckham, Rooney. 

International stories "illustrate the broad church the Sun was: If you hadn't read it you obvious think of celebrity, Page 3 and 
football" 

Laidlaw talks about 7/7 coverage and a readers picture of the bombing. Brooks: "Our relationship with the readers became 
more interactive" 

Brooks speaks of a "reporter undercover investigating in hospitals" and the "risks associated with story" 

Saunders: "But you were speaking of the public interested rather than committing a criminal offence" Brooks confirms of 
undercover reporting 

Security breaches at the Royal Palaces and the House of Commons also cited. Sun exclusives shown to jury: Soham, prisoner 
lotto winner 

"The lotto rapist was a tracing situation, and his victims had had usual paltry compensation," Brooks says of tracking him down. 

Football, Boy Wonder and Rugby World Cup cited, "we were eternally optimistic about the England football team," says Brooks. 

"This shows just how often sport came to the front of the paper," Brooks explains of tapping up scandal, ashes victory etc. 

"Some regrets," saids Laidlaw of last article bundle from Sun:"which at least give this thing a bit of... some balance." 

Brooks admits mistakes 

"I personally made lots of mistakes during my 10-12 years as editor and deputy editor," Brooks explains of this dossier of 
'regrets' 

Brooks is now addressing a Frank Bruno front page in the Sun 

"I had a complete blankspot to "Bonkers Bruno Locked Up' headline - a terrible mistake I made," says Brooks. But only 15,000 
copies. 

"We apologised immediately... I went on a course with Saneline.... about how we covered mental health," says Brooks about 
Bruno headline 

"In those flashes of speed, you can look at something perfectly wrong, and not see it." says Brooks. Now turns to death of 
Harold Shipman 

The Sun headline speaks of the Home Secretary opening a bottle of champagne: the headline was probably in bad taste 

Brooks talks about an article about Page Three and Claire Short 'where I went too far" 

"The navy banned it once and all the sailors went on strike," says Brooks of Page 3: but calls this "cruel and harsh - too 
personal" 

"You asked me to think of all the things I got wrong," says Brooks. "Odd thing to ask of a client," says Saunders. "Just giving 
balance" 

Jury are shown a story which could still be the subject of litigation and so it passed over quickly 

Brooks regrets treatment of Baby P social worker: "In the furore and passion... our attacks, harassment, photographer outside 
her house" 
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Back after a short break at the #hackingtrial 

Count 5 - Conspiracy to commit misconduct in a public office 

Brooks questioned on illegal payments to MOD officials 

"We come then to Count 5," says Laidlaw: "allegation to commit misconduct in public office involving Sun journo and Bettina 
Jordan-Barber" 

Laidlaw says we'll look in due time to 11 email Brooks sent agreement payment to MOD official 

"I didn't know who her name was," says Brooks. She also says she didn't know Jordan-Barber was a public official 

BREAKING: Brooks tells jury at #hackingtrial she did not know name of MOD source paid for Sun stories or that she was public 
official 

Brooks talks about her relationship with police officers, and helping start up police bravery awards while deputy editor of the 
Sun 

Brooks Contacts with Senior Officials 

Brooks says she had regular contacts with "very senior" police officers: "commissioner of Met police... other chief constables" 

"I had pretty good relationship with former chief constable of Manchester, partly because I'm from Warrington," says Brooks 

Brooks also says she had good relationships with Counter Terrorism and Paedophile Unit 

Brooks says she had contacts with "chief of navy, army, RAF... very senior rank. Particularly some of the commanders out in 
Helmand, CoS" 

The meetings with Senior Police officers often at Scotland Yard: senior military at "private dinners": the 1st Sea Lord at HMS 
Illustrious 

Brooks speaks of contact with MI5 and MI6 

"Less with GCHQ, more with MI5 and MI6," says Brooks: "along with specialist reporter... at Director General level" 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, now speaks to the PCC code about receiving info from public officials and whether "money was 
involved" 

"Looking at 2005-6, "asks Laidlaw: "Did the code then.... deal in terms with public officials position?" "Not directly," says Brooks 

Brooks says the Sun had "frequent" leaks from public officials at Cabinet level 

"At the height of the Blair Brown 'feud' we found people in both camps willing to talk... all of which could be considered public 
officials" 

None of those leaks required payment, emphasises Laidlaw. "Quite common" Brooks says for police during a crime story. 

Brooks: "A journalist who has specialised in crime all their career... they have police officers... they've worked their way up 
together" 

Brooks: "I've always thought relationship between police and press as symbiotic... helping each other... it was a usual situation" 

"Because there was so much focus on the military," says Brooks. "We were the (perhaps self appointed) paper for the military." 

With unpaid info politicians, police officers and the military Brooks says this "very rarely" brought her in conflict with PCC code. 

Brooks says "very rarely" related to Official Secrets Act and D-Notice Committee that could endanger troops on the ground 

"Very sensitive information had to be subjected to more analysis," says Brooks of Military leaks. 

"The code was at the centre of everything," says Brooks and she felt there was no conflict with unpaid information from public 
officials 

Payments to Public Officials 

Brooks says there were requests for payment from some public officials. 

BREAKING: Brooks says she understood only "an overwhelming public interest" can justify a public official being paid for 
information 

Brooks: "If there was not a public interest defence it wasn't done. It was considered illegal if... it was directly in line with their 
role" 

BREAKING: Brooks confirms she has paid public officials for info relating to their work from "half a dozen" occasions. 

These handful of occasions were from 1998 when Brooks was either acting up as an editor or was an editor. 

"We greatly debated what was in the public interest," says Brooks of that decision of paying public officials. 

Brooks says the distinction between "public interest" and "what the public is interested in" is very "subjective" 

"There's a public interest in freedom of expression itself... everyone always finds it very difficult to address," says Brooks. 

Brooks says "each newspaper has its own interpretation of the public interest" but "never any official guidelines" 
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Brooks is asked about a journalist who cannot be named for legal reasons. 

There may be a bit of a twitter silence from me during this part of the evidence - for legal reasons. 

This journalist "seemed to have contacts and sources from many walks of life" says Brooks 

Brooks is asked about journalistic sources: x "never told me any confidential sources... standard thing in industry." 

"But that's not to say there weren't obvious sources," says Brooks: "each story has to be taken on an individual basis." 

"Once you start paying a source... there's a confidentiality that arises between you and that source...a sensitive area" says 
Brooks. 

Brooks says "confidential sources kept incredibly tight". 

Brooks talks about various specialities at the Sun 

Both sides agree that a Sun journalist was paying a public official: Bettina Jordan-Barber. Brooks says again she didn't know 
this. 

BREAKING: Brooks says payments to MOD official from the Sun "should have been brought to my attention... so I could take 
responsibility" 

Brooks is asked: "It must have been obvious from the stories themselves that the source must have been a public official" 

Brooks replies "you don't often just get a story from one source. Sometimes you get a tip from one source. Sometimes a 
confirmation" 

"There's a certain element of trust that goes on throughout newspapers," says Brooks: "because of the manicness of the day" 

Brooks says source could be retired officials:"Particularly in the military when you can retire very young... or the police for that 
matter" 

"Lot of ex officials could write for us and be paid openly" says Brooks of Sun columnists. 

Brooks explains how journalists start at garrison towns and develop contacts and sources, and "get on to a national" with a 
good story. 

"There's huge scope without an automatic assumption it's a public official," says Brooks of stories about army, police etc. 

Thomas Cook Payments 

Brooks is asked about the Thomas Cook nature of payments to Jordan-Barber and her memory of procedures at the Sun. 

Thomas Cook payments are forms of cash payments - source ends up with notes in their hands. 

Brooks says that what they meant at NI cash payments was a 'docket system' involved a cashier's office 

"Thomas Cook was a way of getting.... cash to people who couldn't be in Wapping... not only sources." says Brooks. 

"If you had a reporter out abroad who needed cash to pay a fixer... there would be a global wire transfer you could use," says 
Brooks. 

"The Sun always had the same policy around cash payments" says Brooks: they had to be signed off by department head and 
editor of day. 

Brooks thinks the managing editor could also sign off cash payments, but CPRs all went through that office. 

"The only difference in Thomas Cook.... over a certain level it had to have that editor of day approval. I think it was higher," says 
Brooks 

"There has to be some fluidity in terms of financial systems," says Brooks of uncertainty over approval limits on cash payments. 

Brooks: "In cash payments there's no trail, but with Thomas Cook you always had to show some identification... my experience 
was in America" 

Saunders asks about editorial signing off system: "was it about value for money or insuring cash wasn't paid to wrong people?" 

"Probably a bit of both," says Brooks of cash limits in terms of "value and validity" 

"He thinks what he's saying to you is the truth": Lenny Henry on his character Frank Watt in Day Release http://bbc.in/1kiLfRR 
my new play 

Back after lunch at the #hackingtrial 

Payments to MOD Offocials 

"I'll continue to make myself very unpopular with everyone," says Laidlaw about adding two more defence bundles for Brooks. 

Laidlaw explains the index to a large blue file with 11 white tabs covering the 11 times Brooks authorised a payment to MOD 
official 

The files on Count 5 set out source of MOD story, nature of story, final published piece and relevant authorising email 

A second large matching blue file has articles and emails but with most the other military articles to be found in the Sun over 
this period 
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In Laidlaw's new bundles there's also a calendar view from January 2003 to September 2009 covering whole of Brooks' 
editorship of Sun 

Laidlaw goes to 01/01/04 where the indictment period for Count 5 begins. 18/06/06 is a period of maternity leave for Jordan-
Barber. 

Laidlaw is going to ask Brooks whether each story justified payment because it was "overwhelmingly in the public interest" 

According to Laidlaw Brooks was away in 04/10/06 at Conservative Party conference for a story about an alcoholic instructor at 
barracks 

"I wouldn't have seen this on the production day, but certainly on the publication day," says Brooks of this article. 

"I would have been in contact with the desk," says Brooks of her day at party conference. "But I would have read it the next 
day" 

Brooks: "It could have been anybody, any source, could have been the bus driver.... wouldn't have indicated to me there was a 
payment" 

"Nothing would have flagged up to me there was an issue with it," Brooks says of 2006. She asked today whether she would 
have paid today 

"Certainly I would have felt there was a public interest element to this story.... senior personal bullying the troops," Brooks says. 

"Though Captain Boozy headline is very 'Sun' there is a serious element," but Brooks is not sure she would have authorised 
payment. 

" and pound;1k for his story is not excessive," says Brooks. "The money would have been a consideration,' she continues on 
public interest. 

Laidlaw says 34 articles in Sun till 13/11/06 Jordan-Barber sourced piece about intelligence officer. Brooks was off to Australia. 

"I'm beginning to get the impression you were never there," jokes Justice Saunders. 

This is a Page 2 Sun article: "I would have read it the next day.... in 2006 probably a lot online" 

Brooks: "I wouldn't have particularly thought it did or didn't come from a public official. In PI terms, so many women on the front 
line" 

"No, it would have come out anyway," says Brooks of justifying a payment to a public official on this particular story. 

Another story about a recruit in a coma is cited by Laidlaw, sourced from Jordan-Barber. "You do appear to have been in office 
when plotted" 

"It's a military connected with bullying... I mentioned Deepcut... it's a live issue... I'm sure I would," says Brooks about public 
interest 

"The tip for this story could have come from a variety of sources... particularly on recruits and bullying," says Brooks. 

"I think I would have done," says Brooks of paying public officials for this story. "I had evidence from Deepcut these things didn't 
comeout 

Brooks says she thinks and pound;3,000 "reasonable" for this story. 

Email to Brooks citing military contact, listing the 3 stories " and pound;4.5k which I think cheap at the prices": Brooks replies 
"of course" in mins 

Brooks: "I'm absolutely sure I would have remembered the recruit speared... I would have been in a meeting. Lots of emails 
coming through" 

"I'm not reading this email now thinking there's something wrong.... it's exactly where we wanted to be with the recruits," says 
Brooks. 

Brooks in response to first email and and pound;4.5k payment: "Yes, cheap at the price I would have thought," 

August 2007: Calendar shows Brooks away 13-28th August: away when article published 17/08/07 

"I would always got to a place called newspaper direct.... and don't forget onlne," explains Brooks of this article about 
Sandhurst soldier 

Brooks says she wouldn't have sanctioned a payment for a story of this sort if it had come to her. 

Story of Prince William's major killed by Taliban 06/10/07 - Brooks was at work. 

The death of Major Roberts killed by a roadside IED was the front page of the Sun on 06/10/07 

"I would have assumed it was relatively official coming in unpaid for," says Brooks about Major Robert splash. 

"It's difficult doing the hypothetical," says Brooks of paying for this story. "The problem is that is going to come out" 

"There's certainly an exclusivity to it which helps," Brooks says about the Major Roberts death. But probably wouldn't pay 

Email on 15/10/07 asking for authorisation of payment "belting exclusive splash" and the "Sandhurst sex scandal": Brooks 
"Brilliant scoop" 

"I know it's boring. I keep repeating myself.... but with the countless military stories.... plethora of sources... I wasn't policing." 

"The Sun led the headlines all that, that's what is probably in my head" says Brooks of payment authorisation 
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25/10/07 Sun article on the funeral for Major Roberts cited (Help for Heroes launched 4 days later) 

"It could have been anyone at the funeral," says Brooks: "Had it been a public official would have it been in the context of their 
job?" 

Brooks: "It says it's an exclusive.... so it would have figured in morning conference" She says "probably not" as to paying for it. 

"It's clearly not overwhelmingly in the public interest to say Prince William was grief stricken at the funeral... but it was 
everywhere" 

17/11/07 Sun story 'plotted' on 16th; "we were getting reports for many years... that things weren't quite right. Especially the 
pay." 

"To have a war hero quitting and citing pay would have been of interest to me," says Brooks of another MOD story 

"Never an issues with these stories, never a complaint, or where x was getting these stories," says Brooks. 

BREAKING: Brooks says "we never received one complaint" from MOD or anyone in military about source of stories 

'If it had been put to me a war hero is quitting because he cannot stand treatment of troops.... then yes" says Brooks of paying 
for this 

A Sun article about a "Mucky Major" and sex allegations cited. "It could have come from anywhere," says Brooks. 

As to paying for this: "It contravenes the army act... but probably not," says Brooks. 

Though there's no confirming authorisation from Brooks to following, Brooks says she would have approved and congratulated 
Sun journalist 

Ten minute break 

We're now on 4th authorisation email around April 2008 from Brooks for Jordan-Barber payments through Thomas Cook 

Brooks was in Rome 09/04/08 "We had News Corp interests in Italy... I may have seen it," says Brooks of another story about 
female soldier 

Again Brooks says there could be many sources to this "long running saga... of this second lieutenant" Brooks said she 
wouldn't have paid 

Sun article on missing laptop cited: Brooks says "it was a running theme in media.... there was an MI6 employee who left 
dossier in taxi" 

Three thousand pound email seeking authorisation for payment read out: no response from Brooks recorded but she would 
have authorised 

One of the jurors has a faulty bundle with missing pages. 

Going through tab 5 now on the fifth email: Brooks away in Germany for first of three articles "we had some musical interests 
there." 

"We had close links with Bildt," says Brooks of German trip but she would have still seen this article 03/05/08 about sacking of 
corporal 

"This has two levels of public interest," says Brooks: "attack on recruit... and there was an issue about post traumatic stress 
disorder" 

Second story on this 5th tab concerns more alleged bullying at Catterick. 

Hypothetically Brooks would have paid "In the context of Catterick and Deepcut... it would fit into public interest category" 

3rd story on 5th tab is a story about a Gurkha: diary shows Brooks away on 22/05/08 on 40th Birthday and then off to US 
28/05/08 for work 

Brooks says story could have gone from anywhere but wouldn't have paid "because the police were involved would have come 
out anyway" 

11/06/08 approval sought for "Thomas Cook" and pound;3k payment for "top military source" and mentions pickups by other 
media. 

Now onto tab 6 and sixth email authorisation and related Sun MOD stories. 

Sun article from 17/08/08 article about sailors on cocaine "on high seas" cited. Brooks was at the office. Thinks public interest. 

Major feels up privates story from Cyprus 03/10/08 "where army went for decompression" - perhaps would have come out 
anyway. 

Army Gun nut article from Nov 08: diary shows Brooks away from 17/11/08 "I think I did go to Afghanistan in 08" with General 
Richard Dannatt 

Email to Brooks talks of prison contact and an Al Qaeda terrorist training as a stand up comic. 

Laidlaw reads out an admission re prison contact: MSC confirms the source was a BACS payment to a journalist 

"What would we have done without post-its, and junior barristers," says Saunders of a note about Jordan-Barber's maternity 
leave. 

Break till tomorrow till 10.00 a.m. 
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Friday 28 February 2014 

Summary 

Rebekah Brooks Defence Continues on Count 5 - Illegal Payments 
Justice Saunders explains tiring nature of giving evidence 
Counsel for Brooks continues on payments to MoD Officials 
Sun Story on lack of Army equipment in Afghanistan 
Breaches of Official Secrets Act 
Story on Female Soldier giving birth in Barracks 
Story on Military Expenses Fraud 
Fake Military Honours 
Sun story on Afghani stowaway in Army Base 

Rebekah Brooks questioned on more examples of paying Public Officials 
George Michael Story 
Story on Kate Moss and Pete Doherty 
Payment for picture of Cop Killer 
Story on Anthrax 
MP's Expenses 

Rebekah Brooks Defence Continues on Count 5 - Illegal Payments 

Justice Saunders explains tiring nature of giving evidence 

Back at the #hackingtrial for the last day of a long week. Rebekah Brooks continuing with her defence - 6 days in the witness 
box 

Saunders tells jury "quite a tiring process... even more tiring for the witnesses. 

BREAKING: hacking trial will finish at lunchtime because Rebekah Brooks is exhausted after 6 days in witness box 

Counsel for Brooks continues on payments to MoD Officials 

Laidlaw continues with the Elveden - conspiracy to commit misconduct in public office - charges against Brooks. 

Laidlaw is going through the emails authorising payment to MOD official, Bettina Jordan Barber, and related Sun stories. 

Sun Story on lack of Army equipment in Afghanistan 

Laidlaw is looking at an article a female soldier losing a limb. Brooks was in the office that day. 

Brooks talks about travelling around Afghanistan with General Dannatt and how other Sun journos took Page3 girls to Camp 
Bastion 

Brooks says it wasn't obvious to her the story came from public official: "I assumed it came from a member of the team" (other 
Sun journos) 

"One of the public interest elements of this story was the kind of injuries suffered in Helmand," says Brooks 

"When we were out there.... was the lack of equipment to cope with IEDs.... and women on the frontline," says Brooks of public 
interest 

"How much of the detail (wd have come out)... I think probably no. We could have got this from our sources without paying 
public officials" 

Breaches of Official Secrets Act 

04/02/09 front page Sun article cited by Jonathan Laidlaw QC, counsel for Brooks 

The article concerns breaches of the Official Secrets Act in Afghanistan: Brooks was in the office that day. Would have seen 
article 

"This story is a particularly good example of the 'pie situation', of how many sources go into a story," says Brooks 

"Unless its brought to me on the day about whether to pay a public official on the day... at conference.... I put it on page one...." 

"I wasn't looking at corrupt payments to officials. I was looking a the public interest, how sensitive it was, Official Secrets" says 
Brooks 

"Depends when it came in," says Brooks of when she would have first seen the story. Laidlaw explores hypothetical of coming 
in at conference 

Brooks explains how Sun journalists would have been researching the story and presented to news editors. 

"If all the risks had been discussed.... everyone was comfortable.... I"m looking as an editor at things that are ready to go," says 
Brooks 

Laidlaw asks "a rather absurd hypothetical given nature of the story... it's only available to us if we pay a public official" 

"From my perspective most these military did warrant 'overwhelmingly in the public interest'," says Brooks: "The idea there is 
some coverup 
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"Some coverup of the number of civilian casualties... such a senior ranking colonel leaking any info to human rights group," 
Brooks on PI 

"I'm sure I would have said yes," says Brooks to paying a public official for this story 

06/02/09 Authorisation sought for "number one military contract" and Thomas Cook payments for and pound;3.5k: Brooks 
replies "yes" 

"Certainly the army colonel would be," says Brooks about whether the Sun stories would be in her mind. She says she trusted 
the reporter 

Brooks: "I'm not policing this document... I answered it in a minute... nothing had been brought to my attention. 100,000 stories 
a year" 

"I'm surprised at my lack of congratulation actually," says Brooks of authorising email. 

Next email is 20/03/09: the volume of Sun military stories since the previous email is shown to the jury 

Diary shows Brooks was in Russia on the 28/02/09 - she once went on holiday to Russia, but also for News Corp 

Story on Female Soldier giving birth in Barracks 

04/03/09 Sun article about a female soldier giving birth in barracks. Brooks says nothing particularly seems like it comes from 
official 

"Clearly there is an army source.. that wouldn't be flagging up to me payment to a public official," says Brooks 

Brooks "Female soldier who concealed pregnancy for that long... maybe there was a welfare issue.... I can't see how I would 
justify this" 

07/03/09 Sun article about a soldier having a fling cited by Laidlaw. 

Brooks points out "MOD confirmation... the original tip could have come from embassy, from Kabul" 

"You know I said we had a lot of retired military writing for the paper" Brooks explains the variety of possible sources "including 
wives" 

"If we had had a discussion it would have been around the Armed Services Act... not a moral discussion... but breaching army 
code" 

"I don't think I would have done," says Brooks of authorising payment to public officials on this story 

Brooks was flying to Italy on a News Corp the day the before the next Sun story appeared on 10/03/09 but would have seen on 
11/03/09 

"On march 11th if I was back in the office I would have absolutely have read it. But if you asked me 3 years later, let alone 4 
years later" 

Brooks says there's nothing about this military sex source - original tip - "you don't highlight the source in the story." 

"In that strict army code of conduct they have.... the unfairness of the male officer keeping his job," Brooks talks about public 
interest 

"It doesn't look to have been written on the basis it was very unfair to women," observes Justice Saunders of this Sun article. 

Story on Military Expenses Fraud 

Another Sun article 20/03/09 about an expenses fraud among the military is now cited by Laidlaw. Brooks wasn't away that day 

Brooks: "There was certainly a concern about expense fraud happening in the military... Can't remember if MPs expenses was 
at the same time" 

"We'd been campaigning about the paltry pay... for soldiers. This didn't really fit in the campaign," Brooks says of story. 

Brooks "It does present a public interest dilemma.... I would have looked at it. I'm not sure had we had the debate I would be 
comfortable" 

Email the same day requesting Thomas Cook payments for No 1 Military contacts, listing the most recent of 4 articles first. 

"I would have just looked at his email and though four lots of and pound;750... that's good value," says Brooks of authorising 
email 2 minutes later 

Fake Military Honours 

Laidlaw holds up a bundle of papers indicative of other Sun articles on military stories before the next (9th) email is cited. 

02/05/09 Sun article is about fake medals in the military. Brooks was in the Irish office on the Friday 

The Sun article is about an RMP investigation into untrue reports leading to gallantry awards. Brooks "I wouldn't have known 
who source was" 

"I'm not looking at this story policing it for payments to public officials... I would have seen this story in Irish office," she says. 

"I think the public interest is in the story: first time this has happened in 300yrs. The military take great pride in their honours 
sytem" 

"The fact there may be a conspiracy to fake this honours system is overwhelmingly in the public interest," says Brooks. 
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The following Monday is the next Sun edition cited. Brooks was back from Ireland. 

"The way the Sunday editing rota, me and my deputy would always check in... what the front page is," says Brooks. 

The 04/05/09 follow up in the Sun on fake medals cited. Brooks answers the "public interest" hypothetical 

"If this was the only way to get the story, I would have taken responsibility for paying that public official," says Brooks, 
hypothetically 

27/05/09 The military source, Bettina Jordan Barber leaves land forces secretariat 

Brooks responses to email asking for authorisation of Thomas Cook payments for the two fake medal articles within 15 
minutes. 

Before 10th email there are a dozen or so pieces in the Sun concerning military style stories. 

Sun story on Afghani stowaway in Army Base 

Front page article in the Sun on 18/06/09 is about Afghani stowaway in army base and a serious lapse in security. 

News International party on 17/06/09 but in evening, so Brooks would have been there the working day. 

"So many different elements to it, Border Agency, Bus Driver, Sandhurst," Brooks says of piece, wouldn't have suspected 
single source 

"I obviously think it has huge public interest," Brooks says to hypothetical about paying a public official: "this is not going to 
come out" 

"It's a very good story.... if (I was given) the chance to take responsibility for it, I would have done," says Brooks of paying 
official 

Email authorisation cites "great do last night" and then how Radio 4 followed up story: asks for and pound;4k for top military 
contact for one story 

"The News Corp board were in town that week," Brooks: "I remember it because Charlie and I got married week before, 
couldn't take honeymoon" 

"Almost there with these emails," says Laidlaw. 

"At that party there would have been senior military there, security services, senior politicians including the Prime Minister" say 
Brooks 

"Not in any complaint," says Brooks about any politician or senior official mentioning the Sun story at News International party. 

"No one said to you, as far as you can remember, where did you get that from?" asks Saunders. Brooks replies "No". 

25/06/09 Sun article about US military complaining of appearance of British troops. 

"This is the kind of things that drives bureaucracy mad," says Brooks of this story. But no public interest in paying official. 

Another story is about security panic around a senior officer losing his phone: it touches on other missing kit and China. 

09/07/09 is the date of this story. Laidlaw confuses dates with Milly Dowler and apologises. 

09/07/09 Brooks was at work. "Not going to know.... who tipped off from reading this story.... much more about Chinese 
espionage." 

"I don't think I would have paid a public official," says Brooks. "Even though China was considered at this time important." 

19 editions of the Sun before the next MOD official sourced story. 01/08/09: 

Laidlaw says "rather glamorously you were with the Queen in meetings" "No, 'query meetings'," corrects Brooks. Laughter in 
court 

Serious tone as a story about soldier in amputation discussed. Brooks mentions defence minister saying "not a shot would be 
fired" 

Brooks talks about the "government fallout" of the "bloody battles in Helmand" 

"You'd have to really convinced the MOD were trying to cover this up to justify this payment," says Brooks 

04/08/09 Sun story on death of soldier through disease is followed later by authorising email on day of publication 

"At the time, the swine flu epidemic was public safety and public interest... four barracks have got the virus," says Brooks 

Justice Saunders points out it's territorial army. Brooks wonders if there's any follow. "I'm not sure," she says of paying 
officials 

Final of 11 emails 04/08/09 seeking authorisation for and pound;4,000 in Thomas Cook payments for 4 stories from "top military 
contact" 

02/09/09 Brooks ends her editorship of the Sun 

Half an hour break. 

Back after half an hour break in #hackingtrial. Brooks is exhausted so we'll break early today, at lunch time 
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Rebekah Brooks questioned on more examples of paying Public Officials 

George Michael Story 

Final topics on Count 5: miscellaneous emails and times she contemplated paying a public official 

Jury shown an email from 01/07/05 about George Michael from a Sun journalist about a "tipster who says he is a policeman" 

The email talks of an arrest under the Road Traffic Act and a "refused charge" 

The email is forwarded to Brooks "sounds about right but without a cough not going very far": Brooks replies "leave it with me" 

Brooks says she sees no indication of money changing hands with alleged police tipster. 

"Whoever this police officer is he's clearly not asking for any money and he's clearly not anybody's source," says Brooks of 
Michael tip 

Brooks explains the "leave it with me": "I knew the people who represented George Michael reasonably well." 

03/02/06 email from Sun journo saying Dick Fedorcio has alleged senior politician as a source of the leak on the 'stockwell 
coverup" 

Email to Brooks ends: "I'm not sure it's wise putting this kind of thing down on email where there is a permanent record." 

Story on Kate Moss and Pete Doherty 

Email also asks for and pound;500 for an exclusive on Kate Moss and Pete Doherty. 

"Our relationship from Scotland Yard was pretty good.. the Sun even sponsored the Yard football team," Brooks says of police 
connections 

"It could read both ways - I don't want to put information about sources on email.... he didn't want this payment discussed on 
email" 

"It could be he didn't want to name the Stockwell source on email," says Brooks of last line. "It sounds a bit chippy the last line" 

11/04/06 email to Brooks on anonymous cash payment to "serving officer" cited by Laidlaw about "mayor of Tetbury wife 
swapping" 

The email asks for and pound;1k to be authorised via Thomas Cook: "I don't recall," says Brooks of authorising this payment. 

Brooks is asked the hypothetical about authorising: "I was absolutely aware of illegality and even higher threshold of public 
interest" 

"Police officers are just like any of us... there's nothing wrong if the copper is living next door to the Mayor of Tetbury" says 
Brooks 

Brooks also says it's highly unusual for a district reporter to come to her. 

Payment for picture of Cop Killer 

18/04/06 email to Brooks shown to jury asking for and pound;1k cash payment for picture of 'cop killer Steven Graham' "guy 
works at Sandhurst" 

Brooks cannot recall if she authorised this payment request from someone at Sandhurst. 

"Sun were very supportive of the police, getting the picture of a cop killer was in the public interest... I don't remember being 
involved" 

06/01/09 email to Brooks, Mohan and Kavanagh about a "Man at Five" and "Jewish targets... as a result of Gaza" 

Brooks sees no indication of any misconduct of a public official. Kavanagh accompanied Brooks on visits to MI6. Other journo 
to MI5 

"There as a time when MI5 were trying to be a little bit more open," says Brooks of this email 

29/10/07 email to Brooks about "Prince Harry situation" and news blackout while he was serving in Afghanistan 

Email about Prince Harry moving to the front line as a forward air controller in Afghanistan and "dodging bullets... in the thick of 
it" 

"Absolutely not," says Brooks of any implication of misconduct of the public official. Email about Harry's bravery "for guidance" 
only 

29/03/06 email to Brooks about Huntley and Whiting interviewed at Wakefield jail. 

"My mind has gone," says Brooks of the context. Edis reminds Laidlaw of a joint admission that money was collected by a 
journalist for this 

"The prison source could be another prisoner or a journalist," Brooks says of this email 

BREAKING: Brooks explains the two occasions she authorised or contemplated paying a public official. 

Story on Anthrax 

The first is a story about anthrax while she was Acting Editor of the Sun in late 90s. 

"The editor had nothing to do with this, it was my decision," says Brooks. "A source ran the Sun news desk." 
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"What they said and what we published was quite different," says Brooks of sensitive material. 

"They had reason to believe the security services were covering up a plot by Saddam Hussein to bring anthrax into the country" 
says Brooks 

Correction: my BREAKING should be not 'the' two but "two of the handful" of occasions Brooks admits paying public official. 

Brooks recalls getting a call from Downing Street while the team were working on the story 

Brooks says she was called into meeting at Downing Street with various security services and some lawyers 

"There had been an all ports warning about the methods by which this anthrax was coming in," says Brooks of running this 
story 

BROOKS "The political editor Trevor Kavanagh... was with me at this meeting. When I got back I authorised the money to go to 
public official 

24/03/98 Sun headline shown to jury about Saddam putting Anthrax in Duty Frees. Brooks says Kavanagh nothing to do with 
payment decision 

The public official was identified as chief petty officer and prosecuted for breach of Official Secrets Act following inquiry. 

"We did our best to protect his identity as best as possible," says Brooks. "MI5... managed to work out who it was." 

Laidlaw says he will pass over other examples where the source hasn't been exposed. 

MP's Expenses 

Brooks now turns to when she contemplated paying for MPs expenses. 

"This is an example of sensitive information that required quite a high price tag to it," says Brooks of MPs expenses. 

Brooks says she was approached a month before the Telegraph ran MPs expenses in Spring 2009 with unredacted expenses. 

"It was going to cost quite a lot of money, and given where it was coming from, something I had to consider carefully" 

"In terms of errors of judgement, I thought about it too long, and drove my news team crazy with my indecision... I should have 
gone ahead" 

Brooks regrets not paying for MPs expenses. CPS said no prosecution because it was "in public interest" 

Break till 10 am on Monday 
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Monday 3 March 2014 

Summary 

Rebekah Brooks Defence covers more evidence on Count 1 - Hacking 
Brooks becomes CEO of News International 
Gordon Taylor's Civil Action 
Glen Mulcaire Contracts 
Max Clifford Civil Action 
Mulcaire Legal Order to name other Victims 

Rebekah Brooks Defence moves onto Count 5 and 6 - Concealing Evidence 
Brooks question on Email Deletion 
The emails that Closed the News of the World 
Offices Swept 
Arrests and Desk Clearing 

Rebekah Brooks Defence covers more evidence on Count 1 - Hacking 

Brooks becomes CEO of News International 

Back at the #hackingtrial for day 67: Rebekah Brooks for the seventh day in the witness box 

Brooks' barrister, Jonathan Laidlaw QC, has already question her on Counts 1 and 5. We're now moving onto allegations of 
coverup: Counts 6 and 7 

Laidlaw has now arrived at the summer of 2009: when Brooks was promoted to CEO of News International from editor of Sun 

"At the end of Count One," Laidlaw reminds us we'd explored the meetings for DCI Surtees and lunch with Clive Goodman 

Brooks married Charlie in August 2009: her promotion was announced in June 2009: in 01/09/09 Brooks took up new role 

Brooks talks of Les Hinton's move from NI in December 2007 - when he became chief executive of the Dow Jones: replaced by 
James Murdoch 

James Murdoch didn't become executive chair of NI - but CEO in 2007 

"Originally the plan was for me to be made deputy CEO... it's a big jump from editor to corporate role," says Brooks of 
promotion in 2009 

"I reported to James Murdoch: He was executive chair, and I was CEO... he also got a bigger role in News Corp," says Brooks. 

Brooks says she had some training for her executive role: she'd travelled in previous 18 months to Italy, Germany, Australia. 

J Murdoch brought in Boston Consultancy to review News Corp: Brooks: "I was sent to LSE in 2008 to do some modules on 
accountancy" 

Gordon Taylor's Civil Action 

We turn Guardian article of 08/07/09 about Gordon Taylor's civil action: "phone hacking not limited to Goodman and Mulcaire" 

"The article alleged a larger number of people had been hacked," alleged the Guardian: just after Brooks' promotion 
announced. 

Laidlaw explains to the jury the role of Gordon Taylor, head of the football players association 

BREAKING: Brooks says she didn't hear of the Gordon Taylor phone hacking suit the day before it appeared in the Guardian. 

The Guardian article reported that NGN had paid out and pound;1 million in a civil suit to Gordon Taylor, to prevent wider 
hacking being made public 

At the time Brooks didn't believe that Taylor settlement was true: she had no involvement "It was a confidential arrangement" 
says Brooks. 

"I'd been told in 06," says Brooks "by Surtees they felt Mulcaire had listened to voicemails of 100-110 victims." 

Brooks talks about DCI Surtees "needing 5 or 10 (victims); in the trial I think there were only five" 

"I think it was thousands," says Brooks of Guardian article in July 09: "I think it said four thousand." 

Brooks said she thought 4k phone victims number was wrong. 

Brooks says that, by 2009, she hadn't seen Mulcaire notes. 

Brooks confirms that Nick Davies made the Gordon Taylor settlement public after his article in July 09 

The "For Neville" is cited in Court 12: "Hello this is the transcript for Neville" 

Brooks is asked to look through the 'For Neville" email: she says she first say it "shortly before they were made public" late July 
09 

Laidlaw summarises the corporate position. 2007 Hinton was saying Goodman "a rogue exception" 

"I think the term "rogue exception" came from the new editor, Colin Myler," says Brooks. 
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Brooks says of phone hacking between May 07 and July 09 "this entire subject went without any conversation" 

29/06/05 "For Neville' email to Mulcaire is explored. 

The "For Neville" email has 25 transcripts of Gordon Taylor Messages. 

Brooks says of reading 'For Neville": "The emphaticness of company position, that no one else was involved in hacking, was 
looking shaky" 

Laidlaw adduces a second bit of evidence the Guardian made public in 2009: "I'm sure I was told about it before it was made 
public" 

Glen Mulcaire Contracts 

The second bit of evidence is a Paul Williams (Mulcaire) Greg Miskiw contract for Gordon Taylor 

Brooks says it seems to be a side contract, like the one Mulcaire had with Goodman. For "Payment for accessing Gordon 
Taylor's voicemail" 

"The existence of Mulcaire..working before during and after my editorship of NOTW, I think I'd known before meeting DCI 
Surtees" says Brooks 

Brooks talks of revelation in 2007 that Goodman had a side contract with Mulcaire, paid in cash, to access voicemails of Royal 
Household 

That was in sentencing in 2007: in July 2009 Brooks said the Miskiw Mulcaire contract looked similiar. 

Brooks says that these two documents still didn't change her view their hadn't been hacking during her editorship of NOTW. 

Baroness Buscombe of the PCC writes to Brooks on 23/07/09 about the Guardian's new allegations 

Buscombe talks about the DCMS re-opening its parliamentary hearings in the wake of Guardian revelations and "whether PCC 
took robust role" 

"I'd very much like to point out to Select Committe... further restrictions are not necessary," says Buscombe in letter, copied to 
C Milner 

02/09/09 reply to PCC by Brooks as newly installed CEO: Brooks says Buscombe might have written to everyone, including 
James Murdoch 

"I think I got corporate affairs dept at NI to talk to all the editors," says Brooks of reply to Buscombe. 

Laidlaw reads out the Brooks reply and how NI has taken measure to prevent phone hacking happening, and the role of 
contracts. 

"Post Goodman editors of NOTW and the Sun wrote to all their employees," says letter, and breaching PCC would lead to 
disciplinary measures 

Brooks explains the 1998 Data Protection Act: refers to 2003 report of PIs used by "news papers and law firms" and some 
arrests. 

Brooks talks of "collective failure to monitor activities of private detectives vis-a-vis data protection": nothing to do with phone 
hacking 

Brooks' letter to Buscombe talks about subterfuge and need for "clear public interest defence... arms dealing... child 
molestation" 

Brooks letter talks of "undercover" investigations at the Sun: managing editor should check with PCC the public interest is 
sufficient. 

Brooks letter also talks of "strict protocols" on cash payments post the Mulcaire/Goodman trial: 

"At the Sun no cash payments are made without written approval by editor or editor of the day," Brooks writes in 2009 to PCC 
Chair. 

Max Clifford Civil Action 

Laidlaw turns to Max Clifford 

Brooks says she had "Internal confirmation later the next day" that payment had been made to Gordon Taylor but not the 
amount in 09/07/09 

Brooks confirms Max Clifford was suing NI at this time in 2009: "one of the five" named in Mulcaire conviction in 2007 

Laidlaw cites an email from senior NI executive: Brooks said "I did get this information" 

18/11/09 email is addressed to Brooks as CEO. "What we want to achieve... resolve the dispute between you and Max": 

"It's odd he would say 'between you and Max'"... I think it's because I was dealing with Max," says Brooks. 

Email talks about settlement "without using lawyers": Brooks "I'd dealt with Max seen I was 25 or 26 years old. I'd seen him 
when I was CEO." 

Brooks talks of "falling out" between Clifford: "Les Hinton decided NGN should not deal with Max again... NOTW had paid him 
millions" 
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"He'd been banned basically for working for NGN" says Brooks "Commercial deal with Max would be separate from anything to 
do with civil case 

Email to Brooks explains same lawyers representing Clifford represent Sky Andrew, and pay off to him will encourage them to 
come forward. 

"News International was facing an uncertain exposure... liability was huge. Best policy to protect company were confidential 
settlements." 

"Max's objective was to resume his very lucrative relationship with NGN," says Brooks of 2009. 

"There was nothing to suggest the original ruling on that contract wasn't correct," says Brooks of Cliffords claim Mulcaire paid 
for hacking 

Mulcaire had told the court of non Royal phone hacking in 2007. "It stands to reason people had worked with Mulcaire," says 
Brooks 

Email to Brooks over civil suit by Clifford: "Unless Mulcaire testifies he passed it to us, it is not direct evidence and likely to fail" 

"This is pretty much the legal assessment... that was conveyed to me," Brooks says of email about police and NI disclosure in 
2009 

Email to Brooks says the Clifford "claim might not amount to that much" because only 8 minutes of phone "accessing" 

09/01/10 email to Colin Myler, John Chapman, Frederic Michel (Public Affars News Corp Europe run by James Murdoch) and 
Julian Pike (Farrers) 

Confusingly there is both a Colin Milner and a Colin Myler cited in evidence 

Email copied to Brooks talks about Farrer's meeting on "liability and quantum" in the Max Clifford case. 

15/01/10 another email after the Clifford hearing to same addressees including Brooks and corporate lawyer for News Corp 
Europe. 

Mulcaire Legal Order to name other Victims 

Email explains legal order requiring Mulcaire to name further victims in early 2010. 

Brooks: "We were opposing the order... to force Mulcaire to name anyone he worked with at NOTW... he was an unreliable 
witness, naming names" 

"The view was he was he could say anyone or anything" says Brooks of NI's opposition of legal order forcing Glenn Mulcaire to 
speak out. 

BREAKING: email in 2010 confirms News International "underwrote" Mulcaire funded his legal costs opposing disclosure of 
hacking at NOTW. 

Brooks says this decision to underwrite Mulcaire's legal costs did not come from her but legal team. 

Re last BREAKING - it is known NI funded Mulcaire in 2007 and 2011: but that that they 'underwrote' costs in 2010 is new 

15 min break 

Back with Laidlaw, who wants to go back and correct a piece of evidence. 

Attendance note from NI/NGN/Farrers Max Clifford claim from Feb 2010: legal privilege has been waived. 

Not observes Brooks no longer required by DCMS committee. Sky Andrews and other claimants have same counsel Charlotte 
Harris and Jeremy Reed 

"The original five were pursuing civil proceedings... their disclosure from police from Mulcair notes... other names were on 
there," Brooks 

"The list of potential civil claimants was growing sideways," says Brooks of civil disclosures revealing more hacking victims. 

Legal note talks of Mulcaire "popping up out of the blue" and the judgement forcing him to reveal "who he was dealing with at 
NGN" 

Correction: this must be a Jan 10 meeting because it talks of a hearing at the end of the Jan or early Feb 

John Chapman asked why it was relevant to ask these questions of Mulcaire: Pike "they do not have anything direct" Clifford 
hacking at NOTW 

Legal note talks of Brooks getting Clifford to agree and pound;200k per annum for providing material for the Sun on 20/01/10 

Brooks talks about a "successful commercial relationship with Max Clifford to prevent him continuing with a civil procedure" 

Legal note says Brooks "should not put anything in writing" about deal with Clifford to pay him and pound;200k 

Advice not to put anything in writing could have come from internal legal team or outside counsel: "to keep the two things 
separate" 

Legal note says Brooks was informed by Gordon Brown/DCMS she would now have to attend select committee. 

Brooks explains note which says of Clifford in Jan 2010 she "could not be seen to be doing business with him" 

"I was advised, or felt myself, if I was going to appear before Select Committee, I shouldn't be doing business with Max," says 
Brooks. 
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"Max wanted to deal to be confidential so did we. If you're under oath in the select committee," Brooks explains of problems of 
DCMS hearing 

Brooks confirms of this note "this is Julian Pike talking" 

"There was concerned that if Mulcaire was forced to give evidence, other people might be named,' says legal note. 

"We didn't know what we didn't know. We had no visibility on what Mulcaire might say," says Brooks of this legal moment. 

"You have to decide what is worth: doing a deal with Max that might look like a coverup: or indemnify Mulcaire" says legal note. 

Brooks is asked about 'coverup": "it's the unknown discloure.. financially and reputationally..." 

"That's the strategy I inherited," says Brooks of the plan to settle civil claims confidentially and prevent more reputational 
damage. 

02/02/10 Brooks diary shows a meeting with Max Clifford at 5pm 

"Just me and Max," says Brooks of this meeting: "We came to a commercial deal just the two of us." 

Brooks says "absolutely not" to any concern during Max Clifford settlement any allegations personally affected her or her 
editorship 

Fred Michel to Brooks 03/02/10 about Mulcaire's appearance in court 

"He had been absent from News International for four maybe five years... because ban was made public... he had lost out," 
says Brooks 

Brooks says by this point Max Clifford had "brought a story to NGN. When I became CEO I lifted the ban on using him" 

Michel email confirms Mulcaire would have named names if forced to 

Brooks says deal with Clifford had to reflect those years Clifford had lost out in bidding war with Mirror and Mail because of NI 
ban. 

Last tweets a catchup when iPad froze. 

We're now onto the NYT article from 2010 which reference the For Neville email released by Guardian the previous year. 

Rebekah Brooks Defence moves onto Count 5 and 6 - Concealing Evidence 

Brooks question on Email Deletion 

Laidlaw wants to talk now about email retention and deletion, but will "step out of chronology" to explain it. He takes to jury 
forward 

Email thread cited by Laidlaw 16/12/10 Matthew Anderson to Brooks about "announcing suspension" of NOTW employee and 
Sheridan case 

Anderson, Michel and Polker were a News Corp executives under Europe and Asia: "umbrella for James Murdoch's 
responsibility" 

"Matthew Anderson was head of public affairs for News Corp Europe and Asia," Brooks says of this email about suspension of 
NOTW employee 

Brooks says this NOTW employee joined after her editorship. 

This disclosure reported in Guardian because "of a new civil claim from Sienna... various other people who had their voicemails 
listened to" 

Brooks talks of Guardian article: "Miller had gone to the police for her disclosure... " this had revealed the 'upper left' Mulcaire 
tasking 

"I probably hadn't ever seen Mulcaire's notes," says Brooks of this December 2010. She had seen "nothing except what was in 
public domain" 

"I don't feel I'm getting the right advice" Brooks replies to News Corp exec Anderson. Brooks explains what she meant then, 

"To my knowledge there were 110 victims, I don't think I'm getting the right advice... how to react to documentation," says 
Brooks 

"All I've ever seen of these docs is on the Guardian website: what am I supposed to do?" says Brooks. 

"The Guardian had made the inference - as it turned out rightly" about Guardian 2010 reports of Glen Mulcaire taskings. 

Saunders asks about "Sheridan": Laidlaw says "litigation elsewhere." 

"It's not going to change Cable view of us," says Brooks emails about Sienna Miller revelations "Nick Robinson rubbished the 
whole thing" 

Brooks email says FT attacking them because News Corp buying Sky. 

Brooks explains about the BSkyB bid to "take Sky privately" and buy remaining shares. "A controversial bid," says Laidlaw 

Brooks says BSkyB bid was well received "by nobody" in Summer 2010 

Brooks explains line in email: "We've spent months moving from rogue reporter to zero tolerance" 
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"It was company policy to state emphatically in 2007 only Mr Goodman had been involved in phone hacking activities," says 
Brooks. 

"If any evidence comes to light other employees have been hacking voice mails, there would be zero tolerance," explains 
Brooks. 

The allegations of new employee hacking "very damaging" if they don't act says Anderson to Brooks in 2010 

Brooks can't remember if she saw or just heard reports of top left taskings of Mulcaire in December 2010 

"All I have is one Guardian article," Brooks explains of suspending an employee and her queries to Matthew Anderson at News 
Corp. 

"We can be confident the allegation will be made in court," says Anderson: "we're aware of other circumstances where he could 
be named" 

"The Guardian can't be used as formal evidence" notes Saunders of discussion about 'papers' mentioned in Anderson email 

Brooks says that Colin Myler had probably alerted NOTW employee beforehand that they were about to be suspended. 

All these events happen 16/12/10 - Laidlaw now goes back to email retention and deletion policy. 

Laidlaw reads email deletion admissions: 90 million retrieved generally up to 2011. 

These admissions - agreed by both sides - have been heard a couple of times already in Court 12. 

The admissions speak of archiving options introduced in 2005: which was locally controllled: of 8k users 7k weren't archived. 

"Mrs Brooks never opted in to using NI's original email archive system installed in 2005" says admission heard previously 

Only email sent to the users who archived their accounts has been retrieved the admissions say. 

Brooks says she "wouldn't particularly" have know at the time what email archiving meant. "I don't remember particularly opting 
out" 

"I do remember the email system was a nightmare," Brooks: "That was the reason given we couldn't have blackberries: the 
servers could't cope 

"I use my inbox... unless I've deleted them, to manage my email system," says Brooks and speaks of 'grouping' emails in MS 
Outlook 

"I did all my work myself," says Brooks of email. "It was all in my inboxes": groups named 'Mum" or "KRM' 

"Wasn't the best managed email box... as I said there were 11k emails in there," says Brooks 

Brooks explains how email would "freeze.... or take ages to log on. I would tell Cheryl or Debs and someone from IT would 
come up and fix it" 

BREAKING: Brooks says she wasn't aware he emails were not being archived centrally after 2005 

Laidlaw talks of "purge events" in 2010 deleting 9 million emails: first a disc failure deleted a million. 

In Sept 2010 IT email contractors purged emails dated before 2005 - 4.5 million emails deleted. 

Brooks says she knew nothing about the purging task in September 2010 

"Sky is uber good at this area... He (James M) couldn't believe how antiquated our systems were," says Brooks of these 
purges. 

"This disc failures and purges were happening because we didn't have a proper system," says Brooks of 15 million of deletions 
until 2010 

"Everyone was aware of the system problems," says Brooks of email which would cause expensive delays to publication of the 
Sun on occasion 

"We wanted to design a completely new system and come bang up to date," says Brooks of her arrival as CEO of News 
International 

Mr Hickey was the predecessor to Cheeseborough, who eventually became Chief Information Officer in summer 2010. 

Break till 2.05 PM 

Back after lunch at the #hackingtrial 

Laidlaw adduces an email - seen before by the jury - from 14/05/10 from Brooks to Chapman about email deletion policy 

Policy was to delete all emails up to 2007 in move to Thomas More Square (TMS). 

"I probably just wanted to know what was going to happen to my inbox," says Brooks of this May 2010 query about email 
deletion 

"I just assumed all my emails were there... that email archive is what I can see," says Brooks about her understanding of email 
retention 

In a previous email policy the deletions were supposed to go back to December 08, but now seems to be only till December 07 

"December 07 seems an odd date except around that time James Murdoch started at News International," says Brooks 
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"At the same time as this we were going to move from Windows Outlook to Apple, the decision not to do anything while still in 
Wapping made" 

18/05/10 Mr Hickey (former CIO NI) emails across the titles, copied to Brooks and Chapman, about "legal and technical" probs 
of retention 

"The entire business was going to be in the email policy," Brooks observers of recipients of this email about retention/deletion 

"I think we secured any emails related to any ongoing legal actions," says Brooks about email retention in May 2010. 

"Emails have to be retained... however compromising they may be" says the memorandum on email deletion policy in 2010 

29/07/10 Brooks writes to Chapman copied to Pannuccio asking about delay in email deletion policy, delayed because of move 
to Apple system 

"He was an enormous fan of Apple, Google and the cloud," says Brooks of new NI Chief Information Officer Paul 
Cheeseborough 

"As CEO I had a list of a 100 things that were ongoing projects for the business, and this was one of them," says Brooks of 
email interest 

04/08/11 email (seen before) by Brooks to Hickey, Chapman and Cheeseborough, Anderson about email deletion for TMS 
move. 

"Anything before Jan 2010 will not be kept" says new policy with her executive assistants going through emails for Brooks and 
James Murdoch 

Laidlaw asks about this news to Hickey the date seemed to have changed for deletion from 2007 to 2010. 

Brooks talks about how the email deletion policy keeps slipping: "move wouldn't complete till 2011.... let's keep to a year." 

Brooks is saying that the new deletion day of Jan 2010 decided in August that year was a result of "year long retention" policy. 

Reply to Brook talks of this deletion "could be misconstrued if reported externally" and asks about shift from Jan 2007 to Jan 
2010. 

Brooks replies "Yes to Jan 2010. Clean sweep. Thanks" 

Brooks asked if "anything sinister to be attached" to her phrase "clean sweep": Brooks says "no". It related to keeping stuff for 1 
year 

01/10/10 Brooks asking Chapman again about TMS deletion policy: "I was about to move physically from Wapping to Thomas 
More Square" 

08/10/10 Chapman reply (previous should have been 07/10/11) about "current interest in NOTW phone hacking.... all emails 
should be preserved 

The internal email names several NOTW journos whose email archives should be retained: plus Brooks, J Murdoch and Clive 
Milner. 

The retention of Brooks, Murdoch and Milner emails were over "proposed transactions" because of commercially sensitive 
mergers. 

"Important that all my emails kept from Jan 09 ongoing," says Brooks because of potential referral to regulatory authorities over 
mergers 

Email from Will Lewis cited: Brooks explains his career, from Telegraph editor to digital part of Telegraph group. 

"When Will Lewis was thinking of leaving the Telegraph I hired him," says Brooks. 

'From the time I hired him in Spring of 2010... Will played a very strong role in overseeing civil litigation," Brooks says of Will 
Lewis 

"As part of the disclosure process," Brooks says of Sienna Miller: "we had a duty to disclose anything that could help her 
case." 

Will Lewis email asks CIO to secure NOTW equipment, and a long list of other employees whose emails should be preserved. 

Cheeseborough follow up email on 'retention' - "strictly confidential" passed onto other NI execs. 

Laidlaw reads from the joint admissions about contractors retrieving emails from 29 users on 11/01/11: deployed the next day. 

Will Lewis was "constantly talking to lawyers involved": John Chapman internal lawyers, and Julian Pike from Farrers. 

More names are added to this list of emails to be retained in 2011, including two email addresses for Mulcaire. 

Of 12/01/11 to 20/01/11 correspondence about emails Brooks says "If there were problems I'm sure they would have been 
brought to me or Will" 

Delays caused in email deletion by legal clearance: "I think we delayed the whole project when we went to the police," says 
Brooks. 

Feb 2011 police require NI to preserve back up tapes. Brooks says Will Lewis was dealing with MPS and lawyers: "I got 
updates" 

No backup of email prior to 2011 on initial material provided by NI to police in June 2011. They went back and got more. 
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Ten minute break 

Back at #hackingtrial after a break. 

"Fairly close to the end of the email deletion policy," explains Justice Saunders to the jury. Laidlaw finishes this issue. 

The emails that Closed the News of the World 

Laidlaw now adduces the three emails seen in previous evidence described as "the emails that closed the News of the World" 

These emails related to Tessa Jowell, Frederic Windsor and Joan Hammill (adviser to Lord Prescott) and go back to 2006 

Brooks says she say these emails sometime early in January 2011 from the "disclosure process" as part of civil proceedings. 

Brooks explains that these emails signified to her a NOTW employee "was fully engaged with Mr Mulcaire in intercepting voice 
mails" 

The suspension of NOTW employee was before Christmas 2010: it became a dismissal in January 2011. 

Brooks says of those three emails "we took them to the police... because in my view it was evidence of criminal conduct" 

13/01/11 Brooks writes to her PAs Carter and Keegan, copied to Andy Coulson who was "still in Downing St as head of 
comms and strategy" 

"Need to see Andy at 7.30 am... somewhere discreet" says email from Brooks to her PAs. 

Brooks says she "can't remember who initiated meeting. But I'd already seen the [three] emails at this stage 

"I was going to tell Andy we found some pretty incriminating evidence" Brooks says of meeting with Coulson on 14/01/11 

Brooks says the conversation: "was in backdrop of previous few months. It was becoming evidently very difficult for Andy's 
position" 

"Every time there was a civil claim, like Sienna Miller, there was a lot of publicity about this," Brooks says 

"When the spokesman becomes the story it's impossible to do his job,' says Brooks of the gist of that conversation with 
Coulson. 

Offices Swept 

Email to Will, copied to Hanna, about having her offices and phones swept "discreetly": "Why does Blackberry keep cutting 
out"" ask Brooks 

Brooks says they had the offices swept regularly for "commercial sensitivity.... especially for News Corp and share prices. 

Regularly does not mean "regularly or monthly" but this was not a regular sweep after "disclosure process" revealed emails. 

"The emails didn't concern Sienna Miller," Brooks says. "These emails not directly connected... we hired some lawyers. Took 
advice" 

"It was decided that Will Lewis should go to Scotland Yard with some lawyers, Burton Copeland," says Brooks of January 2011 

"My Blackberry was behaving oddly," says Brooks of email about sweep. "We wanted to make sure legal briefings didn't get in 
wrong hands. 

"It may seem like paranoia, but that was the world we lived in," says Brooks of security consciousness in Jan 2011 

We now turn to the admissions re Brooks' missing computer hard drive. 

Brooks explains of migration of NI executives to Apple with TMS move, leaving old PCs behind in Wapping. 

In early 2011, the hard drive from Brooks' redundant PC removed under instruction of CIO. Brooks says she doesn't think she 
knew at time. 

"The level of paranoia was quite high," says Brooks: "Everything seemed to leak and got worse and worse as Operation 
Weeting continued" 

"We couldn't keep anything contained," says Brooks: "A NI journalist approached me.... a person in the Labour Party had found 
sympathiser" 

BREAKING: Brooks says a person in the Labour Party found a sympathetic NI journalist to leak stories about phone hacking in 
2011. 

Brooks says the hard drive was from a computer she'd used since September 2009 

Operation Weeting commenced 26/01/11 when three emails provided by Will Lewis and NI to police. 

Brooks asked about an email from late January asking about calling Andy Coulson: she can't explain the significance of it 

Laidlaw asks about Brooks' "state of mind" in 2011 and when she thought she would personally be arrested. 

Brooks says "no, absolutely not" to a question from her counsel as to whether she thought she may be arrested at beginning of 
Op Weeting 

Email from Daisy Dunlop to Brooks, Lewis and Simon Greenberg in court. 

Email previously seen refers to Chris Bryant alleging hacking began at NOTW under editorship of Rebekah Brooks. 

Bryant criticises "unhealthy relationship" with NI and police. Brooks is asked about John Yates 
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Dunlop summary of Chris Bryant's points asks how many NI execs knew about phone hacking. 

Brooks says Bryant "was speaking in Parliament". The summary by Dunlop is then forwarded by Brooks to Charlie Brooks. 

Charlie Brooks then writes to Will Lewis about "Bryant seems pretty aggressive". 

"I'd obviously been travelling," says Brooks:Lewis reply to Charlie "Bryant clearly making stuff up... Panorama hit with 2 legal 
letters" 

Brooks explains that she was in New York at the time. 

Brooks says she thinks this is the first time phone hacking has been attached to the period of her editorship at NOTW. 

"I certainly had no knowledge of it happening under my editorship," says Brooks of phone hacking. 

"Apart from DCI Surtees.... he mentioned 2004 in our briefing... but I certainly never seen anything other than 05 and 06," says 
Brooks. 

Brookss on Chris Bryant: "In Sept 09 the Sun had dropped its support for Labour, which caused the start of a rather public 
fallout" 

"That escalated with the Sky Bid in 2010," says Brooks of fight between Labour and NI. Then references Cable "gone to war 
with Murdoch" tape 

"From it being a row with Mandelson and Brown it escalated," says Brooks. "Also issues in NYC between WSJ and NYT" 

"The NYT sent a dozen journalists to London to investigate: the head of BBC flew out to New York to complain," says Brooks. 

Brooks also says Bryant had a "greivance" against the Sun because of a personal story written about him. 

Laidlaw reads 08/04/11 internal NI statement about phone hacking between 2004 and 2006 at NOTW: apology and acceptance 
of liability 

Public statement is much the same: internal investigations not sufficient robust, unreserved apology and regret from NI 

Will Lewis writes to Brooks suggesting amendments: "we absolutely do not need to mention "rogue reporter,"" he writes. 

Brooks explains context of the this 08/04/11 statement: "we decided we should admit liability, face up all the claims, and just be 
v open" 

Brooks: "We had adopted the initial view to protect the company... but it wasn't the right strategy. This was the right strategy" 

Arrests and Desk Clearing 

James Weatherup arrested when Brooks and Charlie were away in April in 2011. 

09/04/11 to 17/04/11 Brooks was on holiday. Weatherup and Thurlbeck arrested by now. 

In this 08/04/11 Daisy Dunlop emailing everyone about Guardian reports of "unexpected arrests leave NOTW stunned" 

The Guardian article alleges the NOTW clearing Weatherup's desk moments after his arrest, and removed via lawyers before 
police arrive 

Brooks responds to Weatherup report with email: "Why did we clear desks?" 

"It was explained to me on holiday that the... raid on Neville Thurlbeck's desk was 'not legal... not an approved search," says 
Brooks. 

Brooks says she was advised on clearance of Weatherup's desk on "conference call while I was away" 

"I was told the police were incredibly angry at NI's actions.. so angry they were going to consider their options," says Brooks 

"I was told they were going to take action.... against Burton Copeland, Ian Burton, for giving this advice," says Brooks of 
conference call 

BREAKING: Brooks told she could be arrested on conference call in April 2011. 

"Before I had gone away, DAC Akers had said to Will Lewis and Ian Burton, she thought I should be removed from 
confidentiality club" Brooks 

Brooks explains "complicated route" on how police evidence disclosed to claimants on civil damages 

Brooks says she was "very suprised" she was removed from confidentiality club. "It came out of the blue" before April 2011 

Brooks says she took personal advice from Hickman and Rose on return from holiday in April 2011 

Brooks asked about her 'understanding' of potential arrest: "they would be able to search my house and take what mattered" 

Brooks is asked the Harbottle and Lewis file: "that was also there when I returned from this holiday," says Brooks of Easter 
2011. 

Brooks names four law firms who were working for NI at this point in April 2011. 

Brooks says she was taken through H and L emails with Ian Burton and external counsel. 

Brooks explains how the H and L docs were 1) Goodman employment tribunal and 2) email reviews post Goodman arrest. 

This Harbottle and Lewis file was handed to police and became the basis of Operation Elveden. 
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After this meeting with Ian Burton, Brooks talks to Lewis and Greenberg and general News Corp counsel in New York: Lon 
Jacobs and Joel Klein 

Lewis and Brooks fly to Washington to meet Williams Conelly "Even more layers of lawyers," notes Laidlaw. 

Brooks says they also hired former DPP to give more external and advice and counsel over Harbottle and Lewis file. 

"Lord MacDonald wrote to Commander Cressida Dick... he wanted to come and see her with the file," says Brooks 

"He was acting for News Corporation only on the H and L file," says Brooks of Lord MacDonald of H and L file handed over 
20/06/11 

Brooks says this didn't give her any "further anxiety" about process. She started IVF treatment just before travel to Washington. 

Jury shown email from Brooks' Blackberry to Simon Greenberg: director of corporate and public affairs for NI and exec on MSC 

Greenberg writes to Brooks on hacking and payments he discusses "shut down option... brand too toxic for company. Important 
for rubicon" 

Rubicon is the BSkyB bid 

BREAKING; Brooks says the shutting down of News of the World discussed early on in 2011 

"Important for Rubicon... because of plurality because of share NI had of newspaper media," Brooks explains of closure of 
NOTW. 

Email from Daisy Dunlop at News Corp of Independent coverage of phone hacking extending back before 2004 

Indy article talks about Andy Gilchrist and potential phone hacking back in 2001. 

Greenberg to Brooks 13/06/11 "You are meeting... at 3pm with the police at Oldswang" 

Brooks explains the "large number of police officers going through Mulcaire's notebooks and alerting people who appeared in 
them. " 

This meeting with Oldswang is the second occasion Brooks met the police over Mulcaire's hacking of her: "I'm shown 
documents for first time" 

Brooks saw that Ross' mobile and PIN code, her mum, and various other names were in Mulcaire's notebooks. 

Brooks says she couldn't get hold of Ross Kemp immediately "because he was in Afghanistan" 

Ross Kemp writes back on 20/06/06: Brooks replies "need to talk to you about phone hacking". 

"I think short after we were both at the same event," says Brooks of meeting Kemp soon after. 

Brooks says she informed Kemp about appearing in Mulcaire notebooks and arrangement "with very good friend" 

23/06/11 Brooks emails her two PAs "I need my 2002/03 diaries" 

Brooks: "it could be one of two things: Channel 4 doing a Dispatches programme on another private detective... it was in the 
ether" 

Brooks says this PI worked for a lot of newspapers as well as NOTW. She had attended a meeting at Scotland Yard not sure 
when. 

"That's one thing I came up with, but it could be just a simple as the H and L file." says Brooks of request for 2002/03 diaries. 

"One of the emails references 2002," says Brooks of H and L file. Internal lawyers asked about her whereabouts in 2002 or 
2003 

Email thread cited: from journo at the Sun "one of our sports video men.... received a call from Channel 4 researcher" 

Brooks replies "thanks... any info gratefully received." 

"This is what I was talking about: Channel 4 thought Brooks' meeting with Scotland Yard was at different date in 02/03 

Back 10 am tomorrow 
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Tuesday 4 March 2014 

Summary 

Rebekah Brooks Defence continues 
Brooks questioned by her Counsel Jonathan Laidlaw QC 

Rebekah Brooks Cross Examined by other Defence Counsel 
Brooks questioned by Jonathan Caplan QC QC - Counsel for Stuart Kuttner 
Brooks questioned by David Spens QC - Counsel for Clive Goodman 

Rebekah Brooks Defence continues 

Brooks questioned by her Counsel Jonathan Laidlaw QC 

Back at the #hackingtrial. Brief bit of legal argument before Brooks continues in witness box, questioned by her counsel 
Jonathan Laidlaw QC 

We've arrived 04/07/11 - the day the Milly Dowler story broke. The jury shown the online report by Nick Davies. 

Brooks saw it in the late afternoon: "I was out of the office... At the fertility clinic," says Brooks of breaking story 

Brooks' Blackberry texts adduced from morning of 4th: she texts her cousin and her mother Deborah at 6 a.m. 

Brooks spent the morning at TMS "a lot going on in the office" after handing over Harbottle and Lewis files 

Brooks sends texts to her cousin and mother about meeting at fertility clinic on 04/07/11 

Brooks emails Cheryl Carter that morning about clinic visit at 3.30pm the day the Dowler story broke. 

Brooks emails her fertility doctor that morning: they had met socially that weekend with Ross, Charlie and Brooks at same 
event. 

Greenberg emails Brooks at 4.38 pm on 04/07/11: the Guardian have just emailed Greenberg for a comment. 

Brook says she saw the Dowler story on her Blackberry: read full story back in office. 

"First of all I didn't believe it," says Brooks of the Milly Dowler story. 

"The original story said NOTW had accessed Milly Dowler's phone, deleted voice mail messages.... it was pretty horrific," says 
Brooks 

"Simon and Will asked me if it was true," says Brooks. "At this stage we didn't know about police officer in Weeting leaking to 
Guardian" 

"The police had been in building... they'd given us no visibility this was there," says Brooks of Dowler story. 

"There was certainly an element of us trying to find out from police whether this was correct,' says Brooks of Dowler breaking 
story. 

NI statement for the 6pm news is re-read in court" "we'll be conducting our own inquiries and be fully co-operating with police" 

"A growing band of lawyers.... was trying to get information from the police as to the veracity of this thing," says Brooks of 
04/07/11 

"It was almost like a holding statement till we found out what had gone on," says Brooks of NI statement 

An email to Brooks talks of Tom Watson's statement in Parliament about Milly Dowler. 

Mark Lewis is quoted on Sky News "ridiculous, obscene... family aware of allegations while trial was ongoing" 

"We couldn't understand how Labour MPs had got the story that quickly" says Brooks "We were still scrabbling around try to 
find out about it 

"It was all coming in at once, and we were still ringing the police asking whether it is true or not," says Brooks. 

The email adduced is from an MP to Charlie Brooks, seen before in evidence. Charlie forwards to Will Lewis about Dowler 
and Friends DVDs 

Will Lewis replies that it's "another attempted hit" by Tom Watson MP 

Brooks: "We were there in NI with the police in the building regularly coming in for meetings, and we're the only people who 
don't know" 

"We were constantly dealing with revelation through another media unit rather than the police telling us what they had," says 
Brooks. 

Brooks texts Sue Carroll, a close friend at the time, who was ill with cancer according to texts adduced by Laidlaw 

"Gosh you're so lovely to worry about me. Not sure if it's true" Brooks texts; "It is the deletion of messages and False hope 
sparking fury" 

"I know it took (police) months to confirm deletion wasn't true, and the false hope situation," says Brooks. 

"We're only dealing with what's in the story..." says Brooks: "The blame is being unfairly put on NOTW deleting the voicemail" 
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Texts between Brooks and Piers Morgan cited around 7.30 that night and extends to next day 

Morgan: "When it rains it pours..." Brooks: "Must have been Mulcaire Morgan: "You've got to get out of there fast. Fury building 
on internet 

"Piers was telling me... he's an avid... I was going to say twit... a tweeter," says Brooks, jokingly 

"It wasn't a staffer. You've got to get out there fast" texted Morgan. 

"You've got to get it out fast" Morgan text corrected. Brooks explains it means get it out as a statement. 

"We're taking the usual News Corp tin hat approach..." says Brooks. "You're trending worldwide on twitter. Congrats." texts 
Morgan 

Tom Newton Dunn emails "incredibly objective reporting by our commercial rivals tonight" about Milly Dowler story. 

Brooks explains that the BSkyB bid was subject to a competition ruling that Monday: "Tom Newton Dunn had read and watched 
everything" 

"Not fit to have this deal," Brooks says. "Don't let the bastards get you down, Boss" writes Newton Dunn 10pm 

"Batten down the hatches. Looks like they're going to throw the kitchen sink at you," says Newton Dunn about stopping the 
BSkyB bid 

05/07/11 Brooks letter to Surrey Chief Constable cited, copied to Superintendent Ponting. 

"I was astonished and shocked by these allegations which I'd not previously heard," writes Brooks to Surrey Chief 

Brooks says she's writteb to Mark Lewis, who was looking after Dowler's civil claim. Wants more info from Surrey police. 

"The trial of Levi Bellfield had only concluded in the March or April 2011, it was a very live issue," says Brooks of Milly Dowler. 

Brooks writes to James Harding, editor of Times, about crime correspondent, "Can you find out from Sean how he knows 
pages 1 and 3 are true" 

"We have zero visibility of the veracity of these allegation... this is proper old Labour, Guardian, BBC hit." wrote Brooks on 
05/07/11 

Brooks email to Harding talks about Tom Watson's tweet "before" the Dowler story broke: "Parliament seemed to be read to 
talk about story" 

05/07/11 Brooks draft statement, sent to Charlie, shown to jury 

"I didn't sleep that night," says Brooks of evening after Dowler story broke. 

Three levels to this statement, Brooks explains: NI side, James Murdoch's News Corp Europe side, and Rupert Murdoch's 
News Corp side 

That morning around noon a draft letter is passed between Brooks, Greenberg and Lewis, to be sent to the Dowler family 

05/07/11 Sun journalist writes to Brooks "It is totally and utterly impossible for you to have awareness of this at NOTW" 

"You've absolutely done nothing wrong. This is totally alien to your soul," writes journalist to Brooks day after Milly 
Dowler story broke 

05/07/11 Deborah Keegan emails around 5pm that evening: Hanna talking to Greenberg about personal security and Brooks 
team available 

Brooks "I was getting quite a large influx, from the outside, rightly, from minor criticism to all out death threats. We had a bomb 
threat" 

"I was the central figure for that." says Brooks at "universal revulsion" at Dowler allegation. 

Hanna emails Brooks about security "if we see media round the area... I'll let you know" "Media concern and police concern" 
both mentioned 

"In April," Brooks explains: "there was a high level of concern I would be arrested and a dawn raid on the house" 

"Because every arrest, and all details of investigation, were being leaked," says Brooks: "If police came to arrest me I'd be 
photographed." 

Hanna is "talking about going back to the plan of April" says Brooks of this email and threats of arrest and media coverage 

BREAKING: Blair emails Brooks "Let me know if there's anything I can help you with. Thinking of you" Brooks "GB pals getting 
their own back" 

That breaking email send by Blair day after Milly Dowler story broke 

"Please don't watch the news, mum, and be careful of strangers at the door or calls," Brooks writes to her mother on 05/07/11 

Another message from Brooks' mother cited in court: not read out. 

"Because I was the focus of everything, it was quite hard for her," says Brooks of her mother coming down to Jubilee Barn that 
weekend. 

Laidlaw illustrates "another issue": Brooks writing to a woman called Rowena at Farrers: "one of the many legal firms," says 
Brooks 
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"Cheryl Carter needs urgent legal advice about a business venture" says Brooks email to lawyer about a brand IP issue that 
week. 

Brooks talks about Carter's beauty brand "she had discovered... someone she had trusted let her down and tried to take it away 
from her" 

Michael Gove texts Brooks 06/07/11 about a News International event: "Very keen to catch up... Don't think Sarah and I can 
come to night" 

"NI had hired a corporate box, and someone had to host it every night.... hospitality," says Brooks of Gove text. "I was trying to 
cancel" 

"Other people are coming to same conclusion during the firestorm" says Brooks of Gove's cancellation. I 

"Michael and I have been trying to found an Academy School in East London... Because of Milly Dowler story advertisers 
pulling out" 

Newton Dunn writes to Brooks about the prime minister; "DC announcing one or several inquiries" 

Texts between Kath Hinton, Blunkett SpAd and Brooks now adduced in court. 

K Hinton writes "definitely some of this misogynist" Brooks: "Bloody intense... feeling like a sexist witchhunt at times." 

"I did think it was a bit sexist," says Brooks: "But you couldn't forget how horrible the allegation was, if true" 

Gideon Wyn Davies writes to Brooks with "Good News": credit card statements show you away during key periods of 2002 

Various exotic locations named. Wynn Davies "I was quite jealous" Brooks replied "Wow. Those were the days" 

Brooks explains that Gideon Wynn Davies - who sent good news message - was working with Joel Klein investigating for News 
Corp 

Brooks explains that 2002 diary just said holiday: "Cheryl couldn't remember... Ross couldn't remember" 

"In my own mind, back in April" says Brooks about the first thought of resignation: "if the police are going to arrest to CEO it's 
over" 

Brooks "It had been there as a possibility in my head since April.... it did happen during my editorship..one should probably 
resign anyway" 

Brooks says she discussed her resignation first with Lewis and Greenberg, then with James and Rupert Murdoch. 

"I was with James Murdoch and his team on the Monday evening, the 4th... I thought it was an inevitability of me leaving, Not 
their view" 

"R Murdoch was away at a conference in Sun Valley. He was concerned I shouldn't resign until I got there," says Broosk. He 
arrives 10/07/11 

07/07/11 The announcement of the closure of NOTW. Staff sent email by James Murdoch - last edition on 10/07/11 

Brooks confirms that closure of NOTW had been a topic since "early June" 

"Too toxic... and could save the bid for Sky," reminds Justice Saunders of Greenberg plan for closure of NOTW in June 2011. 

"It had been mooted before, but decided against," says Brooks of NOTW closure. By the 6th they had confirmed Mulcaire hack 
of Dowler 

"Problem we had was that Rupert was in a different time zone," says Brooks. "I remember discussions about how to get 
everyone on conf call" 

08/07/11 Plan B email cited. Brooks explains Plan A: "ANews Corp were brought in.. we reported to Joel Klein" 

"Anyone connected with Harbottle and Lewis files should leave the company. That was the corporate view," says Brooks of 
June 2011 

Plan A was Brooks resigning and leaving the company "probably the right thing to do, should have done it, didn't do it, asked 
not to do it" 

"I was still waiting to Rupert Murdoch to arrive on the Sunday," says Brooks of her indecision around resignation on 08/07/11 

7.15 am on 08/07/11 Brooks writes to James Murdoch suggesting an investigation that will "slam Les and Colin" and "vindicate" 
her 

"Even things we didn't want leak were getting leaked," Brooks explains of how info from this internal report could publicised. 

"We will not be on trial by the media," says Brooks email. Will Lewis replaces Brooks on Times Board. "I am ring fenced" 

21.09 text from Morgan corrected by Laidlaw: "if it wasn't a staffer. You've got to get THAT out there fast" 

15 minute break 

Back after the break at the #hackingtrial 

Laidlaw turns to the relationship between Brooks and Carter: she'd worked with Carter for 16 years from Deputy Editor of 
NOTW 95-96 

"She's amazing, a friend, brilliant PA... we were a great combination. Cheryl ran my life. I trusted her" says Brooks of Carter 
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"She was incredibly open friendly open-book kind of person," says Brooks says of Carter. "I'm probably the opposite" 

Brooks: "In a newsroom it's chaotic, you don't have time to speak. Cheryl got things done... She'd speak to my mum. Never 
missed a birthday" 

Brooks confirms that though her PAs organised meetings, they didn't attend them 

Brooks talks about Carter's beauty column: "she was a working mum, looked after the family incredibly well, wanted to broaden 
horizons" 

Brooks says Carter went to night college to learn beauty products when Brooks was editor of NOTW. 

Laidlaw asks Brooks to 'frank' about Carter's weakness: "she could be a bit scatty and forgetful... and had to put instructions in 
writing" 

"I once said to Cheryl I had to go out of the office for an important meeting, and if Mr Murdoch called she was to tell him I went 
to MI5" 

"In the old days you had to take your phone with you and put it in metal box" says Brooks of MI5: "I was worried he'd be angry" 

Brooks says Carter said Rupert Murdoch was furious because she'd told him Brooks had gone to MFI - a bargain furniture 
store. 

Brooks says she wouldn't have conscripted Carter in cover up: "she wouldn't do it not just because she's scatty but because 
she's true" 

Brooks is asked about her use of notebooks starting in 1995/6 when Carter arrived. "I stopped being a reporter quite early on" 
in 1994 

Brooks says that "if I interviewed a senior politician... I'd take a political or defence editor and they'd take the notes" 

Brooks explains her note taking during news conference, and an artist pad she used for laying out the paper. 

"There was always another paper to put out," says Brooks of these disposable pad and notebooks she used as editor. 

Brooks says she used word docs for budgets and proposals. 

Brooks is asked by Laidlaw about her knowledge and use of archive for the "20 or so years you worked at News International" 

Brooks says she didn't distinguish between storage and archive: "anything that was bulky" went to the archive she tells the jury. 

"We moved a lot, and I have moved home a lot," says Brooks: "So we were constantly looking for places to store bulky 
material" 

Brooks says "I never used the archive... my assumption... the archive was not somewhere where my personal sensitive would 
be stored" 

"There was everything in there" says Brooks of the storage around the PAs desk. "That was the filing system, not to be stored 
somewhere else 

"I had none," says Brooks of various moves and archiving. She talks of a "problematic" move in 2009 to CEO role. 

"Rupert Murdoch offered to have his office cut in half... He didn't have a big office anyway.... I left it to Cheryl and Debs to make 
move" 

"I had some involvement, but not in actually minutiae," says Brooks of move. She says she had no knowledge of 7 boxes and 
storage. 

Brooks says she had no discussion with Carter on 08/07/11 on withdrawal of notebooks from archive. 

"In typical NOTW fashion the meeting was filled with secret cameras" says Brooks of townhall on 08/07/11 and meeting going 
on line 

"Please do not worry about Y" Brooks writes to Witherow, Harding and Mohan on 08/07/11 and then talks about taking staff one 

Mum texts Brooks "You were right I shouldn't watch the news" on 08/07/11 planning to visit Brooks on the Saturday. 

Brooks says there's no truth in allegations that she asked Carter to lie about her movements: "On 8th I was in front of entire 
NOTW staff" 

Brooks on 08/07/11 emails other editors trying to get jobs for NOTW at other titles. She emails Myler on same topic. 

Brooks writes to head of business and head of marketing about keeping NOTW sports staff: "because the Sun was so strong in 
sport" 

Ruth Gledhill at the Times emails Brooks "praying you will stay. Brooks replies "NOTW staff the priority for me.... trying to find 
them jobs 

Brooks emails HR and Jane Viner over organising the 'Town Hall' meeting at 5pm for NOTW on 08/07/11 

"A lot of anger at NOTW," explains Brooks: "They had nothing to do with hacking... couldn't understand why I was still in the job 
either. " 

Brooks emails Greenberg about NOTW: "everyone is appalled the acts of a few affected so many talented journalists" 

Brooks' message to NOTW staff is read out by Laidlaw 
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Brooks addresses the media coverage of her in 08/07/11 "I think I became the focal point of everything, rightly so, as Chief 
Executive" 

I'm not investigating myself, says statement from Brooks announcing Town Hall 2011: references MSC and planned public 
inquiries. 

Just before 2pm Brooks' mother writes to her worried about her security" "I have more security than the prime minister," replies 
Brooks 

Brooks receives an email around 6.26 from NOTW staffer after a Town Hall meeting Brooks describes as "incredibly heated... a 
lot of anger" 

Friday night on 08/07/11 Cheryl writes to Brooks about her mother in law's 80th birthday and a master butcher. 

Brooks says she stayed late that Friday: "I knew I was seeing Rupert Murdoch on the Sunday..." went back to Oxfordshire than 
night. 

Brooks says she was back in London the next Saturday 09/07/11 "not first thing... maybe towards lunchtime" 

Another email exchange that Saturday about a football only paper for the iPad "if it saves jobs" Brooks: "try to keep fighting" 

09/07/11 the day the last edition of NOTW prepared: "I left before they finished... I didn't think I would be welcome. I left them to 
it." 

10pm Brooks writes to Myler: "Must have been the hardest day in your journalistic career by far... a very sad day for our 
newspaper history" 

Later than night Greenberg emails Brooks about Sunday Telegraph article about a possible arrest. Brooks asks if front page. 

Sunday Telegraph says arrest in few days. Greenberg says "not according to Barney (Radcliffe).... (Mark) Ponting going away" 

"if we speak to Telegraph and get it changed," replies Brooks to Greenberg article about her imminent arrest. 

Of last day of NOTW Brooks: "lots of other things going on in term of the Sky Bid.... fallout from the inquiries that had been 
announced" 

Brooks says she returned to Jubilee Barn that evening: her mum was waiting 

On Sunday 10/07/11 Brooks had a conference call with James Murdoch - "he didn't live that far from me in Oxfordshire" 

"The plan was to have lunch with him and Matthew Anderson" Brooks says of James Murdoch about "the ongoing situation" 

A call came from Rupert Murdoch saying he'd landed. Brooks made her way to London to meet him 

Brooks says it took 25 minutes to get to James Murdoch's house in Oxfordshire that Sunday: Charlie was driving. 

Brooks says Cheryl Carter went to Jubilee Barn on 10/07/11 but Brooks didn't meet her: "I asked her to look after mum" 

"My mum was in a very anxious state that weekend," says Brooks: "I couldn't be with her. I had to be there for final day of 
NOTW" 

"I had to meet Rupert Murdoch in London, and do this conference call," says Brooks. Cheryl came to Oxfordshire to look after 
her mum 

Brooks says it wasn't unusual for Carter to stay with her mum "occasionally" and they'd talk on a daily basis. 

Brooks says there's no question of her asking Cheryl to bring stuff to Oxfordshire. 

"Rupert Murdoch had landed earlier than I thought, and he was waiting for me," says Brooks. She left at 4 to meet him around 
6pm 

"It was written he was coming into London, media outside his London house," says Brooks of publicity over the Murdoch 
meeting on 10/07/11 

BREAKING Brooks says she didn't resign the day of the last edition of NOTW because Rupert Murdoch asked her not to 

Brooks receives a text message from friend "Good luck with KRM": discussions whether to launch Sun on Sunday immediately 
to save costs. 

11.30 pm text to Brooks from her mother: "Watched you both on TV... So proud. Showed you helping journalists up too" 

"On film a female journalist is knocked over and I helped her up," says Brooks of media scrum around her meeting with 
Murdoch. 

Back after lunch in Court 12 of the Old Bailey with Brooks in the witness box: about to move onto Count 7 and the missing 
items. 

11/07/11 Brooks' final week at News International. She stayed in London that Sunday. 

11/07/11 Email to Les Hinton: "Can you call me when you're up. I had quite a conversation last night with the boss about my 
future" 

Other emails talk about hiring staff into other titles and a new newsroom to explore other options. 

3pm 11/07/11 Brooks' mother writes to her about going back to Oxfordshire that day: "Don't read the papers or watch TV" says 
Brooks 
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4pm Monday: Brooks says she discussed "various options" with Murdoch. "Completely exhausted... not sleeping... James 
Murdoch sent me home" 

Brooks writes to James 15.46 about last NOTW sales figures: "What are you doing on email" says James. She was told to rest 
and get sleep 

11/07/11 email mentions Charlie "confiscation" - Brooks says this relates to confiscating her Blackberry 

Justice Saunders asks whether this call from Blair related to Plan B. Brooks says Blair's proposal was more "robust... 
independent" 

"I took Les' advice and took a sleeping pill,' says email on the Tuesday morning. Brooks says she was told to stay at home. 

Later that 12/07/11 Brooks emails several people including Pannuccio: "need to crack on with 7 day Sun plans" KRM focused 
on Sky issue 

12/07/11 email at 12.09 Brooks writes to Will Lewis: coming in the next morning 

Brooks explains the "leave of absence": Murdoch didn't want her to resign the Sunday but "impossible to carry on position as 
CEO" 

"I was the focus point and lightning rod for all that was going on... and I was exhausted. Wasn't even functioning properly" 
Brooks say 

Matthew Anderson emails the next morning at 7.47 about "redraft... key points. Leave of absence to leave police to do work" 

"I am telling boss," says Brooks of Murdoch; "I can't do leave of absence until after Select Committee." 

"In the middle of all this," says Brooks "I was summoned in front of Parliament... to which I agreed to go to." 

"At first it was thought I could just go, and not Rupert and James," says Brooks of DCMS committee meeting scheduled the 
next week. 

"The thinking was that I should face parliament and resign afterwards," says Brooks of DCMS appearance (the following 
Tuesday 19th July) 

Wednesday email 10.25 am Brooks writes to various NI execs and Daniel Tench at Olswang - copied to Charlie Brooks and 
Carter 

"At this stage the plan was just for me to go to DCMS," says Brooks: "They wanted to do a rehearsal.... we needed a venue... 
Enstone Manor" 

Brooks was planning to rehearse from Friday to Monday with "about 20 people" for the DCMS committee on the 19/07/11 

Brooks is asked about Cheryl Carter at this point: "she was very upset," she replied. "It was clear by now I would be going." 

Brooks says: "The leave of absence changed to resignation. I was still organising my move from TMS to another office." 

Brooks "At some point Will Lewis or Simon Greenberg said to me... police wanted to talk to me before I went in front of select 
committee" 

"I was given some options how to talk to the police" explains Brooks of advice from lawyers at Burton Copeland and Will Lewis 

14/07/11 Brooks says the decision to resign was made that day. Jane Viner sends email about arrangements in respect of the 
office. 

"There was a debate about what position I should be in when I faced parliament," says Brooks. Some thought better in situ, 
some if resigned 

"The leave of absence turned into a resignation that afternoon." says Brooks. Jury shown a draft of resignation statement and 
her thoughts 

"I have given James and Rupert Murdoch my resignation... this time it has been accepted." shows draft resignation on 14/07/11 

That evening Brooks emails Will Lewis who says "call Barney" 

"My view was the police should be told as soon as possible and not just see it as an announcement,' says Brooks. 

15/07/11 Brooks' resignation publicly announced. She was at work - had been there pretty late on the 14th "redrafting my 
message a lot" 

In the morning "I was talking to lawyer, corporate affairs and James and Rupert Murdoch. They'd been summoned to attend by 
compulsion" 

"In the end it was decided... better if they attended together, and I on my own as ex CEO," says Brooks of DCMS hearing. 

Brooks then left to say goodbye to NI staff. She was with Witherow when call says "Will Lewis and James Murdoch want to see 
me urgently" 

Lewis and J Murdoch "were in my office waiting for me". Lewis: "The situation has changed. Police want you out of the building 
immediately 

"If you don't leave immediate they're going to send the Pandas round" said Lewis. "You've got to be out of the building by mid-
day" 

Brooks wanted to know what changed. Lewis and J Murdoch didn't know but had to escort her out of the building. Blackberry 
disabled. 
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"I left everything in the office," says Brooks of the rest of her computers. 

Laidlaw talks about the computers sealed in Brooks' office: contents later analysed. Documents dated 14/07/11 to 02/06/11 
found on it. 

Computer access shows Brooks email account used throughout that week in July 2011 

Brooks then left for the weekend at Enstone to prepare for DCMS. 

"I'd been given three options" she says of "talking to the police" that weekend. "Friday's events had changed everything..." 

"By then we had agreed I would go to a police station at 12 o'clock," says Brooks for that coming Sunday. 

"The lawyer who was acting for me... had been acting for company... at Burton Copeland, had continued to write to the police, 
from April" 

"By the Friday the legal team were discussing with the police to be interviewed at best as witness at worst under caution" says 
Brooks 

"Ian Burton from Burton Copeland... was going to come with me on the Sunday," says Brooks. It didn't happen after building 
getting sealed. 

Brooks was told "she was not allowed" to have Ian Burton as her lawyer "because the police had interviewed him under 
caution" 

After that Brooks had to have new lawyers. Met with Kingsley Napley on the Saturday 16/07/11 

Brooks says she never left Enstone Manor that weekend, or returned to Jubilee Barn. 

"Very little" says Brooks of contact with Mark Hanna over this weekend. "I obviously saw Mr Hanna on Saturday at Enstone" 

Brooks said she told security detail "as little as possible" about her movements that Sunday. 

"I didn't want anyone to know which police station" says Brooks about not telling security: "Very concerned about lasting image" 

"News also told me I couldn't have any their people for the rehearsal," explains Brooks. "I was allowed to have some MSC 
people" 

Brooks says the discussion about which police station carried on that Saturday: "in the end narrowed down to... Belgravia and 
Lewisham" 

"I chose Lewisham,' says Brooks. "You were given an option?" ask Justice Saunders. 

"Because I'd only just met my lawyer, I planned to see my lawyers on the Sunday morning," says Brooks; "maybe an hour with 
them?" 

Brooks said Paul Edwards drove her and Charlie down to London that Sunday. She knew about the "back up car" 

BREAKING: Brooks nothing was "got rid of" that weekend she was arrested. 

Brooks is asked about "Charlie's Bags" and when "you first became aware of anything to do with that topic" 

Brooks says there had been no discussion with Charlie about his bags. 

BREAKING: Brooks says the first time she heard about Charlie's Bags being missing was on the Monday after Kingsley 
Napley. 

Two lawyers accompanied Brook during her arrest at Lewisham 17/07/11 she was arrested as she got out of the car 

"It was on the cards," Brooks says of her arrest. Spent most the rest of the day at the police station. 

"There were quite a few hours in the cell beforehand." says Brooks of arrest: "I was there for twelve and half hours" 

Brooks is driven back to Thames Quay: Charlie "in a bit of state,' says Brooks: "Slightly worse for wear" with red wine "2 sheets 
to wind" 

"He'd been waiting for 12 hours... he poured me a large glass of red wine," says Brooks of Charlie. 

"I seem to remember him telling me a bit about the search," says Brooks. "The police had gone through serial packets." 

"He been watching the golf. One of the police officers told him to take his feet off the bed," says Brooks of Charlie's account 

One of the laptops confiscated then had the letter to Coulson on it. Teh Brooks' went to bed late that night around 3 a.m. says 
Brooks 

Brooks says they weren't at Kingsley Napley for long that Monday morning: "supposed to be rehearsing for Parliament." But 
exhausted 

Brooks says she didn't hear much at all about Charlie's Bags. "Nothing registered with me.... I was in my own world... facing 
Parliament" 

Laidlaw references CCTV of Brooks returning with Charlie to Thames Quay: "Charlie losing things wasn't anything that would 
alert me..." 

"I do remember some confusion," says Brooks: "I just wanted to go to bed," says Brooks about return to Thames Quay in 
Monday morning 
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Brooks swiped herself into Flat: "I haven't eaten for quite a while... probably since before police station... then went straight to 
bed" 

"I remember sleeping.... a good couple of hours sleep," says Brooks of that day. 

"I wake up and I know I have to get ready for select committee," says Brooks. "That's when I see Charlie who is quite agitated." 

"That's when he tells me... late afternoon.." says Brooks: "he'd given his bags to security and there had been a mix up over 
them." 

"It sounded like a very odd story," says Brooks: "He'd hidden his rather large porn collection. I was quite exasperated." 

"He hidden the bags. And now there was a chance he would be arrested. Sounds like a monumental cock-up" says Brooks. 

"I know how important his horse business and novel is" Brooks says it was the "final straw' in rather "cataclysmic few days" 

Brooks says none of the computers in Charlie's bags were hers. No truth in allegations of cover-up, says Brooks. 

Laidlaw now turns to the files around the PAs area in Brooks' office. She is asked about her memory of movement of property. 

Brooks says she thinks the police went into her sealed office. There was a walk in cupboard where she could get changed. 

"Cheryl stayed working at NI helping my successor" says Brooks. Made redundant a couple of weeks later. They went out for 
pub supper in Oxon 

Brooks says Cheryl removed "anything personal to me" from the outer office: "everything you've seen on those filing lists" 

Brooks thinks Carter returned that 8 or 9 crates three weeks after her resignation 

Brooks says she put crates in an old barn in Oxfordshire. "Cheryl talked me through what was in the boxes" she says. 

Brooks says these 8 or 9 crates stay in barn until Brooks gets her London office in September 2011: part of her severance 
package. 

Brooks says she had a "sort through" of those 8 crates "I had no idea how long I'm going to be in that London office," she says 

"More personal stuff like photo stay at the barn. Work stuff, diaries, letters" all go to office in Marylebone. 

January 2012 Cheryl Carter is arrested: in November before first interviewed by police. 

"The solicitors, Kingsley Napley, come and take away the material from new office," Brooks says of her office property in 2012 

Laidlaw addresses the 'missing devices' schedule: a number of blackberrys, iPhones and iPads missing. 

Brooks says she knows nothing of serial number or contracts for these devices. She was "very attached" to her Blackberry, she 
says. 

Brooks says her Blackberry upgraded "quite a few times... they broke, a new model would come out, usual wear and tear if u 
use all the time" 

Brooks says she went through 4 or 5 Blackberry's a year 

On iPhone says she was given them on "more than one occasion" during a migration to Apple products at News International 

"I was encouraged by our team to swap to an iPhone, which I didn't want to do at that time" says Brooks: "But was keen to get 
papers on aps" 

"The head of IT would given me an iPhone with the ap downloaded... the first was the Times.... but we were developing them 
into ap sphere" 

Brooks talks about "a race to get Times ap up and running" for launch of iPad in 2010: "we had slight advantage because 
working with WSJ" 

"We didn't have a formal system as such," says Brooks of registering iPhones and iPads. "We had a lot of iPads with the 
developers" 

"When we first got iPads to develop on, Apple insisted they were chained to desk. Quite cloak and dagger,' says Brooks. 

"I didn't like it," says Brooks of trying to work the iPhone. "Didn't get on with it.... Kept with my Blackberry." 

"I found the iPad really good for emails.... I think 2 versions came out when I was CEO. And I had it synched to email system" 
says Brooks 

Brooks says "asset management" of devices "rings a vague bell": she remembers speaking to CFO about "lack of quality of 
register" 

"I do remember bringing it up: 'How many iPads have we actually got her'" says Brooks of number of devices in NI 

"To get the newspapers into a digital forum was the big goal," says Brooks of NI at that time. 

Brooks addresses the police raid on 13/03/12 of Jubilee Barn: "I remember the nanny shouting at me... " 

"Scarlett was born on 25th Jan... she was 5 or 6 years old by then. I was half awake trying to feed her," says Brooks. 

"I went downstairs to stop police banging on the door, to alarm Scarlett... they ran past me and were shouting for Charlie." says 
Brooks 
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"They went upstairs and arrested Charlie... it was completely surreal. I remember the time because of feeding thing. It was 
quarter to five" 

Brooks explains she was rebailed to the Friday just before Charlie's arrest. 

"I knew it wouldn't be long before story of dawn raid would be on the news," says Brooks. "I put Sky News on when the 
searches were on" 

"As it happened it didn't leak till Charlie and I were taken to different police stations," says Brooks of her arrest in 2012. 

"In the confusion of trying to work out why they arrested Charlie, I went upstairs but they wouldn't let me talk to him," says 
Brooks 

"Charlie was pretty shaken by the prospect of his mum being raided... there was quite an emotional conversation about him 
wanting to call" 

"I went across with the police so I could reassure her and let her know it was fine," says Brooks of briefing Charlie's 80 year old 
mother 

"Charlie hated London anyway and we moved back to the country as soon as I left work," says Brooks of renting out Thames 
Quay flat. 

Brooks explains why, during a number of police interviews, she remained silent on legal advice, and provided prepared 
statements. 

"I think I'm done", says Laidlaw. Ten minute break. 

Rebekah Brooks Cross Examined by other Defence Counsel 

Brooks questioned by Jonathan Caplan QC QC - Counsel for Stuart Kuttner 

We're now onto cross examination of Brooks - starting with defence counsel. 

Langdale for Coulson has no questions. Jonathan Caplan QC for Kuttner has a few questions for Brooks. 

Brooks is asked if she knew Kuttner was trained in 1950s: "I knew he'd been in Fleet Street forever" 

Previous career in Evening News etc. cited. Brooks says she's know Kuttner since 1990 "mutual respect for each other..." 

"He's more than old enough to be your father," says Caplan. "Please let's not go there," says Justice Saunders. 

Brooks agrees the role of the managing editor is adminstrative, but what goes into the paper is the responsibility of editor, 
deputy etc. 

Brooks is asked by Caplan about PCC editor's code: Brooks never sat on committee. Patsy Jones had, assisted by Kuttner. 

Brooks confirms that Kuttner would contact the PCC pre publication to seek advice "if a story was complicated" 

Post publication Kuttner would deal with complaints, agrees Brooks 

Email to Miskiw sent by Brooks 18/04/91 shown to jury about "Sophie": "our entrapment and subterfuge has to be justified 
110%" 

That email is copied to Kuttner and Coulson emphasising the editor's code of practice after Sophie Wessex Fake Sheikh story. 

Brooks agrees that email was sent to Kuttner to assure him she would abide by Editor's code while she was editor of NOTW. 

Caplan cross examines Brooks on the public interest code in newspapers. Brooks says broadcast has a different regulator 

Caplan asks: "Whether or not newspapers decide something is in the public interest that is the decision of the editor": Brooks 
says yes. 

Brooks asked about "widespread use" of Private Investigators in late 90s early 200s. 

Brooks is asked whether she remembers "fair opportunity" to reply in editors code. She says it's number 2 or 3 

Caplan says that all reasonable methods to locate someone are used to enact this "right of reply". PIs would help trace people 

Brooks questioned by David Spens QC - Counsel for Clive Goodman 

David Spens QC has some questions on behalf of Clive Goodman. 

Brooks is asked about Goodman's time as a reporter and her evidence he "wouldn't attend conferences" at NOTW 

Brooks gave that evidence when she was looking at NOTW organisational chart: Spens asks for the Count One bundle but it's 
gone. 

Brooks is given the chart of NOTW. 

Spens goes to the News and Investigations sections - including Royal and Diary editor: NOTW organisational chart April 2001. 

Brooks says she tried to put together this chart "from memory": Caplan says "your memory is incorrect... Goodman did work for 
news desk" 

Goodman worked to the then News Editor. We did go to conference as a Royal Editor because his senior was "uncertain over 
Royal stories" 
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"I did deal with Clive when he was royal editor. It could be he attended conferences," says Brooks. 

In 2001 Brooks promoted Goodman to deputy editor, says Spens. Brooks: "Clive would know his own..." 

Brooks agrees Goodman continued to be by-lined: "He became part of editorial set up and budget." says Spens. Brooks 
doesn't recall 

Caplan on Goodman: "I'm suggesting he became part of the editorial management budget" - a budget document from 2001 
adduced. 

"NB Clive Goodman accommodated in this editorial budget" says NOTW internal document from 2001: "He came to 
conference in own right" 

"I'm sure he did come to conference," says Brooks of Goodman. "But I don't remember it." 

Spens (sorry not Caplan) talks about how Brooks did promote Goodman, and both worked together on big NOTW scoop 

Brooks agrees Goodman was no trouble to her when he was at NOTW and they got on well. 

Spens talks of meeting with Sir Michael Peate who became secretary to Prince of Wales in 2002. 

Spens suggests to Brooks that between August 2002 to 12/01/03 she was invited with Goodman to a meeting with Peate at St 
James' Palace 

"I remember a meeting, but don't remember much about it," says Brooks of Sir Michael Peate, "I think I attended one with 
Clive." 

Spens suggests the meeting was about the portray of Camilla Parker Bowles in the NOTW: "It wouldn't surprise me," says 
Brooks. 

Brooks is asked about the practice of "source boosting.... big up their sources". "I wouldn't say practice," says Brooks. 

"Journalists might get a tip off from their neighbour and say it was from a great source," agrees Brooks: "a bit of news room 
bravado" 

"Some journalists wouldn't need to do that," says Brooks of source boosting. "They had amazing contacts." 

Brooks: "If they had a tip from a PR... that's not a sustainable bravado in a news room, but they could exaggerate their sources" 

"Not a practice I was aware of," says Brooks of source boosting. She relates a tip from early book club about Sophie Rees 
Jones. 

Email from Sun journalist to Brooks from 24/11/08 shown to jury again asking for approval of payments and then for prison 
contact exclusive 

Usually the prison officer would receive and pound;5k but on this occasion is offered and pound;4k. Spens goes through 
admissions on this. 

The MSC has confirmed this payment was made by BACs to a journalist: "I didn't know who... prison contact was," says 
Brooks. 

"I still don't know who the source was, and I don't know why that source was confidential," says Brooks. 

"He says one thing and does another,' points out Spens. "I took it on face value,' says Brooks. 

14/09/06 meeting with Goodman now explored by David Spens QC, counsel for Goodman, in cross examination with Brooks. 

This is a legal note of the meeting with the Detective Super Surtees: sent onto Coulson the following day. 

Spens focuses on point NO 9 "at this stage they don't want to widen to other NOTW journos... Clive is only in cos he was doing 
it himself" 

"'Doing it'means physically hacking" Spens asserts. Brooks agrees. 

Brooks agrees the police were "looking for actual connections between individuals working at NOTW and hacking voicemails" 

"I think they said they would widen it if they found that evidence," says Brooks of legal note. 

Brooks says the 'tasking' element only came up in reference to the hacking of her own phone by Mulcaire. 

Brooks repeats that before she went to see Detective Superintendent Surtees she knew Mulcaire worked for NOTW 

"At the time there wasn't any concern relating to the fact Glenn Mulcaire was a working detective at NOTW,' says Brooks. 

No mention says Brooks to any reference to any other News Editors who have now pleaded guilty to Count One. 

Brooks says Yates in charge but she never heard that the original investigation was "superficial": break till 10 am 
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Wednesday 5 March 2014 

Summary 

Rebekah Brooks Defence continues 
Brooks questioned by David Spens QC - Counsel for Clive Goodman 
Brooks questioned by Neil Saunders QC - Counsel for Charlie Brooks 
Brooks questioned by William Clegg QC - Counsel for Mark Hanna 

Rebekah Brooks Cross Examination by the Prosecution 
Brooks questioned by Anthony Edis QC for the Crown 

Rebekah Brooks Defence continues 

Brooks questioned by David Spens QC - Counsel for Clive Goodman 

Back at the #hackingtrial continuing with cross examination of Rebekah Brooks. 

David Spens QC, counsel for Clive Goodman, is continuing with his cross examination. 

Spens goes to the Count One Blue File from the voluminous bundles the jury have acquired over four months of the 
#hackingtrial at Court 12 

Spens goes to the PCC Editor's code of practice: para 3 on privacy. Para 8 : Journalists must not publish material from 
voicemails 

Spens points out that Brooks said previously that the editor's code was put into NI employment contracts - all employees 

Brooks says she thinks this would be incorporated into contracts in 2006: she agrees she took the code very seriously 

"It was absolutely in the category of a serious breach of privacy," said Brooks previously. She stands by this. 

Brooks agrees she knew phone hacking was a criminal offence after the arrests of Goodman, and a breach of the code before 
then 

"Any breach of the code was a disciplinary," says Brooks of prior to 06 and her understanding of RIPA and phone hacking law 

Brooks is shown a draft letter from 27/03/07 to PCC. Brooks says she may have seen the letter but normally managing editor 
dealt with PCC 

Brooks agrees "phone message tapping" letter was originally drafted for her: "Sun deplores the kind of snooping revealed by 
Goodman case" 

"I think the sentiment is there in regards to intercepting voicemails of Royals," says Brooks: It reflects her sentiment in March 
2007 

Brooks agrees this sentiment about PCC code would be the same at the NOTW: "Yes, I assume so" 

Brooks says she would have dismissed Goodman if she were NOTW editor in 2006 

Spens goes through the timeline of Goodman's arrest, dismissal and and pound;70k payment on 08/02/07 from NI. 

22/02/07 letter from Colin Myler to PCC is now shown to the jury 

Myler answers some questions from the PCC post guilty plea of Goodman. "the Goodman case appears to have been a rogue 
exception" 

Spens says Myler's letter was the origin of the "rogue" reporter line 

"This was a line that had currency till to 2009" says Spens of "rogue reporter": "it was NI's line that I inherited when I became 
CEO" 

"By the time I became CEO the For Neville email had become public..." says Brooks of rogue reporter. 

Brooks agrees that she had no reason to disagree with "rogue reporter" line for the next two years. 

Spens says "rogue reporter remained the line until the "For Neville' email in 2009" when it became insupportable 

12/04/07 lunch at RAC club lunch with Goodman and Brooks is now explored. "You offered him a job?" "That's is correct" 

Spens cites Brooks previous line about offering Goodman job: "It's a news International decision made by you and Les Hinton?" 

Brooks says with "my multiple daily contact with Mr Hinton it was he who told me of employment case and 'other way to solve 
it'" 

Brooks says HR person would have been involved in Goodman offer, Daniel Clegg, and perhaps John Chapman, NI lawyer 

Spens says it was on 02/03/07 that Goodman complained against his dismissal from NI. 23/03/07 First of two hearings with 
Myler, and CLOKE 

Second Goodman hearing 20/05/07 second part of internal hearing with Myler and Cloke (not Clegg) from HR 

Brooks saysfshe was aware that Goodman's employment tribunal might go public if not settled. 
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Brooks says she knew about employment claim before that Goodman lunch and that he was alleging "others at NOTW" knew 
of phone hacking 

Brooks agrees that she knew Goodman had alleged "others at the NOTW" were involved in phone hacking in April 07 

Brooks can't remember who exactly Goodman had named but she remembers Kuttner, Coulson and another NOTW journo 

Brooks had said an employment tribunal would be "embarassing" in previous evidence and "some financial settlement might 
stop it happening" 

Brooks clarifies: she thought some kind of employment might resolve the dispute rather than a financial settlement. 

"My understanding of my role was to offer Mr Goodman employment," says Brooks of April 2007: he wasn't making allegations 
against her 

"Obviously I couldn't offer Mr Goodman a job without approval of CEO," says Brooks: "I think the problem had been brought to 
me" 

"When I was told of the problem I think my role was to offer him a job to prevent him going to a tribunal," Brooks explains of job 
offer. 

"I had a couple of conversations with Mr Hinton about it," says Brooks. "I thought the job offer.... I was asked to see if it was an 
option" 

"Did it come from you or from Les Hinton in the first place," asks Spens. "I think either he said to me... we could offer him a job" 

"I think it was Mr Hinton's idea, but it seems unfair to say it... he wouldn't have known the details of the Diana Magazine," says 
Brooks 

"Effectively you were being asked to buy him off on behalf of the company?" says Spens. Brooks "I was offering him a job to 
stop tribunal" 

Brooks agrees of bookazine job offer to Goodman on Diana was "to take him back into the News International fold" 

23/04/07 11 days after lunch Goodman offered and pound;12.5 for years work on book "not a lot of money compared to what 
earning previously?" 

Brooks agrees this is a low rate: 12.5k for 6 months. Goodman was previously on 100k a year Spens says. 

09/05/07 email to Goodman cited "Clive I do need a decision on Diana project" and offering subbing job at the Sun "runs in the 
family" 

Goodman email reply says he'll pass on Diana contract but wanted to talk to Brooks about retraining as a sub-editor. 

9 days later - 2 days before 2nd internal hearing - Brooks explains more about the subbing course to Goodman. 

30/05/07 Goodman internal appeal rejected. Brooks can only remember it be being settled. That happened late June early July. 
Hinton told her 

Brooks says she was "absolutely not" told what the settlement with Goodman was: Hinton "told me it was confidential" 

Brooks questioned by Neil Saunders QC - Counsel for Charlie Brooks 

Neil Saunders for Charlie Brooks cross examines Brooks on Guardian leaks. 

Brooks says she discussed these leaks were her husband. She discussed the Weatherup leak of desk being cleared in March 
2011 

Brooks confirms that leaks around Milly Dowler expose and Coulson's arrest was something else she discussed with her 
husband 

Saunders for Charlie Brooks cites three emails (Draft RB statement) between Dowler expose and Coulson arrest. 

Brooks cannot remember where she was when she sent this draft statement to Charlie in July 2011 

Brooks questioned by William Clegg QC - Counsel for Mark Hanna 

Clegg for Hanna cross examines Brooks 

Brooks says she didn't have much direct contact with Mark Hanna before July 2011: using first names is her style confirms 
Brooks. 

She agrees first name use did not denote any friendship between her and Hanna. 

Brooks says the death threats to her began around April 2011 and protection arranged by Mark Hanna. 

"Very limited contact" says Brooks of Hanna. Initial security was "static security" in Oxfordshire in London, and "mobile" while in 
transit 

Clegg turns to July 2011 and the Milly Dowler allegations: Brooks "there was big increase in concern" 

Clegg talks of a "large wodge of correspondence" addressed to her "some of it offensive, some of it threatening": she didn't see 
it. 

"I got some of the emails direct' says Brooks. But the mail went through PAs and then to Hanna and staff for a threat 
assessment. 

"I wasn't aware of each one coming in and what it said," says Brooks of hate mail. "It went to security to be assessed" 
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Brooks talks about "additional address" needing protection during her weekend at Enstone Manor. She and Charlie travelled 
separately there 

"He normally took the car with him," Brooks says of her new driver. He didn't stay in Enstone. 

Charlie travelled to Enstone in the Range Rover agrees Brooks. 

Brooks doesn't think they told her security detail about Sunday trip to Lewisham police station 

Brooks agrees she left the Range Rover at Enstone that Sunday. 

Brooks said she "absolutely did not" ask Hanna to destroy any document or device. 

Rebekah Brooks Cross Examination by the Prosecution 

Brooks questioned by Anthony Edis QC for the Crown 

Edis cross examines Brooks for the prosecution. 

Edis asks if on June 09 Brooks knew News International were covering up NOTW phone hacking. She says "No" 

Brooks says her state of mind in June 09 at appointment as CEO was the same as 2007: just Goodman and Mulcaire. 

Brooks agrees that the five hacking victims Mulcaire was sentenced for were nothing to do with Mr Goodman. 

Brooks agrees Goodman was the royal editor and gossip column about parliament. 

Edis names the five victims of Mulcaire: "not Royal Editor's targets are they?" "No," Brooks agrees. She believed there were 
another 100 

Brooks agrees that News International never spoke publicly about the "other hundred" 

Brooks speaks about News International "full on rigorous inquiry.. police closed the case" on Goodman/Mulcaire sentencing. 

"They didn't mention these other hundred hacking victims then" says Edis. 

"The fact is you knew from the time you spoke to Surtees that the whole truth had not emerged," says Edis. 

"It was police information given to me off the record," says Brooks of 100-110 victims named by police. 

"You know didn't you the whole truth didn't come out during the trial?" Edis: Brooks "I don't see I saw it like that." 

"In fact you knew and believed that the first police inquiry was rather superficial," says Edis to Brooks. 

"It was the counter terrorism squad," says Brooks: "They were taking the investigation seriously.. only needed 5 to ten" 

Brooks talks about police needing new messages. 

Brooks agrees that the public thought there were just five victms, and a single rogue reporter. "And that wasn't true?" 

"It was believed to be true." says Brooks. "Not by you," says Edis. 

"You believed that NI behaviour between 2007 and 2009 was honourable?" asks Edis. "Yes I did," says Brooks. 

"Did you carry on with the coverup when you became CEO" asks Edis. "No," says Brooks. 

Brooks is asked if she noticed what the judge said in 2007? "No. Show it to me" says Brooks. Judgement shown to jury 

Judgement 26/01/07 by Justice Gross shown to jury. 

"You have not dealt with Goodman but others at News International" says judgement in 2007 of Mulcaire. 

Mulcaire had a higher sentence than Goodman "because he did more crime" agrees Brooks. 

Edis repeats the question about higher sentence for Mulcaire, and different victims: "I don't think I knew that was how 
sentencing perceived 

Edis repeats the question about the higher sentence for phone hacking non Royal victims: Brooks agrees she did know. 

Brooks is asked about other employers of Mulcaire at NOTW. 

Edis asks whether, as Editor of the Sun, she would take interest in the Goodman story: "we would have covered it straight" 

Edis says that Brooks would have checked the Sun coverage: she agrees she would have checked the Goodman sentencing 
story 

"This was a huge story not only for NI but your whole profession," says Edis. Brooks agrees "It was a big story" 

Judge's ruling says Mulcaire was working for people other than Goodman. Brooks says she had no idea Mulcaire was passing 
on info. 

Laidlaw intervenes: asking if there's any evidence that Brooks was shown transcript or at the court. 

Edis asks: "Did you have a reporter at the Old Bailey who could have told you what happened?" Brooks agrees "yes" 

"You discovered Mulcaire was working for you as Editor, so you'd be taking a close interest and would know what the judge had 
said" Edis 
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Break for 15 mins 

Back after the break at the #hackingtrial at Court 12 of the Old Bailey. 

Edis continues with questions about court transcript of Mulcaire Goodman trial: "I think I have seen it in preparation for the 
case" 

Edis says NI executive had a copy: Brooks can't remember being shown. 

"The world's press and public can hear it... you didn't need a document you had a reporter there," says Edis. 

"My view at the time it was a sentencing hearing... Mulcaire convicted for 5 names of a pool of 100-110," says Brooks. 

Edis "May I ask the question again... did you know what the judge said? Brooks: "I must have done at the time" 

Edis turns to an internal legal note from NI about Brooks' conversation on 14/09/06 with Detective Superintendent Surtees. 

Brooks says she can't remember taking any notes with Surtees. "Was it in your habit to take notes?" Yes says Brooks. 

"On occasion I took a notebook" says Brooks. "When people say it's off the record they don't like you to take notes." 

Edis asked about "Goodman and Mulcaire bang to rights" Brooks: "Yes that's what they told me." 

Brooks can't remember mention of a 'list' of victims. "I think he might have said notes rather than list" of 110 victims. 

Brooks can't remember if she was told Glenn Mulcaire had a list: "maybe" 

Laidlaw intervenes: "I don;t want to alert the witness. problem of making assertion of someone's else's document... do it fairly to 
witness" 

"The point that Mr Laidlaw wants you to be aware of.... raid on Mulcaire's property produce a list of 100-110 victims," says Edis. 

"Eight years has gone by.... I just don't remember a 'list' being... I don't remember him saying that. Just remember notes," says 
Brooks. 

Edis cites another legal note to Andy Coulson about "1 million pounds of payments": Brooks "yes I think they mentioned a 
figure of a million 

Edis cites other victims named in 2007: Clifford, Jowell, Prescott and Temple 

"They told you Tessa Jowell had been hacked?" asks Edis. "I think so, yes" replies Brooks. She remembers big story in 2006 

Brooks says she thinks police said Prescott and Temple were "potential victims" in 2006 

"As a journalist in 206 you'd probably remember there was a big story about John Prescott having an affair." says Edis. 

"Yes it was a Daily Mirror exclusive, I do remember that," says Brooks of Prescott affair. 

Edis asks Brooks about note "at this stage they don't want to widen it to other NOTW journalists..." 

"Obviously I was quite concerned as to who had accessed my phone," says Brooks. She thinks police didn't know who tasked it 
at time. 

"Obviously they do have top lefts" (tasking detail) says Edis of Mulcaire notes. 

Justice Saunders intervenes to clarify. Brooks explains: "I couldn't understand why NOTW would write a story about my 
personal life" 

Initials mentioned in that legal note of 2006 suggest a NOTW journalist. 

Brooks says "I don't remember X being mentioned, but if it was I would have certainly [passed it on to NI exec] - redacted for 
legal reasons 

Legal note cites a verbatim voicemail for Jemima Khan and Hugh Grant used in NOTW story. 

"Some names of potential victims... but they were still investigating" agrees Brooks of legal note in 2006 

Edis cross refers to another legal note to Andy Coulson. 

Edis goes to paras 1 and 8 of another legal note to confirm this is what the police said to Brooks in 2006. 

"In terms of NOTW they suggested they would not widen investigation unless they got direct evidence of other journos directly 
accessing" 

Hugh Grant and Jemima Khan also referenced in this second legal note to Coulson. 

Second legal note says police have evidence of Mulcaire contact with NOTW: 

Brooks agrees the police meeting was extremely important, and her "professional skill" is reporting things accurately to others. 

Brooks says she doesn't remember other NOTW journo being mentioned by police. But if she did she would have told NI exec. 

Another document shown on the screen to the jury at Court 12 

It's an email from Coulson to Brooks 29/11/06: 

Brooks to Coulson 29/11/06 : "Guardian been on about my phone and/or Dacre of other journalists" 

"I certainly remember the police telling me that,' says Brooks of Dacre. "Maybe the Guardian told me that" 
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Coulson replies "I know this is Les' idea but don't think partic helpful.... Mulcaire will think we have leaked it" 

Brooks confrims: "It as Les Hinton's idea to leak my phone being hacked" 

Brooks names a "list" in reply to Coulson. "Jowell, Kimberley and Blunks" 

Brooks says "shortly after my meeting with police there was an article in Guardian which listed some names." 

Brooks is unsure whether she got additional victim names from Guardian or conversations with NI execs. 

"I'd had dinner with David Blunkett after my meeting with police" says Brooks. 

"Who told you Mr Blunkett had been a hacking victim?" asks Edis. "Blunkett... had asked Sir Ian Blair, and he phone wasn't 
accessed" 

Edis asks how Brooks knew Blunkett was on Mulcaire's list: "I don't remember all the names the police told me." 

"You'd be unlikely to forget the name Blunkett in 24 hour," asks Edis. "Did Mr Coulson never tell you?" "No, not at the time. 
Never." 

"I told you when I got back from Australia they knew... the whole story" says Brooks email to Coulson about Guardian media in 
November 06 

"It read as if you already know Coulson knows about the list doesn't it?" asks Edis. "Yes," says Brooks. 

"I don't remember the existence of this master list... I came back and talking to Les Hinton and Coulson, obviously we were 
talking" 

Brooks agreed she had spoken to Coulson about phone hacking by this time. 

Brooks on original August 06 conversation with Coulson: "I'm pretty sure he didn't believe they were true... then became clear 
they were" 

"I think it was the police who told me Clive Goodman was 'bang to rights'" says Brooks. "What did Mr Coulson tell you?" asks 
Edis 

"It was established quite quickly from... confusion... to it was clear it was true," says Brooks 

Brooks says Coulson "may have told me he talked to Clive but I don't remember him discussing this matter" 

Edis establishes Brooks had a "close and confidential friendship" at this time. "The most natural thing in the world that he would 
tell you" 

Brooks agree that they had several conversations about it. She can't remember if Coulson told her about meeting Goodman in 
Cafe Rouge 

Edis turns to Coulson's line in the email "it's all going so well": this is the date of the guilty pleas at Old Bailey. 

"What was it do you think was 'going well' that day?" asks Edis. "Odd thing to say day Royal Editor pleads guilty" says Broos. 
Edis: "Yes" 

"So what was going well?" asks Edis again. "I can't believe Andy Coulson would it's all going well" on the day of guilty pleas. 

"There might have been other things that happened," says Brooks. 

Brooks denies that "it going quite well" could mean they were happy no one else was exposed for phone hacking. 

"Is there any other explanation" asks Edis. Brooks says given the time lapse she can't remember. 

Saunders asks about the designation of GM: did she ever call Mulcaire "Glenn'? No, Brooks said it must be the notetaker 
calling him Glenn. 

Brooks agrees that she was "mining the police": they might have put her notebook away "and keep your memory alert" 

"I think I rang" says Brooks rather than taking notes after police meeting. 

Edis points out there's very little about hacking of Brooks in this legal note: it's all about News of the World. 

Brooks says she told police she wouldn't act as a witness for the police on phone hacking in 2006 because it would be "odd 
legal situation" 

"Just explain what's complicated about it?" asks Edis. "It would be very difficult for the Sun to be witness against sister 
newspaper" 

Edis: "But against Mulcaire... you thought by giving evidence against Mulcaire you'd be giving evidence against NOTW" Brooks 
"Yes" 

"Hacking your phone had nothing to do with the Royals?" "No,' says Brooks. "So what did your phone have to do with News of 
the World?" 

"What about phone hacking of you? Why did you think that was done by NOTW?" asks Edis. 

"He must have been passing that information on," says Brooks of Mulcaire hacking her. Two names associated with tasking 
hacking her 

Saunders asks more questions about police "only having evidence from NOTW" on payment records for Mulcaire on legal note. 

Edis cites a reply to PCC letter to Brooks: two drafts with slight differences 27/03/07 
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Brooks explains how managing editors dealt with PCC complaints with reference to her. 

Brooks agrees it is "inconceivable" that she wouldn't have known about PCC reply "deploring kind of snooping" revealed by 
Goodman case 

Brooks agrees she "deplored" that kind of snooping. The letter says they made "strenuous steps" to prevent it. 

Letters says the Sun "made strenuous efforts in the past to make sure the code is adhered to": Edis asks if the word 'not' 
should be added 

Brooks denies this. She references Sophie Wessex story at NOTW as an example of public interest test. 

Edis "At neither newspaper were any efforts made to ensure journalist and PIs did not hack phone?" "That phrase I did not 
use," says Brooks 

"But you learned in the late 90s it was possible?" asks Edis of phone hacking. Brooks replies "yes" 

Edis turns to section in Sun letter that says breaches of the code should lead "to disciplinary and instant dismissal". Brooks 
agrees 

"They're not all hanging offences breaches of the code,' says Edis. Brooks agrees "maybe minor breaches depending on their 
explanation" 

"Any journalist who works for the Sun... who breaks the law... liable to be instantly dismissed," says letter on 2007. 

"It is true, but there are certain exceptions." says Brooks. Edis: "It does says any breach of the law is a breach of contract" says 
Edis. 

Brooks explains it's very hard to write a clause in a contract that makes exception for law breaking in huge public interest. 

"Who decides whether that's right?" asks Edis. "It depends on the risk involved..." says Brook: "There are levels of criminal 
offences" 

Edis asks if "criminal offences" would be approved in a rank junior to editor. "Usually" editor would decide. 

"In the frenetic nature of making news decisions, this would come to me," Brooks says. She would allow law breaking if in 
public interest. 

Paragraph from PCC letter cited on "cash payments": must be approved by editor. "Is that true?" asks Edis. "There is some 
fluidity" 

"What fluidity?" asks Edis. "Some of these payments would be left to my deputy," says Brooks. "He's your deputy. He does 
what you do" 

"Did you not establish any rules," asks Edis. "Yes we did... But I might not be there... cash payments might need to made 
quickly" 

Edis turns to line of letter: "no cash payments made without editor or editor of the day.. .is that true" Brooks explains deputy 
could sign 

Edis points out that Brooks said the managing editor could sign. "So this isn't true" Edis says of letter. "Why doesn't letter say 
that?" 

"What I'm going to suggest to you this letter is seriously mislead in three ways," says Edis about snooping, law breaking and 
cash payments 

"How did this letter ever get sent?" asks Edis. "I agree with the letter" says Brooks. "In the main these were the rules" 

"The bottom paragraph could be misleading but it is does say "liable"" about breaking law and instant dismissal. 

Edis says the PCC letter says the managing editor would also authorise them, not instead of the editor. 

Saunders asks more about the letter being 'misleading' on cash payment "they need to know what they're authorising and 
where they come from" 

'What's point of the editor authorising these payment if he didn't know where they came from?" asks Saunders. 

Saunders asks if letter is trying to convey "this isn't a rubber stamp. We know what's going ont?" Brooks agrees. 

Back at #hackingtrial after lunch: prosecuting counsel Anthony Edis QC, cross examining Rebekah Brooks. 

Edis moves onto the meeting with Clive Goodman at the RAC: "Did you see any conflict with what you said to PCC?" 

"I didn't see it like that..." says Brooks. "Why didn't you see it like that? asks Edis. "I remember... it not being a reporting role" 

"You were happy to employ him." says Edis: "Though he'd been accessing voices of Royal family. What was the plus side of 
employing him?" 

"To shut him up." saids Edis. "To stop him going public with unfounded allegations" says Brooks. 

"Did you talk to Mr Coulson?" "Yes he said they were unfounded" says Brooks. "Did you talk to you anymore about the Blunkett 
story?" "No" 

Brooks talks about informing another NI exec who never told her they had tapes of voicemails of Blunket 

Brooks confirms the Goodman payment was a confidential arrangement: "so he had been shut up then?" asks Edis. 
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"Yes, those were the words" Brooks. Edis: "So confidential they didn't tell you?" asks Edis. "It was editor of Sun it was a 
corporate thing" 

Justice Saunders points out the meeting with Goodman was before final internal hearing. "You didn't know internal appeal was 
still going on 

"Let's keep with this narrative and move forward," says Edis turning to Guardian article 08/07/09 which said NOTW had paid 
and pound;700k to Taylor 

Brooks was about to become CEO at the time of the Guardian article. "Very soon after you discovered... the suppressed 
evidence" says Edis 

"They suggested thousands of mobile phones had been hacked," points out Edis. "Did you become familiar with this 
transcript?" Yes" 

"This is the transcript of a number of voicemails transcribed to create a draft article which was never published" says Edis. 

Edis points out there was a Select Committee about phone hacking on the day Brooks took role as CEO in September 09 

"It was a big deal from day one of your new job" says Edis. Brooks agrees. 

"What investigations did you carry out when you became CEO of News Int onto what was still on NOTW servers?" asks Edis. 
"None' says Brooks 

"Did you do any investigation about phone hacking when you became CEO?" "No" "Why not" "The Gordon Taylor issue had 
been done and out there" 

NI press release 8th and 10th 2009 responds to Gordon Taylor settlement, but Edis says you stuck to "rogue reporter" line 

Brooks looks through the two NI press releases in 2009 in response to Guardian revelations about Gordon Taylor pay out. 

Statement says NI 'vigorously... comply with relevant legislation": Edis asks what Brooks did to follow that through. 

"It was pretty clear the serious consequences of any journalist engaging in these practices," says Brooks. "Also working with 
our lawyer" 

10/07/09 NI statement "has delayed making this statement until all detailed checks have been made" 

Gist of NI statement: Apart from Mulcaire and Goodman... the only story arising out of phone hacking was Gordon Taylor: 
story was never used 

"At any stage as far as you know, did anyone manage to discover this transcript had been forwarded (to another NOTW 
journo)?" Brooks "No" 

Brooks says this wasn't clear until discovery of emails in 2011 and start of Operation Weeting. Edis turns to letter from PCC in 
July 2009 

Baroness Buscombe letter to Brooks addresses "reignited interest in subterfuge" in parliament and press in the summer of 
2009. 

Edis cites the reply in Brooks' name: "I would have edited it," says Brooks. "I think I asked the corporate affairs dept to talk to 
editors" 

"Obviously I would have read it because it went out in my name, I would have edited it" says Brooks. 

Letter says all NI papers have put in further measures to "prevent practices recurring" and steps to ensure journos work within 
law. 

"What further measures had been put in place," asks Edis. Brooks: "At the Sun... further emphasis on code": journos not aware 
of RIPA act 

"Mainly the lawyers on the Sun... Justin Walford... he'd talk to journalists" says Brooks. 

Edis asks about "working within the law" and the fact Brooks had said there was a public interest defence for breaking it. 

"It's says you'd work within the law, and the position was you didn't always work within the law," says Edis of Brooks' reply to 
PCC 

Brooks talks about 'technical breach of the law' by smuggling knives onto British airways to test security. 

Saunders asks for any example of "a further measure" put in place after Goodman and Mulcaire. Brooks says PIs only used in 
exceptions 

Brooks says that this was in response to the information commissioner report. "So under pressure" says Edis. "All industries 
including legal 

Brooks says she wrote the letter to NI after Guardian revelations in 2009. 

Brooks letter to PCC turns to subterfuge: "not necessarily breach of criminal law" says Edis. "That's right" 

Letter to PCC establishes the rules of using subterfuge at the Sun depending on whether the "public interest was sufficient" 

On cash payments': "no cash payments are made without written authorisation from editors etc....and always kept to a 
minimum: is that true?" 

Brooks says no cash payments at the Times, maybe Sunday Times, but much more prevalent at NOTW "now reduced by 89%" 
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Brooks is asked why there used to be a lot of cash payments at NOTW: "It had a very strong tradition of investigations....often 
needed cash" 

"For cricket match fixing I had to approve and pound;125,000 in cash. Always like that investigtions": Brooks said she approved 
that when CEO in 09 

Brooks letter to PCC in 2009 says no cash payments are made at the Sun - and repeats the terms of approval: editor and 
managing editor 

Edis turns to the "next thing that happened... a sequence of events which led to you settling with Max Clifford" 

BREAKING: "Do you agree you settled with Max Clifford to stop Mulcaire naming names?" asks Edis. "Yes, in part" says 
Brooks. 

Edis explains that Max Clifford fell out with Andy Coulson because of Kerri Katona treatment: "I thought Les put a ban on 
Max being used" 

Edis establishes the terms of the Max Clifford settlement were agreed by her: NI would cover legal costs "a lot of money in the 
end" 

Edis says a document estimates 200k or more. Brooks would have to approve the payment. 

Brooks explains Max Clifford was "all in... just under a million" over three years for settling. 

Brooks explains Clifford: "earned a lot of money at NOTW... and News international" "It wasn't a contract though, was it?" says 
Edis. 

"You were perfectly entitled as a company to stop buying his product" says Edis. Brooks explains that "public ban" lowered 
bidding. 

"He made no legal claim of that at all" says Edis. "What he has was a claim for a voicemail hack which wasn't worth very 
much." 

"This million pounds was something of a gift" "We got a lot of stories from it....I accept the motive was stop Mulcaire naming 
names" 

"Not the nice side of the business," says Brooks of and pound;1m to Clifford but he was "great generator of stories and that was 
a commercial deal" 

"You needed to stop Mulcaire naming anyone else, because you didn't want the truth to come outt" says Edis to Brooks. 

"We were absolutely engaged in the civil claims.. reputational damage. Glenn Mulcaire was unreliable. We were protecting the 
company" 

"Of course you did know what he could say.. because you were editor when he was offered his contract in 2001" says Edis. 

"You knew exactly what he could say about that contract," says Edis. Brooks says Mulcaire was "engaged in legitimate private 
work" 

"Who told you that?" asks Edis. "My assumption was..." "You're assumption? Did you not ask anyone?" says Edis. 

"Did you ask anyone what he had been doing during your editorship of NOTW?" asks Edis. Brooks "Not particularly, no" 

"You got to see the police... you put him on a private retainer when you were editor... you never asked what he was doing?" 
asks Edis. 

Saunders: "When you discovered the retainer did you not go to anyone as ask them 'What was he doing? I need to know'"? 

"I didn't think it happened during my editorship. I didn't believe it happened" says Brooks. "Why didn't you ask Kuttner?" asks 
Edis 

"Kuttner authorised every payment made to Mulcaire, he would be a good person to speak to," says Edis. "Yes. Perhaps." 

"I didn't ask Mr Kuttner" says Brooks. "No, because you already knew what he was doing" says Edis. 

"You knew he was being prosecuted for phone hacking... isn't it an obvious question 'when did it start'?" asks Edis. 

"You were in a better position than the police," asserts Edis "I think the position was the reverse," says Brooks: "the police had 
all info 

Brooks agrees NI had all the emails at the time. Released under civil action. 

"NOTW's position at the time in 06 was from Mylers letter to PCC that Mr Goodman was a rogue exception" says Brooks. 

Edis turns to the New York Times article in 03/09/10: NI responded "biased and unprofessional... because commercial rivals" 

Edis reminds Brooks she was CEO at that time. 

Edis points out that the article cites a "court order" divulging the number of journalist, Dan Evans, who had been suspended. 

"Dan Evans was known about by you as CEO?" says Edis: "And Dan Evans was never sacked?" "He was suspended 
immediately" 

"What did you do about this recent allegation of phone hacking in NYT?" asks Edis. Brooks says Myler says Evans "emphatic in 
his denial" 
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"We suspended him immediately pending our own investigation" says Brooks of Dan Evans. He remembers nothing of 'sticky 
keys' explains 

NIC supply company was being sued, Edis explains, which is one of Brooks' companies. "In my head... it slipped in his pocket" 

"Are you aware of any investigation that was done.... before decisions were made to defend this case," asks Edis. Brooks says 
Myler assured 

10 minute break 

Back at #hackingtrial after the break. 

Edis goes back to Max Clifford briefly. 

Edis cites a legal note of meeting Brooks attended: "RB says Cliffords argument.. doesn't want to be obliged to bring in stories 

"Was he obliged to bring in stories?"Edis. "Yes" "Was that ever written down?" "No" "If he hadn't brought in any stories"" 

Brooks replies to this "but he did bring in stories." Edis asks if NI kept any record of any payments to Clifford and what for 

"Commercial deal, what do you mean by that?" asks Edis. "He bought in stories" says Brooks. "Why wasn't it written down?" 
asks Edis 

"I'd been trustworthy in dealing with him over the years, he didn't need it in writing" But Brooks agrees it wasn't separate from 
legal suit 

"You could just have agree to pay him a and pound;1m for stories if you didn't have to pay his legal costs" says Edis. Brooks 
agrees. 

Edis turns to email deletion: he adduces email about PAs getting rid of everything from prior to 2007. Brooks says Jan 2010 
new cut off date 

"yes Jan 10. Clean sweep. Thanks" Brooks instruction as CEO. "Yes subject to exceptions... we agreed on with lawyers" 

Edis asks when 'exceptions' were first discussed to email deletion policy. Brooks "first system failures.... around 08" 

Brook says Jan 10 email already had some exceptions to company wide deletion of emails related to "litigation" 

Edis points out all companies have to retain any any actual or prospective litigation. "A general statement" 

Edis asks "when is there a statement any specific exceptions related to any particular documents?" Brooks points to Jan 10 doc 

Specific names were cited in a document in December 2010 "preserving all emails till further notice" of certain names. 

Brooks says the email deletion would have been drawn up with "lawyers would have absolutely been aware of any litigation 
ongoing" 

"Where you say 'clean sweep' you mean 'not a clean sweep'?" asks Edis about Brooks' email. She says means delete back to 
2010. 

Brooks says the policy was being formulated for the 'right reasons' to stop outages and emails falling over. 

Brooks can't remember 20/09/10 purge of 4.5 million emails from before 2005. "I don't remember this one at all" says Brooks. 

'The policy was to keep NI emails... subject to ligitation... for a year. At this stage no suggestion litigation ongoing..." says 
Brooks. 

Brooks says there was no work done by her EAs to delete emails: "I didn't get round to it... my emails had to be excluded... as 
CEO" 

Brooks explains CEO emails should have been kept for competition reasons due to bids NI was thinking of making at the time. 

That is an admission: all emails from Jan 09 of Brooks' to be kept. 

"Do you know what actually happened to your emails?" asks Edis. "I just assumed they were as I saw them in my inbox," says 
Brooks. 

"The suggestion is you were using the email retention policy... so that any embarrassing emails were lost" says Edis. Brooks: 
"No I wasn't" 

"In the end not as many went as you had hoped..." says Edis. "I had no intention to use email retention... for my own purposes" 
says Brooks 

Saunders wants to summarise deletion policy. Brooks wanted a year deletion from Jan 2011 back to Jan 2010. 

"I think we awful problems with it," says Brooks: "The whole thing stopped around Op Weeting... But my emails would have 
been deleted" 

Edis moves onto NOTW Brooks file. Laidlaw draws attention to another admitted fact to "help your lordship draw things 
together" 

Edis says this folder was produced by Mr McGill: "some documents concerning budget and performance of NOTW" for Brooks 
editorship 

113 payments made by NOTW in April 2002 now adduced by Edis. 

These are all payments, taxis, phones - "nothing to do with editorial decisions" says Edis. 
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"This isn't every expense an editor would be considering. Most of it nothing to do with editors is that right?" asks Edis. 

"I think mobile phone expenses might have come out of relevant dept... I'm not sure about that." says Brooks. 

"Signed off by desk head and approved by managing editor?" Brooks agrees. Brooks agrees that "lineage" and "pictures" 
require ed approval 

Edis points to a lot of lineage payments made in this April 02 budget. 

One of these "lineage' payments was for Nine Consultancy: "No lineage from Mulcaire?" "Not as far as we know," says Brooks. 

"For example if he traced somebody and found somebody... no you're right, I'm probably being over cautious" says Brooks. 

Edis says lineage means you marry up payment with a story. "You should be looking for a story shouldn't you?" asks Edis 

Edis explains the committee set up before Brooks left. After she left it changed to MSC - an external body under Lord Grabiner. 

Laidlaw intervenes: jury leave 

Jury back in: Saunders explains "for once it's quite hot in here.... we'll carry on for a quarter of an hour or so" 

Edis goes back to some other figures "budget 1989-2003" and a spreadsheet attempting to put relevant figures on same piece 
of paper. 

Edis shows NOTW circulation figures remained around 4 million for the period of Brooks' editorships 

"One shouldn't rely too exactly" on circulation figures, says Brooks. Edis points out revenues from NOTW were and pound;93m 
1998-99 

NOTW income and pound;88m and pound;84m in next two years: but a rise in income in due to price rise in 2001. 
Underperformance by about and pound;11m in 2001. 

Ad revenue went up but circulation went down. Following year 2000-01 shortfall against budget at NOTW by three million: 
Brooks' first year. 

8 million shortfall in advertising revenue in Brooks' first year, Brooks agrees. 

Edis establishes that total direct costs was and pound;94m rather and pound;86m: total and pound;16 million pounds shortfall 
because of rising costs and lower revenues 

Final result was and pound;58m - 16 million short "not a very happy state of affairs" says Edis. 

"It's not as successful as it was expected to be.. over and pound;15m less than had been expected" points out Edis. 

"The performance is falling sharply isn' it?" says Edis. "It's definitely less" agrees Brooks. 

"3 budgets that are probably most relevant are also set out" Edis: News Desk, Editorial Management, Investigations rise from 
174k to 13m 

Brooks agrees that the "total budget overspend" was "definitely an issue" and she would have to make cuts. 

Brooks explains that Sarah's law caused some of the overspend at NOTW. "An 18 month campaign" "No, ten years." 

"You did pretty well with your budget management" says Edis of Brooks' second year. "Yes," says Brooks. 

"It wasn't Mr Kuttner doing well... it was your input which improved budget performance" says Edis. "It was a collective effort" 
says Brooks 

Brooks explains how the weekly spending limit and bonus scheme to desk heads helped reduced budget. 10 a.m. tomorrow we 
continue. 
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Thursday 6 March 2014 

Summary 

Rebekah Brooks Cross Examination continues on Count 1 - Hacking 
Brooks questioned by Anthony Edis QC for the Crown 
Financial Performance 
Cost Reduction 
Greg Miskiw Promotion 
Neville Thurlbeck Promotion 
Glen Mulcaire Contract and Payments 
Brooks questioned on Phone and Voicemail interception 
Brooks Contract and Financial Control 
Rebekah Brooks Letter to Andy Coulson 
Brooks questioned on Sophie Wessex 
Greg Miskiw reminded to stay within the law 
Brooks questioned on Blunkett Story 

Rebekah Brooks Cross Examined on Count 5 - Illegal Payments 
Payments to Police Officers 

Rebekah Brooks Cross Examination continues on Count 1 - Hacking 

Brooks questioned by Anthony Edis QC for the Crown 

Some legal argument this morning and now back with the jury at the #hackingtrial with Brooks being cross examined by Edis 
for the Crown 

Saunders reminds the jury that they have tomorrow off. Edis is back at the spreadsheets from NOTW during her editorship. 

Financial Performance 

Edis says NOTW's "financial position was disappointing". Brooks "that's not what my bosses said" Edis: "Really. What did they 
say?" 

Brooks says they complained about the overspend but she managed to procure more money for editorial: "I never got that 
feedback" 

Edis talks of the and pound;16 million shortfall. Brooks "You have to look at businesses as a whole. Decline of newspapers 
taken as a fact" 

"To say the Time or the ST was having a bad year, Les Hinton would allocate costs," says Brooks: "I never got criticised as a 
bad business" 

"We were very proud of our relative circulation success," says Brooks. 

"The following year you did much better," says Edis of 2002. Brooks: "My second year I managed to increase and pound;23- 
and pound;27m editorial" 

"I was told because I got that increase I had to stick to that budget. Our weekly spending limit was pretty huge by Fleet St 
standards" 

"You were good at your job in turning things round" says Edis in and pound;3m increase in revenue, and very close to budget 
spend. 

"A pretty good financial ship run that year," says Edis. Brooks talks of the conflict between ads and content and circulation. 

"So many other business decisions," says Brooks: "the editor is consulted but it's a business decision" 

Brooks says her focus was on the and pound;23 million editorial spend. "I didn't live in a business world where I was criticised 
for underperforming" 

Brooks argues she got a extra and pound;5m on editorial in her second year, and another and pound;2m for her third. 

Cost Reduction 

Edis examines the costs reduction at the News Desk: "It looks like someone on the news desk was really counting the pennies" 

Brooks explains about the bonus scheme which Greg Miskiw regularly succeeded at. 

"The third point that emerges from this document is how extremely well Miskiw and Thurlbeck did under your editorship" says 
Edis. 

Greg Miskiw Promotion 

"You promoted them," says Edis. Brooks accepts she promoted both Miskiw and Thurlbeck. "What made you think Miskiw 
would be good?" 

"Not love lost on the rivalry front," says Brooks of Miskiw: "He was a bit old school, but I thought he would be good in that role" 

"You must have talked to him about how he was to investigate things" says Edis of Miskiw. "Yes," says Brooks. 
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Brooks on Miskiw: "He knew how seriously I took the code... I was quite good friends with Mazer Mahmoud. I'd talk to him 
directly" 

"But what did Greg Miskiw bring to the party?" asks Edis. "I was still relatively young to have that job... he'd been there forever." 

"I was very keen because of my age and experience to have wise heads around me," Edis says: "You'd been a deputy editor 
for 5 years" 

Brooks: "I'm not saying I haven't. But I was 26 when I got that job. I was 29 when I went to the Sun, they never had a female at 
that role" 

"You were deputy editor of the Sun over several 100 editions." "They wouldn't have given me NOTW if they didn't think I could 
handle it" 

Brooks says a Sunday paper can be even harder because things can fall apart. 

"You chose your staff with some care," says Edis: "I inherited a lot," says Brooks. She brought in Harry Scott. 

Brooks talks about bringing in two senior editors: Harry Scott in production. 

Brooks confirms Miskiw would come to daily conferences at NOTW when head of investigations. "He'd tell you how he was 
getting on?" asks Edis 

Brooks accepts she could spend longer on investigations at the NOTW than the Sun. 

"In a Sunday paper there's a lot more planning into what can go into the paper in advance" says Edis. Brooks: "Thats fair to say 
got longer 

"You can mull over the content more thoroughly" says Edis. "As a principle that's fair," says Brooks. 

"One of the pitfalls of NOTW that you don't have at the Sun is that your stories can go during the week," adds Brooks. 

Neville Thurlbeck Promotion 

Edis turns to the promotions of Thurlbeck - acquitted during a trial in 2000. Brooks "fought his corner" for a salary bump to and 
pound;60k in 2000 

Milner wasn't "happy about Thurlbeck getting a pay rise" says Edis. Brooks agrees, over PAYE etc. 

"On having a member of staff on and pound;92k a year, Mr Milner wouldn't be very happy about that," says Edis. Brooks 
explains fixed costs of staff 

Even Brooks "surprised" by the costs of "hiring Michael Winner" back at NOTW. 

"The state of affairs that if you'd asked Mr Milner to approve for a member of staff on and pound;92k you would have felt he 
probably would not" 

"I remember I had a lot of fights with managing editor, but I could remember not getting what I asked for at NOTW," says 
Brooks. 

Glen Mulcaire Contract and Payments 

Brooks addresses hypothetical: "we're using 10 detectives at 500k but could get one doing same work for and pound;92k - 
Milner would be delighted" 

"Because Mr Hinton was a trained journalist," says Brooks: "I have a dotted line.... I reported in to Mr Hinton and Mr Murdoch." 

Brooks disagrees with the proposition Mulcaire's contract was hidden because it dealt with "criminality" 

"I did use detectives at NOTW... I mean we... but we did use them legitimately" says Brooks. "Were any others hidden?" asks 
Edis 

"I can't name them all. I can name one," says Brooks of PI. Edis "effectively the books were cooked to prevent anyone finding 
out" 

"I didn't cook any books," says Brooks. Edis says: "The books were cooked though". Brooks "I don't quite know what you mean 
by cooked books" 

Brooks accepts the Mulcaire payment "was never visible to me" but I would not have an issue if Miskiw could reduce costs of 
tracing agents 

"You do accept this contract was hidden?" says Edis. Mr Kuttner "approved every payment" says Brooks. 

Some filing now and snap of ring binders. 

Edis turns to some receipts from Nine Consultancy - payments for 'lineage' not on contract for Mulcaire. 

'Lots of lineage payments... all expressed by reference to a story" Edis points out about payments to Mulcaire. 

Edis points out how the headline would identify the story the lineage was paid for. "I wouldn't see the CPRs in this form" says 
Brooks. 

"The records however they were kept married up the payment with the story," says Edis. 

Brooks points out that the contract was Euro Research, different from Nine Consultancy:"it's not the name of the company I'm 
talking about" 

"Private detectives are hired to do research," says Brooks. Edis replies "But these are lineage payments." 
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Edis points out how the weekly payment to Mulcaire was never married up to any work "so no one could see what he had done" 

Edis cites 26/07/01 document: Brooks' first budget. For 2001-02. 

Edis asks where the budget figures for "each desk is actually arrived at" 

"What we try and do is look forward to the coming year to see if there are any obvious big spends coming up," says Brooks of 
budgeting 

She talks of big sporting events, buying big books coming up (Alex Ferguson she uses as an example). 

Edis says "you'd have to talk to the editors about how much they wanted to spend." Brooks says the managing editor would do 
that. 

"You'd have to go to America and tell them you wanted and pound;4m on your news desks," says Edis. "No it wouldn't happen 
like that." says Brooks 

Brooks agrees she'd have to justify her budget in the US. 

Edis says they have documents from Coulson's editorship showing him discussing budgetary items: "Did you have the same in 
your time?" 

Brooks agrees she have briefings from Kuttner before she went to America about "top line stuff" like pictures. 

"In terms of before I went to America 'that didn't happen'" says Brooks of going through desk budgets with Kuttner. 

Brooks agrees she had to explain her "overspend to Mr Hinton". "You had to be satisfied in your mind the budget... you could 
deliver" 

"You couldn't do that," says Edis of budgeting. "Without understanding the figures." "Yes," says Brooks. 

Brooks said she had to oversee budget after 9/11. Edis says "this was the year Mulcaire was given his contract... drawing down 
1.4k per week 

Brooks replies to Edis' point about Mulcaire costs: "Out of a budget of 4 million" 

Brooks agrees she would look at the budget to express her 'editorial priorities': "the high points" she adds. 

"The point is the amount of money free to spend on stories is only and pound;940k on editorial... on News only and 
pound;2.2m" free per annum. 

"What he was actually spending and pound;92k on was Mr Mulcaire," says Edis of Miskiw's annual budget. 

Brooks talks about weekly spending limits and bonus given to Miskiw. 

"Let's look to the setting up of this contract,' says Edis of Mulcaire deal. 

Edis turns to a newspaper article Brooks has put into her own bundle: a Media Week article from Nov 2000. 

"You wanted to find 'serious campaigning journalism'" says Media Week article on Brooks' appointment to editor of NOTW. 

"That required a greater degree of investigative journalism" ask Edis. "I think it's a different tone.... NOTW going 168 yrs..." says 
Brooks 

"You did set up an investigations unit," says Edis: "Indeed that's the first thing you did when you became an editor." 

"What methods of investigations could this unit use when following your agenda" says Edis. "Subterfuge - with the Fake 
Sheikh" 

Edis asks about 'binology' "Mr Mulcaire submitted an invoice once on binology". "I don't like it," says Brooks. "Did you tell him 
not to?" 

"I stressed I stuck to the code," says Brooks of Miskiw. Edis asks if she directly forbade binology. 

"Did you take any steps at all to make sure that that didn't happen?' asks Edis of binology. Brooks says she stressed PCC 
code. 

Brooks questioned on Phone and Voicemail interception 

"When we did those campaigns we had to be above the law... I mean within the law," Brooks in a slip. She can't remember 
forbidding binology 

Brooks says she did approve undercover recordings. But never had a story that involved intercepting voice mail recordings. 

BREAKING: Brooks says that - in exceptional circumstances - she may in principle have agreed to intercept phone calls. But 
didn't happen 

"You didn't know it was illegal did you?" asks Edis. "I think I did know intercepting voice calls was illegal" but not voicemails she 
says 

"You thought voicemail was legal, so you would have approved that more easily than phone tapping," asks Brooks. Brooks 
says no. 

"So that fact one was illegal and the other wasn't didn't make any difference' says Edis. "It didn't come up during my editorship," 
Brooks 

"But you had heard of the practice," asks Edis. "Yes," says Brooks. 
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Saunders tries to establish whether Brooks was aware of the 'possiblity' of phone hacking by journos or reality of it. 

"In that state of mind, it might seem an obvious thing to do, to use that tactic in appropriate cases," says Edis. "I never asked 
anyone" 

Saunders asks about phone hacking revealed to Brooks after the event rather than asking prior approval from editors. 

Brooks talks about a journo posing as a security guard "just found Abbi Titmuss has had her hair done" being a waste of time. 

Brooks says she never pre-warned against phone hacking: "you instil a news room where ethics are high... done by the book." 

Saunder asks about pre notification on testing like taking knife on plane: "usually if there is a high chance of arrest," says 
Brooks 

Brooks says she wasn't always told in advance: talks about an arrest of journo who planted St George flag on Arc de Triomphe. 

Edis references am email about a "white van man" and "five degree shift" in the NOTW coverage. Break for 15 mins. 

Brooks Contract and Financial Control 

Brooks is asked about another email and the value of "self generating journalists" at NOTW. 

Edis turns to Brooks' contract which gives her control of budget and expenditure and contributors. 

"Taking the legal language out of it: the board sets the annual budget..." says Edis. Brooks reminds us NGN actually didn't have 
a board. 

"When I was CEO I was director of 27 or 28 companies' says Brooks: "that was for the tax reasons the way things are set up" 

Brooks agrees she has "complete autonomy" within the annual budget; "It's not anyone else's job but yours" says Edis. Brooks 
agrees. 

Contract also says Brooks has powers "to employ and engagement... at her discretion": "You could hire and fire," says Edis. 

"Who worked for this company was your responsibility and no-one else's" says Edis. 

"Entering into an engagement with Mulcaire was something only you could do," says Edis. "Dept heads entered into contracts 
all the time" 

"I'm talking about engaging someone on a year contract was your job" says Edis. "It should have come to me and Stuart," says 
Brooks. 

"If you had discovered the contract you would have asked Mr Miskiw: 'why did you do this? This is my job'" says Edis. 

Brooks says "If I'd discovered it had been done behind my back I would have asked those questions" about Mulcaire. 

NOTW contract talks about editor's responsibility for accurate and libellous content. "That's your job" says Edis. "Yes" says 
Brooks 

NOTW contract talks about "keep budgets in control and supervision"; "You have to control or supervise expenditure," says 
Edis. 

"How did you set about doing that," asks Edis of contractural role of NOTW editor to "control and supervise expenditure" 

Brooks says she looked at "trends" in weekly spending limit and weekly bonus. 

"Is what you're saying is that you left it to the Managing editors office, introduced a bonus scheme, and left it at that?" Edis asks 
Brooks 

Brooks talks about using managing editors' budget as a contingency for overspends. 

Brooks talks about a finance controller at NOTW - Steve Mears: Brooks thinks he sat on the NOTW floor. 

Mears writes to department heads in 2001 asking for details of new retainers, current rates of lineage, from heads of 
department. 

Mears email talks about expenditure going through strict editorial review. 

Edis: "So there would be quite close scrutiny of what everyone was spending". Brooks: "if they asked for more money they'd 
have to say why" 

Edis asks if Kuttner could "approve payments to private investigators". "Yes," says Brooks. Edis asks about "auditing and 
monitoring" 

"He'd had to know where that money was going?" asks Edis. "Yes," says Brooks. "And he reported to you" asks Edis. "Yes', 
says Brooks 

Edis adduces the chart Brooks drew up of NOTW structure which puts Brooks on same level as Kuttner: "You were his boss" 
says Edis. 

Brooks agrees hierarchical diagram is wrong: she should be above Kuttner. He came to editorial conferences. Wrote leaders. 

Brooks agrees Kuttner shouldn't really be under 'finance' - he worked very closely with her. 

"Most the emails relating to [another NOTW journo] relate to pictures," points out Edis, correcting this organogram Brooks 
helped construct 

Edis cites an email to Kuttner copied to a lot of people, but not Brooks, about tax situation of full time regular contributors 
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Brooks explains that casual workers working full time became an issue at the Sun. Brooks says she's sure Kuttner talked to her 
at NOTW. 

"Ultimately it's your responsibility isn't it?" says Edis. Brooks says "yes". Edis points out Mulcaire contract began the next week. 

"Is that something you would have tolerated?" ask Edis about rules of paying contributors net of tax instead of gross. 

"I don't think I would have made those distinctions particularly... I don't know if I would have tolerated it... remember a big prob 
at Sun" 

"You were passionately interested in improving editorial content of NOTW" says Edis. "I hope so," says Brooks. 

"Would Mr Kuttner have been in trouble" asks Edis: "if you'd found out about this contract?" 

"Can't say he would've been in trouble, because I don't know what explanation would have been. The person in trouble would 
have been Miskiw" 

Brooks says private detectives weren't a particular concern prior to 2003. "The desk heads... a pretty regular occurrence... 
legitimate work" 

"You had a duty to control expenditure... how did you control expenditure on private detectives," asks Edis. 

Brooks says the autonomy of desk heads was like them "having their own business" 

"In addition to that budget control, Mr Kuttner send around an email ask for every story costing more than 4k" says Edis. Brooks 
agrees. 

Brooks agrees Kuttner would have talked to her about overspends on individual stories. He had a duty to consult her. 

Edis cites Brooks email saying "why on earth are you paying and pound;7k" for a Bulger story. 

Edis turns to an email about the and pound;4.5 m overspend: and pound;275k attributable to Sarah's Law campaign. 

Brooks explains Sarah's Law costs: "That's not what it says," says Edis. Brooks clarifies about allocation for end of year costs. 

There is some debate about managing editor approval of all payments prior to and after Brooks's editorship of NOTW. 

Edis cites a NOTW conference in December 2001 with a section on budget control "monthly meetings with heads of 
department" 

Brooks says she didn't have monthly meeting of heads of department: "but Mr Kuttner might have done" 

Edis talks about the Bulger contract for Mulcaire which costs and pound;7k which became a subject of debate. 

Saunders establishes this extra fee to Mulcaire for Bulger was actually and pound;7.5 k 

Brooks emails Miskiw and Thurlbeck saying anything more than and pound;1k has to be approved by her after Bulger 
agreement for a month. 

Edis says "a level had to be introduced which the editor had to approve": Saunders establishes "prior authority rather than post 
authority" 

Rebekah Brooks Letter to Andy Coulson 

Edis says he has a few questions "only a few I promise you" about the letter to Coulson. 

"The part I have twice read to the jury," says Edis "starts "the least of our worries" The bit I have to ask you about is this..." 

Edis cites "I confide in you - I seek your advice" and that included work, didn't it?" Brooks "It could have done" 

"Confide equals trust.. It would include secrets related to work" says Edis. "It could do," says Brooks. "It would do," says Edis. 

"We would talk about work," says Brooks. "More confidential than an ordinary work colleague," asks Edis: "Yes," says Brooks. 

Edis goes on to the section of the unsent love letter which covers Brooks and Coulsons work relation when she was editor of 
Sun and him NOTW 

"The work complexities by the jobs we have... the state of the relationship we had... made things very difficult, not easier" says 
Brooks 

Edis: "the evidence you have given... is that Sun and NOTW were actually in competition with each other," Brooks: "A long 
tradition" 

Edis points out the four years Brooks and Coulson were both editors: "some of that time you have a close relationship" 

Edis: "What I'm suggesting to you that during that time the two newspapers were co-operating more than at any other time in 
their history" 

Brooks denied Sun and NOTW co-operating more. Affair "made things more difficult... the competition was a more traditional 
thing" 

"I think I said last week it was a complication... the jobs we held," says Brooks. "That may be," says Edis. "But you two would 
co-operate" 

"There were times we did co-operate in the way you said, unlike other editors, but it was the exception rather than the rule," 
says Brooks 

Edis cites 2004 letter "obviously I can't discuss my worries and concerns at work with you anymore" 
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Brooks agrees that this meant they did have a time when they co-operated a lot at work. "But it didn't actually stop, did it?" says 
Edis 

"It did resume afterwards, didn't it? By the summer of that year you were on close speaking terms with him again." says Edis. 

"By August 2004 you were back talking 'confidentially' again" asks Edis. "Yes we would have been back to confiding... by then" 
says Brooks 

"The only reason I ask you this" says Edis turning "reference to last six years" ... "for six years" 

"There would be no reason for you to lie, would there?" "No," replies Brooks. "For six years I've waited..." says letter. 

"I was in a very emotional state when I wrote this letter," says Brooks, "It's your heartfelt anguish which is absolutely genuine" 
says Edis 

Edis says he and Brooks disagrees over whether the affair lasted six years. "Police found this letter on my computer and 
served as evidence" 

"I think at that time," says Brooks, "when we were first together in 1998. It was the emotion of the moment." 

"In that time I had got married to Ross, bought a house, tried to have a baby.... Mr Coulson had got married." 

"I hadn't been sitting there like Miss Havisham waiting for six years," says Brooks. "We didn't have an affair for 6 years. We 
were close" 

"You understand... you had communications with Mr Coulson in 2002... at that time were you talking to him in that confidential 
way?" Edis 

"I trusted him as a friend and my deputy editor," says Brooks. "Was it more than that... if a deputy was committing a crime 
would tell ed" 

Edis: "Was the relationship in April 2002 such that he would trust you with anything?" "Yes," says Brooks 

Back after lunch at #hackingtrial 

Brooks questioned on Sophie Wessex 

Edis: "Change of subject... I need to ask you a few questions about Sophie Wessex" 

Edis: "You had a story you didn't think was as good as you thought" Brooks: "It was good on business partner but not on 
Sophie Wessex" 

Brooks: "Spoke to the palace to explain we had story on business partner but decided to run interview" Edis: "But you ran story 
anyway" 

"Why did you run story about business partner?" asks Edis. Brooks "another newspaper "presumably on leak from palace" ran 
story on Sophie" 

Brooks says "there were some misquotes.... there was a lot of publicity generated by leaked story in the other paper... 
inaccuracies..." 

"In the end we thought it better to run original story," says Brooks. "Did the palace agree to that?" asks Edis. "No.... I don't think 
so" 

"This was regarded as a great success for your paper?" asks Edis. "Yes it was a good story." "Everyone got bonus cheques" 
"Yes" 

"I think we'll all agree it was a great shakedown that make NOTW the talk of the world," Edis quotes from internal email. 

"Some people might question the ethical standard of agreeing an interview for not running a story, and running it anyway," says 
Edis. 

"Worse than the original story was out there than the original story," says Brooks."By following Sunday... right thing do to put 
real story" 

Brooks email to Miskiw cited by Edis: "We have to learn lessons from Sophie.... I know Sophie was 110 justified..." 

Greg Miskiw reminded to stay within the law 

"Why were you reminding Greg Miskiw of the need to remain within the law?" Edis asks Brooks. 

Brooks: "there was a lot of speculation on the Fake Sheikh operation. I was reminding the head of investigations of the 
standards" 

Brooks denies that Miskiw had never threatened to do anything that broke the law. 

"He must have come to me about breaking the law" Brooks says of operations at NOTW. "Had anything unlawful been involved 
in this story?" 

Brooks says that the Sophie Wessex story involved hidden cameras, subterfuge "But I don't think there was" anything unlawful. 

"As we now know Greg Miskiw has a criminal conviction," Edis says. "What made you ask this of him about staying in the law?" 

"I was concerned about fishing operations," says Brooks. "These are all code issues," says Edis: "I'm sticking to what was 
against the law" 
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"There had been times," says Brooks "which had involved - say purchasing crack cocaine - which would be technically against 
the law" 

Edis asks about "learning lessons": "that's usually something you say when something has gone wrong. Had something gone 
wrong?" 

"I felt that we hadn't actually got the story as promised," says Brooks. "Do you mount a Fake Sheikh operation... on business 
partner" 

Brooks says she launched the investigation on the basis the Countess of Wessex was selling access. Turned out to be false. 

Saunders intervenes: "the jury are very good at spotting things." He asks for the scheduled bundle on Sophie Wessex. 

05/04/01 tasking from Greg Miskiw to Mulcaire relates to Sophie Wessex comes between two NOTW articles Saunders points 
out. 

"It was a newsdesk operation... Mazer might have asked Greg to check a name out," says Brooks of Mulcaire tasking 

"Mazer Mahmoud might have asked Greg to make some inquiries" says Brooks of this tasking. 

Brooks questioned on Blunkett Story 

Edis moves onto the story Blunkett in August 2004 and some "telephone material" in his cross examination of Rebekah 
Brooks at #hackingtrial 

Brooks remembers the taped conversation from 13/08/04 between Coulson and Blunkett at 10 a.m. 

Only call data from Coulson's phone is available from 13/08/04 - calls Brooks for 81 seconds "just walking into Blunkett's office" 

Brooks does not remember what Coulson said in that call 

BREAKING: Coulson called Brooks 15 minutes before meeting with Blunkett in Sheffield over Kimberley Quinn 

BREAKING: Brooks says Andy Coulson did not mention he was just about to see Blunkett "because he knew I was close to 
Blunkett" 

"I can see why he wouldn't tell me," says Brooks of Coulson's visit to see Blunkett. "He was going to run the story on Sunday" 
says Edis 

"It would have been very much a betrayal if you published this story on Saturday," says Edis: "It's not something he would have 
done" 

"He may have thought I already knew," says Brooks. "I was close to Blunkett and one of our special advisors" 

"Our relationship was complicated enough. I do not believe he would have told me in advance about meeting Blunkett," says 
Brooks 

"Did he tell you the story was based on phone hacking," asks Edis "No he did not," says Brooks. 

"I'd had dinner with Mr Blunkett relatively recently... was aware things weren't great. But he didn't mention why he was upset" 
says Brooks 

Brooks said she didn't know the affair before NOTW broke the story. "Or any relationship?" "No," says Brooks. 

Brooks: "I think Andy first told me on the Saturday night... or rather early evening..... I had put two and two together... but it was 
news" 

"Mr Coulson and Mr Blunkett having come to agreement they wouldn't name the woman involved, you did name her?" "Yes," 
says Brooks 

"Where did you get that piece of information from?" asks Edis of Brooks naming Blunkett's lover. 

"Distance and time... I think there were 'cuts' taking about them out together... I can't remember if I asked Andy if name was 
right" 

Brooks says Huw Evans "stood the story up by not denying it"; Evans' evidence was he wasn't going to confirm it but wasn't 
going to lie 

Edis adduces an article from the Observer which could have been a source of Brooks "cuts" or cuttings on Kimberley 
Quinn/Blunkett story 

14/09/03 Observer article about Kimberley Quinn taking over Spectator: Blunkett is mentioned along with other 
people."Indelicate suggestion" 

The Observer article cites Kimberley Quinn joking about having a relationship with a blind man, convincing him she was tall 
and blond 

"I think the reason we got to run it was because we had good contacts with the Blunkett camp," says Brooks. "It was half a 
punt..." 

"It does have a flirtatious suggestion I suppose," says Brooks of Observer piece. "I think it was the diary item" alerted her. 

Diary talks about Kimberley Quinn sat next to Blunkett at Clinton dinner. "They did not come as a couple" says article. 

21/11/03 Daily Mail diary piece cited. "Was that the article which made you put the suggestion as fact?" asks Edis. 
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Brooks says a number of articles "the name Kimberley Fortier was swirling around... good old fashioned journalist... put it to 
Evans" 

"It's a classic line of journalism pretending you know something and have a very good source, and them confirming it" says 
Brooks. 

"I don't remember Andy Coulson told me on the Sunday... I don't remember him being involved in helping me" says Brooks. 

"I don't think there's anything wrong with him giving it to me," says Brooks: "But I don't think that happened" 

"Swirling around... doesn't mean a source... it means you don't know" says Edis. 

Brooks agrees with Saunders that you run a story like that past Blunkett's team even if knew it was true. 

"You probably do that if you knew it was a phone hacking story." says Edis. "I didn't know it was a phone hacking story." says 
Brooks 

"It was a big story.... front page.... Blunkett was a friend of yours... and you really can't remember how you got the name?" says 
Edis 

"Surely the truth of this Andy Coulson told you what was going on," says Edis. "I remember having to get it out of Hugh," says 
Brooks. 

"If he had told you, the first thing you'd ask is how he knew. And we know how he got the story," says Edis of Blunkett story. 

"Andy did not tell me he got this story from phone hacking" says Brooks. 

"Sometimes people do deny true stories, and you'd ring an NGN. Pretty tough chinese walls between the papers. But might 
give you a nod" 

Rebekah Brooks Cross Examined on Count 5 - Illegal Payments 

Payments to Police Officers 

Edis is going to deal with Count 6 and 7 and Milly Dowler on Monday. Now going to Count 5 and payments to Bettina Jordan-
Barber. 

Edis adduces a Goodman email to Andy Coulson 24/01/03 

Laidlaw intervenes. Break for legal argument. 

Jury back in: Edis makes clear to the jury that there's no suggestion Brooks knew about Goodman payment to police officer 

"What I want is your assistance how this kind of... acquisition was run under your editorship of NOTW" asks Edis. 

"The general principle on paying police officer... unless there's an overwhelming public interest principle... it isn't done" says 
Brooks. 

"On this occasion an internal phone directory seems to have been bought... is that something you would have sanctioned?" 
Saunder disallows 

Saunders disallows the question because the circumstances too speculative. 

Edis cites a document, seen before, of "Farish payments" 06/12/02 for and pound;750 and asks Brooks about 'cash payments' 

"What precautions were in place for making of cash payments during your time at NOTW" asks Edis. Brooks: "I think desk head 
could approve" 

"But they weren't supposed to be made to anonymous people?" asks Edis. "They were made to confidential sources" says 
Brooks. 

Edis points out identities of Farish and Anderson were false. Brooks; "they were supposed to put name and address on docket" 

Brooks says "there may have been anonymous payments..." 

On checking name and address: "I don't think managing editor made checks into name and address" 

"Mr Spens reminded me Mr Goodman had been promoted... during my editorship... but he didn't have a desk. Not sure what 
he's approval level" 

"I stood corrected," Brooks says of Goodman's promotion. 

Internal email from Sun 01/07/95 about a police tip off about a celebrity seen earlier. 

"Some people will supply information... some people because they want to be paid," says Edis. "This is a policeman... did you 
inquire?" 

"I read that as he didnt give his name or detail.... he says he is a policemen rather than DCI or whatever..." says Brooks 

"He sounded like a disgruntled custody sergeant or whatever' says Brooks. "Police aren't supposed to do these things" Brooks 
"But they do" 

"In my experience policeman would ring up with free information because they wanted publicity... difficult to generalise," says 
Brooks, 
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"It might be wise to investigate," says Edis whether payment involved. "My assumption is there wouldn't be payment involved" 
says Brooks. 

"Most of the time... press and police work together not for money but exchange for information," says Brooks. 

"It wasn't unusual to be tipped off about high profile arrests... that's just my experience" says Brooks. 

Sun email 03/02/06 about a celebrity drug dealer, and "cozzer" posing as a hitman: "Not sure it's wise putting this down on 
email" 

Brooks says saying policeman would "rarely" ask for money - but can't think of any occasion when she had paid a police officer. 

Brooks: "in the main police did not ask for money... but occasionally they might ask... and it would go to the editor" 

Sun email appears to be asking for and pound;500 for two police cases: "That's one reading of it," says Brooks. 

Brooks says this was experienced editor who "cultivated contacts". Information exchange, few pints of beer or money might be 
currrency 

"I could see that could be a point," says Brooks about the line about putting stuff on email. "He's annoyed he had to get it 
approved" 

Brooks doesn't particularly remember this 2006 - but she accepts she read it. 

"Surely it's the only possible way of reading this. He wants to pay and pound;500 to a policeman... he's annoyed because it's a 
crime" says Edis 

"That's not the kind of thing he would say or do," says Brooks: "He know the rules about paying serving policemen: 

Back after the short break at the #hackingtrial 

Saunder explains to jury that he can't sit tomorrow but it's nothing to do with the day of action by lawyers: "genuine commitment 
of mine" 

Monday we'll sit from 10 till 2. 

29/03/06 email to Sun Journalist from Brooks about a prison source on Huntley. "Did you ask?" about source, asks Edis. "May 
have done" 

"The company needed to know the identity of the person who had to be paid," says Edis of this prison source. "The records 
kept in finance" 

Saunders recalls evidence on anonymous dockets: Edis says: "general rule is source is confidential... the paper would know 
but I protected" 

Brooks agrees that if she wanted to know the identity of sources from the payment: "source not confidential within the 
organisation" 

"Within the company the journalist has told the finance who they paid," says Edis. 

"The protection for the source is not damaged by the journalist telling the paper who to pay," says Edis. 

"What details they give is in their gift," says Brooks. "What sources they have is confidential". 

11/04/06 another anonymous payment request for and pound;1k to Brook. "because the contact is serving police officer" 

"That is telling you a serving police officer is being paid and pound;1k for selling a story," says Edis. "No suggestion he got it 
during...work" 

Edis asks if Brooks talked to this Sun journo. "If I did get it... I would have spoken to news editor about it..." says Brooks. 

"I certainly discussed it with the News editor," says Brooks. "Did you give instructions," ask Edis: "This is quite serious" 

"Again... 8 years ago... I don't particularly remember the story.. it could have been a serving officer getting info not at work" 
Brooks 

"That's wishful thinking," says Edis."Would be quite wrong to pay a police officer for this information. The possibility committing 
a crime" 

"I don't remember this," says Brooks. "Was it frequent?" "No..." "Paying police officers is a significant thing" says Edis. Brooks 
agrees 

Brooks asked about "experience" of reporters: "young reporters get much more interrogation" 

"So if you're experienced no one asks about what you do," ask Edis. "No, I think you're less policed" says Brooks. 

"Can I ask you about a word you used... the word 'policing'... in your evidence of payments of and pound;37k... what were you 
doing if not policing" 

"You're not interrogating them to the level you would a junior reporter" says Brooks. 

"You are the editor. You are supposed to consider payment requests for cash. Having ascertained enough for yourself," says 
Edis. 

"If it's merely just a rubber stamp. It's not just a rubber stamp, it's a smokescreen," Edis says of editor approval of payments. 

"What I'm saying is that I didn't act as a police officer to senior people," says Brooks. 
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"The prosecution case is that you knew enough about the recipient of the money to approve very quickly" says Edis. 

"I did not know.... we were paying a public official" says Brooks. 

Edis points out that that finance knew the name of Bettina Jordan Barber because of Thomas Cooke payments. 

"Strangely enough that finance statement means I didn't need to police him" says Brooks of Sun journo. 

"if you wanted to know the name of the source all you had to do is pick up the phone" and call finance says Edis. "I suppose 
could have done 

"It was really no secret," says Edis. "I don't think anyone in the paper knew she was a public official" says Brooks. 

Saunders asks about email: "wouldn't it have rung alarm bells that he has supplied us with numerous tips" Brooks "people 
supply for free" 

Early break today and not back until Monday. 
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Monday 10 March 2014 

Summary 

Rebekah Brooks faces more Question on Count 1 - Phone Hacking 
Brooks third week on the stand 
Publicity of Phone Hacking 
Greg Miskiw and the Sophie Wessex Story 

Rebekah Brooks Cross Examination continues on Count 5 - Illegal Payments 
Payments to Police Officers 
Public Interest 
Prince William Bond Girl picture 
Cash Payments 

Rebekah Brooks Questioned on MOD Stories 
Editorial Approval Needed 
Payments to Bettina Jordan-Barber 
Rubber Stamp 

Rebekah Brooks faces more Question on Count 1 - Phone Hacking 

Brooks third week on the stand 

Back at the #hackingtrial - forgotten which week it is. Perhaps week 17 ? No doubt someone will tell me. 

Andrew Edis QC, counsel for the prosecution, is continuing with his cross examination of Rebekah Brooks on Count 5 

This is Rebekah Brooks' third week in the witness box. She has three large bottles of water beside her, and has a slight cold. 

Publicity of Phone Hacking 

Edis wants to go back to three things: 1) He asked her if she had seen articles about journalists being in the habit of phone 
hacking. 

Brooks says she re-read the files on Thursday: "It was the Mail on Sunday one I was thinking of..." 

Edis: "Do you accept there was publicity... which suggested journalists could and did hack mobile phones?" 

Brooks says she remembers the phone companies having a "factory floor" setting. Edis says he has some more articles. 

Greg Miskiw and the Sophie Wessex Story 

Edis returns to the Sophie Wessex story in April and 2001: Brooks admits she negotiated the exclusive interview with press or 
private secs 

Brook concedes the story appeared extensively for 2 weeks in NOTW, and she was directly involved with Mazer Mahmoud. 

"It came from Max Clifford," says Brooks of disgruntled employee Wessex story. She agrees she had "close involvement' with 
story 

05/04/01 There's Greg tasking to Mulcaire for Sophie Rees Jones: it has the name Hugh Stephenson and the name of 
Coventry. 

"The name didn't ring a bell but I can review the story," says Brooks. 

'Can you think of any reason this story would need services of ordinary private investigator?" asks Brooks of Sophie Wessex 
story. 

"It would depend on Mazer Mahmoud," says Brooks: "he ran his own stories... It's very hard to..." 

"What was Greg doing on the story?" asks Edis of Miskiw tasking of Mulcaire. 

"That was the final phase investigations unit," says Brooks. "Mazer worked on his own." 

"You gave Greg a thousand pound bonus," asks Edis of Miskiw: "What did he do?" Brooks: "He was a department head" 

Edis points out that Mahmoud and Thurlbeck also got bonuses for Sophie Wessex story: Brooks "they brought in a big story" 

Rebekah Brooks Cross Examination continues on Count 5 - Illegal Payments 

Payments to Police Officers 

Edis brings up again an email from Sun journalist 03/02/06 "Do you accept police officers were paid for stories during your time 
at the Sun" 

Brooks says she knows of no corrupt payments. Edis queries her on her original use of "rarely' made payments in previous 
evidence. 

Brooks says sometimes police officers give no work stories but can't remember an occasion. "So why did you speculate?" asks 
Edis. 

"I probably should have said never and caveatted it," says Brooks. "Is this just an invented hypothesis," asks Edis. 
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"Is your evidence invented around emails you've seen, or does it reflect what happened at the Sun" asks Edis. 

Brooks: "It's not invented.... I've been looking at emails for three years... It might have happened.." Edis: "But what actually 
happened?" 

"Because I haven't got access to everything... but the Mayor of Tetbury might be an example of that," says Brooks of police info 
off duty 

Brooks asked if "off duty" police stories is what she had in mind at Editor of Sun. Brooks says "yes" 

"After a while at newspapers nothing surprises you what the source of stories are,' says Brooks of police evidence. 

Public Interest 

Brooks says she was probably told by lawyers that off duty stories were OK. She cites the public service defence for payment. 

"When I authorised the payment to public official... it would have to be like the Stephen Lawrence thing: that high bar of 
corruption 

Edis says: "Where was it written down at the Sun we don't pay police officers for information"? Brooks says it was the law and 
understood 

"There was no written rule we do not pay policeman," says Edis. Brooks: "It's the law of the land. I don't believe journos didn't 
know" 

"It was known at the Sun..... Senior Sun crime reporter... it wouldn't occur to him to pay police officer," says Brooks. 

"We didn't have the laws of the land written down... we had a lawyer at the office, day by day, 24/7" says Brooks. 

Saunders asks with a slightly different angle about public interest defence justification for payment to police officers. 

"If you wanted to break the law... you'd discuss it before it happens" says Brooks, citing Malaysian airline crash and Stephen 
Lawrence. 

Brooks talks about exposing undercover officers and the Stephen Lawrence murder as justifying breaking the law. 

Brooks agrees journos would have to make public interest explanation for payment. 

Edis points out that Sun email is about a story already run, and no mention of the public interest. 

"It's after the event, no mention of public interest, no one thinks Kate Moss and Peter Doherty... I'm thinking that's not serving 
officer" 

Brooks says the Sun journalist would know not to pay a serving police officer. 

Edis returns to 11/04/06 email about paying a "serving police officer". Brooks doesn't remember story or email but has tried to 
be helpful 

The emails talks about Mayor Tetbury and the "basis of a good page lead" and News and Picture desks already paying and 
pound;1k 

Brooks says News and Pictures were allowed to make payments without her approval. Edis asks: "What are they asking you? 
What's the system?" 

Brooks talks about advance payments for "exclusives". 

Edis asks whether this email suggests the serving police officer may or may not have been paid according to her approval. 

"It's relatively 'back of the book'" says Brooks of this Tetbury story. "Was this within your rules?" asks Edis. "I hope," says 
Brooks. 

"I assume the process would be...." Brooks continues about regional journalist contact dept head, going to back bench. 

Email talks about paying police source through a photographer and Thomas Cooke: "no record of name of source at the Sun" 
asks Edis 

Brooks talks about paying journos in Afghanistan: "This happened in Cirencester," points out Edis. 

"I would like to keep it anonymous because source is serving police officer,' says email. Brooks concedes this is could be 
explanation 

Edis cites 18/04/06 email about paying a serving Sandhurst officer and pound;1k for story using same anonymous method 

"You know what this story is about" asks Edis. "Yes I do," says Brooks. Story of senior military officer involved in fatal traffic 
accident 

"Why is it in the public interest to have a picture when the story is already out there?" ask Edis. Brooks says pic might reveal 
things. 

Brooks says pic might reveal car accident driver might have a history of accidents or "raging dislike of the police" 

"None of these people who write these emails never say anything about the public interest do they?" says Edis. 

"It's almost as if they don't know the public interest is the basis you're going to make this decision," says Edis. 

"All sorts of things may have happened, but you got this email," says Edis. Brooks: "I would have talked to news editor or 
picture editor" 
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Brooks says she would have "found out source was public official" Sandhurst story 

Brooks agrees: "She would have found out source was public official before paying" on Sandhurst picture story. 

"I may have said, yeah, OK I see why you made that decision" Brooks says of Sandhurst decision. 

"The normal procedure is that.... payment to public official where there is risk of prosecution it's important editor makes that 
decision" 

"It depends what's sparked the editor's interest" says Brooks of oversight. "The commission of a crime" suggests Edis. 

Prince William Bond Girl picture 

15/06/06 Internal Sun email cited about William dressed as a Bond Girl: suggesting picture comes from Sandhurst commander 
asking for and pound;4k 

"I have the guy with the picture over the barrel because I know his identity" says Sun email forwarded to Brooks on paying and 
pound;4k 

"You agreed to paying and pound;4k to someone at Sandhurst for a picture of Prince William in bikini?" asks Edis. 

Brooks first thought she says might have been "social setting... get the picture... I've looked at timing... Huge England Game" 
says Brooks 

"It was a decider.... kick off time... Normally I'd be on the back bench. My first thought would be 'let's get the picture in" says 
Brooks 

Brooks says "It wouldn't have immediately occurred to me that would be an issue" 

Edis: "The email says it's going to William's platoon commander - though we know that's incorrect" 

Brooks on the Bikini shot: "If he's very concerned about the snap appearing in the Sun, it's very odd he wants to sell it" 

"I wouldn't have thought William's platoon commander was having a sideline with the Sun," says Brooks. 

"This could have been a public official," says Brooks. Edis: "Did you snap into action and find out?" Brooks "It was a very public 
party" 

"I'm more concerned about who is going to get the money and what you thought at the time," asks Edis. Brooks says she 
doesn't remember this 

Saunders explains why he's amused: "I'm just smiling about twice wearing Bikini" 

Brooks: "We didn't have a printed version of every rule, we had lawyers on stand by. It wasn't something I invented, this public 
interest" 

Brooks replied in 11 minutes to this email. "Were you actually watching the football at this time," asks Edis. Brooks "I may have 
scanned" 

Edis points out of email Sun exec isn't sure, "that's why he's emailing you... you didn't have much time to think about it did 
you?" 

Brooks explains how busy it would have been on the back bench with impending football results. 

"Did you give any of this explanation to the police?" asks Edis. "You had a prepared statement... and a policy not to answer any 
questions" 

Brooks explains of her no comment interviews that her previous lawyer had been talking to police about full interview - but lost 
lawyer. 

29/12/07 email from Senior Sun journo shown to jury about "a source serving alongside" Prince Harry in Afghanistan. 

This was during the news blackout "will be a great story when we can report it" 

Brooks says she can't remember if she talked to Sun journo about nature of relationship with source: "I may well have done" 

06/01/09 email cited from Sun Journo re "my man at Five". Brooks "On MI5 and MI6... we discussed whether could steer us in 
right direction" 

Edis asks if this MI5 man was an official 'contact' rather than a "confidential source': 

"So you thought it was the press officer, 'everyone's man at five" says Edis. "Did you care enough to ask them?" says Edis. 

Cash Payments 

Edis turns to a defence bundle: "that should be enough paper for what we need to do for the next hour or so" 

Edis cites "a list of payments related to Sun newspaper stories related to... army bonking in the Congo... this goes on for 11 
pages" 

The payments began in 2004 when Brooks was editor: Edis asks her about the rules on cash payments back then. 

"I think any cash payment," says Brooks: "had to be signed by department head and editor of day.... Very similar for Thomas 
Cooke payments" 

Brooks thinks these payments for Congo bonking stories should have been approved by editor, depending on limit 
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"Did the limit, if there was one, ever change?" asks Edis. Brooks can't remember over Thomas Cooke. Edis asks: "What's the 
point of this?" 

Edis says the purpose of the system was "to prevent newspaper paying cash to people who shouldn''t be receiving money from 
newspaper" 

Brooks disagrees: "there wasn't an assumption that cash payments were nefarious" 

"You pay a lot of confidential sources by BACs," points out Edis. Brooks agrees it's more "financially efficient" 

Edis: "The point of paying someone by cash is that nobody can look at their bank account, maybe their employed, and see 
they're paid by Sun" 

"There's no evidence at his end he's ever had any money from anybody, that's the point," says Edis of cash or Thomas Cook 
payments 

"That could be the reason," concedes Brooks on anonymity being the motivation for cash payments but adds "they were part of 
our business" 

"Cash payments don't equal criminality," says Brooks. "But they can," says Edis "and point of getting Editor involved" to ensure 
they didn't 

Brooks says there a "huge tightening" up after Goodman case. Edis asks "are you saying to jury Thomas Cook payments 
weren't?" 

Brooks says T Cook payments very low at the Sun. Edis: "Precisely so. So it didn't take much management, did it?" 

"Those reasons are multiple," says Brooks of Thomas Cook payments "and don't equal something dodgy going on." 

Brooks says her PCC reply was mainly about the docket system of cash payments. "This is invented isn't it?" says Edis. 

"Did you explain that distinction to police in interview" asks Edis. 

Saunders intervenes: in cash dockets "they're getting cash, in Thomas Cook payments they were getting cash." 

Brooks says in PCC letter I'm replying about "cash dockets... though difference with Thomas Cook is minimal.... it's the same 
result" 

"You say you were asked about cash payments by the PCC in their letters?" asks Edis. "I think so," says Brooks. 

Edis goes back to list of payments for Bonking Congo stories at the Sun and the need for editor's approval. 

"Who usually edited the Sun?" asks Edis. "I did," says Brooks. 

Brooks explains marketing, production and circulation meetings: "your role as editor was not just to sit at that desk" 

Brooks agrees her job was "journalistic standards... such as whether it's a good idea to pay someone for a story who was public 
official" 

"This particular source provided stories to the Sun for five years... did you ever ask who source was?" "No, I did not," says 
Brooks. 

"Why not?" asks Edis. "Senior journalists keep sources to themselves" says Brooks. 

"These stories come from all over the world," says Edis. "Quite a lot of them concern matters of military discipline, don't they?" 

"I saw them on an individual basis," says Brooks: "There were breaches of the army code." 

"They have another characteristic," says Edis: "Wherever they are coming from... they were giving you stuff essentially true" 

"It doesn't sound like it's a man in a pub in Aldershot," says Edis. "No, they don't" agrees Brooks. 

"Your newspaper paid over and pound;80k to this particular connection... did you know about that?" asks Edis. 

Brooks says she would look at name of reporter "and often respond with congratulations... I did not assume x was paying public 
official" 

"I know it seems unrealistic, when you see it like this... but this is not how it was presented to me at the newsroom." says 
Brooks. 

Edis asks about procedure: some authorised by her, others by other Sun staff "and a larger number that do not have emails" 

Edis points out that from the "emails that survive" there do not appear to be authorisations for most military contact sources. 

"The records ought to survive rather than being lost in the various email calamities, but we only have what we have" Edis on 
authorisation 

"I couldn't hand on heart say that was the system throughout my editorship," says Brooks: "I'm caveatting my financial memory" 

Rebekah Brooks Questioned on MOD Stories 

Editorial Approval Needed 

Edis turns to the timeline of MOD stories: first three in 2004 authorised by senior Sun editors. 

Brooks concedes editorial approval needed in 2004 for MOD stories. 
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Following 3-4 pages of stories "but no evidence of authorisation appears to have survived by any editor" says Edis. 

Edis asks whether senior Sun editors on "cash payments to confidential source.. he would do as you did" Brooks says yes. 

"Did you ever discuss that with him?" asks Edis of other senior Sun execs making cash payments to public officials. 

Brooks recalls the example of Hayden source on the Anthrax story. Edis reminds her: "And he was convicted of a criminal 
offence" 

Edis moves on to one more page before a break. Saunders explains only going on till 2pm today. 

Edis turns to beginning "evidence that has been discovered" of Brooks authorising MOD payment. She does not recall if 
authorised beforehand 

"Can you actually remember getting this "Captain Boozy" request for 2k in October 2006?" "Not particularly, no" says Brooks. 

Edis points out email dated around Goodman arrests "so you'd be particularly sensitive would you?" 

"You're approving approximately a thousand pounds a month to this source, did you know that?" says Edis. Brooks "That must 
be right" 

"I was looking at the stories in isolation" says Brooks. "It didn't occur to you that it came from the same source?" asks Edis. 

"I think it's obvious when you put them together that "my top military person' is the same person.... each day at Sun making 100 
decisions" 

"I would have thought senior military person or journalist at the time, if I saw them in context" says Brooks. 

"The question was "did you think they were the same source"?" asks Edis. Brooks "I certainly thought contact in email was from 
one source." 

Saunders asks Brooks if editors ask journalists about 'category of source'. Brooks would says it would be fair on sensitive 
stories. 

"The buck stops with the editor," says Saunders: "There's nothing to stop the editor asking about confidential sources." 

Brooks says she never thought it necessary to ask her Sun journo about the category of their source. 30 minute break. 

Back at #hackingtrial after break. 

Saunders reminds us and the jury Goodman's arrest in 2006 was over phone hacking and not payments to public officials. 

Saunders reiterates his question: "were you inhibited in anyway in asking any way the 'category' of a source". 

Edis returns to arrest of Goodman - who was accused of paying Mulcaire and pound;12,300 in cash using false name of 
'Alexander' 

"That's why you replied.... to PCC in March next year," says Edis of cash payments "for commission of crime" 

"That's why you included it in your letter," says Edis of PCC letter about controls on cash payments: "a matter of real concern" 
in 2006 

"The concern was about phone hacking, but I accept we talked about cash payments in the PCC letter" says Brooks. 

"Main concern was phone hacking" says Brooks. "And how to stop it," adds Edis "by stopping people getting paid" 

"The fact that cash payments could be abused was highlighted by the case," says Brooks. 

"Everyone would be concerned who was getting the money and what for," says Edis: "Were you concerned about that?" 

"I would say we were more concerned," says Brooks of cash payments after Goodman arrest. (Part of the charge was cash 
payments to Mulcaire) 

Edis points to email from the day before Goodman plea hearing 28/11/06 "a big day in the life of your employers." 

"You'd have known, you were editor of national newspaper" says Edis. The day before Mulcaire pleaded Brooks authorised and 
pound;4k to MOD official 

Brooks responded in a minute: "Not asking any questions at all," Edis points out of Sun journo's top military contact. 

"One source bringing stories from three different places, wanting quite a lot of money" says Edis. "It wasn't a lot of money" says 
Brooks. 

"Not a lot of money to the Sun, but quite a lot of money to the person getting it," says Edis to Brooks point that Sun budget was 
and pound;58million 

"Depends on who was getting it" says Brooks of the and pound;4k she approved that day. 

"I would have thought it was good value for money.... whoever his source was," says Brooks. 

Brooks says she never thought it was a public official. 

"In the 60 seconds between receipt and reply did the thought "is this person a public official' cross your mind?" ask Edis. 

Saunders: "Did you apply your mind at all to the issue this would be a public official?" Brooks: "Probably not" 

"You presumably knew all you needed to know about this transaction because you approved it in less than a minute" says Edis. 
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Edis moves onto another document in this bundle. October 2007 - a year on - Brooks authorises a payment on Wiliam's major 
killed by Taliban 

"What was it about that story that was a 'belting exclusive splash'" says Edis, quoting email. The fact he was killed already 
publicised. 

The MOD fatality list published online on the Sunday. Edis: "You had the connection with William - was that the belting 
exclusive splash?| 

Edis asks about 'Sandhurst Sex Scandal': and pound;4k payment to 'same contact': Brooks replied "Brilliant scoop" 

Edis talks about the official press release timetable after the family have been informed when soldiers killed on active service. 

"What you get by paying for it, is that you get it first before any else?" asks Edis. 

"I think in this circumstance, the exclusive was the connection with Prince William," says Brooks. Edis: "You get that on your 
front page" 

"There's no particular public interest in this coming out a day earlier... the interest is yours, a commercial interest," says Edis. 

Saunders points out that, in previous evidence, Brooks had said that she wouldn't have paid in public interest for stories coming 
out anyway 

Brooks also agrees there's no public interest in the Sandhurst Sex Scandal also in email "just a follow-up" 

Payments to Bettina Jordan-Barber 

"This and pound;4k paid to Bettina Jordan-Barber, is not justified by any public interest at all" Edis. Brooks talks about change 
of Al Qaeda tactics 

Edis points out their was an inquest into the major's death "during which matters of that sort are a matters of evidence" 

Edis asks about Brooks' PS to the email about a health campaign: "she can't remember what it was about... perhaps a cancer 
campaign" 

Edis talks about story about contaminated blood in armed services which the Sun ran. Brooks is pretty sure it wasn't that. 

Brooks says the dates don't quite work "the Pentagon didn't tell the MOD till after this date" 

Brooks says she's looked over some old editions of the Sun trying to research this comment. 

Edis turns now to 2009 email authorising payment to Bettina Jordan-Barber. 

06/02/09 email adduced. Payments for "No 1 military contact... for 2 big exclusives" female soldier loses leg, and senior officer 
in leaks. 

Edis says the exclusive bit about injured female soldier "was her name": story had emerged in November 2008. 

Edis points out that the new things were name, photograph and full amputation. 

"What you've bought for and pound;1.5k is her name and photograph? You tell me. What have you bought?" asks Edis 

"Might have been the details... Sun journo is asking for money for," says Brooks. 

Edis talks of a story of senior officer leaking stuff to human rights group: "It came from multiple sources?" 

"What did you get from this source that was worth and pound;2k?" asks Edis. "I think the story," says Brooks. "What? All of it?" 
replies Edis 

"I don't ask x which bit of the story came from Number One military contact," says Brooks to this Sun exclusive. 

Edis quotes from the Sun article about leaks to human rights group: "a senior source says" 

04/02/09 is the publication of the story 06/02/09 the authorising email follows. Brooks: "I think there's two sides to this story" 

Edis goes through article "quite a lot of detail there... 2 days after that story appeared... you got this email.... what did you 
think?" 

"I would have thought it's senior journo asking for 2k for an important exclusive we'd run two days earlier,' says Brooks. 

"This is 2009," not as long ago as some of the other emails, Edis points out. Brooks says she's refreshed her memory since 
reading for case 

"Do you remember where you thought he'd got it from?" asks Edis. "I didn't think it was a public official," says Brooks 

Six weeks later, in March 2009, email uses same expression "my No 1 military contact" and "uses that same expression 
generally" says Edis. 

Four stories cited in email for and pound;3k "none of which justifies a public interest defence" Brooks said in previous evidence. 

Brooks accepts the RMP were already investigating an expenses story, so wasn't being covered up. 

Rubber Stamp 

BREAKING: Brooks admits she was just acting as a 'rubber stamp' for payments to Number 1 Military Contact. 

Brooks is quizzed about what "best military contact' and how that works. Brooks said they had many ex military officers. 

"But they wrote under their own name... not the same as a confidential source selling stories for money", says Brooks. 
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Brooks says the Sun had an ex senior officer selling stories for "quite a long time" but for "very little" - not 1000s of pounds 

Edis grills Brooks on whether this ex military source covered the whole world and was always stood up by MOD. Brooks says 
"quite a lot" 

More payments to Bettina Jordan Barber: "two payments for same story" says Edis. Brooks agrees. 

"Prize Medals must not be Bling" is an accompanying Sun column by named former military officer (not her source says 
Brooks) 

Both Sun stories cite same source saying gallantry medals were "overblown" 

"We're now on and pound;9.5k for military contact in 2009" says Edis "Did you really make no connection between these emails 
when they came to you?" 

"If look at the emails... a couple of months later.... possibly... that he has a very good military contact," says Brooks. 

"By logic.... I don't remember... but I assume I must have made a connection" says Brooks. 

Edis "If we hadn't shown you this emails would this have been something you'd have forgotten?" Brooks: "The emails have 
jogged memory" 

Another email authorising payment of and pound;4k for front page splash "taking our running total for 2009 to about and 
pound;13.5k" says Edis. 

"That means "Ace Military' contact provided story worth putting on front page?" asks Edis. "Yes,' says Brooks. Authorised same 
day. 

Edis points out military source well placed to get stories from Sandhurst and Afghanistan: "Did you think about that?" Brooks: 
"not really" 

"What were you thinking about when you got these emails?" asks Edis. Brooks says she was thinking about seniority of the 
journalist. 

"So you've decided not to do your job because you thought he was doing his, is that what it comes to?" asks Edis. 

Saunders asks "was your job to supervise journalists." Brooks said "I think I did.... but didn't read these emails and think 
criminality" 

"There was an obvious risk this was a public official," says Edis. Brooks accepts that "if you read all these emails together" 

Edis points out six emails in just one year "anyone reading these emails ... would conclude there was a risk..." 

"Unless you're the journalist themselves and putting story together" says Brooks: "That's now how I saw them and analysed 
them" 

"You were chosen for your job because you were good for it. You would remember how a story was treated in a paper." says 
Edis. 

"You would have a good memory of what was in the papers you edited" says Edis. "I'd remember the big ones, yes" says 
Brooks. 

Another and pound;4k payment for "a story about a haircut" and other stories that Brooks has previously said probably not have 
a public interest 

Edis cites story of TA volunteer dying in civilian hospital with Swine Flu "complicating existing health problems" 

Brooks says "there might have been public interest in swine flu if the MOD tried to cover up" 

MOD apologised for saying it was "existing health problems" 

"As it's perfectly obvious you'd run that story last week," says Edis. Brooks explains she was being 'hypothetical' about coverup. 

"We've got and pound;4k none of which qualifies as public interest," says Edis. Brooks disagrees "it doesn't pass the high bar 
to pay public official 

"Here's and pound;4k paid to public official, and none of it should have gone to her according to your evidence," says Edis. 
Brooks agrees. 

"Because of your high test, none of this should have gone to this woman. And it's your job to make sure it didn't happen" said 
Edis. 

"Nowhere in this documentation is the phrase 'public interest' mentioned by anybody" says Edis. Brooks agrees not. 

"You say this is because this didn't occur to you because it never occurred to you she was a public official," says Edis. "That's 
right" 

"I've put it right to you, it never occurred to you that she might be a public official," says Edis. "No it didn't" says Brooks. 

Break till 10 am tomorrow morning. 
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Tuesday 11 March 2014 

Summary 

Rebekah Brooks faces more Cross Examination on Count 1 - Phone Hacking 
Day 12 of Brooks on the Witness Stand 
Private Investigators and Sarah's Law 
Milly Dowler Story 
Brooks on holiday in Dubai 
The Soham Murders 
Jamie Bulger Killers 
Views on Phone Hacking 
Brooks Prepared Statements 

Rebekah Brooks Cross Examined on Counts 6 and 7 - Concealing Evidence 
Lead up to the Closure of the News of the World 

Rebekah Brooks faces more Cross Examination on Count 1 - Phone Hacking 

Day 12 of Brooks on the Witness Stand 

Back at the Old Bailey. Depending on how you count non-jury days, it's day 73 of the #hackingtrial and Brooks' 12th day in the 
witness box. 

Jury are back in: Andrew Edis QC continues his cross examination of Brooks - his fourth day 

Edis: "Mrs Brooks. We are going to leave count five and move to count one... there is an additional bundle to be handed out" 

Edis says of this new bundle: "there are some documents in here which the jury have not seen before" 

Private Investigators and Sarah's Law 

Edis asks Brooks about Mulcaire: Brooks says she never heard his name, but knew there were PIs working for paper 

Brooks said previously she only tasked private investigators in regard to Sarah's Law: Edis asks "who'? 

Brooks mentions a company "known across Fleet St called JJ services" who traced "particular paedophiles" 

"JJ services were used across Fleet St," Brooks reiterates: "My memory then... it sounded like a Sarah's Law tasking" 

Brooks mentions a select committee - but there are rules, Edis points out, about how that can be mentioned in court. 

Brooks says she also responded to a Guardian inquiry about Steve Whittamore: "Quite a lot of fuss about him," says Edis. 

Brooks talks about the first concern about use of PIs: "It was in 2003... and a report came out in 2006" says Brooks. 

Brooks agrees that Steve Whittamore was an important character in that 2006 investigation: Brooks says she tasked him over 
Sarah's Law 

Edis explains how the rules over Select Committees are "quite complicated". Saunders explains it relates to Parliamentary 
Privilege 

Brooks recalls "lists of the all the newspaper groups that had used private detectives" in early noughties: Guardian had queried 
Brooks 

"Do you know you tasked him in relation to Sarah's Law?" asks Edis. "Definitely more than once... I used him as a dept head" 
says Brooks 

"Were you aware of other PIs working on that campaign for your newspaper?" asks Edis. Brooks "It was really hands on 
deck...." 

"I'm sure I was aware other private detectives and trace agents... were very helpful. But I couldn't name them," says Brooks. 

"You would have been aware of the results wouldn't you?" says Edis. Brooks: "Yes". "Because you were going to put them in 
the paper" "Yes" 

"I was trying to find convicted paedophiles living in the community, and the risks... it wasn't just their address," Brooks on 
Sarah's Law 

"This is your responsibility, your campaign, wasn't it?" asks Edis. Brooks: "I relied on my department heads to do due diligence" 

"You could ask who provided these addresses, and Greg could tell you no?" Edis asks Brooks of checking paedophile 
addresses. 

"You didn't check any of them?" Edis asks Brooks. "No. Not myself. I relied on the journalists out there." 

Brooks: "It wasn't my job to go and trace them... I was dealing with Sara and Mike Payne, I was dealing with Govt and police" 

"You knew they might be subject to attack," says Edis. Brooks agrees "there was a risk". Edis: "terribly important to get the facts 
right" 

Edis explains Brooks has seen this bundle over the weekend. A 25/07/00 email recovered from Mulcaire in 2011 to Miskiw with 
names. 
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Mulcaire email to Miskiw names people convicted of sex offences "all to do with Sarah's Law" Brooks agrees. 

Edis points out asterisks by the side of three of the 22 names of these sex offenders traced by Mulcaire. 

The email was faxed and recovered in hard copy according to Edis. 

"The fax that was sent had 13 pages," says Edis. The email comes to a NOTW news desk editor. 

"NOW newsdesk News Perv 2" note from another editor has a list of phone ins concerning paedophiles from "members of the 
public" 

Two more newsdesk emails from tow NOTW new desk has more names of alleged paedophiles and asterisked names. 

Brooks agrees that these faxes to Mulcaire seem to be cross checking paedophiles with NOTW newsdesk. 

A third newsdesk editor - Nadia Cohen - is noted "NT paedo": Brooks agrees this could related to Neville Thurlbeck. 

Edis adduces related notes from Mulcaire and NOTW news articles naming and shaming paedos. 

Another document shows Mulcaire accessing "Sex Offenders List UK" and then onto Week 1 of NOTW Sarah's Law campaign 

More extracts from the NOTW shown to the jury - related to the Mulcaire tasking on Sarah's Law. 

More names asterisked for Mulcaire - GM initials - "probably is Greg Miskiw' confirms Brooks. 

The last 3 pages of this bundle shows 15 names and addresses that marry up with the asterisked ones. 

"Did any of these people tell you where they got their information from" asks Edis of the various journalists named. "No," says 
Brooks. 

"I spoke to all the dept heads," says Brooks: "The only reporter I spoke to directly was Rob Kellaway, he was down with Sara 
and Mike Payne" 

Edis shows a list of payments for Mulcaire 01/08/00 and pound;1,275: "Did you know one of the people being paid for Sarah's 
law was Mulcaire's co?" 

BREAKING: Mulcaire paid and pound;1,250 by NOTW for Sarah's Law campaign tracing sex offenders. 

Same document shows Mulcaire paid in regard to Jamie Bulger story 

Milly Dowler Story 

Edis turns to the amended Milly Dowler bundle: "this is going to be a bit cumbersome," he says, juggling the NOTW articles as 
well. 

Edis: "You did not take a special interest around Milly Dowler's disappearance?" Brooks: "Course... but not same intensity as 
Sarah's Law" 

Edis is reading from Brooks' defence statement that says she didn't take particular interest "because of the way it was 
presented by police" 

Brooks talks about police briefing that suggested Milly Dowler's father was a suspect. 

"Who told you about it?" asks Edis. "It would have been... Mr Miskiw" says Brooks of police briefing on Dowler disappearance. 

"When do you think it was said?" asks Edis of Milly's father being suspect. "I think it was early on," says Brooks. 

"When I look back at the papers and review this case I think it must be early on... because we approach it like Sarah's case" 
says Brooks 

"You wouldn't offer a reward if you thought it was the father?" asks Edis. "It would be strange for the police, but they might have 
reasons" 

Brooks reasserts that she thinks the police briefing on Milly Dowler's father was early on. Edis turns to new docs "Let's see 
shall we?" 

Edis turns to the news list from NOTW 26/03/02 which mentions Milly and Sarah's Law in politics section 

"Sarah's law had been wound down previous January you told us," says Edis. "It wasn't finished, I carried it on at the Sun" says 
Brooks 

The next day on NOTW newslist Milly appears as 'Milly murder': "I don't know why that appears on the list," says Brooks. 

Brooks says she was at the daily conference that Wednesday in March 2002: "It's potentially a crime or runaway schoolgirl" 

"It could have been a conference when Mr Miskiw said the police were taking it very seriously," says Brooks. 

"Early on in my mind she was a runaway schoolgirl." says Brooks. 

"These documents were compiled by the News Desk for you to look at," says Edis. "Yes,' says Brooks. 

30/03/02 Kuttner - copied to Coulson and Brooks - sends various leaders "makes a clear link between Dowler and Sarah Payne 
case" 

Brooks concedes there was a link in her mind between these two cases: "Sara lived three streets away from the Dowlers" 

Brooks concedes she would have been "extremely interested in this story" because she might have "suffered same fate as 
Sarah Payne" 
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"I hope I haven't said I wasn't interested... I was interested. When we got briefing about father. I'd been critised for predatory 
paedos" 

"The NSPCC told me that most child abuse occurred closer to home." says Brooks 

Edis goes to next week of news schedules listing Missing Milly: NOTW article on the Sunday Brooks went on holiday 

Brooks says she would have been interested in this story when she went on holiday to Dubai. 

"You wanted to keep this story under review, in case there were developments." says Edis of Brooks' holiday in Dubai. 

"I didn't see it as a Sarah's Law issue.. otherwise I might not have gone away," says Brooks. 

"Did you tell the police any of that.. ever?" asks Edis. "No I don't think I put it in my statement," says Brooks. 

"Why didn't you tell them all about Milly Dowler and what happened when interviewed in May 2012?" asks Edis 

"This has nothing to do with change of lawyers," says Edis. Saunders intervenes. 

Brooks explains in 2011 she appointed a new lawyer, and advice was not to comment - but she wanted to provide a statement. 

Edis "You don't have to answer anything on legal advice if you don't want to. I'd like to know why you didn't answer questions in 
May 2012" 

"On that date, in your prepared statement, you didn't say anything about Milly Dowler at all" says Edis. 

"Why didn't you tell the police why you didn't take a direct interest in Milly Dowler," asks Edis. Brooks says answered central 
allegations 

Edis: "You did know that Milly Dowler's phone being hacked was a central allegation didn't you" Brooks: "I knew what was in 
press" 

Edis asks if Brooks was present at conferences with Kuttner where this was discussed. Brooks says "as a principle he was 
there" 

Edis shows Kuttner email to Surrey Police. 

12/04/02 email from Kuttner to Assistant Chief Constable of Surrey Police about Dowler. Brooks is on holiday 

Brooks says she knows nothing of email. Kuttner talks about identifying sex offenders around Milly Dowler. 

Brooks says she "possibly" was aware that NOTW were looking for paedophiles around Milly Dowler's home: "It was 12 years 
ago" says Brooks 

"It was 12 years ago," says Edis, "But since 2011 and the Guardian story this has been a central part of your life" 

"Did you do an investigation of child sex offenders around Milly Dowler's home" asks Edis. Brooks: "I can't remember... but I 
may have done" 

Kuttner asks a dozen detailed questions of Surrey police about other incidents around the Dowler story. 

"Nothing unusual about Mr Kuttner policing the police this way," says Brooks. Kuttner demands for police support over a NOTW 
reward 

"Had you repeatedly offered a reward" asks Edis. "Is that something that would require your authority?" "Yes," says Brooks 

Edis asks if Brooks gave authority for a reward for Dowler case: "I don't remember exact conversation... I would have said yes," 
says Brooks 

Police reply from Dep Chief Constable to Craig Denholm investigating Dowler asking for answers to Kuttner's questions 
12/04/12 

"Did Surrey police discourage you from running the story?" asks Edis. "No" says Brooks. "Pretty keen on media coverage 
according to email" 

Brooks says she doesn't remember this moment in police inquiry. Edis: "We've got to the moment you're on holiday" 

Missing Milly still high on NOTW news schedules throughout this week in April 02. Edis asks what time the Friday eve 
conference takes place 

Brooks says Friday conference would be late afternoon: three journalists names now attached to Milly Dowler story. 

"Sarah Arnold would have written some copy," Edis asks. Brooks agrees she and 2 others. "Might have been filed to the 
newsdesk" 

Edis shows the lineage costs for Milly Dowler story on 13/04/02 cost and pound;2k. Michael Greco story costs and pound;15k 
that week. 

Edis shows a circulation and losses and lateness report for NOTW that Sunday in April 02 copied to Rupert Murdoch. 

List includes Murdoch, Hinton, Brooks, Coulson: "NOTW was late out that Sunday" says Edis of internal NI note. 

"It's very difficult to say whether editorial lateness, or printing breaks where the paper was severed, or late delivery," says 
Brooks. 

"Almost cost of doing business losses," says Brooks of lateness. She says difficult to see if editorial or production. 
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"It could be lateness for second or third edition, or any number of links in the chain," Brooks says of lateness of NOTW that 
Sunday. 

Edis turns back to the various editions of NOTW on Dowler: first 24/03/0 'Hunt for Missing Girl" 

31/03/02 NOTW a two page spread on Milly Dowler, explicitly links Sarah Payne and Milly Dowler with a Sara Payne column. 

"There is a suggestion to the reader that the same thing might have happened to Milly as happened to Sarah," says Edis. 

"I think we were very careful... Sara was very careful.... when she wrote that," says Brooks. Edis says there's a "suggestion" of 
link. 

07/04/02 edition of NOTW: has article about CCTV footage on Dowler. 

"You'd have been aware of this at the time," asks Edis "Of course, yes" says Brooks. 

"You go on holiday.... If she had been found alive by NOTW, would that have been a big story?" asks Edis. 

Brooks agrees Milly Dowler story, if she was found, much bigger than Michael Greco story. 

Brooks says if Milly Dowler had been found, it would be a big story: "But depends on circumstances whether we would kick 
this off front page 

Brooks is asked about her calls to Michael Greco publicist while in Dubai: "I know I made calls... seen phone records... still on 
the case" 

"We all know you were on 'Beppe Blasts Eastenders' because you've drawn attention to it," says Edis. "You were working on 
the paper" 

"If they'd found Milly, you as the editor would have decided what went on front page," says Edis. "I would have talked to Andy 
Coulson." 

Edis asks if Coulson told Brooks about the search for Milly: "No," says Brooks. Saunders asks "Does that surprise you?" 

"I would remember being told if she was alive," says Brooks of the ongoing NOTW investigation into her working at a factory in 
Telford. 

"If it had been believed back in Wapping... they'd found Milly Dowler working in a factory, they would have told me," says 
Brooks. 

Back after the break at the #hackingtrial 

"If you'd been editor for that weekend... you would have expected them to tell you that they sent a party of journalists off to 
Telford" 

"As an editor, you're reliant on what the news editor tells you.... Dept heads told you thinks when they had good idea what's 
going on" 

Edis says "you wouldn't have thought it likely" that Milly Dowler would get a job at the Epson factory when she was only 13. 

Edis turns to voicemail message cited in first version of the Milly Dowler story that Sunday 14/04/02 from a recruitment 
agency. 

Edis reminds the jury how the story is changed and bumped from page 9 of NOTW. 

21/04/02 Edis cite NOTW edition Brooks edited "Milly would never run away she was afraid of the dark" 

Edis turns to other 31/04/02 NOTW articles in new bundle - including a leader on page 6. "Would you have been responsible for 
sentiment?" 

"31 days after Milly vanished into mid air we print pages from her diary" says NOTW leader that weekend. "I would have read 
it," says Brooks 

"You would have read it and presumably approved of it because you were the editor," says Edis. "Yes,' says Brooks of Dowler 
leader. 

28/04/02 is the first NOTW article to mention Dowler family as suspect: "Everything before this is parents praying for her return" 

Brooks says the coverage changed because of an official line of inquiry rather than an unofficial briefing about Milly Dowler. 

15/09/02 NOTW on Soham murders: "cuffed cops in court" report on 2 named police officers facing charges of downloading 
child pornography 

Brooks on holiday in Dubai 

Edis takes us back to the timeline of Brooks' Dubai holiday: Mulcaire tasked on 10/04/02 by Neville. NOTW arrive in Telford on 
12/04/02 

It is jointly agreed Mulcaire hacked Milly Dowler's phone between those two dates on 10/04/02 and 12/04/02: Brooks rings 
editor's desk 

Edis points out this isn't the night editor. "Who would you want to speak to?" Brooks: "To speak to the PA or the editor?" says 
Brooks 

"One person you would want to speak to was the editor" Edis says of that Thursday. "It's possible" says Brooks. 
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"You're calling Mr Reid, and Mr Coulson is also calling Mr Reid" to do with 'Beppe Blasting East Enders' points out Edis of call 
schedule 

"That was very much your story," points out Edis of Brooks' involvement in Michael Greco splash. 

We're all agreed, says Saunders, that Thursday is a day of decisions at NOTW. More calls that Friday 12/04/02 from Brooks to 
editor's desk 

"These are long calls, unlikely you're talking to your PAs," says Edis. Brooks:"I'm sure I have spoken at length to PA... can't rule 
it out" 

One call on the Friday is for 38 mins: "I assume that's the editor," says Brooks. 

"I am saying I would have definitely spoken to the editor when I was on holiday." says Brooks. "About missing Surrey 
Schoolgirl?" asks Edis 

"I would have asked how the paper was going that week," says Brooks. "And the missing Surrey schoolgirl was of interest to 
you." says Edis 

"We can see by line 60, by 5.30pm on the Friday, NOTW was ringing the Epson factory in Telford" says Edis. Brooks says no 
one told her. 

"Do you accept that for a newspaper to dispatch 5 or 6 journalists it would be quite a big story," asks Edis. Brooks accepts it is 
a lot. 

"Do you deny you had a conversation about the missing Surrey schoolgirl?" asks Edis. "I don't remember one," says Brooks. 

"I only remember Beppe because it was an expensive story I'd done before" says Brooks. 

Brooks is asked if she's aware of any other development in the Dowler story: No, she says. 

Brooks says she never heard of the Telford incident with Milly Dowler. 

"Nobody tells the police about the voicemail until the following Saturday, someone must have made decision, was that you?" 
"No it was not" 

Brooks says "at the time" I didn't know voicemail hacking was illegal. But a breach of privacy. 

Brooks says if someone had asked her hypothetically about hacking Milly Dowler's phone she might have said "yes" 

But if anyone had told her Milly Dowler was still alive she would have told the police: "I wouldn't have delayed for one second" 

"They'd have to be sure before they told the police," asks Justice Saunders. 'Depends on how random the information was," 
says Brooks 

Edis: "I'm asking a voicemail, and decision to delay telling police about voicemail, is that something that should be raised with 
you?" 

"The only person who could raise that with me was my deputy editor or my night editor, and they didn't raise it with me," says 
Brooks. 

Wednesday the following week: "Your first day back at work at a conference after your holiday" says Edis. 

Brooks can't remember if Kuttner and Thurlbeck were there. Probably Coulson and Miskiw. 

"There would have been somewhere there responsible for previous NOTW edition... and the story is still listed 'Missing Milly" 
says Edis 

Edis says Milly was going to be subject of an article and leader that week. Brooks says there was a budget that week on 
National Insurance 

Edis says Brooks would have been interested in police case on Dowler: "There may have been" discussion of Dowler says 
Brooks. 

"Did Mr Kuttner not say he'd told police about the voicemail?" asks Edis. "No, I don't think so" says Brooks. 

"How do you keep on top of a running story without asking the coverage of it the previous week," asks Edis. 

Brooks says "it's difficult to remember what I was told. I would be told what was coming up that week" Edis points out Milly 
figures 

"Did anybody tell you what had happened the previous week?" asks Edis. "I don't remember anyone.' says Brooks. 

Brooks is asked about Thurlbeck's rank: "He might have attended in Miskiw's absence" says Brooks of morning conference. 

Edis points out that Friday conference show changing copy on Milly Dowler. On same day Kuttner sends email. Brooks says 
he didn't tell her 

"This is a question about the standards and rules that applied..." asks Edis of Kuttner "Would there be any reason for him not 
telling you" 

Edis says if Kuttner was talking to Dep Chief Constable he would have told his editor what he was doing. 

"I have no recollection of him telling me about this email" says Brooks 

Edis: "Mrs Brooks. You must have known what your paper was doing at that time" "No they didn't" says Brooks. "Nobody told 
me" says Brooks 
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Edis says; "You learned about the phone hacking on the phone" to Henessy. Brooks: "I did not know of the phone hacking 
of Milly Dowler" 

Edis shows another occasion when NOTW in 14/07/02 linked Sarah's Law Campaign with Milly Dowler on the same page. 

The Soham Murders 

Edis is still on Summer 2002: 08/09/02 edition of NOTW about Huntley and Carr - the Soham story. 

Brooks accepts she was directly personally interested in Soham story; two police officers investigated over child porn. 

Brooks says she had never heard of the two constables beforehand. She says it was on the news list, so might have talked to 
Thurlbeck 

NOTW published the Soham police officer story the day after they appeared in court. 

Mulcaire's notes name the police officers several times, with a tasking from Neville on 13/09/02 and addresses listed 

"Neville tasked Mulcaire to investigate these 2 policeman, were you involved in that," says Edis. "I don't remember that" says 
Brooks. 

Edis turns to an email chain to Brooksfrom the same day about "Porn Cops in court' next day and "Neville said he had it under 
control" 

"If Neville was news editor I would be directing all questions to him. But I don't remember him saying he'd tasked Mulcaire on 
this, or PI" 

Edis: "But this is about accessing illegal website, you want them to commit a crime, to do the same thing... 2 cops have been 
arrested for" 

"Why did you want them to commit that crime" ask Edis. Brooks "Because I thought it was in the public interest... to investigate 
child porn" 

Edis talks about operation Candyman from FBI and Operation Ore in the UK: "websites that are already under investigation in 
UK" 

"Why was it in the public interest for Neville to get some child porn... for your newspaper?" asks Edis. 

Brooks says that if police hadn't closed down those child porn websites it would have been in the public interest. 

Edis suggests the child porn details might have made NOTW story "more interesting": "It is in the public interest to check," says 
Brooks 

"It was part of the campaign to shut down child porn sites," says Brooks. Edis: "This is example of Neville tasking Mulcaire..." 
says Edis 

"Example of Neville tasking Mulcaire on something that was a direct personal interest" says Edis. Brooks cites Sarah's Law 
internet campaign 

19/09/02 email copied to Brooks about Daily Mail a body being found that could be Milly Dowler. 

20/09/02 Brooks asks for "answers for night conference" - "Milly - confirmation of body. Updated interview with parents and 
Gemma" 

Brooks asks in Dowler email "what happened to the dad theory?" Brooks can't remember now what happened to original police 
suspicions 

Brooks email asks "what happened to the porn cops... what happened to Huntley suicide.... are we talking to Maxine?" 

Brooks says "directly interested" in driving the Soham story. "I kept an eye - for want of better word - on Huntley and Carr," she 
says. 

Mulcaire notes show Greg Miskiw tasking Mulcaire in Nov 2002 over Huntley and Carr. 

Brooks says it wasn't unusual to use people from outside the paper to write to people like Huntley: Mulcaire tasked by Miskiw to 
do this. 

"I did know he used private detectives," says Brooks of Miskiw. She explains to Saunders about how NOTW wrote to prisoners 
on remand 

"It's undercover writing, pretending to be a pen-pal," Brooks explains of this Miskiw tasking of Mulcaire. 

Mulcaire notes also have addresses and phone details for Maxine Carr's sister 24/01/03 two days after Brooks left NOTW. 

Brooks says she didn't know Miskiw was tasked to hack Maxine Carr. Back at 2.05 pm 

Back after lunch at the #hackingtrial 

Brooks says she wants to clarify something about the pen-pal: she wouldn't have paid for stories. A serious breach of the code. 

Edis says the Mulcaire note might be about Carr still writing to Huntley. 

Edis turns to Mulcaire notes "associated with paedophiles" - addresses have been redacted. Top left taskings date from 2002/3 

One of the Mulcaire notebook taskings appear on front page of NOTW name and shame campaign. Brooks says she didn't 
know he was involved 
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Edis turns to the story of the Lotto Rapist 11/09/04 - the Sun catches the rapist. Brooks says "with assistance of tracing 
agencies" 

Brooks says she thinks she remembers the Sun using local agencies and tracing agents. "People told you did they?" asks Edis. 

"I wanted the Sun to find him first because he was our original story." says Brooks of Lotto Rapist. 

10/08/05 or 15/06/05 tasking by Greg Miskiw of Mulcaire on the Lotto rapist. Laidlaw points out this is an unbound leaf of 
Mulcaire notes. 

Another page of Mulcaire notes relate to the Lotto rapist. Four more pages seem to related to him, or have connected details. 

Edis: "This shows Mulcaire also pursuing" the Lotto Rapist. "I'm not surprised the NOTW was trying to find him," says Brooks. 

"Is that at a time when your own discussions with the editor of the NOTW were frank and open?" asks Edis. "Yes,' says Brooks. 

Brooks says "I know this sounds funny" but a freelancer working on Alan Shearer story found Lotto Rapist in Sun world 
exclusive. 

Jamie Bulger Killers 

Edis asks about Brooks' interest in the killers of Jamie Bulger. 

Edis cites confidentiality agreement between Mulcaire and Miskiw 06/06/01: Brooks says she knew nothing about it at the time. 

Brooks said in previous evidence she doesn't remember email from Miskiw about paying and pound;7.5k for a Bulger story 
"everyone else had" 

Brooks doesn't remember the story: Edis says the story about one of the Bulger killers having a mental illness. 

"Did you never ask who Greg Miskiw what we paying this and pound;7.5k for?" asks Edis. Brooks says she was complaining 
about desk limits. 

Now moved to 2002: "We must weave in MoS stuff into our Bulger Copy" writes Brooks to NOTW editors 

Edis says most the material for this NOTW Bulger story came from Mulcaire - he was paid and pound;1k 

"You took a direct interest in this story," says Edis. "I think I was reacting to the Mail on Sunday," says Brooks 

"Did you ask where that story had come from" asks Edis. Brooks says "If Greg Miskiw had said came from a great source, he's 
very experienced 

"This was a continuing running story in which you were always interested" says Edis. "Yes, the Bulger story was very 
controversial" 

"You wanted to be ahead of the competition," says Edis. "It would have been nice to tell our readers first," says Brooks. 

Brooks points out the legal restrictions on identifying the Bulger case: "to protect them to prevent them being killed" says Edis. 

Edis has a copy of the 'Bulger killer trying to commit suicide' NOTW from June 2002. Brooks looks at it. 

Brooks can't help Edis with what the original elements of this NOTW story was. 

Edis "the suggestion is that Greg Mulcaire was often tasked to follow your agenda" Brooks repeats she never heard of him. 

Views on Phone Hacking 

"What did you think of phone hacking in 2001-2003?" asks Edis. "A serious breach of privacy," says Brooks. 

Brooks says she would have only published a phone hacking story if "overwhelmingly in the public interest" 

Brooks says she has read a piece overnight from that era that suggested journalists were using phone hacking. 

Brooks says of Loehnis conversation in 2010 at Cameron's party that she discussed Andy Coulson "being part of the story" 
with him. 

"It doesn't strike me as unusual of having said to him that this issue was live in the late 90s," says Brooks of hacking chat with 
Loehnis 

Brooks confirms there were rumours that "some journalists" were using phone hacking while she was editor of NOTW: "never 
saw any evidence" 

"Did you react to that knowledge by doing anything to make sure it was happening in your newspaper?" asks Edis of phone 
hacking. 

Brooks says she never explicitly said no phone hacking, but she ran a "clean ship" 

Brooks doesn't remember "having a laugh" with Piers Morgan at Coulson Birthday party. She vaguely remembers Ambi Sitham. 

"She got the year wrong... it was 2004," says Brooks. "I don't remember subject of phone hacking: the Sun had a big story 
(Hutton report)" 

Brooks says she doesn't remember Piers Morgan talking about phone hacking, but he might have said that. 

Brooks says she remembers that she had to take serious calls on Hutton report. 

"I don't remember Piers Morgan saying he'd hacked my phone" repeats Brooks. 

Edis asks if Brooks told Eimear Cook about phone hacking and McCartney: "I didn't know about Mulcaire" says Brooks. 
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02/06/02 was the McCartney story: the Eimear Cook meeting was in 2006. Edis asks what Brooks thought the source of 
McCartney story was. 

"I may have been told or I may not have been," Brooks says of source of McCartney ring story. 

Brooks agrees that, at the time of Eimear Cook meeting, she didn't think phone hacking was illegal, but knew it was used by 
journalists 

"You took it seriously enough you changed the pin on your own phone," says Edis. "Did you advise her to do the same?" "No, I 
don't think so" 

Brooks says she advised Cook on media coverage. 

Brooks Prepared Statements 

Edis turns to Brooks prepared statements: first is 15/07/11 "It's expected each individual.... acts within code and within the law" 

On same prepared statement Brooks says Milly Dowler article from 14/04/02 was "when she was on holiday": Edis asks how 
she knew? 

Brooks says she's pretty sure first Guardian article mentioned date of NOTW Dowler piece: her desk diary said she was away. 

Credit card checks confirmed Dubai. 

Edis asks where Brooks' desk diaries were kept. Brooks confirms she knew where they were. 

Edis turns to emails from Brooks' Blackberry: 23/06/11 Brooks writes to Kemp "we need to talk about phone hacking" 

"27 minutes later you email Carter 'we need my 2002 and 2003 diaries... was that to do with phone hacking?" asks Edis. 

Brooks says it's nothing to do with phone hacking - but about a meeting with commissioner of Scotland Yard. 

"This is three years ago, and not ancient history, and a huge time very important to how your life has gone in last few years" 
says Edis. 

"Harbottle and Lewis emails were a very big development" says Edis. Brooks agrees. But she's not sure if Dispatches doc 
uppermost in mind 

Brooks says the Dispatches request might have come through NOTW or corporate affairs. "I think NOTW were asked questions 
about it" 

Brooks says she cannot remember when Dispatches request came through. Corporate affairs next to her office. 

Edis says Brooks had heard about Harbottle and Lewis in April 2011. Brooks said they had feedback from Cressida Dick to 
keep quiet. 

Brooks says lawyers from NI asked her to confirm where she was in December 2002. "Why would Harbottle and Lewis folder 
lead to that?" 

Brooks says the lawyer request for her to check her diaries was about an email from Coulson to Goodman over green books. 

Brooks said she'd handed over the H and L files to Cressida Dick three days before 

Brooks says she thinks the lawyer request was verbal. She told them the answer by email or verbally. 

Brooks says both dispatches and Harbottle and Lewis issues both happening in June. Edis asks: "Are you able to help with 
documents?" 

"What was on your mind that night was phone hacking" says Edis. "That's what you're emailing Mr Kemp about". 

"I wanted to tell him before police told him," says Brooks of contacting Kemp about being hacked. Edis: "But you've known that 
for years" 

Brooks says she might not have told Kemp back in 2006 about her phone being hacked because "things were pretty strained" 

Edis"In fact I suggest you were preparing to establish you'd been on holiday when Milly Dowler's phone was hacked. You 
needed him and diary" 

Brooks denies this. She says she didn't know about Milly Dowler's phone being hacked till 4th July 2011 

Edis turns to statement that says Brooks "wouldn't have countenanced phone hacking - that's not your case though, is it?" 

Brooks says she appreciates she didn't put in her statement "overwhelming public interest". 

In her evidence, Edis points out, Brooks had justified phone hacking to target an arms dealer because it was in the public 
interest. 

Edis says "this isn't credible. You're willing to allow your reporter to commit crime in PI... but you didn't think phone hacking was 
crime" 

"if you didn't think it was a crime, in regard to phone hacking, you'd need even less persuasion to allow it," suggests Edis. 

Brooks said she defended the PCC. "So this part of your statement is wrong," says Edis. "It doesn't have public interest, but not 
wrong" 

"I have no knowledge of this interception that took place" says prepared statement on Milly Dowler. Edis turns to May 2012 
statement 
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Edis points out that Milly Dowler isn't mentioned at all in May 2012 statement. 

""My Mulcaire was pursuing your agenda, with your journalists, with your money" says Edis. "Can you explain my agenda" says 
Brooks. 

Edis explains her interest in sex offenders, paedophiles, and celebrities. 

"You say all this was hidden from you?" asks Edis. Brooks: "I hadn't heard of Mulcaire" "Hidden from you by Miskiw, Thurlbeck, 
Kuttner?" 

Justice Saunders asks Brooks to read through paragraph relating to Max Clifford settlement 

"What's not there... is any reference to stopping.... Mulcaire naming other people at NOTW, " says Saunders. 

Brooks says the reference to Mulcaire was inadvertently left out. 

Edis asks about Andy Gilchrist: he was hacked in December of 2002. 

Brooks confirms the coverage in NOTW of Gilchrist was quite extensive "a determined effort to find things out about his life". 

"I was interested in Mr Gilchrist and the strike, I wouldn't say I was interested in his private life' says Brooks. 

Edis points out that under her editorship of the Sun, Brooks had a front page, a leader and a cartoon on Gilchrist's affair 2 years 
earlier 

Brooks is asked whether running Gilchrist story was to "undermine his political position" - "It was a good story," says Brooks. 

Edis asks if Brooks knew where the Gilchrist story came from: Brooks says they paid the source. Dan Evans said he sold to the 
Sun 

Brooks wasn't in for Dan Evans evidence - but read something about it on twitter. 

Saunders says: "Don't believe everything you read on Twitter" 

Laidlaw intervenes. We talked about this in detail. Do we gain anything? Saunders says no long speeches. Let's just move on. 

Brooks denies she was still looking for more stories on Gilchrist through phone hacking. 

5 minute break 

Justice Saunders has spoken out: "Don't believe everything you read on twitter" But you read that on twitter. Figure that one 
out. 

Back after the break at the #hackingtrial - still dealing with metaphysical implications of Saunders ruling not to believe in Twitter 

Rebekah Brooks Cross Examined on Counts 6 and 7 - Concealing Evidence 

Lead up to the Closure of the News of the World 

Edis says "we're getting to the end of everyone will be pleased to learn": he asks jury to dive down to find a long forgotten 
bundle. 

Edis goes to a dark blue bundle for count 6 and 7: 16/10/10 email between Anderson and Brooks and suspension of NOTW 
journalist 

Break for legal argument. 

Jury back in after break for legal argument. 

Brooks says she thinks Myler had suspended this NOTW journalist shortly after this email. Anderson, from corporate affairs, 
wanted statement 

Brooks email says "what do we gain by making and statement and what do we lose": Anderson replies "we lose credibility" 

"That means that the company's policy of single rogue reporter had changed some months before that?" asks Edis. 

Brooks says that since 2009, when For Neville email came into public domain "company had moved away from rogue reporter" 

Brooks agrees that "publicly" Anderson was right in 2010 that NI had only moved away from rogue reporter "in recent months" 

Brooks says she saw some Mulcaire documents on Guardian website, and was querying whether taskings identified a NOTW 
journalist 

Edis asks Brooks she first saw the "three emails that closed the News of the World" shown to her by John Chapman. 

Anderson says he was 'privately' aware of other names coming out. "I think he's talking about civil liability cases" says Brooks 

"At or about this time was it clear to you (another NOTW journalist) had also been involved in tasking Mulcaire?" Edis asks 
Brooks. 

Brooks: "I'm only going by the email... all we've got is some documents...." Edis: "But when emails came to light no further room 
for doubt" 

Email from Will Lewis to Brooks on rogue reporter cited: "we left that behind months ago" 

Brooks concedes that around this time was the first public statement accepting wrongdoing on phone hacking after 2006/7 
convictions. 
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07/04/10 is the date of the email exchange. Brooks says she hadn't seen the Harbottle and Lewis file by this point. She say 
later in April 

CORECTION: April 2011. Brooks says she first realised in March police interested in her when DAC Akers removed her from 
confidentiality club 

Edis turns to meeting between Brooks and Coulson 14/01/11: "I told him about the emails I think," says Brooks of that meeting. 

25/01/11 Brooks email about blackberry keeping cutting out cited. "It was acting strangely" Edis "Operation Weeting started the 
next day" 

"From March that year you thought that sooner or later the police would want to talk to you?" asks Edis. "I was quite upset.... 
yes" 

Edis asks about Ian Burton: Brooks confirms he helped with the criminal side of the hacking scandal. 

Edis asks what the 'prep' with Burton was supposed to be. "I think we were talking about the police reaction to Harbottle and 
Lewis file" 

04/07/11 First statement on Milly Dowler: "we've been co-operating fully with Operation Weeting.... we will cooperate fully" 

"Was that your personal intention?" asks Edis. "It was certainly the company's intention" says Brooks. 

Next day Brooks writes to Surrey Police: "I was shocked by these revelations that I'd previously not heard" 05/07/11 

Brooks email says "we would be most interested in who at NOTW was spoken to": Edis "Did you know... if anyone had spoken 
to Surrey police?" 

Brooks says she didn't know of any NOTW journalist had contacted Surrey Police. "Why did you ask about it then?" asks Edis. 

Brooks says "I'm obviously asking the Chief Constable" because the trial had happened, and Mark Lewis' had said they had. 

Brooks says the email to Surrey police offering to help their ongoing investigations represented her state of mind at the time. 

Brooks says she was trying to establish from Surrey Police whether Mulcaire had deleted voicemails. 

Brooks says she was planning to cooperate with the police as fully as possible. Edis points out she didn't answer police 
questions on arrest 

Brooks says she had new lawyers and new advice. But did provide statement answering 'central allegations against me' 

"You're not a person who just does what they are told by lawyers. You're an experienced user of lawyers. You take advice, But 
make decision" 

"It's up to you whether you co-operate with police," says Edis. "Yes I made the final decision" "But you'd been aware for 
months" "Yes" 

"Since the 4th of July you'd been thinking of Milly Dowler" says Edis. "They gave you a choice of days and a choice of police 
stations" 

Brooks: "I didn't think it was unfair I was asked questions. Milly Dowler's phone was accessed when I was editor. But took 
legal advice" 

"I was very keen to make a prepared statement... against abhorrent allegations against me. True today as it was in 2011" says 
Brooks. 

"I don't think they needed to arrest" says Brooks of prepared statement complaining about police arrest. Went through several 
drafts. 

Edis asks if Brooks still thinks it unfair or unreasonable to be questioned under those circumstances. Brooks said she felt that 
way at time 

Brooks accepts she was given warning from police, and prior notice about what they wanted to talk about - phone hacking and 
payments. 

"You had an entirely fair opportunity to answer questions" says Edis. Brooks: "That wasn't the legal advice I was given" 

Edis says "you promised to co-operate entirely with the inquiry but when given an opportunity you didn't" Brooks: 
"Circumstances change" 

Brooks asks about the Plan B email: "it's you desperately fighting to keep your job". Brooks denies this "it was a complicated 
situation" 

Brooks says she'd known since March/April: "my bosses want me to see and oversee closure of NOTW" 

"There was great concern in the company that the H and L file had not been addressed in 2007," says Brooks. "Big concern of 
company" 

Edis cites Brooks mail saying "slam Les and Colin": "Was the plan to blame it all on Les?" asks Edis. 

Brooks says this relates to limited investigation in 2007 and that "anyone involved should leave the company" 

Back tomorrow at 10 am. 
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Wednesday 12 March 2014 

Summary 

Rebekah Brooks Cross Examination continues on Count 6 and 7 
Day 13 of Brooks on the Witness Stand 
Books asked about News of the World Internal Investigation 
Rebekah Brooks Notebooks and Archiving 
7 Archived Boxes 

Rebekah Brooks Cross Examined on Count 7 
Brooks Arrest 
Tony Blair text messages 
Electronic Equipment 
CCTV Footage 
Andrew Edis QC closes his Cross Examination for the Crown 

Rebekah Brooks final questions by her Counsel 
Jonathan Laidlaw QC final questions to Brooks 

Rebekah Brooks Cross Examination continues on Count 6 and 7 

Day 13 of Brooks on the Witness Stand 

Brooks 13th Day in the Witness Box at the #hackingtrial - slightly delayed this morning because of legal argument 

Jury back at the #hackingtrial after a brief bit of legal argument. 

Mr Clegg for Mark Hanna explains his client's absence: he had an accident over the weekend and has a hairline fracture. 

Andrew Edis QC for the Crown now continues with his cross examination: now concentrating on Counts 6 and 7 

Bit of rooting around for a missing bundle of evidence. 

Books asked about News of the World Internal Investigation 

Edis is still on the Plan B email: Edis "an internal investigation which would produce a report about.... rogue reporter defence" 

Brooks: "report was going to be about 2 or 3 things: the line in the sand drawn in 2007 by NI, the police and PCC - why that line 
existed" 

"There was also a real position: if the company view was that if anyone had to leave the company because of H and L file" says 
Brooks. 

"I felt that Will Lewis who was dealing with the Met should be promoted and circumvent me," says Brooks of Plan B email. 

"I can't remember when we discovered the police were leaking everything," says Brooks. Edis: You mean Mr Cripps leaking 
some things to Gdn" 

"There was a culture of paranoia.... we would leak this. But this would be a good leak" says Brooks of Plan B in July 2011 

Brooks: "Police had been in the building on the Friday before it was leaked to the Guardian on Monday" Edis: "This is based on 
speculation 

Edis points out Dowler's solicitor Mark Lewis who was quoted in the Guardian: "Why would you make the assumption it was the 
police?" 

"The idea was that there would be a report that would exonerate you and you'd keep your job?" asks Edis of Plan B. Brooks 
denies this. 

The email talks about launching the Sun on Sunday: "It was about the future of the company" says Brooks. "Including you." 
says Edis. 

Brooks says "I was trying to find as many jobs in NI as possible" for NOTW staff. 

Edis cites another email about Blair's advice to Brooks: "This is also about you keeping your job" 

"You speak to Mr Murdoch on Sunday evening (10/07/11) and then speak to Les Hinton" says Edis. 

Brooks "When I spoke to Mr Murdoch... he knew I'd asked to resign the week before when he was in Sun Valley... his view was 
I shouldn't resign" 

"We discussed the Harbottle and Lewis file and what to do with it" says Brooks of Murdoch. 

"There's no evidence that you were to be arrested in April... Who told you?" asks Edis. "Mr Lewis told me there was possibility 
of arrest" 

Brooks agrees her future was in the 'balance': Edis cites an email with James Murdoch (not Blair) from the Monday: Brooks at 
home 11/07/11 

Brooks sends off an email about circulation: James replied "what are you doing on email?" Brooks was told to stop working. 

Email also talks about seeing "Charlie for confiscation": Brooks says it was to confiscate her blackberry. She had it back next 
morning. 
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"What you're telling James is that Blair is seeing a way through this so you can keep your job" says Edis. 

Blair conversation transcribed in email talks of a "Hutton style" report on hacking. Brooks said they'd hired Lord MacDonald on 
H and L files 

"Was the decision to give the police the Harbottle and Lewis files a controversial one within the company?" asks Edis. 

"We flew to America to see the representation of News Corp and then handed them over to police" says Brooks of Harbottle 
and Lewis files. 

Edis cites more emails about NI internal plans for Sun on Sunday: conference with James by telephone on the Tuesday. 

Brooks said in email that Joel, Will and Chase thought it was "imperative" that she faced the DCMS committee. 

"Half the people involved thought I should take" [leave of absence] but Lewis and Greenberg thought "I should still be in situ" 
says Brooks 

"People were changing their minds on it all the time" says Brooks of her status in that week. 

"We were all going to have a full debrief for the select committee," says Brooks of preparation session at Enstone Manor 

BREAKING: Lord Mandelson was approached to coach Rebekah Brooks for DCMS committee in wake of hacking scandal. 

Another email for lunch Thursday 14/07/11 still talks of leave of absence. But afternoon Brooks preparing resignation 
statement. 

Rebekah Brooks Notebooks and Archiving 

Brooks leaves NI on Friday 15/07/11 Edis: "Obviously there was a lot of paperwork you left behind you..." 

Brooks says the paperwork return in two lots: by Jane Viner and Cheryl Carter. 

Brooks asked if she knew Cheryl Carter stored her personal papers in her mother in law's garage: "I didn't know where they 
were stored?" 

Edis: "Did you know the police would be entitled to search the premises where you lived?" Brooks: "I knew that back in April" 

Edis: "When did Mrs Carter begin her beauty column?" Brooks says she did her beauty training sometime after 2000, when 
Brooks edited NOTW 

"Did the NOTW have a stock of A4 notebooks it supplied to journalists?" asks Edis. Brooks: "I'm sure they did," says Brooks. 

"Harry Scott... described how journalists notebooks would be archived.... Notebooks might be a good thing for the company to 
keep" says Edis 

"I never used the archive," says Brooks. 

Brooks shown a photo of a notebook and agrees she seem some like this. "This is Cheryl's cuttings for her beauty column," 
says Brooks 

Edis produces two filofaxes and a desk diary and a call diary 

"These are things that belong to you?" asks Edis. "Yes, they did" says Brooks. 

Edis points out these were archived. "Did you know that?" he asks. Brooks: "I didn't think anything of mine was archived" 

Edis shows the archive filing list for 02/09/09 "all notebooks from Rebekah Brooks nee Wade" 

"The prosecution case is that this is an honest document" says Edis. Brooks: "I didn't use notebooks like that. It wasn't my 
system" 

Brooks talks of interviewing President Bush and she didn't take a notebook, but the White House produced full transcript 

"I hadn't been a journalist since 1995" says Brooks. "Cheryl Carter wasn't doing a beauty column then" says Edis. Brooks: "No 
she wasn't" 

"If we work on the assumption these documents were full of staff for Cheryl Carter, what's the significance of 1995?" asks Edis. 

Brooks says Carter started working for her in 1996 or 1995 

Brooks did not know that her office archiving was packed up by a temporary worker in October 2009 

"Cheryl and Debs had been working with me a long time" says Brooks. "I trusted them" 

Edis: "Was it anything to do with you... we're talking about the contents of the Sun Office? Brooks: Her PAs "would know what I 
needed" 

"Didn't they ask you?" queries Edis. Brooks: "I finished editing the Sun - took everyone out for fish and chips - CEO next 
morning" 

"That's your job as the boss," says Edis of Brooks telling her PAs what to move. "Did you take your Man United picture with 
you?" 

"There's one which was... a leaving present from my team at the Sun... I kept in the first office," says Brooks. 

"In reality you could have stored what you wanted in that place because you were in charge of it" says Edis of NI 
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"You anticipated the police would want to talk to you in the near future" says Edis of move of boxes on 08/07/11: "Not 
particularly that day 

"I just don't particularly remember thinking of it that day. I'd been thinking of it for a while" says Brooks. 

"This is the morning you sent the Plan B email... which refers to 'criminal investigation'" says Edis quoting internal statement. 

"The criminal investigations were very much on your mind on the 8th of July" says Edis. "They were always on my mind" says 
Brooks. 

Edis cites a 05/07/11 email from Mark Hanna talking of a "police concern" beyond the media attention post Milly Dowler. 

Edis asks about the "exit and entry teams" security plan for Brooks. She was concerned about a dawn raid. 

Saunders asks what the security teams are going to do if "there's a dawn raid". Brooks was worried about leaks and media 
attention 

"I didn't want a picture of me being arrested... every arrest had been public" says Brooks. 

Brooks agrees that on the 8th July that "the police would want to talk to me... don't remember particularly on that day" 

7 Archived Boxes 

Edis: "They would want their records if they wanted to conduct a robust criminal investigation... and electronic devices?" 
Brooks: "Yes" 

"You be pretty horrified to discover Cheryl Carter was taking out boxes named notebooks of Rebekah Brooks?" says Edis. 

"If you had known what she was doing with those boxes, labelled as they were, you'd be horrified." Brooks: "I could see the 
issue" 

Edis establishes "Cheryl Carter was working for... doing what you told her to do" Brooks says "yes... it was a terrible day" 

"The atmosphere in NOTW was acrimonious to you?" says Edis. "To me and the company" says Brooks. 

Edis says of NOTW staff: "They were very angry because they had done nothing wrong". Brooks agrees 

Edis refers to Carter's November 2011 witness statement: Brooks says Carter was "very relaxed about it" 

Edis: "Did she tell you what she'd said?" Brooks: "In broad terms" "Did she tell you that she'd told the police you were at a boot 
camp?" 

Brooks: "I think at the time... she was a bit vague on that... she'd sorted out some boxes of mine when she was at a boot camp" 

"I know Cheryl stayed on after I left.... didn't strike me as odd at the time" says Brooks. This was the first time she ever heard of 
boxes 

BREAKING: Brooks says she never knew of 7 archive boxes in her name even after Carter interviewed about them in 
November 2011 

"She never warned you police were interested in those boxes because they your name on" asks Edis. "She didn't seem 
concerned" said Brooks 

Edis points out Carter's son was interviewed first: "So it didn't come like a bolt from the blue.... and she didn't tell you" 

"I think the reason she didn't tell me was because she was still in Australia,' says Brooks. "There are still phones in Australia" 
says Edis 

Edis says Carter's story that she couldn't use the archive in her own name is just "rubbish - she was PA to chief executive 
officer" 

Brooks says she can't remember when Carter told her the 7 archive boxes were in her name. There was a bail condition not to 
talk in January 

"That was a very serious bit of information you'd remember receiving" says Edis. "The contents of 7 boxes in your name had 
gone missing" 

"In the circumstances of the time this is very bad news for you," Edis says: "You'd remember being told" 

Brooks says she was concerned for her PA "but not for any sinister reasons... I didn't think it was as serious as it turned out to 
be" 

Brooks says she quite possibly spoke to Cheryl Carter on 10/07/11 but she didn't meet her. Brooks knew she was visiting her 
mum in Oxon. 

Brooks says she thinks she asked Carter to drive from Essex to Oxfordshire. 

Brooks can't remember if it was her instruction for Cheryl to go to the Barn and look after her mum. 

Edis asks how long Cheryl stayed. "I don't remember that" says Brooks. "Did she bring anything at all?" asks Edis. 

"I think Mum said she brought a little present" says Brooks. "Did she ever bring you anything from work?" "Yes, in August, my 
filing" 

"I think I got most of it back in a few months" says Brooks of filing. "Kingsley Napley sent lawyers over to my office.... February 
2011" 

15 minute break 
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Rebekah Brooks Cross Examined on Count 7 

Brooks Arrest 

Back after the break. Andrew Edis QC coming to the end of the his cross examination of Rebekah Brooks 

Edis returns to plans for Enstone Manor on 16/17th July 2011. A new bundle is introduced. 

Edis cites a letter from lawyers Burton Copeland to police: 15/07/11 

Letter refers to conversation over interview of Brooks that weekend: 12 noon on the Sunday. Police position open about making 
an arrest. 

Ian Burnton sets out various reasons why Brooks should not be arrested: she intended at that time to answer police questions. 

Brooks says "police interviewed my lawyer so I couldn't use him" of Ian Burnton. Kingsley Napley come into the case on the 
Saturday. 

Kingsley Napley letter is written to police "on the intention of arresting her" 

Brooks says Detective Inspector Steve McCabe arrested her outside the car: she's not 100 percent sure her driver knew of 
arrest. 

Edis cites another document: email by Angus McBride of Kingsley Napley on 18/07/11 about Charlie Brooks. 

Brooks says she had no way of looking at emails that day. Letter says "an explanation" about items not consistent with hiding 
evidence 

"Charlie was very keen to explain to the police what had happened to his stuff" says Brooks. New pages added to the bundle by 
Edis. 

Tony Blair text messages 

Edis explains that this new evidence is text messages from and to Tony Blair 

"This is the arrangements for the discussion with Blair" says Edis. "Call Hotel Landline" says Blair 

BREAKING: 16/07/11 Blair offers to help Brooks on DCMS appearance "Definitely" replies Brooks in texts. 

BREAKING: Blair texts Brooks "I may be some help in the commons" just before she is arrested. 

Brooks says lawyer Parkinson stayed several hours at Enstone Manor farm that weekend. 

15/07/11 at 1pm: "Rupert, James and I are at Oxfordshire" texts Brooks to "Tim" 

Brooks texts Witherow at Sunday Times re an interview "there are lawyers all over me.... serious situation for me" 

Brooks texts James about her arrest: "Hear KRM brilliant with the Dowler family" 

"You had quite a long time with your lawyers to get ready for your arrest" says Edis. "Didn't feel like a lot of time" says Brooks. 

"You had plenty of access to legal advice over your situation for a long period of time." says Edis. "Yes,' replies Brooks. 

Edis says Brooks was "well placed" to deal with questions that Sunday. "Didn't feel well placed," says Brooks; "Lost a lawyer" 

Brooks says she went to Kingsley Napley before arrest at Lewisham. 

Edis talks about Jubilee Barn wi-fi router. "We had broadband" says Brooks. 

"Charlie had a mobile office, because I had to be in London a lot. He was writing his novel... but for his horses had to get back 
to farm" 

Electronic Equipment 

"You're busy people you work at the weekends, like busy people do" says Edis. Brooks says she had a laptop, blackberry, Ipad, 
memory sticks 

"Would it be strange to find no computers of any kind?" asks Edis of Jubilee Barn. "No," says Brooks: "I kept computers with 
me" 

Brooks denies that anyone went to Jubilee Barn to collect devices or documents. 

Brooks says she knew there was security at Jubilee Barn that weekend. 

Edis suggest the security staff were willing to help her: "pick something up from the Barn" 

Brooks said she didn't know Mark Hanna well, even though he swept her offices for bugs earlier that year when H and L emails 
recovered. 

Brooks concedes that Hanna was in charge of her security that weekend. She can't remember him acting as a driver during 
events. 

Edis points out three meetings with the lawyers over this three day period. "And you're unaware of anything... untoward 
happening?" 

Brooks says she knew nothing of Charlie's Bags etc. until the Monday afternoon. Now she has a vague memory of Charlie 
concerned about bags. 
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Brooks says she has a "vague memory of Charlie being on the phone on the car" 

Brooks says she was supposed to be rehearsing for DCMS on Monday and then felt very ill - "quite traumatic time.. going to 
bed, passing out" 

CCTV Footage 

Edis calls up an 81 second clip of CCTV from Thames Quay car park. 

CCTV shows Charlie and driver looking for bag. Brooks gets out of car and waits. 

Charlie and driver come back from bins empty handed. Brooks stands there and then follows Charlie into the flat. 

"What we've just seen is you arriving back from solicitors.... they go over to where there some bins... and there was nothing 
behind them" 

"What did they say?" asks Edis. Brooks: "I've obviously thought about this a lot over the last 3 years... I just remember feeling 
very ill." 

"If they had discovered some computers that had been hidden had been lost, surely you would have heard them discussing 
that" says Edis. 

"The police were searching the flat. It was the sort of crisis Mr Brooks would have told you about as soon as you found out" 
says Edis. 

"I think it was the opposite," says Brooks: "I think he was trying not to tell me... until he had to" 

"Someone had been to the Barn and taken it to Wapping... that is what happened" says Edis. "That's not what Charlie told me 
on the day" 

"I'm just trying to remember what Charlie said... he'd hidden some personal stuff. It had nothing to do with me" says Brooks. 

"He'd given security his mobile office to look after" says Brooks. "And you thought that was pretty stupid?" asks Edis 

"He was obsessed about his novels... You don't want to lose it. I understand the motive" says Brooks. 

"It must have been painfully obvious to you he wanted to keep it away from the police" says Saunders. Brooks agrees 

"I thought it was impulsive.... a really stupid thing to do" says Brooks. "Why impulsive" asks Edis. "Sounds carefully planned" 

"I think it's evident that he didn't want the police to get his stuff" says Brooks. Edis "And you didn't want the police to get your 
stuff" 

"That's not true," says Brooks: "the police have all my stuff" "Really?" replies Edis and goes to a new document. 

Edis cites a list of 10 devices. 1 belonged to Sir Charles Dunstone. 

Edis cites an iPad: "Where's that?" Brooks says "I assume it's at News International... everything I had I handed over to police" 

Brooks talks about an iPad she gave to new PA in Marylebone in September 2011. 

Brooks says this iPad has only emerged in the last few weeks: husband of her PA prompted Charlie. "Why's that? It's your 
iPad?" 

Edis points out that evidence on missing devices had been served on June 2013: "I'd forgotten I'd given it to her" 

Edis turns to an iPhone on router and empty box at NI: "Where is it?" "I didn't use an iPhone....I think it must be at News 
International" 

Edis points out the iPhone was a live device. Brooks thinks she was developing a Times ap at the time. 

Brooks "thinks" she gave the iPhone back to News International. 

Edis points out "there are three iPhones on this list - did you give them all back?" Brooks explains they were "madly developing" 
aps 

Edis asks about three missing Blackberry's on devices list. 

"Again, they must be with news" says Brooks of three missing blackberries. 

Brooks talks about changing blackberries regularly how she liked new models, sometimes went back to the old one. 

Edis explains how the Blackberry police have got only goes back to beginning of June. 

Laidlaw intervenes. Edis asks to talk "to his Lordship in the jury's absence because he doesn't want to have this unseemly row" 

Jury back in after brief legal argument. 

Saunders asks Brooks: "At a later date Blackberry handed back to defence... who did some downloads... first day end of May 
2011" 

Andrew Edis QC closes his Cross Examination for the Crown 

"All these devices... they had some information on them. And if I go through the list you're going to say NI had them?" asks 
Edis. "Yes" 

NI's auditing system of devices was pretty bad "up to Feb 2011" says Edis. Brooks disagrees "it hadn't been done" when she 
left. 
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"Have you asked your former employers whether they have those devices?" asks Edis. "Only through my legal time" 

"You are still on good terms with senior people at NI" asks Edis. "I certainly haven't spoken to any of my successors or new 
exec team" 

"You were in a position to control the activities of all those people... they were all working for you. One was married to you" says 
Edis. 

"Over that weekend you were still in charge of what happened to your property" says Edis. "I gave everything to the police" 
says Brooks. 

"Your evidence is that you had a meteoric rise... editor of two major national newspapers... pretty stunning achievement" says 
Edis 

"Hugely demanding jobs in a very competitive industry" says Edis. Brooks says it was competitive within and between 
newspapers. 

Brooks says it was a "tough world": Edis "And you won didn't you? And you got very good stories. You didn't care how you got 
them" 

Brooks says that's unfair. 

Brooks is asked whether the existence of Mulcaire was "hidden from her" and the "books were cooked to achieve that" 

"Was there anything in it for them in hiding it from you?" asks Edis. Brooks: "I can see no reason.... why PI would be concealed" 

"I could see why they would conceal phone hacking from me" says Brooks. 

"Is there anything in it for Mr Kuttner to conceal payments? Was there anything in it for him at all?" asks Edis. "I don't see that" 

"They would have never done it without your approval would they?" says Edis of Kuttner, Miskiw and Thurlbeck and phone 
hacking. 

Brooks is asked about Sun journalist asking her to pay Jordan Barber, and MOD official. 

"In reality x should have told you" establishes Saunders: "Yes he should" says Brooks. 

Edis asks about the missing boxes, and Charlie's bags: "You knew nothing of them. And they had nothing to do with you?" 
"Yes" 

"You were running your world... you were the boss" "I was chief executive" "And before that the editor" says Edis. 

"Your evidence has been a carefully presented and prepared script and bears little relation to the truth these offences" RB "No, 
it isn't" 

Texts between Blair and Brooks on eve of her arrest http://twitter.com/GaetanPortal/status/443741429513605120/photo/1HT 
@GaetanPortal @NicoHines 

Jonathan Laidlaw QC now starts with a re-examination of his client Rebekah Brooks. 

Rebekah Brooks final questions by her Counsel 

Jonathan Laidlaw QC final questions to Brooks 

Laidlaw says his cross examination will not be much more than an hour. He asks about Brooks "character": she has no 
previous convictions 

Brooks was arrested after the incident with Ross Kemp and kept overnight in police cells, but not even questioned. 

Laidlaw turns to the example of Saddam Anthrax story when she paid a public official 

Brooks confirms that source on Anthrax story was arrested for breaking the Official Secrets Act. 

Laidlaw re-examines on the Sophie Wessex story 

Laidlaw turns to Mulcaire notes on Sophie Rees Jones, future Countess of Wessex. 

Laidlaw says the tasking for Mulcaire on Sophie Wessex came between two successive NOTW stories about her business 
dealings. 

Laidlaw turns to the Milly Dowler story and Brooks' defence statement. 

Laidlaw asks whether following passage reflects Brooks' interest in the Milly Dowler story. He reads whole paragraph. 

"The defendant had not taken a special interest in the story of Amanda Dowler" says written statement. Laidlaw asks "has 
changed at all?" 

"Obviously it changed in July 2011 when I heard Milly Dowler's phone had been accessed," says Brooks. Laidlaw "That's not 
what I meant" 

Laidlaw apologises to Brooks for being unclear: "You've been in the witness box a long time" 

"At the time I was interested in the disappearance of Milly Dowler, but not in the same way as Sarah's Law" says Brooks. 

Laidlaw says that at the time Brooks didn't think Dowler disappearance "a predatory paedophile... as turned out to be tragically 
true" 
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Brooks says she wouldn't have shared police 'off the record' briefings with readers until a public statement. She talks of 
Shannon Matthews 

Saunders intervenes over police tip-offs: "Does it affect the way you report it?" Brooks: "People got quite angry over Shannon 
Matthews" 

Laidlaw asks about unsent 2004 love letter from Brooks to Coulson and context of Milly Dowler in April 2002. 

Edis had said "if a deputy editor had been committing a crime he might not tell his editor.... but he might tell her if he trusted 
her" 

Laidlaw addresses "issue of deputy editor committing crime while editor is away on holiday... what is your response to that?" 

Brooks says "no" to a question of coming back to work and finding a deputy up to no good. 

"If someone's hiding something from you it's hard..." says Brooks. Laidlaw rephrases the question. 

"Were there ever occasions when things had occurred or not occurred" when you were away as editor, asks Laidlaw. Brooks 
"Can't think of any" 

"As a deputy editor you're always trying to get a great paper out, I might not have agreed with some of the splashes" says 
Brooks. 

Laidlaw says the prosecution is alleging that Coulson knew of Milly Dowler phone. "Did anyone... share that info when you 
were away?" "No" 

Brooks says it's "hypothetical" but she couldn't see a scenario that doesn't lead to "calling the police straight away". 

Laidlaw "would your relationship with Andy Coulson made any difference? Brooks "I think I would have been angrier still" 

Laidlaw turns to the Goodman/Mulcaire sentencing hearing at Old Bailey in January 2007. 

Edis had previously shown court transcript from Jan 2007: everything is recorded and made available to transcribers. 

Brooks says she never had a copy of court transcript - "I don't remember it". She accepts the Sun had a reporter at the hearing. 

Brooks tells Laidlaw she can't remember who covered it for the Sun. "I probably would have seen their copy" says Brooks. 

Laidlaw says the 2007 judge did not say Mulcaire's contract was for "private detective work" but did say retainer in place for 5 
years. 

Laidlaw quotes Judge in Mulcaire/Goodman sentencing: "There is no dispute in case of Mulcaire that I should make any 
confiscation order" 

"My memory was that activities between Goodman and Mulcaire... was for private detective work," says Brooks. 

Now onto email deletion in Laidlaw's re-exam of Brooks. 

Laidlaw addresses prosecution claim that email deletion was "manipulated" by Brooks and only legal intervention stopped her 
"skullduggery" 

Laidlaw cites NI email saying no emails should be destroyed "no matter how compromising they may be" Brooks signed off on 
this policy. 

John Chapman, head of legal affairs, writes to Cheeseborough with details of exceptions to email deletion. 

October 2010 email excepts certain NOTW journos and others from email deletion because of ongoing litigation and 
competition law. 

Brooks confirms Will Lewis was appointed by her and reported to her: in 2011 he and Chapman showed 3 emails that closed 
NOTW 

Brooks was "ultimately responsible" for internal NI inquiries which exposed - through legal disclosure - these emails 

Laidlaw asks about Brooks email "Yes to Jan 10. Clean sweep" He says prosecution were implying all emails including 
exception deleted. 

Justice Saunders establishes the 'carve out' email groups actually post date the clean sweep email. Brooks says it had been 
discussed before 

Laidlaw re-examines on the Max Clifford issue 

Laidlaw says the Edis claimed "one million pounds paid to Max Clifford.... was something of a gift" 

Brooks accepts that "one of the motives" for Max Clifford payout was to stop Mulcaire "naming names" but partly "commercial" 

"I am hoping Max's objective... is to recreate his commercial relationship with us or humiliate us in court" says NI internal email 

Brooks says Clifford's objective was to "re-establish a commercial relationship" 

Laidlaw turns to legal note which records Colin Myler asking what Farrer's external lawyer recommended "another bash for 
Max" 

Legal note talks about Clifford "he may have four or five good stories... so and pound;200k would be cheap" Laidlaw asks: 
"Does that establish value" 

"Four or five stories could cost more than that," says Brooks of Clifford payment. She says she knew "much more" than external 
lawyer. 
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Saunders asks Brooks if she aware about lawyer's nervousness about any documentary evidence of the deal with Clifford. She 
thinks she was. 

Brooks is asked about the integrity of John Chapman, legal director: Brooks said he heard "he was very very good" 

Neither Chapman nor external lawyer ever said unwritten deal with Clifford was "improper" 

Saunders wants to give Brooks the opportunity to address the 'cover up' allegation about post Mulcaire. She agrees 'damage 
limitation' 

Saunders: "Did you know... that were only five other victims Mulcaire was being dealt with?" "yes," says Brooks. 

Brooks agrees she knew the court case hadn't dealt with full number of victims at NOTW in 2007. 

Brooks agrees she was involved in damage limitation while she was at the Sun in offering Goodman a job. 

"There you are, a campaigning journalist at the Sun... you don't like coverups, damage limitations do you?" asks Saunders. 

"The fact you were prepared to get involved at editor of the Sun" says Saunders of Goodman: "the suggestion is you yourself 
were involved" 

"I felt very comfortable for years... I had no need to worry about my own position" says Brooks. "When I was told about 
Goodman by my boss 

"So why get involved at that stage? Why involve yourself as an editor of another Newspaper?" asks Saunders. "I was very loyal 
to the company 

"It didn''t matter where you came from, how you spoke... I was very loyal to Mr Hinton... Northern Boy made good" says Brooks. 

"So what you did was out of loyalty to the company" says Saunders. Brooks says she was "diplomatic" - Hinton valued that. 

Saunders "wasn't it something worth digging into... the Guardian certainly thought that?" Brooks: "The police had told me that" 

Brooks said that the police in 2006 never gave her any indication that phone hacking at NOTW went beyond Clive Goodman. 

Laidlaw turns to the 10 missing devices and a "recently discovered iPad" - Laidlaw calls it "Julie's iPad" 

Edis intervenes: "can we make sure this evidence is admissible" Laidlaw reminds Brooks he doesn't want any hearsay 
evidence on this. 

Brooks remembers giving Julie Duffy, her new PA, an iPad - who joined her in early October 2011 - "pretty early on" 

Brooks explains "what Julie said to me she'd been watching the news" Edis intervenes. Brooks says Julie jogged her memory. 

Brooks says when the existence of the iPad came to her attention she told Angus McBride. It's now with the police. 

Last topic is texts, says Laidlaw, turning to the new evidence shown to the jury today. 

Laidlaw turns to the Blair/Brooks texts and "others" on the Friday and Saturday before her arrest. Brooks can't find the bundle. 

Brooks explains she saw texts when they were sent her, but have only seen these during the course of her evidence - a file 
before weekend 

Laidlaw will explain in due course where these texts were from. 

Laidlaw wants to introduce two new texts into the defence bundle - "right at the very end" 

Texts from 10/07/11 the last Sunday before Brooks was arrested. They were found in the inbox of her phone. 

Laidlaw says the timing of the texts could be an hour out because of GMT. 

In previous evidence Brooks said she met James Murdoch that lunchtime and Rupert Murdoch later than Sunday. 

Laidlaw talks about Cheryl Carter's trip to Jubilee Barn to "see her mum" Brooks says she knew nothing of Cheryl's activities 

The texts Laidlaw adduces are from Cheryl and her mother. Brooks explains the role of Joel Klein on the MSC 

"Joel Klein called.... Having lunch with Deborah and Hazel" says Carter texts. The latter two are Brooks' mother and her friend. 

Second text from Brooks' mother talks about Cheryl's visit and how she is now feeding pigs. 

Laidlaw has one final point. 

Laidlaw refers to the June 2011 email asking to talk to Ross Kemp about phone hacking. 

Brooks had seen Kemp's name in notes shown to her by police; "There were some other names" says Brooks. 

Brooks says she "might have told her mum" about her appearing in notes. She can't remember if she spoke to Jane Moore, and 
friends of Ross' 

A A Gill was mentioned in this Mulcaire note. "He and Ross were good friends": Nicola Formby was also mentioned. 

Saunders thanks Brooks and jury: 10 am tomorrow morning. 
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Thursday 13 March 2014 

Summary 

Rebekah Brooks Case continues with Defence Witnesses 
Defence Witnesses Annette Witheridge - Former NOTW Journalist 
Prosecution Cross Examines Annette Witheridge 
Defence Witnesses Deborah Weir - Rebekah Brooks' Mother 
Prosecution Cross Examines Deborah Weir 
Defence Witnesses Statement Eve Carlton Giles - Partner at Kingsley Napley 
Defence Witness of Character Statement - Claire Formby 
Defence Witness of Character Statement - Peter Greengross 
Defence Witness of Character Statement - Francie Clarkson 

Rebekah Brooks Case continues with Defence Witnesses 

Defence Witnesses Annette Witheridge - Former NOTW Journalist 

Jonathan Laidlaw QC, counsel for Rebekah Brooks calls two witnesses: first is Annette Witheridge 

Witheridge takes the oath. She is a journalist from the Midlands, and then moved to London, worked at the News of the World 
87-94 

Witheridge worked on both features and news at NOTW: she moved to New York in 1994 

Witheridge first met Greg Miskiw when he worked at the People/Mirror and then he came to NOTW. 

Witheridge freelanced for NOTW: "many times Greg would commission me" she says of Miskiw. 

Witheridge says she would talk to Thurlbeck and work on stories. She's known Clive Goodman for many years too. 

Witheridge says she was friends with Clive Goodman "we've known each other a long time" 

Laidlaw cites an NOTW article 02/06/02 about McCartney Mills dispute 

"As everyone, indeed the world knows, this case is about allegations of phone hacking," says Laidlaw, asking Witheridge about 
her knowledge 

"I'd never heard of it," says Witheridge of phone hacking in 2002. "I'd never heard of the possibility you could hack phone 
messages" 

Witheridge says the first time she ever heard of phone hacking was when Cive Goodman was arrested. 

Witheridge says her and Brooks "were colleagues briefly in London. I was in the news room. Rebekah would have been in 
feature department" 

"We have mutual friends," says Witheridge of Brooks. She's had no professional or social contact with Brooks since 2002 

Laidlaw says that it's been suggested the source of this story was a "phone hack". Witheridge says the police phone her up 
about it. 

Witheridge says the police contacted her in July 2012 via a managing editor that DC Andrea Fletcher wanted to talk to her. She 
called back 

Witheridge said the Weeting detective was interested in the McCartney Mills story. They provided a copy of the story. 

Witheridge says she wasn't asked for a formal witness statement until December 2013 - after DC Fletcher gave evidence 
02/12/13 

"Quite vivid" says Witheridge of her memory of this story: "I got on a plane and travelled to Miami. After Sept 11.... it was quite 
nice" 

"At last I'm going to Miami and do a celebrity story" says Witheridge of the McCartney article. She'd been reporting before 9/11 
victims 

"Someone at the night desk said there was a tip off from a man in Florida, his wife worked in a beauty salon," says Witheridge. 

"They said 'we've got a story' would they be interested.." says Witheridge. Wife at hotel had told husband who phone news orgs 
to sell story 

Witheridge "I was given the man's number, I would have certainly called him before I left. Can we have lunch... I'm wearing 
these clothers" 

Witheridge says she only keeps her notebooks for seven years: Saunders says Witheridge doesn't have to name source. She's 
forgotten anyway 

Witheridge met source in shopping mall outside the hotel in Miami. 

Witheridge has "no recollection" of negotiating the deal: she thinks that had been agreed in advance with NOTW night desk. 

The met in a restaurant called the Cheesecake Factory, Witheridge says of her source. 

Witheridge 'seems to recall' a conversation about how the source got to the News of the World. 
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"The source was his wife who works at the Beauty Salon.... the fight was the talk of the hotel," says Witheridge. "She wouldn't 
go on record 

Witheridge says he provided names of manager who flew back to UK with the ring, the security guard that found it. 

Witheridge says she didn't meet the wife. Instead she spoke security guard and get a quote. "The manager didn't particularly 
want to talk" 

Witheridge met a security guard who happened to be beneath the hotel window when McCartney threw the ring out. 

A photographer flew down to Miami the next day to meet Witheridge and take snaps of the hotel. 

Laidlaw asks how much of the NOTW would have been written by her. "I would have written the story.... first half.... all the 
quotes..." 

Witheridge says the bottom last column "would be background added in London". Louise Osborne, a staffer in London, credited 
on by line. 

Witheridge says she would have charged about $800 plus expenses: taxis, flights, hotel, dinners - estimates $2.5k. 

Laidlaw cites Macca Ring Story Txt payments and expenses to Big Apple - Witheridge's company at the time 

Sharon Sweeney was the freelance photographer sent down to cover the Macca rings story. 

Prosecution Cross Examines Annette Witheridge 

Edis cross examines: establishes the fees to Witheridge and Shannon, but no one knows who Samantha Edri is who was also 
paid about and pound;2k 

Total cost of the story was about and pound;6k. Edis: "You never met anyone called Samantha Edri in relation to this story?" 
Witheridge: "No" 

Edis asks about Witheridge's recollection of conversation with night editor: "It's not great. It was 12 years ago". 

Witheridge says she's always interested how foreigners would contact British newspapers. "I believe he said he called the 
National Inquirer" 

Witheridge says there were free phones to call NI and the Mirror. National Inquirer told source to call the NOTW. 

The night news editor at NOTW "wasn't someone I knew" says Witheridge. 

Witheridge says she "would have copied him into overnight memo" for the Macca rings story commission 

Witheridge confirms that she could stand the story up with plenty of sources. Edis finishes. Saunders than Annette Witheridge 

Defence Witnesses Deborah Weir - Rebekah Brooks' Mother 

Laidlaw calls Rebekah Brooks' mother - Deborah Weir 

Weir takes the oath. "I'm not going to ask you anything about Rebekah, or your feelings about the trial," says Laidlaw. 

Laidlaw says he wants to focus on "two or three topics" in the lead up to Brooks' address. 

Weir has copies of texts and emails and a statement she made to Angus McBride, Brooks' Kingsley Napley lawyer. 

04/07/11 is the first date for a document for Weir, Brooks' mother: the day the Milly Dowler story broke in the Guardian 

Laidlaw points out that Brooks was at an IVF clinic that day. 

Weir was living in a farmhouse in Cheshire at that time in 2011. 

Weir confirms she knows Cheryl Carter. 

Weir calls Cheryl "CC" - she'd know her ever since Carter worked for Brooks: "We became great friends..." 

Weir says she'd see Cheryl Carter in London: "I didn't see her a lot. I talked to her a lot... on the phone." 

Weir saw Carter a couple times in Cheshire when Brooks was absent. 

04/07/11 texts show Weir calling Brooks "Becky" and arranging meeting at IVF clinic. 

Weir says the IVF appointment last about an hour. She recalls the breaking story of Milly Dowler that night. 

"Going to bed. News so awful" Laidlaw notes of this texts between Brooks and her mother over Milly Dowler. 

"Please don't watch the news, mum" says one Brooks text from this period. Weir says it was "not easy" to get hold of her. 

We're now on 06/07/11 with more texts between Rebekah Brooks and her mother Deborah Weir. 

Weir offers to come down to London to support Brooks in this week in July 2011. 

Weir says she was always up early "because of the cattle": Laidlaw cites another email from the 08/07/11 about coming down 
to London. 

Weir talks about her cattle farm, and how she needed to get her cow nuts from Gibson's Mill 

"A little breath of country in the mists of London," says Saunders of Weir's farm. 

Weir explains that she normally leaves after milking when she travels down to London: got to Jubilee Barn around lunchtime. 
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Weir thinks Brooks came home in the evening the night NOTW was shut: "I think it would be late... can't remember... in the 
evening" 

Laidlaw turns to the Sunday 10/07/11 "for reasons the jury understand an important day": Weir says they left that morning. 

"I have dealt with this with Angus" says Weir of McBride, and the Brooks' departure "To see Mr Murdoch... could have been 
James" 

Weir says that Cheryl Carter and her husband Geoff came to lunch that day. 

"I am 70" says Weir of not understanding Laidlaw's question. Saunders jokes "I'm not that old" but he doesn't understand it 
either. Laughter 

Weir made Mr and Mrs Carter lunch: "the only thing she brought... was jam or marmalade for David. May have brought biscuits" 

"Did she bring any boxes?" asks Laidlaw show pictures of archive boxes. "Anything like this?" Weir: "Certainly not. Not at all" 

More texts and emails between Brooks and her mother cited. "You looked well on TV with Mr M" - Weir means Rupert Murdoch 

Weir text talks of Brooks helping up a journalist who had been jostled by media coverage of her and Murdoch 10/07/11 

Weir had tea in bed, and stopped for hot chocolate on the way back to Cheshire on 11/07/11 

Brooks texts back to her mother on that Monday "Don't look at the papers or watch the TV" 

No, Weir must still be Oxfordshire. She cooks Charlie's breakfast on the Wednesday. A driver picked her up and took Weir to 
Euston. 

Weir remembers Brooks' resignation on 15/07/11: she was planning to go back down to Oxfordshire. 

"I didn't want her to resign" says Weir of her daughter that week. "I must have been asked to go, because I knew what would 
happen" 

"They wanted me there for a delivery" says Weir. She was shocked at the resignation. Charlie telephoned her to explain. 

Weir explains that Enstone Manor is only about 20 mins away from Jubilee Barn by car. 

Weir came down to Oxfordshire on 16/07/11 - stayed with Charlie's mother. She didn't see Brooks that weekend. "She was 
busy" Weir was told 

Weir says: "I think Jeremy Clarkson called a some point" during that weekend. She describes journalists at the top of the drive. 

Weir says she saw Brooks at Enstone on the day of her arrest 17/07/11: Charlie called on Brooks' phone. 

Weir followed Charlie to Enstone Manor in her jeep. Brooks was having a bath. Weir was upset. Muhammad didn't know how to 
work cooker 

Mark Hanna helped Weir cook breakfast that morning at Enstone Manor. 

Hanna accompanies Weir back to Jubilee Barn that morning. 

A lawyer was waiting a Jubilee Barn says Weir: "I was told police were going to come at 10 am that morning, they came at five" 

William Clegg QC, counsel for Hanna, has some questions for Weir about Hanna's "cooking the bacon" that morning 

"He put the bacon in a frying pan and squashed it with a spatula" explains Weir of Hanna. She'd never met him before. 

Weir didn't realise Hanna was in charge of all the security, she tells Clegg. "I was quite upset," says Weir. 

Weir thinks Hanna was alone in his car, driving ahead. She can't recall if there was another car. "There could have been. Didn't 
notice it" 

Weir says Hanna never went the whole way to the Barn with her. "No one came to the building only myself". 

Prosecution Cross Examines Deborah Weir 

Edis for the prosecution has some questions for Weir over 10/07/11 driving herself in her own car down to Oxfordshire with her 
dog Tommy. 

"I was on my own... unless Hazel was with me" says Weir. Edis: "Do you remember that day?" Weir: "Hazel could have been 
with me" 

Edis moves onto the Sunday 10/07/11: Weir says she didn't know Cheryl was coming. Never visited at Jubilee Barn before 

Weir confirms Carter arrived 'unannounced': Weir knew Geoff Carter and went to Mr Carter's 40th birthday. 

Weir can remember Carter putting her arms round her. She can't remember if anyone else for lunch "we did have people 
popping in" 

Weir is shown an extract from Brooks' Blackberry with emails. 12.23 message from Carter says "Having lunch with Deborah 
and Hazel" 

Weir says she thinks Carter stayed for an hour/hour and a half. Weir says she's never been to Carter's home. 

Edis asks Weir of Carter: "how do you know she didn't bring anything". "I would have seen her come into the barn" says Weir. 

"Did she have any notebooks with beauty clippings in them?" asks Edis. Weir: "No I don't remember that" 

Weir tells Edis she'd been to Enstone Manor before with the doctor, Muhammad. She'd been visiting the area since 2007 
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"So you know the area well?" asks Edis. "Not particularly well... I went the same way to the Barn" says Weir, who has been 
driving 50 years 

"Have you ever driven to Enstone, it's not easy at all to find" says Weir 

Weir says she goes the farm shop and Chipping Norton when she stays at Jubilee Barn. 

"You didn't need any help in finding Jubilee Barn did you" says Edis of following Hanna back. "I wanted to get back quickly to 
see police" 

"I didn't think twice actually. I don't think you understand how I was feeling my daughter had just been arrested" Weir says. 

"You were able to drive yourself and you knew the way" says Edis. "Were there more than one car driving along the driveway?" 

"I can't believe you're asking me this" Weir protests. Saunders intervenes and asks Weir if she remembers. 

Edis: "How far do you say Mark Hanna went down the driveway to Jubilee Barn" Weir replies: "Half a mile to where the road 
divides" 

Weir says there were vehicles she thought were press, and one security van. 

"Did you pass him" Edis asks of Hanna. "I must have done because he was in front of him," says Weir. 

"It was quite traumatic for me as well as Rebekah" says Weir of that Sunday Brooks was arrested. 

Weir thinks it was probably Charlie who told her police would be coming. Lawyer introduced himself to her when she returned. 

"Mark Hanna wasn't there to give you moral support because he didn't talk to you," says Edis. "No he wasn't" says Weir. 

"I haven't got a lasting memory of him" says Weir of Hanna, "I got out to meet the solicitor at Jubilee Barn." 

Edis says he has no questions about the first page of texts. But on the second page, when Weir is making arrangements to 
come down on 9th. 

Weir confirms Brooks left around 11.45 to meet James and Rupert Murdoch on 10/07/11. Another text 13.54 saying Carter just 
gone. 

Weir thinks Carter and her husband arrived about noon. 

Weir explains the topography of Jubilee and Castle Barn - the latter where Charlie's mother lives - who "popped in and out all 
the time" 

14/07/11 around 4.30 Carter emails Weir about delivery of furniture to barn on Saturday and "IT boys" on the Monday. 

"They wouldn't send the IT boys when I was there. I wouldn't understand it" says Weir. Edis "You wouldn't need to understand 
to let them in" 

Weir says she thinks the furniture was from Rebekah's office and it never came because she wasn't allowed to move it. 

Edis asks if the mention in Weir's text "they could pay" for the office" "Nothing to do with News International" Weir says. 

"I very rarely asked Rebekah about the paper in all the years she was there. I just wanted her to be happy and well," says Weir 

Edis ends his cross examination. No further questions. Junior Counsel for Brooks is going to read some statements, says 
Laidlaw. 

Defence Witnesses Statement Eve Carlton Giles - Partner at Kingsley Napley 

Witness statement of Eve Carlton Giles read out before the jury: a 7 page statement. 

This is from a partner at Kingsley Napley who acts on Operation Elveden since end of Jan 2013. 

This lawyer has produced documents on Sun articles on armed forces for the defence jury bundles. 

This statement effectively explains the methodology of defence jury bundles. 

Defence Witness of Character Statement - Claire Formby 

Three witnesses of character to be read to the jury for Rebekah Brooks. 

Claire Formby is the first character witness: from fashion Brand 'Me and M': met Brooks 9 years ago. Many holidays, book club. 

Formby talks about the first time she met Brooks: "editor of Sun so could only be an awful person... but I was wrong" 

"I went from being intimidate to being totally at ease" writes Formby of her qualities of humour, warmth, and "strong family 
values" 

"If ever I should find myself in trouble Rebekah would be the first person I would turn to" concludes Formby. 

Defence Witness of Character Statement - Peter Greengross 

Peter Greengross, a fellow of RCS, writes of knowing Brooks for six years. 

Greengross says when he first met Rebekah he did not know who she was: she never told him until asked. Great with his two 
kids. 

"Contrary to the usual stereotype of tabloid editor... someone who would never hurt anyone... fiercely intelligent, 
compassionate" 
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Defence Witness of Character Statement - Francie Clarkson 

Francie Clarkson, who has managed her husband's media career for 20 years, has written a character reference. First met 
when Brooks NOTW. 

Clarkson remembers Brooks concern for McCann's and Sarah's Law: co-founder of Help for Heroes with the Sun's support for 
wounded soldiers 

Francie Clarkson also writes of Brooks "she is the most loyal, kind and trusted person I've ever met" 

Break till 2pm Saunders tells the jury "when we'll move onto someone else's case" 
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Wednesday 7 May 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Present Admissions for Rebekah Brooks 
Further evidence on Rebekah Brooks 

The Prosecution Present Admissions for Rebekah Brooks 

Further evidence on Rebekah Brooks 

Bryant Heron reads out further admissions. Brooks defence bundles are true documents. 

Admissions says that Brooks' Blackberry was seized by police on 17/07/11 - some was legally privileged to her or NI. 

Disk CP7 from Brooks' blackberry has 8,000 emails from June July 2011, and hundreds of texts from same period 

The texts recovered include the ones between Brooks and Tony Blair: other individuals around the time of her arrest 

Jury are shown a table of Brooks' phone texts that goes on for several pages 

A five page schedule shows the emails and texts to her mother in July 2011 

Miskiw and Mulcaire were in extensive contact in 2006 

Fingerprints of Thurlbeck were found on microcassettes recovered from NI safe. 

Members of the Royal Household were not asked to provide fingerprints. 

On Dan Evans and Daniel Craig: there is no record of Craig's DDMs 

On Dan Evans palm pilot was a Dec 2005 number for Sienna Miller 

Police divers searched the area around Canary Wharf where Dan Evans claimed he threw his phones 

An Apple Ipad was received by Brooks team on 17/02/14 - then named 'Julie's iPad' - her new PA 

The same iPad by MAC number is listed on missing devices as a snapshot from the Jubilee Barn router 

This was formerly known as Rebekah's iPad - not on NI asset lists. Discovered by police on application to Apple registered 
07/04/11 

The iPad has been forensically analysed - but not 'jail breaked'. No data recovered earlier than 27/09/12 

Two email accounts were found on the iPad: for Brooks in 2012-13 and her PA 

An email chain between Annette Witheridge email and police officer in 2012 wrongly marked this "not disclosable" 

Laidlaw notices a typo and another error: Brooks 8000 emails recovered by police cover period from 30/05/11 to 17/07/12 

Saunders explains there's a transcriber in the witness box. 
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Thursday 13 March 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Clive Goodman Begins 
Clive Goodman's Defence Case proceeds that of Andy Coulson 
David Spens QC Opens Clive Goodman's Defense Case 
Goodman's Career at News of the World 
Count 2 - The Purchase of Royal Internal Telephone Directories 

The Defence of Clive Goodman Begins 

Clive Goodman's Defence Case proceeds that of Andy Coulson 

Back at the #hackingtrial after the lunch break with a new defendant about to go into the witness box. 

BREAKING: Justice Saunders explains to the jury there's been a change in the order of defendants. Clive 
Goodman precedes Coulson 

Saunders says it's in the "interests of justice" that Goodman precedes Coulson because he may be asked about phone 
hacking. 

Saunders says that it is his decision not Mr Goodman's to put him before Coulson. 

David Spens QC Opens Clive Goodman's Defense Case 

Clive Goodman, former Royal Reporter for NOTW, takes the oath. He's not been in the best of health explains Saunders. 

David Spens QC questions his client Clive Goodman. 

Goodman has had an operation to correct an irregular heartbeat, and still has hypertension. He's had an operation for a 
cataract in his eye. 

Saunders asks Spens to keep some gaps in his questions and answers. 

Goodman explains he got married on June 10 2006 in his second marriage: he has a 9 year old daughter from second 
marriage. 

Goodman's wife works in the city, she's effectively the sole bread winner. 

Goodman explains his first wife left the household in November 2001, He met his second wife to be in 2002 

The decree absolute and financial settlement of first marriage was in 2003. 

Goodman left school at 18, went into Kentish Times a series of newspapers in Kent. Saunders asks Goodman to keep his voice 
up 

Goodman was trained for 2 years 1977-79. Then he freelanced, some casual work around Fleet St. 

Goodman's Career at News of the World 

Goodman joined Daily Mail in 1985 on Old Fleet Street: worked with Nigel Dempster for a year. Then offered job at NOTW with 
them Royal Ed. 

He started at NOTW at Wapping in 1986 on a salary of and pound;26k 

Goodman became Royal Editor in 2000. 

Spens goes back to the death of Diana in 1997 and the ages of Harry and William at the time. 

Goodman says "almost instantly" the media made an agreement not to follow the Royal Princes until they'd finished full time 
education. 

Goodman says this restriction applied until Prince William went to Sandhurst in 2006. Prince Harry went there in 2005 

"It had a very depressive effect on Royal Reporting..." says Goodman: "All we were left to write about was Camilla and 
Charles." 

Goodman went to conferences at NOTW while he was Royal Editor. Promoted in 2001 by Rebekah Brooks as Assistant 
Editor. 

Goodman says he was working directly to the editor then, and not to the news desk. He attended conferences. His work filed 
thru newsdesk 

"The News desk couldn't tell you what to do?" asks Spens. "No," says Goodman, 

Spens has a bundle for the jury with samples of Goodman's work. "Just the one bundle," asks Saunders. "Yes, mercifully" says 
Spens. 

This bundle has an index, explains David Spens QC for Goodman to the jury. 

Jury shown the last edition of News of the World - it says it's been running for 168 years. In the supplement are the top 48 
stories 
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Four of these top 48 stories from commemorative News of the World are attributable to Goodman 

Camilla, the death of Princess Margaret and the Queen Mother are among these top four stories authored by Goodman. 

14/01/03 Andy Coulson appointed editor of NOTW. Another journalist is mentioned who arrived after Coulson. 

For legal reasons I can't name this NOTW journalist "who didn't like" Goodman: "aggressive". "I found my position further down 
graded" 

"In conferences the pecking order is quite important" Goodman had been 4th or 5th but then was put "behind Jamie Oliver 
recipes" if at all 

Goodman explained that he was "further demoted... at the beck and call of the news desk" around 01/07/05 

Goodman kept his title as assistant editor - but stories now in gift of news editor "I had not control whatsoever... no court of 
appeal" 

01/11/05 Goodman was further demoted. "There was a row in the office. I'd been due to go to America to follow Charles and 
Parker Bowles" 

Goodman says he was accredited to go on the US trip but asked to be excused as his wife had an urgent business trip. 

Coulson was "quite cross. Told me I was off the trip. Appointed another NOTW journalist Royal Reporter" says Goodman. 

"Shortly after... the news editor told me (new reporter) would be responsible for young royals.... quite a massive chunk of my 
reporting" 

Goodman talks of another NOTW journalist who went over to another Sunday and then returned with a promotion. 

Goodman then had to report directly to this NOTW journalist who returned. 

Goodman describes this NOTW journalist as "very aggressive and a bully... stories were never good enough... they just 
withered and died" 

"He had a conference on a Tuesday morning, and he dressed me down 'there's got to be a bigger story" says Goodman. 

Goodman got on with Brooks "very well" when she was NOTW editor: they worked together on a story of Prince Harry smoking 
cannabis 

Goodman says Brooks "wasn't very interested in getting into feuds and spats" 

Goodman and Coulson had joint friend called Chris Blythe: he died and memorial service brought them together: went to each 
other's weddings 

Goodman says apart from "events to do with death of Chris" he and Coulson didn't really socialise. 

Goodman says Coulson became "aggressive and bullying" when he became editor "forever being berated for lack of quality of 
my stories" 

"These things sound quite petty, but they were meant to degrade you in the eyes of other people in the newspaper" says 
Goodman of Coulson 

Goodman talks about Sean Hoare as one of Coulson's best friends: "When he became a difficult person at office he was pretty 
much sacked." 

Goodman explains that "Andy was a showbusiness reporter.... who started at Bizarre showbusiness desk..... not hard news" 

"Investigations, gritty show business stuff" says Goodman of hard news. The other NOTW journalist had worked in hard news 
and features. 

"He was very old school, from the 80s, when Kelvin Mackenzie was editor of Sun, thought the best way of getting stuff....was 
aggression" 

"He liked action, action, action all the time" Goodman says of other NOTW journo "like dogs chasing cars" 

Goodman says he was well regarded before editorial bosses changed: had the record for most front page splashes at NOTW 
before then. 

Jury are shown a picture from "Headlines in Histor" from the Newseum in Washington affiliated to the Smithsonian with 
Goodman's work 

"He didn't like me, he made it his business to tell everyone he didn't" says Goodman of new arrival above him at NOTW. 

"Stories are driven by contacts, not running around like a headless chicken so we had a real clash of cultures" says Goodman 
of new arrival 

"He had quite a list of characters he didn't like" says Goodman, naming Sean Hoare among others. He would diss them at 
conference. 

Goodman says his relationship with Coulson was good before the new arrival: got worse "You could see the influence on Andy 
all the time" 

Goodman says Coulson tried to prove himself tougher than this new arrival, and this had a "corrosive relationship" 

Goodman describes Kuttner as "difficult... not just to me... just difficult" He would "arbitrarily cut" money to sources. 

"It's not very productive" says Goodman of Kuttner: "It wasn't just me" 
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Goodman says she only saw Carter on the way to see Brooks "helpful, nice" he describes her. 

Goodman is asked about Greg Miskiw: no professional difficulties with him. 

Goodman talks about the various roles of Neville Thurlbeck. They worked together for years "a very straightforward chap" says 
Goodman 

Goodman has known James Weatherup since they both started at NOTW. No professional problems: "Very straightforward" 

Goodman is asked about another NOTW journalist named in Dan Evans' evidence. Goodman worked for him on book 
serialisations when suspended 06 

Spens turns to an 22/07/05 email about Sienna Miller, and then Earl Spenser which mentions Goodman. 

Goodman was being consulted over the Jude Law story because the nanny had worked for Earl Spenser. 

Goodman talks about Dan Evans: "I didn't even know he was a contemporary of mine": never worked nor socialised with him. 

Spens asks about the "culture of NOTW between 2003 and 2006" Goodman "extraordinarily competitive, extraordinarily fast 
bullying, menacing" 

"Not only were we competitive with other papers, but with each other - departments, reporters... an extreme drive for results" 
says Goodman 

Goodman says the by line count mean you'd be "hauled over the coals" if you didn't deliver. Competition encouraged by 
management 

Goodman talks of Mazer Mahmood about a household name model "suggestion was she was working as upmarket prostitute in 
Europe" 

"Maz set up one of his fake Sheikh operations - independent of news - so NOTW journo phone model's agent and warned her" 
says Goodman 

Goodman says this is an example of the level of internal competition between news and investigations. 

Goodman talks about rivalry between NOTW journos "you're really only as good as the contacts you have"; He had offer from 
Mirror for job 

Goodman told Marunchak of job offer at Mirror. Marunchak knew Goodman met his contact. "He put a PI from Southern 
Investigations..." 

Goodman alleges PI tracked contact and then Marunchak threatened to expose contact if he to Mirror. 

Goodman remembers being "berated" by Kuttner for performance, even though he had 7 front pages of NOTW and spread 
inside on Di's bodyguard 

29/11/06 Goodman pleads guilty at this court. 26/01/07 Sentenced to 4 months in prison 05/02/07 dismissed by NOTW 

Goodman released from prison in late Feb 2007. 02/03/07 Goodman gave notice of internal appeal against NOTW for unfair 
dismissal 

30/05/07 Goodman's appeal rejected. Settlement in July 2007 from NOTW for and pound;140k 

Goodman says this was about a year and half salary at the time in 2007 

Goodman says he didn't get work for a year: then some casual work for Daily Star and some from an Austrian based 
newsagency. 

Goodman says he was on about a quarter of his former salary though working 7 days a week. 

Goodman explains that he was arrested again in July 2011 and lost his job at the Daily Star. Central European News work 
dried up 

Goodman says he's been the sole carer of his nine year old daughter, doing school run and Brownie run. 

Count 2 - The Purchase of Royal Internal Telephone Directories 

Count 2, explains Spens, the purchase of Royal Internal Telephone Directories - one published in Sept 02. A Green Book from 
same year. 

Count 2, explains Spens, involves the purchase of an ITD (internal telephone directory) around May June 2005 

Spens goes to the jury bundle on these two directories. 

This page lists the documents found at Goodman's home in 2006: 7 ITDs and 8 Royal Green Books 

Goodman explains the Royal Green Books - "a directory of names addresses and telephone numbers of senior members of 
Royal Household" 

Goodman confirms some listings contain home numbers of individuals. And "very few... some" mobile numbers. 

01/08/98 Directory shown. August 92 directory no mobile numbers. Sept 97 no mobile numbers. Oct 99 no mobile numbers. 

04/10/2000 is the first time mobile numbers are included in Royal Green Books. Few more in 2001. 

"Farm shop, apothecary, royal accountant, helicopter pilot" have mobile numbers. Few extras the next year Spens notes. 
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Spens points out there were 400 entries in Green Book. Goodman says the internal directories are more for "foot soldiers in 
Royal Household" 

Goodman says "most the information in the directories could be found elsewhere... important that it's gathered together in one 
book" 

BREAKING: Goodman denies every using information in Green Books for either phone hacking or blagging. 

Spens goes through the internal phone directories: only one mobile number by 97, only one in 98, 3 by 99, 6 by 2001, few more 
later years 

ITD's would name 650 members of the Royal Staff says Spens - some contracting and part time jobs not listed says Goodman. 

Goodman says "there are public employees.... private secretaries appear in Green Book... personal employees would appear in 
ITDs" 

Goodman says Green Books contained no personal details "barely any names at all... just job role and numbers" 

"It sounds very Upstairs/Downstairs" says Spens of distinction between Green Books and ITDs: "Yes, Very Downton Abbey' 
says Goodman 

Goodman says he'd use the directories during the deadline for NOTW on Saturday to "put stories to people... out of hours" 

"You could see who's going where, who's up or down" says Goodman of Green Books: "I used them as a glorified phone 
directory" he says 

Of ITDs Goodman says you "could ring Chauffeur. Get around press office and get an honest reaction from them". 

Goodman says they also helped with knowing size of households, and tracking the back stories of employees where they'd 
worked before. 

I can now report that the comments about allegedly aggressive new arrival at NOTW in previous Goodman evidence was Neil 
Wallis 

Back after a break in the #hackingtrial 

Spens resumes his questioning of Goodman: he goes back to a previous document "a bit out of context" 

Spens is back on rivalries: Goodman email from 10/07/01 about "sensitive" sources "not keen on them hanging countersigned 
by desk" 

Goodman talks about the death of Princess Diana. Call in the middle of the night 'Palace press office was quite frankly useless" 

"Using the Green Book I was able to contact Sir Robin Janver, the Queen's private secretary" says Goodman of Diana's death. 

"Through that frank conversation we managed to mobilise press into some kind of strategy" says Goodman of 1 am call to 
Janver. 

Goodman talks about the "apparent lack of respect" shown to Diana and the "stuffy protocol" about flags being at half mast. 

Goodman talks about 20 minute half mast flag at the Palace: he claims a Fireman had done this out of disgusts. Using ITD 
Goodman called him 

Fireman confirmed the incident. This did appear in the newspaper. 

Goodman talks of Sir Michael Peate, who was private secretary to Charles, and the "Big PR campaign around Camilla Parker 
Bowles." 

Goodman "I had his number from the Green Book, I called about 3.30 pm... his wife said he was out walking. I had his mobile 
number from mtg" 

Wife said "he's mobile isn't working but there was a public phone box he stops at at 4pm" says Goodman. He called public box. 
Peate answered 

Goodman talks about staff of Prince Charles selling off foreign gifts: Sir Michael Peate had press conference saying Charles 
very frugal. 

Goodman explains how he used the ITD to "expose" the fact Prince Charles had 3 valets. 

Goodman talks of 21st Birthday of Prince William when a man dressed as Osama Bin Laden crashed the party and stood next 
to him. 

"Using the Green Book I was able to contact household members" says Goodman of getting a "response" about the Bin Laden 
lookalike: 

Goodman: "this was a great scoop - it went over 7 pages" Saunders: "You filled 7 pages with that story. You took 30 seconds to 
explain it" 

Goodman relates another story of "many items of incredibly valuable Georgian silver" being stolen from Palace. Press office 
denied it. 

Goodman: "Using internal telephone director... able to call, to show something had happened and Palace Press office not 
telling the truth" 

Spens asks about the 15 books found in his home in August 2006: he was questioned about them, and whether taken illegally. 

All these exhibits were used in the 2006 case: Goodman not prosecuted for any offence related to that. 
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Goodman says the NOTW already had copies of the Green Book when he arrived there in 1996 

BREAKING: Goodman says two directories came from, Kenneth Stronach, valet to the Prince of Wales - 98 and 93 

Goodman corrects it was 88 Green Book, supplied by Stronach in 1995. First approached by son selling stories to NOTW. 

"It became clear his father was thoroughly fed up with working for the Royal Household, and the Prince of Wales in particular" 
Goodman says 

"He gave the two books as an act of goodwill" says Goodman: He says he never paid any money for them or considered them 
stolen 

BREAKING: Goodman claims Princess Diana gave him one of the Royal Green Books in 1992 

Goodman says the Green Book arrived at NOTW office in an envelope with his name on it. He had no notice of it. 

Princess Diana called later that day asking Goodman whether he received it. "She had a relationship with several journalists" 
says Goodman 

Goodman talks of Diana's other contacts, Bashir, Kaye etc. 

BREAKING: Goodman says Diana wanted him to "see the scale of her husband's household compared to hers.... being 
swamped by his household" 

Goodman says Diana was looking for "an outlet to take them on": "They were quite a powerful organisation: they still are" 

Of the other 12 directories, 9 of these from 1997-2001, Goodman cannot remember who supplied them. 

Goodman says he never gave any thought to whether they were stolen. 

"Not one" of these books says Goodman were procured from a police officer. He never paid anyone for them. 

Goodman says he's never obtained any information or any book from a Royal Protection Officer. 

"Royal Protection Officers are not great fans of journalists, Sunday journalists in particular. We're a distracton" says Goodman 

Goodman says it was not a good relationship with Royal Protection Officers and journalists. Never met one of them socially. 

Goodman says Royal Protection they were "hostile" to him and NOTW: any stories would not be "good news" and "unflattering" 

Goodman talks of Klosters, and invitation to the press to photo the Royal Family. They'd follow bodyguards hoping for lead to 
Parker Bowles 

Goodman explains how the Royal Protection officers hemmed them in and then abandoned their car. 

Goodman explains how he hired house opposite Royals in Mauritius: a flotilla of boats including coastguard and protection 
threatened arrest 

Another example Goodman gives is a canoeing trip in Canada: They found out route. As detective spotted them - ordered them 
to leave. 

"This happened all the time" says Goodman. Relationship with SO 14 officers was "hostile" says Goodman. Back tomorrow at 
10 am 
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Monday 17 March 2014 

Summary 

Clive Goodman's Defence Continues 
Jury Member unwell and is discharged 
Goodman questioned further on the Royal Directories 
Payments to Fake Identities 
Cash payments to sources of Royal Stories 
Goodman questioned on Count 2 - Green Books 
Pressure to get stories 
Goodman claims Piers Morgan exposed source 
Goodman asked about Phone Hacking 

Clive Goodman's Defence Continues 

Jury Member unwell and is discharged 

Jury back in for #hackingtrial 

BREAKING: Justice Saunders explains to the jury at the #hackingtrial that a juror was upset by an incident on Friday and was 
unable to come 

Saunders has discovered this juror has not felt well enough to come today. Saunders had to establish from doctor whether well 
enough 

She is not fit to go on, says Saunders. "It's vital we don't lose any more jurors... very serious matter. Please bear that in mind,' 
he says 

The jury told not to have any further communication with discharged juror. Saunders explains "there were reasons" he couldn't 
explain. 

"You're now a jury of eleven," the #hackingtrial is told by Justice Saunders. 

Goodman questioned further on the Royal Directories 

Clive Goodman is now going to continue with his defence 

David Spens QC continues asking Goodman about royal directories: Goodman says at least two other senior journalists had 
copies. 

Spens goes to the three directories which are subject of Count 2 and 3: the first provided by a contact called 'Farish' says 
Goodman. 

The second source was called Anderson says Goodman. They'd been long term contacts of his. 

"Anderson was in the newspaper industry" says Goodman: "I thought he might be freelance" 

"Clearly they were no use to him," says Goodman of Anderson and Royal Directories. 

Goodman claims Farish also had a newspaper background: something to do with "production" of newspapers rather than 
editorial 

"Lots of sources weren't paid" says Goodman: "Some did it it to express a particular stand... Some did it... just to see their own 
handiwork 

Goodman explains the competition within the NOTW "the paper itself" and how he needed to protect his sources from other 
people in paper 

Payments to Fake Identities 

Goodman explains how you "created an identity" for sources: Anderson was "made up, and name taken from phone book": 
Farish the same. 

"There was nothing deceitful about this, it was simply routine" says Goodman of faking identities for Farish and Anderson. 

Goodman says you could swap identities at time. "Occasionally" others were paid under the Anderson account, especially for 
cash. 

"There were 100s of these identities floating around the credit system... neither Anderson nor Farish account "unique to either 
of them" 

BREAKING: Goodman says cash payments to fake identities was customary for 20 years in NOTW since he arrived in 1986 
and left 2006 

Goodman says NOTW had good sources such as Mark Bolland, soe first contact with Anderson didn't lead to any stories 

Spens takes the jury to a payment schedule for Anderson: 02/01/01 is first payment for a story 

Goodman says he never learned Anderson's true name: met him in "clubs, cafes or bars" around Fleet Street 
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"Curious thing about it was that it was all one-way traffic" Goodman on Anderson: "no going back and asking 
questions...strange situation" 

Goodman thinks his source Anderson was "somebody who knew somebody" and not a direct source of information: Last 
payment 21/04/06 

Goodman can't remember if this was to the freelance journalist source or another. 

Goodman says the Anderson relationship "started very strong but in the last year or so evaporated." 

On Farish, Goodman says he was approached by a telephone call, through a contact among the "great mess of people" in 
casual Fleet St work 

Goodman never got to know Farish's real name: his information was "sometimes great.... sometimes wide of the mark..." 

With Farish, Goodman says "you couldn't go back and check things.... You go to Buck Palace, Simon Cowell, and they'd rebuff 
you..." 

"Unless you can go back to the source," Goodman says "you're stuck." This told him that Farish "wasn't on the plot" when it 
came to stories. 

First Farish account payment is shown to be 13/02/02 from NOTW documents. 

Last payment to Farish 28/03/06: Saunders notes a number of stories don't come from the Royal Family. Goodman explains 
cross over 

"The Royal family come into contact with people from show business and politics," says Goodman: "All Human Life if there" 

Cash payments to sources of Royal Stories 

Spens turns to subject of "cash payments to external contributors": Goodman says he certainly 'wasn't the largest' in terms of 
cash payments 

Goodman says "tricky" to number sources: "but over that period of time, scores, dozens, some worked for Royal family, friends 
of, members of 

Goodman says it was "very risky" for employees of Royal Family to talk to him: not only incomes but also homes "grace and 
favour" at risk 

"They could go to complete ruin" explains Goodman of Royal sources if exposed talking to him. 

Goodman asked about emails from him chasing cash payments. "Not unique to me... every department at NOTW had trouble" 
says Goodman 

"They could be signed in a couple of days, or take months to go through the system," says Goodman of payments at NOTW. 

"Every Tuesday we'd have rows about payments" says Goodman of payments to sources at NOTW. 

Goodman explains about 'pre-approval' for payments to sources on bigger stories, but many "negotiated post publication" 

"Some of my sources will only operate with cash payments, that was pretty routine at the paper," says Goodman, former Royal 
Editor at NOTW 

19/10/05 Goodman emails Kuttner's PA about a "missing in combat" payment for a Blackadder story. Next day he chases up 
"still pending" 

28/10/05 email cited from Goodman to Kuttner's assistant chasing up two "CPRS' (payment requests) 

Break till 2.05 pm. Jury told we'll only sit to 2.30pm tomorrow without lunch break. 

Back after the break at the #hackingtrial 

Spens continues questioning of Goodman over NOTW emails already entered in evidence. This one from 11/04/06 and 
pound;800 "turned around quickly" 

01/06/04 Goodman tells a senior NOTW journalist he's made a "monstruous cut" to a contributor. 

26/06/06 email chasing up and pound;650 to Mr Farish. The next day more chasing up Stuart Kuttner's assistant. 

Goodman agrees he "exaggerated the importance of our sources....routine at our newspaper, former editor says she did it" 

"You stood a much better chance of getting your stories in the paper," says Goodman of exaggerating sources. 

Goodman then explains the rewards for a by-line count. "If the people thought your sources had prestige... you'd get much 
more published" 

"It would mean the source got paid more quickly, more likely to come back with more stories," says Goodman of 'source 
inflation' 

BREAKING: Goodman says there is "no truth' in Crown's case he paid policeman. He called them that just to make sure he got 
published. 

Spens refers to Edis' statement that the stories attributed to 'police officers' seems to relate to stories about police and Royal 
Family 

Spens says about "8 per cent" of the Farish stories related to Royal Police. Goodman agrees. 
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Goodman says of Royal Police "naturally they gossiped... and they travelled. A story about Windsor Palace could end up in 
Balmoral" 

"They were authority figures." says Goodman of Royal Police: "People didn't like them and naturally they gossiped" 

Goodman questioned on Count 2 - Green Books 

Spens looks at the detail of Count Two: an Internal Telephone Directory and Green Book, and the 'David Farish' payment 
06/12/03 and pound;750 

Goodman says payment was made to newspaper executive. 24/01/03 email to Andy about "policeman at St James' Palace", 
Green Book and Peat 

"I think we should have the book and all that goes with it...these people will only accept cash, end up on criminal charges and 
so could we" 

Goodman says the email was not about police offices: he was "simply selling to the editor the ideas these were good sources" 

Goodman explains how Coulson was interested in "troubled marriage of senior aide" and selling the Peat story for this reason. 

Goodman says the request for Sir Michael Peat story was from Coulson: "It had come from him" he says. 

Goodman denies he "paid a Kensington Palace police officer": he added that line "only to increase the chances of the credits 
being made" 

Coulson replies "didn't I sign off on the payment for a Green Book recently": Goodman explains that that was a directory 

Goodman says that his line claiming the Green Book gave direct access to Queen's line was merely to "get credit and stories 
into paper" 

Same day Goodman email to Kuttner speaks of "cryptic credit reference": Goodman says he told Kuttner about 'secure source' 

Jury shown payment details to David Farish of and pound;1000 for "Royal Research Project" and a stamp by cashier 28/01/03 

Email to Coulson from Goodman cited by Spens: 'Royal/General' about two Royal phone books - Green Book and internal 
directory 

Goodman email refers to "one of our palace people" - Mr Anderson. 

14/05/03 email talks of "one of palace cops" getting hold of "very risky doc" and "cash contribution only" sources. 

Goodman says he only said "palace cop" in order to get a response for payment from Andy Coulson: (05 not 04) He replies 
"fine" 

Payment authorised 02/06/05: Saunders asks what happens after editor's authorisation. Goodman talks of form filling. 

Saunders "you'd expect the editor and managing editor to liaise?": yes says Goodman of payments to contributors from 
editorial budget. 

Payments on the Anderson account shown to jury: Goodman says he thinks this was the freelance journalist who supplied him. 

Spens now moves to other references in evidence "to police... cops and other matters of that kind" 01/07/05 Goodman request 
to Stokes 

Goodman's email to Kuttner talks of two police sources "we'd all end up in jail if anyone traced their payment" 3rd exec at 
another paper. 

Goodman talks sources: "two in uniform" and his third source at rival news organisation going through a "life alterating event" if 
traced 

"They've had special branch crawling over them since an Operation Trident arrest at Clarence House," says email. Goodman 
explains. 

A suspect in Operation Trident had fled to Clarence House: it "raised the risk" for sources at Clarence House says Goodman. 

But Goodman says he was only "trying to suggest" two sources were in uniform: he never paid police officers though. 

Goodman explains that other exec at another paper, Alex Hall, sold showbusiness stories to him 

Goodman explains about an email with a "furious face to face" between Queen and cops when she was banned from her 
palace grounds. 

Quite a "sharp conversation took place" says Goodman of cops banning Queen from her own grounds. Goodman says source 
was not police. 

Goodman says story came from Mark Bolland: "who had an active and healthy relationship with the media" lots of stories with 
NOTW and MoS 

"Very much so," says Goodman of Mark Bolland being a source of stories. "Any stories about anyone else good for Prince 
Charles" 

07/07/05 emails to senior NOTW journalist from Goodman about "a man who usually wears a uniform" 

Goodman says that his, like the other occasion, was only put in there to encourage payment. 

08/07/05 Goodman email talks about Royal Protection officers and diplomatic protection failing fitness test. Goodman says 
source an officer 
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14/07/05 email from Goodman to credit processing at news desk chasing up a couple of cash payments from our "uniformed 
folk" 

Goodman says the "uniformed folk" was only to tell staff "how important sources are". 

Goodman emailed on 14/07/05 about signing off credits querying the payments. 

There's a payment to the Farish account on 25/07/05 

Previous story on 7/7 bombings 19/07/05 email to senior NOTW staff now talks about "stressed out Royal Cops" from either 
Farish or Anderson 

29/07/05 Goodman emails James Weatherup about all officers being reassigned to "an anti terror army" of 6000 and specialist 
gun experience 

Goodman email says source is "Buckingham Palace Cop" for "anti terror army" 

Goodman says he only put the cop line in "because it makes the story seem even more credible" 

"That was just made up as well?" asks Saunders of mention of 'memo': Goodman says "we had the info but not the memo" 

15/08/05 email from Goodman about a 'security meltdown' when a Royal Cop goes missing near Balmoral. 

Goodman story was about police officer found shopping for souvenir shortbread near Balmoral. 

"Might be a bit dangerous for the source" says Goodman email about firming up the story of absent Royal Protection officer. 

Goodman says the information was "dangerous" to Mr Farish and his source. 

Again, Goodman says he knew the information was correct and he came up with police source: "because I wanted it projected 
well in paper" 

Pressure to get stories 

16/08/05 Goodman writes to Coulson about "location filming" for a program on William and Harry and other stories he was 
working on 

Third topic on Goodman email about "collect pic" from Farish which "didn't arrive" 

Coulson replied to Goodman's email: "Which program? I need a story this week, Clive. Something of substance" 

24/08/05 internal NOTW email complains about Goodman's cash payments, asking for regular payments, and "more stories 
that are free" 

Goodman says this email made him "very cross... many of the stories were free. It was an inappropriate thing to say" 

Goodman says you don't get Royal stories "from hanging around people's houses". NOTW journo was a "great sub" but didn't 
understand. 

Goodman replies explaining his three sources and their need for cash: "for reasons we discussed... put me, you and the editor 
in jail" 

Goodman says his Blackadder sources was mainly other journalists with stories "critical of celebrities and VIPS" - explains cash 
payments 

Goodman says he was just in the middle of Marunchak associate editor demanding payment for a story about William sailing 
through selection. 

Goodman explains "protected method of payment" to spouses or partners of sources. 

"Seems a bit idiotic now," Goodman says of claims risk of jail for payment, but says he was conveying "urgency, secrecy" for 
source 

Goodman claims Piers Morgan exposed source 

Goodman talks about source called Kenneth Stronach who wanted a and pound;1m publishing deal about Royal Family: 

Goodman claims Piers Morgan and Alec Marunchak realised book would be difficult, but decided to expose Stronach instead. 

"He'd be little use as a contact,' says Goodman: "And decided to expose him instead. Which they did. He was arrested. 
Charged with theft" 

BREAKING; Goodman claims Piers Morgan and other senior execs decided to expose a Royal Source when book deal fell 
through: "it was very nasty" 

"Kenneth went from a high status job at royal household," says Goodman: "to a very different life" after arrest. 

"What we did to Ken was very discreditable" says Goodman. "The first rule of journalism is you don't rat on your sources". 

Goodman says this explains why he put the line in his email about ending up in prison if caught. 

Back after the break: Spens realises he missed out a page. Takes jury and client Clive Goodman back to another email. 

Goodman explains how a claret story about Palace "came from Mr Hall" who had contact with a wine supplier. 

Payment requests for Mr Hall now shown to jury. 
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19/10/05 email from Goodman to Weatherup and others about "royal cop... the Sun had page lead about Royal cop.... going 
fishing" 

Goodman explains same cop has been caught accosting visitors to Chapel with anti-monarchist statements, and then playing 
with gun in room 

Officer was Iraq vet: Goodman email talks about standing up anti monarchist chapel bit through press officer. Gun story harder 
to confirm 

27/09/05 email from Goodman to Weatherup: about "her maj forgives" story and cutting cash contributions to "cash only 
operators" 

Weatherup email says Kuttner is having a "purge on cash payments": Goodman email says source "one of our protected 
people" 

There's no payment record for this "Her Maj Forgives Princess (Michael)": Goodman says "it's gotta be Mr Hall..close 
association with Kents" 

Jan 2006 email from Goodman asking for payment about Will and Kate holiday for "no identity protected cash only"source: Mr 
Hall Goodman says 

Goodman emails NOTW staff in 2006 about "long standing contact in a uniform" 

Goodman claims Coulson was keen to get hold of a story about William at Sandhurst: "It's a reference document" Goodman 
email explains 

Goodman says payment "clearly wasn't for someone in uniform. But to stir x to make a payment" 

Payment was made on the Anderson account: "it would have been made to the journalist" says Goodman: "training schedule 
came from internet" 

Goodman email talks about "thanks for the Alexander job" and about "Mr Hall" making arrangements to avoid cash payments. 

This is five months after Mr Hall was planning to "make arrangements' to be paid by another route other than cash. 

Three more emails: 15/07/06 Goodman emails about "extremely high ranking member of Queens' household" losing laptop 

"Cops suspect a contractor might have swiped it. I till talk to Yard about it" writes Goodman. He explains he meant press office 

04/08/06 Goodman writes about CPRs (cash payments) to Farish for a page lead on stolen laptop. 

Goodman says this payment was for "Mr Farish or his source" 

01/08/06 email from Goodman about Kate Middleton and "outstanding CPR" for edition of 16/07/06 being held up by Kuttner 

Spens says "I'm going to go into this email in much more detail later" but asks Goodman to read first paragraph. 

Goodman thinks his source for this story was referring to the Alexander Account and Glenn Mulcaire. 

Goodman asked about Phone Hacking 

Spens comes to the subject of phone hacking. 

Spens turns to the 'admissions' or agreed facts about guilty pleas of Mulcaire and Goodman in November 2006 

Guilty pleas talk about conspiracy to phone hack beginning in 01/11/05 and targetting Helen Asprey, Lowther Pinkerton, and 
Harveson 

David Spens QC turns to the timelines of phone hacking adduced by the crown 

Spens asks Goodman to look at some of these timelines to "establish what the state of evidence is in relation to phone hacking 
and you" 

The timeline shows calls in January 05 to Helen Asprey's phone - 18 calls to her UVN, 3 from Goodman, 14 from NI landline. 

Goodman accepts this January 2005 calls came from him: he got the DDM voicemail and PIN number from Greg Miskiw 

Goodman turns to another timeline: this is for September 05 Mark Dyers UVN from Clive Goodman - he says info from Greg 
Miskiw 

"Mark Dyer is an equerry to princes William and Harry," explains Goodman: "he was like a private secretary in everything but 
name" 

Goodman looks at Jamie Lowther Pinkerton timeline: Oct 05 19 to his UVN, 16 from NI landline, 3 from Goodman's phone 

26/10/05 is the beginning of the Lowther Pinkerton hacking: Goodman says he got the PIN and DDM "from that time directly 
from Glenn Mulcaire 

Spens points out these dates precede his guilty plea, and include Mark Dyer, not mentioned in 2006 criminal case. 

Spens turns to Jan 06 and Paddy Harvison timeline: 23 hacks, 3 from Goodman, 13 from NI hub, 7 from Mulcaire 

"Oh yes" says Goodman to hacking Harvison's phone. Mulcaire provided numbers and PIN he says. 

10/02/05 shows a notebook tasking for Greg and Tom Parker Bowles and "resetting default pin": email from Goodman to 
Coulson 

Goodman says "I've spoken to Maz about Tom P-B" and about new way in via cook book. Coulson replies "yes" 
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Goodman email to other NOTW says "working on agents and numbers" - "the numbers would be their phone numbers" 
Weatherup "Good idea" 

"Getting Greg to do a few dark arts" says Goodman to Weatherup. He explains can mean "convert into an address... reverse 
directory" 

Two days later: email to Goodman from other NOTW journo "I've had a tip Tom Parker Bowles on holiday... any on Sir Michael" 

Goodman replies he heard foreign ring tone on phone. Goodman claims he got number from someone on the mail. 

March 05 email from Miskiw providing an address for Parker Bowles: call from Goodman 14/02/06 call to Parker Bowles 
voicemail 

Goodman says he was "very briefly" hacking Parker Bowles in Feb 2006, but not in 2005. He got DDN and PIN from Mulcaire 

Goodman says "investigations dept" were onto Tom Parker Bowles for months and months: Goodman only involved because of 
Camilla. 

"Greg Miskiw, Mazer Mahmoud and news desk" were conducting this investigation. Goodman says "unfair" to say what it was 

Back 10.00 am tomorrow. We'll finish tomorrow at 2.30 pm 
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Tuesday 18 March 2014 

Summary 

Clive Goodman's Defence Continues on Phone Hacking 
Goodman questioned on Phone Hacking 
Hacking of Royal Phones 
Goodman's first knowledge of Glen Mulcaire 
The Goodman and Mulcaire Project 
Goodman says he told Andy Coulson about the Royal Phone Project 
Transcript of Prince Harry voicemail message 
Goodman downloads emails after arrest 
Prince William Shot Story 
Payments to Glen Mulcaire 
The Editor's Conferences 
Prince Harry and Chelsy Davy Story 
Prince William Training Exercise Story 

Clive Goodman's Defence Continues on Phone Hacking 

Goodman questioned on Phone Hacking 

Back at the #hackingtrial after a rather manic morning - walked all the way from Piccadilly in 20 mins. Faster than the traffic. 

We're continuing with the third day (two half days so far) with Clive Goodman, former NOTW Royal Editor, in the witness box 

Goodman is being questioned by his counsel, David Spens QC. He's now moving onto the subject of phone hacking at NOTW 

Spens reiterates the guilty pleas from Goodman in 2007: which covered four Royal Aide phone hacking victims from November 
2005 

Spens points out that the timeline of actual hacks shows new victims, and hacking preceding November 2005 

Hacking of Royal Phones 

Spens turns to the transcript from a microcassette found at Goodman's home from Prince William and Kate Middleton dated 
23/02/06 

"Hopefully I should be able to leave by 7 at the latest," says Prince William to Kate Middleton about leaving Sandhurst in 
2006 

Goodman explains this was originally recorded by Glenn Mulcaire and read down the phone to him. 

Spens moves onto the timeline of hacking Lord Frederick Windsor. 

Spens cites a 26/04/06 email from Goodman to other NOTW staff subject 'Fred": details employment and DOB. Looking for an 
address. 

Goodman says the information about Windsor was all in the public domain: as Royal Reporter Goodman was first port of call. 

"I know there was an investigation into Frederic Windsor.... brought in by Coulson, who had an encounter with Windsor early 
one morning" 

Goodman says Maz Mahmoud was going to be involved in The Lord Frederick Windsor investigation, instigated by Andy 
Coulson. 

26/04/06 Goodman being asked about names for Windsor. NOTW journo emails Mr Gadd who provides address and phone 
number 

Goodman says he never hacked Lord Frederick Windsor's mobile phone. 

"It did start before 1st of November" says Spens of Goodman's phone hacking and notes Mark Dyer and Tom Parker Bowles 
missing from list 

"I pleaded guilty to the allegations that were put to me,' says Goodman. "I didn't know it was illegal... I didn't know it was against 
code" 

The Code is the PCC code of conduct: Goodman says it was however unethical and underhand. 

Goodman's first knowledge of Glen Mulcaire 

Goodman says he first encountered Mulcaire as a contact of Greg Miskiw 

Miskiw was news editor at NOTW, or deputy, at the time. 

05/10/00 Miskiw was Deputy Editor News and Investigations: went to Manchester in 18/09/03: Goodman aware of Mulcaire 
before move 

Miskiw leftt NOTW in 30/06/05 for a new life in the North. "Greg was very much in control of Mulcaire... to very last day" says 
Goodman 
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"Glenn Mulcaire I knew to be PI and inquiry agent, gradually he became the only inquiry agent the news desk used" says 
Goodman 

Goodman says Mulcaire's reputation was to "crack almost impossible stories" 

Goodman says initially he never met Mulcaire, and took messages on phone. Aware of what he did. 

"If you're on a big story, Greg would ask details, make inquiries, and come back with information" says Goodman 

Miskiw would ask for names and addresses: "Not all Glenn Mulcaire's were phone hacking. He made legitimate inquiries too" 

Goodman says another Ray Chapman would provide details from company records and registers in legitimate fashion. 

Goodman says in "early 2000s" Miskiw approached Goodman for contacts around William and Harry: Goodman named Dyer 
and Asprey 

Miskiw would come "back with pieces of information" about Asprey, Dyer and the Royal Princes. This was around 2002, 
Goodman says. 

Goodman explains Miskiw was "pretty senior" and he "wouldn't have got far" if he queried how info provided on Royals was 
used. 

Goodman says around January 2005 Miskiw told him what Mulcaire "had been doing" with DDNs and PIN numbers for Asprey 
and Dyer 

"I knew what he was doing" says Goodman: "I realised there were voicemails, but I didn't have direct contact with Mulcaire" 

"I think he found the continuing monitoring of voicemails tiresome," says Goodman of Miskiw: "and wanted to download work on 
me" 

14/01/05 Miskiw emails Goodman about Asprey having reset her PIN number on her phone. 

Three months later; Miskiw to Goodman "call urgent re Asprey": Goodman doesn't remember full context of this email 

Goodman explains that change of PIN number left "me to no access to voicemails" and he had no direct access to Mulcaire - 
went to Miskiw 

01/10/05 change of staff at NOTW. Mulcaire no longer Miskiw's. Big "power struggle over who had control of this asset" says 
Goodman. 

Saunders establishes that Miskiw had left NOTW, but "was still running Mulcaire thought NOTW was paying for him" in 2005 

The Goodman and Mulcaire Project 

Goodman says Mulcaire phoned in him last week of October 2005 approx 14/10/05 

Mulcaire was "pretty sore because NOTW was trying to cut his budget by and pound;500 and was looking to make up this 
shortfall" says Goodman 

Mulcaire offered Goodman a "project: to provide DDNs for three people close to Prince William and Harry" in October 2005 

Evidence shows Mulcaire was receiving full 2k a month at that time despite what he told Goodman. 

Mulcaire's project was that Goodman would provide the names: he would provide PINs and DDN's for and pound;500 per 
week. 

Asprey, Lowther Pinkerton and Harveson were the targets of this new "project" says Goodman 

BREAKING: Goodman claims that Glenn Mulcaire had contacts with security services who were monitoring the Royals 

But Goodman says he has no way of knowing whether Mulcaire's claims were accurate. 

Goodman says he could "monitor events in the life of the Prince of Wales' sons" from the Mulcaire info: "very useful" 

Goodman says "if a PIN number went down" Mulcaire could get a new one. But he couldn't put Royal messages into context 
with background info 

Goodman says he thought about the Mulcaire proposal: but he had not budget of his own to pay "effectively a foot soldier" 

Goodman says he told Andy Coulson about the Royal Phone Project 

BREAKING: Goodman says he told Andy Coulson about Mulcaire's project to "monitor three Royal phones" through hacking 
for and pound;500 per week. 

Goodman says he told Coulson there was a suggestion info came from security services at the time. 

Goodman says until this point Coulson had not known Goodman was hacking. 

Goodman says there was a discussion about putting the Mulcaire project through editorial mgt budget, so not seen as 
'poaching' from news 

Goodman says: "the editor approved a two month trial to see what would come out". 

Goodman says he would make "creative identity" for payments to Mulcaire. He didn't have a conversation with Kuttner. Coulson 
would have done 

Spens goes through the 'Alexander' payments to Mulcaire: the first processed 30/10/05 with and pound;500 being paid 
09/11/05 for "Goodman TXT" 
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"All of the and pound;500 payments came out of managerial editorial budget" says Spens. Goodman confirms. 

Goodman explains how filled in contributor request form in name of Alexander, signed by Kuttner or staff, taken to cashiers. No 
receipt. 

Goodman says he spoke to Mulcaire three of four times a week, and that other NOTW "were hacking phones pretty 
industriously" 

Goodman says he was also told by Mulcaire that Coulson's phone would be hacked so NOTW journo would know other's 
stories. 

Goodman also explains Mulcaire said he'd been told to hack Rebekah Brooks phone by another NOTW journalist - she was 
editor of the Sun 

"If he thought anything was interesting he would tape record them" says Goodman of Mulcaire's phone hacking. 

Goodman explains hacking produced some pretty good stories: Coulson was interested in them as were other senior NOTW 
staff 

Goodman says Coulson and others took particular interest in the Harry homework Sandhurst exam story. 

Goodman says NOTW staff also took interest in a story about drunkeness at Harry's passing out ceremony at Sandhurt 

Goodman explains he'd talk to editor about "a big story" but otherwise through "normal way" 

Goodman says he concealed hacking of Royals from other NOTW staff because of Mulcaire ownership "it was a territorial 
combative department" 

Goodman says the 2 month project of hacking Royal Aides actually lasted ten months - to the moment he was arrested. 

24/01/03 email from Goodman to Coulson about 'Carvery' "gossip column started by Andy for me to write" - two weeks after 
Coulson made editor 

Carvery column mooted since June 2001: "irreverent and spiky... about show business, politicians... Royalty... Andy took great 
interest" 

Email from Goodman talks about 'M' - not Mulcaire but Mark Bolland. 

24/01/03 later the same day, Goodman emails Coulson about talking to Mark Bolland and Peat: "Greg's people turning mobile 
numbers" 

Goodman says "turning" means finding addresses - not phone hacking. 

06/02/03 Goodman email to other NOTW staff: "now have his mobile so we can check out that end of it" 

Goodman explains how "nothing was happening" in this story and was being driven by boss: "this was just to give us breathing 
space" 

"Worse thing you can tell," says Goodman NOTW staff, "was that nothing was happening" 

02/04/03 email from Goodman talks about Peat talking to Prince Charles and mobiles: Goodman says this was not about 
hacking. 

22/01/05 email from Goodman to Coulson about Paddy Harverson and Prince Harry and "health inf' from doctor. "Scanned 
from Helen Asprey" 

"This was the voicemail of Helen Asprey's mobile phone" explains Goodman of two injuries that were affecting Harry's 
Sandhurst career 

"Andy didn't know about hacking at this stage" says Goodman of the Asprey email talking of "scanning". 

David Spens QC goes to back to email from 16/08/05 from Coulson asking for Good story. 20/08/05 criticises Blackadder 
column 

Coulson email says Blackadder off the pace with pieces on Billy Bragg and Rod Liddle. 

Goodman explains how Mark Bolland, deputy private secretary to Prince of Wales, started the Blackadder column. 

"Became troublesome" says Goodman of Bolland: copy not always on time, so Goodman started ghost writing Blackadder for 
him before he left. 

10/09/05 Goodman emails Coulson about Harry at a wedding "To be honest I'd rather be at Jordan's": Coulson replies how did 
we get this? 

Goodman says they got that comment of Harry's by eavesdropping at wedding, not phone hacking. 

Goodman explains about Coulson's bold and caps in email: "the higher you get up the tree the bigger the font" 

Harry wedding anecdote actually provided by lip-readers. 

25/10/05 email from Goodman "updating Andy on a project" and 2 stories for Tuesday List. Complaints Goodman didn't go to 
morning conference 

Goodman talks about getting a "green light" for the Alexander Project - i.e. Mulcaire hacking Royal Aides on the day of this 
email 

David Spens QC turns to the "private wire" schedule which shows Lowther Pinkerton hacked 26/10/05 - the following day. 
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28/10/05 Goodman emails about the "new project getting results" and Lowther Pinkerton in "meltdown... getting stuffed by rest 
of household" 

Goodman says this email to Coulson was 'Alexander' project - ie. Mulcaire. Coulson replies "Pop in" 

Goodman says he discussed with Coulson the Alexander project "how it was going and whether it could actually produce a 
story" 

30/10/05 timeline shows payment to Mulcaire for and pound;500 

22/11/05 Three weeks later. Goodman emails other NOTW staff about "intelligence in Verbier" about ski trip for Royals. 

Goodman emails "I've only got stuff I can't talk to you about on open floor.... I'll email you from editor's conference" 

Goodman explains this wasn't about hacking but a "one fact story... you couldn't talk about it because it would leak" 

25/11/05 Goodman to Coulson about "expanding the Matey file": Goodman says Matey was Glenn Mulcaire 

Coulson responds: "Another month?" Goodman "Okeydokey... Stuart not around today. Want to do a leader chat later this 
afternoon?" 

Goodman says he was offering to write leader: Coulson; "I'll do them tomorrow with SK" 

06/12/05 Goodman emails Lowther Pinkerton invited to security conference but because "squeaky nature of information" can't 
discuss openly 

Goodman says he wouldn't discuss this on open floor "because it was a result of a hack... and it would leak" 

Goodman says he needed to conceal use of Mulcaire and hacking from rival NOTW journos because of territorial rivalry. 

Transcript of Prince Harry voicemail message 

Jury shown a transcript from Goodman of a conversation between Lowther Pinkerton and Harry concealed as x and y 

Transcript of Prince Harry message to Lowther Pinkerton talks about being on guard duty, and coming second in a run, other 
cadets, and sleep 

The Prince Harry transcript asks his private secretary about "inf" on siege of Iranian Embassy for a Sandhurst paper. 

Another transcript shown to jury, this time made by police from a microcassette recovered from Goodman's home on his arrest 
in 2006 

Goodman says Mulcaire played message to him: he then accessed message and taped it, and then transcribed Harry 
voicemail 

Goodman says he was at the NOTW offices when he made his transcript. He handed this to Lewis Silberman his employment 
solicitors 

Goodman says he needed transcript "to show editor Andy Coulson... to assess how strong this information was" on Harry and 
Sandhurst exam 

08/09/05 Coulson emails Goodman "have you stood it up" - reference to Prince Harry story says Goodman, who'd shown 
Coulson transcript 

About 40 mins later Coulson replies "we are about a million miles away from stand this up as far as I can see". Goodman 
forwards to others 

Goodman replies to another Coulson is "completely" aware of the facts and wanted to "steam in... concerned how to stand it 
up" 

Goodman says that other NOTW staff concerned he had gone behind their back to talk to editor. 

09/09/05 Goodman emails Coulson on 'Harry' and "sample copy... going to hit the private sec tomorrow... then Clarence House, 
then MOD" 

"As we know it is 100 percent fact" writes Goodman to Coulson: "Because we've seen the transcript" says Goodman 

"I think that's too precise to go unnoticed" says Goodman email about Sandhurst: the plan was to lose "hacking' in other 
"inaccurate info" 

Sample copy labelled Exclusive by Goodman: 'essays' rather than 'essay" "used to disguise" voicemail hacking. 

09/09/05 same Friday: Goodman emails other NOTW staff who had also seen the transcript. 

10/09/09 Goodman emails Coulson and other NOTW staff about a contact of Maruchak's who had been through Sandhurst 
about essays. 

10/09/05 Goodman emails others on Harry Tale "boss... felt last night not a clear cut breach" 

Same email chain shows Lowther Pinkerton and Paddy Harveson being called about rules of Sandhurst exams. 

Same email chain asks "What does Andy think now?" Coulson asks what's happening on the story. Goodman replies about 
"calls" and "tapes" 

Goodman says these "tapes" are calls to the Palace for comment 

"I can't press forward on that with exposing the source" says Goodman email to Coulson about standing up Harry story. 
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"As we know Harry wasn't just asking for books or websites" says Goodman email to Coulson "a different thing altogether" 

More internal NOTW emails cited trying to stand up Harry Sandhurst exam story by calling Clarence House. 

Goodman downloads emails after arrest 

10/09/05 email forwarded on 10/08/06 by Goodman to himself - two days after his arrest for phone hacking. 

"I was very concerned I was going to be left high and dry for all the phone hacking activities at NOTW," says Goodman. 

"I downloaded as many emails as I could remember about phone hacking at the time" says Goodman of Internet cafe visit after 
his arrest 

More emails from 10/09/05 from Coulson to Goodman "can you get someone on the record saying what a disgrace this is" 

Jury shown 18/12/05 Blackadder column about Prince Harry and Sandhurst exams appears in NOTW. 

Goodman explains that Coulson and others didn't feel "there was serious enough proof.... so they downgraded to a gossip 
column story" 

Jury shown payments to Mulcaire for payments for the Harry story. 

Half an hour break BTW. And working through lunch. Finish at 2 today 

Back after a semi lunch break. Trial concludes at 2.30 today not 2pm. 

Spens wants to talk about "Prince William's Secret Party" as a "sub-topic" of phone hacking 

06/01/06 email and a source says there was a secret party the previous night organised by Kate Middleton. Sent to Goodman. 

Goodman replies "there was a private reception with champagne" and "definitely" a secret party and sweet speech to Kate 
from Prince William 

08/01/06 NOTW pays and pound;1k for "Hacking by Glenn Mulcaire" for "my adorable Kate" party speech story. 

11/01/06 Goodman writes to Coulson about "Kate pics' and "new source... we'll be getting more from him during the week" 

Goodman says "this was Mulcaire under new arrangement" - the Alexander Project. 

15/01/06 NOTW edition following email, payments for Kate snaps based on hacking says Goodman 

"You can't hack a photograph," points out Saunders. Goodman explains how Prince William was allowed to have photos on 
bedside at Sandhurst. 

Prince William Shot Story 

Next sub topic: William Shot Story, explains David Spens QC 

Jury shown transcript made by police of voicemail message left by Prince William on Kate Middleton's phone. 

Prince William talks about "nearly being shot" with blanks during training exercise in message to Middleton 

27/01/06 Goodman emails Coulson on "matey's results... getting stronger and stronger, especially since William started at 
Sandhurst" 

Goodman email to Coulson continues with story of William getting shot and captured during an army night exercise and 
ambush. 

Blackadder column for 29/01/06 - two days after email - has the William Shot story 

29/01/06 and pound;250 NOTW payment to Mulcaire for William shot story. "Hacking, initially by Mulcaire... think there was a 
voicemail to J L-P" 

Payments to Glen Mulcaire 

Email forwarded by Goodman to himself on 10/08/06 after arrest - actually dated 03/02/06 - Goodman writes to Coulson about 
"mateys' payments 

Goodman email to Coulson on 03/02/06 explains the value of Mulcaire's work in turns of lineage and connections" way into the 
black on this" 

"We are the only paper getting any information about his movements and Kate's movements" writes Goodman of Mulcaire 
on Prince William 

Goodman explains Coulson that Mulcaire could go to another paper, and he's "not a hack, he doesn't understand what is and 
isn't a story" 

"A few weeks ago you asked me to find new ways of getting into the family... and I came up with this: it's safe productive... a 
goldmine" 

Goodman explains "Coulson thought I was underperforming... to find ways of engaging with younger members of the famliy" 

Spens goes back to August 2005 emails with Coulson writing "I need a story this week, Clive, something of substance" 

20/08/05 email from Coulson telling Goodman he's "way off the pace" 

Goodman says it was in the summer of 2005 that Coulson told him to "find a means to get into the young Royals". 

Goodman explains young Royals were "coming into their own... nightclubs, girlfriends" around this time in 2005. 
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Goodman explains that it was "tricky" getting into young Royals, because his face was well known "I'd be spotted by 
bodyguards in 30 secs" 

Goodman explains he would have looked out of place in the London nightclubs. 

Jury are taking back to Goodman's email defending Mulcaire's costs; Coulson replies "I'm sorry but it has to go". 

Goodman reply to Coulson email says losing Mulcaire would be a "pretty devastating loss to my network" 

Spens says Alexander payments to Mulcaire amounted to and pound;12,300 

There are 15 payments of and pound;500 from editorial management budget: 7 from NOTW news desk to Mulcaire on this 
schedule 

Spens cites a sample memo (of many) dated 10/01/06 to Kuttner: "attached credit made to source... whose identity is security 
protected" 

Same memo says details of source were known to the paper - in this case Mulcaire. 

This form of words came from Kuttner says Goodman: "this is what I was required to do to get cash contributor payments" 

Goodman confirms that Coulson arranged the payment to Mulcaire with Kuttner. 

Goodman says Kuttner told him that Coulson had spoken to him: took details of 'Alexander' and "it was a project lasting for two 
months" 

07/02/06 email from Goodman to Coulson about tenth anniversary of the death of Chris Blythe, their joint friend. 

Goodman writes to Coulson: "might we extend matey for one more week?" Goodman says "I think he agreed" 

"It made finding him and Kate a whole lot more probable" wrote Goodman to Coulson of hacking the phones of William's aides 

Coulson replies "fine" to Goodman's request to extend Mulcaire trial period. 

23/02/06 Goodman emails another NOTW journalist about William being out of Sandhurst "heading straight to see Kate" - 
parents near Reading. 

Goodman says he has no idea where Sandhurst: email talks about contacting picture desks to get a snap. 

Spens adduces transcript of a voicemail left on Kate Middleton's phone, recorded by Mulcaire, played to Goodman, with 
William's movements 

Minutes later Goodman emails NOTW journalist with details of Wiliam's movements and suggesting digging into Middleton's 
family. 

Goodman is asked about another NOTW journalist who cannot be named for legal reasons. 

The Editor's Conferences 

This NOTW journalist attended editor's conferences with Coulson: phones "would often come up in discussion" 

This NOTW journalist would talk about "phone traffic... great emphasis placed on time, late at night, early in the morning, family 
and friends 

Goodman talks about "great scramble" to find Ioworth - a lotto winner - who was mentioned in editor's conference. 

"Everyone was keen to find him.... triangulate him from mobile phone signal. It was obvious to me he was using mobile phone 
data" Goodman 

Goodman says Coulson said: "That's enough of that, we don't talk about this stuff in conference anymore" 

BREAKING: Goodman says that another NOTW journo would "clearly" talk about messages to do with phone hacking in 
editorial conferences 

Goodman says spoke to NOTW journo about hacking "he wouldn't have tolerated sharing Glenn Mulcaire with me. Would have 
been World War 3" 

Goodman explains "dark arts... means that anything that isn't straight forward reporting... inquiry agents etc." 

11/03/06 Goodman writes about 'neutral response' to Kate Middleton liaison with Prince William from official sources. 

11/03/06 Goodman reprimanded for not going through supervisors in a NOTW email. "Do we have official confirmation for CD 
welsh" 

Goodman says story of Middleton has come direct from William. Senior NOTW journalist queries this. 

Goodman explains that story that "came from William himself" was a voicemail message left on Jamie Lowther Pinkerton's 
phone. 

Prince Harry and Chelsy Davy Story 

Different sub-topic: Prince Harry and Chelsy Davy. 16/03/06 email to Goodman mentions this story and James Weatherup 

Goodman replies to queries about Chelsy: "she gets calls from him and he's completely not in a good condition... piss ups" 

Goodman talks of a make or break holiday for Harry and Chelsy. 
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A week later Goodman emails finance about and pound;600 for Harry story: "My guy came up with make or break holiday and 
drunken phone calls" 

Email exchange between Goodman and another journo talks about Mulcaire's "input" 

March 2006 and 'Alexander' aka Mulcaire is paid for 19/03/06 story for Chelsy and Harry story. "Clearly hacking, yes" says 
Goodman 

Goodman thinks the story of travel came from Asprey's phone. The drunken phone calls came from a source in South Africa. 

Next sub-topic called 'Ginger' by Spens: refers to police transcript of voicemail message from William to Harry, pretending to be 
Chelsy 

This transcript came from microcassettes recovered from searches of Mulcaire. 

William puts on a female voice: "Hi it's Chelsy here. You're the best looking ginger I've ever seen.... You big hairy fat ginger" 

Spens adduces related NOTW story from 09/04/06, exclusive to Goodman and Thurlbeck, and an "ear bashing phone call" 

Payment for and pound;700 to Mulcaire for the story: "Hacking, yes, of course" says Goodman. Some confusion because 
NOTW changed story a bit. 

NOTW claimed it was Chelsy and added words "I love you" 

12/04/06 email from Goodman about Mulcaire AKA Mr Alexander: "relying heavily on him to work same magic over passing out 
party" 

Jury shown transcript of voicemail recovered from Mulcaire's home address left by Ritchie, Commander at Sandhurst; 
"Jamie..." 

The voicemail message from Commandant to Lowther Pinkerton talks about an "incident" on Harry's Passing Out ceremony 
12/04/06 

Goodman emails other NOTW staff about Commandant complaining to Lowther Pinkerton about passing out "incident" 

Sorry it's not Harry's passing out Ceremony - it's Williams. 

Senior NOTW journo "remind me how do we know it's true?". Goodman explains that William had left voice message on aide's 
phone explaining 

15/04/06 Goodman is emailed about line in draft article which quote William saying he's pissed: "massively dangerous to 
source" 

Goodman says he wasn't exposing Mulcaire as a source in this exchange - but altered article to remove direct quotation. 

16/04/06 final NOTW article doesn't quote William saying he was "pissed but not that pissed" - a 'family friend says' replaces it. 

16/04/06 publication of this story triggers a payment of and pound;3000 to Mulcaire. 

Other NOTW senior journalist was shown "transcript of original message... an an adjutant... William's message" says Goodman 

Goodman says he made these transcripts in the office, but didn't manage to download from email account in 2006. 

"My office computer was never siezed by police in 2006, because NI argued that it had lots of legitimate material,' says 
Goodman. 

BREAKING: Goodman says the only records of his emails are the ones he downloaded in 2006, and from an internal NI 
process the following year 

28/04/06 Coulson emails Goodman "how do we know Harry true?" Goodman replies "it's from the same source we had on a 
retainer" 

"We absolutely know it to be true, but we'll have to blag a confession from Paddy tomorrow" says Goodman in response to 
Coulson 

Goodman explains this was about a girl who had encounter with Harry, and message left on Paddy Harverson's phone. 
Goodman: "Hacking, yes" 

Goodman explains that the source on retainer was Mulcaire and "absolutely know to be true" is because voicemail was source. 

27/06/06 Goodman emails about "credits" for previous edition of NOTW. and pound;750 pre publication agreement for Mr 
Alexander. 

Goodman debates with another senior NOTW journalist about the level of payment to 'Alexander' 

The final payment for Prince William's birthday present reduced down to and pound;200 - a result from hacking Helen Asprey's 
phone says Goodman 

28/06/06 Goodman emails Coulson "Harry story could be huge this week... got a direct way into this... and girl who tried to snog 
him" 

Goodman wrote a "100 percent reliable source" - he says now "I believe this was Chelsy Davy friend down in Cape Town": no 
payment 

Spens explains how this was another email forwarded by Goodman to himself when released from custody in 2006 
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"I was in a hurry, trying to get as many emails as possible" says Goodman of downloading correspondence with Coulson after 
arrest in 2006 

Prince William Training Exercise Story 

26/07/06 Goodman emails Coulson on "Kate Copy... sourcing. That fellah who used to be on the monthly retainer for us" - 
Glenn Mulcaire 

Goodman says the "rock solid" refers to voicemail interception in email to Coulson. 

Goodman is working on a "William dead" story in July 06 quoting "Same source.... W's exact words" 

Story refers to two cadets who nearly died during a training exercises: "these two guys just died in front of us and had to be 
resuscitated" 

Goodman agrees that the reference to William's "exact words" was in that para. 

Goodman says the near death story during training was a voice mail message hacked by Mulcaire from Jamie Lowther 
Pinkerton. 

Spens explains the next topic is relatively short: about Royal Green Books. Then a longer topic about what happened to 
Goodman post arrest 

Spens says the brief subject now "is whether these Royal Directories have anything to do with hacking or blagging" 

24/01/03 Goodman email to Coulson about Sir Michael Peat and "turning his mobile.... he's a pain too" 

Goodman says the source of this alleged Peat affair was Mark Bolland , Sir Michael Peat's deputy. 

Goodman says he already had a mobile number from Sir Michael Peat after meeting him with Rebekah Brooks, soon after 
appointment in 2002 

"There had been strained relations with the media up until" says Goodman of meeting Peat, private secretary to Prince of 
Wales. 

Goodman explains the cut off message should continue "he's a pain to follow" - chauffeured around in different cars. 

Six hours later Goodman emails Coulson: "should have Peats reg... Greg's people turning Peat's mobile" Goodman reiterates 
getting address 

Goodman says he thinks he gave Greg Miskiw Sir Michael Peat's number. Mulcaire 24/01/03 notes show a 'Greg' tasking 

Looking at Mulcaire's notes for Sir Michael Peat, there is no entry for a mobile number. 

"Who would have tasked Mr Miskiw to task Mulcaire?" asks Spens. "Someone senior to him..." says Goodman. 

"The chain of information seems to be Andy Coulson to me, and then Greg." says Goodman of Mulcaire tasking. 

Email seen before to Kuttner about "deliberately cryptic payment" 23/01/03 not authorised until 28/01/03 

Goodman says he only got Green Book when he paid 'Mr Farish": "you'd never get anything on trust" 

Spens says that Mulcaire was given the information about Peat from Green Book: Goodman denies he ever passed it on to 
Miskiw. 

02/04/03 email from Goodman talks about Sir Michael Peat and turning on mobile: Goodman says it was his own mobile he 
referred to. 

Goodman says he "never" used the Royal Green Book or ITD for phone hacking, and "never" revealed info in them to anyone 
else at NOTW. 

Back again at 10 am tomorrow. 
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Wednesday 19 March 2014 

Summary 

Clive Goodman's Defence Continues on Green Books and Phone Hacking 
Royal Green Books and Telephone Directories 
Clive Goodman's Arrest in 2006 
The "Lone Wolf" 
Coulson contacts Goodman after arrest 
Goodman downloads emails from NI 
Cafe meeting of Coulson and Goodman 
Goodman suspended but offered work 
Goodman's Proof of Evidence 
NI are given Goodman's Case Documents 
Transcript of conversation between Coulson and Goodman 
Meeting between Goodman and NI Lawyer 
Goodman pleads Guilty in 2006 
Sentencing Hearing 
Goodman Sentenced 
Goodman meeting with Brooks 2007 
Goodman's Second Arrest 

Clive Goodman's Defence Continues on Green Books and Phone Hacking 

Royal Green Books and Telephone Directories 

Back at the #hackingtrial - how many times have I typed that? - with Clive Goodman, former NOTW Royal editor, in the 
witness box 

David Spens QC picks up the last topic from yesterday - use of Royal Green Books and Internal Telephone Directories. 

Spens turns to the Mulcaire tasking by Miskiw on Sir Michael Peat: Mulcaire's notes contain all "public reference record" 

Clive Goodman's Arrest in 2006 

Spens now covers the period between Goodman's arrest 08/08/06 and sentence 26/01/07 

Goodman says he was arrested at 6 am: first taken to News International and then Charing Cross police station. Spoke to his 
wife. 

NI provided a lawyer who "was well known around the office" and "dealt with difficult stories" - Henry Brandman 

Goodman went through three interviews on the 08/08/06 and two the next day: he was advised to give "no comment" 
interviews. 

On the third interview, police present a "huge document" on Glenn Mulcaire. Goodman spoke to Brandman during break 

"I was quite distraught at the enormity of the file on Glenn's Mulcaire's activities," says Goodman. "I was worried I'd get blamed 
for all" 

Goodman told Henry Brandman "lots of people at the NOTW were doing this... Andy Coulson set up payments to facilitate all 
this" 

The "Lone Wolf" 

09/08/07 Goodman spoke to Brandman again about the "breadth of the case and the depth of the evidence" Brandman 
suggested "a lone wolf" 

Goodman says of his lawyer "I had a pretty strong feeling everything I said would go back to News International" 

Goodman charged that evening. Brandman told Goodman that Stuart Kuttner would pick him up from police station. 

Kuttner asked Goodman about the interviews: was anyone else named? Did he say he was bullied or encouraged by other 
people. 

Kuttner "wanted to know the depth of the investigation and whether other people were involved" says Goodman: concerned by 
"huge legal bills" 

"I was facing a huge trial possibly funded by myself" says Goodman: "I couldn't afford to do it" 

Goodman had all his cards confiscated by police and no cash when he returned home. Kuttner took out and pound;100 and 
gave it to Goodman's wife 

Next day a NOTW pa arrived with and pound;1000 in cash from Kuttner. 

10/08/07 Goodman spoke to Coulson and took a contemporaneous note of the conversation. 

Goodman is shown his contemporaneous note to refresh his memory: the jury don't have these for legal reasons. 
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Coulson contacts Goodman after arrest 

14/03/07 is the date of this "contact report" though Goodman says he made the note around 10/08/07: Coulson phoned 
Goodman 

Coulson first asked about Goodman's "welfare" and then said "we're mates but I'm having to suspend you" on full pay, with 
legal expenses 

"Coulson gave the impression that he was having discussions with people in prison or home office and there was no intention 
I'd be sentenced 

Goodman said he told Coulson "the case would go way beyond August 16th" - the initial hearing. Coulson advised him to plead 
guilty 

Coulson said he didn't know how Goodman "could beat the charges" and "to deal with what was in front of me head on" 
according to Goodman note 

Goodman was 'disturbed' by the call: "I'd seen other people in trouble at NOTW... they were a lot more supportive. I was being 
bounced..." 

Goodman then went to Internet cafe to access his NI emails through a new hotmail account. 

Goodman says he accessed the emails because "I felt at risk of being parcelled off as Glenn Mulcaire's only conspirator." 

"To prove Andy knew what was going on," says Goodman of his email retrieval on 10/08/06 around noon 

One of the emails was the Prince Harry Chelsy Davey story: Goodman says wasn't the result of hacking, but was working on 
"tight timeline" 

Another story Goodman downloaded was about Prince Harry and another woman: he feared NI would shut down is access 
soon. 

Other emails - previously seen by jury - are cited to show Goodman's attempt to prove he wasn't a "lone wolf" hacking at 
NOTW 

Goodman downloads emails from NI 

11/08/06 Goodman downloaded emails at same Internet cafe through hotmail: "looking for further evidence" others at NOTW 
worked with Mulcaire 

Footers show the date of download of Goodman's emails: the headers show when the emails were created 

BREAKING: Clive Goodman downloaded NI emails after his arrest to "show that Andy knew what was going on" in regards to 
phone hacking at NOTW 

Goodman calls this email download "self protection. I was enormously worried... I was going to be the sole conspirator with 
Glenn Mulcaire" 

Goodman gave these emails to an employment lawyer at Lewis Silkin in 2007 

Goodman says he made contact with Tony Lorenzo, employment solicitor around 14/08/06 because Coulson wanted to talk 
about "his future" 

"I couldn't ask Henri Brandman, because he was representing NI aswell" says Goodman of contact with Lorenzo 

Goodman spoke to Brandman about statements, character witnesses, etc. 

BREAKING: Goodman claim his lawyer Henri Brandman raised the topic of him being the "lone wolf" in phone hacking in 2006 

Goodman told Brandman that "the editor raised a string of revenue for the project (Mulcaire) and he didn't feel comfortable 
being lone wolf 

Cafe meeting of Coulson and Goodman 

Goodman met Andy Coulson at Cafe Rouge in Wimbledon 

In prior arranged phone call Coulson said "it was a vital conversation - important information to pass on" that weekend. 

Coulson was urging Goodman to "get this out of the way" in phone conversation. 

"I was very suspicious of the meeting," says Goodman on 14/08/06 so he recorded it and made a note immediately after. 

Goodman says the quality of his tape was "pretty poor... I'm not an undercover reporter". 

Saunders explains the jury won't have this document Goodman is turning to because of legal privilege. 

Meeting 3.20 to 3.55 on 14/08/06 Coulson wanted to talk about criminal case and what would happen. "Police didn't want to go 
any deeper" 

BREAKING: Goodman says that Coulson said through his "influence" he could stop him going to prison for phone hacking in 
2006 

Goodman says that Coulson promised if made clear "he acted alone.. off the reservation" he could get a job back at NOTW on 
similar salary 

"You can be one of those people who come back" Goodman says Coulson promised: "It's up to you" 

Goodman says Coulson promised to pay and help look after Goodman's family even if he got a custodial sentence 
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Goodman says he was told "to keep silent about the involvement of others" 

Goodman pauses in court when talking about his wife and daughter. 

"Andy had a lot of detail about the case... he could only got from Henri Brandman" says Goodman: "a conflict of interest" 

"You've got to say you're a lone wolf. That put the fear of god in me. Exactly what NI solicitor said" Goodman tells the jury 

16/08/06 Goodman appears in court; "great deal of pressure from Henri to plead guilty" says Goodman. 

But this was magistrates court - no possibility of pleading guilty. It has no jurisdiction to deal with Goodman's 'conspiracy' count 

Goodman was advised he could still plead guilty at a later date. 

David Spens QC reads out legal note about Goodman's case going to the Crown Court because of conspiracy charge. 

Goodman suspended but offered work 

31/08/06 Goodman spoke to Coulson again: he has a note of the conversation. 

Goodman says Coulson called him at home on 31/08/06: "You are suspended. It's up to me whether I use you or not" 
suggested new work 

Coulson offered Goodman NOTW work from home on book features, serialisations and Royal stories. Goodman called back 
and said "yes" 

Coulson took the hotmail address from Goodman: contacted him a couple of days later for a story about Earl Spencer and 
marriage break up 

Goodman was also given a couple of book serialisations to work on from Andy Coulson after his arrest. 

Goodman says he accepted offer "if I didn't accept the work I'd be in trouble and salary I was receiving on suspension would 
probably end" 

Goodman's Proof of Evidence 

Goodman produced a "proof of evidence" in the months leading up to his trial in the autumn of 2006 

29/10/06 is date of the legal document Goodman produced on phone hacking (BTW: I store all these dates for later reference) 

Goodman says the 'proof of evidence' document was constructed by himself: and represents his instructions to Henri 
Brandman 

Spens is going to read this document and section on Mulcaire: 

Document explains Mulcaire had worked for news desk for at least 10 years, and reporters not allowed direct access. 
Payments explained 

Goodman's proof of evidence talks of a CPS file which contained Mulcaire's contract. 

Goodman concedes that his statement is false in regard to knowing about Mulcaire's phone hacking in 2006 

"He claimed the information came from security service contacts who were already monitoring phone" says Goodman 
statement 

BREAKING: Goodman claims he was introduced to a 'spook' by Mulcaire: intelligence service officer who apparently approved 
of hacking 

Goodman's original legal statement says Mulcaire was paid with full knowledge of editor of NOTW and managing editor. 

30/10/06 email from Henri Brandman to Goodman talks of conversation with senior NI exec, and how his barrister will be 
Kelsey Fry 

Goodman replies "other star names" seems to have been added to his indictment "though not a shred of evidence linking me" 

"My concern remains that these will all be seen as a general conspiracy... other NI execs also appear on face of Crown papers" 
Goodman in 06 

Goodman writes again to Brandman about the meeting with barrister Kelsey Fry and says some Mulcaire info "not a topic for 
email" 

Goodman corrects himself: it was actually Henri Brandman who wrote 'proof of evidence' before trial. He made amendments. 

Crown court hearing for Goodman was set for 07/11/06 

On 02/11/06 Goodman amends his 5 page do: "this was to inform Henri Brandman and Kelsey Fry of everyone involved with 
Glenn Mulcaire 

"Knowledge of his work became so widely known that the editor told conference no more reference to him" Goodman legal doc 
on Mulcaire in 06 

Goodman legal doc again mentions intelligence officer introduced to him by Mulcaire suggesting his "operations were 
sanctioned" 

Goodman says he was unaware in 2005 that Mulcaire was on a separate and pound;2k a month contract with NOTW. 

Goodman legal statement in October 2006 explains he had to make transcripts of voicemails for senior NOTW editors 
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Goodman emails his lawyer Henri Brandman on same date in October 2006 about arrangements with senior NI execs 
inspecting his legal papers 

Goodman turns to a 03/11/06 legal document, not seen by the jury, about a meeting with his lawyer Henri Brandman 

Goodman gave Brandman a new copy of his "proof" and discussed progress of his case 

"Judges might take a benign view of someone who took responsibility for their actions" Goodman says Brandman told him. 

Goodman says NI was influencing his legal advice "I was getting their point of view through my solicitors... didn't know what to 
make of it" 

NI are given Goodman's Case Documents 

03/11/06 Coulson emails senior NI exec about Goodman allowing them to see his legal case, and getting copies for the 
weekend. 

Goodman says he didn't want to "upset" Coulson, and made "encouraging noises" about providing his legal documents. 

"I absolutely didn't want a set of prosecution documents going to NOTW," says Goodman. "I didn't trust them... newspapers 
leaky places" 

More internal NI email to Coulson about 'Clive' not wanting to share prosecution documents with NOTW and NI execs 

NI exec writes Goodman reluctance on documents "not good" and Clive being "difficult" about "Kelsey should know this but not 
that syndrome" 

Goodman says he wasn't being difficult. 

04/11/06 note after meeting with Brandman promising to provide details on Glenn Mulcaire, and stressing NI can only read his 
docs in office 

More emails between Brandman and NI execs show Goodman's legal team passing on prosecution case. 

BREAKING: Goodman's lawyer defied his direct instructions and passed on prosecution phone hacking papers to News 
International 

Goodman confirmed he never changed his instructions to Henri Brandman about sharing papers with NI execs. 

Goodman shakes his head at emails sent from his lawyer to News International and says "I never saw these papers at the time" 

04/11/06 Meeting with Goodman, Brandman, Kelsey Fry and senior NI executive. 

BREAKING: Goodman says he was told by NI exec: "You're not going to be dismissed as long as you don't implicate other 
people" 

At legal meeting, NI exec told Goodman "Andy would deny any involvement or responsiblity" for phone hacking 

15 minute break 

Transcript of conversation between Coulson and Goodman 

Back after the break at the #hackingtrial: Clive Goodman is explaining events after his arrest for phone hacking in 2006 

08/11/06 a transcript of conversation the day after legal conference between Goodman and Coulson: Langdale for Coulson 
says it's 09/11/06 

Goodman recorded the conversation when at home: Coulson was at the NOTW offices. Goodman "very concerned" after 
meeting NI lawyer 

Spens takes Goodman to a part in the transcript: Coulson says "there was one thing at that meeting... passed on.... I need to 
clarify" 

Goodman says he had two meeting with NI lawyer - one at Brandman's chamber, and another at Carluccio's after this time. 

Back to transcript: Coulson says: "this idea it's a foregone conclusion you're going to be dismissed" and refers back to Cafe 
Rouge meeting 

Transcript of Coulson tape (heard before) reiterates "as the editor, the intention is.... to give you every possible support" 

Coulson says in this recorded conversation from 2006: "my absolute intention is to say.... we're going to continue to employ 
you" 

Coulson says: "The best way for me to argue that is to say I have a duty of care for you.... That's not for me. That's for you" 

"You need looking after, and that's what we will do." says Coulson: "I'm assuming continuing to work at NOTW is something 
you want" 

Coulson talks about "subbing" jobs for Goodman, and "retraining" in recorded conversation. 

"We are on the same side here," says Coulson to Goodman. "It's really up to you... The truth is we're not there" 

"We both agree that going forward you know your role now becomes a very difficult one" says Coulson to Goodman. 

Goodman says "I didn't believe I'd retain a job at this period" despite guarantees of employment from Andy Coulson just prior 
to trial 
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Meeting between Goodman and NI Lawyer 

Spens shows jury another police transcript between Goodman and NI lawyer that took place at pub in Putney on 08/11/06 

Goodman recorded this meeting with NI lawyer was "very relaxed chat about family and former colleagues" 

Discussions with Coulson relayed back to Goodman: he would deny any involvement in Alexander project, and mitigation plea 

Goodman discussed his plea for 'mitigation'. NI lawyer told him: "There was place for me at the paper if I kept other people out 
of it" 

Most of this taped conversation with NI lawyer and Goodman are "unintelligble" Goodman apologises: "I'm not an undercover 
reporter" 

One audible piece of recording, the NI lawyer says: "Andy knew you had a source in the area.... but he didn't know what was 
going on" 

Transcript of NI lawyer says Coulson still confident he can offer Goodman job. 

Transcript shows NI lawyer discussing with Goodman what his barrister Kelsey Fry will say in court about Mulcaire payments. 

Goodman explained to NI lawyer police evidence of other hacking: "Andy's real problem is that he's got three executives past 
and present" 

Goodman says he was referring to Miskiw and Thurlbeck and another over those "three executives" 

NI lawyer explains Coulson's three responsibilities: to Goodman, to the paper NOTW, and to himself. 

Goodman says there was 'no sentiment' in Coulson - referring to the decay of their previous friendship during his editorship of 
NOTW. 

Goodman tells lawyer he was "trying to stay out of prison" and that he was going to be unemployable: some job offers over 
subbing. 

"As long as I don't have to work with Neil or Ian" says Goodman of future NOTW employment. 

27/11/06 email to Coulson from NI lawyer subject 'Clive" saying Goodman wants to meet his barrister and solicitor alone. 

Email describes Goodman as being "devastated" over enlargement of prosecution claims. 

"I felt he'd be a malign influence who'd report everything back to the editor" says Goodman of attendance of this NI lawyer. 

Goodman confirms conference took place with only his solictior, Brandman and barrister Kelsey Fry. 

Goodman says he told Kelsey Fry about others involvement with Mulcaire: "He echoed the advice Henri Brandman gave me" 
Goodman says. 

Kelsey Fry told Goodman that the judge may take a "dim view" of involving others at NOTW in a plea of mitigation. 

Goodman says that by 20/11/06 they'd had all the prosecution documents: "completely transparent... linking Miskiw, Thurlbeck 
to Mulcaire" 

"It was quite clear the police had made a decision to stop at me" says Goodman despite evidence of other NOTW contacts with 
Mulcaire. 

"Despite this evidence" says Goodman, "nobody wanted to take it any further." Says he had no choice but accept legal advice 
to say nothing 

Goodman pleads Guilty in 2006 

29/11/06 Goodman came to Old Bailey and pleaded guilty to conspiracy to hack voicemails. 

11/12/06 is a "proof number three" - third draft of Goodman's case. 

Five minute break to get photocopies of missing Goodman document 

Back after a break to copy missing papers at Court 12 

In this third draft of Goodman's legal 'proof': "no mention of other NOTW executives" except brief reference to payments system 

Goodman's evidence about other NOTW executives 'disappeared' from legal proofs drafted by his lawyer. 

Goodman says this was a result of his previous conversation with lawyers: he "rather doubtfully" agreed to suppress other 
NOTW names. 

11/12/06 Goodman says to Brandman he cannot accept the proof as a final document. Wants Kelsey Fry's view on payment 
structure. 

Goodman says he concerned "there was little separation between me and Mulcaire... and didn't make point I couldn't approve 
his payments" 

Sentencing Hearing 

12/12/06 Another conference at Kelsey Fry's chambers with Brandman: an NI lawyer "had invited himself" says Goodman. 

Meeting with lawyers was to discuss sentencing hearing: scheduled for 26/01/07 with plea for mitigation and meeting with 
probation before 
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Goodman says NI lawyer asked to attend because "he had special insight into probation service" - Goodman agree to part 
attendance 

Goodman says he managed to have a discussion with Kelsey Fry about payments - told to stick to "existing line" not mentioning 
others at NOTW 

Goodman says NI lawyer intervened in discussions with his lawyers, about dismissal. 

BREAKING: Goodman told by NI lawyer "Andy would only take him back" if he didn't name "others" in contact with Mulcaire in 
sentencing plea 

That evening, Goodman emailed Brandman complaining NI lawyer's presence was "most unhelpful" 

Goodman says NI lawyer promised to talk about probation and Sarah's Law: found his "stick and carrot" approach quite 
"shocking" 

Goodman writes to his lawyer Brandman about being more "threatened" by NI than "by prosecution case" 

Back with Goodman after lunch at #hackingtrial 

David Spens QC adduces the pre sentencing report provided by probation officer for sentencing judge: Goodman met 
probation 26/12/06 16/01/07 

Probation report says Goodman expressed "contrition" and had previous good relationship with the palace. 

"He knew he was taking extreme risks, but had been demoted... sidelined... his senior editor constantly berating him' says 
Probation Report 

Probation report also talks about financial approvals for Mulcaire: he only wanted to "curry favour with his boss.... lowering 
status at NI" 

Probation report says Goodman seemed to have no financial gain, and that cash payments to Mulcaire facilitated by 
newspaper 

Spens picks up the "tacit agreement" with editor over Mulcaire payments. Goodman says he didn't say 'tacit' and he named 
Coulson. 

Goodman explains he was still "very worried" and knew probation report would not to go NI: "it was my way of telling someone 
in authority" 

BREAKING: Goodman says he used probation officer to convey to judge the editorial approval of his activities with Mulcaire. 

Internal NI email between lawyer and Coulson about Goodman's meeting with probation officer saying "Who knew?" never 
arose 

"Anything I told Henri would go back to NOTW" says Goodman of not informing his lawyer about probation officer report. 

15/01/07 NI lawyer emails Coulson about Goodman's movements and trying to meet up with him. 16/01/07 2nd meeting with 
probation officer 

17/01/07 Goodman emails his lawyer Henri Brandman discussing Mulcaire and his weekly payments 

Goodman explains in email he was "concerned about the lack of distinction between the other account and (Mulcaire's) other 
activities. 

23/01/07 Goodman emails Brandman thanking him for fax of information report: "I'd like only, you, me and Kelsey to receive 
copies" 

"It would be extremely unhelpful for NOTW to see this document" writes Goodman. Didn't want them to know he'd named editor 
in probation rpt 

Goodman sentenced in Jan 2007, and no mention in mitigation of "approval of editor... or involvement of any other NOTW 
executives" 

Goodman Sentenced 

Goodman sentenced for four months in prison in January 2007 

05/02/07 Goodman was sent a letter that his employment with NOTW was terminated. He was in prison. His wife called to tell 
him of letter. 

08/02/07 and pound;70k paid into Goodman's account. His 100k salary minus National Insurance ect. 

Jury shown letter from new NOTW editor Colin Myler 22/02/07 writing to PCC over "single rogue reporter" 

Goodman was given early release on a 'tag' in late Feb 2007 

02/03/07 Goodman appeals against his dismissal for gross misconduct to Daniel Cloke at News Internataional. 

He appeals on 1/ Mulcaire activities supported by Coulson and others, paid by Kuttner 2/ Miskiw and Thurlbeck also hacking. 

"This practice was widely discussed at daily editorial conference" says Goodman in 2007 email to News International 

Goodman says in 2007 NI lawyer had long advance notice he was to be plead guilty, and NOTW continued to employ him. 

Goodman writes in 2007 he was promised employment if he didn't implicate others in phone hacking and Mulcaire. Letter cc'ed 
to Les Hinton 
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14/03//07 Goodman wrote to Cloke before internal NI appeals procedure. 

Spens turns back to a 04/01/07 email in which NI lawyer talks of the 'who knew' topic. 

The second letter to Cloke asked "for assistance... for my appeal" and asks for postponing the hearing 

Goodman says he wants to be accompanied by lawyer for the NI hearing, and asks for further documents: sentencing hearing 
transcription 

Goodman also asks for all his payment requests from 2005 and which executives had approved 

Goodman tells jury "it was important to show who could authorise payments": he also asked for evidence of his demotion. 

Goodman also asked for emails from him to Coulson, Kuttner and other senior NOTW execs: "I knew for a fact stories... 
involved phone hacking" 

Goodman wanted NOTW internal emails for employment tribunal concerning himself, Mulcaire and the 'Alexander Payments' 

Goodman also wanted internal emails from NI lawyer to find out contact with his legal team 

14/03/07 Harbottle and Lewis instructed to find emails related to the matters Goodman raised. 

20/03/07 Date of first internal appeal with Goodman: Daniel Cloke and Colin Myler supervised NI hearing 

NI "declined" to allow Goodman to bring a lawyer to appeal. Goodman asked if he could record meeting "they said no" 
"recorded it anyway" 

"I didn't trust them to provide any accurate record of events" says Goodman of taping appeal. NI transcript errors "reversed the 
truth" 

Goodman counted 47 inaccuracies in NI transcript of appeal. He submitted his own downloaded emails, including voicemail 
transcripts 

NI appeal did not call any witnesses, says Goodman. 

30/03/07 email adduced from Goodman to Lorenzo, his employment lawyer. Spens asks Goodman to read it to himself 

Goodman meeting with Brooks 2007 

30/03/07 Goodman gets a call from a reporter at the Sun: "I knew him very well"... calling on behalf of "Rebekah who wanted 
meeting with me" 

Goodman met Brooks at the RAC club 12/04/07 

Goodman make a 'contact note' of this meeting with Brooks. 

Brooks offered Goodman employment on bookazines about the Royal Family, to co write with veteran Sun Royal photographer. 

Brooks says she didn't want to get involved in "process" with NOTW. Goodman expressed a lot of doubt because Hinton had 
sacked him 

Brooks insisted she could employ who she liked. They discussed salaries: not a job but a contract for a period of time. 

Email from Goodman to Lorenzo with contract sent by Brooks' PA offering and pound;12.5k for six months. "I felt it wasn't 
serious job offer" 

Goodman felt that after six months "my threat as whistleblower over phone hacking would be over" 

09/05/07 email from Brooks adduced in court, chasing him up on bookazine and sub-editors training course and asking him to 
'return a call' 

10/05/07 second internal NI hearing at the hotel in Surbiton - first one at NI's magazine division in Chelsea: Cloke and Myler in 
attendance 

Goodman covertly recorded this appeal hearing too. 

Goodman was told NI were "minded to reject the appeal" on 10/05/07 

18/05/07 Brooks writes to Goodman again on the "sub editor" job "we will get you a contract" 

30/05/07 NI officially rejects Goodman's internal appeal for unfair dismissal. Discussed with Lorenzo whether to go to full public 
tribunal 

03/06/07 Goodman was called previously by John Chapman, head of corporate legal for NI seeking "a without prejudice 
discussion" 

Chapman emails Goodman's solicitor on 07/06/07 with a proposal. 

"We would be prepared to offer your client and pound;50k to settle any employment claim" says Chapman: no proposal for 
future work services 

Between 07/06/07 and early July a compromise agreement signed by Goodman and News International (NGN in this case) 

"The employer with pay the employee... the sum of and pound;140k" says contract. "Over and above and pound;70k paid 
previously" says Spens. 

This contract between Goodman and NI had a confidentiality clause attached. Money paid on 10/07/07 and 31/10/07 
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Goodman's Second Arrest 

Last chapter of Goodman's evidence in chief. His arrest in July 2013. He gave a no comment interview on advice of solicitor. 

Goodman said he "read about my arrest in the Guardian newspaper" before it happened. Police turned up a dawn with search 
warrant. 

More reports on arrest not naming Goodman seemed to "have everything" on Green Books: "only coming from inside inquiry" 

"There was a serious leak in police inquiry... doubly encouraged me to make no comment" in police interviews says Goodman. 

On second arrest Goodman made a statement about Royal Directories and says they were anonymous cash payments to 
protect sources. 

Goodman says "there was no corruption of public officers or the police" in prepared statement on second arrest. Then made no 
comment 

23/11/12 Goodman charges with two counts to commit misconduct in public office. 

Originally Goodman was going to stand trial alone with Mr Coulson on counts 2 and 3: then that was attached to hacking trial. 

In August 2013 Goodman waived his legal privilege from Brandman, Kelsey Fry and Lorenzo: files were disclosed to all parties 
in the case 

Last question for Goodman from Spens about Coulson. 

Goodman explains "initially I was pretty sore" about imprisonment and then loss of job: "but you can't stay like that forever" 

"I don't have any feelings about it all now" says Goodman. He says the anger had "faded" when he got out of prison: "a good 
place to think" 

"I wish we could have got on with our lives, but it didn't happen. I have to say things that pained me in the course of my 
defence" Goodman 

Half an hour break for papers to be prepared . 

Jury sent home early to allow other defence teams to prepare to cross examine Goodman 
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Thursday 20 March 2014 

Summary 

Clive Goodman is Cross Examined by Counsel for Andy Coulson 
Langdale questions Goodman on Phone Hacking 
Cash Payments 
Goodman questioned on Articles and Payments 
Editor's Conferences 
Goodman questioned on Coulson 
More questions on Hacking 

Clive Goodman is Cross Examined by Counsel for Andy Coulson 

Langdale questions Goodman on Phone Hacking 

Langdale explains he has three files for Goodman and jury: two are new, one they already have, "by nature repetitive" Langdale 
explains 

At the #hackingtrial Clive Goodman is back in the witness box, about to be cross examined by Timothy Langdale QC, counsel 
for Andy Coulson 

Langdale asks Goodman "Have you told the court the full extent of your hacking phones?" Goodman: "I think so...." 

Langdale runs through Harverson, Dyer, Parker Bowles, Lowther Pinkerton, Asprey. Goodman agrees. 

Langdale makes it clear he's asking about personal hacking, not through Glenn Mulcaire. Goodman agrees her personally ran 
DDNs 

"I'm suggesting to you Mr Goodman you did hack other people you haven't told us about," says Langdale. Goodman: "I don't 
recall" 

Langdale runs through the Alexander Project, and Goodman's claim Coulson knew it was Mulcaire, and Mulcaire was hacking. 

Langdale adduces an email Goodman sent 03/02/06 to Coulson seen before on "matey's weekly payment" and the maths of 
Mulcaire. 

"We've acquired a long list of names, addresses, connections" says Goodman in email to Coulson about Mulcaire's hacking. 

Goodman explains that people who leave messages often leave numbers, and you can work out connections. 

Of this 'long list' Goodman says he kept some contacts in the office and some at home. 

Goodman explains that the search of his desk in 2006 was stop by News International lawyers. Goodman says he "doesn't 
know" if list found 

Goodman says he never received back his filofax and list of contacts 

"I got a list of property confiscated by the police" says Goodman. Langdale: "Mr Goodman please. We know how concerned 
you were" 

"I was concerned I wasn't involved in wider hacking of VIPs and celebrities," says Goodman. "Mulcaire's general industrious 
hacking" 

"By the time I left the police station, I'd already been charged. The people I had hacked were put to me" says Goodman 

Langdale returns to Matey email "this contact has been very productive.... this sort of information no manageable on story by 
story basis" 

"If Mr Coulson knew Alexander was Mulcaire what was the point of telling him that?" asks Langdale about description of Matey. 

Langdale says Coulson didn't know Matey was Mulcaire. Goodman says he did. 

Goodman email talks about "costs" for Mulcaire: Langdale asks "what costs?". Goodman says office, contact, operating life. 

Langdale says Mulcaire was getting in and pound;100k a year already for hacking. "What were his extra costs?" Goodman says 
operating costs. 

Langdale claims Goodman was talking about someone with "entirely separate operation". Not true says Goodman 

Goodman says Mulcaire was getting increasingly frustrated and wanted to switch to Sun newspaper: "bad managed by News 
Desk" at NOTW 

"Glenn Mulcaire was fed up with working for news desk, wanted a switch to the Sun" says Goodman 

Goodman quizzed about Mulcaire "missing stuff" - he didn't have the background knowledge to understand material gained. 

"Mr Coulson knew I was hacking myself," says Goodman. Mulcaire provided PINs and DDNs 

Langdale says that this couldn't have been Mulcaire. Goodman denies this: "No, not at all". 

Langdale asks about Goodman's line saying Mulcaire would be "a devastating loss". "Always much better to be in control of a 
project" 
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Langdale says these emails are just "flannelling": Goodman denies this. 

Langdale asks about cash payments to anonymous sources made by Goodman: some less concerned about anonymity than 
cash in hand 

"I think most people in dealing with stories about Royal Family also like anonymity" says Goodman. 

Cash Payments 

Langdale talks about the alias created for cash payments: Farish, Anderson and Hall created by Goodman - sometimes others 
paid. 

"Did you always pay after publication of story, or some occasions before?" asks Langdale. "General policy was payment after 
delivery" 

"Normal process was payment on publication, but any number of occasions sources paid on handover of documents" says 
Goodman 

"Sometimes as a good will gesture, for a long standing source" Goodman says payment might not lead to a story if paid in 
advance 

Goodman agrees sources paid for "Insight, intelligence, documents, some kind of service" 

"There were pretty substantial sums of cash going through your hands" says Langdale to Goodman. He produces a schedule of 
cash payments 

Saunders caveats this schedule: Langdale says it has not been checked through by others, prepared by Coulson's defence. 

'Analysis of Goodman's Cash Payments, Expenses... 2000 to 2006" is this new document prepared by Coulson's defence 
team. 

Langdale goes to a random column: September 2000 - no info on cash payments claimed. But and pound;10k withdrawn from 
Goodman's bank account 

Langdale goes to 2001: annual cash claims and pound;28,100 went "through your hands" says Langdale to Goodman. 2002: 
and pound;44,500 

2003 Goodman handled and pound;57,000 cash payments through NOTW: in 2004 and pound;31,000 (expenses and 
pound;10k) 

Langdale points out Goodman made no cash withdrawals from his own bank account through 2004-2005 right the way to mid 
2006 

Goodman explains lack of cash withdrawals: "My life changed significantly with arrival of a child, and a new wife. " 

"Prior to that I lived quite I high spending life style, my first wife and I had no children and lived quite a high spending lifestyle" 

Goodman: "My life changed a lot... I wasn't going out so much. I started going to supermarkets" says Goodman of marriage and 
new child 

"It wasn't as a result of having any extra source of money" ask Langdale. Goodman says he got and pound;140k legacy from 
death of mother. 

"What you have here is an incomplete record of my finances, it's just one bank account" says Goodman. 

"What was it the police missed about your finances?" asks Langdale. Goodman: "I'm afraid you're going to have to ask them." 

Langdale asks about other sources of cash from Jan 2004 to summer 2006: Goodman "I'd get a cash advance from cashiers.... 
or use cash back" 

"I paid greater attention to saving... paid for childcare, and put it away for the child's education" says Goodman in change of his 
habits 

Langdale goes through Goodman's 2004 cash claims and expenses around and pound;30k, going up to next year to and 
pound;40k. 

"We just have to take your word for it that the cash payments went to the person concerned" asks Langdale. "It did," says 
Goodman 

"Did you keep for yourself any of the money you got in cash from NOTW?" asks Langdale. "I did not," says Goodman. 

Goodman points out his cash payments to sources actually declined by 40% in 2004 - same time he was not withdrawing cash 
from ATMs 

Langdale's figures show the amount of cash payments rising. "Those are the figures we suggest are correct" says Langdale. 

"You were rather reluctant to embrace stricter rules coming into the paper over cash payments," says Langdale. "It was a 
problem, yes" 

"Senior management were concerned about the laxity of rules over cash payments" says Langdale. Goodman says they didn't 
like tax situation 

Goodman says he was like many other NOTW journalists chasing cash payments: "a crowd of people in the managing editors 
office on Tuesdays" 

Langdale asks again about three aliases: Goodman says the company required an address so they gave them a false address. 
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"I was only doing what I was required to do by the company" says Goodman. "I don't get why you think we'd put in the real 
address" 

Goodman says a real address for a false identity would defeat the point of the exercise 

Langdale says he's produced another schedule of payments from Goodman to other cash contributors, excluding Farish, 
Anderson and Hall. 

Spens for Goodman says this new schedule is a "working document" and "not agreed" 

Other cash payments by Goodman "not known at address provided": Alan, Curtis, Dean, Dickinson, Dundees, Grant, Owen etc 

"Are they all aliases?" asks Langdale of dozen or so names Goodman paid. Goodman looks through the list. 

"There are definitely aliases... Farish, Anderson and Hall... as for the others I'd assume some of them are" says Goodman. 

"I'd imagine most of these, if not all, are aliases" says Goodman. 

"This is not a memory test. And don't worry that I'm going to come back and hit you with something," says Langdale. 

Goodman says, without checking, he thinks most of these were aliases. 

Goodman questioned on Articles and Payments 

Langdale goes through Goodman's payments to alias Farish and related NOTW articles. From 2002 to 2006. 

"In general" Goodman agrees, Farish was providing information about the Royal Family. 

Langdale turns to Anderson schedule of payments, that begin 02/01/01 about Prince Edward, and end in April 2006 

Langdale takes us to "the third member of this particular trio" payments to Hall - starting 04/09/01 and finishing 12/04/06 

"Why not payment to any of those three, your principal sources, after the first week in April 2006?" asks Langdale. "I'm sorry I 
don't know" 

"Is it just coincidence they all seem to stop getting cash payments in April?" asks Langdale. Goodman says "I don't have an 
answer for you" 

"I know they didn't want to pay Mr Hall in cash anymore, and there was a constant tension about that" says Goodman. 

Goodman says that Anderson disappeared. 

"Is it just a coincidence... you start withdrawing cash again at beginning of June?" asks Langdale. "You're looking at events 2 
months apart 

"I'm sorry I don't see the connection" says Goodman of end of payments to three sources, and resumption of cash withdrawals 
from his ATM 

Langdale asks "was the sum of money the source was going to receive sometimes agreed in advance?" Goodman 
"sometimes" 

"All situations are completely different, there is no template for it" says Goodman of cash payments: "I'd negotiate on behalf of 
paper" 

"The information is worth what the paper is willing to pay for it," says Goodman. 

Goodman agrees it's sometimes true "the source only gets paid when a story is published.... but each case unique and 
individual" 

Goodman says "occassionally" sources would get paid even if a story wasn't published. 

"You're asking me to give a generalisation of 20 years of sources," says Goodman. He doesn't 'believe' he ever paid a source 
for no info. 

Goodman explains sources could also provide 'insight' rather than just exclusive new information. 

Langdale takes Goodman to tab "Pre 2005' and contributor payment forms for alias Alec Hall being paid and pound;200 for 
'Jean Simmons - Carvery' 

03/03/02 story on Gene Simmons Carvery NOTW column paid on 08/03/02 - 59 words on Kiss frontman about being on cover 
of Playboy 

"You would keep an eye on other publications in the course of you work?" says Langdale. Goodman: "There isn't time to read 
everything" 

Langdale produces a Telegraph story not long before on 25/02/02 - about Gene Simmons. Same quote at NOTW from "Sharon 
Tweed' 

Goodman explains he paid Mr Hall who spotted it. "You paid Mr Hall for his ability to read?" asks Langdale. 

"The story would have been lost in a paper with a very low circulation" says Goodman. "You'd pay?" "Yes, sort of thing done all 
the time!" 

Langdale turns to and pound;300 payment to Anderson on 03/11/02 about Fergie in Sierra Leone. 

Langdale reads Goodman's Carvery Column about Fergie confusing a pop singer with a vicious warlord, and her red hair. 
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Langdale produces another piece in the Observer from six days earlier about Sarah Ferguson and her funny red hair and scary 
eyes. 

Same Observer article has Ferguson mixing up Charles Taylor, president of Liberia, and James Taylor. 

"Mr Anderson is a journalist, had spotted it, and sold it on. Absolutely commonplace. Skiil is passing it on," says Goodman. 

10 minute break 

Back with Langdale's cross examination of Goodman: he wouldn't read all the supplements for papers, and could miss other 
royal references. 

Goodman explains Mr Hall worked for a middle market newspaper, and wouldn't be able to use some more tabloid stories 

Langdale cites another payment of and pound;150 to Anderson about Prince Charles 'exam row' appearing in Carvery diary 
from Feb 2nd 

Langdale "would you keep an eye out for Prince Charles stories?" Goodman: "If I saw them I would" 

Langdale adduces a Guardian story that has exactly the same information about Prince Charles 2 days before. 

"It's a straight lift from this piece," says Langdale of Guardian article on lack of academic qualifications of Prince Charles. "Not 
true" 

Langdale says Prince Charles qualifications story was 'widespread in the press' and shows the Western Daily Press, Western 
Mail and Express 

"It escaped your attention had it, that this story appeared in a number of places" asks Langdale. 

Goodman says he wouldn't have read Western Daily Press, Birmingham Post, and Observer published the same day. 

"Mr Coulson took a close personal interest in the Carvery, and if he thought there was something wrong... he'd be very quick to 
say so" 

Middle of April payment of and pound;650 to Mr Hall related to Madonna. Carvery piece "too chicken to put out her anti war 
video" about Madonna 

"You got that from other publications didn't you?" asks Langdale. "No, I did not" says Goodman. Langdale cites the publication 
'W' 

Langdale says there's an email in which Goodman requests to make sure the W is still provided by NOTW. 

"I'd have to see the email and the context before I can answer that question," says Goodman of importance of W magazine. 

Langdale cites "cost cutting measures" which would cut a number of Goodman magazines "seems daft buying two sets" 

Langdale cites email in which Goodman says he'd like to retain W, and Vague. Saunders corrects "I think that's Vogue" 

"The news desk was a very bad place at the time, and there were lots of rows and discussions," says Goodman about email 
over magazines. 

Langdale takes Goodmanto a Madonna article in W magazine - now put into word document because original in very small 
print 

The W article has similar content to the Carvery item: Madonna enthusing about Micheal Moore movie and mentioning Iraq 

"You just lifted your Carvery piece" says Langdale. Goodman says the email is Feb 06: "I don't recall if I was receiving W in 
2003" 

"Are you suggesting positively he had W is 2003?" asks Saunders of Langdale: "Or just asking?" Langdale "I'm asking" 

BREAKING: Goodman says he never listened to the Madonna album he described as 'uninspired' in NOTW in 2003 (bit of irony 
in that BREAKING) 

Goodman explains that the 'uninspired' description was an understanding across the music industry. 

Langdale asks what justifies giving Mr Hall and pound;650 for that piece: "Spotting that story, packaging the story. It was the 
lead in the Carvery" 

14/09/03 Mr Hall gets paid and pound;250 for Carvery story about bust up between Ethan Hawke and Uma Thurman and her 
brother's reaction 

Langdale cites a piece from the Sun Bizarre magazine "two days before" about Uma Thurman's brother wanting to kill Ethan 
Hawke 

Another Mirror piece cites split between Hawke and Thurman. Goodman says Hall got paid for spotting these. 

"Had I seen these pieces in Sun and Mirror the story wouldn't have made the paper, too similar" says Goodman. 

"I can only assume all three stories emanated from the same source... website or something" says Goodman. But Mr Hall got it. 

Goodman is asked whether his "stories dried up after death of Diana". He says "no": the industry changed. Public felt 
"revulsion" 

"They wanted to protect her children from coverage" says Goodman on Princess Diana: "So the industry shrank" 

"The sources and the stories were there," says Goodman of Royal Family post death of Diana: "but the treatment was different" 
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Goodman says he was told he had the most number of front pages at NOTW. Langdale suggests this was just the death of 
Diana. 

"No," says Goodman: "In a crowded market, I managed to get exclusives" 

Goodman is asked about the Osama Bin Laden lookalike taking up 7 pages: Langdale says it was just a splash and turn. 

"if I exaggerated I'm sorry" says Goodman of 7 page splash. "You're rather prone to exaggerating aren't you?" says Langdale 

Goodman explains the tip off about Osama Bin Laden lookalike at the palace came from Coulson, but he checked using royal 
directories. 

Goodman is asked about his runner up to scoop of the year. He shared a by line with Maz Mahmoud 

Langdale says there were problems with Goodman's work at NOTW before Coulson and even Brooks arrived (i.e. prior to 
2000) 

Langdale produces a Kuttner document to then editor Pat Chapman about a reporter making "two and two add up to seven" 

Kuttner email talks of 09/03/89 NOTW article written by Goodman: calling it a "ballsup... accuracy is everything" 

Goodman says memo "a fair reflection of a mistake I made working that night. It was wrong.... I should have made further 
checks" 

Goodman says Chapman memo is a friendly warning. Over 20 years you're going to have run-ins "difficult business, difficult 
personalities" 

In 1998 email to Phil Goodman also uses the term 'matey' about a source - doesn't mean Mulcaire - paid and pound;600. 

Kuttner emails Hall in 1998: "I think we have a problem with Clive Goodman,repeatedly failing to follow through and report on 
Royal stories" 

Goodman has never seen this email - never put to him by editor or anyone at the time. 

Kuttner article talks of Goodman missing splashes in other papers. 

Goodman explains how they were outbid one story: another People article didn't check out "they had a lower burden of proof" 

Goodman asked about his first contact with Mulcaire: "early 2000s when I sat next to Greg Miskiw" 

Goodman said he acted a lot as a 'go between' between Miskiw and Mulcaire, because "Greg was out of the office a lot" 

"In the early days of Glenn Mulcaire, widely acknowledged as a valuable source" says Goodman. But didn't know he hacked 
voicemails 

Goodman is going to be asked about material recovered from Mulcaire: mentioning Susan Gamble, Lowestoft. Goodman 
appears 'top left' 

"I don't remember pursuing Gamble" says Goodman of Mulcaire notes. 

Goodman looks at the notes. He doesn't remember a Susan Gamble. "My name is on it, but I don't remember it" 

"As for tasking him" says Goodman of Mulcaire: "It looks like he's trying to find someone". 

"I don't recall" says Goodman of Mulcaire notes: 03/06/99 tasking of Mulcaire for Susan Gamble. 

"Does that help you know whether you were tasking Mulcaire in 1999?" asks Langdale. "I don't remember a Susan Gamble" 

Langdale asks if there were direct dealings with Mulcaire before 2005. Goodman says "to the best of my knowledge" 

Langdale cites several Mulcaire notes about Eddie Irving, and 03/06/99 top left with the name "Clive': he doesn't recall tasking 
Mulcaire. 

Langdale asks about period 2000-03: "were you on the decline as a journalist at the paper?" "I wouldn't have thought so," says 
Goodman 

Goodman says things got very strange after Neil Wallis arrived as NOTW deputy in 2003: "he didn't like me, he didn't like my 
stories." 

"I was bringing in stories, but Andy and Neil didn't like what I was doing" says Goodman. 

"You don't get stories in a small circle like Royal Family.... by knocking on doors, because there were no doors to knock on" 
says Goodman 

Goodman acquired the nickname 'The Eternal Flame' among some NOTW journos, Langdale alleges, "because he never went 
out" 

Goodman says "in early days" Coulson encouraged him. 19/10/03 was last Carvery column according to Langdale. Blackadder 
created for Bolland 

Goodman explains that"spiteful back stabbing" style of Blackadder was a "special topic" of News of the World. 

Mark Bolland's last Blackadder column was 06/03/05 and Goodman, who'd helped before, took over the column the next week 

Goodman explains that he didn't want his picture on Blackadder column. 
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Editor's Conferences 

Goodman explains his demotion at NOTW under Coulson's editorship: firstly he reported direct to editor. 

Goodman never said he was "excluded from editor's conference": he'd been attending that since before Brooks and Coulson 
arrived. 

After his promotion, Goodman explains he could present his own stories, with his own placing on the list. 

"The order in which people present is considered important" says Goodman. It degraded and eventually asked after Sunday 
magazine. 

Goodman says eventually he could come to conference but not present list: "It was humiliating... and designed to be so" 

Langdale says we've "seen email after email you could go direct to Mr Coulson" "On some matters," says Goodman. 

"You can see from the tone of his emails he wasn't encouraging. One word, or two words, pretty dismissive" says Goodman. 

"I was coming up with stories... they weren't given a fair chance to get into the paper" says Goodman. 

Langdale explains how Ian Edmondson got cross with Goodman for "not going through the proper channels" 

"Ian Edmondson was my boss" says Goodman. "Mr Coulson is the person who... demoted me" 

"You were an expensive member of staff," says Langdale. "In comparative terms a good salary". Goodman: "I wouldn't have 
argued with that" 

Goodman questioned on Coulson 

"He was quite tough, generally" says Goodman of Coulson: He felt Coulson "bullying, aggressive.... at times" 

"Why did you invite him to your wedding in June 2006, two months before your arrest?" asks Langdale: "I went to his wedding" 
says Goodman 

Goodman talks of the death of his joint friend with Andy Coulson: Chris Blythe. 

"I thought it only right to invite him to mine, I thought he might take offence if I didn't" says Goodman of Coulson wedding invite. 

Goodman explains his complaint against Coulson wasn't bullying but NOTW "sanctioned phone hacking on an industrial scale... 
known by editor" 

"It was unfair because my ultimate boss Mr Coulson had sanctioned the project" says Goodman of Mulcaire and unfair 
dismissal. 

Lunch time till 2pm. 

Saunders tells jury we'll only sit till 2.30 on Monday because a juror has an appointment. 

Langdale tells Goodman he is not seeking to get him to name sources: "I'll be careful" 

Langdale is asking about Coulson encouraging Goodman: assisting Kuttner with leader writing. Occasionally Coulson would 
contribute. 

Goodman explains about news editor conference - normally on a Tuesday. Editor's conferences would take place daily, two on 
Friday. 

Over 20 people would attend the editor's conference, Langdale establishes with Goodman 

Goodman confirms that Miskiw and Marunchak had been there for some time when Coulson arrived as deputy editor in 2000 

Miskiw and Marunchak were "sometimes" quite close says Goodman. But he doesn't consider himself part of their group. 

"I don't think we saw ourselves as a club or an old guard at all" says Goodman of Miskiw and Marunchak. 

Goodman says he'd known Miskiw since late 80s early 90s. Worked close together "physically". 

Goodman says of Miskiw: "Greg had an investigations mind... very secretive. Kept most of his work to himself" 

Goodman say kept on occasional contact with Miskiw when he moved to Manchester in latter part of 2003. "Don't recall" if 
spoke abt Mulcaire 

Goodman says he thinks Miskiw and Mulcaire were "always close... still are" 

Langdale says Mulcaire and Miskiw's name appears, "in relation to you Mr Goodman" after 2003 and Miskiw's departure. 

Goodman can't recall describing Miskiw and Mulcaire as "Sooty and Fingers" - at Carluccio's 

"Someone manipulating someone else" Goodman agrees is what this Sooty and Fingers expression about Miskiw and Mulcaire 
means. 

"As far as I knew Greg had surrendered responsibility for Mulcaire" when he left for Manchester. Had left NOTW for Mercury in 
2005 

Goodman explains how he paid the cash to Mulcaire: "I give it to him... usually close by the office, in his car" 

"He was always very keen on being paid very quickly" says Goodman of Mulcaire. He can't recall paying money into his bank 
account. 

Goodman can't recall the other places he met Mulcaire for cash payments: "usually done very quickly" 
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Goodman denies "getting any proceeds from the Alexander project" for himself. 

Email shown to jury from Brooks about setting up the Carvery Column 20/04/01 then Goodman's appointment to senior editor. 

10/07/01 Goodman email to Kuttner about removing cash payments from news desk and his secret sources hanging around 
news desk. 

Goodman's requests meant his "credit costs" effectively resulted from a change of department to editorial management team 

"That is a supportive email" says Goodman of Coulson in 2000: "I think I said he started out supportive" 

"My executive of head of Goodman PR INC" writes Coulson to Goodman about drawing Brooks' attention to his work. 

10/05/02 Goodman email to Coulson: "biggest problem is keeping Max quiet. If he so much as whispers it we're all going to jail 
for contempt" 

Goodman explains this email related to Paul Burrell and Max Clifford having "lots of detail around his forthcoming trial" 

"We were concerned that Max... would boast about having story in NOTW. And have the whole thing injuncted" says Goodman. 

"I think I'm being dramatic for emphasis...." Langdale says "You were rather inclined to use florid and over dramatic language" 

Goodman denies he was "florid" and says NOTW would use dramatic language. He says "reporters do exaggerate". 

"There was a very real legal threat, I might have used the wrong word" says Goodman over contempt threat. 

Goodman says his "concrete wellies" comment in previous email was a joke. He denies he was talking "nonsense" in emails 
around office 

To suggestion that any editor would have to take what he said with a "large pinch of salt" Goodman replies: "You'll have to ask 
the editor" 

08/01/03 email chain when Coulson was editor, writing to Goodman about "leaks" 

Following day 09/01/03 Goodman emails Coulson about "Sophie Clinic" and the 'Lister Clinic'. Langdale says info provided by 
Coulson. 

"I can't tell," says Goodman: "It's ambiguous... Lister may be out there in the public domain" 

Email goes on about PCC case and Harry's exams. 

Another shows information coming in from source 23/03/03 "Nothing to do with hacking" Goodman agrees. 

"There might however be a way in" says another email, discussing the strategy for a source. "I've also got someone keeping 
me up to date" 

"It's nothing to do with Hacking" Goodman agrees. 24/01/04 email about Royal Aide an allegations of mistress: source was 
Mark Bolland. 

Another email about the Carvery column 24/01/03 or 04 Goodman emails Coulson about Mark Bolland. Another email about 
chasing Bolland. 

"Greg's people turning mobiles" email adduced by Langdale: Goodman confirms he understood this to be getting an address 
not hacking. 

25/01/03 Goodman emails Coulson about Royal Princes "Got some more info on M": Coulson had queried "anti-Wills" in 
Carvery Lead. 

Goodman says email with "Now we have his mobile we can check out his end of things" was nothing to do with hacking 

Oct 2003 Coulson is 10 months into editorship, writes to Kuttner about "Clive G fully on board with leader role" and office and 
pool cars. 

"There is Andy Coulson trying to find a new role for you" says Langdale. "He decided to cancel my column and hadn't told me 
replacing me" 

"I would say I was already extremely productive in the office" says Goodman. 

More questions on Hacking 

Langdale cites a Mulcaire note: date maybe 02/10/02 and name 'Titus Brambell' Goodman "formerly was Duchess of Cornwall's 
protection officer 

Saunders says he thought Titus Brambell was a footballer. "I think he plays for Ipswich which explains the post code" 

Langdale hones in on some Mulcaire notes on Paddy Harverson. 

Langdale cites two calls from Goodman to Paddy Harverson on 13/01/05 and then hacks of Harverson's phone by Mulcaire 
around 18/01/06 

25/01/06 is a hack of Harverson's phone from NI landline. "Is that you?" asks Langdale. "I don't know... " 

"I don't think there's any dispute I was hacking Paddy Harverson" says Goodman. "But that hub is shared...." 

Langdale goes through the timeline of hacking Harverson - a mixture of Goodman's own number, NI landline 

"I won't go into detail" says Langdale. "I'd prefer to go into detail because that's sometimes quite important" replies Goodman. 
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"Difficult to keep track of the thousands of documents that come in" Goodman replies when asked if he's seen this doc in his 
preparation. 

Langdale goes into detail the pattern of hacks of Paddy Harverson. 

Goodman goes through various colour coded hacks of the phone of Helen Asprey: "you were hacking her long before 
Alexander project" 

"I've already said that in evidence" says Goodman of hacking Asprey's phone. "Pretty consistent hacking all the way through" 
says Langdale 

Langdale shows the volume of hacking calls of Asprey in the first four and half months of 2005. 

"What this shows is the PIN numbers were changing and I was no longer able to access from the info from Greg Miskiw" says 
Goodman 

"The access to the DDN was petering out" says Goodman until Mulcaire helped directly. "No hacking whatsoever" of Asprey 
over weeks 

"I remember from that period the problem accessing her voicemails because the PIN changed," says Goodman. 

"Why not ring Mulcaire yourself" asks Langdale. Goodman: "He was Greg's source, and Greg was a power on the paper. It 
would be difficult" 

Langdale points out Miskiw left NOTW in June 2005: "I remember being in contact with Greg during this period" says Goodman. 

"I had no contact with Glenn Mulcaire at this time about hacking phones, as far as I remember" says Goodman of Summer 
2005 

Jury shown Operation Carytid schedule from original investigation into Goodman in 2006: it shows hacks from Goodman 
landline to Asprey UVN 

Goodman emails Miskiw in Jan 2005 about number for Harry Mead in regard the Harry Nazi party: "Greg would be the guy you 
go to" he says. 

Miskiw emails Goodman 01/14/05 "only explanation is that she has reset it" about Asprey. Break for 10 minutes. 

Langdale back with his cross examination of Goodman over a voicemail message tape recorded by Mulcaire. 

Langdale is discussing a Prince Harry injuries story based on a voicemail message found at Mulcaire's home 

Saunders asks the jury to leave for a moment while they sort out the evidence on this voicemail message. 

The jury are read out a note of Goodman's previous evidence on the hacking of Asprey's phone and Prince Harry's injuries. 

Saunders asks one of the counsel who made a verbatim note to read out what he originally said. 

It's about "scanned from Helen Asprey" email: "not intended to convey hacking because Andy didn't know about hacking at that 
stage" 

Langdale establishes Goodman had hacked Asprey's phone at this point and was core of "Harry Two Nuts Injuries" story in 
NOTW. 

Langdale says the message was Mulcaire's, because it was found at his home. Asks Goodman if he's hiding connection to 
Mulcaire in Jan 05 

"No, that's untrue" says Goodman. "I accessed the voicemail message.... Mulcaire accessed not with my knowledge" 

"Greg would come to me and say, something very interesting/funny has happened, and tell me to listen in" says Goodman. 

"I'd like to make that very clear," says Goodman of not using Mulcaire directly at this point in January 05. 

Langdale asks why "Mr Anderson' should have been paid and pound;700 for this Harry story. Goodman asks to see the invoice 
for this. 

It's 'Nazi injury' NOTW story about Prince Harry that 'Anderson' was paid and pound;700 for. 

"Who got the money?" asks Langdale. "The money was given to Greg Miskiw to give to Glenn Mulcaire" says Goodman. 
Through internal post. 

Goodman says this was beyond Mulcaire's duties, and Miskiw wanted Mulcaire paid in cash. 

"Can you help us please how that would make any sense at all" says Langdale. "You'll have to be more specifict" says 
Goodman. 

Goodman explains extra payments for Mulcaire - Willams payments for Graham Taylor used as an e.g. "This sort of thing 
happens all the time" 

"So you knew at this time Greg Miskiw was using Mulcaire to hack?" says Langdale. "This is a fiction," says Langdale. 

Goodman reiterates he knew it was Greg's source at the time, but not that it was Mulcaire, and that he was hacking. That's 
what he knows now 

Miskiw to Goodman 23/02/05 re "Fawcett' being impossible to access; "Michael Fawcett former valet to Prince of Wales" 
explains Goodman 

Fawcett was subject of outstanding inquiry. Goodman says "Miskiw was the Kings Cross station of investigations at NOTW" 
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Emails between Goodman and Coulson cited by Langdale 23/02/05 about Mail and Mirror splashes leaking a Sun tale. 

Email says Paddy Harverson is a "complete idiot" about a Sun exclusive in the Harry Nazi story which seems to have leaked. 

"This is just really from talking to the Sun" says Goodman about "the DNA of what the Sun would think was a leak" 

Goodman talks about hacking Harverson's phone and whether it was "massively password protected": he says its reference to 
Greg. 

Coulson replies "so not Sun leak" to Goodman's check on possible Harverson leak. 

Goodman says that the Royal Palace might leak a story to something "more palace friendly." "It's a newspaper drama over 
nothing" 

Goodman email re 'Charles' and "my man in charge of invite vetting": Goodman says that's a "source of a source" 

"After Mark Dyer" wrote Goodman in email of Princes' outgoing aide. Goodman says he was chasing him because he was "a 
little put out" 

April 05 email from Goodman to Miskiw "Call urgent re Asprey": 08/04/05 she was hacked by NI hub phone. 

Break till 10 am tomorrow morning. 
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Tuesday 25 March 2014 

Summary 

Clive Goodman's Defence is Postponed 
Justice Saunders explains why Goodman's Defence can't continue today 

Clive Goodman's Defence is Postponed 

Justice Saunders explains why Goodman's Defence can't continue today 

Back at the #hackingtrial after some disruption. Clive Goodman has been unwell and is waiting to see his heart consultant. So 
we move on 

Goodman couldn't see his consultant on Monday: so Saunders says we'll 'park' Mr Goodman's evidence. His evidence affects 
Coulson. 

"Mrs Carter's team have agreed they are ready to present their case today at noon" Justice Saunders tells the jury. 

Langdale asks permission for his client Andy Coulson can leave the dock since Carter's evidence doesn't relate to him. Same 
with Kuttner 
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Wednesday 14 May 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Clive Goodman Resumes 
Clive Goodman returns to give evidence after illness 
Justice Saunders reviews Clive Goodman's evidence prior to his absence 

Counsel for Andy Coulson resumes his Cross Examination of Clive Goodman 
Timothy Langdale QC questions Clive Goodman on Phone Hacking 
Goodman question on his and Mulcaires Phone Hacking 
Goodman's hacking of members of the Royal Family 
Goodman's contact within the Security Services 
Goodman questioned on further hacking 
Andy Coulson's knowledge of Phone Hacking 

The Defence of Clive Goodman Resumes 

Clive Goodman returns to give evidence after illness 

This is the 114th day the court has sat during the #hackingtrial: though we haven't had one full 5 day week with the jury 

The #hackingtrial was also supposed to 'paperless': but every spare worktop at Court 12 is covered with towering bundles of 
files. 

BREAKING: Former NOTW Royal Editor Clive Goodman returns to witness box at the #hackingtrial after an 8 week absence. 

The last time Clive Goodman appeared at the #hackingtrial was 20th March http://fothom.wordpress.com/2014/03/20/hacking-
trial-live-tweets-20-Mar/ He was then taken ill with a heart condition 

Justice Saunders explains Goodman has been ill, and needed various tests for his medical condition before he has been fit to 
continue. 

Justice Saunders apologises to the jury for the delay and will update them on a timetable. 

Saunders explains Goodman was midway through a cross examination by Langdale on behalf of Coulson. Saunders will read 
his summary so far. 

Justice Saunders reviews Clive Goodman's evidence prior to his absence 

Saunders runs through Goodman's evidence: his career as journalist becoming Assistant Editor Royal of NOTW in 2001. 

Saunders also runs through the arrival of another senior member of NOTW editorial staff who Goodman alleges didn't get on 
with him. 

Saunders goes through Goodman's allegations of "bullying" at NOTW, including his former friend Andy Coulson. 

Goodman spoke of the "threatening" atmosphere at NOTW. Saunders runs through Goodman's purchases of Royal Directories. 

Goodman claimed he bought those Royal Directories, but not from a police officer: these books included no personal details of 
Royal Family 

Goodman claimed he used these Royal Directories to stand up stories when the press office closed or unhelpful 

Saunders runs through various stories Goodman claimed he sourced through Royal Directories, but not using phone hacking. 

Justice Saunders cites a document about "turning" Sir Michael Peat's phone number - Goodman says this meant getting an 
address. 

Goodman has said previously that the Royal Directories had nothing to do with any phone hacking he ever did. 

Of the 15 Royal Directories, Goodman said 2 came from Prince Charles' former valets - no money passed. Another came from 
Princess Diana. 

On the Count 2 charge, Goodman said he got the directories from a source code named Farish and Anderson - working in 
newspaper industry 

Goodman had said that he paid sources cash to prevent employees of Royal Household being identified. 

Goodman says that the emails about paying police officers were only to get rapid payments, but not really police sources. 

On phone hacking, Goodman has accepted that he has hacked phones beyond his original 2006 guilty pleas with Mulcaire. 

Goodman says he did not know that phone hacking was illegal but did know it was unethical. 

Beyond the original guilty pleas Goodman admitted at Miskiw asked him to hack Helen Asprey, Mark Dyer and Parker Bowles 

Goodman had heard that Mulcaire had a reputation for "cracking impossible stories": Miskiw only told him full extent in 2005 

At this point Goodman said the phone hacking was all done through Miskiw - he had no direct contact with Mulcaire: documents 
cited. 

Saunders a 23/02/06 voicemail of Prince William to Kate Middleton found in Goodman's possession. 
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Goodman says than scammed/scanned did not mean hacking and Coulson didn't know at this point. 

Saunders then adduces the "scanned from Helen Asprey" hack about Prince Harry injuries: Goodman said tipped off by 
Miskiw: he was paid and pound;700 

Last week of October 2005 is the beginning of Alexander payments: Goodman approached by Mulcaire with DDN's and PIN 
numbers. 

Mulcaire told Goodman that he had connections with security services who provided hacking details, said Goodman in previous 
evidence. 

Goodman said he wanted stories about the Royal Princes, but needed budget and approached Coulson about the 
Mulcaire/Alexander project. 

Goodman claimed he told Coulson about the phone hacking project: Coulson agreed a 2 month trial paid by editorial budget. 

Saunders reprises Kuttner's authorisation of Alexander payments - and how the money was delivered to Mulcaire. 

Goodman said that Coulson and senior editorial staff knew exactly what was going on: a voicemail transcript he claimed he 
showed them cited 

Saunders says that an email saying "we know it's true" about a Royal Princes story is - according to Goodman - a reference to 
transcript 

The original Alexander trial was extended by a month, then another week - but then was "payment by result" paid by news 
desk. 

Saunders reprises Goodman's arrest, his solicitor Henri Brandman, and Goodman's concern he'd "get all the blame for all the 
phone hacking" 

Goodman claimed Brandman told him to say he was a "lone wolf". Kuttner quizzed him about whether he named others to 
police. 

Coulson called Goodman in August 2006 after arrest: Goodman claimed Coulson was in contact with home office and police. 

Goodman claims Coulson told him he wouldn't be facing a custodial sentence if he pleaded guilty - he felt bounced, 
downloaded emails 

Goodman said he downloaded emails related to phone hacking from News Int when disturbed by Coulson conversation "self 
protection" 

Goodman was concerned he was being "hung out to dry" and forwarded these emails to an employment solicitor. 

Henri Brandman once again in August suggested a "lone wolf" plea. Coulson met Goodman and recorded it at Cafe Rouge. 

Once again, according to Goodman, he says Coulson offered him a job if he said he "acted alone... and went off the 
reservation" 

Goodman claimed Coulson knew lots of details of his case which he assumed came from Brandman. 

Goodman said that Coulson's use of the same term "lone wolf" as Henri Brandman "put the fear of God" in him. 

Saunders then runs through the various 'proofs of evidence' in Goodman's case prepared by his solicitor Henri Brandman 

The earlier Proofs of Evidence for Goodman's case included references to the editor knowing about phone hacking at NOTW. 

Goodman was told by Brandman judge would take a more benign view if he didn't say others involved. 

Goodman also said he expressly told his lawyer Brandman not to share prosecution papers against him. 

A further legal meeting with his lawyer and barrister involved an NI lawyer: discussions of mitigation plea. 

Goodman says he was told by NI lawyer that his further employment could only be guaranteed if he removed references to 
Coulson in statements 

Goodman was advised by Kelsey Fry QC that "the judge would take a dim view of it if he implicated others" - Goodman took 
this legal advice 

In the final proof of evidence, all references to others removed from Goodman's statement, and excised from mitigation plea. 

Goodman wrote an email to his lawyer Brandman complaining about attendance of NI lawyer. 

Goodman told his probation officer about the involvement of Coulson. 

Goodman's contract was terminated in Feb 2007. Colin Myler wrote to PCC setting out the "single rogue reporter" explanation 
of hacking 

Legal correspondence between Goodman and NI cited as he fought the company on an unfair dismissal case in 2007 

Goodman covertly recorded first NI appeal in March 2007. He met Brooks in April - who offered him a job. He didn't take it. 

A second appeal hearing from Goodman in May 2007 - another job offer from Brooks. Goodman finally settled a severance 
package from NI. 

Saunders goes through Langdale's cross examination: he had suggested that Goodman was taking money anonymous 
sources for himself. 
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Goodman had explained the lack of cash withdrawals from his account at this time was due to a legacy and change of lifestyle 
after remarriage 

Counsel for Andy Coulson resumes his Cross Examination of Clive Goodman 

Timothy Langdale QC questions Clive Goodman on Phone Hacking 

Langdale continues his cross examination of Goodman after an 8 week break. 

Langdale for Coulson asks 2002-03 Miskiw approach about "someone close to the Princes" - Goodman had said Dyer and 
Asprey. 

Goodman says he didn't ask Miskiw what he wanted info for - Miskiw was senior to him. 

"He's my boss" says Goodman of quizzing Miskiw further on Asprey and Dyer. 

"He was very busy.... he wouldn't give a straight answer to you" says Goodman of Miskiw. He denies knowing Miskiw was 
using Mulcaire to hack 

"It was a live subject" says Goodman of phone hacking in 2005: "everyone knew in the media that his was possible" 

"This isn't the way newspapers work. Greg is my boss. He comes to me with information... my job is to check it out" says 
Goodman of Miskiw 

Goodman says it was around Jan 2005 that Miskiw explained the principles of phone hacking - DDNs and PIN numbers. 

"Newspapers is all about possession and guarding of sources" says Goodman of Miskiw handing over his information on 
hacknig. 

"Mulcaire was a presence at the news desk at the paper" says Goodman of the PI "who could crack stories that couldn't be 
cracked" 

Goodman maintains that he didn't know about hacking prior to 2005. Langdale says he has evidence Goodman knew much 
earlier. 

Langdale says Goodman "had direct contact with Mulcaire before this time... and was hacking on a much wider scale" than he 
has admitted. 

Break till 2pm 

Back after lunch at the #hackingtrial - with Timothy Langdale QC, for Coulson, continuing with his cross examination of Clive 
Goodman 

Langdale says Goodman and the jury will need three files for him to continue his cross examination. 

Goodman question on his and Mulcaires Phone Hacking 

Langdale adduces a 2005 call schedule for Helen Asprey 

Langdale points out that Mulcaire and Goodman had been hacking Asprey's phone from 2005-6 every month using NI phone or 
Goodman landline 

On page 8 of this phone call schedule there are two calls by Mulcaire on 18/02/05 in the afternoon. Over the page a schedule 
for Mulcaire 

Over from that page on the same schedule says Langdale 18/02/05 14.05 and 14.18 hack from Goodman's mobile phone 

Goodman accepts that Mulcaire would call him on his mobile before October 2005 "Glenn would occasionally pitch stories to 
me" 

Goodman says at the time, he wasn't sure where Mulcaire was getting his stories from voicemails "It was possible". 

Goodman says "it's too long ago" to say whether he knew Mulcaire was phone hacking in February 2005. 

Langdale moves on to a final unmarked tab in this defence bundle 

On page 14 of this bundle "a schedule of hacking by you over a significant period of time" says Langdale to Goodman 

Goodman's hacking of members of the Royal Family 

BREAKING: Goodman agrees he was hacking a number of people other than the ones he's admitted so far. 

Langdale reminds Goodman said it "was possible" he was hacking other people eight weeks ago. "If there are, I don't recall" 

"I'm not on trial for phone hacking" says Goodman: "I completely agree I hacked these phones.... I am happy to give a full 
account of these" 

BREAKING: Goodman accepts he directly hacked of Kate Middleton, Prince Harry and Prince William: "If you want to know 
more, go ahead" 

Goodman agrees he never forgot phone hacking Kate Middleton: "if anyone asked me an open question I would have given 
open answer" 

Goodman says he was "terrified about the whole thing.... and mortified he would be blamed for all Mulcaire's phone hacking" 
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155 hacks of Kate Middleton: Kate Waddington PA to Duchess of York: Prince William 35 times. Michael Fawcett, - chief 
valet - 35 times. 

"My main concern was being blamed and targeted for all the phone hacking" Goodman tells the #hackingtrial jury 

Goodman is reluctant to talk about the Fawcett story - a very sensitive matter - two main reasons. 

Goodman says he got the details from Glenn Mulcaire for his first hack of Kate Middleton in 21/09/05 "Mulcaire offered them" 

"She started to receive a semi-Royal status" says Goodman of Kate Middleton in September 2005 "I don't remember tasking 
him" 

First hack of Kate Waddington cited by Langdale: Goodman says it's likely he tasked Mulcaire but "can't recall". 

Call schedule shows Goodman hacking Kate Middleton more than once on Christmas Eve 2005, then on Christmas Day, 
Boxing Day. 

Early 04/01/06 Goodman hacks Edmund McDiarmid (Goodman can't remember him - Langdale says he will help remind him) 

More hacks of Middleton in early 2006 from Goodman's call schedule 

First hack of Prince William in late January 2006 according to call schedule: "had you really forgotten you hacked him at 
Sandhurst?" 

"I am as honest and open about hacking there is to be... I've never been asked these questions before" says Goodman. 

Hacking Prince William continues in February 2006 agrees Goodman. Tom Parker Bowles appears around this point in the 
schedule. 

Michael Fawcett is hacked by Goodman around this time in 2006: Goodman cannot recall if he or Mulcaire originated this hack. 

First hack of Prince Harry cited by Langdale: "Had you forgotten?" "I'm saying I hacked Prince Harry" says Goodman; "I'm 
being honest" 

"No question of being forced" says Goodman: "No one asked me before. The police and the CPS never asked... Happy to get 
them out there" 

"I can only answer the allegations put to me" says Goodman of hacking Royals: "You're putting them to me know and I'm happy 
to accept them" 

05/05/06 is the last time Goodman hacked Prince Harry - he cannot recall why he stopped. 

Around this time was the last hack of Prince William - Goodman can't recall why - but he continued to hack Middleton and 
other Royal Aides. 

BREAKING: Goodman agrees his last hack of Kate Middleton was the 07/08/06: the day before he was arrested. 

"Glenn Mulcaire and I would hack very similar messages" says Goodman: "Impossible to say" who did which. 

Langdale shows the jury a schedule of text messages between Goodman and Mulcaire, seized on their arrest in 2006 

Goodman's contact within the Security Services 

BREAKING: 16/03/06 "You are meeting a current spook" Mulcaire texts Goodman. 

"We met at a bar across the road," says Goodman of potential terrorist story and intelligence service source. 

Langdale asks about Goodman's account to Stuart Kuttner that some of this information came from security services 

Goodman confirms Mulcaire told him he got hacking info from security services monitoring Royal phones: he doesn't know it's 
true. 

A number of Mulcaire messages to Goodman related to Harry, Kate and Wills "Harry live now" 05/05/06 Mulcaire complains 
about not being paid 

More texts from Mulcaire to Goodman 24/05/06 "my soldiers need a major booster" "Trying to expedite payment" says 
Goodman 

26/05/06 "Really need a big hit" writes Mulcaire to Goodman with bank details for Nine Consultancy. 

Justice Saunders establishes that Mulcaire was passing on regularly changed PIN numbers for Kate Middleton's phone. 

15/07/06 text "K has changed" text asks about a changed PIN number 

Mulcaire texts Goodman "downstairs": Goodman replies "have your package": probably refers to payment. 

Hacking of Kate Waddington runs from 01/11/05 to August 2006 - over 160 calls Goodman concedes from NI private wire line 
hub. 

Goodman questioned on further hacking 

Langdale turns back to billing info on Goodman's mobile number 

08/04/05 billing data shows Goodman calling Mulcaire's mobile. 

Langdale says Goodman had Mulcaire's mobile and landline number before October 2005. 

Goodman says "what you've got here is one phone call for 8 secs... I'm not denying there was contact." 
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"Glenn would call, I would talk to him" says Goodman. "I'm not disputing I communicating with Mulcaire... don't think 18 second 
call" 

"I have not denied having access to Glenn Mulcaire over that period of time" says Goodman of 08/04/05 call. 

Langdale cites a Mulcaire note with Goodman name 08/04/05 -"Hugh Van Cutsem" cited, a friend of Prince of Wales. 

Goodman says that nothing in Mulcaire's notes Van Cutsem suggests "hacking" 

Goodman says "I think you've got this the wrong way.... I wanted location details on Van Cutsem from Mulcaire... address, 
phone numbers" 

"Newspapers use inquiry agents all the time to find out contact details" says Goodman of early contact with Mulcaire. 

"Strangely I can't remember why in 2005 I wanted details of Hugh Van Cutsem - a person of general newspaper interest around 
this time" 

Two days later in Blackadder Column NOTW Goodman's first item is about Hugh Van Cutsem turning down invite to Wedding 
of Charles and Camilla 

Goodman says he got this information from someone on another paper. It wasn't anything from Mulcaire. 

'Wedding Snub' 10/04/05 payment to Alec Hall for this story. Goodman remembers the Van Cutsem's having problem with 
Camilla Parker Bowles. 

Goodman says Mulcaire provided contact details for the Van Cutsem's so he could put the Wedding Snub story to him. 

10 minute break 

The newly named Royal hacking victim is Hugh Van Cutsem. 

Langdale resumes with his cross examination: cites another Mulcaire note 03/01/06 "Harry Legg Bourke" 

Goodman says that he thinks he was asking for contact details of people around the Royal Family - Guy Pelly is one of the 
princes' friends. 

Goodman recalls lots of 'events' and 'parties' with the Royal Family. Langdale has something that might refresh his memory. 

Langdale cites 04/01/06 internal NOTW email about "William Bash" 

Langdale adduces previously seen mail from Ryan Sabey 06/01/06 about 'Prince William's secret party' 

Goodman replies with details of Kate Middleton's organising a party for Prince William and him "making a very sweet speech" 

Langdale turns a tab in the Goodman 'pre arrest' file: 04/01/06 Goodman emails NOTW senior journalist about 'William Bash' 

The day before this email 03/01/06 is this tasking of Mulcaire for infor on Guy Perry, and Legg Bourke 

"No it's not" about hacking says Goodman. He claims he wanted addresses for Derek Webb for follow these party guests. 

Goodman says he doesn't think voicemails needed for this. Derek Webb, close to Thurlbeck "supposed to expert in following... 
to party" 

"All this tells you is that Glenn Mulcaire was looking for addresses... you don't see any PIN numbers, phone numbers" says 
Goodman. 

"I don't think it would be a good way to follow people to a party" says Goodman of Mulcaire's phone hacking. 

"To the best of my recollection, no" says Goodman of tasking Mulcaire at this point. "This email has nothing to do with phone 
hacking" 

Goodman can still not remember Edward McDiarmid recorded in Mulcaire's notes, with phone numbers and PINs. 

Another top left marked 'Clive' in Mulcaire's notebooks with mobile numbers of Harry Legg Bourke. 

Another undated "Clive' tasking of Mulcaire has Kate Middleton's name and details: he cannot help Langdale with the date. 

Yet another Mulcaire tasking by 'Clive' has details of Kate Waddington, and Fergie: "mainly hacking information" says 
Langdale. 

Goodman examines the Mulcaire notes on Waddington and Fergie: he agrees it relates to phone hacking. 

"Did you task Glenn Mulcaire to hack Kate Waddington's phone?" asks Langdale. "I thought already said that?" says Goodman. 

Saunders points out that Langdale had just said that was the last question. Langdale jokes "I wish". It's just this section he's 
finished 

Langdale doesn't want to mention names, but asks Goodman to identify some Mulcaire names 

Goodman can't remember when he gave Mulcaire these names, but it had nothing to do with hacking - sometime after 2004 he 
says. 

Goodman confirms that one of these were estranged 'in laws' of his and was using Mulcaire's ability as a tracing agent to track 
down. 

On a number for another journo: Goodman explains "Mulcaire was very very angry at the news desk" and wanted to the 
number of a Sun reporter 
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"There was no question I was trying to hack" the Sun reporter says Goodman. This was around 2005/2006 he believes. 

There are more phone details of this Sun reporter: "He was a good friend of mine" says Goodman of suggestion he was being 
hacked. 

Langdale turns to the October 2005 meeting with Coulson, which Goodman maintains is the moment Mulcaire tasked to target 
young royals. 

Goodman can't be sure if Mulcaire knew he was hacking phones too at this time in 2005 

Goodman confirms Mulcaire had his budget cut around 2005, and wanted to increase his income. 

Goodman says "you keep on asking me the same question" about talking to Mulcaire about hacking pre Oct 2005: "I can't 
recall" 

Goodman says Mulcaire came with three Royal Aide numbers: Asprey, Lowther Pinkerton, Harverson. 

"I don't want anyone to think I'm not ashamed of what I did" says Goodman of Mulcaire deal: "at that time we were formalising 
what we did" 

Goodman says he didn't know believe or not Mulcaire's claim that the info to hack came from "spooks". 

Goodman says "it was at the police station" that he first saw how Mulcaire "changed his evidence... with mounting horror" 

"Glenn was suggesting.... DDN PINs came from a member of security services... it was impossible to check" says Goodman. "I 
just reported" 

Andy Coulson's knowledge of Phone Hacking 

Langdale says "it would have made an amazing story... the fact security services monitoring Royal phones". 

On security services story, Goodman says that 1) They weren't sure 2) Impossible to prove and 3) would have destroyed 
Mulcaire 

"What meant I had to tell Coulson directly" says Goodman of Mulcaire, "he was a valuable resource for the paper" 

"If I went to Andy and don't tell him it's Mulcaire, and something goes wrong" says Goodman: "I had to tell him and I did" 

"I had to tell Andy exactly what was going on so he could make a judgement on it" says Goodman of Mulcaire Alexander 
project. 

Langdale says that Asprey was already being hacked. "It was being brought into the project" says Goodman. 

Goodman says "sounds awful now" but "in business terms it was a no brainer" to pay Mulcaire on a retainer for Royal Aides. 

"At this point Andy Coulson was no stranger to hacking" says Goodman of Blunkett tapes. Justice Saunders intervenes. 

"What was the point of paying and pound;500 to Glenn Mulcaire" asks Langdale. Goodman replies he provided new PINs and 
monitored daily. 

"It was as plain as day I was hacking myself" says Goodman of later transcripts of Royal voicemails. He says he told Coulson. 

"Quite plain this was something he knew, and something the news desks couldn't do... understand relevance of calls" says 
Goodman 

"In the great scheme of things.... and pound;500 would barely cover the photocopying bill" says Goodman of Mulcaire 
Alexander payment 

Goodman says its "self evident" they would have kept this "side arrangement" secret from NOTW news desk and Greg Miskiw. 

"There would have been an enormous office turmoil" says Goodman of letting another senior NOTW know about Mulcaire 
Alexander project. 

Langdale turns to a black file. A 'first proof' created 29/10/06 as part of Goodman's defence when he was arrested. 

Goodman says this was a joint effort with Henri Brandman - Langdale goes back to previous evidence saying it was him alone. 

"Mr Goodman I'm going to nail it down if you don't mind" says Langdale about the provenance of this paragraph in Goodman's 
draft 'proof' 

30/10/06 email 'Services of John Kelsey Fry' - Brandman talks about provide Kelsey Fry with paras of Goodman's 'draft proof of 
evidence' 

Some discussion about Brandman document - break till 10 am tomorrow. 
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Tuesday 15 May 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Clive Goodman Continues 
Counsel for Andy Coulson continues to cross-examine Clive Goodman 
Goodman questioned on who knew about Phone Hacking 
Goodman treatment at News of the World 
Stuart Kuttner's report on Clive Goodman 
Goodman doesn't go on overseas Royal visit 
Hacking of Royal Household Phones 
Goodman questioned on more internal emails 

The Defence of Clive Goodman Continues 

Counsel for Andy Coulson continues to cross-examine Clive Goodman 

Back at the #hackingtrial with continued cross examination of former NOTW Royal Editor Clive Goodman by Timothy Langdale 
QC, for Coulson 

Justice Saunders explains to the jury Clive Goodman's medical problems - side effects of his angiogram - more breaks 
during his evidence. 

Goodman questioned on who knew about Phone Hacking 

Langdale goes back to his point yesterday: was another senior NOTW journalist told about the Alexander agreement. 

"He had to be told something" says Goodman of rival NOTW journo, suggesting he would have been briefed by Coulson: "I'll 
square it with xxx" 

"You'll have to ask your own client that" Goodman says to Langdale about the briefing of this other senior NOTW journalist. 

Langdale goes back to Goodman's legal statement - proof of evidence - after his arrest: document is dated 29/10/06 

Langdale cites paragraph 28 "I first became aware of Glenn Mulcaire... this is something you yourself have drafted." 

Goodman cannot remember whether he was revising a document prepared by Henri Brandman, his solicitor, or it was entirely 
his own draft. 

Goodman says it "looks like a joint effort we've agreed in some way". "I'm putting to you that it's your work," says Langdale for 
Coulson 

This document contains an explanation of Mulcaire's and pound;500 pw trial agreed with Coulson and Kuttner: another NOTW 
journo "aware of agreement" 

"We would discuss the stories it produced often" says Goodman of other NOTW journo: "He was not aware it was with Nine 
Consultancy" 

Goodman denies informing this other NOTW journo was "contradictory" with keeping Mulcaire a secret. 

"I don't know what Andy told him, and what he told Andy" says Goodman of this project to produce "good Royal stories" 

The document says "he was aware of the agreement and we discussed 'it': Goodman says this means the 'results of the 
agreement' with Mulcaire 

Proof of Evidence says "all payments were made with the knowledge" of this other senior NOTW journalist: he "had to sign off 
the credits" 

Goodman talks about 'revising the proofs": "the only reason these are in the public domain is because I waived my privilege" 

"If its true why did it change?" asks Langdale: 

Goodman on his proof: "My legal team were paid by News International... they thought the judge would take a dim view if I 
blamed others" 

Langdale: "You keep changing your story" Goodman: "No... I've had a very clear story since day one" 

Goodman says mentioning other NOTW journalists in employment hearing "wasn't relevant to my appeal" 

20/03/07 appeal Langdale says Goodman did mention other NOTW journalists: Spens establishes Goodman said "he wasn't 
sure" before 

Saunders cuts off Goodman mid sentence as he protests saying: "Ssssh.... It's not good for your heart" 

Goodman refreshes his memory with a recording of his first NI internal employment appeal. 

17/04/07 transcript of a tape recording of Goodman's meeting with Cloke: he recorded it without their knowledge. 

A section on "senior knowledge and support" at Goodman's NI dismissal appeal names Coulson, Kuttner, another NOTW exec 
but not NOTW journo 

Goodman says he received advice from a senior employment specialist: wasn't "important in scheme of things" to mention 
other NOTW journo 
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The transcript of employment hearing mentions Mulcaire this other NOTW journo and cross questioning by Daniel Cloke. 

Goodman had told Cloke there are phone records showing lots of contact between Mulcaire and another NOTW journalist. 

"X was interested and curious about some of the information that came up" says Goodman about Mulcaire and the Alexander 
project. 

"He was interested that I could also do this" said Goodman to Cloke. Goodman says the other NOTW journo was suspicious. 

He was "curious I could produce stories... he twigged I could get difficult stories" says Goodman of another NOTW journo 

"As far as I'm aware he didn't know" says Goodman. 

"There isn't a significant story produced by NOTW in the last two years... .that wasn't the result... of tampering with voicemail" 

BREAKING: Goodman told NI in 2007 that there "wasn't a significant story in NOTW in the last two years that wasn't the result" 
of hacking. 

"It was common knowledge... everyone at the newspaper knew what happened" said Goodman of phone hacking to NI hearing 
in 2007 

"I wasn't doing anything like this until Nov 2005" said Goodman in 2007. Goodman says this meant editorial discussions of 
hacking 

"This is a very hostile confrontation between 2 senior NI execs and me, and so things got tense" says Goodman of Cloke and 
Myler meeting. 

Goodman said he'd been sent to prison by this time, and had "paid a very high price" already for phone hacking by this time in 
2007 

Goodman treatment at News of the World 

Langdale is now going through a number of documents: he wants to know 1/ they show Goodman had a number of non 
hacking sources. 

Langdale seeks to prove with these document that Goodman was "frequently trying to get cash payments through" and "not 
being bullied" 

Langdale cites a Kuttner email in 2005 to Goodman about the "extra 22%" cost of cash payments. 

Goodman says the "1000 plus" restriction "was a standard email that went out every Saturday night" 

Coulson emails about Prince William, and Goodman's unavailability on a Saturday night cited by Langdale. 

Another Coulson email to Goodman "can I politely ask why the hell you're at the gym?" is cited. 

Goodman says that most NOTW journalists would be drinking on Saturday night: he was at NI gym with its own phoneline and 
mobile. 

Another Coulson email cited by Langdale: Goodman agrees "perfectly normal traffic" 

A Coulson email to Kuttner about Goodman reporting to the news desk but still attending conference is cited by Langdale. 

"It was a demotion... back to a reporter" says Goodman of reporting direct to news desk. Previously he had reported direct to 
the editor. 

Langdale suggests that post arrest Goodman "has built up an increasing volume of resentment he didn't feel at the time" 

"I was unhappy, and did say I was unhappy" says Goodman: "It was difficult to express in a newspaper environment" 

"Editors are in their own world" says Goodman of NOTW: "You don't really have a voice. If they tell you to do something, you do 
it" 

Goodman email to deputy managing editor Paul Nicholas cited by Langdale: 05/11/05 

Langdale quotes last line "I'm perfectly content working through news desk as I've always done" 

Goodman explains he's "always worked THROUGH the news desk, not for it.... I'm trying to hang on to my job, not make too 
many waves" 

Another Coulson/Goodman email about William and Kate cited, where Goodman asks not to present details of a story at 
conference. 

Goodman asks to "cut evening conference" in an email: Coulson replies "Fine": Goodman says "it's typically dismissive 
Coulsonism" 

Justice Saunders asks of this one word reply by Coulson to Goodman, incredulously: "What else did you want him to say?" 

Langdale asks about another previously seen email about "cash payments" to three people one "taking potentially life altering 
risks" 

Goodman explains that "life altering risk" means this newspaper source "might have got the sack" if exposed. 

"Perfectly civilised and normal communications" between Goodman and another senior NOTW journo cited by Langdale in his 
cross examination 

Another email mentions Michael Fawcett - Goodman agrees this is the same person he went on to hack. 
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Goodman agrees that an email about a "long standing utterly reliable source" was one of his sources and nothing to do with 
hacking 

"You're reasonable and he's reasonable, and everyone is reasonable at NOTW" says Saunders of these "perfectly civilised" 
communications 

"I didn't mean any disrespect to NOTW" says Justice Saunders, apologising for his 'comment' 

Sorry - should have explained. There will be a series of short breaks during Goodman's cross exam because of his health 
problems. 

"We'll have another ten minute break at 10 past twelve" explains Saunders to the jury. 

Langdale cites another Goodman email to Coulson about missing conference: Coulson "I need a story this week... something of 
substance" 

Langdale says "this is perfectly reasonable... editor is entitled" Goodman: "He's clearly making a judgement... thought it was 
unfair" 

Langdale cites another email from managing editor about cash payments for Goodman's Blackadder column. 

Langdale asks about Goodman's email to his sister Fran about Paul Nicholas "I want to peel the skin off his skull" 

"Fran is my sister and as such was one of the few friends I had on the newspaper" says Goodman of this email about Paul 
Nicholas. 

"I took it on the chin" says Goodman of criticisms of his work: "What I didn't like was people deliberately trying to make life 
difficult" 

More emails between Kuttner and Goodman adduced by Langdale: previously seen complaint that Goodman re-running 
someone else's stories. 

In his email reply, Goodman says to Kuttner it was an original story but agrees to cut fee from and pound;650 to and 
pound;300. 

"I clearly thought it was a valid story," says Goodman of a story found in other papers: "I took the criticism that it wasn't worth 
and pound;650" 

Another NOTW journalist replies sarcastically to Goodman about the Royal photographs: "Yeah, right Clive" 

Another "perfectly normal interchange" adduced by Langdale in internal NOTW email: Goodman: "Yes, there were perfectly 
normal interchanges" 

An email of Harry and Chelsy cited: "we've been having a quiet look at this independently" wrote Goodman. "A multisourced 
story" he says now 

Goodman talks about another senior NOTW journalist close to Miskiw "very good friends" 

Another senior NOTW exec uses "quite strong language" about Goodman. 

Stuart Kuttner's report on Clive Goodman 

Langdale now goes through a series of emails leading up to Stuart Kuttner's report on Clive Goodman. 

Goodman explains that others had a tip off from the Royal Reporter at the Standard about the Camilla/Charles marriage they 
couldn't stand up 

"Some months later it transpired to be true" says Goodman of Camilla/Charles marriage. 

Complaints about Goodman at NOTW include the fact he kept on emailing Coulson direct: Goodman: "All Andy had to say was 
don't contact me" 

Langdale now turns to Kuttner's note on a meeting with Goodman to criticise his work at NOTW. 

Goodman tells Saunders he was completely unaware about this Kuttner note at the time. 

Langdale says "you're quite capable of putting what your position is" in terms of Kuttner's criticisms. 

"Some of it is what I said" says Goodman of Kuttner's note of their meeting to review his NOTW work. 

Kuttner note says Goodman wanted "more directions": Goodman explains "columns live or die on what the editor thinks" 

"I could see what he was saying" says Goodman of Kuttner: but surprised by "being hauled over the coals for lack of 
exclusives" 

"I was flabbergasted they chose that particular week" says Goodman of Kuttner meeting, because he'd just had an exclusive 

"Stuart Kuttner was one of those people doing the bullying" says Goodman in response to Langdale's query about not 
mentioning of bullying 

Goodman says Fawcett was never a source: "My goodness, no, he'd never talk to us." 

"'Matey' is a pretty common term when you don't want to use someone's name" says Goodman of 'matey' reference to a (non 
Mulcaire) source 

Series of emails quizzing Goodman in October 2005 about his meeting with Coulson about Alexander project 
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Langdale adduces more "perfectly normal" interchanges with Goodman and others at NOTW about sourcing pictures of Prince 
William at Sandhurst 

Goodman doesn't go on overseas Royal visit 

Langdale goes to another email exchange about Prince Charles visit to New Orleans: Goodman didn't want to go because of 
timing of agenda. 

"It was a long way to go, and a lot of money spent, to get something with limited access" says Goodman of US Camilla/Charles 
trip. 

"Based on going round the world with the Royals three times" says Goodman this trip would be "just standing behind barriers" 

Ryan Sabey is sent instead: his task "to crack the Wills Harry group": Goodman couldn't go to New Orleans - 6month old baby. 

Goodman said he couldn't go because wife had been summoned to France to meet a new executive: "Andy was not happy... 
he kicked the desk" 

Goodman was told that another reporter would cover "the young royals": "I'd pretty much be out of a job" says Goodman. 

Langdale says email is inconsistent with account of Coulson kicking the desk. "Yes, it was" says Goodman "professional 
suicide" 

"i'm the most travelled reporter the NOTW of the world had" says Goodman "there's not a continent I haven't visited." 

Goodman says the internal account of not going to the US "is highly inaccurate": Goodman thinks the document came from 
Kuttner. 

"I'm sick of telling you this... you work to the news desk" writes another NOTW journo to Goodman: replies "I was filing at 2am 
no news desk" 

"Perfect harmony on the news desk" jokes Justice Saunders of these barbed emails between Goodman and another senior 
NOTW journo. 

More barbed emails between Paul Nicholas and Goodman cited, about sending stuff to news desk: Kuttner gets involved. 

"Time to bring down the curtain on this time-wasting pantomime" writes Kuttner about Goodman not wanting to follow Charles 
to New Orleans. 

Goodman says this email was about a Royal a photo - he sent through news desk: thought he was being "helpful" - others "took 
exception" 

Yet another Goodman email to Coulson adduced by Langdale: Goodman was "under the cosh" and wanted to skip 
conferences. 

Goodman writes of "very sharp people" on a story. "Ex MI6 and SAS" Goodman says relates to Royal minders, trained 
"routinely" this way. 

Another ten minute break 

Langdale now moving swiftly through some other emails until he comes to a 'ski-ing trip' and tracking 'Harry and Chelsy" 
22/11/05 

Goodman can't remember what he meant when he wrote he had "an excellent way into" Harry and Chelsy 

An email of the time explains how Mark Dyer was becoming "more cautious" about approaches from Goodman and NOTW. 

06/12/06 email from Goodman about Prince William's private secretary invited to Home Office "extremely squeaky nature": 
Goodman re-reads 

Goodman can't recall if "extremely squeaky nature of the information" in this email referred to phone hacking. 

Hacking of Royal Household Phones 

Langdale now goes through a series of payments for Goodman stories - mostly cash. 

Goodman confirms that he hacked Royal Aide Jamie Lowther Pinkerton's unique voicemail number from NI phone. 

Jury now shown Goodman transcript of Lowther Pinkerton voicemail around 08/12/05 and emails about "full briefing" for 
Coulson based on it. 

BREAKING: "He was shown the transcript" says Goodman of briefing Coulson on story based on hacking Royal Aide Lowther 
Pinkerton in Dec 2005 

Langdale asks "what was the point" of Goodman emailing himself a transcript on 09/12/05 which he'd shown Coulson two days 
before. 

Goodman says he thinks both he and Glenn Mulcaire hacked Lowther Pinkerton - and he was comparing versions: Spens 
interrupts. 

Lunch till 2pm. 

Langdale goes back to the microcassette with a voicemail message left on Lowther Pinkerton's phone - Goodman thinks tape 
was at NOTW office 

Goodman confirms the tape was recovered by police from his NOTW desk - he was taken there by police after his arrest. 
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Goodman says the police might not have had a warrant - they were stopped by executives of NOTW. 

Goodman recalls identifying to the police an 'area' he worked, not specific desk. "I assumed they were going to search the 
whole building" 

Goodman thinks the voicemail was originally hacked by Mulcaire, he listened again to see if it was accurate. 

"It was no secret I was hacking Lowther Pinkerton myself" says Goodman in reply to Langdale's assertion the voicemail was 
from his hack. 

Langdale goes through a call schedule showing Goodman hacking Lowther Pinkerton on 08/12/05 and 09/12/05 

A call schedule of Mulcaire hacks suggest he didn't hack Lowther Pinkerton until January 2006 

15/12/05 Coulson emails Goodman about Blackadder lead: cash payments adduced by Langdale. Goodman "I'm not sure they 
all are cash payments" 

18/12/05 Blackadder column published based on the Lowther Pinkerton story. 

Goodman says Kuttner told them "to write memos justifying cash payments.... I'm not certain he chose exact form of words at 
this distance" 

"I was required to do this by a corporate... form of words suggested by Stuart Kuttner" says Goodman of explanation on cash 
payments. 

Saunders jokes about a "long discussion" which school Kate Middleton attended. 

Goodman email talks about someone "very covert" looking at Harry: "Glenn Mulcaire didn't go out to look at stories" - this is 
someone else 

"Greg was investigations editor" says Goodman of contacting Miskiw about Prince Harry and "someone familiar with the 
territory" at Sandhurst 

Goodman memo to Kuttner adduced by Langdale: "a document I was required to type for cash payments, or they didn't get 
paid." 

"Greg's man still watching" says follow up email about surveillance on Prince Harry while at Sandhurst. 

Goodman says he can't say who Farish was "protection of sources.... under human rights act" but he was a newspaper 
employee. 

"Curtains for him and us" Goodman explains as an exaggeration of Farish's status to increase the importance of his source. 

We're now at 2006 and the voicemail of Prince William telling Kate Middleton of night exercise when he was shot with blanks 

Goodman can't say if it was him or Mulcaire hacked Kate Middleton at that point - "may have been both of us" 

Langdale points out previous Goodman statement where he said voicemail was from Lowther Pinkterton: Goodman: "it might 
have been that too" 

25/01/06 Goodman hacking of Kate Middleton adduced by Langdale: 26th and 27th too. 

"I accept I hacked her phone" says Goodman of Kate Middleton: "But I think Mulcaire hacked her phone too" #hackingtrial 

"Holy Moly" writes Coulson to Goodman about "nicking stories": Goodman explains everyone was doing that in 2006 in early 
days of internet. 

Goodman shown more cash payments: but one of them is a "Damien Hirst Pants BACS payment" points out Saunders. 

"Perfectly relaxed relationship" says Langdale of Goodman internal emails to NOTW journo: Goodman: "You will find emails 
that are relaxed" 

Another email to Goodman "Got anything that will save the week": news list at NOTW "going from bad to worse" 

Goodman emails Bev Stokes about a "new arrangement" for Mulcaire: he explains "he gets paid for what he makes" rather than 
a weekly retainer 

"What are you doing in the office?" Goodman is asked by senior NOTW journo. Told to head out and cover a story. 

Goodman explains that as a Royal Reporter, his face is known to people protecting the family, and that sitting outside in car 
wouldn't help 

February 2006 Coulson emails Goodman about following Princess Beatrice. 

Another "perfectly civilised" email communication with another NOTW journo and Goodman adduced by Langdale. 

Another "matey" reference: Goodman says "clearly someone who has rung in" 

Another email chained in March 2006 cited: "Clive I'm not going to say this again... you write a story, file it to newsdesk..." 

"Don't try me on this one" says email from NOTW journo to Goodman who says "I think he's gone off half cock" 

"No intention of trying to subvert the order" writes Goodman to NOTW journo and CGWelsh story. Journo asks for confirmation. 

Goodman replies to NOTW journo "this is a fact": Saunders asks "Did the story come from a hack?" Goodman: "Yes". He puts 
email in context 
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NOTW journo "say me talking to my sister" says Goodman of confusion over two stories: and thought he was "trying to subvert 
the system" 

16/03/06 email cited by Langdale: Nothing to do with hacking says Goodman. 

Momentary concern a juror had fallen asleep - but false alarm. 

Goodman can't comment on another document "not without seeing the rest of this email": Langdale checks he's finished with 
this file. 

Back to the "you are meeting current spook" text from Mulcaire, as Langdale goes to another file and through each document. 

Goodman not sure which of the stories in this email to NOTW journo are based on hacking. Prince William "beagling" story 
was he confirms 

Ten minute break 

Goodman questioned on more internal emails 

More internal NOTW emails concerning Clive Goodman cited by Langdale 

These emails between Goodman and another NOTW journo are about 'sources': Goodman confirms to Langdale "nothing to do 
with hacking" 

Another email with NOTW senior journo getting "irritated" with Goodman about missing a meeting. 

Goodman explains Saturday night NOTW conversation about People getting a scoop on Prince William "a leak inside the 
paper... just a theory" 

Goodman emails NOTW journo about "not being on the ball" because his daughter was up all night with a fever. Goodman 
agrees amicable enough 

Goodman thinks he's been to Sandhurst once, but couldn't give a street address. He put in an expense claim. 

Interchange between Coulson and Goodman about William singing the national anthem at a football match. "All bound up in 
Royal Protocol" 

Goodman looks at some more documents in the jury bundle: Justice Saunders says he can comment on them if he wants. 

Goodman addresses a "set of pictures" of Harry "seen entering and emerging from Mark Dyer's house" - nothing to do with 
hacking 

Langdale adduces another email chain about going to the Somme saying it's an example of him "not wanting to go on 
assignment" 

Goodman says that his "experience of covering these events" there would be contact and a "waste of time and money" 

But Goodman didn't mind going to France for Somme memorial "which is exactly what I did" he tells jury 

"I want an explanation why you tried to take another's story and tried to pass it off as your own" says email to Goodman abt 
NOTW conference 

"I was more frequently a victim of this" says Goodman of this accusation of internal plagiarism of NOTW journalists. 

"I'm not trying to be evasive, I'm trying to remember" says Goodman of 100% accurate sourcing coming from hacking: "I think it 
was" he says 

Text message talks about "doesn't look like she's going out tonight": Goodman says it doesn't ring any bells "without further 
detail" 

That's the end of the 2006 pre arrest material says Langdale of the bundle he has been cross examining Goodman on. 

Jury leave till 10 am tomorrow, as Goodman is tired and still recovering his health. 
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Friday 16 May 2014 

Summary 

Clive Goodman's Cross-Examination by Counsel for Andy Coulson Continues 
Goodman questioned about events after his arrest 
Goodman's meeting with Coulson in the Cafe Rouge 
Goodman's discussions with NI after his arrest 

Clive Goodman is Cross-Examination by Counsel for Stuart Kuttner 
Jonathan Caplan QC questions Goodman about seeing Kuttner after his arrest 

The Prosecution Cross-Examine Clive Goodman 
Anthony Edis QC questions Goodman on the Royal Directories 
Goodman questioned on Glenn Mulcaire 
Goodman's meeting with Rebekah Brooks after arrest 
The Prosecution question Goodman on Phone Hacking 

Clive Goodman's Cross-Examination by Counsel for Andy Coulson Continues 

Goodman questioned about events after his arrest 

Back at the #hackingtrial (yes I've typed that over 100 times) with continuing cross examination of Clive Goodman by 
Coulson's QC, Langdale. 

Langdale is now onto matters after Goodman's arrest on 08/08/06 

"Henri Brandman was provided to me by News International... they were paying for my defence" says Goodman 

Goodman consulted with Tony Lorenzo on employment matter. 

Goodman said the CPS had an "awful load of evidence... there were discussions of whether this was a technical breach" of 
phone hacking. 

Langdale says that in Goodman's "unfair dismissal claim" would say his employer's were invovled: Goodman says they were 
separate issues 

Langdale points out that the contact report with Coulson from 10/08/06 is actually from March 

Goodman confirms that Coulson gave him the impression he was in discussion with the CPS, Home Office and police over 
initial hacking charges 

Back to the phone call contact report is date 14/03/07: Goodman says the dates changed because it's a copy from an older 
computer. 

"My archive has been confiscated and returned, confiscated and returned" says Goodman: "but this was created absolutely at 
the time" 

Goodman's meeting with Coulson in the Cafe Rouge 

Langdale deals with the Cafe Rouge meeting with Andy Coulson: Goodman said he drove there, two or three minutes from his 
home. 

Goodman said he "attempted" to record the meeting: "I'm no undercover reporter.... terrible recording... long since gone.." 

Goodman cannot remember if he had the physical recording at the time of the internal NI tribunal: house constantly searched 
he says. 

"The recording is of insufficient quality to be of any use" says Goodman recording meeting Coulson. He says he made notes in 
the car after 

"I think the same afternoon" says Goodman of writing a computer document of the meeting. 

Goodman says he recorded the meeting because he felt "manipulated by Mr Coulson.... the promises not genuine, interfering in 
my legal case" 

"I felt I couldn't trust them and needed some self protection" says Goodman of recording his former boss. 

Langdale asks Goodman if he wanted "an admission" of Coulson in regard to phone hacking. " 

Goodman says "I was terrified... been in prison three days... facing financial ruin. Andy was holding out the one hope. You 
could come back" 

"I don't think he would have gone on tape accepting it" says Goodman of Coulson: "He was extremely suspicions" 

Goodman's discussions with NI after his arrest 

Langdale goes to March 2007 meeting with Cloke and Myler at News International. 

Goodman says there were probably three recordings of conversations with Coulson - but one of them has disappeared. 

Goodman says of recording meetings: "I was in a very hostile negotiation with a powerful organisation... I had to put the best 
case I could" 
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"He was saying there was a chance I could come back to the paper" says Goodman of Coulson; "I had to run it" 

Langdale adduces an email by Goodman's sister, Fran, to Coulson saying of Cafe Rouge "he was pleased you went to see 
him" 

Goodman says the email wasn't true: his sister worked for Coulson. Saunders intervenes when Langdale says "do you really 
mean that" 

Goodman says he didn't tell his sister of the extent of his phone hacking. They just addressed the case presented to them by 
the CPS 

Langdale adduces a letter from Goodman to Brandman saying he had no other involvement with Mulcaire contracts 

27/10/06 another Goodman email to Brandman on Mulcaire: "I have no idea how he obtained his information" 

Goodman describes sitting in a police station and being shown file after file on Mulcaire, vodafone, and using a cashpoint 
machine line 

Langdale cites Brandman's first draft 'Proof of Evidence" for Goodman's case in 2006 

27/10/06 is the first draft of Goodman's Proof. Para 28 'Clive to comment on the charges against him' writes Brandman 

"All the way through this I relied upon the legal advice of the solicitor and counsel provided by News International" says 
Goodman 

'I have no legal background" Goodman adds of his defence post arrest: "This is the first time I've ever been through anything 
like this" 

Langdale shows the jury Goodman's response to Brandman's request: "I have no involvement in... other services Mulcaire 
provided for NOTW" 

Goodman says this refers to other Nine Consultancy work - hacking of Milly Dowler, Home Secretary, Celebs 

Goodman sends Brandman a new draft: "happy to brief you on the how, when and why of Glenn Mulcaire, but don't think it's for 
email" 

31/10/06 Brandman replies to Goodman: "I shall not be providing Kelsey... with the information included in paras 30 etc." 

Brandman emails Goodman saying he'll send Kelsey Fry QC a separate document with information of the hacking 

Langdale cites the "instructions to counsel" sent by Brandman to Kelsey Fry on 31/10/06 

This 'instruction to counsel' is for a conference on 07/11/06 - it records a number of documents provided in lever arch files 

One of the lever arch files is the prosecution case against Goodman 

Brandman puts out Goodman's position to Kelsey Fry: no idea of "massive nature" of Mulcaire's enterprises. 

Brandman instructions to Kelsey Fry mention Miskiw and Thurlbeck as Mulcaire's handlers - Goodman just a "walk on part" 

There is some discussion back in 2006 whether Goodman has breached a "technical offence": no mention of "mitigation 
matters" 

02/11/06 Goodman says hacking so extensive Coulson asked "no more references to dark arts, family and friends, and phone 
message" 

Goodman says at this point he was suspicious he would be landed with all Mulcaire's hacking - "I thought I had to start 
defending myself" 

"I was increasingly worried about the manipulation.... the obvious contact and traffic going on between my solicitor and.. NI" 
says Goodman 

This draft of Goodman's Proof mentions that he showed transcripts of voicemail messages to senior editorial staff 

"I was frightened your client, Andy Coulson, and my solicitor was negotiating behind my back" says Goodman of including new 
evidence 

"It's quite plain there were communications all the time" says Goodman of NI and Brandman: "and now it's clear how extensive 
it is" 

Goodman says he provided information to NI Lawyer, because he face 'financial ruin' without getting job back and NI coverage 
of legal costs 

04/11/06 Goodman emails Brandman again with a "reworked draft of the life and times of Goodman C" 

"I have had no involvement whatsoever with Mulcaire's other work with the paper" says Goodman in this version of his Proof of 
Evidence. 

Goodman says there was no mention of the Alexander Project in that draft because "they were offering me employment" 

Goodman says his solicitor Brandman "had made it plain to me I wouldn't get very far if I blamed others. It would make my 
situation worse" 

Justice Saunders takes Goodman through the different drafts two days apart where mentions of wider hacking had 
disappeared. 
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"It was quite obvious it was going to be a guilty plea..evidence overwhelming...judge would take dim view" Goodman says of 
mentioning others 

06/11/06 Proof of Evidence now explored by Langdale: back to Para 28 with "nothing at all about the Alexander Project" 

Goodman says that the legal conference with Kelsey Fry on 07/11/06 there was a discussion of "who knew" 

06/11/06 email from Brandman to Kelsey Fry's clerk suggests, says Langdale, Kelsey Fry didn't receive other documents on 
Alexander payments 

Goodman had described the November conference as "bad tempered and short"; a second conference in December 2006 was 
attended by NI lawyer 

Langdale asks why Goodman didn't write a contact report for the November conference though he did for the December 

"Apparently my solicitor made no notes whatever of any meeting I had with anyone" says Goodman of Henri Brandman's note 
taking of conference 

Onto Goodman's tape recorded meeting at Carluccio's with NI lawyer in 2006 

The NI lawyer did not know he was being recorded says Goodman. Much is unintelligible. "I know what I did" says Goodman in 
transcript 

Langdale claims Goodman was being untruthful. Goodman goes back to mentions of Thurlbeck and Gordon Taylore. 

"Andy's problem is three executives.... contact with Mulcaire" says Goodman in recorded meeting. That's the context of "I know 
what I did" 

"What you'd done went way beyond what you told [NI lawyer]" says Langdale. Goodman admits he didn't mention Harry, 
Middleton, William 

"I was never asked and I never volunteered" says Goodman of legal discussions of wider hacking of the Royals in 2006 

Langdale cites 09/12/06 taped phone conversation between Coulson and Goodman 

Goodman says he taped convo "because they were finding me a convenient victim to blame the hacking on. I was very very 
scared" 

Goodman says Coulson would have "smelled a rat" if he'd tried to get him to mention hacking: and he would lost job and legal 
representation 

Langdale says an admission from Coulson would be "the most useful weapon": "I failed to see how that would help" says 
Goodman 

"You're suggesting I should have blackmailed your client" says Goodman. 

"I don't think you know much about doing business with News International" says Goodman of entrapping Coulson: "they're 
very very powerful" 

Langdale takes Goodman to page 1ab of a green file - comes after 1z! 17/11/06 email from Brandman to Goodman. 

Goodman hoped to limit the conspiracy charge limited to three Royal Aides from Nov 2005 to August 2006: he succeeded. 

21/11/06 Goodman to Brandman "I'll bring copies... of the document marked confidential" Langdale suggests this means 
Kelsey Fry had not seen 

"You must have been rather pleased" says Langdale. Goodman: "I don't think pleased is the word... a relief to have something 
with limits" 

Goodman shown 23/11/06 Brandman attendance note about the previous days meeting with John Kelsey Fry QC. 

The attendance note doesn't appear to be in Justice Saunder's bundle - it has nothing on it. 

Goodman agrees there's no mention of wider hacking or confidential file in this attendance note. 

11/12/06 Goodman emails Brandman with amendments to the Proof: "there are 3 other far more senior NOTW execs revealed 
as handlers" 

Goodman says in this email he wants Kelsey Fry's view on whether it would helpful to mention the other 3 NOTW execs 
handling Mulcaire. 

"What I was seeking to stress in this was that I did not want to be involved in all Mulcaire's other hacking" says Goodman 

Goodman says previous discussions were "very short" because NI lawyer interrupted saying Coulson "would deny everything" 

Goodman emails Lorenzo at Lewis Silkin 03/06/07, over his employment status after prison sentence 

Goodman says of his employment: "I was suing them for unfair dismissal.. but I wasn't seeking a settlement, I was seeking to 
come back" 

Goodman writes in 07 that Coulson's role with the Conservative party then "very useful to us... a stick to beat David Cameron 
with" 

Goodman reiterates he got over hostile feelings towards Coulson: he says he wanted to resolve his situation with News 
International 
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10/07/07 emails between Lorenzo and Goodman about settlement "thanks for keeping a rein on my Old Testament desire for 
vengeance" 

"Tony was a fantastic employment lawyer" says Goodman: he says the vengeance wasn't against Coulson. 

Goodman tells the jury the only reason they are seeing these documents is because "I released them" 

Langdale has finished his cross examination of Clive Goodman at the #hackingtrial 

Clive Goodman is Cross-Examination by Counsel for Stuart Kuttner 

Jonathan Caplan QC questions Goodman about seeing Kuttner after his arrest 

Jonathan Caplan QC, counsel for Stuart Kuttner, has a few brief questions for Clive Goodman. 

Caplan goes back to August 2006 and Kuttner meeting Goodman at police station and driving him home. 

Goodman says he spoke to Kuttner on the journey home, and he came to visit a day or two later. 

Goodman says he was actually held overnight - arrested on 8th August, released on 9th. Kuttner returned to see him on 
10/08/06 

Caplan adduces Kuttner's contemporaneous notes of his conversation with Goodman on the 10/08/06 

Goodman thinks Kuttner also took notes on the 09/08/06 as well. 

Caplan re-reads Kuttner's note about Mulcaire introducing Goodman to "SIS... serving spook... with leftovers of... secret 
services" 

"Dec-May trial at and pound;500 per week" wrote Kuttner. Caplan suggests this is an accurate note because it reflects 
Goodman's account to lawyer 

Goodman says of Kuttner's note: "I don't know how much of this is me, or how much was Stuart's input and emphasis" 

Caplan reprises Mulcaire claim security services were monitoring the phones around Royal Famliy: and willing to share details. 

Goodman explains he met someone at a bar behind News International: he couldn't be sure the person he met was actually a 
serving spook 

"I was in a pretty confused and frightened state, and probably not speaking in coherent sentences" says Goodman 

Caplan reminds us of what Justice Saunders says "this is not an industrial tribunal" but asks Goodman about Kuttner's alleged 
bullying 

"He was very agressive" says Goodman of Kuttner: "and in emails... was clearly trying to get rid of me" 

The Prosecution Cross-Examine Clive Goodman 

Anthony Edis QC questions Goodman on the Royal Directories 

Edis now starts the prosecutions cross examination of Goodman: "Who sold you the Royal Directories... that's what I'm 
concerned with" 

Edis says "everyone knew, you knew, the directories were coming from serving police officers" Goodman denies this. 

Goodman says he told Coulson, Kuttner, Weatherip and others that they were serving officers to expedite payment. 

BREAKING; Goodman says nobody "asked him" about paying police officers at NOTW. 

Edis claims that everyone at NOTW knew paying police was a crime because of the arrest (and acquittal) of Neville Thurlbeck 

Edis asks Goodman: "You're saying the NOTW would be more likely to pay... if they thought they were serving police officers?" 

"You thought it would be easier to get money out of them if you were paying policemen" Edis asks again. 

"I don't remember being told specifically" about not paying police officers says Goodman: "But it's against the law" 

Goodman agrees he was lying: "but it took place in a circumstance where this building up of sources is commonplace" 

"A lot of what goes in the paper is no doubt untrue" says Edis. 

"This is not about the media in general" says Edis "but about getting money out of Stuart Kuttner" and other NOTW execs. 

"You might want to big up a source when it comes to the Queen's nuts" says Edis of sourcing stories: "but it doesn't apply to a 
phone book" 

Edis shows a marked up version of the 'Anderson' payments with red highlighting on stories related to policing and/or Royal 
family 

These payments start on Jan 2001: Goodman is asked about the first payment "might have been a directory.... a long time ago" 

Goodman says he didn't ask questions of Anderson about book: "because if you ask you rarely get a straight answer" 

Goodman says Anderson was a freelance journalist: "these directories in the Royal Household.... were not considered security 
sensitive" 
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Edis: "You paid a thousand pounds so it couldn't have been a bit of rubbish" Goodman: "But they were valuable to the 
newspaper" 

Goodman says that the three pseudonyms were 'headings' used for cash payments to more than three sources 

"The journalist known as Anderson seems to be a very well placed source on Royal stories" says Edis. 

Goodman says he won't name freelance journalist because "he's protected under the human rights act" 

"I know who I think it was" says Goodman of Anderson source. 

Goodman agrees he met Anderson and Farish over and over again: he didn't call them by first names "it was a business 
transaction" 

"People are very wary of doing business with the NOTW" says Goodman; "that's why they wanted payment in cash" 

Goodman says they would call and say "Hi, it's me": he doesn't recall if he had their numbers in his mobile phone, says most 
calls in office 

Edis says that Fleet Street is not a huge world. Goodman says he used to meet Anderson at various locations in the city, not 
News Int. 

Goodman says Anderson wasn't a Royal specialist because he didn't know the significance of information. 

"If they were journalists they'd be doing it for themselves" says Edis. Goodman "Maybe he didn't trust doing business with 
NOTW" 

"There is some driving reason for people to want to be anonymous, because we can't come after them later" says Goodman of 
NOTW sources. 

Goodman says that if they'd signed Mr Anderson "there would be a desire to expose him... completely exposed" 

"Freelance journalist does his job" says Edis: "Hold the front page": Goodman disagrees "more like Royal Rat": Edis "Royal 
Rat?" 

"Nothing inherently suspicious in being paid in cash" says Goodman. "Freelance journalists are supposed to pay tax" says Edis. 

"Tax was paid in some way" says Goodman: "either by Mr Anderson or News International" 

Edis says of Anderson "this person is only selling you stuff about the Royal Family... what is he selling you for and pound;1k 
that isn't a story?" 

Goodman can't tell what Anderson was paid for without more contemporaneous details. 

There's one non Royal story from legal representatives of a former prime minister's wife. 

Goodman explains how he would stand up tip-offs from Anderson: "eventually putting them to relevant press office... and ask 
them" 

Goodman says internal lawyers might not check trivial stories - but something like the Queen's nuts would have to be checked. 

Goodman accepts that with hacking based stories he had to "support i by other means" but most Royal Stories would be put to 
press office 

Edis cites a story about Royal Palace alarm system so cranky it had to be tested with a broom handle. 

Goodman explains that the Royal Households are full of gossip but denies his source was a member 

Goodman explains how he paid Mulcaire through Miskiw on the story of Prince Harry's injuries. 

"Farish Anderson and Hall were not real people, they were budget heads" says Goodman. As for payment to Mulcaire via 
Miskiw, 'maybe' hacking 

Goodman says paid Miskiw through internal NI mail system. He once ferried and pound;16k to Scotland "it's a strange world 
and strange things happen" 

Goodman denies paying Mulcaire direct in Jan 05: "I didn't know where he was... Miskiw is the man I paid" 

Edis cites and pound;1000 payment to Anderson for Count 3 Royal Phone Directory amid other Royal stories 

Twice a day, for 7 months, @thetuftii has been turning my #hackingtrial tweets into a movie: here's today's 
http://buff.ly/1nWfpwD #kudos 

Edis is back after lunch with the Farish payments made by Clive Goodman circa 2002/3: paid for two books and pound;1k 
each. 

Edis points out that the two payments for Royal directories are surrounded by "security and police stories" 

Goodman says that these are Royal Stories: Farish was another newspaper executive says Goodman. 

"What did he do for a living?" asks Edis of Farish. Goodman says identifying his job any further would breach his human rights. 

Goodman says Farish was in newspaper "management". Edis ask "how" this source had so many Royal stories. Goodman 
says he didn't know. 

Goodman says that an analysis of Farish and Anderson would show most the stories are Royal not police stories. 

Goodman says he won't give any more details about Farish source in case that would identify him. 
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Goodman explains he outed another sources were already "out there": e.g Mark Bolland "not a secret" 

Edis says "I'm not trying to trick you into giving him away... but do you know his real name?" "I believe I do," says Goodman. 

Saunders establishes that Goodman knows Farish's real name. 

"Are you saying you never had a police source... paid or unpaid?" asks Goodman: "No," says Goodman. 

"The Royal protection squad are very unique, and very hostile to reporters... not natural friends of journalists" says Goodman. 

Edis produces documentation recovered from Goodman's house when he was arrested in 2006. 

Edis shows a "mugshot" of man in historic documents relating to the 1990s. 

One of these documents Edis produces, recovered from Goodman after arrest, is a "police document". Goodman says he got it 
from NOTW staff 

Goodman says because he was a Royal specialist other gave him documents: he thinks this police document came from 
NOTW crime correspondent 

Edis adduces another internal police custody document, for someone not charged. Goodman thinks this also came from NOTW 
journalist 

Goodman never asked where this internal custody document came from: Edis "they're not being very secretive if they gave it to 
you" 

3rd police document from Cambridgeshire Police also recovered from Goodman's about someone who has delusions they are 
member of Roya Family 

Goodman believes this third police also came from a NOTW crime correspondent. A fourth document about criminal around 
Buck Palace also 

A fifth police document about someone bothering Princess Diana also adduced by Edis: Goodman says same internal NOTW 
source. 

A briefing paper from Royal Protection Police in 1995 was also recovered - Goodman says same source: another NOTW 
journalist 

A police witness statement also adduced: Goodman says that came from the person who made the statement 

Edis adduces a floorplan of apartments in the Royal Palace, a map of Kensington Palace with "deployment of units" recovered 
from Goodman 

Edis says "there are a lot more plans at the end... an internal police document about security at Royal Palaces" 

"This surfaced" says Goodman "it was found with thrown out furniture. It was given to us by people working on the 
'mothballing'" 

Edis goes through the familiar emails (to all here) from Jan 2003 using his screen (it needs a box underneath to be visible) 

Edis establishes that Goodman had a close working relationship with Coulson at that time in Jan 2003 and he was interested in 
Royal stories 

24/01/03 Goodman email about Michael Peat managing relationship of Charles and Camilla - in dispute with Mark Bolland at 
the time. 

Edis asks about the source of the allegation of Michael Peat's affair: Goodman says Mark Bolland told both him and the editor. 

"Turning his mobile" says Goodman "means using someone's mobile number to find an address or landline": Edis: "You didn't 
have his mobile" 

Goodman maintains he did have Peat's mobile number and that Peat said "it's no impossible" that he gave it to him. 

Edis then cites the email about "one of our Royal policeman at St James' Palace" having a green book 

Goodman agrees this is a lie. "So you were obtaining money on false pretences" says Edis. Goodman says he wasn't. 

Edis says a palace policeman might be useful for tracking Peat, as he's "a pain to follow": Goodman says he lived in very 
secure areas. 

"It might help you if you got a call from a policeman saying Sir Michael Peat is just leaving in a Bentley" says Edis. "No one 
ever called" 

Edis points out that the email talks about a cash payment to another newspaper executive: "so they were willing to pay" he 
points out. 

Email goes on "they could end up on criminal charges, so could we": Edis points out that newspaper execs weren't public 
officials. 

"Do you think Mr Coulson might call the police and have you arrested?"asks Edis of this emails. "No, it never happened on the 
newspaper" 

"No, they were paid" says Edis of alleged payments to cops. Goodman says Coulson made no further inquiries. 

Coulson followed up Goodman email reminding him they'd paid for a directory the previous year: Goodman said they were 
different books. 
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Goodman emails Kuttner with a "deliberate cryptic" payment request. He can't remember if he had a conversation, though 
thinks he did. 

"Should have Peat's car reg.... Greg's people turning phone" says email. Goodman says Miskiw turned mobile numbers into 
locations 

25/01/03 Mulcaire records show no mobile phone number for Sir Michael Peat - but two landlines are shown on his notes, 
headed "affair" 

Edis establishes that Miskiw never passed on the mobile number Mulcaire: Goodman maintains Peat gave him number 
previous year. 

Edis says that the Royal Green Book has the info also found in Mulcaire's notes: "that was the rush to payment" says Edis. 

Goodman says he wouldn't have gone out to pay the source on the Friday 28th because Fridays are so busy at NOTW. 

Edis points out that someone has entered Sir Michael Peat's mobile number by hand in Green Book: Goodman says that's 
him. 

A Goodman email to senior NOTW exec "a notoriously anxious boss" says "NOW have his mobile": Goodman says he lied to 
get him off his back 

"What we're trying to find out is... there might be a location of something illicit" says Goodman of tracking Peat's phones. 

"We're trying to find out if his landlines are linked to any other mobiles we're not aware of" says Goodman of checks on Michael 
Peat. 

Goodman passed on details Mulcaire found on 'the girl" - but says it was through the intermediary of editor Greg Miskiw. 

Goodman questioned on Glenn Mulcaire 

Edis turns back to Goodman's Proof of Evidence and "I first became aware of Glenn Mulcaire... who worked direct for NOTW 
for 10 years" (96) 

Goodman says Miskiw was "very secretive" about Mulcaire and another senior NOTW journalist was too. 

"Did they all forbid you and other reporters from having direct contact with Glenn?" asks Edis. "Miskiw was not encouraging" 
says Goodman 

Another senior NOTW journalist was "vociferous" about no contact with Mulcaire, says Goodman. 

Edis reads out the section from Goodman's 2006 Proof about Coulson wanting no more references to "dark arts" at conference. 

Goodman doesn't think phone hacking was included in "dark arts": "family and friends" call traffic: "messages" means phone 
hacking. 

"The editor effectively banned discussion of phone hacking," says Edis. Goodman talks about products being "casually talked 
about" 

"I knew what they meant" says Goodman of news conference discussions: "though I'm sure it went over the heads of a lot of 
people there" 

Edis cites a transcript of a conversation between Goodman and Coulson: Miskiw and Mulcaire like "Sooty and Fingers" 

Goodman talks about a brief conversation with Miskiw prior to trial: the only one speaking to Mulcaire who was "behaving 
erratically" 

Goodman says Miskiw was worried about Mulcaire saying "something incriminating" and "not wanting that can of worms 
opened" 

Edis cites the transcript of Goodman's tape of meeting with Cloke and Myler over unfair dismissal. 

Goodman explained in 2007 to NI that news desk would call Mulcaire regularly to get info. "He was concerned about how 
stories portrayed" 

"He would often call me" says Goodman of Mulcaire "to see how his stories had been portrayed in conference" 

"This fantasy that he was a bona fide PI" said Goodman of Mulcaire to NI executives in 2007 "was just untrue" 

"I was aware that Glenn was a key figure to the organisation" said Goodman in 2007: "I knew he was providing some kind of 
secret service" 

Edis asks if Goodman sat near Miskiw in 2002: Goodman says "people keep sources pretty much to themselves" 

Goodman's meeting with Rebekah Brooks after arrest 

Edis cites Goodman's note of his meeting with Rebekah Brooks at the RAC club in 2007 "Wade Contact" 

Goodman wrote of Brooks offering him job in 07 "she claimed not to have consulted [Senior NI exec}... who cares about a few 
media stories" 

BREAKING: Goodman claims Rebekah Brooks offered him a job after prison "because who cares about a few media stories" 
#hackingtrial 

Justice Saunders asks the jury if they're feeling sufficiently "lively, intellectually stimulated" to carry on today. They say they 
are. 
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Edis says that Goodman's acquisition of the Green Book "was all to do with hacking": Mulcaire was tasked. 

The Prosecution question Goodman on Phone Hacking 

Edis points out that Goodman had said to NI that any pretence Mulcaire was involved in normal PI work was a "fantasy" 

Goodman replies Mulcaire did do some legitimate trace work - he cites the Peat case - and this has nothing to do with phone 
hacking. 

"I didn't talk to Glenn Mulcaire about this" says Goodman of Peat affair story: "I just wrote it up with the editor." 

Goodman says the Miskiw handling of Mulcaire was "entirely out of his hands": Edis says "it wasn't entirely out of your hands, 
was it?" 

Edis moves on from 2003 to 2005 and a Goodman email to Miskiw on 13/01/05 Goodman says he had "suspicions" about it by 
then. 

Goodman says he was told sometime around Jan 2005 Mulcaire was phone hacking. 

22/01/05 email about "health inf.... scammed from Helen Asprey": Goodman knew about phone hacking, but says Coulson 
didn't 

"What's a scam?" asks Edis. "An unauthorised way of getting information" says Goodman "You mean a frauds" says Edis. "No" 

"Getting into someone's medical records is a very serious thing for a journalist to be doing," says Edis. "I wasn't" says 
Goodman. 

Goodman says that the Prince Harry medical information was from a conversation not records. He accepts it's confidential 
information 

Edis points out Harry was "fourth in line to the throne... a pretty important person to be spying on... that's what you're saying to 
editor" 

"Did you ever say anything to Mr Coulson about what you'd done?" asks Edis. "No... we felt it was a public interest" says 
Goodman. 

Goodman says this conversation about public interest in Harry health story wasn't with Coulson. 

Edis says "you're not trying to hide what happened from Mr Coulson... you'd be a lot less open than this email. You're giving the 
game away" 

"There was clearly something to hide, because we would have had the conversation about phone hacking" says Goodman of 
email to Coulson. 

"To be fair to him, Andy didn't know about phone hacking at the time" says Goodman of Jan 2005 email about Harry "health 
inf... scammed" 

"By now you're phone hacking yourself" says Edis of Feb 05: "you're not phone hacking because you're bullied into it?" 

"There was an incredibly competitive aggressive atmosphere" says Goodman but agrees there was no bullying in early 2005 

Goodman says of phone hacking Miskiw "passed it over... I didn't see the danger. I'm capable of phone hacking if given DDNs 
and PIN numbers" 

"I didn't have the authority or budget to commission something like that" says Goodman of a Sun exclusive lead leaked to Daily 
Mail. 

Edis is discussing the "massively password protected" email about Paddy Harverson which Goodman was asked to check out 
for leaks. 

Edis cites another email about Michael Fawcett which "could relate" to phone hacking "someone many people were interested 
in" 

08/03/05 Goodman is interested in Tom Parker Bowles: he texts Coulson about a Blackadder lead being "lifted word for word" 

Another email is about Royal Wedding and "my man in charge of invite vetting": Goodman says it's not Farish or Anderson but 
protected source 

Goodman denies this has come from a "palace copper": he says "vetting" wouldn't be done first by police, by any number of 
other people 

"Queen furious about policeman stealing nuts" mentions "memo to palace cops": Goodman says many - two dozen - who knew 
about this story. 

"When the Queen makes her view known like this" says Goodman of nuts controversy: "it's like a bomb going off". 

"How does a journalist who doesn't work at the palace know he's going to get his hands on two Royal phone books" asks Edis 
of Goodman. 

14/05/05 and 01/06/05 email - much cited - about a Royal directory "a very risky document for him to nick": Goodman says just 
bigging up 

Edis asks why Goodman needed to big up his palace directories source if Coulson willingly paid for previous: things change all 
the time 

Edis asks about "mooning Royal cop" story: "it's a police source isn't it?" "No, it's a Royal source" replies Goodman. 
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Goodman email also says Special Branch investigating palace cops because of a NOTW story about an Operation Trident 
incident 

Edis then cites email to Bev Stoke about men in "uniform" and "you, me and them ending up in prison" - Goodman says he was 
deceiving her 

Edis asks whether Goodman knows if Special Branch were actually investigating palace police: he doesn't. 

"Thanks to the way we pay them, they're untraceable. But they're in uniform" says Goodman email. He says he wasn't being 
truthful 

Jury out till 10 am Monday 
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Monday 19 May 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecutions Cross-Examination of Clive Goodman Continues 
Clive Goodman questioned about Palace Royal Protection 
The Hacking of Royal Phones 
Goodman's Arrest in 2011 

Clive Goodman questioned further by his own Counsel 
Counsel for Clive Goodman closes his Defence 
The Judge has some final questions for Clive Goodman 

The Prosecutions Cross-Examination of Clive Goodman Continues 

Clive Goodman questioned about Palace Royal Protection 

Clive Goodman, former NOTW Royal Editor, is back in the witness box at the #hackingtrial, being cross examined by Andrew 
Edis QC 

Edis goes back to an email argument between deputy managing editor Paul Nicholas and Goodman 

Goodman's email from 08/07/05 talks of the manning crisis at Royal Protection squad after 7/7 bomb attacks. 

Last email was to Coulson: Edis says "a source who knew a lot about the police. Goodman: "about the palace" Edis: "About 
police at palace: 

Another Goodman email talks of "uniformed folk": 14/07/05 email talks about live ammo being issued to Royal protection 
"longstanding source" 

Two days after 7/7 terror attacks the Queen opened a memorial to WW2 women. 

Another Goodman email "the copper has got the memo in his hands": Goodman tells jury this was to persuade senior NOTW 
staff to pay. 

Another Goodman email about a missing Royal protection cop found shopping: "I can get exact spot... but might be dangerous 
to source" 

Goodman explains about missing palace cop in 2005: "when something like this happens in the Royal Household... everybody 
knows" 

Edis goes through Goodman's email to Nicholas about his sources needing to be paid for by cash "or we all go to prison" 

Another Camilla/police source talks about getting more info from Mark Bolland, Colleen Harris "or our source inside palace" 

Edis points out Goodman forwarded this "lie" about sources to his sister. Goodman says accepted practice like "the cheque's in 
the post" 

Edis says that this practice of "paying police officers... over and over again" shows it was "acceptable" at NOTW. 

Edis talks about another email "planning to corrupt a Sandhurst Cadet" over pictures of the Royal Princes. 

"Should we read it in its plain meaning or do we have to re-write it?" asks Edis. Goodman: "we have to read it as meant, not 
what you want." 

"It's his father who is offering to sell what's gone on... there's no suggestion the son knew anything about this" says Goodman. 

Another Goodman NOTW story is about a Mr Onions playing with his gun: "my man" says he's a Gulf War veteran writes 
Goodman. 

The Hacking of Royal Phones 

Edis then goes through a schedule of Goodman's phone calls in 2006, provided by Coulson's team. 

There's a series of calls in Jan 05- May 05 hacking Helen Asprey: August through October 2005 some other targets - Mark 
Dyer. 

There's "relatively infrequent" hacking of these targets till the Matey/Alexander project with Mulcaire starting in October 2005 

Goodman says it "would have impossible without" Mulcaire regularly getting changed UVNs - unique voicemail numbers. 

Goodman says he doesn't know how Mulcaire got these UVNs. "I was quite horrified when I saw the dossier of phone after 
phone" says Goodman 

21/12/05 is the first hacking of Kate Middleton: Goodman doesn't know how Mulcaire got this but was "astonished" 

29/01/06 Goodman started hacking Prince William: "I'm not denying any of this" says Goodman. 

Goodman agrees these UVNs of Kate Middleton and Prince Wililam were some of the "most highly protected targets' in the 
country 

Edis : "You wouldn't have gone to those sensitive targets without direct authorisation of the editor" Goodman: "To be fair to Mr 
Coulson.." 
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BREAKING: Goodman says he never told his editor Andy Coulson directly about the hacking of Kate Middleton and Prince 
William 

"These other royal voicemails..." says Goodman: "Glenn provided because it showed what he could do" 

Goodman claims police inquiry in 2006 "wanted to ringfence the inquiry because they didn't want to embarrass members of the 
Royal Family" 

BREAKING: Goodman claims the original police phone hacking investigation in 2006 didn't mention Royal Princes to save them 
"embarassment" 

Goodman explains some of the inconsistencies of his evidence at the hackingtrial due to his ill health - heart condition and 
pneumonia. 

05/11/05 Kuttner talks of Goodman's "time wasting pantomine": Goodman thought his survival chances at NOTW "pretty thin" 
at the time 

Weatherup emails Goodman in 2005 about a source: Goodman replies "he's in a difficult profession" - doesn't mean of police 
officer 

Another email about surveillance: "Derek busy with Neville.... suggest Rob": Edis says Muclaire never involved in surveillance. 

Another email cited by Edis about a source "in uniform" providing an army cadet's file - actually on internet. Edis "You got 
swindled there" 

"That's the way of the world" says Goodman of NOTW being charged for an army timetable easily available on the internet 

Goodman/Coulson email about Prince William "out beagling" cited from 26/01/96: voice transcript came from Mulcaire 

"I don't remember" says Goodman of telling Coulson the source of this story was from a phone hack: "but it's possible" he says. 

In justifying paying Mulcaire in February, Goodman cited the Beagling story as an example of his worth. 

"You were making Mr Coulson aware of the hacking" says Edis: "Oh yes," says Goodman but not sure "after the event" or not . 

BREAKING: Goodman says he told his editor Andy Coulson that a Prince William "beagling" story was the result of phone 
hacking early in 2006 

Another Goodman email about Sir Ian Blair being "drunk" suggests to senior NOTW executive that the source is a police officer. 

Goodman says he lied that a story about Ian Blair was from a police officer, to make the story "better more believable" 

"Mr Alexander most important... I'm relying on him to work the same magic with Harry's passing out party" writes Goodman 
about Mulcaire 2006 

Goodman agrees "the same magic" he wrote about Mulcaire in 2006 means "phone hacking" 

Another about "Prince William's Bike - a Yamaha" is sourced from someone at Clarence House: Goodman names number of 
sources there. 

Stolen laptop story from 2006 "cops suggest contractor swiped it" was credited to Goodman's source 'Farish': he says not a 
police officer 

This story about the stolen laptop never appeared, nor was Farish paid in 2006, because Goodman was arrested. 

Goodman's Arrest in 2011 

08/07/11 Goodman arrested again over Royal Directories - no comment interview: as first time "details of my arrest leaked to 
the Guaridian" 

"Further details of the case I was facing appeared in the media" says Goodman of his second arrest: "before I knew about it" 

Goodman says he didn't tell the police about fear of leaks in first interview: "we couldn't make accusations" until knew where 
coming from. 

"You knew what the truth was" says Edis "but he was just a solicitor." Goodman says he told solicitor the truth. 

In a subsequent interview in June 2012 (when leaks had been 'dealt' with says Edis) "no reason to keep quiet" 

Edis points out that Goodman was told at beginning of interviews "It might hurt your defence" if you don't mention things now. 

Edis goes through Goodman's prepared defence statement in 2012 about payments to anonymous sources. 

Goodman says in prepared statement he never paid a police officer: and pound;4k recovered at Goodman's property in 06 was 
his personal trainers 

"I had never any reason to believe this paperwork had been unlawfully acquired" said Goodman in 2012 of Royal Directories. 

Goodman says "there's no evidence they've been stolen. Edis cites Goodman email "risk things to nick". Goodman says 
exaggerating. 

"All you've ever said is this piece of paper" says Edis. "As is my right to do so," says Goodman "under proper legal advice" 

"Nothing's been made up" says Goodman: "All I've done is stand by my legal advice... and make the best case I could" 

Edis says "you had no reason to trust the legal profession" in 2012 having been "stitched up" in 2006 

Goodman blames his NI appointment lawyers of being "in cahoots" with the company to make him take the blame. 
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Clive Goodman questioned further by his own Counsel 

Counsel for Clive Goodman closes his Defence 

Brief re-examination by Spens for Goodman: he says he "totally" trusts his current lawyer - but not his previous one Henri 
Brandman. 

13/10/05 email brought up again by David Spens QC about a "police contact": means anyone who has contact with police says 
Goodman 

03/02/05 email between Goodman and Coulson cited by Spens terminating Matey payments: Mulcaire carried on "a payment 
by results basis" 

BREAKING: Goodman says Andy Coulson knew Mulcaire was still working for him after 'Alexander Project" terminated in 
February 2006 

11/03/06 CGWelsh story: "comes from William himself" - Goodman thinks it was a result of a hack, but could have been from 
Mark Dyer 

Goodman says another Senior NOTW journalist never knew he was hacking: "huge explosion... he thought Glenn Mulcaire was 
his" 

Spens goes back to 14/08/06 Cafe Rouge meeting with Coulson and Goodman post the latter's arrest. 

Goodman says this note of the Cafe Rouge meeting was made within minutes of seeing Andy Coulson. 

The top left hand of the document has a creation date at 16.24 on 14/08/06 - with the meeting starting at 15.20 

The Judge has some final questions for Clive Goodman 

Justice Saunders has some questions for Goodman about "overall view of phone hacking you actually did": began in Jan 05 at 
request of Miskiw 

Goodman agrees he had some interaction with Mulcaire before Alexander Project: he doesn't believe he was given UVNs at 
that time. 

When the Alexander payments began in October 2005 he agreed to provide the UVNs of three royal aides: Harverson, Dyer, 
Lowther Pinkerton 

During the Alexander Project Mulcaire gave Goodman new UVNS; Kate Middleton and Prince William: Prince 
Harry afterwards. 

Justice Saunders establishes that Mulcaire wasn't paid for these extra UVNs: "he was showing off" says Goodman 
"flourishes". 

"He would harvest material himself" says Goodman of Mulcaire post Alexander Project: "if he got nothing he was paid nothing" 

Break for 15 minutes. 

For the first time in weeks all the defendants (except Stuart Kuttner) are back in the dock at the #hackingtrial for Edis' closing 
speech. 

Before that David Spens, QC, closing Goodman's case has 2 Brandman legal attendance notes for 10 and 11/08/06 and to go 
into the jury bundles 

Timothy Langdale QC also has a new index for the Coulson defence bundle, and a new document on 2006 pre-arrest cash 
payments. 
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Tuesday 25 March 2014 

Summary 

Cheryl Carter's Defence Case Begins 
Trevor Burke QC Opens the Case for Cheryl Carter 
Count 6 - Conspiracy to Pervert the Course of Justice 
Counsel for Carter Summarises the Prosecution Case 
The Removal of Boxes 

Defendant Cheryl Carter takes the Witness Stand 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter goes through her Background 
Carter becomes Brook's PA 
Brooks becomes CEO of News International 
Plans to Emigrate to Australia 
Removal of Boxes Timeline 

Cheryl Carter's Defence Case Begins 

Trevor Burke QC Opens the Case for Cheryl Carter 

Trevor Burke QC, for Carter, explains she has been promoted "three or four weeks earlier than expected" but "frankly neither 
here or there" 

Burke tells the jury in opening remarks: "we are making good progress and the end is in sight": he explains Carter's case will 
last 3 days 

Burke explains that Carter's evidence be followed by witnesses "who will make a modest contribution to her defence. 

Burke also explains character witnesses for Carter "because you cannot possibly know her": hopefully on Monday Goodman 
can continue 

Burke explains the various prosecution and defence summing up at the end of the trial: he's providing a primer for the jury. 

Burke assures the jury the defence counsel plan "To put their cases before you as succinctly as they can" and then speaks of 
jury bundles 

"Don't be daunted by the papers," Burke for Carter tells the jury. 

Burke now explains to the jury the judge's summing up on matters of law: "surprisingly the law isn't that complicated" he says 

Saunder will give the jury a "route to verdict" document before the jury retire to make a verdict. 

"He will draw all the facts that are relevant to you," says Burke of Saunders 2 day summing up - helpfully explaining process. 

"No pressure from us. You determine the length of it, with no interruptions from us" Burke says of jury deliberations at end of 
trial 

Burke explains to the jury they are "entirely free" to come to their own opinion, whatever defence, prosecution or the judge 
says. 

"One tip you might like to bear in mind," says Burke to #hackingtrial: "Do not feel you have to reach a conclusion on every fact." 

Burke asks the jury to forget about all the previous evidence on phone hacking and payments to public officials: "you can park 
all that" 

Count 6 - Conspiracy to Pervert the Course of Justice 

Burke goes through the Count 6 conspiracy to pervert the course of justice - explains the nature of 'conspiracy' and what has to 
be proved 

"You cannot conspire on your own" explains Burke. "The prosecution choose to allege conspiracy between Cherly Carter 
and Rebekah Brooks" 

"You can convict one of them and not the other," says Burke of conspiracy charg: "Carter and Brooks stand or fall together" 

Burke: "The prosecution have to prove to your satisfaction, that Cheryl Carter removed boxes from archives with Rebekah 
Brook's agreement" 

Burke says the "agreement" between Brooks and Carter had to be "to remove and destroy those boxes." 

Burke reminds the jury that there's no burden of proof on Carter, but on the prosecution to convince them "beyond reasonable 
doubt" 

"Anything less than that," says Burke "you must acquit". He reminds the jury that the 8th July was a very busy day, and Brooks 
top CEO 

Burke makes is clear that if the jury don't believe Cheryl Carter discussed with Brooks the removal of boxes, they must acquit. 

Burkes says if you think Brooks and Carter "probably" discussed the removal of boxes "not enough... still have to acquit... have 
to be sure" 
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Burke cites Brooks' evidence about Carter being "honest and true" and the fact she "adamantly denies" any discussion of 
boxes. 

"I can't read your mind, I don't know. I could say you've already acquitted her" says Burke over Brooks evidence on the boxes. 

Counsel for Carter Summarises the Prosecution Case 

06/01/14 Burke reminds us was the date when prosecution made its case on Count 6: Nick Mays, Eamon Dyas, Deborah 
Keegan, Jane Viner... 

Burke reminds the jury that the prosecution called Carter's son, Nick, who transported the boxes in his mini. 

Burke also refers to the evidence from DS Massey and the transcripts, already shown to the jury, of three police interviews. 

Burke reminds jury about the big issues between defence and prosecution on the Carter Count 6 case: he will "highlight issues" 
using bundles 

Jury is shown the record transfer list from News International archive: 7 boxes first lodged September 09 - withdrawn 08/07/11 

Burke says that though Carter did not create the archive entry, she is still "responsible" for the contents. 

This all concerns the period of September 2009 when Brooks was promoted from the editorship of the Sun to CEO of News 
International 

There was a delay "while Mr Rupert Murdoch's office was converted to accommodate the new CEO" says Burke. 

Burke reminds the jury how Brooks' new office was supposed to be "paperless" compared to "organised chaos" of a newsroom. 

"Cheryl Carter had never archived before, others may have done," says Burke. "Majority of contents of those 7 boxes are her 
beauty books" 

"Only some of the contents of those boxes related to Brooks" says Burke of 7 boxes: says she might have not have understood 
archive policy 

Burke "Very much the defence case that this document was created by... Nick Mays... He could not distance himself enough 
from this document" 

"He couldn't wait to point the finger at retired Eammon Dyas. It was like I handed him a hot potato," says Burke of NI archivist. 

Burke says all at NI "were extremely nervous" because people like Carter "are on trial merely for removing boxes" says Burke. 

Burke says the defence says Mays is responsible for this document. He suggests Mays is blaming Dyas. 

"The policy... of the archive..... seemed a mystery to most" says Burke of "interchangeable" notions of "storage" and "archive" 

Burke explains why he "irritated" everyone by having Carter's police interviews read out and how "start to finish" Mays had 
contacted her 

Burke says there's a significant email showing that Mays triggered the conversation about storage items. 

"I will find a space for everything" said Mays email. Burke goes through storage items: portrait of JRM, Help for Heroes, 
Football shirts 

Burke turns to the Mays emails to Charlie Brooks about paying for News International silver "Charlie's Silver" 

Burke also explains that Carter got very confused between Dyas and Mays - citing mispelling of names etc. 

"Entirely consistent with what Mrs Carter told the police in interviews... stream of emails prior to the 8th July" says Burke 

"You're probably asking why I am droning on about this" Burke says, and then explains there was no connection with closure of 
NOTW. 

The Removal of Boxes 

"What prompted Cheryl to remove the boxes on the 8th" says Burke is the key difference between prosecution and defence 
cases with Carter 

Burke reminds the jury that Mays recorded Carter's statement those were Rebekah's boxes in his diary on 08/07/11 

Burke says prosecution case is that Carter put pressure on archives for same day delivery "to protected her beloved boss" 

Burke reminds the jury another journalist was seeking urgent archive items for the last issue of NOTW. Carter never demanded 
urgent delivery 

Burke says Nick Mays evidence that Carter demanded urgent delivery is "completely wrong" 

Burke explains how Mays recorded the conversation with Carter 08/07/11 "unbeknownst to her" that notebooks were hers not 
Brooks' 

The following Monday, when Mays was on the "hunt for missing trolley" Carter emails she was looking at "seven years of old 
beauty columns" 

Burke says prosecution claims "Carter was dishonestly.... teeing up a false defence" with this email "entirely fabricated, bogus 
defence" 

Burke on Carter allegations "Skilled, of good character, no previous encounters with the law, how she would have the 
wherewithal to do this" 
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Burke says Brooks described Carter very accurately: "she is very very sharp... she's engaging, everybody likes her." 

"She's just the kind of person who, if she met a relative stranger like Nick Mays, she'd fill the void with silence" says Burke of 
Carter. 

Burke says the only reason we're here is because of Nick May's notetaking: if we relied on Carter's memory non of this would 
have happened 

Burke addresses the following week from 08/07/11 and going through "about 30 of her beauty books... over 7 years of her 
beauty column" 

Burke then asks the jury and justice Saunders to insert Carter's beauty columns behind a tab in their jury bundles. 

First Carter Beauty column 07/11/03 - by coincidence Sienna Miller appears also: mentions of "slap on serum, eyelashes, 
bronzing powder" 

11/12/06 Cheryl Carter Beauty Column cited in Court 12 08/02/05 "tried and tested" reviews of make up products also cited by 
defence. 

Burke tells the jury that his client Carter "has reconstructed for you" some of her beauty product scrap books. "nothing to do 
with Brooks" 

"Unfortunately for all of us they are gone" says Burke of Carter's beauty books, lost - she says - after she put them in recycling 
11/07/11 

"When she was charged," says Burke of Carter: "very unusually she went to the police to identify the items she removed from 
the boxes" 

Burke says Carter was taking a "considerable gamble" when she entered Putney Police station to identify Brooks' item. Might 
have mistaken. 

Burke addresses the issue of whether Carter delivered items to Jubilee Barn that weekend. 

Burke explains Brooks and Carter "adored each other... have been shoulder to shoulder for 16 years" and how Cheryl kept 
Brooks' mum company 

Burke explains that Carter was in the office on 15/08/11 when Brooks' office searched by the police, and they missed filing 
area. 

Brooks: "It's very unfortunate that the one document she wanted from this case" (about moving docs to Billericay) "have not be 
found" 

Burke emphasises that Jane Viner could "irritatingly" not remember booking removal van moving Brooks' private items to 
mother in law's 

Burke talks about Brooks' signed Man City shirt (though in previous evidence was described as Man U) which ended up at 
Brooks' solicitors 

"The contents of the 7 boxes... fundamentally contained her clippings." says Burke: Carter "never intended to pervert the 
course of justice" 

Break till 1.55 says Justice Saunders. Short lunchtime because of delays. 

Defendant Cheryl Carter takes the Witness Stand 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter goes through her Background 

Cheryl Carter - Brooks' PA for 16 years - now goes into the witness box at the #hackingtrial 

Trevor Burke QC, established that his client Cheryl Carter is almost 50: she has a son Nick and a daughter nicknamed 'peanut' 

Carter has been married for 25 years: both her children still live with her. She looks after her father who has Alzheimer's 

Carter works as a rep for a beauty company; the publicity around the trial has "caused her difficulty" finding work 

Carter worked for NI for 17 years: she took voluntary redundancy. Brooks had nothing to do with her severance pay, 

Carter finished sixth form, she worked at Tescos. Attended Shenfield Technical college. 

Cheryl Carter was at school with Ross Kemp: she only started working for Brooks when Kemp and her had been together for 
three months. 

Carter says she's "never, ever" been in trouble with the police. At 17 she was a "post girl" at the Mirror in Fleet St. 

Carter studied shorthand and typing. She worked for the "White Hot Club' celebrity column on the mirror with John Blake. 

Carter left Mirror Group after 14 years when he first child was born. She worked for 4 or 5 people after she had kids. The back 
to People 

Carter becomes Brook's PA 

Carter called Phil Hall in 1995, who gave her temp work with Brooks. Discovered Ross Kemp coincidence then. 

Carter became Brooks' full time PA in July 1996 

Carter worked with NI until 25/07/11 - leaving the week after Brooks resigned. 
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Carter looked after both Brooks' professional and personal life, she tells jury. 

Carter had to make sure Brooks' office and personal life "ran as smoothly as possible" 

Carter says Brooks was never a working journalist while she worked for her "always on the managerial side" 

Carter says she knew nothing about journalist sources, payments on "occassionally" knew of contents of front pages. 

Carter "never, ever" sat in editorial conferences. Brooks' lifestyle was "fast". 

"Even if she was standing next to me she'd text me" says Carter of Brooks' constant use of email and phone texts. 

Carter says she was "on call" to Brooks all the working day and "all night". 

Carter says Brooks never wanted to know what she was doing during a day: never had to report back with a checklist. 

July 1996 to November 1998 - Brooks deputy at NOTW. 1998-2000 Brooks deputy editor of Sun. 

Carter says Brooks' use of notebooks was very "sporadic.... she would discard notebooks" 

Carter explains Brooks' use of A3 day page sheets marking up paper: Carter would store for 3 weeks and then throw away 

Carter says she never sought Brooks' approval in discarding A3 sheets. She "never" archived anything for her boss. 

"Lots of storage but very messy" says Carter of both NOTW and Sun editorial offices. 

Carter talks of move to Sun in 1998: she was given a couple of days to move personal items, bank statements. 

"I would have a clear out every time I moved offices" says Carter. No approval from Brooks "No that was my job". 

Deborah Keegan was out on the main floor of the Sun. Carter had the adjoining office to Brooks and had the door always open. 

Carter talks of Brooks' moving back to NOTW in 2000 - she had about two days notice again. 

Carter says NOTW editor's office was a "small office, plenty of storage, very messy". She "cleared out" stuff without any input 
from Brooks 

Carter speaks of the working atmosphere of the NOTW as "less hectic" than the daily Sun. "Thursdays started to get 
busy....Fri/Sat very busy 

Again Carter says she never attended the 11.15 daily conference at NOTW, or the evening one. 

Carter describes Brooks' relationship with desk editors as "very good": "I think I was the eyes and ears of the newspaper" says 
Carter. 

Carter says she would intervene if Brooks treated someone badly: she was not in fear of her, and would stand up to her. 

Brooks maintained the A3 pad routine at the NOTW, and again used notebooks "very sporadically". Carter kept a desk diary for 
Brooks. 

Jury shown a sample desk diary of Brooks' from 2005: Carter and Deborah Keegan helped to maintain. It was on Carter's desk. 

Carter says she would get "angry" with Brooks because she filled in entries in the diary with pen and tippex: Carter used 
pencils. 

When the electronic diaries began in 2009, Carter discontinued the physical desk diaries. 

Carter did a 2 year beauty course at Hornchurch College when they moved to NOTW in 2000/01. Carter kept course work at 
office 

Carter explains her course-work and revision notes for her beauty course: quite big A3 notes she kept at NOTW office. 

"I wanted to open at Salon at News International" says Carter explaining why she kept her course work at the NOTW office. 

Carter got the permission of the managing editor to open a beauty salon at News International, but budget cuts prevented it. 

Carter recalls the marriage between Brooks and Kemp: "I helped Ross with all his fan mail.... he had quite a lot of fan mail" 
Burke "Really" 

"Do you want an Oscar for this?" jokes Saunders of Burke's mock surprise over Ross Kemp's fame. 

Carter says she was "very close" to Deborah Weir, Brooks' mother. 

"I ran the office a lot by post-it notes," says Carter: she describes a variety of notebooks used by News International. 

Jam 2003 Brooks promoted to editorship of the Sun: another move, with "a couple of days" notice. She "threw out loads of 
stuff" Carter says 

"I had 15 cupboards in my office" says Carter of storage at the Sun. 

Carter says she was never given guidance by anyone during these moves about what she should keep or throw away. 

Carter says her beauty notes travelled with her to the Sun. She worked with Keegan again from the main floor. 

At this poin, Deborah Keegan became a "fellow PA". Dominic Mohan became Brooks' deputy at the Sun - his PA Glenda Mogg. 

Carter says at the Sun she worked 4 days in the the office, and on the Friday she would work at home, bringing documents with 
her. 
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Eventually Carter was "getting so many calls at home" she ended back at the office, working five days a week 10-8.30pm 

Carter says the phones at the Sun were always off the hook: "one moment you'd be talking to Number 10, next a celebrity, or 
helping a reader 

Carter would deal with Brooks' professional and private post first thing in the morning, taking personal post out of Brooks' 
handbag. 

Carter had no access to Brooks' email - except for clearing out 'spam' or organising into folders on rare occasions. 

There were 11 am morning conferences at the Sun: Carter would never attend. She'd phone everyone "and walk the list into 
Rebekah and deputy" 

"I did everything" in terms of birthdays for Brooks: she had her PIN number would take out cash for her. Filed her expenses. 

Jury are shown again three of the weekly beauty columns attributed to Carter, which appeared in the Sun. Began in November 
2003 

Carter explains how column began when PR companies would send her products which she reviewed. The Sun woman editor 
arranged weekly column 

Carter got and pound;7k a year for her beauty column. 

Carter shows the jury her beauty column scrapbook. She'd been writing them for six years by the time Brooks moved to CEO 

Jury shown Carter's coursework. Saunders establishes Carter's articles came out on Monday's in the Sun. 

Carter said she kept notebooks so she "didn't repeat anything I had done": she used them as "reference books" when she 
started out. 

Three or four times a day, Carter says, she would receive beauty samples. She would bag them up and give to hospices, under 
Brooks' orders 

Other PAs would take over Carter's admin roles when she wrote her beauty columns. 2005 she created a beauty brand with 
Sue Motson Famous 

Motson and Carter got and pound;25k loans from the bank in 2006 for her beauty brand. 

Brooks doesn't go "drinking as such" says Carter: "but had a close circle of friends": Carter did not engage socially with 
journalists. 

Carter says that her relationship with Deborah Keegan was professional 

Brooks becomes CEO of News International 

Carter talks about delays after announcement of Brooks' elevation to CEO and move along corridor to "deep carpetland" at 
Wapping. 

"It was amazing for her but I didn't want to go," says Carter of CEO role: "I was very editorial.... corporate side very different" 

Brooks encouraged Carter to move to deep carpetland: "It was a very good rise" an additional and pound;17k on top of her and 
pound;49k in line J Murdoch's PA 

Carter says move to CEO meant she couldn't keep her beauty products at the office, or samples brought up. She continued 
column at home. 

Carter says she had no extra training to become a corporate PA. She never used shorthand in 17 years. 

"We were both loyal to each other" says Carter of her move to CEO's PA. They moved over to electronic which was "very hard" 

Carter made sure Brooks had files on other CEOs she met: "very full on... I didn't like it" says Carter of move to deep 
carpetland. 

For about 11 months "they chopped Rupert Murdoch's office in half... it was a very small office" says Carter of CEO promotion 
of Brooks 

Carter says they only had "four drawers" in the new half Murdoch office compared to the 15 she had at the Sun. 

Carter says she was never told the new office would be "paperless" 

Carter goes through the move from the Sun: ordered crates and archive boxes from one of the archivists. 

Carter says she contacted the NI archive office for the first time in 2008 only to store her own pads. Had them there for 1 day. 

Carters says Deborah Keegan helped her fill the crates on the Friday. They both came in on the Sunday in September 2009. 

Carter says Brooks played not part in the move, knew nothing about it, never claimed overtime, or informed her boss: like every 
other move. 

Carter says she "threw out five black sacks that night" of materials in September 2009. "Some filtering going on" she agrees. 

Carter says she was left with her own notebooks, and Brooks' personal stuff, and some Sun paperwork. 

Carter responds to Justice Saunders: she says she ordered the archive boxes for her own use "absolutely" 

Carter and her counsel Burke fill a sample archive box with her beauty clippings; "Here's one I prepared earlier" jokes Justice 
Saunders 
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Carter says no one except responsible for the 7 boxes were her: Keegan was there but had nothing to do with their packing. 

Burke says the other crates, non-archived, ended up at Brooks' TMS office. He adduces an 11 page filing list from 2010 
compiled by a temp. 

Justice Saunders establishes Brooks and Carter were in Wapping CEO office until October 2010, and a move to Thomas 
More Square. 

"I think this going to live on in my nightmares," says Justice Saunders of the Kafkaesque NI filing system. 

22/10/09 second archive transfer system filled in Phillipa Bishop: Carter "I didn't know she done the lists... Believed Deborah in 
charge" 

Carter says she's never seen the transfer list "Notebooks 1995-07 Rebekah Brooks (nee Wade)" - Carter would never use 
"nee Wade" she says. 

For those dates, Carter says there were two notebook from 1995 and 97: "It was a Sunday night, I stuck a post-it note on the 
top" 

Carter explains to Saunders there was a call book from 2007 among the stuff. She marked up with Post-It notes. 

Burke asks why Carter didn't write on the boxes "Cheryl Carter's notebooks" on boxes. Carter says she thought on editors or 
execs could use 

Carter not aware of the various rules and regulations "Mays and Dyas operated" in NI archives, or restrictions against cutting 
books. 

Carter didn't have a clue where the archives were located. "I thought they were downstairs" says Carter. 

She never discussed with Brooks, and never gave them a second thought says Carter of 7 archive boxes. 

Burke establishes from Carter corporate world meant working from 7 or 8 am till 7pm. Brooks still communicated mainly by 
email and text. 

Carter says she was too "flat out" to have personal discussions with Brooks. She and Keegan "struggled a bit" with the 
corporate workload 

Carter says they were still struggling despite many temps being employed in corporate role: new more senior PA role 
advertised 

"No one suitable" was found says Carter, to head up the PAs. She never helped with Brooks' email as CEO, but dealt with her 
post. 

Carter says she raised again with Brooks her dislike of corporate role: "I wanted to go back to editorial and my beauty column." 

Brooks said: "Please come to TMS and see if that is any better." Carter was quite ill with stress and took 2 months off work. 

Beauty column continued but beauty products would have to be left at main gate. Nick her son would collect every day and take 
home. 

Nick Carter had been a runner or editorial assistant for 4 years by 2011: he'd started as a Saturday job. 

For the move to TMS in 2010, Carter says she didn't consult with Brooks - as previous moves. Had to have 65% shrink in paper 
work. 

Some memorabilia was put into storage says Carter, on the move to TMS in October 2010. Jury shown floor layout again. 

Carter says all the files were kept in PAs side office at TMS, and 'nothing' in Brooks' L-shaped main office. 

Plans to Emigrate to Australia 

Carter explains her plans to emigrate to Australia: Geoff keen to go, and her children content to emigrate 

Geoff and Nick Carter visited Australia. So did Carter. Carter says Brooks "had no idea. I didn't want to let her down" 

Other journalists, such as Jane Moore, knew of Oz move, but were sworn to secrecy says Carter, and didn't tell Brooks. 

Carter got a five year open visa to move to Australia. On her redundancy in July 2011, Carter booked tickets for family. Visa 
expired Jan 12 

Carter explains all her belongings had been packed from Essex, and packed on a ship for Perth. She told Brooks 22/07/11 of 
her move 

"Good, go for it," Brooks said of Carter's move to Australia. She would have come back for birth of baby. 

BREAKING: Rebekah Brooks paid for the Carter family flights to Australia for job interviews and migration in July 2011 

Carter says James Murdoch "put in a word for me" at a newspaper in Perth. "No guaranteed employment" says Carter. 

Removal of Boxes Timeline 

Carter goes through emails to Nick Mays archivist: first about storing memorabilia, including portrait of James Murdoch. 

13/05/11 Carter and Keegan sent email from Mays which she says was "out of the blue" about "RBs old front pages" 

Carter refers to reaction to Nick Mays emails about getting rid of stuff: "Do I have to say the swear word?" she asks the judge at 
Court 12 
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Carter deals with the "Charlie's Silver" cheque from Charlie Brooks for NI memorabilia. 

Burke goes to some new emails regarding Count 6 and the seven missing archive boxes. 

Burke goes through the background of the make up brand she created with Moxley, and the fall out involved trade mark 
lawyers May 2011 

31/05/11 Carter emails someone at the Sun about her "Famous" brand: then her lawyer over 'grounds of opposition' over 
trademark problems 

08/06/11 Carter emails Brooks over Keegan taking her place while she goes to trademark meeting 14/06/11 more emails 

04/07/11 Brooks email about training with fitness trainer Zac cited in court. She was training every morning that week. 

05/07/11 Brooks cancels personal trainer Zac for rest of week. 

06/07/11 Brooks email to Farrer's about "urgent legal advice over a business problem" - copied into another lawyer Mesquita 

More emails from lawyers in that week in early July about Carter's 'trademark problem' - she had an hour with Anthony 
Mesquita. 

Carter says she discovered the NOTW was closing on 07/07/11 about 3.30 when James Murdoch announced - early call to 
archives not connected 

"I believe it was me retrieving boxes with my make up documents because I wanted to see what was in there" Carter says of 
07/07/11 email 

Emails to archives saying "urgent can you call me please" are, says Carter, about getting her beauty clippings on 07/07/11 

Burke looks at some of the 'traffic' to Carter the day the NOTW closure was announced. Good luck messages etc. 

08/07/11 Mesquita emails Carter about "helping with the trademark issue" - Carter then emails archives again about 'talking 
urgently' 

10.09 on 08/07/07 Mays emails back about the 7 boxes marked Rebekah Brooks in archives. Keegan contacts Deborah Weir 
about Brooks. 

Carter says she wasn't bothered about the delivery of these archive boxes, whether overnight. Several calls to Mays. 

Burke asks about Brooks 'boot camp' on 25/07/11 for a week in Oxfordshire. In police interview, Carter said Brooks away on 
08/07/11 

Carter says that when she spoke to the police she had no records or notes, and based the bootcamp anecdote "on her 
memory: I apologise" 

Greenberg email to Carter about Brooks having a Town Hall meeting with sacked NOTW staff "and won't be out by 6" 

"While she was out of the office, it appears, you retrieved the boxes" says Burke. "I do remember now, of course, I do" 

Carter says she never told Brooks about getting boxes out of archives. Back tomorrow at 10 a.m. 
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Wednesday 26 March 2014 

Summary 

Cheryl Carter's Defence Continues 
Carter is questioned by her Counsel about the Closure of NOTW 
Carter's Last Day 
Carter Interviewed by Police 

Cheryl Carter is Cross-examined by Counsel for Rebekah Brooks 
Jonathan Laidlaw QC questions Cheryl Carter 

Cheryl Carter is Cross-examined by the Prosecution 
Mr Anthony Edis QC questions Cheryl Carter on Archiving 
Carter Questioned on her Police Interviews 
Removal of Archived Boxes 
Emigrating to Australia 
Electronic Devices 

Cheryl Carter's Defence Continues 

Carter is questioned by her Counsel about the Closure of NOTW 

Back at #hackingtrial with Cheryl Carter in the witness box, former PA to Brooks, questioned by her counsel Trevor Burke QC 

Burke is looking at an email from 08/07/11 when Carter retrieved 7 boxes, marked Brooks notebooks, from archives. 

Jury shown an email from Mr Murdoch calling a board meeting for a fortnight later. That even Carter emails Brooks about other 
PA away 

That evening Brooks emails Carter about a band called 'Master Butchers' - and pound;450 for 4 hours. 

12/07/11 Carter was at work, had seen doctor. Carter writes to personal trainer Zac Taylor - concerned Brooks doesn't she's 
unwell 

11/07/11 Carter is in the office the week after: she's chasing up a missing archives trolley. 

13/07/11 Carter is trying to work out holiday dates to coincide with Brooks' next year - no idea of resignation. 

Carter says she brought back Brooks' personal elements from the archives on this Monday or Tuesday, she says. 

"So grim here today" Carter texts about that week after the closure of NOTW; 100-120 of her friends being made redundant. 

13/07/11 Carter contacts Brooks over DCMS select committee for the following week. She offered to cancel weekend away. 

14/07/11 'Barney', Carter's solicitor emails her about makeup trademark dispute. 

15/07/11 around 10 am Carter says she knew Brooks would be leaving NI - a leave of absence at that point she thought. 

Mays emails Carter on 15/07/11 about Brooks' belongings in 'old warehouse' on announcement of her resignation as CEO of 
News International 

"I knew he had a Dr Who Dalek" says Carter about Brooks' personal memorabilia on the day of her resignation. 

That day Carter is emailing business partner Moxley who is also going to Enstone Manor that weekend Brooks' was to be 
arrested. 

Brooks complains her emails can't be sent that mid day on 15/07/11. Carter can't remember exact moment Brook left the 
building. 

Carter explains she wasn't needed when she spent 4 hours at Enstone on 16/07/11 she said: she only got some printer paper 
for legal team 

Brooks emails Carter from new address - asking about her second passport, inviting her former PA over for dinner at the barn. 

Carter's Last Day 

22/07/11 Carter's last day: she contacts HR manager Derek Crowley, explaining she has hired a solicitor. 

A second email to Crowley the day before Carter leaves NI, asking about keeping laptop, iPad, phone etc. Still planning to write 
Sun column 

Carter says she took her laptop, iPad and phone: she kept them till October when she returned them 

Another email from Carter to her daughter says she's got a good lawyer: she's unsure whether this is about redundancy or 
trademark dispute 

23/07/11 Carter had concluded she would emigrate to Australia, 

29/07/11 Carter went to Spain on holiday with her husband. 

Previous Thursday Carter says she delivered several crates of material back to Rebekah Brooks, which had been kept in 
mother in laws garage 

Jury are shown pictures of a van Carter and her husband used to deliver 8 crates of personal material to Rebekah Brooks. 
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Carter says Brooks' memorabilia had been stored in mother in law's garage: delivered by Jane Viner from NI 

Carter says there's "no doubt" Jane Viner booked a van to deliver the memorabilia to her mother in law's house. 

Carter says the material contained Brooks surrogacy details. Geoff Carter borrowed black van from work. 

Carter says there was no room to store Brooks' items in her own garage - hence the mother in law. 

"Jane Viner knew everything" says Carter: "All the execs saw me" packing up Brooks' stuff. 

Carter explains she made police tea and coffee and cake and biscuits when they searched Brooks' office on 15/07/11 

During that five hour search Greenberg and Lewis were present. Carter was sitting there for 5 hours, but police never asked 
about her files 

02/09/11 text from Brooks to Carter: "Can you do a few days for me. I'm struggling... overwhelmed by post" 

03/09/11 Text from Brooks offering to pay for Carter's trip to Australia as a "thankyou" - she and her husband went in 
November. 

Carter says she had a limited awareness of operations Elveden and Weeting prior to Brooks' resignation. MSC asked for 
Brooks bank statements 

Carter asked about Brooks' request for her 2003 desk diaries 23/06/11 - she didn't know what Brooks wanted them for 

Carter says she was "absolutely and totally shocked" about the hacking of Milly Dowler's phone. Brooks was "shocked as 
well... very upset" 

"The general vibe was that it was terrible what happened" says Carter of Milly Dowler hacking. But she had no idea Brooks 
incriminated. 

Carter talks about "a lot of letters" to Brooks she "intercepted and sent to Mark Hanna head of security" 

Carter says she discovered the closure of NOTW the "same time as everyone else... I was shocked, very shocked" 

Carter says Brooks was "very upset" 

07/07/11 Rupert Murdoch called Carter and said "Please don't let Rebekah resign" 

"Oh my god Andy Coulson is being arrested" Brooks told Carter. "He was a very very good man, I was shocked" she says. 

Carter recalls Brooks only talked about phone hacking after she was told her phone was hacked by police in November 2006 

Carter is asked by Burke why she first told police that Brooks wasn't there those days the boxes removed from archives. 

Carter said she'd just got off a plane in November 2011. She thought the police were very nice and was trying to help. 

Carter says Brooks "absolutely did not" instruct her to provide a false alibi for those days. 

Back to the day when Carter got the 7 boxes out of archives on 08/07/11: she didn't suggest any urgency. 

Carter recruited her son Nick and Brooks' occasional driver, Gary Keegan, to move the 7 boxes. 

"I would never ever get my son involved in a criminal conspiracy," says Carter of the removal of the 7 archive boxes. 

Carter says archivist Nick Mays wasn't a familiar face at all. 

Carter apologises and laughs for nearly falling off her chair in the witness box. "I'm composed now" 

Carter denies she told Nick Mays she was going through her cuttings that weekend to provide an alibi for the contents of the 
archive boxes 

10/07/11 call signals show Carter in Oxfordshire. She says neither Charlie or Rebekah there. All she brought was jam for 
Brooks' mother 

Carter says she knew where Brooks was on the 10/07/11 - she was at James Murdoch's home, near to where the Brooks' live 
in Oxfordshire 

Carter denies taking any of the contents of the archive boxes down to Brooks' home in Oxfordshire that weekend 

Carter says she worked for the new CEO Tom Mockeridge for a week after Brooks' resignation. 

Carter says she'd been thinking of emigrating to moving to Australia for some months in 2011 - because her visa was expiring. 

In November 2011 Carter went to Australia for two weeks - spoke to Perth newspaper about working there. 

Carter Interviewed by Police 

On return from Australia, Carter texted by her son about police interview. Landed early morning UK time. Stayed awake. 

Five police officers arrived about 1pm and searched Carter's home: she felt no need to call a lawyer or under suspicion. 

Carter made a witness statement during this first search. Her husband Geoff told police about emigrating to Australia - seemed 
unaware. 

Carter called Brooks about police visit. Carter told her it was her stuff. Brooks did not seem worried, Carter says. 

22/01/12 Carter was planning to emigrate. 06/01/12 police arrive at 7 am in the morning - Carter thought something had 
happened to her son 
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Carter arrested that day: "Not very nice - you get swabbed. They took my passport": Carter kept in cells 4 hours. Husband got 
lawyer. 

Carter got quite distressed during second police interview that her arrest had appeared in the news - didn't want kids to find out 
that way 

Carter says she had no records during that interview. She explains the number of "errors" about Brooks' movements: "Not 
deliberate lies" 

"Two and half years later they still have my passport" Carter says of the police 

Carter says she thought the "police would sort it": her family left for Australia on 22/01/12 while stayed in her mother in laws 
house 

In March 2012, Carter's husband returned for her bail, and she was charged. Her kids came home. 

"You can't believe it" says Carter of being charged on allegation of coverup. 

Brooks returned with her new solicitor, Henri Brandman, to Putney Police to identify objects. 

Carter was a beneficiary of Brooks' insurance policy at NI. 

Carter says she had no knowledge of Brooks' affair with Andy Coulson. 

"I'm not scared of Rebekah.... I would not commit a crime for Rebekah Brooks." says Carter. 

"She's the most hard working person I've met... the kindest, most sincere person ever.... an amazing mum now" says Carter 

"I didn't and I don't" says Carter of believing whether Brooks was ever involved in phone hacking. 

Back after a break: Cheryl Carter has finished her evidence in chief. Now to be cross examined by other defence counsel and 
prosecution 

Cheryl Carter is Cross-examined by Counsel for Rebekah Brooks 

Jonathan Laidlaw QC questions Cheryl Carter 

Mr Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, has some questions for Carter: first over Brooks' use of notebooks. 

Laidlaw asks about what happened to Brooks' partially filled notebooks when she had to move office. 

Carter says Brooks would generally use three or four pages - or if more - the notebooks would still be thrown away. 

Laidlaw asks "what did archiving mean to you before we started the case?" Carter says "I'd never use the word archiving at all" 

Carter reiterates that Brooks had "no involvement at all" with clearing out the office during her various moves. 

What was kept or not was "my business" says Carter over the items in Brooks offices during her various changes of office. 

Laidlaw cites a text from Carter "leaving with Rebekah" the day she resigns: she thought it was a leave of absence. 

Laidlaw says Carter is mistaken about leave of absence. He goes back over the timeline from breaking of Milly Dowler story 
on 04/07/11 

Laidlaw goes to the Saturday Rupert Murdoch arrived in London during the hacking crisis, and the week after when Brooks was 
'exhausted' 

"Maybe a great deal was kept from you" says Laidlaw to Carter: "Pretty clear Mrs Brooks was leaving News International" 

By late on 14/07/11 Brooks leave of absence had become a resignation. Following morning everyone knew Brooks was 
resigning 

Laidlaw goes to the 28/07/11 return of 8 crates to Jubilee Barn "an area of some confusion" he says. 

Before she left, Carter packed up the pod workstation of Brooks' office. Jane Viner came to inspect what Carter had packed. 

Carter explains the 8 crates from NI offices mainly concerned surrogacy, bank statements "there is a bit of work stuff" she 
concedes. 

"Everything I believe that was to do with News International" was left behind in the office, says Carter. She showed Jane Viner 
"everything" 

Carter says she left two full cupboards and a whole locker behind at TMS. 

"When I arrived I went through the crates" says Carter of taking 8 office crates to Brooks: she recalls saying "These are you 
desk diaries" 

Laidlaw says Brooks cannot recall Carter saying anything about "archives". Carter says she might have mentioned "archives". 

Carter says there was no conversation with Brooks in late July about her taking 7 boxes out of archives on 08/07/11 

Carter goes through the few items she remembers belonging to Brooks that were in those 7 boxes: a telephone call book from 
days at the Sun 

"There's no thought process" says Carter of why she filed away the 2007 phone book in archives in 2009 - but explains date to 
2007 
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A 1994 contact list from a filofax and address was also packed in archives, says Carter. 

Cheryl Carter is Cross-examined by the Prosecution 

Mr Anthony Edis QC questions Cheryl Carter on Archiving 

Laidlaw has finished his cross examination. Edis for the crown starts his. 

"You have always said there were 30 of your notebooks in those boxes haven't you?" says Edis. Carter: "Yes I have" 

Edis asks Carter if Henri Brandman helped her identify the items she recognised at Putney Police station. He produces a letter. 

15/10/12 from Brandman to CPS about meeting with Brooks' solicitors and police. He wants to view the items urgently. 

Carter knew the list of "non sensitive material" came from Kingsley Napley; there was "no gamble" she concedes in identifying 
anything 

Edis counters the suggestion from Burke yesterday, that identifying any items held by police was "extremely risky" thing for 
Carter to do. 

Carter says there were just these four items of Brooks' in the 7 archive boxes. Edis produces an archive box. 

Carter explains why she only filled the boxes two thirds of the way with six of her notebooks. He points out 30 notebooks could 
fill 3 boxes 

Edis claims everything would fill 4 boxes: "Did you file three empty boxes" he asks Carter. "No I did not." 

Edis goes back to Carter's 1st statement to police claiming archives chasing her to get rid of boxes back in July. Brooks away 
on boot camp 

Carter says she binned her 30 notebooks on reclaiming the 7 boxes. Back then she had a different list of Brooks' property to 
police. 

Carter says she accidentally filed a desk diary. She misattributed some of the items in first interview with police she later 
corrected. 

Edis adduces the 2007 Brooks "call book" 09/05/07 random entries "Andy, Deborah, Matthew Freud -no value at all when calls 
had been made" 

"It's got telephone numbers in, so it's Rebekah's... I wouldn't throw them away" says Carter. 

Edis says Carter had claimed she wanted to get away "old shit... which was worthless". "I just wanted it out the way" says 
Carter. 

"You were quite regularly throwing her stuff away without ever telling her" says Edis to Carter of Brooks' stuff. 

"Most people doing that job would check with the boss" says Edis. "I never checked with the boss" says Carter. 

Edis gives Carter one of the two filofaxes Carter claimed were in the archive boxes. "Contact numbers" says Carter. In Brooks' 
writing 

Carter says she transferred contacts across from this filofax into electronic system: used until 1997. She archived it in 2009 

"I didn't think that should be thrown away," says Carter: "It's Rebekah's" 

Carter says she'd throw away old notebooks, but "not anything Rebekah's" 

Carter given another filofax with phone numbers circa 2003. It has Brooks' handwriting. She says it was redundant for 6 years 
when archived 

Edis holds up desk diary and says she would have been in trouble had Brooks known it had been put in archives. "It's a 
personal document" 

Edis points out it was business diary not a personal diary. 

Edis points out that Carter shouldn't have returned 1999 business diary as it was a business record. Carter says she thought it 
personal. 

Carter says she needed help to move the archive stuff because they were "quite heavy" and she "needed help". 

Carter Questioned on her Police Interviews 

Edis goes through first interview with police in 2011. Carter agrees the closure of the NOTW was "a very memorable day" 

"I wasn't concerned, I'd done nothing wrong" Carter says of first police interview. 

Carter concedes she'd got rid of the contents of seven boxes marked Rebekah Brooks notebooks, but thought the police 
would clear it up 

Carter says she didn't talk to her son Nick about his police interview. She thinks "may be I did" have a copy of Nick's witness 
statement 

Edis goes back through the first statement that claimed Nick Mays contacted Carter in April 2011 about the archive boxes. 

"I probably didn't want them at the time" says Carter of the archive boxes in April 2011: "Would have left them in archive" 
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"It was my stuff so I wouldn't have needed it" says Carter of archive boxes. "Apart from Rebekah's notebooks I would have 
kept" 

Carter says she wanted to see the contents of the boxes when there was a dispute over her 'Famous' trademark. 

"I think I just wanted to see if there was anything in there that might have been relevant" says Carter of trademark dispute and 
archive 

Saunders asks Carter if her memory about trademark issue was only jogged recently when she saw the email. 

"Is that something you actually remember" ask Edis. "After seeing the emails it could have been something I remembered" says 
Carter 

Carter agrees that yesterday is the first mention of this trademark dispute being the reason for seeing the 7 boxes. 

There's no mention of trademark dispute in all Carter's statements up until 2013. 

Carter says "nothing was resolved at all" about trademark dispute. "There wasn't any files.... at all" on the Famous brand she 
says. 

Carter says she thinks some emails about her trademark dispute might have been in the 7 archive boxes with her beauty stuff. 

Carter eventually found the emails about the trademark dispute at home - she says these are the only documents about her 
Famous brand 

Carter confirms in her work as a PA she was used to preparing business documents. 

Cheryl Carter confirms her first statement was a "big mistake" and she apologises. 

"You hadn't had long to get a story together," says Edis. "That's wrong" says Carter. But agrees she hadn't had much time to 
think abt boxes 

Carter agrees she had about an hour to call her son at the stopover in Singapore on the way back from Australia. She didn't call 
Rebekah 

"I wasn't worried about anything... at all" says Carter. "There wasn't anything to tell her," she says 

Edis asks Carter why she didn't forewarn Brooks about her son's police interview. She reiterates she had no concern 

In her original statement Carter had erroneously said Brooks was at boot camp: "It wasn't a lie... it was in my recollection.. 2 
years later 

Edis says the day after NOTW closure announced was the "busiest day of the year... top priority items only" 

Carter had said in first witness statement that Brooks' absence meant she wasn't so busy. 

"Why did you decide to use this day to get these boxes?" asks Edis. 

Carter concedes she and Brooks were "extremely close... she tasked me with stuff, but I ran my office myself" 

Carter says there was hardly any time for a coffee or a chat: "We did speak a bit... How's your mum? How's Charlie?" 

Carter reiterates that Brooks never gave her verbal instructions, only by email and text. Only 'occassionally' spoke about work. 

Edis asks that during this time when everyone was distressed at NOTW closure: "Your first thought was to attend to a bit of 
filing?" 

Carter confirms her son Nick was working at the Times in the advertising section. He could easily deliver home. 

"You didn't involve him in a criminal conspiracy because you didn't tell him why these boxes should go home" says Edis. Carter: 
"No" 

In original statement Carter mentions retrieving 3 pictures: she accepts it was just one framed Man City shirt. 

Carter also says "I got that wrong too" about unpacking the boxes. "I was trying my very best" she says of misremembering. 

"Those boxes contained what it said on the tin, Rebekah's notebooks" says Edis. Carter says she meant the notepads and 
filofaxes 

Carter thinks she confused a call back book with a list of party invitations when she flicked through. 

"Mr Edis, it's not an invention. I've tried my hardest to help the police" says Carter. 

In her statement Carter had said she already had a job at a News International paper in Australia. Now she says it was 
provisional 

"I recognised them straight away" says Carter of the filofaxes and diary on her trip to Kingsley Napley a year later. 

06/01/12 police interview after Carter's arrest. Interviews began at noon. Carter agrees she'd had plenty of time to talk to 
solicitor 

DS Massey cautioned Carter before interview. "If you mention something later judge or jury might think you've made it up or 
lying" 

Lunch break till 2.05 pm 

Saunders explains to Jury Goodman's health will not be known till this evening and Carter's witnesses can only come on Friday. 
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So tomorrow may be a short day at the #hackingtrial 

Edis takes Carter back 13/05/11 email about archives: she thinks she had a call from Nick Mays to retrieve archive boxes that 
April 

In the May 11 email from Nick Mays he refers to material stored in 2010 - not the same time as the archive boxes, which were 
2009 

Mays email says he had collected the JRM portrait: he wants 'guidance' on what to do with other memorabilia. 

"You were the PA to CEO and in a position to tell him what to do with her property," says Edis. 

Carter says she misread May email as a request for downsizing: "That's how I would have read it in a busy office" 

Carter's interview under caution from 06/01/12 again says Brooks was away at boot camp. 

Carter says she called Brooks after initial search she was "very alarmed": Carter doesn't think she told Brooks boxes had her 
name on 

Carter also says she did not tell Brooks in November 2011 about the destruction of contents of boxes. "I thought it would just go 
away" 

Carter concedes she was "worried" during initial search. She didn't tell Brooks that some documents from archive had been 
returned to her 

Edis says "the police might want to go and find them at the barn". Carter agrees. 

Carter says she was worried about police coming to her house, but not concerned about the boxes. 

Carter says she told Brooks about the search, but can't remember saying anything about police statement, or boot camp 
reference. 

"I felt she ought to know the police had been at my doorstep and there is nothing to worry about," says Carter of conversation 
with Brooks 

"Mr Edis, I was brought up very well and I'm not dishonest" says Carter to crown's accusation she is lying. 

Edis goes back to caution statement where she said she found "three pads" in the archive boxes. 

Carter concedes she should have said filofaxes rather than pads. 

Edis says out "the word 'pads' is used on a number of occasions in this interview" with Carter in January 2012 

Carter says in police caution interview that she didn't explore "pads" any further because they were in Brooks' handwriting. 

In statement Carter says three pictures went back to her office pod: but there was only one recovered - a Man City shirt. 

In previous statement in 2012 Carter says it was these three pads "were spiral.... these were blue" Edis:"These equal filofax in 
your mind?" 

Edis on spiral notepads and filxofax: "You understand the suggestion they're completely different things" Carter: "I do Mr Edis" 

Edis goes back to the 8 crates Carter packed in July 2011 when she resigned. 

Edis points out there were supplies of notebooks in Carter's stationary cupboards. "Why did you need those if you didn't need 
them?" 

Carter says she kept copies of notebooks anyway. 

Edis goes through a filing list created by a temp; "she took it upon herself to do this task" says Carter 

This filing list was made on 12/07/11 soon after closure of NOTW: Carter says she didn't know what the temp was doing. 

"We had 16 diaries in that cupboard... there would be a section in here" says Carter of filing list 

Removal of Archived Boxes 

Edis turns back to Carter's email saying the need for the archive boxes was 'urgent': "All my emails say 'urgent'" says Carter. 

Carter on picking up 7 boxes on 08/07/11 "I don't think I did want them that day, but maybe because of makeup dispute.... 
wasn't urgent" 

Carter says there was "no pressure" for expedited delivery. Carter says the urgency came from the archivist Nick Mays 

Edis cites email "Urgent - can you call me" - "Was it urgent?" Edis asks. "If it was to do with my make up dispute," says Carter. 

Carter concedes she told the police the call for boxes wasn't urgent - but now agrees it was. She may have asked Mays for 
urgent delivery 

Edis cites email from Carter to NIck Mays: "Can you give me an urgent call" Another "Can you call me asap?" 

Keegan passes on Mays mobile number: she didn't use it. "I didn't think it was urgent at all" . She spoke to Mays at 10 am. 

More emails showing Carter trying to call Mays again that morning of 08/07/11. Carter: "I don't think it was urgent at all" 

Edis turns to another bundle on Count 6 - the charge that Carter faces. 

Carter claimed that description of Brooks archived notebooks was just on one post-it note: "quite a big post it note" Edis says. 
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Carter reiterates she would never have put 'nee Wade' on the archive forms. 

Back to Carter's post arrest interview in 2012 in which she says she was responsible for archive descriptions. "I would have 
done that" 

Carter says she carefully mounted all her columns and files. "You would have needed these in Australia?" 

"Why did you put your work in boxes you described as 'old shit'?" asks Edis. "I'm sorry I said that," says Carter. " 

"At first you do want to keep them because you're proud, but they.... move on" says Carter. But she paid and pound;3000 for a 
container to Australia 

"I don't even keep my child's birthday columns, it's a terrible thing to say... I don't like clutter" says Carter. 

Edis points out Carter described "notebooks" ten times on one page of her interview. 

Edis asks Carter why she told Mays about contents of the boxes being hers. "Because I'm a talkative person" 

Edis says there was a good reason - police were investigating phone hacking during the period. 

Carter says it "never occurred to me" that it would seem peculiar she was removing boxes on that week during phone hacking 
scandal 

Carter denies she was "attempting to destroy evidence" 

Carter explains of the move to CEO back in 2009 "we threw everything in" 

Carter agrees she moved a lot of Brooks' Sun material to the new CEO office. This stuff was archived by a temp says Carter. 

"You have a pretty clear recollection of what happened?" asks Edis. "Yes. I remember some things" says Carter. 

Back to interview under caution in which Carter says she stored her own stuff using Brooks name "I don't think secretaries are" 

"But you were a columnist" says Edis. "I thought of myself as a secretary." says Carter. 

Edis points out that Keegan had archived stuff before in her name, and was working with Carter that day: "Did she never tell 
you?" 

"She was lucky to archive stuff in her name" says Carter of fellow PA Keegan: "I didn't think we could" 

"It doesn't seem like shit necessarily" says police officer in original interview with Carter of filed notebooks in archives. 

Carter clearly remembers Keegan was there helping with the packing, but might not have helped with the archive boxes 

"I'm not sure Deborah helped me at all" says Police interview. Carter says she is talking about a different day. 

Carter says she's describing the Friday at the Sun, not the Sunday when Keegan came in. 

Edis establishes there were boxes for archives, bin bags for rubbish and crates for stuff they wanted to keep. 

Edis says Carter has "invented" everything since she heard Keegan's evidence. 

Carter says she make errors with police because was cold and scared and "I did my very best with her interview with police" 

Carter says the emails she's seen since helped her to remember. But they didn't help with categories of rubbish, archive and 
crates. 

Edis points out a temp archived some boxes at that point. Carter says she didn't know they were archived anything at all. 

Edis goes to Brooks' will, stored in the office, which made Carter a 10% beneficiary of her insurance. 

"Please return Rebekah's notebooks" says an email from Carter to Mays in 2011. 

Carter says all the boxes were unsealed, with Rebekah's notebooks put on one post it note on one box. The archivist could look 
inside boxes 

"Someone has written on this form was the boxes contained Rebekah Wade's notebooks, but it wasn't you" asks Edis. Carter 
agrees. 

"I would never fill in any form like this" says Carter "I'm not stupid, no. But I never found out.... I put a post-it note on top of 7 
boxes 

"I would have just expected it to be done" says Carter of archiving form. "I expect Nick Mays" 

Carter says she doesn't remember telling Mays to expedite boxes, despite evidence of archivist and urgent email: 10 minute 
break 

Edis wraps up looking at her interview under caution on 06/01/12 and delivery of items to Carter's mother-in-law's garage 

Edis suggests the police would not be able to search Carter's mother in law's garage: Carter says there's no truth in that 
allegation. 

Carter explains her own garage was full up with her husband's stuff. "Why not to Rebekah Brook's house" asks Edis. 

"Why wouldn't she want couriers going to her home address?" asks Edis. Carter says she doesn't know why. 

"But there was going to be a delivery by strangers to her private address" says Edis of delivery of furniture. 
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Edis asks why Securicor weren't hired: "Sounds like a better bet than your mother in laws address" "They were always there, 
they're 80" 

Carter says Brooks asked her to bring these items to her 'privately' on 28/07/11 

Carter says Brooks' belongs went to mother in law's on the 22/07/11 via courier company organised by Jane Viner, NI exec. 

Cheryl Carter claims News International knew Brooks' business documents were being stored at her mother in laws house 

Edis ask if "Mr Brandman, who's quite well connected at News International" ever asked for the documents about delivery of 
boxes by Viner 

Jury leave for a short bit of legal argument 

Saunders tries to explain in a "neutral way" about inquiries to News International about Viner booking form. 

Saunders explains that Carter's team used the police to make NI request, but could have done so themselves 

Edis moves onto Carter's visits to Jubilee Barn in Oxfordshire - 4 or 5 times a year - to help with running home and paperwork 

Carter accepts she went to Oxfordshire three times in July 2011 - takes about 1.30 mins to get there Carter says. 

"You were driving for three hours and stayed there for how long" ask Edis. "Probably a couple of hours" says Carter. 

Carter says the Deborah Weir was accompanied by her friend Hazel, and Charlie's mother. 

"I'm very close to her. She's like a mother. Rebekah says 'please check my mum's OK'" says Carter of trip to Oxfordshire on 
10/07/11 

Carter says she went through her cuttings books on Saturday and Sunday evening. 

Edis asks why Carter told Mays about going through her cuttings, and didn't mention anything about the trip to Oxfordshire. 

Emigrating to Australia 

Carter on Mays: "My thinking was I was going to Australia anyway, so if he had the hump with me putting stuff in.... wouldn't 
have mattered" 

Carters says that by 10/07/11 she had decided to relocate to Australia. 

Edis turns to 15/07/11 email to Carter "Is this now Oz?" Carter replies "I don't know". 

Carter says her husband wasn't sure he wanted to go to Australia. 

Another email from Carter to a friend 13/07/11 : "I stand shoulder to shoulder with Rebekah - I have been with her 18 years" 

"Were you shoulder to shoulder with her or emigrating?" asks Edis. Carter says she wanted to support Brooks but still got to 
Australia 

Electronic Devices 

Edis turns to some new emails from Carter's Blackberry. 

Carter to Brooks about new iPad 20/06/11 Brooks "Has all my emails on" Carter: "Mustn't keep any old devices" 

Edis asks about the "old devices": Carter says there were about 100 iPads in the office, for different CEOs at the Times etc. 

"I think my emails saying I didn't want to get muddled" says Carter. She was helping. 

"I told them they mustn't keep any old devices" says email from Carter. She says she told IT department this. 

"At this time there was a police investigation into phone hacking and you knew that?" says Edis. Carter "I wouldn't have known 
any of that" 

BREAKING: Carter claims the first she knew of Operation Weeting was on the 4th July 2011 

Edis points out that Brooks thought she could be arrested as early as April. No chat about other arrests - Weatherup and 
Thurlbeck. 

Carter accepts her job was to help Brooks but says "I knew nothing" of phone hacking inquiry "at all" until July 4th 2011 

Carter concedes she knew about MSC and requests from Gideon Wynn Davies for Brooks' bank statements. 

Carter says she knew MSC was to investigate phone hacking and wanted Brooks bank records "something was going on" 

"Why wasn't it appropriate for IT dept to have 'old devices' of Rebekah Brooks?" asks Edis. "I didn't want them to get muddled" 
says Carter 

Carter says she needed old iPad back so as not to get muddled with the 100 iPads in her office. 

Carter says Brooks needed lots of Blackberries because they wore out or she "dropped them in water". 

Carter says she let the IT department kept her old Blackberries. "Old devices" says Edis. "Yes" 

Carter thinks Brooks had two iPads that year. She didn't normally get old devices back from IT. 

Break till 10 am. 
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Thursday 27 March 2014 

Summary 

Clive Goodman still not fit to Continue his Defence 
Justice Saunders explains how proceedings will continue 

Cheryl Carter's Cross-Examination Continues 
Anthony Edis QC questions Carter's knowledge of the Hacking Scandal 
Carter questioned on the removal of 7 Boxes 
Carter questioned on deletion of emails 
Carter's relationship with Brooks 
Justice Saunders questions Cheryl Carter 

Cheryl Carter is questioned further by her Counsel 
Carter questioned further about Archiving 

Clive Goodman still not fit to Continue his Defence 

Justice Saunders explains how proceedings will continue 

Justice Saunders explains that Clive Goodman is still not fit to resume evidence at #hackingtrial : more tests are ongoing 

Cheryl Carter has two witnesses of fact who can only attend tomorrow, and then Justice Saunders thinks other cases will 
continue. 

"Hopefully overall we are not losing too much time on the schedule" Saunders explains to the jury 

Cheryl Carter's Cross-Examination Continues 

Anthony Edis QC questions Carter's knowledge of the Hacking Scandal 

Edis is back cross examining Cheryl Carter, former PA to Rebekah Brooks, on Count 6 - conspiracy to pervert the course of 
justice. 

Edis reminds Carter of 20/06/11 email and had asked her whether she was aware of police investigation then: she said she 
wasn't at the time 

Edis cites two more emails from Carter's Blackberry from that time. 

First email 19/05/11 from Will Lewis to Carter talks about a 'mission critical' letter to DAC Sue Akers 

The Will Lewis email talks about DCMS committee, Burton Copeland and Brooks letter about police. 

Carter says she would not have read the content - she remembers the letter - but she would have just printed out and got 
Brooks to sign 

"Deliver to a police station" Edis points out. 

Greenberg follows up email 11/06/11 talks about the phone hacking inquiry by police "I had just been tasked to do that job" 

Edis turns to Brooks' bundle and turns 08/04/11 email 'Message to All Staff' - Carter says she sent - with NI accepting civil 
phone hacking 

Carter remembers the internal statement in April accepting phone hacking beyond the Goodman conviction. 

External statement in April 2011 says NI is co-operating with police on "re-opening investigation": Carter "I assume I must have 
read this" 

Daisy Dunlop email from corporate affairs copied to various people cited by Edis, on media coverage of NOTW 

The internal email from 14/04/11 is a Guardian article about James Weatherup's arrest "NOTW stunned" 

"This is the first time I've read this..." says Carter. "You were the eyes and ears of Rebekah Brooks," says Edis 

Carter says she "would have said hello" to James Weatherup. She also says she knew Greg Miskiw and Neville Thurlbeck. 

Carter agrees she would say hello to News Editors of NOTW and they would have frequent contact with her boss, Rebekah 
Brooks. 

"They got arrested in 2011. Would you have found out about that?" asks Edis. "Yes, I would have done." says Carter 

Independent article by James Hanning from that time cited by Daisy Dunlop, referring to other NOTW complainants from 
Brooks' editorship 

"I may have seen the newspapers," says Carter. "But then I would have just done my job" She says she never spoke to Brooks 
about it 

"I was doing my job as a secretary..." says Carter. "But you didn't do only secretarial work... you ran her life" says Edis. 

"To do that job you had to know what was going on in her life... the concerns that confronted her at work" says Edis. 
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"Yes, I would have been a good PA in dealing with all of that" says Carter. But denies she ever spoke about hacking 
"revelations" 

Greenberg writes to Brooks copied to Carter about a meeting with police at Olswang solicitors. 

"You told us yesterday that you didn't know about police investigation, but that was simply untrue" says Edis. 

Carter explains to Saunders that "that's when it first hit me on the 4th of July.... how sad it was." 

"Of course I can see I would have booked in meetings with lawyers and police but had no idea about it all" says Carter. Edis 
"Simply a lie" 

Edis cites email from Brooks to Carter asking 2002 diaries: "What was the reason?" says Edis. "I didn't ask" says Carter. 

"I would have just handed over the diaries.... here you go Rebekah" says Carter, denying she would have talked about phone 
hacking. 

Edis cites email to Carter from Brooks: "I need a makeup artist on hand.... we need Enstone Manor fully staffed. Ask Amanda 
Jackson" 

Carter says she helped to fixed up Enstone Manor with about three staff to cater and clean for 7 or 8 people helping Brooks 
16/07/11 

Edis asks Carter about another email sent to her cited 04/05/11 about Carter and Rebekah Brooks' devices 

"Please confirm you recognise all these devices" says email from Nigel Carter NI IT dept. Carter replies "so many devices for 
Rebekah. 

Carter questioned on the removal of 7 Boxes 

Edis asks for Carter's 'assistance' on 08/07/11 the day she removed 7 boxes from archives: 10 am she spoke to Nick Mays 
archivist. 

12.10 pm on 08/07/11 Nick Mays writes to Crown and expedites delivery of the 7 archive boxes marked Brooks notebooks 

"Not even asking for permission to take an hour off?" asks Edis. "Did you meet her?" "Yes" says Carter. "probably quite a lot" 

Edis points out Brooks was in the office drafting a statement that morning till noon. Carter took delivery just after lunch. 

Edis says she must have been planning to take delivery and organising her son and Gary Keegan to pick up boxes. 

Carter says "I didn't know anything about " the executive meeting at NI that day with Brooks. 

Carter denies Brooks ever told her about NOTW closure until public annoucement. "She didn't trust you?" asks Edis. 

Carter tells Justice Saunders that her boss Brooks would have been in the office when she was told the archive boxes were 
coming. 

"You job actually involved doing a lot of jobs which would mean you leaving your desk" says Edis. "She was quite in charge of 
what you did" 

Carter agrees Brooks had Deborah Keegan as a PA that day: "There was plenty of cover" says Edis. 

"You were only supposed to do things she wanted you to do" says Edis. "I also ran my own office" Edis: "But this was Rebekah 
Brooks' office" 

Carter agrees that "everything she did" was for Brooks. Edis: "That's what you were doing with these boxes, something for her" 

"You wanted those notebooks because she told them to get them" says Edis. "No, that's simply not true" says Carter. 

Edis : "Did you think the police would want to know if boxes with her name on came out of the archive? How did you think it 
would look?" 

"But some of it was her stuff" says Edis. "Which I gave back to her" says Carter. 

Edis asks why Carter didn't tell the police when they searched that her office contained most of Brooks' stuff. "No one asked 
me" 

"You had two executives running it. They could have asked me" says Carters: "Greenberg and Lewis knew where all the stuff 
was" 

BREAKING: Carter says Will Lewis and Simon Greenberg didn't tell police during search of News International where Brooks' 
documents were 

Edis turns to Carter's 'Famous' Brand. Carter's Blackberry contains some details about dispute over trademark. 

Carter says dispute over trademark got "quite bad' weekend of 04/07/11 ended on the 8/07/11 

Carter says she first met with Lawyers in June 2011: "that would have been the time to get any documents relevant" says Edis. 

Carter says it got bad around 04/07/11 "I thought I was going to lose my make up brand" Edis: "That was on the cards in early 
June" 

"It was a very sad time. I thought I would lose my make up brand. I was devastated' says Carter. 

Edis goes back to Nick May's email about "Charlie's Silver' - 06/06/11 is the likely date Charlie picked up NI silver. 

Edis cites an email to Eamon Dyas by Carter - no reference to boxes 
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Another email from 06/06/11 from Deborah Keegan about Lord MacDonald "former DPP" coming to see Brooks. 

Edis cites James Murdoch's NOTW closure email retrieved from Carter's blackberry: "She didn't mention it to me at all" Carter 
says of Brooks 

Carter says she would have been saying hello and saying here's your tea and coffee - but says she never talked to Brooks 
about NOTW closure 

Carter has 'no recollection' why Keegan was sending her details of private security on 04/07/11 

10.22 04/07/11 Carter having tried to contact archives, Keegan is trying to get hold of bank statements for 2002 for Rebekah 
Brooks. 

"Presumably you'd be talking to Mrs Brooks about that" says Edis of bank statement requests from "Rhidian" 

Carter "I would have just done what he asked.. Rhidian wouldn't just come and ask me for Rebekah's bank statements... she 
would have known" 

08/07/11 "Coffee and hot milk please separately. This is disgusting" writes Brooks. Carter returned 3 minutes later with better 
coffee 

"This is while all this going on, getting out the boxes, trying to find the bank statements" says Edis. "Without saying a word?" 

Still on 08/07/11 Carter is trying to contact Nick Mays - 10 mins later he expedites delivery from archives. 

16.19 email from Carter on 08/07/11 about booking a helicopter for Brooks to Jubilee Barn for 19.30 "maybe Deborah dealt with 
that" 

Carter says Brooks probably did take helicopter: "This is an example of you being on call... when you were doing the boxes" 
says Edis. 

Edis cites 16.40 a "letter that's got to go to Vaz's" office from Greenberg cc'ed to Brooks and Carter: "have to be on hand to 
deal with it" 

Carter can't remember that particular letter to the chair of Home Office Select Committee but presumes it was couriered 

Following Tuesday Carter books another helicopter for Brooks, more problems getting hold of bank statements. 

Edis cites email from 22/07/11 from Brooks to Carter - telling her about legal representation, compromise agreement, 
blackberries, diaries 

Email from Brooks tells Carter "make sure you have a copy of all your emails and documents downloaded onto a laptop" 

Carter questioned on deletion of emails 

"Can you help us to what happened to her emails?" asks Edis of Brooks. "She was in charge of her own emails" says Carter. 

Edis goes back to the email deletion policy in 2010 when Brooks said her PA would know which to delete and which to not. 

Edis asks if Carter read that email that meant she should be 'tasked' to delete Brooks' emails. She cannot recollect it at all. 

Carter's relationship with Brooks 

Edis asks about Carter's relationship with Brooks. "A very close and trusting relationship" Carter agrees. "Two people working 
closely" 

"She was a big fan of yours" says Edis. "Yes" says Carter "I was very good at my job" 

Edis cites a resume of a book "written by Rebekah Wade as she then was" Carter says a chapter. 

Brooks says "whether I'm having dinner with MI5 or the Beckhams" everyone loves Carter and would "break legs" of anyone try 
to poach her 

Edis asks about MI5 and Brooks' evidence that Carter was "scatty and forgetful" and the "every couple of months something 
silly would happen 

Edis asks about the MFI/MI5 anecdote "It really happened" says Carter. "You knew perfectly well what MI5 was" says Edis. 

Carter talks about MI5/MFI incident. Saunders asks whether Carter meant to make a mistake 

"I've had to live with story for years" says Carter. "It's an old joke" says Edis. 

"You wouldn't have done anything at all without her instruction, on that day of all days without her say so" says Edis. 

"You are not so naive not to realise... there was a risk it would be misinterpreted" says Edis. "No," says Carter. 

"Nobody did anything in her office in that day of all days without her instruction" says Edis: "I'm sorry Mr Edis it is completely 
wrong" 

Justice Saunders questions Cheryl Carter 

Saunders has some questions about further archiving in October 2009 after initial archiving in Sept 2009 

Carter says it was a "joint decision" with Keegan. The temp was being run by Keegan. "She was working in same small office 
with us" 

Saunders asks how Keegan and Carter would share work. "If she was in her office sitting there, I wouldn't have left my desk" 
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Break for ten minutes. 

Cheryl Carter is questioned further by her Counsel 

Carter questioned further about Archiving 

Back with a re-examination of Cheryl Carter by her counsel, Trevor Burke QC 

Burke goes back over the various attempts of Carter to contact archives in July 2011. 

Justice Saunders asks if Carter accepts "on this particular day you initiated asking for them back" "Yes I do" says Carter 

This is a 'mission critical' letter Will Lewis asked Carter to get Brooks to sign and then send off to DAC Sue Akers on headed 
notepaper 

Burke for Carter turns to a new page in bundle inserted by Andrew Edis QC, for the prosecution. 

Burke reads out the letter from Brooks to Weeting Officers. 

Carter tells Burke says she never attended any meetings about phone hacking, and didn't think it ever applied to her 
boss, Rebekah Brooks 

Carter cannot remember where she was when Weatherup was arrested. Saunders reminds her that Brooks was on holiday 

Burke says June 2011 documents "clearly show Rebekah Brooks... was involved with meetings with police and lawyers" 

Carter says the first time she knew police were interested in Brooks was when she was arrested. 

Burke turns to another document about NOTW and phone hacking which Carter "was invited to comment on" 

Carter says 06/07/11 meeting between Brooks and lawyers she didn't attend and no idea "she was in trouble" 

Burke asks about brand dispute in June/July in 2011 "those three against you... three ex partners battling against you" 

Burke asks "who actually used the helicopter.." Carter: "James Murdoch" It landed somewhere in the City. 

"She would occasionally piggy backed it" says Burke of Murdoch's helicopter used by Rebekah Brooks. 

Burke turns back to Carter's police interviews - first as a witness, the next two under caution 

Carter says the five police officers were in home "maybe five hours" in November 2011. 

Burke asks about "creation of police" statement then. Carter says "I think they made notes". 

Carter statement "No one ever told me I couldn't get the boxes.... I don't remember the dates but NOTW hadn't closed... 
Rebekah hadn't left" 

Carter says the police officers didn't offer any assistance over the dates the boxes were removed from archives in initial search. 

Burke asks about 'preliminary disclosure' by police when arrested in Jan 2012: included the archive transfer list. 

Carter says that she saw document for the first time was in the police station. "You informed me it was 8th July" Carter says in 
interview 

Burke asks about the post-It notes she says she left on archive boxes. Merely 'Rebekah Brooks notebooks 1995-2007' 

Burke turns to MI5/MFI anecdote. "Mr Edis suggesting this is a blatant fabrication" "It's a million percent true" says Carter 
#hackingtrial 

Burke talks about Carter booking the wrong Miliband brother for a trip to News International. 

Saunders explains to the jury that they will now break till 10 am tomorrow morning. 
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Friday 28 March 2014 

Summary 

Cheryl Carter's Case Concludes with Defence Witnesses 
Defence Witness Belinda Sharrier - former Travel Agent for News International 
Defence Witness Sharon Hendry - former Feature Writer for News of the World 
Cheryl Carter Character Witness Statements 

Cheryl Carter's Case Concludes with Defence Witnesses 

Defence Witness Belinda Sharrier - former Travel Agent for News International 

Back at the #hackingtrial - some technical problems with screens and sound at the moment - continuing with Cheryl Carter's 
defence. 

Burke for Carter calls Belinda Sharrier, a former in house travel agent for News International, and then Andy Coulson's PA 
from 2002 

When Coulson resigned in 2007 Sharrier became PA to Colin Myler and stayed at NOTW until it was closed in 2011 

Sharrier has known Cheryl Carter for 12 years: "she is adorable, hasn't got a bad bone in her body, works very hard....devoted 
to family" 

Sharrier explains the move of Brooks from NOTW to the Sun; "we got rid of things which weren't of use anymore" 

"We did have a clearout... budgets and things like that" says Sharrier of move. She used the archive "on a couple of occasions" 

Sharrier didn't know where the archive facility was. She never filled in an archive transfer list 

Sharrier says her assistant would have filled in the form - not her. She remembers filing documents and banners for 'Children's 
Champions' 

"I was led to believe it had to be under editor's office... Andy Coulson, Colin Myler" says Sharrier of archiving 

Edis has no questions at this point, though Sharrier may be cross examined by the Crown when she returns as Andy 
Coulson's witness 

Defence Witness Sharon Hendry - former Feature Writer for News of the World 

Burke for Carter calls Sharon Hendry: she's worked NI for 13 years A senior feature writer on the Sun, formerly woman's editor 

Hendry has known Carter since 2003. 

As a woman's editor she was responsible for 10-15 pages a week. Hendry worked very closely with Carter: "We immediately hit 
it off" 

"Very warm, very open, very honest" says Hendry of Carter. She remembers Carter saying she studied Beauty at college 

Hendry says she approached Carter to write a "tried and tested" Beauty column: "she'd know what our readers liked" 

Hendry says Carter was "brilliant at knowing products our readers liked" - she helped her "learn the ropes" about writing. 

Hendry says her mum keeps cuttings of all her articles. "I will often look back and see if there's any article worth revisiting" 

"It's very common for anyone writing a beauty column to get products delivered to them" says Hendry "often on a daily basis" 

Hendry says Carter found the corporate role very stressful after Brooks was promoted. 

Edis has a few questions for Hendry: she's quite sure she suggested Carter for the beauty column, but agrees Brooks approved 
it. 

Cheryl Carter Character Witness Statements 

Hendry is finished. Some character statements are read out. First by Melanie Westwood. 

Westwood says in witness statement she's known Carter for 5 years: meeting through their daughters. 

Carter looked after Westwood's daughter, and helped out after a road traffic accident. "So kind and thoughtful" says Westwood 

Break now before we move onto the case of Charlie Brooks at #hackingtrial 
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Monday 31 March 2014 

Summary 

Defence Witness for Cheryl Carter - Venerable David Meera 
Venerable David Meera is asked about Cheryl Carter 

Defence Witness for Cheryl Carter - Venerable David Meera 

Venerable David Meera is asked about Cheryl Carter 

Back at the #hackingtrial with a slight change of witness. Instead of Charlie Brooks, there's a dog collared vicar in the box 

This is a character witness for Cheryl Carter: Venerable David Meera, rector of St Bride's Church and various media 
organisations 

Meera employed Cheryl Carter to administer a memorial service for about six months: he found her 'exemplary, keen... very 
cheerful' 

Meera says Carter would be reliable on her oath "extremely trustworthy" 

Langdale has some questions for Venerable Meera who officiated at his wedding in 2000, and christened both his sons, visited 
one in hospital 

Meera also officiated at various memorial services where Coulson would speak - mainly in memory of Chris Blythe who died 
very young. 

Meera used to write occasionally for News of the World: he says of Coulson "very caring person, very competent... a great 
fellow feeling" 

"A loving and supportive individual of which I had the highest regard... he was/is a man of great integrity," says the Venerable 
Meera 
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Charlie Brooks Defence Case 
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Friday 28 March 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Charlie Brooks Begins 
Neil Saunders QC - Counsel for Charlie Brooks 
Charlie Brooks questioned on his background 
Charlie met Rebekah Wade in 2006 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks presents his Defence Evidence 
Charlie Brooks' Laptops 
Heightened Security and Kidnap Threats 
Rogue Reporter Defence 
The lead up to Rebekah Brooks Arrest 
Charlie was to stop Rebekah Brooks from Resigning 
Closure of the News of the World 
Blackhawk Security 
Rebekah Brooks Resigns 

The Defence of Charlie Brooks Begins 

Neil Saunders QC - Counsel for Charlie Brooks 

Charlie Brooks' barrister is Neil Saunders. To avoid confusion with Rebekah Brooks, and to save characters, I'm going to call 
him Charlie 

Mr Brooks takes the oath. He is 51. He has an older brother and an older sister. His mother is 82. She's lived in Castle Barn for 
60 years 

Charlie Brooks questioned on his background 

Charlie went to boarding school when he was 8 - did OK with O Levels: "Not so good" with A Levels - got O Level grade for 
Chemistry A Level 

"Ridiculously optimistically I applied for Oxford University but they declined to have me" says Charlie Brooks. Became a stable 
lad 

After six months "I managed to slide my way into Fred Winter's yard who was a champion trainer" says Charlie: "I got minimum 
wage" 

Charlie says stable lad life meant a lot of "mucking out" and occasionally riding horses "eventually the more difficult one" 

After 3 years Charlie was promoted to assistant trainer: "a little less mucking out... and more office work" 

Charlie Brooks was Winter's assistant for a couple of years and was riding as an amateur jockey. 

"I probably had more disasters than successes" says Charlie of his time as a jockey. 

Charlie Brooks on being a jockey "I had a ride in the Grand National... the pinnacle of my life, and I got round, which is even 
better" 

Brooks says when he was 23, his boss Winter had a stroke and he took over running the yard with head yard man 

Charlie says he was the youngest trainer in the country at this time, with about 25 stable lads and 60 owners. 

"Lot of work and a lot of politics to deal with the people who own the horses" says Brooks of becoming a horse training. 

Charlie Brooks explains Winter owned the yard: his wife was in charge of the business and he was an employee 

"I made an incredibly foolish decision and bought the yard with a very large mortgage" says Charlie: "Just before interest rates 
went up" 

"It was impossible to make it pay" says Charlie. He sold the yard "and went back to square one basically": he became a trainer 
again 

Charlie says one of his horses was second in the Grand National in 1997 and 98 "It broke my heart": he relinquished his trainer 
license 

"I started focusing on writing more" says Charlie of late 90s: "I wrote a really dreadful column for the Evening Standard... 
shocking" 

"I lasted a bit longer at the Daily Telegraph" says Charlie. He wrote a fortnightly article on racing, and a weekly column on rural 
affairs 

"Sometimes quite political" says Charlie of his columns. Taking government and trainers to task: "Focused on industry issues" 

"I wrote that for a year and really hated doing that" says Charlie of weekly rural affairs column: "Really intense" 

"What should be one day a week became three days a week" says Charlie of weekly column. He also wrote for GQ. 

"It was killing any bone of creativity I had in my body" says Charlie of writing for GQ 

Brooks also wrote a 'Punter' column for a city newspaper in 2008/9. "It died a natural death" 
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Charlie Brooks had a contract with Radio 5 for about 5 years - covering Cheltenham and the Grand National. Friday bulletin. 

Charlie Brooks also made a short documentary on his great grandfather - the first person in history to jump 6 foot. 

Charlie "bought this pub" with a friend Johnny the Fish, "after a year I learned why he was called Johnny the Fish" - laughter in 
court 

Charlie Brooks was also involved in cryotherapy, after Rugby played worked in Poland going into cold chamber. 

Charlie Brooks discovered cryotherapy is "brilliant for depression... and generally uplifting mood": 

Justice Saunders intervenes in cryotherapy explanation: "I'm really sorry to stop you... but did it work" Charlie Brooks says 
"No" 

A friend of Charlie Brooks' worked on a betting exchange: he thought it would "sit well with Sky and News International" in 
2011 

Charlie Brooks said he spent most him time on writing, but works with Tom Lacey on horse training on a daily basis. 

Charlie "We find our horses in Ireland or France... develop them, and sell them onto bigger trainers. We try to turn over horses 
every year" 

Charlie Brooks explains his training partner Tom Lacey sends emails from any time from 5 in the morning. 

In the run up to 2011 Charlie Brooks was a director of Towcester Racecourse which is "independently minded" 

"Sundown Park" was a virtual racehorse computer game that Charlie Brooks devised. Now on the the Sun online site as a 
virtual game 

Charlie Brooks regularly corresponded in 2011 with the developer of Sundown Park 

Castle Barn is still a working farm, says Charlie Brooks, but mainly arable these days. His mother does most the work on the 
farm. 

Charlie Brooks explains that Jubilee Barn is only feet away from Castle Barn: it was originally a grain stall, and the kitchen a 
hay shed. 

Charlie met Rebekah Wade in 2006 

"It was being converted when I met Rebekah" says Charlie of Jubilee Barn in 2006 

Charlie met Rebekah Brooks in 2006 at friends: she was with Ross Kemp that night. They were still married 

They met again 03/03/07 - Charlie Brooks "initiated" the "chance meeting" - it was his birthday. "I knew she was single at this 
point" 

"I had a real hero called Ian Woolridge" says Charlie. He breaks down for a moment and cries. "He wrote for Daily Mail and 
died that day" 

Justice Saunders asks Charlie Brooks: "Are you all right?" 

Charlie Brooks explains that he called Brooks the night Ian Wooldridge died: she guided him around London looking for 
candle to light 

"We had little in common" Charlie says, "But Wooldridge's death bonded us". 

"She had a flat down by the river in Fulham" says Charlie. They moved into the Thames Quay flat in 2007 

The Brooks' moved into Jubilee Barn on Christmas Eve 2008: Charlie thought it was finished renovating: "I don't think Rebekah 
did" 

Charlie Brooks explains how he and Rebekah would spend weekdays in London and weekends in Oxford. 

Charlie Brooks explains his Harper Collins book Citizen about Russian trying "corner the stallion market in Europe by cloning 
horses" 

Charlie Brooks wrote another novel about Art Forgery: initially called Peasants in Winter after Breughel and then renamed 
"Switch' 

Charlie was told not to write another horsey book by Harper Collins: "go away and invent another James Bond" 

Charlie Brooks hired another writer to make the plot more complicated for Switch. Reviews said the book was too complicated 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks presents his Defence Evidence 

Neil Saunders for Charlie Brooks now goes through his defence bundle with the jury at the #hackingtrial 

Jury is show 26/11/10 contract between Charlie Brooks and Harper Collins: he explains submission process 45 pages and 
synopsis 

Charlie Brooks explains how his co-writer Ramsden, suggested by his agent, often had to cancel meetings "But he was worth 
waiting for" 

31/05/11 was the deadline for his new novel. There were quite a few drafts because publishers wanted to see what he was up 
to. 

Charlie Brooks talks of a "suicidal Christmas" in 2010 when he got a "withering" response from Harper Collins editor. 
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Charlie Brooks says novel eventually submitted 'late' in June and July 2011 "not in any way finished" according to Harper 
Collins. 

"Writing a book.. is about the rewrite, and the rewrite and the rewrite" says Charlie. Neil Saunders cites 14/07/11 email from 
editor 

"It's bloody difficult to find time to concentrate" says email from Jansen-Smith in email to Charlie Brooks about his book. 

Charlie Brooks says "there was a danger this dealing going horribly wrong... I didn't want Harper Collins pulling the plug on 
me" in July 11 

Charlie Brooks said he needed his Apple Mac laptop to compare drafts on his novel "Switch" 

"I didn't want to be doing it on a blank machine with no historic documents" says Charlie Brooks of his novel 

Charlie Brooks' Laptops 

Neil Saunders asks about the Sony Vaio recovered by police. On that were four book ideas "that weren't backed up any where 
else" 

Charlie Brooks explains the best idea on this laptop was "slight rip off" of 84 Charing Cross. 

"A Hooray Henry who had fallen in love with a Russian Hooker... who had the temperament of a Rhodean girl" says Charlie of 
book idea 

Justice Saunders warns Charlie Brooks someone might steal his idea. Another book idea on the Vaio was Citizen 2 - about 
Afghan war veteran 

Charlie Brooks explains his third book idea was an updated Mrs Beaton who knew offside rules, lbw and golf. 

"The last book idea was Bill Bryson type idea going round Britain.. for horses" says Charlie Brooks. 

"I was a bachelor when I owned this laptop so there was quite a lot of smut on it" says Charlie Brooks. 

Heightened Security and Kidnap Threats 

Charlie says that "there was always an element of security around Rebekah" because of her anti racist and anti paedophile 
campaigns 

Security was upgraded and updated at Jubilee Barn when Charlie married Rebekah. They got hate mail at hospital when 
daughter was born 

"We got some kidnap threats from paedophiles on the internet" says Charlie Brooks of his daughter Scarlett. 

Charlie Brooks says he only got to know Mark Hanna, NI head of security, in the summer of 2011 

Charlie Brooks said he met security subcontractor William Geddes, but never met further subcontractors Corunna Solutions 
before 2011 

"Rebekah has incredibly good hearing" says Charlie Brooks of security hand over waking her up in the middle of the night. 

Charlie Brooks says he knew Will Lewis and Simon Greenberg also had security details in 2011. 

Neil Saunders cites 10/03/11 email from Daisy Dunlop to Will Lewis, Rebekah Brooks and Simon Greenberg about Chris 
Bryant. 

Charlie Brooks replied to Will Lewis: "Is Rebekah OK?" Brooks and Lewis were in the US at the time. 

"Bryant is clearly making stuff up" replies Lewis to Charlie Brooks. "He was my wife's right hand man... would give me a 
straight answer" 

"I thought she might be upset... I'd seen was Chris Bryant had said. I know they didn't have to tell the truth in the House of 
Commons" 

"I knew Chris Bryant had a grudge against the Sun" says Charlie Brooks. Justice Saunders reminds him about Parliamentary 
Privilege 

"We have to be really careful about what we say about the House of Commons" Justice Saunders says. 

Rogue Reporter Defence 

Saunders cites an email about a Nick Davies article from 05/04/11 

Email was 05/04/11 followed by a statement copied to Charlie from R Brooks on 07/04/11: "I remember the issue" says Charlie 

This email concerns 'rogue reporter' defence and phone hacking; "This became pretty much all we talked about" says Charlie 
about his wife 

Neil Saunders moves onto another document from 08/04/11 promising extensive internal investigation and unreserved apology 

Charlie Brooks can't remember the moment he opened the email but remembers the issue: he was kept in the loop for 
"informed support" 

The Brooks were supposed to be away from 09/04/11 to 17/04/11. He was with Rebekah Brooks when she heard news of 
James Weatherup's arrest 

Neil Saunders cites another email from Daisy Dunlop about Guardian article on James Weatherup's arrest. R Brooks replies. 
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"I can remember initially Rebekah had no idea why Mr Weatherup's desk was cleared by lawyers'" says Charlie Brooks. 

In conference calls Charlie Brooks overheard lawyers said police had acted "illegally' in clearing Neville Thurlbeck's desk 

Charlie Brooks says conference calls with News International dominated that holiday 

The lead up to Rebekah Brooks Arrest 

BREAKING: Charlie Brooks says Rebekah was told it was "highly likely" she'd be arrested on return from holiday in April 
2011. 

Charlie said Rebekah Brooks wanted to avoid "killer photograph" of being arrested:"you're never going to get another job" 

Charlie Brooks explains how they got a new lawyer in the week following return from holiday in April 2011. We now turn to 
June 

09/06/11 email to Brooks from Simon Greenberg talking about "shutdown" option for NOTW because "brand too toxic" 

"I do remember Sienna Miller coming into the mix" says Charlie Brooks of the phone hacking issue in June 2011. Wasn't 
aware of Gilchrist. 

Another email mentions the Olswang meeting between Brooks and Weeting about her phone being hacked. 

23/06/11 email about a leak about ex girlfriend of Greg Miskiw - Charlie says he wasn't aware of this at the time, 

13/06/11 is the Olswang meeting with Brooks and police. Charlie says the feeling was "Ross would probably kick off when he 
heard about this" 

Neil Saunders is going through a 'leaks schedule' in Charlie's bundle. Now cites the 04/07/11 Nick Davies Milly Dowler article. 

Emails between Simon Greenberg and R Brooks cited. Charlie is sent a Gallery News about Tom Watson's statement in 
Parliament around 6pm 

Charlie Brooks forwards Gallery News piece to Will Lewis. He's asked "how do you think you first learned about Milly 
Dowler?" 

Charlie says this was the first time he heard about the Milly Dowler allegation. He emailed Will Lewis "Is this a problem?" 

"I knew Will from his days at the Daily Telegraph" says Charlie Brooks about Will Lewis. 

"Another attempted hit on Rebekah by Watson" said Lewis. "Mr Watson hates my wife" Charlie Brooks tells jury at 
#hackingtrial 

Charlie Brooks said he knew Mark Lewis represented the Dowler family at this time in July 2011 

"News International were the last people who knew what was coming their way" says Charlie "My understanding this was 
another leak" 

"It was my understanding" says Charlie Brooks that the Guardian were leaking to Tom Watson and Mark Lewis. 

BREAKING: In discussions with James Murdoch and his wife, Charlie Brooks says they concluded Milly Dowler leak was 
"political hit" 04/07/11 

Charlie Brooks says he was probably celebrating Independence Day with James Murdoch and Rebekah Brooks on the night 
of 04/07/11 

Email from Tom Newton Dunn to Rebekah Brooks on 04/07/11 cited by Neil Saunders. 

"There was too much detail in story to be just a political hit... trying to derail BSkyB bid" says Charlie of discussions with James 
Murdoch 

Email from early morning 05/07/11 from Brooks to Charlie cited: they were both at Thames Quay that night: she was "fretting, 
writing" 

Charlie Brooks replies to Rebekah Brooks' email on 05/07/11 "about police sitting on this for 7 years.... wasn't a skeleton in a 
cupboard" 

"I couldn't have known those details unless she told me those details. I was just regurgitating to her" says Charlie about 
05/07/11 email 

Email from R Brooks to Charlie cited: subject "Think Swan baby" - he meant the "wolves were out to get you" and she should 
be serene 

Charlie Brooks comments on Rebekah's statement in July 2011: "It addresses it head on" 

R Brook replies to both Charlie and her mother: "Rebekah was good at keeping her mum in the loop" says Charlie. 

Charlie: "She wanted to show her mother what the reaction to this was.... she wanted her mother to see she was doing the right 
thing" 

"How did the exec meeting go baby?" asks Charlie in another email on 05/07/11 Now -"I can't remember what the substance of 
that meeting was" 

"Sometimes I was a bit lazy of changing the subject heading" says Charlie of email to Rebekah about Mark Hanna and security 
a Thames Quay 
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Charlie Brooks says he planned at the Wymondham Hotel opposite their apartment because "there was good chance 
Rebekah would be arrested" 

Hanna writes to Brooks about calling Charlie about "overnight accommodation" and Chelsea Harbour being better "for a 
number of reasons" 

Hanna writes about switching vehicles: and a "previous plan of entry and exit" if there was a "police concern" 

Charlie Brooks says this was about a plan to make sure Brooks would be arrested in garage to avoid the "killer photograph" 

A text from Brooks to Charlie cited in Court 12: Brooks wanted to stay at the Wymondham "I will feel better" 

Charlie "I remember Rebekah whacking me in the middle of the night, and saying the police are arresting me. Turned out to be 
the bin men" 

"We weren't staying in the hotel to do a midnight flip to Venezuela, we just wanted a good night's sleep" says C Brooks at 
#hackingtrial 

Charlie Brooks talks of an email discussion about swapping flats with someone else "so they can be woken up at 4.45 am" 

Charlie Brooks said he went down to the garage to meet his wife "because it seemed a decent thing to do.." 

The flat swap idea never went ahead in that night in July after Milly Dowler broke, 

Email to Tony Blair by Rebekah Brooks cited: she replies "James and Rupert were brilliant.... the truth will out" 

Charlie says he wasn't aware his wife was in contact with Tony Blair. But says he knew Rupert and James Murdoch had been 
supportive 

Break for lunch till 1.55 pm. 

Twice a day, tireless @thetuftii creates an easy to read storify of my #hackingtrial tweets. Here's this morning's 
http://sfy.co/hf3C 

You can find evidence, articles, Clare's storifies, all my #hackingtrial tweets indexed by @JonLippitt on my blog 
www.fothom.wordpress,com 

The hotel opposite their apartment the Brooks' stayed at on 05/07/11 to avoid dawn arrest was the Wymondham 

Back after lunch with Charlie Brooks in the witness box at the #hackingtrial questioned by his counsel, Neil Saunders. 

A lot of ring binders clicking as the jury insert new papers into bundles for Neil Saunders and Charlie Brooks' defence 

06/07/11 email from Deborah Keegan to Charlie Brooks cited giving him his appointments with dentists, then British 
Horseracing HQ 

Rebekah Brooks cancelled her trip to the Take That concert at Wembley that night. 

Charlie was to stop Rebekah Brooks from Resigning 

06/07/11 Charlie Brooks contacts Cheryl Carter for the number of Rupert Murdoch, he'd spoken to Charlie earlier that week. 

"Mr Murdoch didn't want her to resign" says Charlie of Rebekah Brooks: "told me to ring him in American to stop her from 
resigning" 

"I wouldn't ever have contacted Mr Murdoch directly before" says Charlie Brooks. Rupert Murdoch's PA contacts Charlie 
Brooks with number 

06/07/11 email from Carter to Charlie Brooks about thanking someone for Wimbledon tickets - subsequently found in Charlie's 
Bag. 

06/07/11 "Coverage not to so bad in the Racing Post" says text from Charlie to Rebekah Brooks about media coverage 
post Milly Dowler 

Charlie Brooks says his meeting with the horseracing authority was for an article he was writing for the Telegraph on the 
racing levy 

Emails about Take That concert involve Charles Dunstone that evening 06/07/11 

Charlie Brooks says of concert that evening: "I'm not Take That's biggest fan in the world": he really only wanted to see the 
Pet Shop boys 

Charlie Brooks explains 07/07/11 email about being a compeer for a charity presentation at Ascot "It was the last thing I 
wanted to do" 

Charlie Brooks said he was paid and pound;1000 for hosting this charity event: he says he left in brown briefcase recovered 
from Thames Quay 

Another email cited is from a quarry near Jubilee Barn: owner explains reporter was looking for the Brooks. 

Email from 07/04/11 discusses a leak about the arrest of Andy Coulson 

08/07/11 emails and texts to and from Charlie Brooks cited, including the Plan B email from Rebekah Brooks. 

Charlie Brooks doesn't remember his wife's Plan B email, or what Plan A when the closure of NOTW was announced. 

"I did know she was very concerned about everyone going to lose their jobs at NOTW" says Charlie. 
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18/10/10 Charles Carr, emails Charlie on a plot point on his novel Switch. He's "into security and that kind of stuff" 

Charlie Brooks emails Charles Carr about a "diplomatic bag" which forms part of a smuggling embassy theft story in his novel 
Switch. 

Charlie Brooks then forwards this email about Kroll to Rebekah Brooks: Then emails her: "I'm so proud of you sweetheart. 
The worm will turn" 

"I was doing what I told Mr Murdoch senior I'd do.... I knew he was arriving that weekend. I tried to keep her going. She was 
pretty wrecked 

Charlie Brooks said he knew Rebekah would have to face NOTW staff and talk to them about the closure on 08/07/11 

Closure of the News of the World 

"She was feeling pretty miserable and wretched about the whole thing" says Charlie of Rebekah Brooks' feelings about closing 
NOTW. 

Rebekah's mother, Deborah Weir, texts her "Don't trust anyone" on the 08/08/11 "I have more security than the Prime Minister" 
Brooks replied 

"That obviously wasn't true," says Charlie Brooks of Rebekah's line about security. She was just trying to reassure her mother 
Charlie says 

Both Charlie and Deborah Weir didn't think Rebekah Brooks should have resigned at this point 

Charlie Brooks said they were "pretty much surrounded" by "paps" at Jubilee Barn around this point before NOTW was closed 
down 

Charlie says that Rebekah Brooks was determined to be in the building on the last Saturday production of NOTW: "She's a 
team player" 

Charlie says he went to Wapping with Rebekah Brooks that Saturday 09/07/11 "I sat in her office and probably watched the 
racing" 

Charlie says that the reference to "Barney" in emails between Greenberg and Brooks refers to a police officer on the Weeting 
team 

Laidlaw intervenes saying the clock for the recording of the trial has stopped. Justice Saunders says plenty of people keeping 
record 

Neil Saunders for Charlie Brooks cites his article on racing for 11/07/11 which relates to a document on recovered computer 

Blackhawk Security 

We now move to Blackhawk texts from personal security detail. P1 is Rebekah Brooks and P2 is Charlie. 

"We never asked for any security, but were told we needed it... we didn't know these people at all" says Charlie. 

"They could be telling other media outlets... so we only told them what they needed to know," says Charlie Brooks of 
Blackhawk. 

Charlie Brooks explains there was another way of leaving Jubilee Barn other than the main entrance. Blackhawk team 
disorientated. 

Blackhawk team complain Charlie Brooks had "shot off" without telling him. They then followed him to James Murdoch's 
house near Banbury 

Text from Cheryl Carter cited by Neil Saunders, about her visiting Jubilee Barn to see Rebekah Brooks' mother. 

"I'm 100 percent Hazel was with her that weekend," says Charlie of Deborah's Weir's friend. 

Charlie Brooks says that both Rebekah and mother were upset about not being able to spend more time together that 
weekend. 

Charlie Brooks said they didn't tell the security detail where they leaving James Murdoch's place. "We were probably being 
paranoid" 

Charlie Brooks says they travelled to Rupert Murdoch's house in Mayfair that night of the 10/07/11 

They arrive about 5.35 pm at Rupert Murdoch's west London residence. Charlie didn't go into meeting with Brooks and KRM 

"You need here for it" texts Brooks to her husband. They go to a hotel near Murdoch's house. "A right old scrum" says Charlie 
of press. 

Charlie and Rebekah joined Rupert, James and Will Lewis for dinner that night in the Stratford Hotel. 

11/07/11 Will Lewis emails Charlie "call me urgently" around 11.51 am 

Charlie Brooks says the call from Will Lewis was about Rebekah Brooks needing to go home because of exhaustion. She 
leaves for Oxfordshire 

11/07/11 "What are you doing on email?" says James Murdoch. Brooks "I've only get 10 minutes before I see Charlie for 
confiscation" 

Charlie says he didn't know at the time Rebekah Brooks had been on the phone to Blair: "But I could see she wasn't resting" 
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Rebekah emails back saying "Charlie has both phones - will update" 

Charlie Brook's mother emails him on the night of 11/07/11 about getting a prescription of sleeping pills for Rebekah. 

"She didn't have much of a rest really" says Charlie of these days in July 2011. He emails about "rats" by garage entrance in 
London 

11/07/11 Charlie Brooks meets up that evening with a friend at Thames Quay, a wise head "whose judgement I thought was 
good" 

12/07/11 Charlie Brooks emails Carter re Rebekah: "Can you make sure she eats something" 

"She wasn't eating properly" says Charlie of his wife. They were going out to dinner with Simon Greenberg to discuss DCMS 
committee 

13/07/11 after a night in London, and a scan for new baby, the Brooks' visit Olswang employment lawyers. 

13/07/11 Simon Jameson emails Charlie about Brooks' "leave of absence" making suggestions for statement 

Late night 13/07/11 Brooks is emailing various people about the Enstone weekend preparing for DCMS select committee. 

14/07/11 more exchanges between Jameson and the Brooks' over employment. Charlie says he ripped up version found in bin 
by police. 

14/07/11 more emails from editor about the draft of his book. "I dreaded what was going to come back" says Charlie. 

Charlie says draft of book took over a year. "I'm sure I could write quicker" he says. 

Rebekah Brooks Resigns 

14/07/11 an 11 minute call from James Murdoch and Will Lewis to Charlie Brooks about Rebekah Brooks now resigning. 

"Because they knew Rebekah was in an emotionally shredded state they wanted to check with me" says Charlie of resignation 
call 6.29 am 

BREAKING: Charlie Brooks says he was the one who told Rebekah Brooks should resign 14/07/11. She said "Thank God for 
that" 

6.29 am James Murdoch calls Charlie Brooks on 14/07/11 he then calls Rebekah telling her they'd decided she should resign 

Back after short break. Still going through timeline with Charlie Brooks of the days following closure of News of the World. 

14/07/11 22.50 Brooks emails Will Lewis about announcement of her resignation. Blackhawk team follow R Brooks back to 
Chelsea Harbour 

14/07/11 Charlie emails Rebekah Brooks late night about her contract details and their electronic devices, office expenses etc. 

Charlie Brooks reminds Rebekah Brooks of the Apple laptop, Blackberry and iPad he had been given by News International 

15/07/11 Charlie is in Oxfordshire, R Brooks in London. Carter gives contact details of IT specialist at News International. 

Charlie Brooks said he needed IT expert on 15/07/11 because "something wasn't working" 

"She was struggling to understand why Rebekah had to resign" says Charlie Brooks of talking to Brooks' mother that day. 

"She'd just been sacked" says Blackhawk security operative on text that day; "Fun and games" 

14.28 Blackhawk arrives at Enstone, having followed R Brooks from Thomas More Square 15/07/11 

The news of imminent arrest "overtakes" the rehearsal for DCMS committee that weekend at Enstone, Charlie Brooks says. 

On that Friday "Rebekah no longer had a lawyer" says Charlie of her no longer being represented by Ian Burton. 

Charlie Brooks talks of "incendiary situation" at Enstone; "the resignation had thrown the police into a complete frenzy" 

16/07/11 Blackhawk texts talks of "rats" approaching Jubilee Barn. "P2 was snapped at the Barn but the rat we saw off" says 
text. 

More Blackhawk security texts talk about various car makes and colours and photographers outside Jubilee Barn: nobody knew 
of Enstone 

"Shall I bring a stinger" says one text. Charlie says he thought a stinger was a drink. 

"There is no hospital equipped enough to deal with their injuries" says security text. Charlie: "I half think they lived in a fantasy 
land" 

Both that Friday and Saturday night Charlie Brooks says he stayed at Enstone. We'll move onto the next day on Monday next 
week. 

Justice Saunders reminds jury not to believe anything about the trial in the press before bidding them goodbye for weekend. 
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Monday 31 March 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Charlie Brooks Continues 
Charlie Brooks is asked about events at the time of Rebekah Brooks Arrest 
Brooks Arrested 
Police Search Thames Quay 
Black Bin Bags 
Brooks is released 
Charlie Brooks attempt to recover his bags 
Charlie Brooks asked about material found on Laptops 

Charlie Brooks is Cross Examined by Counsel for Mark Hanna. 
Bill Clegg QC - Counsel for Mark Hanna questions Charlie Brooks 

Charlie Brooks is Cross Examined by the Prosecution 
Anthony Edis QC questions Charlie Brooks for the Crown 
Charlie Brooks asked about ownership of devices 
Charlie Brooks Cross Examined about material on Laptops 

The Defence of Charlie Brooks Continues 

Charlie Brooks is asked about events at the time of Rebekah Brooks Arrest 

Back with Charlie Brooks, questioned by his counsel Neil Saunders. We're back on the timeline of events in July 2011 - 
around Brooks' arrest 

17/07/11 Sunday morning Charlie was up at 6 am and went from Enstone Manor to Jubilee Barn to get Rebekah some shoes, 
and rouse her mother 

Charlie says Deborah Weir had not seen her daughter since she resigned as CEO of News International - took him 15 minutes 
through back roads 

Charlie says he cuts through the back way to avoid congestion in Chipping Norton. He called Brooks' mother on Rebekah's 
phone he says 

Charlie says he went only in Jubilee Barn - didn't need to go into Castle Barn where Deborah Weir was staying. 

Charlie explains there is no letter box at Jubilee Barn, but mail is delivered to a window sill just inside the door of Castle Barn 

Some of the mail in Charlie's Bags was stamped the 15/07/11 - some much earlier. 

Charlie says Deborah Weir followed him back in her car to Enstone: he thinks they left through the main gate. 

Charlie Brooks says he must have left Enstone with Brooks - they were "cutting it fine" to get to Kingsley Napley to get there at 
10 am 

Charlie Brooks thinks Edwards, the driver, had the Saturday off but he texts him on the Sunday. He also calls Hanna and 
Mark Geddes 

William Geddes was hired to provide additional security for the Brooks by Mark Hanna, head of security at NI. 

Charlie says "It wasn't really my job to tell anyone anything... Rebekah was particularly keen no photographers outside the 
police station" 

"The less said the better" says Charlie of informing his security detail of the arrest of his wife Rebekah Brooks that Sunday in 
July 2011 

Charlie and Rebekah travelled to London in an audi driven by Paul Edwards. He didn't want his Range Rover 'marooned' in 
Oxfordshire. 

"I have some personal stuff in the back of the Range Rover - would you look after it for me?" Charlie says he told Mark Hanna. 

Charlie explains he meant Hanna to look after his brown leather briefcase, and a nylon bag for his computers. 

"I didn't want to take them back to Thames Quay... because I thought there was a good chance police would search Thames 
Quay" says Charlie 

"I didn''t want to lose my Apple Mac" says Charlie: "It had all my contemporary work stuff. My Switch novel... I needed that 
device" 

"I assured Mr Hanna the possessions in the back of the Range Rover were my stuff" says Charlie of the two bags in a "very 
short conversation 

Charlie explains that he mainly used the iPad for emails. "There was a problem" with the laptop. He couldn't send Frankie 
Dettori article 

Charlie accepts the iPad was used to download some emails on the Friday before his wife's arrest. 

Charlie says Deborah Weir went back to Jubilee Barn when they left: he asked Mark Hanna to "escort her so she didn't get 
mugged" by paps 
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Charlie says he did not instruct Hanna or Sandell to go into Jubilee Barn, or instruct them to take anything from his home with 
Brooks 

Charlie denies he instructed Hanna to get rid of any "missing devices". He was the one in conversation with Hanna, not his 
wife. 

Charlie says he "absolutely does not" remember Brooks being in communication with any of the security operatives. 

Having seen the schedule "in preparation" for this trial, Charlie now remembers the calls he made that day 17/07/11 

GPS details from Paul Edwards shows R Brooks being driven to Lewisham from Kingsley Napley about 11.15 am. 

At 11.52 Rebekah Brooks texts Charlie Brooks: Neil Saunders has two more documents to insert into the jury bundles. 

The first new document from Charlie Brooks' defence is a 11.51 text from Rebekah Brooks to Charlie 

"Will you also text James (Murdoch)... police going to arrest me to make PR point before the select committee" says Brooks 
text to Charles 

BREAKING: On the day of her arrest Rebekah Brooks thought the police were making a 'PR point' before the DCMS select 
committee 

11.57 Charlie calls James Murdoch. James Murdoch calls back. 

Charlie Brooks can't remember where he was when he called James Murdoch - probably "somewhere quite private... sensitive 
information" 

Neil Saunders points to CCTV evidence of Thames Quay that day 17/07/11 at 11.52 with Charlie followed by MacBride, his 
lawyer. 

Charlie says he hadn't met Angus MacBride beforehand at Kingsley Napley 

Brooks Arrested 

12.02 Brooks is arrested at Lewisham police station on 17/07/11. He says he didn't know then "MacBride told me before I saw it 
on Sky News" 

12.16 CCTV shows Charlie with a brown Jiffy bag and a Sony Vaio from a filing cabinet drawer in his office in his flat in Thames 
Quay 

Charlie says: "I didn't want police to see them or take them away.... The DVDs embarrassing nature... Vaio had some smut on 
it" 

Charlie. "I envisaged 20 policemen coming an emptying every drawer, looking under every nook and cranny, and I did think 
about my DVDS" 

"I thought about my 'Jackie Smith' moment", says Charlie. He was thinking about what happened to Labour Home Secretary 
because of husband 

Charlie explains fear: "ever since operation Weeting had been in NI, a lot of stuff had been leaked, particularly to the Guardian" 

Charlie says the Vaio was broken "incredibly stupidly I took it away" - he was afraid police searches would damage it further. 

CCTV shows Charlie returning from bins where he "hid" the Jiffy bag and Vaio. At that point it wasn't his intention to give to 
Hanna. 

"I never gave the CCTV cameras one second of thought" says Charlie. Angus MacBride had no idea what he was doing. 

Charlie texts William Geddes at 12.15 saying he needs his car keys for the fob to let police into underground garage. 

A second text is a 'pocket text' - various random letter. 

"Mark is driving it to you" says Geddes in reply to Charlie. Geddes then calls Hanna. 

Hanna then calls Charlie: he says about Hanna giving him some idea of his arrival in the Brooks' Range Rover. 

Geddes texts "Have you any idea where you're staying tonight, sir" Charlie: "Flat as far as I know.... seems most logical" 

12.22 Blackhawk texts Hanna complaining "what a twat" about Charlie not telling them where Brooks was to be arrested. 

"The less people who knew which police station Rebekah was going to... the less chance photographers outside waiting for 
her" Charlie says 

14.03 that Sunday - Sky News broadcasting Brooks' arrest. Many texts and calls received by Charlie Brooks - mainly 'random 
friends" 

"Oh my god. Are you alright. How awful" says Charlie comprised most these calls from friends and family. 

Hanna calls Charlie about 14.05 about his imminent arrival with the Range Rover. 

CCTV shows Hanna arriving and Charlie indicating his car parking space. Another shot shows Charlie "mucking around with a 
text" 

Third still shows Charlie Brooks walking from specific parking space. Hanna gets out. "I was quite surprised he was carrying 
my briefcase" 

"Having asked him to look after my property.... I was quite surprised to see him walking around Thames Quay with it" says 
Charlie says. 
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Charlie said he thought Hanna might as well take the Vaio and Jiffy Bag too hidden behind the bins at this point. 

Mark Hanna then leaves Thames Quay car park by foot - it's an exit only door, entrance controlled by fob. 

14.48 Hannah and Sandell arrive in Wapping with Charlie's Bags: Charlie walks in the car park with MacBride -he calls Hanna. 

Charlie says he called Hanna again because he was still looking for the fob to let police into underground garage. 

Charlie says he had two types of fob for Thames Quay. Police arrive at 15.03 on the afternoon of 17/07/11 

Police Search Thames Quay 

Neil Saunders adduces a hand written document about the search supervised by MacBride: "I was in the bedroom watching 
Golf" says Charlie 

Charlie says he told the police "the devices were used exclusively by me": he says he couldn't guarantee they hadn't been used 
by Brooks 

MacBride's note of that search claim that computers seized by police were for Charlie's work only. 

There were some thumb drives taken by the police, 13 CDs: Charlie says he didn't object to police taking those. 

The police also took a Hewlett Packard laptop - "It wasn't mine," says Charlie. "I assumed it was Rebekah's" 

A phone was also confiscated from spare bedroom. Charlie knew it wasn't his, so he didn't try to prevent it being taken. 

17.10 Charlie texts IT guy asking for passwords for Apple Macs "to help the police" 

Saunders corrects - that text probably sent to Cheryl Carter. 

Police leave Thames Quay and make a 15 minute search of Jubilee Barn. 

Of Deborah Weir's evidence she thought search would start at 10 am "I think my mother in law got a bit confused" about 
Kingsley Napley visit 

Charlie says Chris Palmer visited Thames Quay: CCTV shows him arriving at 18.11 

"Wine... four bottles" Charlie says his friend Palmer bought with him. He received texts from "loads" of friends as well as Hanna 

20.37 on 17/07/11 Hanna texts Charlie - he can't remember what it was about. He calls Hanna soon after that at 20.38 

"I think that was about arrangements to bring my property back" says Charlie of call to Hanna: two case, vaio and Jiffy Bag. 

"We didn't have any food in the flat. Chelsea Harbour is quite isolated.... asked for pizza. A piece of blotting paper." says 
Charlie 

Charlie says he and Palmer had drunk 6 bottles of red wine between them that evening. 

Neil Saunders for Charlie Brooks adduces a 5 minute call from Charlie to Cheryl Carter that evening. Jorsling arrives with 
Charlie's bags. 

Jorsling calls Charlie at 21.30 that night. 

Black Bin Bags 

Jorsling dumps a black bin bag behind the bins in underground while someone else delivers a pizza. 

Charlie says of calling Carter he was "ringing her back to reassure her.... she was pretty upset.... 9.30... shocked she was still 
there" 

Chris Palmer goes down stairs. Charlie had been "glued to Sky News". 

Palmer returns with two pizzas. Not aware of him bringing any bags back. Charlie didn't know then how Jorsling got into 
underground car park 

Various texts between Jorsling and Johnson cited by Saunders for Charlie Brooks. 

Charlie says he wasn't aware of any these security text messages: "If I had been I'd be pretty surprised" 

"Log in the hours as Pizza delivery" says Blackhawk text. 21.41 Brooks texts Hanna to thank him for "organising that" 

"Another fucking magical mystery tour" says text. Charlie: "They were incredibly bored...." J Saunders intervenes: he's 
commenting on others 

15 minute break 

Jeremy Clarkson is in the public gallery of the #hackingtrial 

Brooks is released 

By the time Brooks is released Chris Palmer leaves in a "not good' state. 

Two cars arrive back late that Sunday night - Brooks returns after arrest described Charlie as "several sheets to the wind" 

"I was pretty wobbly, it' had been a stressful day, and I'd probably drunk more than was wise," says Charlie. 

The next morning 18/07/11 Brooks and Charlie are seen leaving for Kingsley Napley "in preparation for parliamentary select 
committee" 
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Charlie says he was feeling "pretty rough" that morning. 

Various calls and texts made by Charlie are made to Hanna and Blackhawk on that Monday. 

"She's exhausted. Got a lot on her mind. Just spent the last day in police station... last thing is she wants is me hassling her" 

Charlie Brooks attempt to recover his bags 

They return to Thames Quay: on the way back Charlie said "there's a bit of a mix up as to who has my briefcase" 

"At that moment I thought I wanted my briefcases back" says Charlie. "I understood bags had been dropped off at garage night 
before" 

10.53 texts from Charlie on 18/07/11 "as we were leaving Kingsley Napley. I saw a couple of security guys lurking around road" 

"Six bottles of wine later things have got a bit confused" says Charlie of Jorsling's delivery of his bags the night before. 

Charlie says calls that Monday morning to Mark Hanna around noon about the bags. 12.48 shows Charlie returning to Chelsea 
Harbour 

Charlie goes over to the bins to recover his bags. Mr Nascimento has already found it. Brooks is waiting - she doesn't have a 
fob. 

Charlie doesn't immediately recover his bags. He goes up to flat with Rebekah before "helping search party" 

Charlie comes back downstairs, liaising with Edwards the driver. He met Mr Perkins the cleaning attendant - his evidence same 
as Charlies 

12.50 a two minute call from Edwards to Chris Palmer's number, according to the Saunders. 

Charlie says he thinks Jorsling was explaining the bin drop off - while they were complaining the bags were no longer there. 

"Very likely" Chris Palmer was mentioned in this conversation says Charlie: "He is the conduit". 12.52 more calls to driver 
Edwards 

Charlie says he then, on advice of Mr Perkins, went to waste compactor and then to security office and Mr Ramsay. 

"I thought his recollection was pretty good... the gist of it was right" says Brooks of Ramsay: he was understandably 
'economical with truth 

"In my mind I had it that Harper Collins would drop me as quick as they could... I would lose my book deal" says Charlie of 
threats to sue. 

"It was clear they had my property, which was good news" says Charlie. But there was a delay when Ramsay 'rang the police' 

Charlie agrees he was cross and had said to Mr Perkins "Yes, I'll sue" when he discovers his property had been confiscated. 

At this point Charlie told Brooks the truth: "It was a bad situation... I told her what I'd done...." 

Charlie admits he did try to hide some contents from Thames Quay: "probably said I had a bit of porn or something like that" 

"I think I spoke to Angus, the lawyer, and then I spoke to Rebekah after I'd spoken to Angus.... she'd been asleep" says Charlie 

"She went ballistic" says Charlie of the moment he told Brooks about his missing bags. 

"My concern was I'd be arrested" says Charlie of realisation police had his property. "I wanted to speak to police as quickly as 
possible" 

Charlie: "I wanted police to go through briefcase and devices... to look at contents, which I knew were nothing to do with search 
warrant" 

Justice Saunders establishes there was no search warrant (an arrest). I was "nothing relevant" says Charlie. 

18.05 a twitter post from Guardian about the Thames Quay incident on 18/07/11 "lots of detail" says Charlie. 

"This was exactly the sort of thing I was worried about" says Charlie about Guardian story about the Thames Quay incident 

DI McCabe writes to Charlie's lawyer Angus MacBride on 20/07/11 

The police letter identifies the property recovered during the Section 18 PACE search, recovered under Section 19 "may 
contain evidence" 

The police/lawyer exchange mentions Charlie's previous email. Lawyers provide for password to establish devices belong the 
Charlie 

Letters from DI McCabe ask for details of bags left behind - invoices etc - which they are more than happy to return 

Charlie Brooks asked about material found on Laptops 

22/07/11 MacBride writes to DI McCabe asking for clarification over items and provides passwords. 

Charlie's lawyer asks for and pound;1000 from Ascot back, and all the invoices addressed to him, and the DVDS. 

Charlie explains that Miriam Francombe was his girlfriend of 12 years: asked about the dates he says "it's tricky" 

Charlie explains how they got a "difficult time" in the Sun, Daily Mail etc. about this relationship. "Subjected to attempted 
entrapment" 

Charlie explains the draft editorial on his confiscated computer. 
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There draft 2009 Sun editorial by Rebekah Brooks, emailed to Charles Brooks, a speech Brooks' delivered also sent to him for 
suggestions 

Third document recovered, NI Budget Briefing 22/03/10, Charlie says was emailed to him by Brooks. 

Charlie says it was a very early budget by Brooks in her time as CEO: "She probably wanted to practice with me". 

The details of Melville Carrick also appear on Charlie's iTunes account because they were developing software. 

Charlie explains he had some parts of his book Peasants of Winter on his memory stick so he could port over to another 
device. 

Brooks said he heard nothing from police until 13/03/12 when he was arrested at 5 a.m. 

Charlie explains his daughter was born prematurely. The police also wanted to search Castle Barn where his 83 year old 
mother lived. 

Police were initially "extremely resistant" to Charlie pre-warning his mother but he was eventually allowed to. 

Charlie arrived in High Wycombe police station around 7.30 am. Miss Hodges a solicitor arrived around 11 am. A series of 
interviews. 

Hodges advice to Charlie on arrest was "to not answer any questions". He didn't answer any questions. 

Switch was published in 2012, says Charlie. He claims he never asked Mark Hanna to hide or destroy devices. He has no 
previous convictions 

A five minute break while Neil Saunders, counsel for Charlie, checks his notes. 

Charlie Brooks is Cross Examined by Counsel for Mark Hanna. 

Bill Clegg QC - Counsel for Mark Hanna questions Charlie Brooks 

Charlie Brooks' evidence in chief is over: he is now cross examined by Bill Clegg, QC, counsel for Mark Hanna. 

Charlie agrees the departure from Enstone on 17/07/11 was "rushed". He can't remember if he put his bags into his Range 
Rover. 

Clegg suggests one of the drivers put the bags into the Golf which dropped them off. 

Clegg asks about the black nylon bag: Charlie agrees he would have used it at Enstone on the Saturday: but had an 'issue' with 
it. 

Clegg suggests the black bag went from Kingsley Napley and then onto Lewisham police station - certainly wasn't in the Range 
Rover. 

Charlie agrees he didn't want the police to find his property, that's why he made to the request to Mark Hanna, head of NI 
security 

"I asked Mark Hanna in the car park to look after the Jiffy Bag and the Sony Vaio" says Charlie to Hanna's counsel, Clegg. 

"Mark Hanna is pretty good at doing what he's told" says Clegg. Charlie: "I haven't had many dealings with Mark Hanna so can't 
answer that" 

Clegg says Charlie might be mistaken about the request to Hanna: not twice (including Enstone) but once at Chelsea: "my best 
recollection" 

Charlie Brooks is Cross Examined by the Prosecution 

Anthony Edis QC questions Charlie Brooks for the Crown 

Edis asks what did you say: "I told him to look after my personal stuff' says Charlie. He wasn't specific. 

"And you got other people to help?" asks Edis. "Yes," says Charlie. Charlie says he tell him why. 

Andrew Edis QC: "We agree you went out of your way to hide stuff the police might want to seize" Charlie: "Fair comment" 

Charlie details the two briefcases and two holdalls - overnight bags - he had at Enstone. He didn't discuss the holdalls. 

Charlie "I never had a conversation where the holdalls would go. Looking at CCTV they went into Golf... transferred into Audi... 
to flat" 

"They didn't end up behind any bins" says Edis. "No," says Charlie. Edis asks how long he asked Hanna to look after the cases. 

Hope @JeremyClarkson found somewhere for lunch. Tried to guide him to local #hackingtrial eateries 

Charlie Brooks says his belongings were already in the back of the Range Rover. Hanna never asked "why" Charlie agrees, 

Lunch for the next hour. Back at 2pm for continuing evidence at #hackingtrial 

Back after lunch at #hackingtrial - sorry about delayed tweets. @ThreeUK Mobile service intermittent in Old Bailey today. 

Edis continues with his cross examination of Charlie Brooks about the conversation with Mark Hanna 
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"I don't dispute you were concerned to keep precise destination away from certain security employees, but Hanna was very 
trusted" says Edis 

Edis turns to some documents: an email from Deborah Keegan to Brooks about Mark Hanna's role in security on 15/07/11 

Another email from Brooks to Charlie about security and Mark Hanna is cited. "Mark Hanna was going to know where you were 
spending night" 

Charlie agrees that Hanna knew stuff that was hidden from "the police". 

Charlie says in April conference calls there was "an expectation Rebekah could be arrested when she returned from holiday" 

Edis asks why would Weatherup "getting arrested for something at NOTW lead to her getting arrested?" 

Charlie says the police were "behaving erratically." Edis says "what offence would she be arrested for?" "Similiar to James 
Weatherup" 

Charlie agrees they had been expecting a search since April 2011. He agrees the search was "almost by notice" with two days 
prior warning 

"In the end there was no surprise at all what the police would be doing?" says Edis. Charlie agrees. 

Charlie says they knew a search would be possible since a meeting at the Wymondham Hotel in April 2011 

Charlie agrees they had a plan what to do "since April". 

"I think Rebekah's relationship with the police changed... she was removed from confidentiality club, a 'person of interest'" says 
Charlie 

Charlie agrees he was trusting Mark Hanna with their movements "I'd put Mark Hanna in a different category to the security 
bods" 

"If police concern" says Hanna in an email to Rebekah in July: "previous plan of exit and entry treatment teams" 

Charlie says this refers to Brooks being arrested in car park. "Can't see what else it would mean" he says. 

Hotel was fully booked that day so the Brooks couldn't stay there. 

Edis turns back to the weekend of Brooks' arrest and Charlie's conversations with Mark Hanna, and Blackhawk contact. 

Charlie says Paul Edwards, a new driver for Brooks, "wasn't part of the security team". 

Charlie agrees there was no reason he wouldn't have told Mark Hanna about imminent arrest of his wife. 

Charlie admits he would have been keener to have the black bag, because that contained his computers. 

Charlie agrees Hanna only returned with the brown bag not the black bag he told him to take: "at the time I didn't notice" 

Charlie says he assured Hanna is was his personal stuff. Otherwise he asked nothing in particular 

"Did you give him an explanation of why you put your computers behind bins?" asks Edis. "No," says Charlie. 

Charlie says he was surprised Hanna had the brown bag but didn't say anything. 

"I didn't think about the black bag at all... didn't register in my consciousness until I saw CCTV footage and thought 'bloody hell" 
Charlie 

Charlie says he didn't ask for and pound;1000 when Hanna returned with his brown bag. He wasn't particularly worried police 
would seize it. 

Charlie says he wasn't drunk at this time on the Sunday afternoon. By then he knew Brooks had been arrested. 

Edis talks of three machines recovered: two had News International stickers - the iPad and Apple laptop. 

"They'd been given to me, by News International... if you give someone a present they don't own it" says Charlie. 

"As far as I was concerned they were mine" says Charlie of iPad and Apple laptop. 

Charlie Brooks asked about ownership of devices 

Edis turns to email 14/07/11 from Charlie to Brooks on day she resigned. Discussion of severance package. Charlie gives her 
advice 

Charlie says the compromise agreement was "very protracted": he talks to Brooks about keeping electronic devices, and three 
he had. 

"I felt they were my devices, with my information on them" says Brooks of small devices. Two desktop devices were 'principally' 
used by him 

"This email plainly means that you knew these computers belong to NI" says Edis. "I think they're mine" says Charlie. 

Charlie was also concerned about the office NI were going to provide for Brooks as part of her compromise agreement. 

Charlie says he doesn't know if anyone else worked in his Thames Quay office. "These computers belong to Mr Brooks" say 
lawyers to police 

Justice Saunders explains that representations made by lawyers to police are not bound by privileged "assumed to be your 
case unless you say 
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Charlie is asked by Justice Saunders whether lawyer case is his case. In the witness box Charlie looks confused by the 
legalese 

"Is he putting forward what you want him to say to the police, accurately" asks Charlie of his lawyers representations. 

Charlie says he doesn't know legally whether the desktop computers belonged to him or not. 

Edis asks Charlie Brooks needed to go to NI Tech guy to get passwords to the computers. They were left on all the time he 
says. 

18/07/11 17.40 MacBride, Charlie's lawyer, emails a police officer about "personal property belonging to Mr Brooks" in the 
bags. 

Edis points out these had NI international stickers. "They were my property". 

McBride writes these machines have "no connection whatsoever with Mrs Brooks". Edis points out these were issued by News 
International 

Email says Charlie didn't want to conceal items from police. Edis points out that the Charlie told the jury before lunch he did 
conceal 

Charlie says the email is consistent with Daryl Jorsling not being asked to conceal anything. Edis: "But Mr Hanna had" 

"It doesn't say I didn't conceal anything that morning, so it isn't a lie" says Charlie Brooks. 

"To suggest there was no concealment is simply a lie" says Edis. "No it isn't says Charlie. You're not listening to me" says 
Charlie. 

"You're not explaining anything about getting them away" suggests Justice Saunders. 

Charlie Brooks says what he conveyed to Mr MacBride was fair. Edis points the email omits the fact the items were 
deliberately hidden. 

"Absolutely. I was dead keen to talk to the police. This email is sent on my instruction" says Charlie. "I would have told the 
police truth" 

"I would have told them everything" says Charlie: "A moment to put my hands up. I'm an idiot" 

Justice Saunders asks why this explanation wasn't in the email. "I offered to see them there and then" repeats Charlie. 

Edis distributes some new documents for the relevant bundles. 

Charlie says he was keen to get his story out to the police. Edis cites a Daily Telegraph article which says items "nothing to do 
Brooks" 

David Wilson is cited in Telegraph, an employee of Bell Pottinger, a famous PR agency, talking about Charlie's bags. 

Pottinger Bells said to Charlie: "There's a very bad version of this story out there... as a PR person... balance things up" 

"No questions of privilege arise between you and Mr Wilson" says Edis and asks about the "mix up with friend": Charlie says 
this was Palmer 

"You could argue police were briefing against me. I felt it it was a chance to balance things up" says Charlie of Telegraph 
article. 

Charlie agrees Telegraph article about "accidentally" leaving bags in car park and "inadvertently" losing is "confused" 

"Mr Palmer said a few months later, when we'd had some more wine, Mr Jorsling told him there was something by the bins" 
says Charlie 

"Did you ever have any sober conversations with Mr Palmer?" asks Edis. Palmer says some cryptic message left by Jorsling. 

"There a pile of rubbish... or bits of rubbish.. by the bins" says Charlie of the cryptic Jorsling message. 

Telegraph article says "one of Charlie's friends was dropping off some bags" - Charlie agrees Jorsling is not one of his friends. 

Charlie agrees he did know Jorsling was delivering some stuff that Sunday. The pizza "added on to some pre-existing plan" 

"The pizza arrived but the bags didn't" says Edis. "Absolutely" says Charlie. "Quite a few" of the six bottles of wine had been 
drunk 

Edis "You must have noticed there weren't any bags... and pound;1000 in one. Your book in another" Charlie. "I get a bit sloppy 
after a bit of wine" 

Charlie admits Jorsling called him when he arrived with bags in underground car park. EdisL "Almost immediately... goes over 
to bins" 

Charlie says he didn't tell Jorsling to leave bags behind bins. Edis asks why he didn't wait for him. Palmer left 20 past midnight. 

"The bag had been found and put in the rubbish, presumably by the cleaner" says the Telegraph article on 20/07/11 - two days 
later. 

"I think Mr Wilson was putting my side of the story... nothing relevant to Operation Weeting had been put aside" says Brooks of 
Tele article 

Charlie admits he didn't tell Pottinger Bell about Hanna taking his stuff. "This was information you were hungry to get to police" 
asks Edis 
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"Here you are publishing what purports to be a full account.... You could have got the truth out here" says Edis. 

Edis asks why, if Charlie wanted to explain himself, he didn't talk to police in 2012. Charlie says 2nd arrest "incredibly 
gratuitous" 

"They were aggressive to my mother... I was in emotional autopilot and very shocked.... does that answer your question?" asks 
Charlie. 

"No" says Edis. "That was Kingsley Napley who represented you when you were 'incredibly keen' to talk to the police" 

"You never said until the time of your defence... one of the factors was an awareness of police leaks to the Guardian" says 
Edis. 

Edis asks if there an "contemporaneous" documents at the time suggesting Charlie was aware of the leaks. 

Are there any documents that show the leaks were a 'serious concern at the time' ask Edis. 

Edis turns to a defence statement required by law before trial. Charlie says "I must have some personal input into it" 

Edis says that the defence statement shows no knowledge of Jorsling's arrival. He reads out. It was only on the Monday that 
Charlie knew 

Justice Saunders intervenes: the omission of something in a defence statement can be important. 

"You're now saying drunkeness is the only explanation of these events other than your guilt" says Edis. "No that isn't true" 
replies Charlie 

"Mr MacBride confirmed... none of the devices... had a connection with Mrs Brooks" says written statement. 

Edis points out there is no mention of the book chapters or book ideas in defence document. Charlie says "documents for work" 
covers it 

10 minute break. 

Charlie Brooks Cross Examined about material on Laptops 

Edis wants to ask Charlie about why he wanted to keep hold of Vaio and Apple laptop. The Vaio was his old machine last 
accessed 12/10/10 

Charlie agrees the Vaio wasn't working at all. "I decided to clean the screen with water" he says. 

"During the whole of 2010 it was only used to access four files" says Edis of the Vaio. "It was out of use for a long time." 

"It was a useless and unused machine" says Edis. "And the question is" replies Charlie. 

Two files concerning Saints and Sinners were accessed. A picture of Brooks. "Not anything to do with a book proposal" says 
Edis. 

"If you remember your lordship cut me short..." says Charlie, about accessing a file on Bill Bryson. "Some great ideas lie 
dormant" 

"They feel like you're babies. You never know, they could be the best book you ever write" says Charlie. "Useful information on 
it" 

Charlie says he never sought advice from Kingsley Napley about siezures. Had some 'general advice' from Ben Rose. 

Edis says Charlie was on advice he could be arrested from April, and asks if he prepared for what happened to his property "No 
recollection" 

"There are a number of ways of dealing with this. You copy your files onto a USB stick and give to solicitors. You used to have 
a dropbox" 

"A dropbox is part of what some people call the Cloud" says Edis. "You used to have a Dropbox". Charlie "You must be more 
techy than I am" 

"Your dropbox has some of your book on it" says Edis. "I'm hopeless at this" says Charlie. "You had a folder on NI server" says 
Edis. 

"It's got some of your book on it. How did that happen" asks Edis. "I don't know says" Charlie. Edis brings up forensic analysis 

Edis points out the user account is called 'Rebekah' for one of the Mac Laptop. "You'd see this machine had her name of it 
every time?" 

Charlie says "yes" he would have seen Rebekah on laptop. A folder called Charlie Brooks was stored on the NI server, last 
accessed 10/7/11 

"I've never been aware of accessing a folder at News International" says Charlie. That Sunday was the day they dined with 
James Murdoch 

Edis shows the next page of computer forensics from July 201: Peasants in Winter "All of that looks like my material" says 
Charlie 

"This is a folder you can access from everywhere in the world" says Edis. Charlie says he knew could get into it from laptop. 

Charlie says he only knew the laptop was only backed up on desktop He says he didn't know it was backed up on cloud. 
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Charlie says he never backed up on disk drive. He says backed up on desktops "pretty safe in normal circumstances". Edis: 
you knew of arrest 

"Sounds like you might have sold a few copies as a result of this" says Saunders of Charlie's book."You've managed to sell 
one" replies Ride 

Edis shows the jury another document on the screen 

Edis shows how, on the desktop at lot of things happening on 21/03/11 - looks like a lot of things copied over. Charlie "Sounds 
very techy" 

Edis: "It's not a techy question. Did you copy over a lot of files on 21/03/11. And none of them have been opened". Charlie: "I 
don't know" 

"As soon as the police knew these machines originated from NI they are going to want to search them?" asks Edis. 

Charlie says he didn''t have time to think about backing. "You've known since April" says Edis. But Brooks only resigned on 
Friday says C 

"This is one of the most telegraphed arrests in history" says Edis of Brooks arrest. "I wouldn't disagree with that," says Charlie. 

Hundreds of documents are shown to the jury from the Apple Laptop, all arrived on 21/03/11. Charlie "We need Kiron Bennett 
to explain it" 

Edis shows a single page from computer forensics of system operations. Machine only in sporadic use in June. 4 days in July 
2011 

"Is that right you're only using this machine on four days?" asks Edis. Charlie he used his blackberry quite a lot for emails. 

However, he says he found the iPad better for emails and attachments. 

Charlie agrees the machine wasn't in daily use - "related a lot to whether I was in London or Oxfordshire" 

Charlie Brooks agrees this machine was returned on 01/08/11 but he says he "wasn't to know" it would be returned so quickly 

Charlie offers to give some "limited help" on "missing devices" from Jubilee Barn 

Charlie Brooks says he's seen a list of missing devices before but not this one: two iPads, one belonging to Sir Charles 
Dunstone,cited 

What is now called 'Julie's iPad" that could be related to Brooks, has emerged as belonging to her assistant 

"She had an iPad stuffed in the back of a cupboard" says Charlie. The lawyers were told. Still being examined. 

There are three blackberries registered to Rebekah Brooks on this missing devices list: "She got through quite a few of them" 
says Charlie 

Charlie explains how Blackberries would break, or go out of date. 

These 3 Blackberries are from 2011. 3 Apple iPhones also missing from 2011: Charlie "she never used an iPhone as a 
telephone in any year" 

Charlie says she had iPhones merely to look at development aps. Edis points out two iPhones connected, and one connected 
to router. 

"I do remember she didn't like the colour of one iPad she had" says Charlie. He can't help with one lost in April 2011. 

Two iPads issued to Rebekah Brooks in April 2011 according to records. "That's all you can help with missing devices" asks 
Edis. "Yes" 

10 O'Clock tomorrow for the last half an hour of Edis' re-examination. 
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Tuesday 1 April 2014 

Summary 

The Cross Examination of Charlie Brooks by the Crown Continues 
Charlie Brooks questioned about his relationship with NI 
Searches and Police Interviews 
The events of the day of Rebekah Brooks arrest 

The Cross Examination of Charlie Brooks by the Crown Continues 

Charlie Brooks questioned about his relationship with NI 

Back at #hackingtrial Charlie Brooks is explaining the urgency of his book: Harper Collins were worried about Milly Dowler. 

Charlie Brooks says he was losing his head cover on the book: Harper Collins "would love to wash their hands of me and it" 

"All these thoughts occurred to you between the 15th and 17th (of July" asks Edis. Charlie "No this is just me being savvy of 
undercurrents" 

"But News Corp was being very supportive" says Edis. "Mr Murdoch didn't want my wife to resign but other directors had a lot 
of clout" 

"She resigned on a very generous severance agreement... this is about there being any real danger of News Corp rejecting 
you" says Edis 

"I just got the impression he tolerated me" says Charlie of Harper Collins editor. He agrees there are no documents showing 
this 

"Have you made this up in order to explain your conduct?" asks Edis. "No I haven't" says Charlie. 

"You were quite a trusted associate of News Corp..." says Edis. "It's quite a family orientated company" says Charlie of the 
Murdochs. 

Charlie says he had a News International email address to synch his diaries. He doesn't know who instructed Olswang. They 
were personal 

Charlie explains his conversation with Lewis and James Murdoch was before they spoke to Rebekah about resignation. 

Charlie Brooks explains his other business relations with News International - forming a betting exchange. 

Searches and Police Interviews 

"I'd done something very stupid and I stuck with it" says Charlie of hiding his bags. He says he had no concern about it 

Edis says he must have discovered what the police's approach to the search would be during their search on the Sunday to 
News Int devices 

"Sounds a bit glib" says Charlie of watching Golf during search "but it was my way of blanking out what went on" 

"You're a man of the world" says Edis. "Thankyou" says Charlie. "The idea you were shocked into a coma is idiotic' says Edis. 

Edis says that the idea that Charlie couldn't cope with the police interview is also unlikely. Charlie talks about stewing in the 
cells. 

Justice Saunders asks whether nature of the police search "affected his mind". He says he felt he would be a fool not to take 
legal advice 

Charlie says he felt "ashamed at what he'd done to Mr Hanna... furious at myself, mortified at what I'd done to my wife" 

Charlie says he didn't "blindly" take the lawyer's advice. Justice Saunders asks if he doesn't regret now doing a no comment 
interview 

Edis points out the warning about no comment interview "people might think you've made it up since.... gave you advantage of 
seeing records" 

"It gave you the chance to fit things up" says Edis. "Did you appreciate that if you kept your mouth shut you would be able to 
invent things 

Charlie says"I was pleased to have a wise lawyer give me counsel". Edis: "That would be opportunity for honest man to make 
clean breast" 

"I would argue an innocent man is entitled to take legal advice" says Edis. 

Edis turns to a schedule after an object by Neil Saunders - to be discussed in the break. 

The events of the day of Rebekah Brooks arrest 

Edis turns to CCTV pictures from Thames Quay: particularly a call and text 17.24 from Mark Hanna after searches have 
finished 17/07/11 

Charlie says this was probably about "bringing his stuff back". Edis: "What were the arrangements made between the two of 
you" 
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"You're not drunk at this point" says Edis. "Mr Palmer arrives at ten minutes past six". Edis turns to the texts between security. 

"Call Charlie as briefed" says Johnson to Jorsling. Jorsling then calls. Charlie can't remember who precisely was bringing his 
stuff back. 

"It was all right to get hopelessly drunk" asks Edis. Charlie says some people do that under pressure. "I wasn't falling about 
drunk" 

"She was incredibly wired and stressed... we sat and talked about what she'd been through that day" says Charlie. 

"You were in a state to have a perfectly amicable conversation with your wife" says Edis. Charlie says can remember some 
things. 

Charlie says the return of his belongings "as soon as the searches have finished" was a bit of a "coincidence". 

20.24 calls on 17/07/11 - Charlie is texted by Hanna. He agrees this is probably about his stuff being brought back to him 

"The plan to bring stuff back was plainly in existence from this time" says Edis. "At some point... I don't recall" says Charlie. 

"We had that conversation at some point" says Charlie of talking to Hanna about dropping back the bags. Charlie says he used 
Palmer's phone 

Edis asks why Charlie was using Palmer's phone: his was flat and "on the blink" "Bad for your brain charging phone near bed" 
he says. 

Charlie is going to get his iPhone recharged soon so he can check Palmer's number on his flat phone 

Charlie says he was coherent at that point he spoke to Hanna. "I wasn't hopelessly drunk at any point that night" says Charlie. 

"The one phone call I had with Jorsling is 15 seconds long" says Charlie but long enough to arrange drop off. 

"You actually didn't ask for a Pizza on the phone" Edis. "Yes I did" says Charlie. "This is a time you knew police might still be 
interested 

"No lawyer ever suggested that might happen" says Edis of a second search. "Never thought your premises were under 
observation?" 

Charlie says he had no idea of surveillance or second searches. He also has no idea why Jorsling went to the underground 
carpark. 

Charlie says Jorsling must have got in "with a fob". Edis says it's "perfectly easy to get food delivered" 

21.30 call for 15 seconds cited along with CCTV footage of Jorsling arriving with a fob. 

Jorsling gets out of car using mobile phone on CCTV replay. 

CCTV of Jorsling taking black bag out of car and hiding behind bins shown to jury. 

Palmer seen on CCTV seen emerging into Car Park: "He does something peculiar with his arms" admits Charlie. He lets 
Jorsling out 

Jorsling has no fob to exist. "Those are two people doing what you told them to" says Edis. Charlie says Palmer was supposed 
to get property 

Charlie says he didn't notice Palmer only brought back the pizzas, and not his bags. 

"When Mr Palmer comes up stairs, I'm focused on something else, probably Sky News" says Charlie. 

Charlie says he never knew the bags came back double bin-bagged from News International. He says this wasn't planned. 

Charlie says he doesn't know what the plan was. "I didn't not discuss with Jorsling where to put bags... I didn't give anyone 
instructions" 

Edis points out the bin bag was put exactly where Charlie left his bags previously. "Sounds vaguely the same place" says 
Charlie. 

"Sounds like very similiar to where I put Jiffy bag an Vaio" says Charlie but denies this location has anything to do with him. 

Edis turns to Charlie's evidence that it wasn't until the next day, when he left Kingsley Napley, that he thought he ought to get 
bags back 

Edis says "these bags were so important you hid them from police" but asks why it never occurred to Charlie until the next 
morning 

"By Monday morning I had the hangover from hell" says Charlie. "I appreciate it's strange isn't it... but that's how it is" 

Charlie can't remember how long at lawyers "I'll go with his Lordship and say half an hour". Saunders: "I'm going to regret 
saying anything" 

Edis asks Charlie whether he was in solicitors when he called Hanna. Edis says "during or before" appointment with solicitors. 

Charlie says that call would have been about security not his bags. In previous evidence he claimed he only thought of bags 
afterwards 

Charlie says he told Edwards to sort out bags. Call records show him talking to Jorsling before lawyers. 

Charlie says the thought he might be interviewed under caution until his stuff was confiscated by police. 
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Charlie denies asking Paul Edwards to help him hide stuff. Charlie says he recognised Jorsling by this car, the Golf, 

Charlie says he recognised Jorsling because he'd spoken to him on the phone. "I knew who the man was... who could drop 
bags and pizzas" 

"The plan was to put them behind the rubbish bins in case the police came back" says Edis. Charlie "I didn't think the police 
would be back" 

Charlie says there was nothing about coming out of Kingsley Napley that meant he could have his bags back - his memory was 
triggered. 

Edis asks why, if Jorsling was there, Johnson rang him. Charlie doesn't know. 

Saunders has some more questions about Charlie's initial discussion with Hanna "about looking after stuff in back of car" 

Charlie doesn't remember giving any time limit to how long Hanna should keep his stuff. Surprised he brought it to Thames 
Quay 

Charlie says he told Hanna it was his stuff "because I thought there was a possibility of a police search. I didn't know what he 
knew" 

20 mins break. 

Neil Saunders talks about disclosure on Palmer number before break 

The jury is still not present at #hackingtrial while certain legal issues are discussed. 

Justice Saunders explains to jury several documents had to be looked at and considered. Edis circulates a copy of Charlie's 
Case Statement 

Jury back in at the #hackingtrial after a slightly discontinuous morning of cross examination of Charlie Brooks by Anthony Edis 
QC 

Edis asks Charlie Brooks about a paragraph "all items for custody returned on 18th July" Charlie says should be 17th July 

Charlie agrees he hadn't put in his role in the return of the property. "You did a have a part in return of property" says Edis. 

Charlie agrees he spoke to Hanna, Jorsling and Palmer: "I'm not a lawyer so I don't know how detailed defence statements 
should be" 

Edis says "the first time you've given this account is in the witness box". A statement of 18/04/12 does mention fears of leaks to 
Guardian 

"It's quite a long letter" says Charlie. He says the 18th date is probably a "typo". 

Charlie talks about the "alcoholic aberration" and the 18th is an "error" 

"You credit me with too much thought" says Charlie to Justice Saunders about getting his briefcases back on Sunday 
17/07/11 

Edis shows jury a picture of some of Charlie's phone records from that night re evidence of his "phone being flat at 8.38" and 
using Palmers 

Call evidence shows Charlie using his mobile to send a text at 8.38 

Some discussion with Neil Saunders for Charlie Brooks: his spreadsheet is different to the one shown to jury 

At 9.30 Charlie is making and receiving calls including one for 5 mins: "Were you very drunk at that time?" asks Edis. 

"At some point that night I had drunk 3 bottles of wine. That might not be very much to you... I was referring to Mr Edis" says 
Charlie B 

Charlie says the two computers in the black bags accompanied him to London and Oxfordshire. 

"When the police went to Jubilee barn... they found no computers. Was that usual?" asks Edis. "Yes" says Charlie. 

Charlie says Brooks Blackberry was "welded to her ear" while he had his iPad. 

Charlie says this was not mentioned in his defence statement "because that was drawn up by lawyers, I don't know what level 
of detail..." 

Charlie reiterates they were in a rush on the Sunday, and went to Jubilee Barn to get shoes for Rebekah. 

Charlie denies Jubilee Barn was emptied of electronic equipment. He denies he was trying to get rid of stuff "that could damage 
his wife" 

Charlie says he wasn't aware of "great risk" - he was just "very stupid" 

Again, Charlie says Hanna said nothing when he asked him to look after his personal belongings on the day of Brooks' arrest. 

"It's not for me to speculate what Mr Hanna knew" says Brooks. "But you spoke to him on phone, you met him with Jiffy bag 
and computer" 

"I didn't hand it over. I told him it was behind the bins" says Charlie of what he told Hanna after arrest. 

"Did he says anything?" asks Edis. "I honestly don't remember him saying anything" says Charlie. 
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"At that point you must have appreciated you were taking a risk... the only reason is to... achieve something important" says 
Edis. 

"Your motive was to protect your wife to whom you are extremely loyal" says Edis. "That is simply not true" says Charlie 

Charlie agrees he saw his defence statement before it was submitted. 

A paragraph says Charlie went back both days - the second to collect some shoes. 

Charlie Brook's evidence is over. A brief reshuffle before the next case. 

Edis stands up: Charlie now can access Mr Palmer's phone number. "Better get out quick" says Charlie before leaving witness 
box 
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Monday 7 April 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Charlie Brooks continues with Defence Witnesses 
Witness for Charlie Brooks - Mark Prescott (Race Horse Trainer) 
Witness for Charlie Brooks - Sir Thomas Lacey (Racehorse Owner) 
Witness Statement for Charlie Brooks - Kevin Perry (Daily Telegraph) 
Witness for Charlie Brooks - Jo Russell (Former PA) 
Witness for Charlie Brooks - Sarah Bradstock (Friend) 
Charlie Brooks and Fairy Liquid 

The Defence of Charlie Brooks continues with Defence Witnesses 

Witness for Charlie Brooks - Mark Prescott (Race Horse Trainer) 

Neil Saunders says he has some character witnesses for Charlie Brooks. So the jury stay. 

Mark Prescott writes a letter in support of Charles Brooks: he's a race horse trainer from Newmarket - the oldest serving trainer 
in area 

Prescott has known Charlie Brooks for 25 years, ever since he was a highly confident amateur jockey, and then successful 
trainer. 

Prescott lists Charlie Brooks racing successes, and the references his work as a columnist and novelist. 

Prescott says Charlie Brooks kept in touch "albeit infrequently" because they share the same birthday. 

"Charles is a man of talent, a high acheiver... generous of spirit... unjudgemental, and without spite" says Prescott. 

Prescott explains how the racing world is full of "nefarious deals" but that Charlie had an "inability to string along" anyone. 

"The ability to talk with Kings and never lose the common touch" says Prescott of Charlie Brooks, quoting Kipling. 

Witness for Charlie Brooks - Sir Thomas Lacey (Racehorse Owner) 

Sir Thomas Lacey is the next character witness for Charlie Brooks: he's known him for 7 years in a work capacity. 

Lacey says he sees Charlie Brooks every weekend because they live close by and own racehorses together. 

They met in May 2009 and then brought some horses from Ireland which they raced and then sold - some successful, some 
not. 

In 2013 Brooks and Lacey bought 13 horses. "He understands things go wrong... would never point the finger of blame" says 
Lacey of C Brooks 

"He is hugely respected in the racing world" says Lacey. Since the trial has begun people have asked Lacey to pass on their 
best wishes. 

"He's honest to the point of losing money" says Lacey of Charlie Brooks: "Kind and generous with his time" 

Charlie Brooks taught Lacey's nine year old son how to measure a race horse and write it down. 

"He has lost the long standing work he had with the Telegraph" says Lacey of Charlie Brooks 

Witness Statement for Charlie Brooks - Kevin Perry (Daily Telegraph) 

Kevin Perry from the Daily Telegraph has a character witness statement on Charlie Brooks, read out to Court 12 

Perry talks about a "rewarding professional relationship" with C Brooks who writes fearless of the politics of the racing world. 

"The allegations seem out of character with the Charlie Brooks I've come to know" says Perry from the Telegraph of the 
#hackingtrial charges 

Witness for Charlie Brooks - Jo Russell (Former PA) 

4th character witness for Charlie Brooks is Jo Russell who was offered a PA job when he was a race horse trainer, worked 
part time till 2013 

Russell talks about how Charlie Brooks was a "legend" in his support for his staff. She talks of celebrations in the winners 
enclosures. 

"An extremely popular member of the Lambourne racing community" says Russell. Charlie Brooks also helped her young 
daughter financially. 

Witness for Charlie Brooks - Sarah Bradstock (Friend) 

Final reference is from Sarah Bradstock, also from the racing world, the daughter of the man who founded an injured jockey's 
charity 

Bradstock has known Charlie since her teens in the Pony Club: "When the lure of the turf became too much for me" Bradstock 
left University 
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Bradstock has read about the allegations against both Rebekah and Charlie Brooks: she doesn't believe he's capable of 
hiding evidence 

Bradstock says Charlie is "good looking, charming and fun to have around": she talks of his passion for Cryotherapy. 

Bradstock says Charlie would never be involved in anything dishonest: capable of being 'extremely daft" 

Charlie Brooks and Fairy Liquid 

"He drunk a bottle of Fairy Liquid to rid himself of the excesses of the night before" says Bradstock of Charlie Brooks. 
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Tuesday 1 April 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Mark Hanna Begins 
William Clegg QC questions Mark Hanna on his background 
Hanna joins News International 
2011 Increased Security 
Security Activity of July 2011 
Allegations of Burning Evidence 
DCMS Committee Hearing 
Enstone Security 

The Defence of Mark Hanna Begins 

William Clegg QC questions Mark Hanna on his background 

Now Mark Hanna takes the witness box at #hackingtrial, head of security at News International, questioned by his barriser, 
William Clegg QC 

Hanna stands accused on Count 7 of conspiracy to pervert the course of justice 

Hanna is 50 years old. His birthday is on Sunday: "Not that I'll be celebrating but true." He's married but now separated. 

Before he separated from his wife he lived in Buckingham. No previous convictions. 

Hanna has three grown up children in their 20s and early 30s 

Hanna went to a secondary modern in Leicester, left at 16 with 7 CSEs at average grades, and then joined the army 

19/06/79 Hanna joined the Coldstream Guards as a Junior Guardsman. Clegg hands out documents dealing with his military 
career. 

"This is the date you take the Queen's shilling, you take your oath" explains Hanna of joining the army. 

Hanna's character and military conduct is described as 'exemplary' in official records. "Lance Sergeant Hanna served for 12 
years" 

Hanna was a heavy goods driver in Royal Corps of transport, a machine gun section commander, and a military flautist 

Hanna explains Corp of Drums is a military unit, and the music is a sideline 

Hanna had two tours of Northern Ireland, and postings to Kenya, Japan 

Hanna saw active service in Northern Ireland in South Armagh: was in gunfights "three or four or five times" 

Hanna was also involved in the first Gulf War in 1991: his platoon was mentioned in dispatches. 

Hanna: "we found ourselves in a tricky situation (with Iraqi prisoners) ended up in a minefield, and had to protect them Geneva 
convention" 

Hanna's was awarded Gulf War, Kuwait Liberation, Saudi Defence, and Northern Ireland medals by the time he left army in 
1993 

He turned to security industry for new career. Hanna worked for Reliance Security at ICI and Tower of London "physical 
protection" 

Tower of London involved perimeter security as well: Hanna was awarded a police medal for "apprehension of a robber" 

"Good natured and level headed man... uses his own initiative when required. He is honest" says army references on Hanna 

Back to Tower of London: "I noticed a lady was being robbed by two gentlemen" says Hanna. He apprehended one and held 
onto till police came 

Commendation for this arrest says Hanna provided a deterrent. DCI Jones from the Met wrote about how Hanna was injured in 
detaining robber 

DCI Jones commends Hanna's bravery in detaining the robber, and for identifying the second of "two dangerous criminals" 

Hanna was awarded a Borough Commander's Commendation for bravery, diligence and determination. 

Hanna then worked as a security contractor for Goldman Sachs till 2001: then joined Nomura Investment Banks after 2.5 years 
as contractor 

At Nomura Bank Hanna was made Head of Security. He liaised with City of London police and helped found L.I.S.T.E.N 

LISTEN gives security staff a forum to share intelligence ect. Now over 1300 members in 20 countries. Hanna was the founder 
of LISTEN 

Hanna joins News International 

Nomura was bought out by Leahmann Brothers, and in April 2009 Hanna joined NI as Head of Security under HR department 
initially 
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In July Hanna was made Director of Group Security - same job but with a different title 

Daniel Cloke was Hanna's line manager. Jane Viner replaced him - she's already given evidence. 

When Hanna joined NI Brooks was editor of the Sun: he had no contact with her at that point in 2009 

Hanna says he only got to meet Rebekah Brooks when she became CEO of News International. 

Hanna says he'd only met Brooks "two or three times" before the summer of July 2011. 

Hanna never met Coulson, Thurlbeck, Miskiw, Weatherup or Mulcaire. Lunch to 2.05 pm 

Back after lunch at #hackingtrial - Mark Hanna continuing with his evidence in chief on Count 7, questioned by his lawyer, 
William Clegg QC 

Clegg has a few more documents for the jury defence bundles. 

05/01/11 email to Hanna cited by Clegg about allegations of phone hacking and the suspension of NOTW journalist. 

Hanna was well aware of phone hacking allegations in press in January 2011: he was never asked to play any part in internal 
investigations 

Hanna emails his line manager Jane Viner 10/01/07 with his weekly report with outstanding issues 

This email shows Hanna's activities for the week of February 2011: retrieval of recording device from the Sun - a dictaphone 

"Working with executives over NOTW interviews and police liaison" says email. Hanna says he was liaising the MSC and police 

Hanna says he had nothing to do with the selections for interview, or at the interview. He played no part in MSC investigation. 

On that same Feb email weekly report Hanna is shown vetting people a the Peterborough facility of NI. 

Email also mentions Fox journalists injured in riots in Cairo in February 2011: he helped get them to a hospital. 

Another task relates to Glasgow tenants at NI - Hanna had to give staff additional security advice, and liaising with police. 

Hanna says he regularly travelled to "all the locations around UK and Ireland" - Glasgow, Liverpool, Manchester, Broxbourne, 
Dublin 

Hanna says he travelled abroad "predominantly for a major sporting event" like the World Cup. 

Clegg describes Hanna's other weekly security matters, leaks, loss of service, missing money at restaurants etc. 

The same email sets out anticipated security issues for Hanna for the next week in February 2011. 

09/06/11 weekly report cited by Clegg: "all matters that fall under your remit as Head of Security" 

Staff appraisals are included in the list: "They are staff who reported direct to me" says Hanna. 

One item deals with the visit of Rupert Murdoch in June 2011: he would check over and liaise with hosts of event. 

"When Mr Murdoch attended site... it was our responsibility to make sure his ingress and egress wasn't hindered" says Mark 
Hanna 

Hanna attended regular Met Police briefings every month or six weeks or so 

Weekly report speaks of an alarm system for an editor Hanna can no longer remember. 

Email talks of low level thefts from Broxbourne. Hanna was responsible for the security of individual executives as well. 

Hanna says he would personally be involved in the security of executives depending on the level of risk "on a daily basis" 

Clegg asks his client Hanna about an "average day": he'd drive in from Buckingham and arrive at 5.15 am, leaving 5pm arriving 
back 7pm 

"I was a bit of a workaholic" says Hanna. He worked every day of the week, including weekends. 

"I used to take work home most days" says Hanna. When the police searched his home, they found examples of that. 

"Predominantly I would take it back to the office" says Hanna of work taken home 

Hanna said the NI offices were swept for bugs regularly - but so too were the offices of his previous employer, Nomura Bank 

2011 Increased Security 

Back in January 2011 an email from Brooks to Will Lewis, cc'ed to Hanna: "Can we have my phones and office swept" 

Nothing unusual in this request from Brooks about sweeping offices, says Hanna. 

A full electronic sweep of 10th Floor, vehicles and NOTW interview rooms including 'monitoring' explained by Clegg for Hanna. 

"We never did" find any bugs explains Hanna to Justice Saunders. 

Hanna says there was a "perceived increase in security risk" in April 2011. 

Email from Hanna emails Viner about a 'constant monitoring' device in Brooks office in April 2011. Rooms are swept daily at 
this point 

Hanna explains a 'White Room Device' - is an alarm installed in the ceiling of an office, and monitors anyone turning on their 
phone 
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Hanna explains he has a team working under him. He's employed by News International now News UK. 

Hanna says he was responsible for two sites predominantly - 50 to 60 staff all subcontracted. 

At Wapping their duties were access and egress. At TMS more modern - low level sweeps and investigations. 

Hanna explains that at the old Wapping site they had finished producing the newspaper by 2011. Offices moved to Thomas 
More Square 

Hanna wasn't involved in sale or refurbishing of Wapping: the two options either sale of land or renovation. 

Hanna says the plans to move from Wapping had been in place before 2009 - the move to TMS "a full time job in itself" 

Clegg asks Hanna about his company car: 27/06/11 a new Volvo was to be delivered on 5th July 

Clegg corrects himself: 04/07/11 the Volvo delivered to Wapping Car Park. He drove in with Wife's Renault Clio: "rarely used 
the car" 

Hanna says he had his own parking bay, Number 77, at TMS. He parked his Clio in his bay 04/07/11 - he never used for next 
two weeks 

Hanna says he had no time to retrieve the Clio until the 17th July 2011. It remained in underground car park until then. 

For his new Volvo, Hanna used the visitor parking spots in TMS. Insurance was paid for by News International for "any 
company vehicle" 

Hanna says he was responsible for security for the whole board of NI - ten or twelve people. Some needed home security too 

A security survey was performed by Hanna at the Brooks' London residence. First in 2009, then in April 2011. 

They do an 'environmental check' for crime and antisocial behaviour. Then the site itself. Liaising with 'on site' security - car 
parks 

Car Fobs, CCTV, panic alarms are also included in this home security review for execs. He also did two checks of Jubilee Barn 
in 09 and 11 

Hanna took security manager from Wapping with him to Chelsea Harbour and the building's house manager. 

These security surveys of Brooks' London and Oxfordshire residences involved internal and external surveys. 

Hanna did follow up surveys in April 2011 after the arrests of three NOTW journalists. Hanna had to seal desks, liaise with 
MSC. 

"A member of security would go to desk" of arrested journalists says Hanna "and make sure no one approached... till MSC 
notified" 

Hanna says Jane Viner or Rebekah Brooks told him Brooks feared she could be arrested in April 2011. 

"This prompted the second survey of the property" says Hanna: "I believe Rebekah had been receiving emails... of not a very 
nice nature" 

These emails to Brooks were both abusive and threatening, says Hanna. This was authorised by Jane Viner, and Panuccio 
authorised payments 

Hanna explains "someone was located at Chelsea Harbour on a permanent": this was subcontracted out to Will Geddes. 

Hanna says he'd known Geddes for eight years or so "on a professional basis" 

"Appropriate cover" was provided by Geddes: "A static team at Chelsea Harbour and when Rebekah on move.... mobile 
protection" 

Hanna talks of second review with Will Geddes of Chelsea Harbour in April 2011: 24 hours a day 7 days a week surveillance 
initially 

This new review was "predominantly looking at it externally" says Hanna of Chelsea Harbour. Charlie met Geddes to approve 
level of cover 

Hanna had met Charlie Brooks before in 2009: "a lot of people were busy" in 2011 "we tended to liaise with Charlie for 
security" 

In the end the cover in April only last 2 or 3 days: Hanna was 'stood down' 

In April 2011 says there was a plan to deal with Brooks' arrest. The security team should liaise with police about avoiding 
photographs 

Hanna agrees this liaison would have to be ad hoc since they wouldn't get prior notification of Brooks' arrest in April 2011. 

By the run up to July 2011, Hanna's workload "increased dramatically" he says. He had help from Geddes' team - but no one 
else. 

In the run up to July 2011 Hanna says he was working 15 hours a day. 

04/07/11 the day Milly Dowler story broke "the security concern was heightened quite considerably" says Hanna, Head of NI 
security 

Email from Hanna 05/07/11 "Rebekah Brooks has been personally targeted.... risk to business and staff increased 
dramatically" 
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Hanna convinced on 05/07/11 security would increase for days if not weeks. Tells staff to be less 'trusting': "We are here to 
protect" 

"We are ready to do what it legally takes" says Hanna email to security management at NI on the morning Milly Dolwer story 
published 

By this time, Hanna had seen evidence of the targeting of Brooks. He was sure security concern would "continue to increase" 

Other executives needed to up their security, says Hanna. Other sites in the UK needed more security in July 2011 

Brooks security was reviewed at this point, says Hanna, approved by Viner and Pannuccio. They re-employed Will Geddes at 
ICP 

ICP provided static security for Brooks at Chelsea Harbour: mobile security - an Apollo Car - was employed for mobile security 

Hanna says that security at Jubilee Barn "not very long" after the Milly Dowler story. 

"The increase in mail towards Rebekah, News International, James and Rupert Murdoch... stuff online..." raised the threat says 
Hanna. 

The hate mail spiked when allegations that war veterans wives had been hacked. Other executives also given security. 

Brooks driver was employed by News Int: lead car and follow cars for her protection provided by ICP. Hanna never drove 
Brooks. 

Hanna never drove the lead or follow cars he tells the jury (not Apollo cars as in previous tweet) 

"Naturally they reported to Will Geddes" says Hanna: they'd get all the shift changes of the security staff. 

Security Activity of July 2011 

Clegg cites a 05/07/11 email that has been so often cited "we've committed it all to memory" mentioning "police concern" for 
Brooks 

Email talks about previous security plan, with teams being in underground car park so Brooks could exit that way if arrested. 

Hanna says Brooks' arrest was again a "possibility" on 05/07/11. On the 07/07/11 Hanna emails Viner about Brooks and 
photographers. 

07/07/11 email from Hanna talks about dead soldier's families being hacked. 

Viner agree with Hanna's advice: "But you'll need Rebekah's OK even if through Charlie" in 07/07/11 email 

Hanna explains that "Rebekah was very busy.... she requested we go through Charlie...." They could keep some of the threats 
away from her 

08/07/11 Hanna emails Viner about 'weekend pack' - he worked day and evening the whole coming weekend. 

Clegg cites a "great wodge of abusive and threatening correspondence" recovered by police from Hanna's house. 

Hanna says he was analysing this hate mail to look for 'patterns'. 

"A lot of the mail was quite clearly offensive from comments on the envelopes" says Hanna of post room identifying hate mail 

Hate mail intercepted at post room would be handed to Hanna to examine personally. Some letters got through to executives 
floor. 

Hate mail that got through to executive floor would either be handed to security, or they would go down to collect. 

Jury shown letters referred on to Hanna by Brooks' PA Cheryl Carter. 

"A very different document caught up with abusive correspondence" says Clegg. Some claim by Diego Maradona mentioned. 

"Some mention of football to come later" says Clegg. "Look forward to that," says Justice Saunders. Five minute break. 

Clegg resumes on the subject of youtube and twitter threats against NI in July 2011 

Sky TV Head of Security was in contact with Hanna about 'online threats' and someone called "Chunky Mark" and offensive 
interest in NI 

"He has a history of dangerous stunts" says Sky TV Head of Security about Chunky Mark, relating history of protests and 
YouTubes 

"He describes himself as a 'performance artist' whatever that may be" says Clegg, who then cites several 'Twitters' by Chunky 
Mark 

Clegg asks how "seriously" had to take these threats: "In my opinion very seriously" says Hanna of social media. 

Clegg moves onto the closure of News of the World: Hanna was at nephew's birthday party the afternoon of 07/07/11 when 
Viner called 

Until that moment on 07/07/11 says Hanna he had "no idea" about the closure of NOTW: drove back and met Jane Viner 

Jane Viner told Hanna she was liaising with MSC about the plan for the closure of NOTW. 

Hanna says he had no plans to travel to London that evening: he spent the night of 07/07/11 at a hotel in London. 

Media interest around Thomas More Square went "haywire" Hanna says after NOTW closure announced. 
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Clegg cites a handover report from a security shift at TMS explaining the 'media presence' around NI sites. 

NI Head of Security, Mark Hanna, says media presence around Wapping remained high for that day and whole weekend. 

"Probably greater on the Friday when it was announced Rebekah had resigned" says Hanna of media presence outside TMS 

"10-15 photographers almost blocking the road.... a multitude of cameras and journalists" says Hanna of media outside TMS. 

Hanna laughs wryly when he says he didn't "get the weekend off". He was at TMS when the last edition of NOTW put to bed. 

Hanna spent a third night in a hotel near Wapping. 

Allegations of Burning Evidence 

Hanna is asked about Robert Hernandez, who said in previous evidence Hanna made a confession of "criminal offences" 
before NOTW closure. 

"The prosecution case is that you are a man of bad character... because you burnt incriminating property in your home" says 
Clegg 

BREAKING: Hanna says he 'never' burnt anything incriminating or not from News International at his home 

Hanna says he would never be given such incriminating material. He says he never told Robert Hernandez he burnt material. 

Hanna says he never told Hernandez that he dug a hole and lit a file. He was a junior member of the security service, says 
Hanna. 

"Certainly not" says Hanna over regarding Hernandez as someone he would confide in or confess to. 

Hanna says he does light fires at his home, but he never digs holes, nor uses it to "burn property of his employer" 

Clegg goes through some photographs found on his external harddrive. Each photograph is timestamped. A narrative has been 
put on to describe 

Photos of firepit shown to jury with Hanna's foot in it. He had a fire at home "once or twice a week". Photo shown of back of 
Hanna's house 

The fire pit is in crazy paving section of Hanna's garden - "no need to dig a hole" says Clegg. Feb 2011 photo shown of 
incinerator 

Following year, the incinerator in Hanna's garden has a lid on it, Clegg says to the jury, showing them photos. 

General George Jenkins also appears in photo and Hanna says "the woodshed I was very proud of" 

More photo of Hanna's garden shown to jury: and "a gentleman with a glass of wine" 

Clegg represents the prosecution case he burnt material before closure of NOTW. No truth in this allegation says Hanna. 

Hanna says he did drink one bottle of wine when with Hernandez "Quite modest by some standards" jokes his counsel William 
Clegg QC. 

Hanna went back to work that night after drinking with Hernandez: he was "pretty tired by this point". He was looking forward to 
a holiday 

DCMS Committee Hearing 

On 13/07/11 Hanna learned about Brooks appearing before the DCMS committee: "a big security concern for us" he says. 

Hanna's holiday plans didn't last long, he tells the jury at the #hackingtrial He had choice but to cancel his holiday 

Hanna points out there were lots of accusations and threats going round, both outside and inside NI, after NOTW was closed. 

The security threat increased because people would know where Rebekah Brooks was for the DCMS committee. 

"On the Tuesday she was going to be particularly exposed" says Clegg and refers to "Mr Rupert Murdoch got a custard pie in 
his face" 

"The custard could be replaced with anything" says Hanna of pie attack on Rupert Murdoch. They had security in Parliament, 
but not him 

"Unfortunately Mr Jagger chose the best time to take a holiday" says Hanna of his deputy's absence the following week. 

Hanna explains it was his responsibility to secure NOTW equipment for the police. He didn't go home till Sunday 10/07/11 
returning next day 

Hanna became aware the Brooks would spend the next weekend at Enstone around 13/07/11 - same time he was told of 
DCMS committee 

Enstone Security 

Hanna agrees Enstone was "another security nightmare". He had to go and survey the property, and had to hire additional 
security. 

On 14/07/07 Hanna visited Enstone in the afternoon, to meet estate manager - he may have met owner on that day. 

"It needed a lot more security than I could provide" says Hanna of Enstone Manor. He proposed ICP followers, White Rock and 
himself there. 
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Hanna says there were four from ICP on different shifts at Enstone on static shifts to vet people approaching - one access 
point. 

Hanna explains White Rock employee - Jevan Halley - to provide an initial sweep of Enstone, and monitoring any "unwanted 
interception" 

Hanna attended Enstone with another NI employee "to patrol the perimeter of the property" - an hour to walk around the 
property. 

"What would we do without Google Earth" says Justice Saunders of maps of Enstone. 

Jury shown photos of Enstone Manor buildings and lake. 

Geddes team was stationed at entrance of Enstone Manor onto the A44 (which apparently has changed name according 
to Justice Saunders) 

"By strange quirky by-laws there was a public right of way straight through the property" says Hanna of Enstone. 

Hanna understood that weekend, as shown in email, that the Brooks' would be at Enstone until the Monday. 

Hanna returned to Enstone on Friday 15/07/11 and spent the next night there. On the Friday night he patrolled the perimeter. 

Lee Sandell, from Advance Security, a regular at NI, patrolled the perimeter with Hanna. He got a lift down in Hanna's Volvo. 

Hanna didn't see Charlie arrive that night, but he did see Rebekah - so they arrived separately. Hanna had been up since 4 am 
without sleep 

Hanna stayed in a room called the boathouse the first night - didn't get much sleep on the Friday. 

Will Geddes arrived on the Saturday to help Hanna with security on external patrols - so Hanna got about 4 or 5 hours sleep. 

On the Saturday 17/07/11 he saw Charlie about mid day as he returned from somewhere in his range rover, but not Rebekah 
Brooks. 

In Charlie Brooks car there were bottles of wine for a 'dinner party' for those helping out with "mock select committee" says 
Hanna 

Initially, Hanna says, he vetted the Enstone Manor guests for false select committee, calling Charlie, then handed over to 
security staff 

The party had broken up - maybe one or two left - by the time Hanna retired for bed "in more comfortable accommodation" on 
the Saturday 

Break till tomorrow morning at 10 am. 
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Wednesday 02 April 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Mark Hanna Continues 
Mark Hanna questioned about events of the day Rebekah Brooks arrested 
Rebekah Brooks Arrested 
Retrieval of Charlie Brooks bags from behind the bins 
Police arrive at Jubilee Barn 
The day after Rebekah Brooks arrest 
Mark Hanna's Arrest 

Mark Hanna is Cross Examined by Counsel for Charlie Brooks 
Neil Saunders QC questions Mark Hanna 

Mark Hanna is Cross Examined by the Prosecution 
Anthony Edis QC for the Crown questions Mark Hanna 
Justice Saunders updates the Jury on absent Defendants 
Hanna questioned on his Defence documents 
Hanna cross-examined on events of 17 July 2011 
Hanna questioned further on Police Interviews 
The events of "Pizzagate" 

The Defence of Mark Hanna Continues 

Mark Hanna questioned about events of the day Rebekah Brooks arrested 

Back with Mark Hanna, Head of Security for NI (now News UK) in the witness box, being questioned by his counsel, William 
Clegg QC 

"We'd just gone to sleep on the 16th" Justice Saunders reminds us of the timeline. 16/07/11 On the 17th Hanna was on the 
phone by 5.16 am 

Hanna went for an external patrol around Enstone Manor on 17/07/11 and then met ICP drivers who'd been requested to get 
provisions after 7am 

ICP team delivered breakfast provisions for Hanna: he met Deborah Weir, Brooks' mother preparing breakfast: he'd never met 
her before 

Hanna helped "speed up the cooking process": we heard previously from Deborah Weir he used a spatula on the bacon 
#shocking 

Hanna learned that the Brooks were going back to London sometime around 7 am that morning. 

All the security teams became aware of trip to London - a lot of packing to be done at Enstone Manor, says Hanna. 

It wasn't until they left the Manor House around 9 am that Hanna saw Mr and Mrs Brooks together: "It seemed rushed" 

"Charlie stopped and turned and gave me the keys to the Range Rover" says Hanna: he doesn't remember anything else being 
said 

Hanna says Charlie didn't mention anything about property or bags as he left for London and their solicitors Kingsley Napley 

At that point, Hanna says, he knew nothing of appointment at police station on 17/07/07 

Hanna was left with two vehicles and one driver; Sandell drove his Volvo, while he drove the Brooks' Range Rover 

An email from Jane Viner 10.40 on 17/07/11 shows car insurance for Hanna and Sandell and their temporary cover for different 
vehicles 

The ICP lead and follow cars formed a convoy with the Brooks' in a Black Audi as they travelled to solicitors in London 

Deborah Weir was left at Enstone: she wanted to go to Jubilee Barn says Hanna - where there was a media presence. 

Clegg reads out text about Jubilee Barn "lots of rats at bottom of road" about paparrazi and journalists around the Brooks' 
country home 

Hanna said it was "agreed" that he and Lee Sandell would escort Deborah Weir got back "safely" to Jubilee Barn. 

Hanna says there's "no truth" in prosecution allegations he went back to Jubilee Barn to "strip it of electronic devices" 

Hanna examines the map of Oxfordshire, and confirms the highlighted route he took from Enstone to Jubilee Barn. 

Clegg goes back to the evidence of Cutts, the forensic cell site expert who gave evidence a few months ago, showing Hanna's 
phone movements 

The cell site data shows Hanna regularly calling Lee Sandell that Sunday morning Rebekah Brooks was arrested. 

"Not that I was going there to do that" says Hanna: but he wouldn't have needed two vehicles to strip Jubilee Barn of electronic 
devices. 

Hanna says he "may" have got out of his car at Jubilee Barn: but certainly did get out at junction on the drive to Brooks' 
residence 
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Hanna explains topography of private drive to Jubilee Barn, which has a junction about mid way down. Easy to turn around. 

Hanna denies entering Jubilee or Castle Barn that morning. Neither did Lee Sandell. Hanna denies taking away any electronic 
equipment. 

After that Hanna headed to his home in Buckingham: Hanna spoke to Sandell to explain route through roundabouts in Chipping 
Norton 

It's a 45 minute diversion from Enstone to Buckingham explains Hanna. He wanted to drop off the Volvo: his wife's Clio still at 
Wapping. 

His wife and her father were at Buckingham: Hanna says he spent half an hour there for tea and chit-chat with Lee Sandell. 

Hanna says he didn't remove anything from his car - "anything collected from Jubilee Barn" asks Clegg. "No," replies Hanna. 

Hanna and Sandell then return together to London in Charlie Brooks' Range Rover. 

Cell site data shows that Hanna was, by 12.20, in West London, exiting the M1. 

Rebekah Brooks Arrested 

A text from Blackhawk security team to Hanna and Geddes says Brooks has arrived at Lewisham Police Station. 

Text from Blackhawk also says Charlie Brooks "assumed we knew" about trip to Lewisham Police station, adding: "what a 
twat" 

Hanna says until that point - i.e. after her arrival at Lewisham police station - he had no idea of Brooks' arrest 

30 seconds after he was told Brooks was at a police station, Hanna called Charlie Brooks. "I was surprised at the text" says 
Hanna. 

"It's not very good when you're providing security" says Hanna about not knowing in advance. But he didn't convey his surprise 
to Charlie 

"My recollect on this call Charlie mentioned the bags which were in the vehicle" says Hanna of midday calls on 17/07/11 

Justice Saunders asks for more detail on this phone conversation about Charlie's Bags. Hanna didn't see them immediately. 
Clegg holds up bag 

"It's not dangerous" says Clegg of the Brown Bag in an evidence wrapper. "No chemicals... the bag is safe" 

Hanna says he's pretty sure that was the bag he saw three years ago. He says it was on back seat of the Range Rover. 

Clegg removes the nylon computer bag for the jury: Hanna says he didn't see that bag at all on 17/07/11: "It wasn't in the 
Range Rover" 

Clegg tries to reconstruct with Hanna "what was said by whom" in that phone conversation with Charlie about Rebekah 
Brooks' arrest. 

"Charlie confirmed it was a pre-arranged appointment... he said there was a brown bag in the car. It was his personal bag" says 
Hanna 

Hanna can't recall anything else about this conversation with Charlie about his bags. "I probably said OK" 

Hanna drove to Wapping first: "It seemed the perfect time to pick the Clio up" he says 

Hanna didn't drive to Thomas More Square, but old production site at Wapping. He was told there was a "media presence" at 
TMS 

Hanna was driving Charlie Brooks' Range Rover, and thought arriving at TMS would attract media attention. So he went to 
Wapping Car Park 

Hanna liaised with his deputy Glenn Jagger - who he met at Wapping Car Park. He brought refreshments. 

Hanna says he saw no media out the old Wapping production plant. He discusses work with Jagger. Never goes to TMS. 
Sandell does 

Sandell picked up the Clio. "I didn't see him" take anything with him says Hanna. 

Hanna then went back to Chelsea in Brooks' Range Rover, with Sandell following in his wife's Clio. 

Hanna spoke to Sandell so that he would park the Clio outside the Wyndmondham Hotel while he drove into Thames Quay Car 
park. 

Retrieval of Charlie Brooks bags from behind the bins 

At 14.03 Hanna was calling Charlie Brooks to find fob for car park entrance. 14.05 he manages to speak to Charlie: fob in car 
pockets 

Justice Saunders explains how the CCTV timestamps aren't perfectly synchronised - but they show Hanna leaving Chelsea 
Harbour at 14.12 

"It was on the same day anyway" jokes Justice Saunders about the slight discrepancy of timings about Hanna's Chelsea 
Harbour visit 

Hanna says he parked the Range Rover having seen Charlie Brooks. He took out the brown bag from the vehicle. Handed 
Charlie car keys 
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Hanna says Charlie mentioned the Brown Bag again and "keeping hold of it for me". Hanna said nothing. Charlie said it was 
personal property 

"The conversation was.... a split conversation. He indicated over to where the bins were" says Hanna. 

Hanna says he was told by Charlie "explicit pornography" was in the Jiffy bag and computer behind the bins in the car park. 

"He asked me to look after it" says Hanna of additional computer and Jiffy bag. He can't remember anything else being said. 

Of the various items he wanted him to take, Hanna says Charlie "didn't want it to get in the hands of the police or Rebekah" 

Hanna says he had no idea why Charlie wanted him to look after his bags until that meeting in the underground car park at 
Thames Quay 

Hanna says he went to get the additional Charlie Brooks property from behind the bins. 

William Clegg QC shows a CCTV still from the underground car park with Hanna retrieving the Jiffy Bag, black nylon bag and 
laptop. 

Hanna says Jiffy Bag and laptop were behind the bins. He tells Justice Saunders Charlie mentioned it was pornography - then 
he saw it was. 

Hanna says he was asked to look after these items and "nothing else": jury shown Chapter 7 of CCTV footage from Thames 
Quay car park. 

Hanna says he decided to take Charlie Brooks' bags to "Thomas More Security Team" 

Hanna says he "believed that property was Charlie's property": he selected TMS "didn't want to take home... it was localised 
area" 

Hanna took Charlie's Bags and porno to TMS because it was "somewhere where I thought it would be safe: slightly 
embarrassing to take home" 

Hanna called a member of the concierge security team at TMS as he travelled there from Chelsea because he was "dropping 
stuff off" 

"Because of the content, it was easier to bag it up in lost and found property" says Hanna of Charlie's Bag. 

Hanna says he asked Barbara Ingham to bring down bin liners and cellotape to bag up Charlie's Bags. 

Hanna parked his wife's Clio on Thomas More street: Ingham arrived at the Clio with bin liners. He double bagged Charlie's 
stuff. 

Jury are shown pictures of three bin bags recovered from Chelsea Harbour compactor the next day. Hanna says he only used 
two. 

Hanna's prints are on 2 recovered bin bags. The double sealed bin bags were then placed in a third bag says Clegg. Hanna not 
involved 

Female DNA was found on one of the bin bags with Hanna's prints: he suggests this Ingham, another member of NI security 
staff 

14.47 Hanna and Charlie talked on the phone: "It was a strange call... Charlie was asking where the fob was for the car" says 
Hanna 

Having bagged up Charlie's bags, Hanna drove home: "It had been a long few weeks," he says. He knew nothing about any 
other property 

Barbara Ingram (not Ingham) called Hanna around 19.00 hrs as she changed shift. He told of Charlie's bags: "Put stuff in found 
property" 

Another mobile phone conversation cited from call data at the #hackingtrial. It's now 20.38 - Chris Palmer calls Hanna after a 
text message 

The phone schedule shows another security operative, Jorsling, in conversation with Charlie Brooks. Hanna says he spoke to 
Charlie at 17.30 

Police arrive at Jubilee Barn 

"What sparked off this part of the communication... Blackhawk 2 explaining police had arrived at Jubilee Barn. I texted Charlie 
to explain" 

Charlie called Hanna at 17.30 for about 15 seconds: "Do you still have the stuff" he said. "Can I have it back?" 

Hanna texted Ingram to tell her someone from ICP would be coming along to pick up Charlie's Bag. He called Blackhawk 1 at 
Lewisham 

We got back to 19.00 text between Ingram and Hanna: "she said no one had arrived yet" and passed on instructions to next 
shift. 

Hanna speaks to security operative Jorsling at 20.35 and then he texts Charlie Brooks. First contact between him and Jorsling 
that PM 

"I had no idea where he was coming from" says Hanna of Jorsling's movements as he returned Charlie's Bags the evening of 
17/07/11 
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"It was that sort of ownership thing, I thought it was only right he should know his property was coming after all this time" says 
Hannna 

Hanna spoke to Charlie Brooks on Palmer's phone about arrival: "he made some indication of no food... a pizza was agreed to 
be collected" 

Hanna spoke to Jorsling of the "need to collect a Pizza": "it sounds very petty.... I made sure he money to pay for it and could 
claim back" 

15 minute break 

Back with Mark Hanna after the morning break at the #hackingtrial where we've covered in detail events of 17/07/11: day of 
Brooks' arrest 

21.09 on the Call Schedule after ordering of Pizza: Hanna texts Jorsling "Have a plan. Can you call please. Mark" 

Hanna says this "plan" with Jorsling was about about getting him into the car park. Justice Saunders goes through the 
conversations 

Hanna says he'd spoken to Charlie Brooks on his friend Palmer's phone about how to get Jorsling into the car park. 

Charlie had to call site security so that Jorsling could be let in with the pizza delivery. 

Daryl Jorsling called Hanna again "I explained to him the agreed access to the car park... during the call he told me don't worry 
I have fob 

It now transcribes Jorsling had a fob given to him by R Brooks' driver who was still waiting outside Lewisham police station 

Blackhawk 1 texted Hanna from police: "I did explain to them Jorsling had picked a pizza up" says Hanna, and they could claim 
expenses 

21.34 Jorsling called Hanna to explain he'd "delivered the items" to Charlie's friend in the underground car park. 

Hanna says of Charlie's bags and his friend Palmer: "my understanding was that he handed it to his friend" Assumed bags in 
the flat now 

"No, certainly not" says Hanna to any suggestion he knew Charlie's bags had been left by bins. "Don't think.... a good idea" 

Hanna says he had no idea a third bin liner and a black nylon bag had been added to the property since he left it as TMS 

A reference to Ashley Cole and a "pizza flying over my head" explains the term 'Pizzagate' used by security operatives says 
William Clegg QC 

Hanna is back home at last in 17/07/11: "tired... wanted to relax at this point" he says. 

Texts to about 12.40 the night of 17th/18th July show Hanna being informed of Brooks' release from Lewisham police station. 

The day after Rebekah Brooks arrest 

"Lots of thoughts going through my mind" says Hanna with DCMS committee looming. Next morning 18/07/11 he wakes up 
very early 

Hanna says he probably got in 6 a.m. 18/07/11: His "primary concern was the select committee Rebekah was going to attend" 

18/07/11 Hanna attended handover at 7 am. Management meeting at 9 am. At 11.01 am he's called by Charlie Brooks over 
where bags were 

Hanna says he explained to Charlie Brooks that security operative Jorsling had handed his bags over to his friend Chris 
Palmer 

11.02 Charlie Brooks texts Chris Palmer according to Clegg. 

At this stage there was no appearance of alarm or concern in Charlie, says Hanna. "I thought he had the items already" 

Hanna met Will Geddes from ICP for lunch on the 18/07/11 to talk about select committee 

Hanna with in the canteen with Glenn Jagger for this meeting with William Geddes. They had a "considerable amount" of work. 

12.46 Hanna went to Pret-A-Manger to meet head of ICP, William Geddes. 

Geddes contacts Johnson within a minute of texting Hanna. Then long calls to Blackhawk1,driver Edwards, Jorsling and others 
in next 30 mins 

Paul Edward calls Hanna from the underground car park at Chelsea Harbour asking where the bags were: Hanna says given to 
Palmer 

This is the first time he heard the bags were missing, says Hanna. In middle of his call to driver Edwards, Blackhawk 1 called 
Geddes 

12.48 Both Geddes and Hanna were together at Pret-a-Manger as they are both making calls about Charlie's missing bags. 

13.02 Geddes was quizzing Jorsling about the delivery of bags the night before. Geddes then explained to Hanna. 

Hanna then calls Paul Edwards the driver about the location of Charlie's Bags. No longer behind bins. 

Hanna says he and Geddes didn't get any lunch at Pret-a-Manger because of the calls about Charlie's missing bags. 
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Clegg asks "how important was it in your professional life that these bags went missing?" Hanna: "I took it upon myself 
to....resolve issue" 

Hanna says he was contacted later that day and told: "the property is in the hands of the police.... Charlie wasn't best pleased" 

Hanna says the rest of the week "was dominated by events in Westminster" 

Hanna denies he ever destroyed any property belonging to News International that weekend Brooks was arrested. 

Hanna says that if he had destroyed property during most that Sunday: "Lee Sandell would have been a witness" 

"Everything you were asked to look after by Charlie Brooks were put into that black bin liner?" asks Clegg. "Yes it was" says 
Hanna. 

Mark Hanna's Arrest 

Hanna remained Head of Security at News International through to March 2012 "working long hard hours... as best you could?" 
"Yes" 

13/03/12 Hanna was arrested at the main reception of Thomas More Square. Suspended from work. "I've not worked since," he 
says. 

Hanna was taken to a police station - he had an access to a lawyer organised and paid for by News International. 

Hanna's solicitor told him not to answer any questions of the police: a 'no comment' interview on 13/07/11 - he wasn't charged. 

15/05/12 Hanna was charged: "I am totally innocent of the charge" he said then. "I cannot believe I'm in in this situation" 

Mark Hanna is Cross Examined by Counsel for Charlie Brooks 

Neil Saunders QC questions Mark Hanna 

Mark Hanna has finished his evidence in chief. Neil Saunders for Charlie Brooks has some questions in cross examination 

Chris Palmer is cited on an email - a "totally different person" working for Advance Security. 

Saunders goes back to the difference between Charlie Brooks recollection and Hanna's about conversation at Enstone 
morning of Sunday 17th. 

Hanna cannot recollect Charlie telling him to look after the stuff at Enstone, but says it could have happened. 

Hanna had said he was told en route about looking after Charlie's bags an hour or so later than Charlie said. 

Hanna says he did not know there was mail in Charlie's bags. 

Hanna says he didn't know at the time subsequent evidence that points to Lee Sandell being involved with Charlie's mail 

Neil Saunders goes to the scene in the car park when Hanna returned to Chelsea Quay Car Park and Charlie mentions "porn" 

Neil Saunders says that Charlie's recollection is that Hanna didn't know it was porn until Hanna saw it: "You do look inside Jiffy 
Bag?" Yes 

Hanna doesn't recall putting Jiffy Bag and Vaio into brown briefcase: but does put into two dustbin liners "all three separate" he 
says. 

Neil Saunders for Charlie then goes back to Hanna's conversation with Blackhawk about returning bags: should have been Cox 
not Jorsling 

Hanna goes through again the moves from Lewisham to Wapping and then Wapping to Chelsea. He was wholly unaware of 
second bag an extra liner 

Neil Saunders has finished his cross examination. Now Andrew Edis for the crown cross examines Mark Hanna 

Mark Hanna is Cross Examined by the Prosecution 

Anthony Edis QC for the Crown questions Mark Hanna 

"You told the jury today you agreed to hide items of Mr Brooks from the police" says Edis. "That would be wrong" says Hanna. 

"I'll go with your interpretation if you want" says Hanna. "I took items...." "So the police would not get them" adds Edis. 

Edis points out Hanna's reaction when charged "I was totally innocent". "I didn't believe I'd done anything illegal at the time" 
says Hanna 

Hanna can't remember when he first told the police he'd taken Charlie's bags and hidden stuff from them. Edis turns to his 
defence statement 

"This is drafted by the lawyer rather than the defendant" says Clegg of Hanna's defence statement : "and they have made a 
couple of errors" 

Edis wants to jury to see a document. Clegg for Hanna has no objection but a couple of corrections. 

Justice Saunders explains to jury that these documents are read through and signed by defendant, though prepared by 
lawyers 
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"You will have read it and signed it" says Edis: "And the contents met with your approval" 

"So many documents thrown in front of you at the time" says Hanna. Edis "It is a very important doc. Can be used against you 
at a trial" 

Hanna can't remember if he realised then "this could come back to haunt you". "I won't dispute that," says Hanna. 

"It's quite a short document... is there anything in it about Pizzas?" asks Edis. Hanna says he will read it over lunchtime. Back 
2pm 

Justice Saunders updates the Jury on absent Defendants 

Big thanks to @ThreeUK who've sent an engineer down to the Old Bailey to help out reception during #hackingtrial 

Justice Saunders tells #hackingtrial jury on return from lunch that tomorrow and Friday could be short days - still waiting on 
Goodman 

"To complicate matters Mr Kuttner has not been well" explains Justice Saunders of changed "batting order" of defence 

Hanna questioned on his Defence documents 

Edis asks Hanna about his defence documents: the one reference to Pizzas on 17/07/11 

Hanna's defence statement just mentions "property unspecified" Hanna doesn't know why it only said that and no mention of 
black bag 

Hanna repeats the defence document was "drafted by my legal team" and has errors. He cites how his employment dates are 
out by 16 days 

"These are minor errors of detail" says Edis: "But the fact you had nothing to do with black bag might be more important" 

Defence Statement dated January 2013: Hanna says he only learned about black bag in the middle of 2013 

Hanna admits his defence statement has not detail of any of the property he took. 

Edis reads part of statement by Hanna that he only "began' to have responsibility for Brooks in July 11 - but previous evidence 
shows April 2011 

Hanna agrees he knew "various people" might be arrested, after the event in April. He can't remember who told him of threat to 
Brooks. 

Hanna says it would not have been in his 'remit' to negotiate arrests with police. 

During first interview Hanna was asked about the 'black bag' with Apple laptop. Hanna says he can't remember though not 
disputing. 

"You and your lawyers knew perfectly well there was a black bag" when Hanna prepared his defence statement, says Edis. 

"No hidden reason why not" Hanna says omission of black bag from his defence statement. 

"Sometimes you're psychologically down in a ditch" says Hanna. Edis: "You're well placed to deal with these things" 

Hanna says being arrested in public worst thing that's ever happened to him. But he accepts he's had lots of dealing with 
police, supportive 

"All the legal side of what police do" says Hanna of his contact with police: "Not the illegal side" 

"You had a perfectly detailed and legal reason to give," says Edis: "Why did you not talk to police" 

"One benefit of taking their advice, you could develop your story when your saw the evidence" says Edis of Hanna following 
lawyer's advice 

Hanna explains how being arrested is a "horrendous time.... it's very process driven. Best placed person to give you advice is 
the lawyer" 

"I think the interview process was very fair" says Hanna. He agrees they gave him any opportunity to tell them what he liked. 

"They were treating you like any other suspect" says Edis. "Yes I realise that now" says Hanna. "You must have realised it 
then" says Edis. 

Hanna confirms he was told 13/07/11 about Enstone Manor mock select committee. 

Hanna cross-examined on events of 17 July 2011 

Edis goes to the Sunday 17/07/11 where Hanna claims he thought the Brooks' were going to the lawyers to prepare for select 
committee 

Hanna accepts he knew there was a police investigation was going on - but he didn't know Brooks had been an editor of 
NOTW. 

"All these abusive messages... about Milly Dowler.... that's why people were so cross at her" says Edis. 

Hanna accepts the publicity said there was phone hacking at NOTW under the editorship of Brooks. 

Hanna says he was "unaware of anything beyond the fact Rebekah had resigned". Edis says "she resigned because of phone 
hacking" 
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Hanna says he knows that now. Edis says "everyone in the country knew" about the Milly Dowler hacking allegations in July 
2011 

Hanna says he did not know of police concern until after this weekend at Enstone. 

Hanna says he didn't know Brooks had been arrested until after he left the garage, but he knew she was at police station. 

Edis says "you knew what happened when people were arrested... you had to secure their desks. Their homes were searched" 
in July 2011 

Hanna says this is the first time he's heard Brooks was arrested in front of driver Paul Edwards: he can't remember where he 
was when heard 

Edis points out that Hanna was in contact with people outside Lewisham: "Did they not tell you?" "They may have done" says 
Hanna 

"This is a big day.... the arrest of your ultimate boss. This was memorable day" says Edis. "Certainly is memorable now" says 
Hanna 

Edis cites Blackhawk 1 texting Hanna and Geddes at 12.20. Hanna then rings Charlie Brooks who was with MacBride his 
solicitor. 

"People sometimes get things wrong in messages" says Hanna of his call to Charlie. "Surely he told she had been arrested" 
said Edis. "No" 

12.25 another call to Hanna telling him Brooks had gone in the police station. "You're in overall charge of this," says Edis. 
Hanna agrees 

"Did you watch Sky News... or listen to any other news" asks Edis. Hanna says "it may sound silly.... we were the news" 

Hanna says that as soon as he heard about Brooks' arrest he didn't think about Charlie's bags. But he told Jane Viner about 
Charlie's bags 

"It must have occurred you, you had hidden material... which might have been searched by police" says Edis. "Not really" says 
Hanna. 

Hanna says Charlie's Bags didn't occupy a lot of his time, only insofar as he had to divert to Thomas More Square. 

Hanna confirms to Justice Saunders that he moved Charlie's bags to make sure they weren't found out during police search. 

"I made a decision what I was removing from Chelsea Harbour was legal" says Hanna. He confirms he didn't looking inside 
computer. 

Justice Saunders asks Hanna how he formed the view the contents "were legal" Hanna says Jiffy Bag porn seemed 'legal' 

"The fact he wanted to hide it from the police would have given you a bit of a warning" asks Edis. "I took his word" says Hanna 

"I made the assumption what I was doing was not illegal" says Hanna. "It was my consideration at the time" 

Edis takes the jury and Mark Hanna to a schedule of his movements that day. He wants "his state of knowledge and belief" 

By that time, Hanna knew about the brown briefcase from a call from Charlie Brooks at 12.22: he doesn't believe he said 
where bag was. 

"Lee reached over from passenger seat to back seat" says Hanna of the brown bag. "I was asked to look after it" 

Hanna says at this point he thought he was returning briefcase to Charlie Brooks - he hadn't said he wanted him to keep for 
the day. 

Hanna agrees his evidence this morning - about looking after for the day then - was wrong. 

"After Lee found it on the back seat, it was my understanding (Charlie) didn't want it left in the car unattended" says Hanna of 
briefcase 

14.06 CCTV shown with Charlie giving Hanna directions to park while texting 

Edis asks what Charlie said to Hanna about the brown bag: "I assumed he wanted me to look after it for a period of time" 

Hanna says Charlie didn't say why, or how long, he wanted him to look after the bag. He took the other items from behind the 
bin. 

Court shown the video of Hanna exiting the Range Rover, heading to bins a couple of times. 

"I must have had possession of the bag" Hanna concedes "because Charlie had the keys to the car" 

Hanna says it's "so hard to remember three years ago" what Charlie said to him. He "may have" mentioned pornography. 

"Was the word pornography mentioned by Mr Brooks" asks Edis. "I think I've already said it 'may' have been mentioned" says 
Hanna 

CCTV plays on. Charlie leaves. Sandell is seen waiting outside with Clio. It's raining. People pass by. Hanna leaves bin area 
with Jiffy bag 

"Was it hidden" asks Edis of Jiffy Bag. "No it could be seen" says Hanna. "It's been there for 2 hours.... are you saying in plain 
sight?" 
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"They're propped up agains the wall" explains Hanna. Can't get out through main door - normally wedged open - and 14.12 
leaves in full view 

"Presumably you got out of the car and said "Here's your bag, Charlie" asks Edis. Hanna agrees, but Charlie wanted him to 
look after bags 

"I was taking items I believed were legal and looking after them for Charlie Brooks.... my remit was look after family aswell" 
says Hanna 

Hanna says she wouldn't look after Rebekah's stuff because she was at police station "different ball game entirely" 

"Rebekah was the primary concern, so I would not have hidden anything from the police for her" says Hanna. 

Hanna says he had a conversation with Sandell: Edis: "Didn't he say - hang on what are you doing... should we be doing this? 
Hanna: "No" 

Hanna says Charlie's bag were going to stay in security control - he had no idea how long for. "I thought it was going to be a 
few days" 

"Security and pornography don't go well together. The last thing you want security to see... so we bag it up" says Hanna 

Hanna agrees he starts an exchange with Charlie later when Blackhawk team says there were police at the Barn. Searches 
underway. 

17.05 Police leave Jubilee Barn 17.25 Hanna sends text message - he says he didn't know searches were finished, or solicitors 
at both houses 

"Getting the bag back to him, stepping away" says Hanna of returning bags. "Stepping away quite a revealing expression" says 
Edis. 

"I did my best" says Hanna. "But you knew it was wrong" says Edis. "Not at the time," replies Hanna 

17.30 Hanna called by Charlie - immediately he calls Blackhawk 1 for 2mins 20 sec in Lewisham: the mobile team on Brooks. 

Jorsling is in SE13 with Johnson and Edwards at this point. Lots of three way calls. Hanna says "I never chose Mr Jorsling to 
do it" 

The text says stuff should be "handed" to Charlie. Hanna says "this is not in my text so I can't comment on that" 

10 minute break 

Hanna questioned further on Police Interviews 

Back after the break with the cross examination of Mark Hanna by Andrew Edis QC. 

Edis wants to return to police interview and Hanna's case about the black bag - police disclosure took place before interview 

On tape, the police read out what they're disclosing - a break as Hanna is allowed to discuss with solictor. 

Edis says the existence of the black bag was disclosed to Hanna - and the police went through the contents item by item. 

"I remember very little about the interview" says Hanna. December 2012 there was a pre-trial hearing says Edis: "there were 
quite a few" 

Hanna remembers hearings before different judge "but they all blurred into one". But this hearing involved a detailed discussion 
of evidence 

A brief break so Hanna's counsel can have a look at something Edis has "just found". 

Jury back in after a bit of legal discussion between Andrew Edis QC for the crown and William Clegg QC for Mark Hanna 

Jury shown prosecution document used in pretrial hearings circa 26/11/12 which shows the items recovered from black bag: 
iPad, Macbook etc. 

"What it's telling you that it's an important part of the prosecution case that you had black bags" says Edis. "Possibly" says 
Hanna 

Edis says Hanna's part of the case is not that complicated. Hanna says from a "layman's point of view" it is. 

The events of "Pizzagate" 

Hanna explains calls from Jorsling who has gone to TMS from Lewisham about picking up Charlie's Bags. 

Edis asks about the text sent from Jorsling: he said he'd picked up stuff 20.35. Hanna speaks to Charlie through Palmer's 
phone. 20.38 

Edis asks Hanna to go through that call with Charlie: "he was questioning why it took so long... he had friend around... no food 
in flat" 

Hanna says this was three hours after Charlie initially asked for the bags. He also asked for Pizza. 

"Did he tell you he wasn't going to pay for the pizza" asks Edis. "There was no mention of money... didn't happen in the 
morning. breakfast" 

Hanna says there was no cook at Enstone on the Sunday morning, hence security buying breakfast. Estate manager's wife told 
Hanna arrangement 

Hanna says he didn't know who the cook was. He didn't vet the staff beyond the gate. "Not the guests, but the staff" says Edis. 
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Hanna says it wasn't his job to vet the staff at the weekend at Enstone "no sensitive meetings... people Mr and Mrs Brooks new 
already" 

"You wouldn't want someone who sold information" to the paparazzi says Edis. Hanna was under legal obligation to supply 
security for Brooks 

"I went to a chip shop in Chipping Norton and bought chips for the security team" says Hanna: "I wouldn't ask money back for 
that" 

Edis asks if all the texts going backward and forward between Hanna and Jorsling at his point are just about paying for pizza? 
Hanna: "yes" 

Edis asks about Hanna's text to Jorsling "Have a plan" text. Hanna reiterates this was about access to building, discussed 
earlier. 

Hanna had said he'd forgotten earlier about discussion about getting into car park. Edis says he's forgotten again. 

Edis says that Jorsling had a fob - and that was the plan all along. "No, it wasn't" says Hanna. 

"It's been a long day, so apologies for getting things wrong" says Hanna. "You didn't apologise about this earlier" says Edis. 

Justice Saunders points out that 'have a plan' suggests there is a problem that he and Jorsling already know about it. 

"In fact access to underground car park wasn't a problem... it would be known to Jorsling, and to Johnson" says Edis. 

"I never spoke to Mr Johnson about the problem" says Hanna. Edis points out they had a longish conversation at that point that 
evening. 

Edis shows the level of calls: "the problem you had at 9.10 was to give Mr Jorsling some cover if anyone saw him" Hanna: "No 
it wasn't" 

"You have accepted you were involved in an arrangement to hide stuff from police, it's pretty embarrassing if they discovered 
what happened" 

"The deliveryman needed a good excuse for being there" says Edis. "The pizza wasn't a good cover story" says Hanna. 

"This is the plan that everyone called Pizzagate" says Edis. "I didn't know of the term 'Pizzagate'" says Hanna. 

Edis says all these people were working for Hanna. "They use various forms of terminology" says Hanna. 

"A gang isn't a bad term for a group of people hiding stuff from police" says Edis. Hanna denies they were working that way. 

Edis says return of the bags would have been an "obvious problem". Hanna says it didn't occur to him. 

Edis says the risk not only came from police but paparazzi. Hanna says there was nobody in attendance at Thames Quay at 
the time. 

"It would have been totally down to Charlie where the bags were delivered" says Hanna. It was his decision. 

"Charlie was fully concerned of the risks of the media around Chelsea Harbour" says Hanna. 

"The pizza was ordered way before the "I've got a plan" text" says Hanna. 

Edis asks who told Jorsling to hide stuff behind the bins. Hanna denies it was him or Johnson, or to be done "covertly or 
secretly" 

"As far as you're concerned this is a perfectly lawful, overt operation... no more unlawful than delivering flowers" says Edis. 

Hanna says he did not instruct anyone about dropping off the bag. 

"One last little thing while we're on this subject... an open delivery with nothing secret about it all" says Edis. 

"No one thought we were doing anything illicit or illegal" says Hanna. Edis cites the Broadsword to Danny Boy email from 
Johnson to Jorsling 

In that text Johnson and Jorsling talk about a "dead letter drop" and "logging in hours as Pizza delivery" 

"That's you" says Edis of who would ultimately be billed for Pizza delivery. "That would hide real purpose of the journey" 

Hanna says he didn't see ICP bills - they went straight to Peterborough 

Court won't be sitting till 10.30 am tomorrow, as jury has previously been told 
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Thursday 3 April 2014 

Summary 

Mark Hanna's Cross Examination by the Prosecution continues 
Hanna questioned about Charlie Brooks Bags 
Hanna claims he never saw the Black Bag 
Hana questioned on "Pizzagate" 
Observation of Police Cars 
Hanna questioned on Security Team 
More on the Black Bag and movement of belongings 
Justice Saunders questions Mark Hanna 

Counsel for Mark Hanna Closes his Defence 
William Clegg QC asks some final questions 

Mark Hanna's Cross Examination by the Prosecution continues 

Hanna questioned about Charlie Brooks Bags 

Justice Saunders apologises for the delay at the #hackingtrial - someone had to get off a bus at the Strand. 

So back with Andrew Edis QC cross-examining NI Head of Security, Mark Hanna. 

Edis is talking about the "Broadsword/Danny Boy" texts between two security operatives. 

"They were obviously under the impression they were doing something secret" says Edis. "I can't answer for everyone" says 
Hanna 

Hanna claims he never saw the Black Bag 

"I never gave him any instructions about the black bag. The first time I saw it physically was in this court" says Hanna. A photo 
last year 

"I didn't have a clue what they were talking about a black bag. When that was put to me I couldn't answer any questions" says 
Hanna. 

Edis: "That's the answer you didn't give them because you decided to keep it secret... at that stage you didn't know what DNA 
would show" 

"You know the DNA evidence. The handle was sampled" says Edis. No profiles attributable to you on the handle. 

Until yesterday no-one's gone to sample the DNA: "but now there's no point because you handled it in the witness box:" says 
Edis. 

Edis says the prosecution never knew Hanna claimed he'd never seen the black nylon bag until after Hanna had handled it in 
the witness box 

"I don't know if anyone else spoke to the team that night... The team leaders were running their teams" says Hanna of the night 
of Pizzagate 

Hanna says he made inquiries about delivery of Charlie's bags when Ingham went off shift, and someone was delayed in traffic. 

Hanna can't say who beyond Jorsling, Brooks Johnson, and Cox knew about the return of the bag. 

"You were in charge of these people, you must know they could be trusted to keep their mouths shut if necessary" says Edis. 

Hanna says he spent about 45 minute with Geddes, head of ICP, on the Monday 18/07/11. 

"Meeting Will Geddes was going to be the pinnacle of that day... But if you're asking me three days later without call data" says 
Hanna. 

"Let's see what you can do with the benefit of the phone schedule then" says Edis, and goes back to call data. 

Hanna looks at the schedule he says he met Geddes at 12.45/6. Probably "separated" around 1.30 pm. 

During this meeting with Geddes, Hanna spoke to Paul Edwards, the Brooks' driver, about Charlie's bags being missing. 

Hanna can't remember much about the conversation with Johnson. He "may" have said "we can't find the bags". 

Yesterday Hanna had said Charlie's "bags" and then corrected to "stuff": "That's the word I've been using all the way through" 
says Hanna 

Some debate about "they" and "the": Hanna: "You can play around with words all day," says Hanna. Edis: "It's not just playing 
with words" 

"I don't think he would use the word 'bags'" says Hanna. "I can't answer why he'd use a certain word or not" 

Hanna insists Jorsling had "handed back" the bags to Charlie. 

"I think what's important to remember is all the calls and texts from Charlie Brooks and Chris Palmer prior to this" says Hanna. 

"I put to you the problem was the bags weren't the rubbish bin" says Edis. Hanna: "I can't recall the exact content of that 
conversation" 
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"It would be a considerable surprise to you" says Edis. Hanna: "I believed last night that Charlie Brooks got the bags back" 

Hanna says "absolutely not" involved in Jorsling putting bags behind the bins. Edis: "Jorsling is in the business of doing what 
he's todl" 

Hanna says these security operatives have to "use their initiative". 

"Yes," says Hanna to the question it would have been "a bit of a shock" if Edwards had told him the bags were behind the bins. 

Jorsling said he spoke to Palmer who "smelled of red wine" but he "placed the bags on the floor" 

"It sounded like he placed them on the floor and handed the pizzas over" says Hanna of Jorsling's account of Charlie's bags. 

"Everyone else knew they were supposed to behind the bin except you" says Edis. Justice Saunders interrupts "that's a 
comment" 

"It was immediately apparent to you this was a serious situation" says Edis. Hanna says the bags were more of a "nuisance" 

Hanna says he was either told by the driver or one of the ICP team about the police having Charlie's bags 

Hana questioned on "Pizzagate" 

Edis asks Hanna about "Pizzagate" and turns to Blackhawk one text: texting Geddes during that lunch "Can you call ref 
Pizzagate" 

"Did Mr Geddes talk about that text message?" asks Edis of the Pizzagate text. Geddes calls Johnson on his mobile while at 
lunch with Hanna 

"I don't remembering listening into his conversation" says Hanna of Pizzagate moment with Geddes and Johnson. 

Blackhawk 2 text to both Hanna and Geddes around this time, from Jubilee Barn about Brooks' mother leaving for Cheshire. 

Hanna agrees he had security team at Jubilee Barn that weekend 17/07/11 : two man security detail in a car 

"Actually there was somewhere there at Jubilee Barn to get Mrs Weir through the press" says Edis. Hanna says they were 
located further down 

"Was the car capable of moving.... of getting her through the press" asks Edis. Hanna "his job was to make sure no wanted 
visitors" 

"The journey you took with her was completely unnecessary" says Edis of Hanna's return to Jubilee Barn. Hanna thought a nice 
thing to do 

Hanna agrees that Deborah Weir didn't ask for an escort to Jubilee Barn, but agreed to it. "I had time on my hands" he says. 

"Filth all over the underground car park... Mark is aware" says Blackhawk text: Edis "Was there any other Mark involved in this 
carry on?" 

Edis asks what the point of internet evidence of someone throwing a Pizza at Alex Ferguson: "looking at it on internet" says 
Hanna 

"No one had thrown a pizza at anyone?" asks Edis. "Fortunately not" says Hanna. 

On Pizzagate term: "Watergate was a cover-up" says Edis. Hanna say: "the first Watergate I came across was at the Tower of 
London"" 

Observation of Police Cars 

Text to Hanna talks about two cars possibly "OB" - Old Bill - on Lott's Roundabout. "What was the purpose of reports on 
police?" asks Edis 

"Throughout the whole of this, the activities and plans of police were at forefront" says Edis. Hanna says DCMS was his major 
concern 

Justice Saunders says police aren't a "suspect vehicle". Hanna says his team would report all kinds of vehicles. 

"I didn't not want to know where the police were located at any point at all" says Hanna. 

Hanna questioned on Security Team 

Edis asks if there is any family connection between and Lee Sandell: he "used to be my nephew since marriage": known him 
since birth. 

Sandell lives in Caterham in Surrey. He has a News International email address. George Jenkin got him in for an interview. 

Hanna says he saw Lee Sandell's CV on a desk. He wouldn't have to vet him because he already had a security license. 

Edis cites an email to Lee Sandell and Luke Aspin: they worked split shifts. Technically employed by Advance Security: full time 
at News Int 

This email explains who was hanging around outside Wapping. "That rather suggests Sandell was a relatively senior position" 

"Lee Sandell was a line manager" says Hanna. "A man you've known all his life" says Edis. George Jenkin, coincidentally, 
employed him 

George Jenkin has previously been seen in a photo in Hanna's garden. 
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"Did this young man who was witness to your activities on that Sunday actually owe you his job" asks Edis of Sandell. Hanna: 
"No he didn't" 

25/01/11 the day before Weeting established, Brooks emails Lewis and Hanna about having her office swept for bugs. 

"Did you know there was reason to believe the police might be coming round the next day" asks Edis. Hanna says he didn't. 

Hanna is asked why Brooks used the words "discreetly" on that day? "Presumably you always did it discreetly" says Edis. 

Hanna says it mean he should sweep for bugs out of hours. 

Edis turns to the first company car he received - a Volvo on 04/07/11. Prior to then he had his own car. His wife had a Clio. 

"Did she mind you parking it in London for two weeks" asks Edis of this Clio. Hanna says his wife had another car. 

"What happened that weekend could only happen if the cars were carefully place, and there was a plan" says Edis. 

Hanna accepts he didn't have to drive the Range Rover. Sandell had the Clio: "Was that luck? Or was that a plan?" Hanna says 
luck 

Edis asks what "Will Smith" has to do with this case? Hanna: "I don't know a Will Smith" He's a witness for Hanna. 

Edis asks about John Stone Wiggs: Hanna says he was a security professional. George Jenkin another security professional 
and a friend 

Edis asks if Hanna's friends Neil Evans and Kirsty Millett had anything to do with that weekend: no. 

Edis asks about Hanna's night with Hernandez. Hanna says he did talk about having a fire and a bottle of wine "exactly what I 
did last night 

Maybe Hanna thinks he said "I'd rather be at home having a fire" He can't recall actually saying it. 

"Did you say to him you provided protection for Rebekah Brooks" asks Edis. "Everyone was involved in doing that" says 
Hanna. 

"Did you say to him you'd done protection at her house" asks Edis. "I wouldn't say that... he's junior at the team." 

Hanna denies telling Hernandez he ever acted as a "back up driver": though he would provide mobile security for Brooks. 

"I would take a few tasks" admits Hanna. "But Mr Hernandez would know". He probably did say Brooks was a good boss and 
kind. 

Hanna repeats that he never dug a hole in his garden. He might have used the expression 'fire pit' 

Edis shows photos of Hanna's firepit. He accepts he does burn wood and stuff in "firepit": but would not have used expression 
then 

"I don't recall having this conversation in the first place" says Hanna. He denies he was "drunk or indiscreet" 

"He's a junior member of staff... someone I was working with that evening" says Hanna of his conversation the night NOTW 
closed. 

"You were certainly aware at that moment how important police thought computers were" says Edis of Hanna bagging up 
NOTW devices. 

More on the Black Bag and movement of belongings 

"Let's go back to the black bag and what happened on the Saturday" says Edis. Hanna denies knowing anything about black 
bag. 

Hanna's evidence is that black bag wasn't in the Range Rover, but somehow it got into Thomas More Square. 

"You agree it can't have been in the Range Rover" says Saunders. "It must have travelled in another vehicle." says Edis. 

Edis goes through the other vehicles involved. Jorsling was in a Golf. 

Hanna accepts the Golf, Audi and other vehicle set off from Enstone - he saw them leave. 

"It was obvious Rebekah was going to get into the Chauffeur driven car" says Hanna. No plans for him to drive Range Rover. 

"I don't recall seeing any bags at all" says Hanna. He says he doesn't know what happened with overnight bags. 

Justice Saunders clarifies: holdalls come out of Audi on the Monday. Hanna says he didn't know before he say it on CCTV. 

"Did you see the Golf being packed?" asks Edis. Hanna says he arrived at Enstone before that moment. 

"Was Mr Jorsling acting under your instructions in taking property from Enstone Manor" asks Edis. "No I wasn't" says Hanna. 

Hanna says the black bag had nothing to do with him, and he was unaware Jorsling was taking electronic equipment to 
Wapping. 

"At some point, if you're right, the property of the Brooks' must have been divided up. Did you know about that?" Hanna: "No I 
did not" 

Hanna says it was the first time he was aware he was being asked to look after stuff was on the Sunday afternoon. 

Saunders: "Who decided to take things back to Thomas More Square" Hanna says it was just him. 
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Hanna agrees that his work by done by the time he left Thames Quay. He said he decided TMS was better because it was "a 
central location" 

"If this porn was so potentially embarassing, why not put it in the bin.... The obvious thing to do if other things involved" says 
Edis. 

"If you're assuming there was a coverup, that was false. TMS square was filled with policemen. All available to search" says 
Hanna 

"Really" asks Edis about availability of NI to searches, pointing out the police didn't even search Brooks' PA office. 

Hanna says they've asked for property records for lost property. The responsibility to record it would Ingham. 

"Does she still work at News International?" asks Edis of Ingham. At first Hanna can't answer that. She's going to be a witness 
of his. 

Hanna says he doesn't know where Ingham works now. 

Edis says there were two limbs to computer movements that day. He says the black bag went there. 

Hanna says Jorsling seemed quite happy with his task of grabbing a Pizza and dropping off stuff. 

"The stuff that came back was Mr Brooks... but that wasn't all that was taken down" says Edis. 

"The suggestion this is a spur of the moment decision, with Charlie Brooks chucking you some keys, is a lie too" says Edis. 
Hanna denies 

"This whole operation of moving stuff secretly around the country was so dangerous it would have only be done for some 
purpose" says Edis 

Hanna said I wouldn't commit a crime for any person. I believed at what I'd done was legal. 

Hanna is asked whether Charlie Brooks knew about the delivery of all the property. Clegg, for Charlie, intervenes. 

"The fact of the matter is you've kept the details of your defence under your hat" says Edis. Hanna says he's just taken legal 
advice. 

Hanna agrees Lee Sandell was fully involved in this exercise. Edis reminds the jury he is facing trial. 

"Both myself and Lee wouldn't do that" says Hanna of covering up. Brooks was not his boss at the time. 

"It wouldn't have done News Int any good if evidence of phone hacking or corrupt payments occurred.. danger to your 
employers" says Edis 

Hanna says "I don't think it was" a threat to News International. Edis says "things started going wrong when you joined them" 

Justice Saunders questions Mark Hanna 

Edis has finished his cross examination. Justice Saunders has some more questions about the handover of keys and bags. 

Saunders asks about Hanna's movements that Sunday: "did you actually say to Mr Brooks 'I'm not going to London'"? 

Justice Saunders asks about Hanna's first recollection of having to look after 'brown bag' was on car journey back to London. 

Saunders asks about Hanna's problems accessing Chelsea Harbour: Charlie told him where fob was in car. 

At that stage Charlie asked him to keep bag and look after "pornography" - Hanna thought it was legal pornography. 

Hanna can't recall if Charlie mentioned his additional computer. 

Hanna agrees police search was "one of his considerations". "I don't really know what he wanted to do with the pornography" 
says Hanna 

Hanna says he thought the brown bag also concealed pornography. He had not detailed knowledge of what was on it. 

Justice Saunders asks if Charlie asked for a specific Pizza: Hanna said "I recall... he didn't ask which" 

Justice Saunders explores the "plan" describes in texts: Hanna says it was all about getting a fob. 

"You devised this plan to enable Jorsling to get in" says Justice Saunders. Hanna says car entrance some distance from 
pedestrian one 

Counsel for Mark Hanna Closes his Defence 

William Clegg QC asks some final questions 

On re-examination, William Clegg QC turns back to the black nylon bag who's appearance at TMS has not been explained. 

Hanna says the prosecution "are trying to allude" the black bag was in the Range Rover. 

Clegg points out Hanna is seen leaving the Range Rover with only one bag. 

"It was alleged initially I entered Jubilee Barn and stripped it of all it's devices" says Hanna. "Absolutely no" truth in that 
allegation 

Clegg goes back return of brown bag: 'is that true?" Yes. Justice Saunders correct. Hanna took brown bag out without 
Charlie's instructions 
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These statements Hanna confirms are true come from his first witness statement. 

Clegg goes back to Hanna's response to prosecution allegations he transported items from Oxfordshire. 

In initial allegations the prosecution talks about 'a bag' being removed not from Enstone but Jubilee Barn. 

Clegg asks Hanna to look again at original CCTV in slow motion; Edis agrees he is carrying the satchel. This is not in dispute. 

Hanna says he was perturbed as anyone doubting his honesty about carrying the brown bag into the car park. 

Clegg talks about the purpose of Sandell and Hanna returning to Jubilee Barn from Enstone. He asks about Deborah Weir's 
'demeanour" 

"She was certainly flustered when I went into the kitchen" says Hanna of Brooks' mother. He had no idea whether she'd been to 
Enstone before 

Hanna says the concern was about the media - and less about whether Deborah Weir knew the way back to Jubilee Barn or 
not. 

Hanna explains the V-junction in the drive between approaches to Jubilee Barn and Castle Barn: about a quarter of mile from 
main road 

Press were "restricted" to public highway: he says there was no other security at the main entrance saying 'private lane'. 

"The suggestion is that mum is a 'convenient excuse' for getting you back to Jubilee Barn" says Clegg. Hanna "Absolutely no 
truth in that" 

Hanna denies there was any "cunning plan" to leaving the Clio in London that weekend. 

"If it was a cunning plan, was the insurance arranged beforehand?" asks Clegg. "No," replies Hanna. 

Hanna says that, apart from having to drive Charlie's Range Rover, he would have gone down to London with his wife to collect 
Clio. 

Clegg has finished: Edis has two additional paragraphs for the case summary. 

Justice Saunders apologises to the jury for the early half day. 10 a.m. tomorrow. 
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Friday 4 April 2014 

Summary 

Mark Hanna's Defence continues with Character Witnesses 
Witness for Hanna - Simon Bowskill, a former Army colleague 
Witness for Hanna - Michael Bluestone, Security Consultant 
Witness for Hanna - Michael Alexander, Corporate Security Consultant 
Witness for Hanna - Kirstie Millett, a friend 
Witness for Hanna - Marva Ingram, Executive Receptionist at News UK 
Marva Ingram Cross Examined by the Prosecution 

Mark Hanna's Defence continues with Character Witnesses 

Witness for Hanna - Simon Bowskill, a former Army colleague 

Back at #hackingtrial Simon Bowskill is on a video link from Singapore: a character witness for Mark Hanna 

Bowskill says "Mark an outstanding citizen, very honest.. integrity unquestionable. Highly regarded by soldiers he led" 

"People were shocked" Hanna was involved in arrests says Bowskill. "Never" known his honesty to be questioned. 

Justice Saunders thanks Bowskill for his time. 

Witness for Hanna - Michael Bluestone, Security Consultant 

Next witness for Hanna is Michael Bluestone - a security consultant 

Bluestone has been a chartered security professional - past Chairman and currently president of the institute of security 
professionals 

With 1350 members the Security Institute is an "eclectic mix" of the higher echelons of the business says Bluestone 

"In the framework of the institute Mark... helped to maintain standards in the industry" says Bluestone. 

Bluestone "It was my view Mark was.. instrumental in an innovation in the city, the LISTEN program communicating to other 
professionals" 

"I always found Mark to be extremely honest... he took his work extremely seriously" says Bluestone. 

Edis asks about the code of conduct of the institute. Bluestone says available on Website. 

Witness for Hanna - Michael Alexander, Corporate Security Consultant 

Clegg calls Michael Alexander as another witness 

Michael Alexander takes the oath. He has a slight hearing problem. He's a corporate security consultant for 40 plus years. 

Part of that time was Alexander's 23 years as Marine commando. He met Hanna 12 years ago through private security: they 
formed LISTEN 

LISTEN is an electronic networking group for security professionals. Alexander and Hanna founded the network in around ten 
years ago 

Alexander says he and Hanna used to meet every few months professionally, and knew each other socially. 

Alexander says: "Mark has always come over to me as a true professional" He's never heard any question Hanna's 
truthfulness. 

Witness for Hanna - Kirstie Millett, a friend 

Clegg calls Kirstie Millett as Hanna's next defence witness 

Millett was initially a friend of Hanna's estranged wife, Tricia. Through her she met Hanna. They socialised as couples at 
Hanna's house 

Millett is shown pictures of Hanna's garden - she positively identifies the garden as "Mark and Tricia'" and the fire pit. 

Millett says she's seen the fire pit for socialising after dinner: "we've done it quite regularly" 

Millett also identifies the incinerator in Hanna's garden: she identifies "home made curry" and says they sit around fire after 
dinner. 

Millett says Hanna is a "very lovely man.... very sociable... very honest..." 

Millett agrees with Anthony Edis that Hanna "burnt things he wanted to get rid of" in his fire. 

Witness for Hanna - Marva Ingram, Executive Receptionist at News UK 

Hanna's next witness is Marva Ingram: she's an executive receptionist at News UK - formerly News International 

17/07/11 Ingram was a security administrator at TMS, employed by Advance security via contract. 

Ingram dealed with programming cards, or other questions on security issues back in 2011. 
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Ingram's supervisor was Luke Aspin: above him Glenn Jagger, Hanna's assistant - and then Hanna himself. She'd see him 
occasionally 

"Strict but fair" says Ingram of Mark Hanna as a boss. 

Ingram says she doesn't work Sundays 

Edis intervenes saying it's important not to lead the witness. 

Dramatic moment: Ingram seems to have contradicted previous evidence 

Ingram says she had a call from "Mark... saying he was coming to News International... he would give me something to give 
someone" 

Ingram says she was at work and saw Hanna later that day on Thomas More Street 

Ingram shown the photo of Thomas More Square and where she would have met Mark Hanna. 

Ingram says Hanna had got to TMS in a car: she's not "100 sure" but might have gone back to get a black bag, or brought one 
with her 

Ingram says she brought maybe two black bags and cellotape on Mark Hanna's request. 

Ingram says she wasn't told why to bring the black bags. Clegg asks what happened next. Hanna put a bag in the bin bags. 

Ingram says Hanna sealed the top of the bags, and she took back to her work station. 

Ingram took the bag black to her security hub at TMS where she kept it with her under the desk where she worked. 

Ingram identifies one of the security stations where she used to work. She put it behind glass door. 

Ingram says Hanna told her to keep hold of the bag: she finished work at 7pm. No one had contacted her to collect it by that 
point. 

Ingram contacted Hanna and then went home. She says she would regard Hanna as a friend. Socialise down the pub with him 

Ingram has never been to Hanna's house. She was on duty when he was arrested in 2012 - he was giving her a briefing that 
morning. 

"We didn't know he was arrested until we heard it on the TV' says Ingram of Hanna. She hasn't seen him since. 

Marva Ingram Cross Examined by the Prosecution 

Edis for the Crown cross examines Ingram: she told the oncoming shift about the bag but can't remember who was on it. 

Edis asks Ingram when she realised the events of that day were connected with Hanna's arrest: probably around the days the 
news came out 

Hanna was arrested and charged around May 2012. Ingram: "I think it was on the news that year.... perverting the course of 
justice" 

17/02/13 Ingram was interviewed by a police officer according to Edis, who wanted her to make a statement. 

Ingram says she spoke to a police officer: "But I didn't think anything of the bag... Mark asked to do things... daily tasks" 

Ingram says Hanna did not ask her to put the bag in the lost property store. She didn't lock it away. He didn't ask her to lock 
bag away 

Ingram says swipe cards keep a record of who goes in and out of the buidling. She says she wasn't suspicious why Hanna 
waited outside. 

Edis wants the jury to retire for a moment to "address your Lordship in the absence of the jury" 

Jury back in at #hackingtrial after short legal argument. Continuing cross examination of Marva Ingram by Andrew Edis QC for 
the crown 

Ingram says Hanna called before lunch, and he arrived an hour or so later. She met him at 11.00 or 11.30 

"I think it might have been a rucksack... not 100 per cent sure what kind of bag" was put in the bin bags, says Marva. "Some 
form of a bag" 

"It could have been" a rucksack says Marva. "Wasn't peculiar... not with bin bags... but have done tasks for Mark before" 

"Keep the bag with you" is all Marva says Hanna told him. She never asked him about it. She can't remember seeing Lee 
Sandell. 

Marva says her supervisor must have been Luke Aspin: she didn't tell him about the fact someone hadn't picked it up. 

"If Mark asked you to do something, you did it to the best of your ability" says Marva. Four people from night shift logged on. 

Marva told the incoming night shift about the bag: "I didn't hand over to one particular person" Marva says pick up person would 
name Hanna 

The plan was for someone to call into the security hub, and she would go down and deliver the bag to the person. 

"That day was so busy" says Ingram and so the "workload" was so high she didn't get a break. 
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Ingram knows she had a morning break - around 9 am - but didn't get a lunch break that day. She'd relieve assistant on 13th 
Floor. 

Ingram says she didn't move around the building, but moving around the hub. Edis queries the photo of the security hub. 

Edis asks if the defence photo of Ingram's hub has anything to do with where Charlie's Bag was left. Ingram: "No it does not" 

Edis produces some photocopies. No objection to them from William Clegg QC, counsel for Mark Hanna. 

"This is the lost property register for News International is it?" Edis asks Ingram. She confirms how items would be registered 
and entered. 

Some items attributed to Lee and Luke in 17/07/11 NI lost property register. 

Ingram explains how News International lost property would be kept at security hub till the end of the day 

Ingram is asked whether she had dealings with any other property that day. She's not sure how many bags went into the bin 
bag. 

"I'm pretty sure it wasn't on a Sunday.... very very rarely work weekends" says Ingram of this incident with Hanna. 

Ingram explains to Justice Saunders about the barriers on Thomas More Road and the double yellow markings 

Clegg re-examines his defence witness Marva Ingram about a telephone number. 

Ingram is asked to turn her phone on and corrects the number she just gave. 

"I'm not allowed to lead you obviously," says Clegg. "You're getting the hang of the rules" jokes Justice Saunders. 

"I saw a clip on TV" says Ingram "and wondered if the gentleman had a black bag that I had" about two months ago. 

Clegg explains to the jury that further witnesses for Hanna - who has been accelerated - will be available on Monday. 

Justice Saunders explains to jury that the current position is that Goodman is not well enough to continue on Monday: back 
then at 10 am 
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Monday 7 April 2014 

Summary 

Mr Justice Saunders explains order of Defendants 
Clive Goodman still not well 

Defence Witnesses for Mark Hanna 
Witness for Hanna - John Stonewick (Father in Law) 
The Prosecution cross-examine John Stonewick 
Witness for Hanna - Will Smith (Excellence Analyst for Pizza Hut) 
The Prosecution cross-examine Will Smith 

Mr Justice Saunders explains order of Defendants 

Clive Goodman still not well 

Back at the #hackingtrial for week 21 - Justice Saunders explains Goodman is still not well enough to attend. A new 
consultant appointed 

The consultant will update the court this afternoon. Mr Kuttner will begin tomorrow. Meanwhile some defence witnesses for 
Hanna appear today 

Defence Witnesses for Mark Hanna 

Witness for Hanna - John Stonewick (Father in Law) 

John Stonewick, the father in law of Mark Hanna, appears in the witness box. William Clegg QC quizzes him on the weekend of 
16/07/11 

Stonewick was present at Hanna's house that Sunday 17/07/11 when Hanna returned with his nephew by marriage, Lee 
Sandell 

Stonewick recalls Mark Hanna returning - he saw them leaving in Charlie Brooks' black Range Rover 

Stonewick recalls Hanna returning around 10 am that morning to the family home in Buckingham: both Hanna and Sandell 
stayed for 30-40 mins 

Hanna and Sandwell had coffee, and "possibly some toast" says Stonewick of that Sunday morning: they brought nothing into 
the house. 

Stonewick says he saw the Range Rover go past the window as Hanna and Sandell left. 

Stonewick says Hanna took his work very seriously, and had lots of emails coming in on the computer. 

The Prosecution cross-examine John Stonewick 

Edis for the crown cross examines Stonewick. Hanna's father in law says this was the first time he was introduced to Lee 
Sandell 

Stonewick says his daughter Tricia let her husband Mark Hanna in: he did not see him directly enter. 

Witness for Hanna - Will Smith (Excellence Analyst for Pizza Hut) 

William Clegg QC, counsel for Mark Hanna, now calls Will Smith as a witness for the defence (Common name - not that Will 
Smith!) 

William Albert Charles Smith is an restaurant excellence analyst for Pizza Hut. 

Will Smith, from Pizza Hut, is handed a blue folder from Hanna's defence bundle. 

Will Smith talks to a "guest chit" order from a customer: he identifies the purchase of a Pizza from 17/07/11 ordered 19.36 

The Pizza Hut expert explains that the chit ends when the pizza has been paid for. It was from a store that didn't deliver. 

The location of the Pizza Hut was in Fulham: 7523 is the unique reference number for the Fulham Pizza Hut 

Will Smith explains that the order went through to the kitchen at 19.38: the order was for and pound;9.99 any Pizza, with a piri 
piri stuffed crust 

The order was for a half and half Pizza with Pepperoni Piste and Barbecued Steak: "A very complicated business" 
notices Justice Saunders 

The Pizza was paid for at 20.05 with a Visa - though that could be any credit card says Will Smith. 

The Pizza Hut point of sale terminal gives a time stamp from central servers using Network Time Protocol on GMT, the jury are 
told. 

Clegg explains that Pizza Hut were approached by Hanna's solicitors about Pizza's collected from the Fulham Road Branch on 
the 17/07/11 
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Clegg takes Will Smith from Pizza Hut through six pages of orders for Fulham which has no sit down point, only collection or 
delivery. 

Will Smith talks to an order for a Small Italian Pizza for and pound;8.99 - adjusted to large with a portion of Garlic bread for and 
pound;1 more 21.06 

This Pizza was paid for immediately by one person in cash. 

Clegg shows a photo taken from the underground car park of an anonymised person carrying Pizza Hut boxes 

"Looking at the picture" of CCTV from Chelsea Harbour Will Smith says the boxes accord to a large Italian and garlic bread. 

To all those queries: No this Pizza evidence is genuine from the #hackingtrial and not a week late April Fool 

Clegg for Hanna explains the Pizza was cooked at 21.17 on the 17/07/11 

Will Smith from Pizza Hut explains a map of the Pizza Hut delivery outlets from West London 

Will Smith explains that Pizza Hut use a different type of box for takeawy: he positively identifies one of the boxes in photo 
evidence 

Clegg explains that there might be some problems with timing of orders since there was a break with the servers from Pizza 
Hut to BT 

"There was nothing faulty on that day" says Will Smith of Pizza Hut delivery times. 

The Prosecution cross-examine Will Smith 

Edis for the Crown cross examines Pizza Hut executive: he confirms you can have pizzas delivered to your home address from 
this outlet 

Will Smith explains he's only extracted the orders which were collected: 

"He's gone in an ordered a small pizza and then changed his mind for a bigger one and garlic bread" asks Edis. Will Smith 
confirms. 

"It's actually only one pizza because the base and topping are listed separately" establishes Andrew Edis QC for the Crown at 
#hackingtrial 

Edis establishes that this information brought by Will Smith was from a request from Hanna's lawyers. Edis wants "everything in 
your system" 

Through his cross examination, Anthony Edis establishes it took 10 mins to prepare Pizza. Saunders says "It will never be the 
same for me" 

Justice Saunders explains to the jury that, because of Goodman's illness and Kuttner's start tomorrow, that's all for today. 
Back tomorrow 
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Tuesday 8 April 2014 

Summary 

Mr Justice Saunders - Order of Proceedings 
Defendant Mark Hanna to be followed by Stuart Kuttner 

Defence Admissions for Mark Hanna 
Counsel for Hanna reads admissions 

Mr Justice Saunders - Order of Proceedings 

Defendant Mark Hanna to be followed by Stuart Kuttner 

Back at the #hackingtrial with the former managing editor of News of the World Stuart Kuttner 

First Justice Saunders explains to the jury that Clive Goodman is still not fit: before that Hanna has some admissions to 
complete his case 

Justice Saunders explains there will be slightly reduced hours for Stuart Kuttner who has also been unwell: his case should 
last for 4 days 

Defence Admissions for Mark Hanna 

Counsel for Hanna reads admissions 

William Clegg QC hands out the admissions on Mark Hanna's case for the jury bundles. 

Hanna admissions include transporting "a bag" from Jubilee Barn so that police would not be aware of them. 

Hanna admissions say Lee Sandell accompanied Hanna when Charlie's bag was taken to London. 

The Hanna admissions cover the recovery of the bags by the cleaner and staff at Thames Quay, and the devices and DVDs 

01/07/13 the prosecution disclosed to the defence an email 14/05/12 Kathleen Harris email to police over day shift of concierge 
team. 

Marva Ingram was revealed in the email to be part of the concierge team on that Sunday in July 2011 - she was on duty that 
day 

Kathleen Harris, Clegg explains, is a solicitor working for News International. 08/10/13 Prosecution disclosed Marva Ingram's 
phone number 

Hanna admissions included the Mark Hanna phone calls to various NI staff as an agreed document. 

Admissions concede that Jorsling ordered a pizza took 606 sec to cook (Clegg erroneously said 6006 secs - Saunders said 
"overcooked") 
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Stuart Kuttner Defence Case 
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Tuesday 8 April 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Stuart Kuttner Begins 
Jonathan Caplan QC Introduces the Defence Case for Stuart Kuttner 
Stuart Kuttner's recent Medical History 
Stuart Kuttner answers questions on his Career in Journalism 
Kuttner joins News of the World 
Kuttner's Role as Managing Editor 
Member of Press Council 
Kuttner's Contract with the News of the World 
Kuttner is asked for his view of other members of staff at NOTW 
Kuttner questioned on Contributor Payment Requests 
Limit of Payments and Levels of Authorisation 
Cash Payments 
Goodman Payments 2005 
Goodman's Confidential Source and Alexander Payments 
Kuttner's work on Budget Setting 
Attempts to cut Nine Consultancy Budget 
Editorial Budget 

Mr Justice Saunders Reviews the Position of the Trial 
Clive Goodman expected to return in May 

The Defence of Stuart Kuttner Begins 

Jonathan Caplan QC Introduces the Defence Case for Stuart Kuttner 

Kuttner is sworn in. He is questioned by his counsel, Jonathan Caplan QC. He has only one bundle for the jury and his client. 

Caplan reminds the jury of Kuttner's single charge on count one - 2000-2006 conspiracy to intercept phone message. No 
misconduct charge 

Kuttner is 74. He has no previous convictions. He retired from NI in September 2009. Kuttner confirms all this. 

Stuart Kuttner's recent Medical History 

Caplan explains that Kuttner has suffered medical episodes: in March 2010 a heart attack and a brain stem stroke. 

In March 2011, just before his arrest, Kuttner suffered another heart attack in the US. Caplan will deal with the mental 
consequences later 

Kuttner confirms that he has received "daily reports he's endeavoured to read" and has appreciated he hasn't been obliged to 
attend everyday 

Stuart Kuttner answers questions on his Career in Journalism 

From 1987 to 2009, Kuttner confirms he was managing editor of News of the World. 

Kuttner says there were approximately "12 or 15" editors" "Editors came and went at News of the World,' he tells jury. 

Kuttner began at the Stoke Newington and Hackney Observer" "as a very young reporter... 16". He then went to the People. 

Kuttner was at the Evening Standard for many years : his "formative editor" was Charles Wintour : he became a top reporter. 

Kuttner covered many of the leading stories of the 60s and 70s. Caplan summarises some of them: Kuttner traced and 
interviewed Stephen Ward 

Kuttner also interview Mandy Rice Davies. He accompanied police on Saddleworth Moor during the Moors Murders 

Kuttner says he was among the "cohort of distinguished journalists" who covered the Moors Murders. 

Kuttner also covered the General's coup in Greece, the Paris Riots, and the alleged plot to murder Norman Scott and Jeremy 
Thorpe scandal 

Kuttner liaised with the DPP over the Norman Scott affair. He left Evening Standard briefly and then returned at news editor 

Kuttner joins News of the World 

In 1980 Kuttner joined NOTW as an assistant editor: to "bolster the editorial strength of the newspaper" he says. 

In 1986 Kuttner was seconded to management during the Wapping dispute to liaise with police "especially on Wednesdays and 
Saturdays" 

"During the rather unpleasant Wapping Riots" says Kuttner, he was a liaison with police. In 1987 promoted to Managing Editor 
of NOTW. 

Kuttner says promotion was a "significant changes... to provide a bridge between journalists... and managment" 

"Controlling and maintaining editorial expenditure" says Kuttner, was his main role. 
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"As I explained to the police every Managing Editor carved his or her role" says Kuttner: "I didn't forsake the journalism" 

But, Kuttner says, the majority of his time spend on management. He would be the liaison person on big stories with politicians 
and police. 

"Rewards in particular crime cases" Kuttner says was his responsibility, as well as writing "the majority of leaders" at NOTW. 

"Very occasionally...if that particular story chimed with the philosophy of the paper" Kuttner says he would be involved in 
breaking stories 

"Managing editor is something of a misnomer... predecessor was 'editorial manager' says Kuttner - a better description. 

Kuttner says the editor was responsible for the paper: departmentally desk heads would offer "raw material" to the editor. 

Kuttner's Role as Managing Editor 

On the finance side Kuttner says his role was to "bring in the paper within or beneath the annual budget" 

On cash payments, Kuttner says "a very few payments... made in cash. A small minority.... it was my task to approve to cash 
payments" 

A "significant" part of Kuttner's work was to sign off contributor's payments. 

Kuttner: "In essence the managing editors... oversee and approve - or sometimes disapprove - expenditure for all aspects of 
the newspaper" 

"Invoices, studio costs, travel expenses claims": Kuttner says he was responsible for all the editorial costs at NOTW. 

Kuttner says the "reviewing process" was quite fast but it was the major part of editor works. Items include "Thousands per 
week" 

"Slightly to the irritation of my wife" says Kuttner, he brought work home. "Happens to all of us" says Justice Saunders. 

Kuttner "The culture in newspapers... is one of trust. You trust the people who bring in the stories. You trust the people who 
provide docs" 

"Until the matters that brought us here, as far as I know I was never let down" says Kuttner of his trust of other staff at NOTW. 

"I liaised with HR about new appointments, potential dismissals, disciplinary matters' says Stuart Kuttner, former NOTW 
managing editor 

Kuttner speaks of liaising with police: "my own network of contacts in politics, in police, in other spheres... it fell to me" 

"Almost an ambassadorial role, or go between... from the Prime Minister upwards or downwards" says Kuttner of his liaison 
role. 

Kuttner often appeared on radio or television representing the newspaper on particular stories. 

One of Kuttner's other roles as managing editor was to contact PCC: "if the newspaper was considering publishing a 
contentious story" 

Pre publication of a story, Kuttner would run it past the PCC "on a confidential basis... occasionally" 

If the NOTW received a complaint through the PCC, one of Kuttner's duties was to "deal with it without a formal adjudication" 

Kuttner describes his PCC role as "putting up the case for the defence". 

"For many years" Kuttner was a trustee of substantial NOTW pension fund. 

"When I freed myself to do so" Kuttner would attend NOTW editorial conferences" "maintained a link... to journalism" 

"I was particularly interested if I could gain some idea of the cost of the stories" says Kuttner of editorial meetings. 

Most importantly, Kuttner would get ideas for the leaders each week by attending editorial conferences. 

Kuttner speaks of the setting up of Sarah's Law after the murder and abduction of Sarah Payne. 

"I thought it was an inspired idea of Rebekah Brooks, supported by Andy Coulson" Kuttner says of Sarah's Law. 

"Vigilante activity was of potential concern" says Kuttner of Sarah's Law: he wrote a 'second clause' with serious penalties. 

"The outcome I think has been.... very successful... we achieved 14 out of 15 pieces of legislation" says Kuttner of Sarah's Law 

Kuttner has sat on the D-Notice Committee - not the DA Notice Committee - covering "security sensitive information" 

"It sounds like quite a long litany.... I was dedicated to newspapers. NOTW was the centre of my life." says Kuttner of his 
various roles. 

Member of Press Council 

"In its latter days I was a member of the Press Council" says Kuttner of PCC predecessor. He contributed to the PCC editor's 
code. 

"When the PCC succeeded the Press Council as a beefed up body" the chair happened to editor of NOTW. Kuttner assisted 
drafting code. 

After the death of the Princess Diana in 1997, and "alleged participation of paparazzi" Kuttner was involved in redrafting editor's 
code. 
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Kuttner also liaised Guy Black when he was head of the PCC 

Jonathan Caplan QC turns to the Code of Practice as it was in 1999 and a box about the Public Interest. 

"If a particular story can be justified in the public interest" says PCC 1999 code of "engaging in practices outside the code" 

Kuttner says "I can't recall... I may be wrong... ever being asked about that" in regards to the Public Interest Defence in PCC 
code. 

Caplan cites a NOTW editor's letter in 2007 around the time of the Goodman/Mulcaire sentencing about cash payments etc. 

Though it's a letter from NOTW editor, Colin Myler, this email on PCC code and law is sent out from Stuart Kuttner. 

"I can only imagine that Colin Myler... had asked me to look over his letter, or perhaps make adjustments to the letter" says 
Kuttner. 

Kuttner's Contract with the News of the World 

Kuttner is shown a contract between himself and NI 19/03/05-30/06/07: the day after his 65th birthday. Caplan: "the only 
contract we have" 

Kuttner says he did have a previous contract with NI in the 1990s. 

The 2005 contract between Kuttner and NOTW does not set out any duties for his role of managing editor. 

"I don't recall duties being listed in a contract" says Kuttner; "It would have been quite difficult because of the spread of things" 

Caplan cites some 2009 correspondence between Kuttner and Myler over going over to a part time job. 

May 2009 Kuttner letter to Myler details his roles in budgets, pensions, PR, Sarah's Law, and a "network of contacts across a 
wide range" 

Kuttner agrees his letter of 2009 is "fair and compact summary" of the role of managing editor. 

Kuttner is asked for his view of other members of staff at NOTW 

Caplan asks for "brief" comments on others in the case from Kuttner 

Kuttner says: "Rebekah Brooks... was a long time colleague of mine. I noticed in a report that she spoke of generation gap. 
That's true" 

"I admire her. I think she's a very dedicated and ambitious newspaperwoman. She's intuitive" Kuttner says of Brooks. 

"She doesn't need me to do her PR. But she supported a friend of ours who was very gravely ill" Kuttner says of Brooks. 

"Probably two occasions... maybe three.... in many years" says Kuttner in terms of his rare social meetings with Brooks. 

Kuttner describes his relationship with Coulson as "professional... focused. It's important that an editor and managing editor get 
along" 

"A very focused and balanced newspaper man - I like him" says Kuttner of Coulson. Only met socially on two occasions, a rare 
lunch. 

On Greg Miskiw, Kuttner says "he didn't impact much on me... though a news editor at engine room at newspaper... don't think 
we clicked" 

"He enjoyed my trust" says Kuttner of Miskiw: "I did not have any reason not to trust him". 

"I didn't have any reason to distrust him" says Kuttner of Weatherup: "H seemed a little laid back, not hungry enough" 

Kuttner describes Thurlbeck as "focused, tenacious, a man the paper could rely on to haul in a story" 

"In his place, Rebekah and I travelled to Paris to procure a story, and the Eurostar was delayed 17 hours" says Kuttner on 
Goodman. 

"I think Clive was an enigma" says Kuttner on Goodman: "Rebekah will remember this. He didn't want to go out on stories" 

Kuttner speaks of other senior NI staff who cannot be named for legal reasons. 

BREAKING: Kuttner "I have no recollection of any dealings with Glenn Mulcaire... as far as I know I've only seen him in dock at 
court" 

15 minute break 

Back with Kuttner, questioned by his counsel Jonathan Caplan QC, with a further question about managing editor's office. 

Kuttner confirms a list of people involved in Managing Editor's office over the period concerned: Kent, Nicholas, Stokes, 
Morgan, McCall 

The last two - Morgan and McCall - had a separate office on the editorial floor. 

Kuttner questioned on Contributor Payment Requests 

Caplan outlines the scope of his evidence: contributors payments, authority limits, cash payments, annual budget. 

The next topic will be the Mulcaire Contracts: then Milly Dowler story in April 2002: Blunkett and Hoggatt 2004: 2006 arrests 

Caplan will then go to 2009 and Kuttner's retirement, followed by Kuttner's arrest in 2011 and the police interviews. 
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The first topic Caplan wants to explore are the "procedural elements related to these proceedings": he turns to contributor 
payments CPRs 

Caplan goes through the CPR process: "normally approved.... by desk head or his or her deputy" says Kuttner of authorisation. 

Kuttner says the Managing Editor's role is a "collation... to keep an overall eye on the quantum... amount of payments... in 
reporting up" 

Kuttner says his role on CPRs wouldn't be "to check each one out". Would only query for payments in excess of "notified costs" 

"Might is too weak a word" says Kuttner: "without a sound justification I would challenge it" says CPRs that exceeded estimate. 

"I would go... is this a mistake. If the answer is no, I would say you didn't inform me of that. We're not going to haggle" says 
Kuttner 

Kuttner says of computerisation 1) More difficult to see on screen and 2) It took very much longer to sign off individual credits. 

Because of problems with computers, Kuttner gave desks heads an ability to sign up to and pound;2k. Computerisation 
happened around 2005 

"It suited the IT people, it suited the company, but it didn't suit me" says Kuttner of computerisation of contributor payments. 

Kuttner: "My view is that anyone who contributed.... to the content of the paper. Columnist... tip off... inquiry agents" were 
contributors. 

Kuttner says that information with a "view to publication" was a contributor 

Kuttner talks about Derek Webb "who had a reputation for finding people and surveillance". He describes him as an 'Inquiry 
Agent' 

Kuttner explains 'latter version' of CPRs (6 entry version) for Derek Webb created by Morgan, with departmental and executive 
authorisation 

"He'd been engaged in what I would term 'editorial activities'" says Kuttner of contributor payments to Derek Webb. 

August 2001 document from Kuttner to NOTW staff about full time contributors switching to 'casual dockets' under HMRC new 
Tax and NI laws 

Caplan asks about Nine Consultancy or Euro Research falling under the HMRC rules: Kuttner thought this applied to individual 
staffers. 

Kuttner says he "doesn't believe" an employer has a NI responsibility to another company - like Mulcaire's 

Limit of Payments and Levels of Authorisation 

Caplan turns to the 2001 limits of payments for news desk heads, and the need for executive authority. 

May 2001 NOTW email cited from Kuttner to various deskheads (including Simon Greenberg head of Sport) about weekly 
spending limits 

"Prior approval must be authorised by the editor" says 2001 Kuttner circular to NOTW for anything over weekly variable costs. 

"The desk head had discretion" says Kuttner: "It was his or her money. If she or he wanted to spend on 6 major stories, or 25 
lesser" 

Caplan cites the Miskiw Mulcaire contract in 2001 for and pound;7.5k for 'first option' on the Bulger story. Brooks responds "I 
hope you can afford" 

"If you're over you won't be paid" writes Brooks to Miskiw. Kuttner says "If Miskiw... was head of dept at the time... had 
authority" 

Kuttner laughs when Caplan tells him it's probably best not to speculate. 

05/06/01 email from Brooks to desk heads at NOTW, just before budget kicks in, "reiterates" the new budget plan, weekly 
limits. 

"It really will be like running your own business" write Brooks to desk heads in 2001. "That was the empowerment I sought" 
says Kuttner 

Kuttner mentions a "second consideration" on weekly limits: "It's reasonable to expect value for money, there had to be 
some...." 

Caplan cuts Kuttner off short: "assuming there's some" on value for money. "Then yes' says Kuttner of desk head autonomy. 

April 2002 email from Kuttner asks for and pound;2k plus weekly spends from desk heads. "I wanted to know... what the totality 
was" for stories. 

Kuttner says he knew about "regular spends... they were in my mind": the query was about "irregular spends". 

Kuttner says he would send the editor the costs of that particular weekend's paper so they would know "broadly how the paper 
stood" 

Kuttner says weekly costings of NOTW would help decide "if we run X story, we can't run Y story" 

Kuttner says his spending limit was "items up to and pound;50k". "Particularly expensive items... myself or editor would alert 
managing director" 
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Kuttner says the "Response' to upwards plus and pound;50k referral "was generally: 'It's your budget, can you afford it?' 

Kuttner says of a contract above 50k "I don't believe I needed to go up the chain of authority" 

Kuttner might cite annual contract costs when "outlining possible budgets for year ahead" cites Michael Winner, William Hague, 
9 Consultancy 

Caplan asks about the contract for Late Michael Winner: Kuttner says he would need to research the figure, "but others 
substantially more" 

Kuttner says he or the editor "may have mentioned in passing" contracts in excess of and pound;50k, but it wasn't a formal 
procedure. 

Cash Payments 

Caplan asks Kuttner about cash payments: generally signed off by department heads or other editors. 

"To approve it if I was happy" says Kuttner of his role in cash payments at NOTW. 

Kuttner says it wasn't his role to investigate circumstances in which cash payments were made. 

"I saw cash payments as an alternative to CPR payments" says Kuttner. He sometimes queried amounts depending on amount 
and size of story. 

"I might challenged the journalist concerned" says Kuttner of some cash payments: "This does not look like value of money to 
me 

Caplan cites May 2005 discussion between Goodman and Kuttner on reduction of fees for Blackadder leads: mentions 'palace 
security' story 

"That's exactly what I was telling you about" says Kuttner of challenging Goodman's payments for his Blackadder column 

01/07/05 Kuttner emails Goodman, copied to other desk heads, talking about cash payments and "cutting these back to an 
absolute minimum" 

"I felt quite a number of Mr Goodman's demands for cash payments were excessive" says Kuttner: "in terms of sums sought" 

Kuttner says cash payments didn't require the name and address of payee on the front of the form: confidentiality allowed 
'infrequently' 

Kuttner "most certainly did not" ask journalists to provide a false name and address for confidential cash payments. 

Kuttner says to Caplan: "I know you're my counsel, but the suggestion of deliberate falsification I want to reject" 

Kuttner confirms a 'latter format' of a cash payment form - for one of the Alexander payments to Glenn Mulcaire: marked 
'confidential NOTW' 

"Bizarrely it also contains a name" notes Kuttner. It mentions Alexander on this cash payment. 

Kuttner doesn't recognise the executive authorisation for this Alexander payment to Glenn Mulcaire: but it says approved by 
managing editor 

Longer lunchtime because of Kuttner's medical condition. Back at 2pm 

Great to finally meet my ace collaborator and tweet compiler @JonLippitt at the Old Bailey today. Selfie coming soon 
http://www.fothom.wordpress.com 

Back after lunch at the #hackingtrial - Stuart Kuttner, former Managing Editor of the NOTW, in the witness box. 

Goodman Payments 2005 

Jonathan Caplan QC continues with the subject of cash payments - and turns to some 2005 documents between Goodman, 
Weatherup and Kuttner 

01/07/05 email from Goodman to Bev Stokes chasing up some cash payments. References a proposed chat with Kuttner. 

"Only three people I ever pay in cash... 3 in uniform.... you, me and the editor would end up in jail" says Goodman email. 

The fourth cash payment, Goodman writes, is for a newspaper executive who faces "life altering" events if exposed. 

The Goodman/Stokes email also talks about sending a previous email to Kuttner. He has no memory of any email like this. 

"Clive Goodman. I say this with some reluctance, had a habit of bombarding people with emails" says Kuttner. But he can't 
remember these 

Another string of emails between Goodman on 'creds' and Weatherup cited by Caplan: 27/12/05 about Prince Michael and 
payments 

"Through the books I suppose" writes Weatherup. "No" replies Goodman "confidential payments. Weatherup says SK knows 
'protected list' source 

Caplan stresses that these aren't emails to Kuttner but about him needing "details of cash payments" by Weatherup. 

Kuttner says Weatherup has got procedure wrong: no need for name and address on confidential payments. 
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Goodman's Confidential Source and Alexander Payments 

Weatherup email talks about a "massive clampdown" on cash payments. Goodman says Kuttner "knows the man very well... 
protected" 

Kuttner denies knowing the identity of Goodman confidential source and says this is just part of his "email bombardment" 

Kuttner says he doesn't know of any "protected list" - individual journalists would have their own confidential sources. 

29/12/05 Kuttner emails the desk heads, editorial accountants and contributions people 

The 29/12/05 email says "cash payments kept to a minimum and will be an exception... compelling justification... details 
comprehensive" 

Kuttner 29/12/05 email says a "compelling justification" and accompanying memo must be given for cash payments 

Kuttner says his concern in 2005 was over the 'volume' of cash payments, and individual figures seemed 'excessive' 

The new rules came into force in early 2006. Caplan points out Alexander payments to Mulcaire began late in 2005 

Kaplan looks at 06/01/06 Alexander payment for 5500 to 'confidential contributor' (actually Mulcaire) with memo from Goodman 
explaining 

"It's a relatively scant version, but it is in compliance" says Kuttner of Goodman memo 

"I took a view that a newspaper will have confidential sources, and the staff of the newspaper should be trusted" says Kuttner of 
payments 

Feb 2006 payment for and pound;2k cited, editor email to Kuttner, confirming bona fides of confidential source: Kuttner "I would 
not have hesitated" 

Kuttner looks at the Goodman 'Farish and Anderson' payments 2001-06. He recollects police or solicitors asks him to dig these 
out. 

Kuttner says his recollection is that these names were first drawn to his attention after arrest of Goodman: no memory before 
2006 

Caplan turns to the Count 2 misconduct charges Goodman and Coulson face for acquiring the two Royal Directories from 
Farish 

Kuttner shown the payment documents for the Royal Green Books and ITDs. Email from Goodman to Coulson and standard 
price 

"I had a hell of a time getting cash creds out of Stuart... these people will not be paid in anything other than cash... criminal 
charges" 

"If Clive Goodman came to me asking to sign any document.. paying a police officer, I'd tell him to clear off" says Kuttner to 
#hackingtrial 

"A life in newspapers" says Kuttner: "the idea I'd like some money to bribe a policeman... is absolutely false" 

Caplan turns to a payment request from Goodman for Farish with a false address: he confirms his signature but knows nothing 
of Farish. 

Farish payment is for "Royal Research" - Kuttner says he would have made no investigation into the source of story. 

Caplan turns to second Count 2 document, for and pound;1000 to Farish, signed off by Kuttner. No idea "whatsoever" of what 
royal research means. 

Goodman email about a "deliberately cryptic payment record" for Kuttner cited by Caplan. Kuttner has no recollection of this. 

"I have no recollection... maybe it's my old fashioned way, butI would have rejected it out of hand" says Kuttner of paying police 
officers 

Another confidential payment for Anderson for and pound;1k in June 2005 cited: Kaplan confirms his PA Bev Stokes' signature. 

Kuttner has no recollection of this payment either, but Stokes would have signed it "with my authority" 

"Still in 2005" Caplan takes Kuttner back to an email exchange between Paul Nicholas and another editor over cash payments 
for Blackadder 

Nicholas talks about "a very few" of Goodman's sources need to be "protected"requiring Goodman to get more free stories and 
non cash sources 

Stuart Kuttner says Paul Nicholas was probably deputy managing editor in 2005. 

24/08/05 Goodman replies to Nicholas, copying in Kuttner about his "three protected sources" 

Goodman email cc'ing Kuttner says he's not going to put it in writing, but any audit trail will put them "all in jail" 

Kuttner says he has no recollection of this "put us all in jail" email from Goodman, but he was away at the time (as established 
previously) 

Kuttner turns to document summarising Mulcaire payments - including the 'Alexander' cash payments from 09/11/05 to 
14/02/06 and more to Aug 
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The regular and pound;500 payments were out of editorial budget at NOTW. The irregular payments post March 2006 were 
from News Desk. 

Kuttner says the different cost centres could be either assignment of Goodman, or Kuttner trying to balance different 
departmental budgets. 

Kuttner says he might have "challenged" some of these payments, but doesn't recall any conversation about the Alexander 
payments. 

Justice Saunders asks about the document - an unsigned editorial file copy: Kuttner says two other copies normally. 

Memo from Goodman to Coulson 03/02/06 about 'Matey's weekly payment' and a conversation with Kuttner. He does not recall 
this. 

23/02/06 Goodman emails Stokes on cashier's rejection of signed contributors, and chasing up 2 'Alexander credits' 

Stokes replies she's spoken with her boss Kuttner in 23/02/06 email and cancelling of Alexander. Goodman emails Kuttner 
about Alexander. 

Kuttner says "I do vaguely remember" this email exchange with Goodman about Alexander: "unceasing bombardment" by 
Goodman he says. 

"We seem to have a situation where most people conducted themselves.... it's an attempt to get round things. Extremely 
irritated at the time 

"And extremely irritated about it now" says Kuttner over Goodman emails about paying Alexander - Mulcaire. 

"I made pretty clear, cash payments an extreme minority and properly justified, but the torrent goes on" says Kuttner of 
Goodman emails 

Kuttner's work on Budget Setting 

Last subject on procedural issues: Caplan wants to look at Kuttner's budget work. 

The first is the editor's trip to "meet Mr Murdoch" in the US in May or June. If in London, Kuttner said he would attend annual 
budget set 

"My role was focused on size of the division of the editorial budget" says Kuttner of annual review of NOTW. 

On fixing editorial budget, Kuttner says if he was to attend meeting in London "with or without Mr Murdoch" he would create 
docs with editor 

Kuttner would help break down editorial budgets into various desks he says. 

Justice Saunders confirms with Kuttner he would do the same exercise even if he didn't attend budget meetings in US with 
News Corp. 

Caplan goes to the 2002-03 budget for NOTW - total editorial budget of around and pound;30,065,000 

Kuttner goes to another document that breaks down that and pound;30m. News gets and pound;4,730,000. "You don't simply 
divide that sum by 52?" "Not at all" 

Kuttner explains that it's on the variable costs, excluding fixed costs of salaries etc, you can divide by 52 to get weekly spending 
limits. 

Kuttner says he would be involved in calculating the pitched sum in advance, and then distributing budgets when finally agreed 

"In preparation for the new budget, there would be period of several months... where I'd create a menu....several versions" says 
Kuttner 

"I'm looking at potential savings and potential expenditure before there is any setting of the budget, although I may have 
guidelines" Kuttner 

15 minute break. 

Back after the break at the #hackingtrial : Stuart Kuttner continues with his evidence on NOTW budgets. 

The second part of the budget exercise means reviewing potential cuts. Kuttner's counsel Caplan cites Kuttner's 2005-6 budget 
notes. 

Kuttner says his meeting with Andy Coulson on budgets would last an hour, hour and half, with maybe the editorial accountant 
to help. 

Steve Mears or one of his successors at editorial accountancy would help with some of the 'mechanics' of NOTW budget. 

Mears was "not employed by the newspaper per se" says Kuttner, but -a Justice Saunders points out -NOTW's holding 
company (NGN) 

Kuttner describes his "ad hoc list of costs. possible savings" as a "menu' to "debate" with the editor. 

"Delete Ashely Cole" is a random item cited by Caplan. Kuttner explains this was probably and pound;100k weekly column for 
the footballer 

Attempts to cut Nine Consultancy Budget 

"Special inquiries.... cut 50% of Nine Consultancy" appears on this 2005-06 budgets. 
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Kuttner explains how 'special inquiries' means tracing, surveillance, CCJs, Companies House - "adjunct inquiries" to a journalist 
jon 

BREAKING: Kuttner says cutting 50 per cent of Mulcaire's budget "probably originated in my mind: in 2005 

"I grew up in the reporting age when one made ones own inquiries" says Kuttner of 'inquiry agent' work. 

"We live in an age now where all this is done online by researchers" Kuttner says: "I thought there was money to be saved" 

09/03/05 two weeks later the budget notes have been redrafted: "That indicates I'd had another meeting with Andy Coulson" 
says Kuttner 

The suggestion to cut Nine Consultancy by 50% remains on this document of 08/03/05 - wider meeting the next day with Clive 
Milner and others 

Kuttner says the subject is "NOTW weekly editorial meeting' but "I can't tell you beyond that. I have no recollection" 

Nine Consultancy came under 'Special Inquiries' budget - a total of and pound;325,000 for the "whole gamut of research, 
surveillance, investigations" 

"That seemed to me, from my past experience, as not a high figure" Kuttner says of and pound;325k budget for Special 
Inquiries. 

Caplan points out that the Nine Consultancy cut has been deleted by 12/05/05 "I must have been persuaded not to make that 
cut" says Kuttner 

Kuttner cannot recall the circumstances in which Nine Consultancy's annual spend was preserved from cuts in 2005 

Emails from September 05 to 06/01/06 email marked 'Must Keep!!!!' by Kuttner is just an aide memoire not to delete: aide 
memoire. 

The Kuttner aide memoire to Steve Mears covers Lord Stevens contract, NOTW Xmas party and retainer payments. 

In Jan 2006 Kuttner talks about a relatively inexpensive NOTW column for 'Fish of the Week' plus a and pound;26k a year 
contact of Goodman's 

"It's a very general list" says Kuttner of this list to Mears which includes both Alexander payments and to Nine Consultancy 
(both Mulcaire) 

Proposal for 2006-07 budget savings includes "reduce 9 Consultancy" - another proposed cut. 

Kuttner cannot recall 'specifically' trying to cut 9 Consultancy again - but he "didn't let go" in general. 

That was 03/03/06: on 08/03/06 is the second draft: 9 Consultancy is the third proposed cut. 10/03/06 3rd draft keeps proposed 
cut. 

Version 4 of Kuttner's 2006-07 budget for NOTW (suggested MS date 11/03/06) the Nine Consultancy cut is still there. 

NOTW Editorial budget meeting on 15/03/06: Kuttner says "it's possible" he took his drafts as a "prompt or aide memoire" 

Caplan says that "we do know from 1st July 2006 that the payments were not stopped" to Mulcaire's Nine Consultancy. Kuttner 
doesn't know why 

24/03/06 NOTW editor emails Mulcaire saying "contract will remain the same to 2007. Happy now grumpy?" 

Kuttner says "I don't think I did" know about extension of Mulcaire's contract despite his proposed cuts. Can remember no 
conversation. 

Editorial Budget 

Caplan asks about 3e03 and 3e01 cost centre codes - the first is news, the second editorial budget. 

Kuttner explains the editorial budget was originally for "senior people" and their company cars. He thought of allocating money 
to editorial 

Kuttner says the editorial budget was conceived to reflect editorial choices, generally speaking he had the authority to 
authorise. 

Kuttner recalls Goodman was assigned to 3e01 Editorial Budget: "He took the view he was separate to the news desk" 

"He wanted to report to people at a senior level and we indulged him" says Kuttner. The we? "The editor and myself" says 
Kuttner 

"If it gives you a sense of status and importance you can report to the editorial budget" says Kuttner. He breaks till tomorrow. 

Mr Justice Saunders Reviews the Position of the Trial 

Clive Goodman expected to return in May 

Meanwhile Justice Saunders explains to the jury that they have "lost some time.... various reasons... discharge of one of your 
number" 

BREAKING: "Goodman will not be fit to resume his evidence until beginning of May, but we hope he will ready by then" 
says Justice Saunders 

Saunders also explains the jury may not retire to consider their verdicts till the end of May. We cannot tell how long you will be" 
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"You must not be rushed to reach your verdict. This is an extremely important case but it's an extremely expensive case" says 
Saunders 

Saunders says jury need to talk about "any contingency plans... we'll play for alternative holidays... drop in the ocean compared 
to trial" 

"I hope that's not too gloomy, at least you can think how long you need to reach your verdicts" Justice Saunders tell jury at 
#hackingtrial 
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Wednesday 9 April 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Stuart Kuttner Continues 
Jonathan Caplan QC Summarises the Charge Against Stuart Kuttner 
Payments to Euro Research and Nine Consultancy 
Mulcaire's First Contract 
Mulcaire's company changes name 
Milly Dowler 
Milly Dowler's Voicemail Messages 
David Blunkett 
The Arrests of Mulcaire and Goodman 
Kuttner's visit to Goodman 
Kuttner Retires 
Kuttner's Physical Condition 
Police Interviews 

Stuart Kuttner Cross Examined Timothy Langdale QC 
Kuttner questioned about Coulson and Goodman 
Kuttner questioned on Budgets 
Kuttner questioned more about Goodman 

Justice Saunders advises the Jury 
Time taken to consider verdict 

The Defence of Stuart Kuttner Continues 

Jonathan Caplan QC Summarises the Charge Against Stuart Kuttner 

Back at the #hackingtrial and continuing evidence in chief of former NOTW managing editor Stuart Kuttner, questioned by 
Jonathan Caplan QC 

Justice Saunders explains to the jury that after Kuttner's case is completed we'll start with Andy Coulson's 

Jonathan Caplan QC moves beyond the procedural issues of finance: now addresses the specific facts of the case. 

The first to be looked at by Jonathan Caplan QC is the Mulcaire contract. He lists the prosecution's allegations. 

Caplan summarises prosecution: 1 That Kuttner knew of Mulcaire. 2. That he knew of hacking for cheap stories. 3. 100k annual 
cost hidden 

Caplan says the prosecution claim that Kuttner "cooked the books" to hide annual fees to Mulcaire. 

"They are from start to finish completely false" says Kuttner of prosecution charges. 

Kuttner reiterates that he cannot recall having met or spoken to Glen Mulcaire prior to his arrest in 2006. 

Payments to Euro Research and Nine Consultancy 

Caplan goes through the 2001 payments to Euro Research: first 13/01/01 should be 13/01/02 says Kuttner's counsel. 

The payments to Euro Research are through the news desk cost centre, and were approved by Stuart Kuttner. 2003 sum 
increased to and pound;2019 pw 

The payments changed to Nine Consultancy in 2004 with approvals from others beyond Stuart Kuttner. 

From 12/03/06 the payments to Mulcaire changed from one weekly sum of and pound;2019 - three different payments through 
other editors. 

Caplan points out that payments to Mulcaire continued months after his arrest. 

Kuttner reiterates that he thought that Nine Consultancy/Euro Research was a "research agency similar to ones we'd used 
many years before" 

Caplain points out two individual payments to Glenn Mulcaire direct: others to Global Intel Services: Kuttner cannot recall what 
for. 

Kuttner says he can "reconstruct" what he thought - that Global Intel services was another research agency. 

Caplan then cites the Alexander payments to Mulcaire through Goodman: then James Street and Paul Williams. 

Kuttner recalls hearing the name Paul Edwards at a Select Committee hearing as an alias for Glenn Mulcaire. 

Kuttner recalls NOTW's use of private detectives "in common with other newspapers. In using one agency... we'd save time 
and money" 

Kuttner: "These entries you've just drawn my attention to are a tiny part of a huge volume of financial documents" 

"There is a fundamental misunderstanding" says Kuttner of payments" "that they were some kind of device to 'cook the books'" 

Kuttner talks more of the activities of private detectives: "tracing people... their relatives... checking their places of work... CCJs" 
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"Generally building a picture of people we wanted to talk to," says Kuttner of PIs, saying they are also used by insurance 
companies 

"In general terms it's very unwise of newspapers to print contentious reports of people without giving them a chance to state 
their case" 

Caplan takes Kuttner to the PCC code, paragraph 2, and the "opportunity to reply" to newspaper articles. 

In "common fairness" says Kuttner, people should be able to "reply to an inaccuracy or unfairness" but ideally prior to 
publication 

Kuttner is asked if he knew Andy Gadd, a private detective who worked for NOTW: "neither he nor his name is familiar to me" 

Kuttner emails Miskiw in 1999 (cc'd to NOTW editor) about and pound;167k spend on private detectives asking "staff to make 
more inquiries themselves" 

The email from 1999 sets out the costs and payments to research agencies, quasi journalists etc. 

"Christine Hart was an individual paid through the news desk" says Kuttner: "Doing the kind of work I believed 9 Consultancy 
was doing" 

Kuttner says these detectives were doing financial background checks. He is reminded by Saunders that "surveillance" was a 
key task. 

"I was wanting to cut back on these costs," says Kuttner "I wanted to do what journalists used to do... knock on doors, get 
about" 

Kuttner agrees he wanted journalists to do more inquiries and rely less on private detectives in 1999. "I was told my method 
was out of date 

A memo from Miskiw soon after in 1999 talks about too much money being spent on outside research and surveillance 
agencies 

Mulcaire's First Contract 

Jonathan Caplan QC turns to the first 12 month Mulcaire contract in 2000 for "research and information assignments" 

The first Mulcaire contract for and pound;92k is exclusive and confidential - and is signed by Greg Miskiw in September 2000 

Kuttner says he would have considered the and pound;92k a "useful saving": Kuttner thinks he would have thought the same at 
the time. 

"I do recollect very vaguely that he (Miskiw) said to me 'I can get a better exclusive deal with one agency'" says Kuttner 

On the and pound;92k for Mulcaire: Kuttner says Miskiw would have authority to sign because it didn't broach news desk 
weekly spending limits 

Kuttner says of Mulcaire contract: "I have no recollection of seeing this contract before it was signed, or until recent times" 

Caplan turns to a Mulcaire notebook entry dated 24/07/01 on Euro Research which covers the details of the NOTW contract 

Kuttner says contracts would be referred upward to NOTW legal department "depending on the experience of desk head and 
nature of contract" 

Jonathan Caplan QC turns back to NOTW payment schedule starting 06/09/00 - paid to Mulcaire personally by name and not 
his company 

An 20/09/00 email from Mulcaire - using alias of Paul Williams - gives Miskiw his sort code and bank acc. Miskiw forwards to 
accounts 

A follow up email from Mulcaire gives his company's business address and company number: this explains why payments then 
in company name 

Kuttner answers the prosecution allegation that he didn't refer upwards the gross annual payment to Mulcaire to hide it from 
others. 

Kuttner says he's calculated Mulcaire was on 0.33 of the budget. "the idea I would conceal Mulcaire from Mr Murdoch.... is 
utterly baseless" 

Jonathan Caplan QC, counsel for Kuttner, turns to his 2006 budget drafts and the fact he made no attempt to conceal 
Mulcaire's company 

Kuttner has no recollection of the second Mulcaire contract, in 2001, signed again by NOTW news desk head then, Greg 
Miskiw 

23/07/03 letter cited in Court 12, from Miskiw to Mulcaire at Euro Research, increasing his weekly remuneration to and 
pound;2019 for longer hours 

Mulcaire's company changes name 

July 2005: Mulcaire's company changes names to Nine Consultancy, and Neville Thurlbeck signs contract. Kuttner has no 
memory of this. 

Caplan turns to the question why Mulcaire was paid until January 2007 - four months after his arrest. 

23/01/07 Coulson emails Kuttner about ending payments to Mulcaire: "Fulfil this contract, not a penny more" 
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An email from NI lawyer explains payments to Mulcaire after guilty pleas 25/01/07: "Keeping him non hostile is more important 
till tomorrow" 

To the allegations he knew Mulcaire was paid for hacking, Kuttner says "I can't answer too strongly... utterly and truly false" 

Milly Dowler 

Quarter of an hour break at #hackingtrial before we move onto the Milly Dowler episode. 

Caplan turns to Milly Dowler - abducted on way to school in March 2002. Kuttner knew the mother of Sarah Payne, murdered 
2 years earlier 

Kuttner talks about Rebekah Brooks' campaign - Sarah's Law - after the murder of Sarah Payne in July 2000 

Kuttner says he was involved in Sarah's Law campaign within a week or two of her murder. 

Kuttner tells #hackingtrial jury NOTW started searching for Milly Dowler in March 2002 "along with all the other media" 

30/03/02 an email from Kuttner copied to Brooks and Coulson contains a draft leader about the "agony of Milly Dowler's 
family" 

"It's very difficult to recall at this distance" but Kuttner believes he wrote this editorial in March 2002. 

On the afternoon 12/04/02 Kuttner emails assistant Chief Constable of Surrey Police with questions about Milly Dowler, and 
offer of reward 

Kuttner email in April 2002 asks Surrey Police how "the NOTW with a readership of 10 million can help in the search for Milly 
Dowler" 

Kuttner says of writing to police in Dowler investigation: "such occasional activities.... were one of things I tended to do" 

"If the paper with its enormous readership is going to play some part, the news desk would take over those activities" says 
Kuttner. 

Evidence show Kuttner calls Surrey Police in a telephone conversation from 13/04/02 around 3.5pm: he has no recollection of 
it. 

Milly Dowler's Voicemail Messages 

Kuttner tries to call Asst Chief Constable Frank Clarke "to alert Surrey police to what may be significant information on Milly 
Dowler" 

Surrey Police call Kuttner back at 5pm that day: evidence says "he says he now may have information to assist the inquiry" 

The police account of Kuttner's conversation says "NOTW had contents of phone message" about her getting a job in Telford. 

"They'd confirmed with schoolfriends this was her number" says Surrey Police of NOTW. Thurlbeck then calls saying he'd 
accessed with PIN 

Thurbeck told Surrey police contents of Dowler voicemails, from a tearful boy, a relative, and another "It's America take it or 
leave it" 

Thurlbeck asked the police to confirm they were investigating. He also told them they were being hoaxed. 

Thurlbeck then tells Surrey Press Officer they got Dowler's PIN from a schoolfriend and that they had five reporters on the 
story. 

Caplan QC, counsel for Kuttner, goes back to his original police interview in 2011. 

Kuttner tells the jury that at the time of his police interview "initially I had no recollection of this contact with the police 
whatsoever" 

Kuttner has now seen the evidence of his contact with Surrey Police in April 2002 during Dowler's disappearance: "entirely 
accurate account" 

BREAKING: Stuart Kuttner, former NOTW managing editor, says he told Surrey Police they had a recording of Milly Dowler's 
voicemail 13/04/11 

Kuttner says he wanted to give information as quickly as possible "to find a missing girl... and despite this, I would do it again 
today" 

Kuttner says he had nothing to do with accessing Milly Dowler's voicemail, nor did he agree in advance anyone should do so. 

Kuttner says he had no idea Mulcaire accessed Dowler's voicemail. He cannot recall, but speculates, he was told by Thurlbeck 
about voicemail 

Kuttner cannot recall what Thurlbeck said to him, but he passed it all onto Surrey police. 

"It's not a form of newspaper work or journalist I recognise" says Kuttner, denying ever having heard of voicemail hacking prior 
to this. 

The next time Kuttner ever of phone hacking, after Dowler voicemails of 2002, was on the arrest of Clive Goodman in the 
summer of 2006 

Kuttner doesn't believe he sought legal advice from NI over Dowler voicemails; "I'm as sure as I can be I didn't" he tells jury in 
Court 12 
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Kuttner is shown first edition of NOTW from 14/04/02 which cites "messages" on Milly Dowler's phone in the subheading. 

Kuttner cannot recall seeing this edition of NOTW that mentioned phone messages on Milly Dowler's phone. 

Kuttner shown second and third editions of NOTW on 14/04/02: by the third edition all references to Dowler voicemail 
messages removed. 

19/04/02 Kuttner emails Surrey Police press officer about "last Saturday evening" contact with "Dowler Squad" and "messages 
left" 

Kuttner offered Surrey Police a tape recording of other message from Milly Dowler's phone and suggestion they had been 
from hoaxer. 

19/04/02 Kuttner email says the NOTW removed references from previous edition about Milly Dowler because of a "hoaxer 
known to police." 

BREAKING: Kuttner says the NOTW changed 3rd edition article on Milly Dowler voicemails because police told them they 
were left by hoaxer 

Further contact 01/05/02 from Kuttner to Surrey Police offers reward for information on missing Milly Dowler and draft reward 
poster. 

Kuttner reiterates that apart from the Dowler case, he was never aware of anyone else at NOTW having any possession of 
personal voicemails 

David Blunkett 

Caplan addresses the Simon Hoggart, Kimberly Quinn and David Blunkett coverage in NOTW in 2004. 

Kuttner says he knew about the Andy Coulson meeting with David Blunkett when he confronted him about an affair 
with Kimberley Quinn 

Kuttner "I remember knowing NOTW had information David Blunkett and Kimberly Quinn were having a relationship" 

Kuttner wrote the leader in NOTW saying "This is not a resigning matter" for Blunkett: "We rather liked David Blunkett" he 
says. 

Kuttner says the NOTW liked Blunkett because of his support for Sarah's Law. 

Kuttner says he never heard anything about the NOTW having voicemails from David Blunkett to Kimberley Quinn 

18/12/04 Kuttner rang the late Simon Hoggart and asked him about his relationship with Kimberley Quinn. 

"One of the informal roles I had was to be liaison personal with relatively high profile politicians, journalists and peers of the 
realm" 

"It was in that capacity I phoned Simon" says Kuttner of confronting him with allegations of affair. 

Kuttner says he went to see Lord Archer on allegations he falsified a diary. 

Kuttner says when the Mayor of London was having an affair: "I was selected to telephone Mr Johnson and asked him if he 
would comment" 

Kuttner cannot recall who asked him to call Simon Hoggart. 

Kuttner thinks of another example of approaches: he thinks he was asked to "call Lord Rennard and ask him about his relations 
with women" 

Kuttner explains he was told about background to "parallel affair" with Kimberley Quinn: "we had a story to publish the next 
day" 

Kuttner says no one told him a voice mail from Simon Hoggart had been intercepted. 

The Arrests of Mulcaire and Goodman 

Jonathan Caplan QC moves forward to 08/08/06 and arrests of Mulcaire and Goodman. 

"It was quite a traumatic event," says Kuttner of Goodman's arrest: "Security staff told me there were police officers on NOTW 
floor" 

Kuttner asked the three police officers by Goodman's desk if he could help them. 

It wasn't until later Kuttner heard of voice mail interception: "I focused on Clive Goodman... and I was very shocked." 

Kuttner: "I set about contacting one of the News International lawyers to see if he could talk to the police and find out what was 
going on" 

Kuttner says the arrest of Goodman "was a complete and inexplicable surprise. I didn't understand what was going on" 

"I said to the police 'stop'! Why are you here? What are you doing?" says Kuttner of Goodman's arrest. 

Kuttner collected Goodman from the police station after his arrest: he saw his role as "Putting an arm round staff in times of 
difficulties" 

"Newspapers are traditionally very good at supporting their own" says Kuttner of collecting Goodman from police station. 

Kuttner recalls dropping off Henri Brandman, Goodman's solicitor, at Charing Cross. 
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Goodman was "tired and shocked" says Kuttner. "If there was a conversation it was a pretty desultory one" 

Kuttner recalls giving Goodman some cash, but thinks that was later, when he returned on the 10/08/02 

"Here we had a member of staff, embroiled in something we didn't understand.... we wanted to demonstrate we supported him" 
says Kuttner 

Kuttner's visit to Goodman 

On second occasion Kuttner entered Goodman's home: "It wasn't terribly wrong, but I can't put a time on it now" 

"I had a note of that conversation" says Kuttner of talking to Goodman. Thinks he might have made it while sitting opposite him 
at his home 

Jury show a note of Kuttner's from 10/08/06 - he confirms it's his note on CG 'Clive Goodman" at his home. 

This contemporaneous Kuttner note from a few days after Goodman's arrest in 2006 runs for three pages 

Caplan reads out a typescript version of Kuttner's notes. 

BREAKING: Kuttner contemporaneous note says Mulcaire introduced Clive Goodman to a 'serving spook' with "leftovers of 
bugging" 

Kuttner's note says "inform coming from dial in from secret services" 

"I think Clive was saying Glenn Mulcaire offered to get information from security services for him" says Kuttner. 

BREAKING: Kuttner note from 2006 says Goodman: "Told Andy this at the start" about his hacking project with Mulcaire 

Kuttner note says Goodman "terrified" about his own situation. Police widening inquiry into NI payments and other hacking 
targets. 

Kuttner note talks about bullying, and NOTW letting him down: "That was Clive claiming what the police said to him" 

Kuttner note from August 2005 of Goodman conversation with police also talks about Mulcaire being close to another NOTW 
journalist 

Kuttner note explicitly says that Goodman relayed information that another NOTW journalist was "doing the same thing" on 
hacking 

Kuttner note also records Goodman saying he had given a no comment interview. He was desperately worried about legal fees. 

Clive Goodman apparently told police they "hot desked" at NOTW: Kuttner says wasn't the case. 

Kuttner notes talks of police interest in potential hacking of "Mills, Glitter, Milosevic" 

Goodman wanted to know his salary would continue after his arrest in 2006, according to Kuttner contemporaneous notes. 

Kuttner says of Goodman's claim that Mulcaire had security service connections: "I didn't think about it one way or the other" 

Kuttner says he had no involvement with Goodman's salary, dismissal or subsequent payments. 

Apart from Goodman, Kuttner says he never had any idea of anyone else being involved in phone hacking subsequently. 

Kuttner Retires 

Kuttner retired in September 2009 at the age of 69, he confirms to his counsel Jonathan Caplan QC: but continued as trustee of 
NOTW pension 

Kuttner is a part time carer for his wife who is not well. The jury have already been told Kuttner's two heart attacks and brain 
stem stroke 

Kuttner sees his cardiologist every two or three months. Kuttner agrees with Justice Saunders he could do with a break. Jury 
out till 1.45 

He's baaccck. Having filed his last story with a bursting appendix @jamesdoleman files again from #hackingtrial 
http://po.st/ao0NtYThe 

Kuttner's Physical Condition 

Back after lunch at the #hackingtrial - concluding the evidence in chief of NOTW former Managing Editor Stuart Kuttner. 

Jonathan Caplan QC is exploring the physical consequences of Kuttner's two heart attacks and brain stem stroke 

Kuttner says the March 2010 heart attack was accompanied by diploplia - double vision. He says it's "plateaued' but not gone. 

Kuttner has prism lenses to reduce double vision. He gets very tired by the evenings - "very weak". 

Kuttner says his memory is now "piecemeal" - most outstanding example of that is "when police questioned me about Milly 
Dowler affair" 

Kuttner says his concentration is "not as sharp as it was... but then again that might be age." He's 73 

Police Interviews 

Kuttner explains why he gave a no comment interview. He's been to police station 7 times with his solicitor. Each of first five 
"transpared" 

"I was advised it was not necessary to continue that stance" says Kuttner of no comment interview. 
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"From the outset the police attitude was...one of extreme suspicion and extreme hostility," says Kuttner of arrest and various 
interviews 

Kuttner eventually submitted to a prepared statement to the police: "From outset.... I provided my co-operation but intensity 
intolerable" 

Stuart Kuttner Cross Examined Timothy Langdale QC 

Kuttner questioned about Coulson and Goodman 

Timothy Langdale QC for Coulson cross examines Kuttner on his client and Clive Goodman 

Kuttner says Coulson was not "bullying" and agrees he would "encourage and reward" 

"Of the many editors I worked with at NOTW he was certainly the most agreeable" says Kuttner of Andy Coulson. 

Langdale asks about "concerns" about leaks at NOTW: Kuttner says it wasn't "paranoid" 

"Sunday papers have one chance to break a story" says Kuttner, and leaks could be "devastating" 

Langdale shows a 11/05/06 email about "unbilled calls" of another NOTW journalist to Kuttner. 

Kuttner recalls there was a concern about leaks from this NOTW journalist: "quite possibly would have asked for his telephone 
bill" 

"Another isolated topic" says Langdale. Kuttner says "more often than not" he attended editors conferences. No mention of 
phone hacking 

Kuttner is asked about journos using aliases for sources. He answers "I imagine..." Saunders cuts him short: "Not good 
enough" 

"If he did have" says Kuttner of aliases for journalist sources "he didn't reveal it to me" 

Kuttner agrees that he had good contacts with the police "which he could bring into play of his own volition" 

"It would seem it was you and Neville Thurlbeck who acted making contact with police" over Milly Dowler, says Langdale. 

Kuttner says he thinks he got Dowler information direct from Neville Thurlbeck. 

Kuttner questioned on Budgets 

Timothy Langdale QC, for Coulson, cross examines Kuttner on "budget matters" 

Langdale adduces Kuttner's draft budget 'menus' for NOTW. He agrees it resulted from a discussion with 'others' - a limited 
number. 

Desk editors, accountants, and the editor himself would have been involved in discussions over these budget options says 
Kuttner. 

Langdale says draft budget has to be seen in the context of the editor "looking for cuts elsewhere.... significant sums" 

Langdale uses example of reducing quality of magazine paper - the 'grammage' - could result in significant reduction of 
production costs. 

Kuttner explains his budget documents only dealt with editorial, not production, costs. Reiterates that Mulcaire's 100k was 0.3% 

Langdale compares Mulcaire costs to "six figure sum" for buy-ups. "On a handful of occasions," says Kuttner. 

Langdale adduces a document the jury "will be seeing in due" course about NOTW expenditures. 

"Do we need to identify people and the amounts of money" asks Justice Saunders. Langdale tries to avoid naming names. 

Top names on this unnamed list - significant sums being paid to contributors at NOTW. Footballer over and pound;100k. 

NOTW contributors: four columnists over and pound;150k - another four between and pound;100-150k. "Fish of the week" 
much cheaper notes Saunders 

"At the end of the day the news editor... would have a very important say on how he had his budget spent" says Langdale. 

Kuttner says the desk editors wouldn't have the final say, especially over the cost of columnist - that would be decided by 
editor. 

Langdale says the last topic for Kuttner requires another file: the same file he was using with Goodman when cross examine 
was interrupted. 

Kuttner questioned more about Goodman 

Langdale asks Kuttner about the "bombardment of emails from Clive Goodman" 

"Would it be right to say he was rather given to overdramatic language from time to time" asks Langdale. "Yes" says Kuttner. 

Kuttner says Goodman was given to "embellishment" and he "took his statements with a pretty big pinch of salt" 

Kuttner says he thinks both he and Andy Coulson "indulged" Clive Goodman. He thinks Coulson was "too soft" on former 
NOTW Royal Reporter 
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Email shown again email from Kuttner to NOTW editor Pat Chapman in 1989 claiming Goodman "making 2 and 2 adding up to 
about 7" 

Pat Chapman writes to Clive Goodman about "pulling a Prince Andrew story": "If you're not sure about something don't run it" 
Chapman writes 

16/07/98 Kuttner writes to then NOTW editor Phil Hall: "I think we have a problem with Clive Goodman... 3 frustrating 
episodes" 

Kuttner email to then NOTW editor complains about splashes in People, Mail, and Sun: "time to speak in frank terms to Clive" 

Kuttner has "no recollection" of these emails about Goodman in the 1990s. 

Email 15/10/03 from Coulson to Kuttner about Goodman: "I want to use him more often" and "access to car pool" 

"Was Andy Coulson concerned to try to find useful thinks for Clive Goodman to do on the paper?" asks Langdale. Kuttner 
says he was 

Coulson email suggests Goodman help Kuttner in writing leaders for NOTW in 2003 

Another Kuttner email cited by Langdale, counsel for Coulson, about querying Goodman's level of cash payments. 

Kuttner says that a Goodman email about cash payments was "one of those documents I received pretty regularly from Clive 
Goodman" 

Langdale goes to Kuttner email about Goodman being moved to news desk but still being allowed to come to editorial 
conferences. 

"This is an example of Andy Coulson's civilised approach to sensitive matters" says Kuttner of email by Coulson about Clive 
Goodman 

Langdale cites Kuttner email about cutting the cost of a contributor about "the repeat of a People Page lead 12 wks after they 
published" 

Kuttner remembers this as one of the "more bizarre moments in my career" over Goodman seeking payment for a story 
published in the People 

Langdale cites another 24/08/05 email from Goodman to another NOTW journalist about cash payment requests being 
watched carefully 

Email talks about Goodman's "attitude... not being a team player... not going to New York... not come up with single big Royal 
exclusive" 

Kuttner says "it's fair" to say these emails are indicative of the "problem" with Clive Goodman on NOTW. 

Kuttner writes to Coulson on 'Clive Goodman" in August 2005 laying out "ACs concerns about CGs performance and 
attendance" 

"So far as lack of exclusives, CG had two splashes, surprised about complaint" says Kuttner's note of conversation with 
Goodman in 2005 

Goodman was required to get "more into the paper": he had "exceptional casting": "air of injured pride" says note from 2005 

Kuttner shown two documents from Clive Goodman about credits for contributor payments for Alec Hall and David Alexander 
20/10/05 

"Alexander is a relatively familiar name to me, Hall is not" says Kuttner of Goodman's claims for credits. 

"You tended to put in a claim for cash... supported by a separate piece of paper" says Kuttner of cash payments to confidential 
sources 

A short break for Stuart Kuttner at the #hackingtrial 

Back with Langdale's cross examination of Stuart Kuttner - focusing on another email chain 05/11/05 from Nicholas to 
Goodman 

"Are you seriously suggesting I report to nobody other than News Desk?" asks Goodman. Nicholas says yes. 

Goodman replies he thought he could communicate directly with the editor Andy Coulson. Nicholas forwards email to Kuttner 

Nicholas says "Goodman clearly has more time than I have on a Saturday morning" 

"It's time to draw the curtain on his timewasting" writes Kuttner of Goodman to other senior NOTW staff. 

A whole series of emails about Goodman reporting direct to news desk is cited by Langdale - including Kuttner and NOTW 
deputy. 

Kuttner says "this is a childish waste of time at a newspaper" of Goodman's complaints about reporting to news desk at NOTW. 

"I'm sorry he's not here," says Kuttner of Goodman's absence. Saunders: "He's getting record of everything that's said" Kuttner 
"Excellent!" 

Kuttner Goodman email cited about "protected" cash payments of source in "sensitive profession": Langdale wants to know 
about 'wording" 

Langdale says Goodman suggested Kuttner wanted this kind of wording over payments to sensitive sources: "Certainly not 
mine" says Kuttner 
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Kuttner taken to an email sent by Goodman to Coulson about "Stuart told me of the decision about matey's weekly payments" 

Kuttner reiterates that he has "no recollection" of talking about "Matey's weekly payments" 03/02/06 

Twenty days later Goodman writes to Kuttner about 'Alexander cash payments': again Kuttner cannot remember previous email 

Justice Saunders explains that Goodman is getting transcripts and has to give instructions to his counsel Spens. That will be 
done now. 

Trial breaks early so that Spens can be instructed by his client Clive Goodman before cross examination of Kuttner. 

Justice Saunders advises the Jury 

Time taken to consider verdict 

Saunders explains to the jury that the contingency planning for their verdict should not be taken as indication whole long they 
should take. 

Saunders explains possibility of a week's break in June to help holiday plans for jurors. 
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Thursday 10 April 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Stuart Kuttner Continues 
Stuart Kuttner is Cross-Examined by Counsel for Clive Goodman 
Payments to False Names 
Kuttners relationship with Clive Goodman 
Andy Coulson becomes Editor - Neil Wallis Deputy Editor 
Cash Payments 
Goodman's Demotion 
Kuttner does not recollect Alec Hall 
Kuttner's meetings with Clive Goodman after his arrest 
Kuttner meeting at the Sun 
Payments to Mulcaire continue 
Kuttner's opinion of Goodman and Mulcaire 
The Alexander Project 

Stuart Kuttner is Cross-Examined by the Prosecution 
Kuttner questioned on his meeting with Clive Goodman 

Stuart Kuttner Defence Witness - Lord Carey 
Lord Carey is questioned on his knowledge of Stuart Kuttner 

Stuart Kuttner's Cross-Examined by the Prosecution continues 
Kuttner questioned further on his meeting with Clive Goodman 
Kuttner's trust of journalists and payments 
Glen Mulcaire 
Paying Police Officers 
Kuttner's medical condition 
Private Investigators 

The Defence of Stuart Kuttner Continues 

Stuart Kuttner is Cross-Examined by Counsel for Clive Goodman 

Back with Stuart Kuttner in the witness box of the #hackingtrial - being cross examined by David Spens QC, counsel for Clive 
Goodman 

Spens points out that Kuttner has "very complimentary things to say about Mr Coulson.... but not a single good word to say 
about Mr Goodman" 

"Is there anything you've said about Mr Goodman.... that is remotely complimentary?" asks Spens. Kuttner: "I trusted him for 
many years" 

Spens picks up Kuttner's words that he'd "indulged" Clive Goodman. He points out how Rebekah Brooks promoted Goodman 
in June 2001 

"That was a promotion on merit... not an indulgence" says Spens of Goodman's promotion. "I don't remember that episode" 
says Kuttner 

"He'd obviously done something right, Mr Goodman, to get that promotion" says Spens. "I don't recall" says Kuttner. 

"There seemed to be an unending and unnecessary tension about who he reported to" says Kuttner of Clive Goodman. 

Kuttner cannot recall the details of the promotion of Goodman to editorial management budget, away from reporting to news 
desk. 

"Without trying to reconstruct the past or speculate.... I do not know why the switch was made" says Kuttner of Goodman's 
promotion in 2001 

16/07/01 memo from Kuttner to Rebekah Brooks on Goodman and another NOTW journalist being "accommodated in editorial 
management budget" 

"It wasn't some indulgence he was appointed to editorial team, and it wasn't Mr Coulson but Rebekah Brooks who promoted 
him" says Spens 

Payments to False Names 

Spens turns to Kuttner's evidence that he never knew of sources being paid in 'false names": he says was already widespread 
at NOTW in 1986 

Kuttner says it's "nonsensical" to suggest he knew of false names and addresses for sources. 

Kuttner explains how Paul Nicholas worked with him "not terribly closely... Paul is quite an individual person.... not mirror 
myself" 

Kuttner doesn't accept he worked in "tandem" with Paul Nicholas: his deputy as managing editor at NOTW. 

24/08/05 Paul Nicholas emails NOTW editors about cash payments. Spens reads part of it. 

This Nicholas email to Kuttner says of Goodman "virtually all his payments for Blackadder are for cash" and paying NI and Tax 
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Kuttner agrees that the payee must have passed on details of name and address to tax authorities in order to pay the tax. 

Spens: "I'm suggesting to you.... all knew these protected sources were paid with false names and addresses" Kuttner: "that is 
not true" 

"I did not spend a lifetime in journalism to falsify dockets" Kuttner tells the jury at the #hackingtrial 

Kuttners relationship with Clive Goodman 

"You bear some animosity to Mr Goodman don't you?" asks Spens. "I'm disappointed in Mr Goodman" says Kuttner. 

Spens contends Kuttner had a difficult relationship with Goodman since 1992. "I don't accept animosity" says Kuttner. 

"There are instances he rejected information which was important... refused to follow stories..." says Kuttner 

"I simply do not believe as a veteran journalist that is the best way to conduct yourself," Kuttner says of Goodman 

Spens talks about a Nick Davies (Mirror not Guardian) journalist 1992 book written as a "match" for the Morton Book: Diana her 
True Story 

Spens says Kuttner asked Goodman to provide background stories for his friend's Diana book. Kuttner doesn't recollect this. 

"One of the rumours of the forthcoming Morton book was rumours of a suicide bid by Princess Diana" says Spens. Kuttner does 
not remember 

Kuttner says he cannot the false story of Diana's attempted suicide appearing in a rival newspapers by Nick Davies to plug his 
book 

Spens contends that Goodman had a furious row with Kuttner because he "leaked" info to Mirror journalist: "Completely and 
utterly false" 

"I did not at any time leak information" says Kuttner emphatically 

Spens contends that Goodman emailed him on two things: the first on processing credits, and the leader writing duties they 
shared at NOTW. 

Spens says Kuttner needed to be "chased": because he was "very slow to sign off anyone's credits". Kuttner says he has a 
witness to contrary 

"That is completely false" says Kuttner to "liking to make people wait". He says he was quick and took work home. 

Spens contends that Kuttner was "very slow" to sign off Goodman's credits. "Did you deliberately make Mr Goodman wait?" 
"No, I did not" 

Kuttner says he "tried to run a tightish ship" on contributor payments: Spens says even more so on cash payments because of 
tax overhead 

"I looked for value for money" says Kuttner. He agrees they had back copies of NOTW to check contributions against columns 
in paper 

Kuttner agrees he 'trusted' staff. He agrees he might have visited staff, unannounced on extend sick leave. Spens: "Not wholly 
trusting?" 

"There was a culture at NI of looking after people, a culture that flows from Mr Rupert Murdoch downwards" says Kuttner. 

"As I repeatedly told the police I took a macro attitude to management of the budget" says Kuttner of his style 

Kuttner denies he had a reputation for "extreme scrutiny" or that he "kept an eagle eye on every pound" 

Kuttner also denies there was no "court of appeal" against his judgements. He says if there was a dispute it would go the editor. 

Kuttner previously described Goodman as "an enigma who didn't want to travel" but he did sign off his travel expenses "up to a 
point" 

Spens contends that Goodman was the "most travelled reporter, internationally, on the whole paper": Kuttner can't remember 
that. 

Kuttner agrees that from memory he thinks Goodman was an "early starter". 

Spens contends that Goodman didn't want to go out "on half baked tips". "It's not up to the journalist to decide if half baked" 
says Kuttner 

Kuttner agrees that Goodman and management disagreed often about going out to follow stories. 

Spens talks about Kuttner and Brooks' trip to Paris to sign up Bryan for a story about a royal affair. 

Kuttner says they signed up Bryan - and secured the story. Spens says he was already signed up. 

Andy Coulson becomes Editor - Neil Wallis Deputy Editor 

12/01/03 Coulson was appointed editor of NOTW. Neil Wallis arrived as his deputy the same month says David Spens QC. 

Wallis had been deputy editor of the Sun, and then editor of the People: Kuttner agrees he had been an expert on "hard news" 

Kuttner is asked whether Neil Wallis "was Mr Coulson's choice?": he doesn't know if Wallis was the choice of someone more 
senior. 

Kuttner agrees Coulson's previous experience was in showbusiness: Spens says he didn't have hard news experience. 
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Kuttner remembers Wallis' nickname 'Wolfman': he describes him as "focused, direct and sometimes quite tough": 

"He was a bully" says Spens of Wallis. Kuttner denies this. He says Wallis talked "directly" to reporters. "Quite a lot of shouting 
goes on" 

"Perhaps more than most" says Kuttner of Wallis' raising his voice to staff at NOTW. 

Spens turns back to Kuttner's evidence yesterday about "important one fact stories" and having only one shot a week at 
NOTW. 

Kuttner agrees a leak could be "devastating" to NOTW. He also confirms the "secret room" to prevent leaks to rivals. 

Spens: "That secret room eventually had to be sound proofed because Neil Wallis shouted so loudly everyone could hear the 
secret stories." 

Kuttner is unaware of the soundproofing of the secret room, unaware of the reason it could be soundproofed, unaware of Wallis 
shouting 

Cash Payments 

24/01/03 email from Goodman to Coulson cited about "having a heck of a time getting cash payments from Stuart" 

Kuttner says he can't remember Goodman asking him to pay any police officer, but he would have asked him to "clear off" 

Another 24/01/03 document cited by David Spens QC about the October 02 'Green Book' and "cryptic credit payment" left for 
Kuttner 

Spens takes Kuttner to the relevant cash docket for the Green Book on 24/01/03 - authorised by cashier stamp four days later. 

The subject for this cash docket is 'Royal Research Project': Kuttner said previously he had no recollection of this. 

Spens claims Kuttner had a conversation with Goodman about the Green Book and it was a 'secure source': Kuttner has no 
recollection of this 

Justice Saunders has a question for Kuttner about anonymous sources - would it be done on a form like this? "Yes," says 
Kuttner. 

Kuttner says that journalists should be "confidential source" on the part of the docket which normally contains a name. 

Goodman's Demotion 

David Spens QC moves on to 2005, cross examining Stuart Kuttner, on behalf of his client Clive Goodman. 

22/06/05 "4 years after Goodman had been promoted" says Spens. about Goodman on the news desk head count, but still 
coming to conference 

Kuttner doesn't think that Goodman's reporting to news desk was a 'demotion": 

"Some of the most distinguished writers in Fleet St have reported through a news desk without equivocation" says Kuttner 

Kuttner agrees that Goodman might have seen this as a demotion: but he was still at the "high level" at editorial conferences. 

Kuttner didn't notice that Goodman had been put down the "pecking order" at editorial conferences. 

Page numbers missing for Spens - other counsel search for 01/11/05 email. 15 minute break. 

Kuttner does not recollect Alec Hall 

Back after the break at #hackingtrial with 01/11/05 application for credit for 'Alec Hall' for Clive Goodman. 

Kuttner reiterates the name Alec Hall was unfamiliar to him: Spens says 160 cash payments over 4.5 years for Hall - and 
pound;53k 

"Are you really saying the name Hall is not familiar to you?" asks Spens. Kuttner points out NOTW budget ran into "many 
millions of pounds" 

"I have no recollection of having a recollection" says Kuttner of Alec Hall 

"I have no recollection of payment to Hall at all" says Kuttner. "These were cash payments" 

Kuttner's meetings with Clive Goodman after his arrest 

Spens goes back to Kuttner's evidence over the arrest of Goodman and showing he "supported him" 

"Despite your question about the difficulties of Clive, he was one of the team" says Kuttner. "Quite unused to have any member 
arrested" 

Kuttner agrees Goodman worked for NOTW for 20 years: not sure what Spens means by assertion Goodman was a "company 
man" 

In his previous evidence Kuttner said he picked up Goodman 08/08/06 - but he agrees "it could indeed be the following day" 
09/08/06 

10/08/06 document adduced by Spens - Kuttner's note of meeting with Goodman which he said "I think was made 
contemporaneously" 

Kuttner vaguely remembers a second meeting with Goodman after his arrest being "late morning" 
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The contemporaneous note mentions and pound;100: Kuttner "I think I gave Clive or his wife Jenny and pound;100... I made 
this note to myself to reimburse" 

"A long time has elapsed" says Kuttner of how many visits he made to Goodman after his arrest. He remembers a night journey 
with Brandman 

Kuttner recalls going back three days later to see Goodman: "and sitting with him in the flat". He's uncertain of when and 
pound;100 given 

"If Mr Goodman through you says I'm mistaken and it didn't happen, I'll accept that. But it's unlikely" says Kuttner 

"I remember seeing the block of flats opposite in the day light" says Kuttner of annotated meeting. The 10/08/06 note is 
'possibly' next day 

Kuttner agrees he was the first person from NOTW to see Goodman after his arrest, and he was the first senior management to 
see him 

Spens says Kuttner's real reason for picking up Goodman was "to obtain information for NOTW of the state of police 
investigation" 

Kuttner says it was the "first time in his life" someone in a senior role arrested: "We tried to put the arm of the company around 
them" 

Kuttner doesn't accept that he was trying to find out if other names at NOTW had been named during Goodman's interview. 

Spens turns to Kuttner's contemporaneous note of talking with Goodman after his arrest in August 2006 

Spens goes through Mulcaire introducing Goodman to "serving spook.... dropping off inform... from secret services" 

Saunders goes back to manuscript note: says "leftovers from SIS bugging" - MI6 

Kuttner note says Goodman talked of "dial in access from secret services". Note "Told Andy this at the start": Kuttner marked 
this line 

Kuttner note of Goodman conversation talks about payments to Mulcaire being "agreed" - Kuttner cannot confirm means 
agreed with Coulson 

Kuttner meeting at the Sun 

Same day 10/08/06 Kuttner went to a meeting at the Sun newspaper, according to attendance note by Henri Brandman. 

"I'm puzzled about the Sun" says Kuttner. Spens goes back to legal note including Coulson. "I've no recollection" says Kuttner. 

"One of the difficulties is a memory difficult caused by a heart attack and a brain stem stroke... a lot of recollections... have 
gone" 

Spens tries to jog Kuttner's memory at the meeting at the Sun with himself Coulson and Henri Brandman. Note was made the 
same day. 

"The note must have been made before the meeting or after it" says Spens. The attendance note has no more details of 
content. 

"Do you think the presence of criminal solicitor there had something to do with Goodman's arrest?" ask Saunders. Kuttner not 
sure. 

The next day there's a legal note of a 3hour meeting at the Sun with Kuttner, Coulson and three lawyers. 

"I have an imprecise memory of lawyer's meetings after Goodman's arrest" says Kuttner. 

"What purpose did you write this note?" asks Spens. "So I had some kind of record of these events" says Kuttner. 

Kuttner agrees that people at the NOTW would have been very interested in what Goodman had said. 

Kuttner agrees it is "entirely reasonable" he told Coulson and others about the Goodman debriefing - and Coulson would have 
known. 

Payments to Mulcaire continue 

Spens, for Goodman, turns to 25/01/07 in his cross examination of Stuart Kuttner. 

Coulson emails Kuttner on 23/01/07 about last payments to Mulcaire: "fulfil the contract but not a penny more" 

NI lawyer replies to Kuttner on 25/01/07 - the day before Mulcaire sentenced - "keeping him non hostile till after tomorrow more 
important" 

"The NOTW continued to pay Mulcaire under his contract" says Spens despite the guilty plea. "What did non hostile mean to 
you?" 

Kuttner says "I don't know what it meant to me if anything at all"; Saunders: "It's coming out of your budget" 

Kuttner agrees that paying Mulcaire might have meant keeping him "sweet... and not talking to other press" 

"I do remember, as you can see, I passed this promptly on to Andy Coulson" says Kuttner. 

Kuttner says he's not sure the payments were to stop Mulcaire "going public" about his payments 

"NOTW was involved in a uniquely unpleasant situation.... I would contain matters" says Kuttner. 
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"If I aware of it, I was not conscious of it" says Kuttner of other NOTW journalists being named in the Mulcaire papers. 

Kuttner rejects Spens' suggestion that he was trying to hide his authorisation of Alexander payments - though agrees he did 
authorise 

Kuttner's opinion of Goodman and Mulcaire 

"The NOTW was in a very unhappy state of affairs, that I was very unwilling to extend" says Kuttner of Mulcaire. 

"I was so appalled. I thought the relationship with Mulcaire and Goodman should be severed" says Kuttner of 2006/7 

Spens adduces 03/02/07 email from Kuttner to NOTW staff, under authority of the new editor Colin Myler 

Kuttner says he didn't draft the letter to NOTW staff, but reviewed it: reiterates that PCC code is part of the terms of 
employment at NI 

Kuttner confirms that abiding by PCC code had been part of the terms of employment at NOTW for "years". 

Kuttner agrees that he thought Goodman should have been severed for phone hacking immediately. 

Kuttner said he'd "formed the belief" that Coulson didn't want to sack Goodman until legal proceedings completed 

Kuttner says he formed the view Goodman should have been sacked on guilty plea in Nov 06: but can't remember if he told 
Coulson. 

The Alexander Project 

Back to Alexander Project payments, which began in November 2005. Spens: "Presumably you've been kept abreast of what 
evidence is" 

Kuttner accepts the dates of Alexander Project (Mulcaire/Goodman) are common ground: he has no recollection of Coulson 
authorising them 

Kuttner is not sure Coulson must have spoken to him about authorising Alexander Payments. 

Kuttner accepts Goodman was attached to the news desk and had no budget to pay Mulcaire on Alexander Payments. 

Kuttner talks about Goodman having "historical authority": Kuttner says he might have taken view a senior person and accepted 
his signature 

"This is possible exception" to needing authorisation of desk heads for Alexander payments says Kuttner. 

Spens says Kuttner would have "laughed him straight out of the office" if Goodman had requested unauthorised cash payments 
for and pound;500 pw 

Kuttner says he would have trusted Goodman for the and pound;500 per week cash payments: "perhaps naively I would have 
accepted that" 

Spens points out that Kuttner had said Goodman had made a "bogus claim" around this time. "I thought he was pushing" 

"You'd criticised him on 31st of August with various complaints... you wouldn't have authorised it" says Spens. "I have no 
recollection" 

Spens suggests to Kuttner he told Goodman that Coulson should approve the Alexander project. 

"The implication that I was falsifying a name.. absolutely false.... If he said John Brown or Alexander I would have no reason to 
challenge" 

Kuttner asked to read memo from Goodman to him about cash payments "this source in a sensitive profession" requires 
anonymity 

"No I'm not quite sure, because I have no precise recollection. But I think it's unlikely" says Kuttner of wording over confidential 
sources 

10/01/06 memo to Kuttner from Goodman adduced in Court 12: "attached credit made to source... whose identity is security 
sensitive" 

Kuttner doesn't believe the 'wording' on confidential sources is his. "I'm going to suggest you chose the wording on both these 
documents" 

Kuttner says he wouldn't use words like "security sensitive": Spens says Alexander payments were authorised by Coulson. 

Kuttner says he has no recollection of a conversation with Coulson.: "You made serious allegations against me" 

Kuttner: "Unfortunately Mr Goodman deceived the newspaper, it was an unknown event in my life, to which I was no party" 

Stuart Kuttner is Cross-Examined by the Prosecution 

Kuttner questioned on his meeting with Clive Goodman 

Andrew Edis QC for the Crown cross examines Kuttner - starting on 'procedure" 

Edis turns back to the contemporaneous record of Goodman conversation: and why he emphasises "Told Andy about this from 
start" 
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Kuttner explains he highlighted this section because it suggested Coulson was "in the know" about Mulcaire/Goodman 
Alexander project 

"It was a serious allegation against a senior member of our team" says Kuttner. He agrees if there was 'validity' to SIS 
allegation "crime" 

"Encouraging that person to commit a crime is a crime" says Edis. Kuttner remembers Shayler and him talking to the papers. 

Kuttner can't remember what happened to Shayler. Says he can go back further. "All the way to the Profumo scandal" says 
Edis. 

Edis. "In your enormously long career you would have come across stories of members of the security services leaking, and 
being prosectued" 

Edis says this must have been "alarming information": Kuttner "I was no analysing the consequences of what he was saying" 

Kuttner accepts that a lot of what Goodman said to him after his arrest "turned out to be true" 

"Who else was in on the payments... bullied... pressurised" also highlighted in Kuttner's contemporaneous notes. 

Kuttner asked why he highlighted this too with vertical lines. "I thought it was important" he says. 

A vertical line by Kuttner on his contemporaneous note highlights "police register Glenn calling Nos" at 02 and Vodaphone 

"News of the World chain link" is highlighted in Kuttner document - because calls lead back to NI. 

Kuttner asterisked 'targetting' and concerns from police another NOTW journalist was at hacking too: "That's Goodman's 
version of events" 

Kuttner agrees that this other NOTW journalist named to Goodman and police was in a "senior position": Edis: "Perhaps 
committing crimes?" 

Kuttner agrees but says "Clive Goodman tended to embellish" Edis: "He wasn't embellishing about his arrest" "No," says 
Goodman 

Another asterisk by Kuttner highlights Goodman's financial concerns post arrest about "legal fees". Sal Con- Salary will 
Continue. 

"He'd just told you he'd committed a crime" says Edis of Kuttner's decision to continue with his salary. K: "You let the process 
proceed" 

Edis points out that what Goodman had told him was ground for instant dismissal. "These are my short notes" says Kuttner 

Edis asks if Kuttner used notebooks: he says yes. He shows Kuttner as spiral notebook. Kuttner confirms it is his. 

"As far as I know I left all my notebooks in NI archives" says Kuttner. 

"Yes because that's what newspapermen do" says Edis of archiving notebooks. "This one certainly does" says Kuttner 

Edis explains the note of Kuttner's talk with Goodman post arrest comes from Kuttner's 2006 notebook. Break till 2pm 

Kuttner's Notes of Conversation with Goodman Just After his Arrest http://wp.me/p1YHIt-F4 

Stuart Kuttner Defence Witness - Lord Carey 

Lord Carey is questioned on his knowledge of Stuart Kuttner 

Brief interruption of Kuttner's cross exam by Edis: Kuttner has a character witness former Archbishop (now Lord) George Carey 
#hackingtrial 

Lord Carey swears by almighty God that the evidence he will give "will be the whole truth and nothing but the truth" 

Lord Carey was Archbishop of Canterbury from 1991 to 2002: he knows the general nature of allegations against Kuttner. 

Carey says he came up with the idea of a book "Jesus 2000" and approached Rupert Murdoch "I want to get the story out" 

Carey says two people came to see him at Lambeth Palace was Stuart Kuttner: the answer came back from Murdoch that 
NOTW would run booklet 

Carey continued writing these articles with Kuttner beyond his retirement. They met often with Colin Myler: became friends. 

Carey says he would submit these articles with his son. Kuttner was a "very penetrating journalist" 

The articles Carey wrote were on moral matter, education, social issues like paedophilia. Kuttner was a "great encourager" 

"No payment would be made" for this 2000 booklet: "It was my gift... and his gift..." says Carey of Murdoch's offer. 

Carey began to write columns for NOTW because "Stuart and I got on very well together" 

"I wouldn't normally write for NOTW" says Carey but because of Kuttner "he's a very good man". 

Paper took an interest "in very poor people, in very poor conditions" says Carey of NOTW and a streets campaign. 

Carey says Kuttner was concerned with young journalists: "a man of deep integrity, loyal to his paper" 

"He is a man who's Jewish ethic went through his life" says Carey: "A man I would trust. My wife and I became very close to 
him" 
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Stuart Kuttner's Cross-Examined by the Prosecution continues 

Kuttner questioned further on his meeting with Clive Goodman 

Andrew Edis QC continues with his cross examination of Stuart Kuttner: he's back to the note of the Goodman conversation. 

"Your objective was to find out what the police were up to" says Edis of that conversation post arrest. Kuttner still rejects this. 

"I went to see him as a representative of the newspaper... to discover what was going on" says Kuttner. "Nothing wrong with 
finding out" 

"There seems to be an implication this was to protect the newspaper," says Kuttner: "Not the central reason for my visit" 

As far as Kuttner knows, Goodman wasn't paid out of his budget when he came out of prison - paid 12 months notice. 

Kuttner says he's "not au fait with that aspect of his departure" about dismissal of Goodman for gross misconduct. 

Kuttner cannot recall anyone dismissed for gross or criminal misconduct. 

Kuttner doesn't think the two further pay out to Goodman in 2007 came out of his budget. He wasn't involved in that decision. 

Kuttner's trust of journalists and payments 

Edis addresses the issue of Kuttner's trust of other journalists. Kuttner agrees he expected a high degree of trust. 

"It must be remembered in journalism... that reporters are trusted to produce for publication material that may be inflammatory, 
C of C" 

Kuttner accepts he made payments "absolutely on trust" without making inquiries where the money went to or what it was used 
for. 

"I'm not a naturally suspicious person. I have no reason to believe my colleagues are duping or deceiving the paper" says 
Goodman 

Edis asks how Kuttner could deliver "value for money" if he didn't know what contributors were being paid, and what for. 

Edis asks how Kuttner would check value for money for Mulcaire payments: Kuttner says if they provided "useful material... no 
concerns" 

"So you weren't doing your job at all" says Edis. Kuttner: "I don't accept your words but they are your words." 

Edis cites prepared statement from Rebekah Brooks dated 17/07/11: managing editors responsible for "approval, monitoring, 
auditing payments 

These payments Brooks talks about in her police statement are about payments to private investigators. 

Kuttner says the "operational management responsibility" of managing editors is "possibly too wide a phrase" in Brooks' 
statement 

"I don't object to it, I think it is imprecise and of rather a wide nature" says Kuttner of Brooks' note. He says it overstates his role. 

Edis asks if Brooks' statement "understates the role of the editor". Kuttner says he had the responsibility for editorial budget. 

"The company held the view editor had overall responsibility" says Kuttner. He reported to the editor, but also to managing 
directors and CEO 

Kuttner agrees that he was responsible for approval of payments to PIs, but not sure about "monitoring and auditing": "not 
terms I'd apply" 

Kuttner says monitoring would be on "level" of spending - not concerned with who the payment was to, and what for. 

Kuttner doesn't know what Edis means by "auditing" - but accepts that he would check NOTW was "within my knowledge... 
properly spent" 

Kuttner says NOTW generally did not use invoices. Instead there was a "self billing process" without waiting for invoices. 

Glen Mulcaire 

"What services did Glenn Mulcaire provide for NOTW?" asks Edis. "It now emerges... much to my distress... that provided 
phone interception" 

Edis asks what Kuttner "knew at the time" of Mulcaire's services. 

"I was told he was... providing private investigator services: surveiilance, tracking down people" says Kuttner of Mulcaire. 

Edis asks "what did you actually end up with" of Mulcaire's services. "I had no reason to think" wasn't anything other than 
normal PI work 

"I wouldn't be presented with the product of his work" says Kuttner. He cannot remember any paperwork spelling it out. 

Edis says of Kuttner's payment to Mulcaire"you made one inquiry when he started.... and never made any other inquiries in the 
next five years" 

Edis says "trust" is not good enough when it comes to money. "It was your job to check" he tells Kuttner. Kuttner says trust is 
the core 

Kuttner accepts a leak on a "significant one fact story" is a "serious matter" 
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Kuttner describes a leak he discovered was journalist working for the Times or Sunday Time who came once a week and 
ferreted around 

Kuttner says it "wasn't fine" that this journalist sold NOTW stories to rival newspapers. 

"You can raise your eyebrows and you're quite entitled" says Kuttner of Edis' sceptical look. "Very unlikely staff team would 
betray paper" 

Kuttner explains the importance of secret room for a one fact secret story: "take it forward to a production stage off the floor" 

Edis asks if why Kuttner was getting another NOTW journos billing; "because there was mistrust" says Kuttner. Concerns of 
leak of Calum Best 

Kuttner concedes that getting a journalists phone billing shows a degree of "mistrust" among NOTW journalists. 

Paying Police Officers 

Kuttner says he always thought paying police was wrong, but didn't necessarily know it was a crime. 

Kuttner says that "hypothetically" he would consider paying a police officer if they had proof of corruption of chief commissioner 

"At the very highest level... consideration must be given to it" says Kuttner of paying police officers: "It might be justifiable" 

Edis says that by 2003 Kuttner was "well aware" that paying police was a crime. Kuttner says he can't remember. Edis gets 
new bundle. 

"I think the man I'm thinking of now is Nigel.... Neville Thurlbeck" Kuttner says he went to Milton Keynes Court. 

Kuttner remembers there "was a previous occasion a journalist had been tried and acquitted... if I didn't deal with that earlier I 
apologise 

"You remember going to Milton Keynes Court, and you remember he was acquitted" says Edis. "He was charged with making 
payments to police" 

"That does come as a bit of new information to me" says Kuttner of Thurlbeck's charge of corrupt payments to police in 2000. 

Summer 2000 Thurlbeck acquitted. Brooks emails Kuttner asking for a pay rise for Thurlbeck. 

Kuttner doesn't remember trying to cut Thurlbeck's pay rise on acquittal, but does remember him 

14/09/00 Kuttner sends an email to various NOTW staff including NGN MD Clive Milner: Milner replies "my reaction is to 
decline" 

Milner says Thurlbeck's rise is "inappropriate" in 2000. "He's not quite as relaxed about your budget as you said he was" says 
Edis. 

Kuttner talks of a "climate of concern" over staff costs at a senior management level: "different to spending money on a story" 

"I think he was entirely relaxed on the day to day budget, but not about a salary for staff" says Kuttner. 

Edis asks if Milner would be concerned about hiring someone on and pound;100k. "If an outsider" says Kuttner: "Viewed very 
differently" 

Kuttner accepts that "justification" was needed. If he had mentioned Nine Consultancy, and could save costs, it would be 
accepted. 

"Why didn't you ask him?" says Edis of asking Milner about Nine Consultancy: "It didn't occur to me to do so.." says Kuttner. 

Saunders points out that both Brooks and Pannuccio had said in previous evidence Mulcaire's contract should have gone up to 
NGN MD. 

"Did the editor tell you not to approach Mr Milner?" asks Edis. "Absolutely not," says Kuttner. 

Kuttner's medical condition 

Kuttner "I suggest getting in touch with my doctor, I don't know if my lapses are through the passage of time or severe brain 
stem stroke" 

Kuttner says he has seen a neuro psychologist and consultant neurologists: they have both provided reports. 

Edis says 22/06/13 the consultant neurologist has provided a report. Edis asks Kuttner has decided not to place these 
documents before jury 

15 minute break 

Private Investigators 

Edis moves onto Kuttner's own defence file for the rest of the afternoon: he has three documents he wants to put in this bundle. 

Edis inserts a big spreadsheet into Kuttner's defence bundle. 

A 05/07/00 NOTW memorandum is also inserted by the prosecution into the defence bundle 

Edis turns to a list Kuttner created in Jan July 1998-9 of private investigators 

Kuttner thinks this is "Pre Mulcaire" list of Private Investigator sent to Miskiw 06/10/99 - telling journalists to do more work 
themselves 
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Edis asks Kuttner if he can remember a conversation with Miskiw about using Mulcaire to save money 

"I believe someone came to me... and said he could save money by using one inquiry agent" says Kuttner. Edis: "Stop using 
these people?" 

Kuttner says the "business case" for Mulcaire was trying to save money on Private Investigators. 

Edis asks if the plan in 2001 to stop using other PIs: "I accepted in my mind I accepted there would be occasions" other used 
says Kuttner 

Kuttner confirms NOTW kept on using Whittamore's JJ services two years late: Mr Stafford he can't remember. 

Kuttner says Christine Hart was a freelance journalist used by Greg Miskiw "who tended to be rather expensive" 

"The most expensive item is Legal resources and intelligence" says Edis of PI costs to NOTW in 1999 

Edis cites a 01/08/06 contributor payment request to Derek Webb: "his specialism was surveillance". Mark Newbie Robinson 
and James Stafford 

Kuttner says "it's apparent the paper was still using" J Stafford 7 years after he planned reduction of private investigators at 
NOTW. 

Kuttner confirms that Derek Webb was used over a number of years, and he was paid a substantial number of payments from 
NOTW. 

Jury shown Derek Webb payments from 2003-2011: a total of and pound;249.239 

Edis points out that Kuttner approved most these payments to Webb until 2009 

"How did that happen if you'd done this deal to put over the work to Euro Research and 9 Consultancy" asks Edis of costs of 
Webb from 2003 

"My job was to oversee the editorial budgets" says Kuttner: "to do my best to contain department spending within their annual 
budgets" 

"You had actively approved the commitment in 2001.... amounting to over and pound;100k of Mulcaire's company, to save 
money," says Edis 

Edis says wouldn't he point out that they'd done a deal with 9 Consultancy. "A long time ago... but not an isolated event" says 
Edis. 

"I can't recall, sir" says Kuttner to Edis of reducing the cost of private investigators at NI. 

Edis then turns to the NOTW costs to Private Investigator Paul Gadd: from November 2004. Kuttner cannot recall him. 

Kuttner looks at the Gadd payments that from 2004 to 2010: "perhaps some of these payments were signed off by the news 
desk" 

Kuttner says he might not have seen these one system is computerised. But SKUT initials occur a lot as well as news desk 
editors 

Edis reiterates a lot of money was "paid off to Gadd". "It doesn't appear your approval of Mulcaire's contract saved money" 

Edis suggests Mulcaire was being recruited to provide an "additional service": Kuttner says "if he was it was absolutely without 
my approval 

"If this had been a money saving device, you'd be monitoring savings on private investigators" says Edis. 

Kuttner says these allegations he knew about phone hacking is "was without foundation" 

Kuttner: "I've spent a lifetime in journalist... intercepting voicemails is a technique that has never ever featured in my work or my 
mind" 

Saunders asks about how "intrusive" the surveillance NOTW employed was. 

Kuttner talks of two hypothetical people having an affair: "Webb and possibly Mulcaire.... would watch the house" 

"The process to secure photographs for evidence should be considered separately whether fit for publication" says Kuttner. 

Kuttner says they might use a lip reader for a major public event - such as the Queen, but not the Goodman claim of Harry at 
Wedding. 

Kuttner says he's "not familiar with, or ever advocate" binology: even though he authorised an invoice with that topic. 

Documents discussed in today's #hackingtrial - Kuttner's Notes of Conversation with Goodman Just After his Arrest 
http://wp.me/p1YHIt-F4 
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Friday 11 April 2014 

Summary 

Stuart Kuttner Defence Witness - Lord Black of Brentwood 
Lord Black is questioned on his knowledge of Stuart Kuttner 

Stuart Kuttner Defence Witness - Sara Payne 
Sara Payne is questioned on her friendship and working with Stuart Kuttner 
Sara Payne is cross examined by Counsel for Rebekah Brooks 

The Prosecution Cross-Examination of Stuart Kuttner Continues 
Stuart Kuttner is cross-examines on the PCC Code and Public Interest 
Knowledge of Dan Evans 
The Milly Dowler Investigation and the Surry Police 
Changes to the Milly Dowler Story 
Contact with Surry Police 
Kuttner questioned on News of the World budgets 
Mulcaire Contracts 
Payments to Police Offices 
The Prosecution close their cross-examination of Stuart Kuttner 

The Defence of Stuart Kuttner Concludes 
Counsel for Stuart Kuttner asks the last questions for his defence 

Stuart Kuttner Defence Witness - Lord Black of Brentwood 

Lord Black is questioned on his knowledge of Stuart Kuttner 

Two more character witnesses for Stuart Kuttner at the #hackingtrial: first Lord Black. 

Lord Black of Brentwood is executive director of the Telegraph Group: he's aware the allegations Stuart Kuttner faces. 

Black is a former director of PCC 1996 2005: dealing with high level complaint and liaising with figures across the newspaper 
industry 

The death of Princess Diana fell within the time of Black's role at PCC. 

Black says he first came into contact with Kuttner in the summer of 1996 when he was "raw recruit" 

"Lord Wakeham said to me one of the first people you have to seek out is Stuart Kuttner... an enormously important person in 
the industry" 

"He will tell you what you need to know to do your job" says Black of Kuttner. He was told "he will never let you down" 

Black says he saw Kuttner throughout his time at PCC: "Stuart was the one I always went to... for a solution to a problem" 

"I needed to talk to him about how we needed to manage a solution across the newspaper industry" says Black of Kuttner 

Black talks about the press response to Omagh bombing: "the press should leave that grieving town". Kuttner helped on that 
and Dunblane 

"He always helped me frame a request to the newspaper industry" says Black of Kuttner over disasters "when the aftermath is 
over" 

Black and Lord Wakeham talk about the reaction to Princess Diana's death and "radical changes" to paparazzi and intrusion on 
grief and shock 

Kuttner was "one of the first people I talked to" says Black, on the recommendation of Lord Wakeham during the aftermath of 
Princess Diana 

"The changes on coverage of children was largely down to the meticulous work of Stuart" says Black of PCC. 

Black says he's become a "very good friend" with Kuttner since he left the PCC: they still keep in touch. 

Black says he's dealt with Kuttner on "two levels" - both professional and personal. "He's the reporter's reporter... intrepid" says 
Black 

"He would never ever play fast and loose with the rules" says Black. "He didn't just talk about code and ethics... they were in his 
DNA" 

"I feel he has the highest professional standard, a man of the highest integrity" says Black of Kuttner. 

"As a friend I've always found him... a caring, loving, family man. I'm proud to have him as a friend" says Lord Black of Kuttner 

Stuart Kuttner Defence Witness - Sara Payne 

Sara Payne is questioned on her friendship and working with Stuart Kuttner 

Stuart Kuttner's next witness is Sara Payne 

Sara Payne is question by Jonathan Caplan QC, counsel for Stuart Kuttner. 
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Sara Payne is the mother of Sarah Payment who was abducted and murdered almost 14 years ago. She met Kuttner at that 
time. 

"We met with Rebekah... and got all of the agencies together, to find out how we could move it forward and make it different" 
says Payne 

Sara Payne confirms this became Sarah's Law. She's remained in touch with Kuttner in the intervening years. 

Sara Payne has become close friends with Kuttner's wife Sylvia. 

Sara Payne has had a history of medical problems: "whenever I woke up Stuart was there" says Payne of his support. 

"He knows things about me no one else knows, and he's never sought to publish or let anyone else know" says Payne of 
Kuttner 

"Stuart is a gentleman... manner and etiquette. He's a good guy. He's taught me an awful lot. He's always on the phone" says 
Payne of Kuttner 

"Stuart's been with me through many many things" says Payne. She used to contribute articles to the NOTW. 

"I was very new working in the newspaper industry" Payne says of constant requests for comment: "I looked to Stuart for 
guidance" 

Payne has now met other journalists in the industry and official in the Home Office: "I've been very fortunate": she says of 
meeting Kuttner 

Payne wrote for last edition of NOTW: "On a personal level they stood behind me, not for the headlines, because it was the 
right thing to do 

Payne explains how she spent the last day of NOTW in the newsroom. The journalists were "mourning": she cited picture of her 
daughter. 

Sara Payne is cross examined by Counsel for Rebekah Brooks 

Laidlaw cross examines Sara Payne for Rebekah Brooks. 

Payne explains she met Brooks while they were still searching for Sarah. They came up with Sarah's Law - Kuttner became 
point of contact 

Hayley Barlow was also a point of contact and she's now became a very close friend. 

"Our life just revolved around our family" says Payne, and when they became a media phenomenon "it was a crazy world" 

Payne says Brooks would always organise things for her other children:: "the focus wasn't just on me" 

"Rebekah was always in the foreground too... she was one of the people I could call at 2 am in the morning" Payne says of 
Brooks 

Payne talks of the 'behind the scenes' work of Brooks - contact with politicians, gathering rival papers and taking competition 
out of story 

Payne explains how, at Party Political conferences, Sarah's Law would be pooled among media in a non competitive way 

Payne says she has become friends with Brooks in the years since Sarah's Law: "She's very sweet natured... We're both very 
direct" 

The Prosecution Cross-Examination of Stuart Kuttner Continues 

Stuart Kuttner is cross-examines on the PCC Code and Public Interest 

Stuart Kuttner returns to the witness box to continue his cross examination by Anthony Edis QC 

Kuttner cannot recall specifically being consulted about the 'Public Interest' element of the PCC code 

Kuttner is asked about Brooks years as editor: he cannot remember being asked advice on "paying public officials for stories" 

Edis points out there is a section in the PCC code about intercepting telephone communications. 

Kuttner says phone hacking was "utterly unknown to me... wasn't methodology I knew anything about" 

Edis turns to the 1999 PCC code about 'listening devices' and 'intercepting private telephone conversations' 

Kuttner confirms he contributed to the drawing up of this code. "Are you really saying you haven't heard of phone hacking?" 
asks Edis. 

Kuttner doesn't agree that the 'intercepting phone messages' is the same as phone hacking. 

"It depends how you define public interest" say Kuttner of defence of phone intercepts. But he says there isn't a public interest 
defence. 

"I tried to explain my attitude yesterday" Kuttner: if corruption of police or politicians exposed by intercepts "worthy of 
consideration" 

Kuttner is asked about 2002 and the disappearance of Milly Dowler: he says he doesn't think phone hacking justified "to find a 
missing girl" 
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Kuttner says his role was to "assisting authorities" when it came to a missing girl 

Kuttner explains what he means by macro managing: he didn't look at the fine detail of the budgets. 

Knowledge of Dan Evans 

Edis adduces a series of offers of employment to Dan Evans at NOTW beginning in 2004. Kuttner's department dealt with 
employment 

22/07/05 email from NOTW staff about 'Jude and Sienna' to several including Kuttner: "special checks Dan Evans has made" 

Kuttner remembers the names Jude and Sienna but not much else of this story. Edis: "Was it normal of emails of this kind to be 
sent to you?" 

"You were really quite involved in the journalism of the newspapers" says Edis. Kuttner denies this. Doesn't know what special 
checks means 

Kuttner says he only recognised the face and name of Dan Evans when he was photographed outside the court. 

Kuttner remembers Evans worked on the features desk, but not exactly what he did. 

Edis turns to an expenses form: Kuttner recognises the authoriser as Paul Nicholas. 

This expense claim from Evans is for two Nokia phones, two SIM cards, and top up money. 

"I have no recollection of seeing a claim of that nature" says Kuttner of Evans' expenses for two mobile phones. 

13/01/05 Dan Evans is given a mobile phone. Edis asks why on 14/02/05 two more phones would be approved. 

Kuttner is asked whether he would have approved this claim: "I might have queried it" says Kuttner. 

"I absolutely accept that" says Kuttner, that it would be questionable why Evans wanted two new mobiles a month after issue 
company mobile 

March 2006 Dan Evans expenses claim cited by Edis: another phone top up - this time authorised by Kuttner: "looks like 
signature" he says 

Kuttner says "I'm back to reconstruction... thousands of expenses came my way. I probably looked at the total... that doesn't 
look bad' and pound;281 

"It back to my macro approach" says Kuttner: "I know the prosecution want to argue with, I know the police wanted to argue 
with" 

Caplan points out that Evans expense claim was for "police drug probe" 

Kuttner says he was "disturbed" by changes to police statement about his management style: "'micro' was substituted for the 
word 'macro'" 

"I wouldn't have had any hesitation approving it" says Kuttner of Evans expenses claim if it was for police drug probe. 

"My role at NOTW was not one of micromanagment" says Kuttner. Edis says the police have a tape. 

"I don't want to get into an argument with you about what's on the tape of your police interview" says Edis. He says this claim is 
micro 

Edis talks about an email about Thurlbeck getting a new computer for and pound;1k: Kuttner says they were subject to 
approval. 

The Milly Dowler Investigation and the Surry Police 

Edis now turns the subject of Milly Dowler in cross examining Stuart Kuttner. 

Kuttner agrees he telephoned Surrey Police on Saturday afternoon in April 2002: there are three documents covering that 
conversation 

"What I have been reminded of and now remember" says Kuttner of Milly Dowler: "passing on that information which had been 
known to me" 

"There are three documents, and they're not exactly the same... I want to know if you remember anything at all" asks Edis. 

Kuttner says he remembers wanting to speak to a police officer rather than press officer over "their search for missing school 
girl" 

"It's not a case of your memory being wiped out by ill health" says Edis. "You did remember things before shown documents by 
police" 

Kuttner says he "wouldn't argue" with the fact he had some memory of contacting Surrey Police during first police interview 
after arrest 

Edis cites a transcript of Kuttner's first police interview: he recalled going to see senior officer and Chief Constable of Surrey 
Police 

Kuttner had remembered in 2012 that former Surrey Chief Constable and was by then Chief of Her Majesty's Inspectorate 

Kuttner remembered a "synergy" between Sarah's Law campaign at NOTW and the disappearance of Milly Dowler. 

Kuttner concedes that NOTW interest in Milly Dowler was partly because of Sarah's Law, and some geographical coincidence 
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Kuttner explains about offering rewards for information: he says he would often make the initial decision, and raise it with senior 
police 

and pound;50k offered by NOTW for Milly Dowler: Kuttner agrees "that's normally something I would run by editor, or he or she 
would raise with me" 

Edis points out email at the time saying the reward for Milly Dowler would "be the decision of the editor" of NOTW. 

Edis goes back to police interview which mentions Kuttner's 20/04/02 email to Surrey Police. 

During this police interview, Kuttner was read the email he sent Surrey Police. 

Kuttner said of email: "it sounds to me on the face of it.... alerting police about information I had" 

Kuttner said of email presented to him by police "I need to do some research" 

Edis reminds the jury that Kuttner eventually made a prepared statement to police which set out his state of health, but nothing 
on email 

"All the documentation I've seen... suggests to me the information came from Neville Thurlbeck" says Kuttner. 

"I had one concern to assist the police in help finding a missing schoolgirl" says Kuttner to the source of his information on Milly 
Dowler 

15 minute break 

Back after the break at #hackingtrial. Andrew Edis QC continues with his cross examination of Stuart Kuttner, former 
Managing Editor of NOTW 

Edis: "What I'm asking you why you didn't explain to the police when you were interviewed in 2011/12 where this information 
came from" 

"I believe I did not know" says Kuttner of source of information of Milly Dowler in April 2002 

Edis turns to 20/04/02 email - identical to one sent the day before: except it adds new information of Telford and recruiting 
agency 

These details of Milly Dowler of recruiting agency and Telford job came from the hacking of her voicemail 

Follow up email by Kuttner specifies the messages on Milly Dowler's phone, and offered to provide tape recordings. 

"I clearly did" know there were taped voicemail messages, says Kuttner. He has no recollection of how he knew that. 

"It seems to me" says Kuttner "I probably would have known where the information came from... that it was obtained from 
Milly's phone" 

"I'm not disputing that" says Kuttner of knowing at the time that NOTW had Milly Dowler's voicemail messages. 

Kuttner doesn't accept that he must have known "someone illegally intercepted" Milly Dowler's phone. 

"If the police had asked where they came from" says Kuttner: "I would have made inquiries" 

"You're suggesting I was holding back information that is not the case" says Kuttner. 

"Someone on behalf of NOTW must have hacked her phone" says Edis. "I don't accept that," says Kuttner. 

Changes to the Milly Dowler Story 

In the 20/04/02 email Kuttner says the NOTW "radically altered" their article and changed Dowler story to allegations of a hoax 

Kuttner doesn't accept that the changes of the Dowler story would "necessarily" involve the editor of NOTW. 

"Was Harry Scott right in saying that move a story from one part of the paper to another was the editor's decision?" asks Edis. 

"I wouldn't necessarily agree with that" says Kuttner of moving a NOTW story needing editor's input. 

Edis turns to the 14/04/02 NOTW story on Dowler: first two editions identical - appearing on page 9 - setting out hacked 
voicemail 

"That the message that sent everyone off to Telford" says Edis. "I don't know that" says Kuttner. 

Edis points out third edition includes the police allegation the messages on Dowler's phones were left by a hoaxer. 

Correction: the police hoaxer element appears in first and second editions of Dowler story. 

In the third edition, the quote from Dowler's voicemail has gone. 

"You'd actually done some of the journalism" says Edis. Kuttner accepts he had a conversation with police officer and passed it 
on. 

Edis goes to a timeline to ask Kuttner a slightly different series of questions. 

Edis says phone hacking of Dowler happened before 5.30 pm on the Friday afternoon of 12/04/02 because of tasking of Epsom 
research 

Edis says Vanessa Altin and Chris Bucktin were sent to Telford on Friday afternoon, but without informing police. 
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Contact with Surry Police 

Edis cites Surrey Police record of Kuttner call: it said Kuttner would call back. Instead Neville Thurlbeck called Surrey Police 
back. 

Kuttner reconstructs conversation with Thurlbeck. Edis points out Thurlbeck had tasked the phone hacking. 

Kuttner says Thurlbeck did not tell him that he'd got the information through phone hacking. 

Kuttner can "absolutely say Thurlbeck did not.... not, that's not true. I have no recollection of him saying they hacked the phone" 

Justice Saunders says Thurlbeck called Surrey Police to explain voicemail message. 

"No one thought this was secret" says Edis: "Because it was thought to be in the public interest" 

Edis says all the other hacking activities were secret "except this one. Because you chose to tell the police" 

Kuttner says he absolutely did not know NOTW had kept the Dowler Telford message secret from police for a day. 

Kuttner confirms that Thurlbeck went back to Sergeant Macantee at Surrey Police - there's a police note confirming this. 

Edis says Thurlbeck told Surrey Police "bit of a lie": Thurlbeck implies he had accessed Dowler's voicemail himself - no mention 
of Mulcaire 

Kuttner says he's not "certain" Thurlbeck didn't tell him of hacking Dowler's voicemail: he's certain he passed on info to police 

Kuttner says he knew of the impact of missing children because of his involvement in Sarah Payne case. 

"Why would I do that for the sake of the story, page whatever.." says Kuttner. "But for a front page splash?" asks Saunders. 

"I would not more do that than fly to the dark side of the moon" says Kuttner of withholding information from police. 

Edis shows an expenses form for visit to Telford on the Friday afternoon - but Kuttner had said no one told him till Saturday. 

Kuttner says he just signed off the expenses, around and pound;70, without querying the timing: "Not very macro" says Edis. 

Kuttner agrees on the large scale "he looked after the papers money as my own" 

The expenses claim has "Milly Dowler's answerphone" as the source of the information for Telford visit. 

"You were active on Milly Dowler case on the Friday afternoon... it was on the news schedule for every day that week" says 
Edis. 

Edis cites an email to Asst Chief Constable of Surrey police hoping for a meeting, and listing a series of inquiries of police 

One of Kuttner's inquiries specifies the number of sex offenders living near Milly Dowler: "I don't recall it but have no reason to 
doubt" 

Kuttner email cites attempted abductions and missing children in Surrey area and asks "if relevant to Dowler inquiry" 

Kuttner email asks if the Surrey police have new clues, asks about CCTV evidence, and offer reward to find Milly Dowler. 

In 12/04/02 Kuttner email he writes NOTW had "repeatedly" been offering the police a reward. 

Kuttner agrees it's "likely" the editor Rebebah Brooks was involved in the offer of a reward for info on Milly Dowler. 

"That's what you were doing on the Friday afternoon" says Edis: "policing the police?" Kuttner says he was trying to assist 
Surrey Police 

Edis cites a leader written by Kuttner about Milly Dowler written on the 12/04/02 - about abduction by a 'stranger paedophile' 

Edis points out that at that point on 12/04/02, (false) allegations of a relative being involved in Dowler's disappearance, wasn't a 
factor 

Edis turns to the and pound;2000 cost of Missing Milly story - 5 journalists sent to Telford that Friday. 

Kuttner talks of the expense of people going to Walton on Thames - hotels, etc. But disagrees he knew details of expenses. 

Kuttner: "Where there was a live news story, I'd try to estimate a cost so it wasn't overlooked.... that's what I did in this case" 

"As far as I know it didn't relate to anything specific to Milly Dowler" says Kuttner of weekly reporting of and pound;1000 plus 
stories in NOTW 

Kuttner denies that reporting of and pound;1000 plus stories to inspect - only to get a general figure for the editor. 

Kuttner confirms that Milly Dowler expenses would have been sent to editor. The Dowler story remained on news list for 
following week. 

Kuttner says he "might have been" involved in discussions that week beginning in 15/04/02 telling the editor what had 
happened when away 

Kuttner says he didn't tell Brooks about voice mails. Saunders asks for clarification: He says "I have no recollection of telling her 
that" 

Edis goes to the second sending of an email to Surrey police on the Saturday: "a lively day" 

Kuttner does remember resending email: "If you have that recollection, why didn't you help the police when they asked?" says 
Edis 
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Kuttner confirms that email, sent around 4pm on Friday, was probably before Friday new conference at NOTW, when Dowler 
story on schedule 

Kuttner tells Justice Saunders: "I was trying to get the co-operation of Surrey Police with a view to accuracy" 

"I would welcome clarification as a matter of urgency" says Kuttner email. He has "no reason to dispute likelihood" of editorial 
conference 

Brooks was back as editor at this point. Edis says Kuttner had sent an email to Surrey Police confirming voicemails. 

Kuttner says he "no recollection" of reporting back this email to Brooks at editorial conference on the Friday. 

Kuttner resent that email the following Saturday with an additional rider about Mondays recruitment agency and Telford. 

Kuttner says he was checking the "validity" of Telford lead. He doesn't recall if he reported back to the editor. 

Kuttner doesn't know if he contacted the police "off his own bat": "Probably more often than not" he contacted police on 
instruction. 

"From my experience most editors were interested in the stories in their newspapers" says Kuttner. Break till 2.05 pm 

Edis continues with his cross examination of Kuttner on the Milly Dowler voicemails: he says his first reaction was to tell 
Surrey police 

Edis talks of admission 62A: Stuart Kuttner called Mark Hancocks - managing director of the recruitment services. 

Hancocks said in a written statement that another NOTW journo was with his mother on the Saturday moming. 

Kuttner agrees he made admission he rang director of recruitment agency on the Saturday morning 13/04/02 

Kuttner has no recollection of if he made that call, why he made that call on that Saturday morning. 

Kuttner questioned on News of the World budgets 

Edis now goes to the NOTW budget process: around the turn of the year Kuttner and NOTW accountant would gather 
information on 'commitments' 

Kuttner agrees he would meet with the editor some time February or March to discuss new NOTW budget. 

The editor would then travel to News Corp meeting for editorial budgets for July till end of the year. 

"Sometimes the setting of the budget was quite late on" explains Kuttner. He concedes Editor would decide final splits of 
budget. 

"I'd done these sums. This is how it seems to work out... I think on the whole the editor would say 'Fine by me" says Kuttner of 
NOTW budget 

Kuttner says he would prepare budget 'aide memoires' or menus of cuts which the editor would then see. 

Kuttner says NOTW retainers would be discussed at budget meetings with editor: "a pretty substantial expenditure" Kuttner 
agrees. 

Kuttner says they'd also discuss "increases, taking on someone new": happy with it being described as "scrutiny" 

Edis says there were only nine retainers at NOTW in six figure sums: "100k quite a lot to pay one single individual person" says 
Edis 

Kuttner confirms he had said previously that Mulcaire's cost was only 0.33% of total costs. Edis says higher proportion of 
weekly variables 

25/01/01 budget document cited by Edis: Kuttner doesn't know if Brooks would have been involved in the previous budget. 

Kuttner agrees Brooks would have been fully involved in setting 2001-02 budget. 

Kuttner email of 21/01/01 asks for details of "retainers or any new retainers" from NOTW staff. 

Edis reminds Kuttner that the summer of 2001 NOTW went over budget and had reduced revenues. 

Miskiw emails Levine in January 2001: Kuttner says Levine was either features editor or deputy: about invoices by "JJ services" 
over budget 

18/04/01 email from Brooks about Sophie Wessex story copied to Kuttner: he remembers the story but not the email. 

Kuttner doesn't remember any concern that anything in Wessex story was outside the law 

31/05/01 email from Kuttner about operating in weekly spending limits and "specific prior approval" by editor for extra costs. 

Kuttner accepts that 2001 was a difficult year financially, based on the documents provided. 

Mulcaire Contracts 

Edis turns to two contracts between Mulcaire and NOTW - one for and pound;7.5k over Bulger story. Kuttner has no 
contemporary recollection. 

Miskiw emails Brooks over payment on and pound;7.5k - Kuttner replies "noted". 

Kuttner says if NOTW had "committed" itself to this payment it would be paid. He says he "might" have said "it shouldn't happen 
again" 
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Brooks writes to Kuttner "You paid 7.5k for Bulger but everyone had it" 23/06/01 "Someone must have asked Miskiw?" says 
Edis. 

Edis calls this a "little investigation" to a payment to Mulcaire. Kuttner cannot recollect asking Miskiw what Mulcaire had done. 

"The paper had been committed to an excessive some of money for a story" says Kuttner. But he cannot remember any 
investigation 

Edis cites a 05/07/01 email about budget overspend: "a hefty sum of money" Kuttner agrees - and pound;4.5 million over: 
"worrying state of affairs" 

Kuttner says and pound;275k spent on Sarah's Law "was unbudgeted and perhaps unexpected" in 2001. 

Kuttner says the Sarah's Law costs was "an underestimate by me". 

Kuttner says he was "quite close" to the Sarah's Law campaign: costs of a million petitions, travel, briefing Senators from US. 

Jury shown 14/07/01 email from Kuttner "please watch out for ALL spending": he calls it a "warning shot" 

Edis now cites again a document about tax arrangements for cash payments: he explains Mulcaire traded under three 
company names 

Kuttner says he didn't know that then. He also didn't know Mulcaire's two aliases: though the addresses were the same in all 
cases. 

"For all these different names of people getting the money, they all had the same address" says Edis of Mulcaire's companies. 

Edis says Mulcaire was paid under his own name for Bulger story: he used the same address. 

Edis says Kuttner's office knew all these billings went to same address: but Kuttner says he doesn't know they were "conscious 
of it" 

Edis goes to and pound;92k contract to Mulcaire in 2001: "certainly a commitment to newspaper spending" Kuttner agrees. 

Kuttner says he wasn't aware of it. "How can you budget?" asks Edis> "It comes back to that macro word I mentioned" says 
Kuttner. 

"I can recall only one exception... a book deal with David Beckham spread right across the company, and the sum was huge" 
says Kuttner 

"I don't think I would have referred this up" says Kuttner of Mulcaire contract. "But this was entirely unbudgeted" says Edis. 

"I worked within budget whether Mulcaire's fee or William Hague's column was contained within it" says Kuttner of NOTW 
costs. 

Edis says, according to Kuttner email, Mulcaire's un-budgeted cost must have required approval of the editor. 

Kuttner says that an exclusive story would have to reported, and recorded on management budget. But doesn't see Mulcaire "in 
that context." 

Edis goes to early payments to Mulcaire in own name: then to Euro Research: "You approved every one on this page" Kuttner 
"Yes, certainly" 

"These payments are weekly payments I for the most part improved," says Kuttner: "are part of 1000s and 1000s other 
payments" 

Edis goes to the change of company name from Euro Research to Nine Consultancy: Kuttner says he didn't know this was all 
Mulcaire. 

12/03/06 Mulcaire's weekly payment is broken into three smaller payments for a while after 2k limit imposed: Kuttner did not 
know this. 

Kuttner accepts he had overall scrutiny of what was paid if he wanted: after 2006 all the authorisations from desk heads. 

"A better reflection of the reality" says Kuttner: "these were among 1000s and 1000s of payments... I didn't appreciate a 
change." 

Mulcaire's payments reverted back to Kuttner in August 2006 - a week after his arrest. 

Kuttner has "no idea" why he started approving Mulcaire's payments again after his arrest. 

Justice Saunders asks why, with the contractual obligation to Mulcaire: "what's the point of having a weekly approval if you're 
bound to pay 

Kuttner denies that paying Mulcaire after he was arrested was "too keep him quiet": it was a contractual arrangement 

Edis points out the original agreement with Mulcaire had a two month notice period. 

Edis says Kuttner knew, two days before that payment, that Mulcaire had hacked phones after conversation with Goodman in 
August 2006 

Edis says that Kuttner also knew another NOTW journalist was suspected of hacking with Mulcaire in August 2006 because 
"close to Glenn" 

BREAKING: Kuttner admits he didn't carry out any further investigation into allegations another NOTW journalist was phone 
hacking in 2006 
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Kuttner agrees he could have asked for phone billing for this other NOTW journalist - who cannot be named for legal reasons. 

10 minute break 

Kuttner says he made no connection between Goodman/Mulcaire arrests and the Milly Dowler voice mail messages. 

February 2005 email about payments to Mulcaire "having to stop" cited by Edis. Kuttner doesn't know why they didn't stop. 

In Kuttner's budget menus he proposed cutting 50 percent of Nine Consultancy with Coulson on 24/02/05 

Kuttner denies it was him who decided that Nine Consultancy should not have been cut. 

Justice Saunders asks how Kuttner knew how much to cut from Mulcaire's company: Kuttner "I'm back to the macro...." 

12/05/05 the decision to keep Mulcaire's company payment was deleted by Kuttner. It was around this time transcript 
from Gordon Taylor. 

Edis says Mulcaire was delivering value for money: Kuttner says he has "absolutely no idea of this". By 2006 additional 
Alexander payments. 

Edis points out that Alexander payments happened soon after Kuttner was chasing Goodman on costs: Kuttner "Perhaps we 
had short memories" 

Edis goes to January 2006 budget which includes Mulcaire's company - with a proposed saving "reduce Nine Consultancy" on 
03/03/06 

04/03/06 the 'Happy Now Grumpy?" email to Mulcaire cited saying he won't be cut. Mulcaire's income now and pound;79k. 

Edis says someone must have told NOTW journo to keep Mulcaire payments: Kuttner says desk heads approval limits had 
been raised. 

Edis says that Kuttner and Coulson were "treating Mulcaire's payments as an annual income": Kuttner says he doesn't follow or 
remember 

Payments to Police Offices 

Edis turns to the 'last subject' in his cross examination of Kuttner. 

Edis cites an "approval for the acquisition of a stolen book" : and pound;750 for Farish. Kuttner says that all he knew was it was 
'Royal Research' 

Edis says that this invoice doesn't cite any story in the paper. Kuttner says he didn't query Goodman. Edis says he queried him 
on others 

Edis cites an email 19/01/03 about a payment Kuttner queried: "I had a heck of a time getting cash payments signed off by 
Stuart" 

Kuttner says that telling Goodman to "clear off" if he requested to pay a police officer would be "too mild" 

Kuttner says he "always thought it was" illegal to pay police officers. Edis asks if Kuttner would "call the police" if he heard of it. 

Kuttner says he might start a disciplinary if journos paying police. Edis: "or persuade Lord Black to give some training to 
journalists" 

Kuttner approved a payment on 24/01/03 which Goodman called "deliberately cryptic": Kuttner has no recollection of this. 

Kuttner is asked whether his personal assistant Beverley Stokes would refer to him: "she might just act on her own view" 

Edis cites Goodman email to Kuttner email to Stokes about "you me and them ending in jail" if police traced payments to 
officers. 

Edis says Goodman has copied email to Kuttner says that there are "two in uniform" at Clarence House. 

Kuttner recalls that Trident was a police operation. He doesn't remember this Goodman email. 

Edis cites Goodman email copied to Kuttner about "protected sources.... paper trail leading to... jail" 

"Once again I have no recollection of this email whatsoever" says Kuttner of jail email 

Kuttner agrees that Weatherup email saying he was "having a purge on cash payments" is probably true. 

Goodman says in email to Weatherup that Kuttner knew his source "very well". But Kuttner has no idea of a protected list. 

Kuttner says he used the term "protected confidential source": "It's my expression," he says. 

Another email says a source "who's details are known to the newspaper": Kuttner says he didn't know the details. 

Saunders intervenes to ask about the PCC's concern after Goodman arrest about 'anonymous cash payments" 

Kuttner was not aware of any PCC concern prior to Goodman arrest. 

Kuttner concedes that "one might" use cash payments for corrupt purposes. "I suspect that's been going on..." Edis: ..since 
Adam was a lad" 

Kuttner cannot remember Goodman's assertion that he approved "matey's weekly payments": but he did approve Alexander 
payments to Mulcaire. 

Edis says Mulcaire then given payments per story: the biggest payment was and pound;3k for the 'Silly Willy" story. 
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"I do not recall that, but I wouldn't challenge that" says Kuttner approving payments for Alexander based on stories and results 

23/02/06 Goodman emails Kuttner about Sandhurst stories and Andy "keeping the service up and running" 

Kuttner says he didn't know what Goodman meant. He says he didn't ask. He calls it a "bombardment of emails" from 
Goodman 

The Prosecution close their cross-examination of Stuart Kuttner 

Edis has finished with documents. "Of all the senior management of NOTW you were the one who had most direct dealings 
with paying Mulcaire" 

Kuttner agrees that "as far as the documents came to his office" he was involved in paying Mulcaire: "For years" says Edis. 

Kuttner "totally rejects" the accusation that he engineered hiding the payments to Mulcaire. 

Kuttner accepts he knew how much Mulcaire's companies were being paid. He doesn't not accept there is no document 
showing what he did 

"The reason for that is that his activity was criminal phone hacking, and you knew that" says Edis. 

"I have spent a lifetime in newspapers: You have heard, sir, from three character witnesses" says Kuttner 

"Such activity is remote from my concept as it's possible to be" says Kuttner of phone hacking. "It was your job to know" says 
Edis. 

"I worked for NI for 24 years. I received the very warmest letter from Mr Rupert Murdoch on my retirement," says Kuttner 

"I completely reject your suggestion" says Kuttner to Andrew Edis QC. 

The Defence of Stuart Kuttner Concludes 

Counsel for Stuart Kuttner asks the last questions for his defence 

Jonathan Caplan QC re-examines his client Kuttner on contracts and weekly contributions payment system. 

Caplan asks Kuttner about saving money on Euro Research: does he actually recollect a conversation with Miskiw on that 
subject? 

"I believe there was, albeit briefly, such a conversation" Kuttner says of talking to Miskiw about Euro Research. 

"My over-riding concern at NOTW was containing a pretty strong budget" says Kuttner. Recalls Miskiw talking of "better deal" 
with 1 company 

Kuttner cannot recall whether the deal with Euro research was exclusively for the news desk. Caplan takes him to first contract. 

"Bearing in mind the rivalry between departments" Kuttner says the Miskiw/Mulcaire contract is on behalf of NOTW, for the 
news desk 

Caplan turns to the 10/08/06 meeting with Kuttner, Brandman and Coulson, alleged to be at the Sun newspaper. 

Kuttner says it would be "extremely unlikely" the meeting was at the Sun. He thinks Henri Brandman's attendance note could 
have been wrong. 

Justice Saunders tells the jury "we hope to be continuing at 10 am Monday": if there's any delay - and there might - they will 
be contacted 

So #hackingtrial over until - possibly - 10 am on Monday. The court still sits for some legal argument. 
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Monday 14 April 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Stuart Kuttner continues with Defence Witnesses 
Witness Statement for Stuart Kuttner - Joanna Elm 
Witness Statement for Stuart Kuttner - Peter Kunick 

The Defence of Stuart Kuttner continues with Defence Witnesses 

Witness Statement for Stuart Kuttner - Joanna Elm 

Back at the #hackingtrial after a slight delay for legal argument. 

Before we start on Andy Coulson's case there are two short witness statements to be read out for Stuart Kuttner, by his 
junior counsel 

Mr Griffin reads out a witness statement Joanna Elm for Kuttner: an American attorney 

Elm met Kuttner in 1977 when a reporter in the London Evening news: she was sent to the US and then took up residence in 
New York in 1981 

Kuttner kept in touch with Elm: she talks of him spending "five decades cultivating contacts" in the highest reaches of society 

"Contacts are the lifeblood of any journalist" says Elm of Kuttner: she's deeply saddened that Kuttner is facing this 'ordeal" 

Witness Statement for Stuart Kuttner - Peter Kunick 

Witness statement of Peter Kunick (sp) - colonel in the Army Reserve. His wife Rosy died three years ago - she was manager 
of NI pensions 

Kunick first met Kuttner on the night of the millennium: his wife was ill for six years with ovarian cancer: Kuttner was a great 
support. 

"He is a very sound person... selfless. It is not about the moment with Stuart, but about commitment," says Kunick 

Kunick speaks about the support from NI during his wife's terminal illness, and how Kuttner kept in contact after her death. 
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Andy Coulson Defence Case 
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Monday 14 April 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Andy Coulson Begins 
Timothy Langdale QC presents the case for Andy Coulson 
Coulson's career in journalism 
Appointed Director of Communications of the Conservative Party 
Coulson's Arrest 
Coulson's Career at the News of the World 
Private Investigators 
Coulson's relationship with Rebekah Brooks 
The organisation and staff of the News of the World 
Coulson asked about Stuart Kuttner 
News of the World Budgets 
Nine Consultancy Costs 
Coulson Asked about Glen Mulcaire and News of the World Stories 
Coulson on Sources 
The Production Cycle 

The Defence of Andy Coulson Begins 

Timothy Langdale QC presents the case for Andy Coulson 

BREAKING: Timothy Langdale QC calls Andy Coulson to the witness box in the #hackingtrial 

Coulson confirms he is 46 years old: he lives in Kent with his wife Eloise and with three young sons. He has no previous 
convictions. 

Coulson was born and brought up in Essex: he left school at 18 with A Levels. 

Coulson's career in journalism 

Coulson went to work on his local newspaper after leaving school: he was set to join the airforce, but got work experience on 
local paper 

"I tried to join the local paper when I was 16" says Coulson of falling in love with journalism and working for Basildon Evening 
Echo 

The jury are given new defence bundles for Coulson's case. The first file covers his early career timeline in journalism 

In 1986 Coulson joined the Evening Echo. In 1988 he joined the Sun as freelance reporter on the Bizarre desk. 

Coulson explains he managed to get some shifts on the Sun as a freelancer - he took regular shifts which turned into a 
contract. 

17/07/89 Coulson was awarded a full time contract at the Sun at the age of 21. He'd written a showbiz column on his local 
paper the Echo 

Coulson says he passed on stories from the Echo to national papers. He briefly worked for the Mail, before returning as Bizarre 
editor in 94 

Coulson explains to the jury how the Bizarre column went from one page to a full spread during his editorship. 

"Film stars, TV stars, Pop stars" - Coulson explains to the hackingtrial the contents of his Bizarre column in the Sun 

Coulson had a team of people as well as his own contacts for the Bizarre column, and an "industry of people" in Showbiz PR 

Coulson explains the importance of contacts: "the most important thing for any journalist regardless of the area you're working 
in" 

Coulson explains he'd keep in contact with stars, their PRs and entourage for his Bizarre column. 

Coulson says "for me the most important thing for me during my time at the Sun was to get the story.... and maintain the 
relationship" 

In 1995 Coulson was promoted to ShowBiz editor of the Sun: "all it meant was I got a little bit more money... and took over the 
TV desk" 

01/02/98 at the age of 30 Coulson was promoted to Associate Editor of the Sun: he stopped doing Bizarre 

"I was about to leave the newspaper - I was offered a deputy editorship of another paper... when offered job of being No 3" 
says Coulson 

By this point in 1998 Rebekah Brooks was deputy editor of the Sun 

In September 1999 Coulson was promoted to a new web business "Exclusive dot Com" before he joined News of the World 

Coulson explains "News Network" - NIs digital arm created in the late 90s: he was appointed to oversee all editorial online 
content 
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Exclusive dot com was a new business devised by Coulson and Brooks "a multi platform breaking news business": he left 
News Network 

Appointed Director of Communications of the Conservative Party 

Timothy Langdale QC leaps forward to Coulson's resignation from NOTW in January 2007 - and 09/07/07 Conservative Party 
appointment 

Coulson was appointed director of communications in 2007: in May 2010 he was appointed the Prime Minister's Director of 
Communications 

Coulson explains the job in opposition, working towards the General Election advising David Cameron and the Shadow 
Cabintet 

"In Government the job becomes different because you're doing things rather than talking about things" says Coulson of his job 
in government 

Coulson was responsible for advising both Civil Service and the Prime Minister while in Government 

Coulson's Arrest 

Coulson resigned in January 2011 - was arrested in July 2011 - charged in Jan 2012 with phone hacking, and November 
misconduct 

Coulson says he was in contact with Rupert Murdoch while editor of NOTW, and has mainly had contact since in social events. 

Coulson says while Cameron's advisor he can only remember three meetings between David Cameron and Rupert Murdoch 

Coulson says he met Cameron for a social weekend the spring after his resignation in 2011 - but hasn't spoken to him since his 
arrest. 

After leaving Downing Street, Coulson worked as a "freelance consultant... relying mainly on the kindness of friends" 

Coulson adds that he's written a small number of magazine articles since his arrest. Sold his house and moved to Kent. 

At first News International offered to pay his legal fees, but then CEO of NI said they were no longer prepared to do that. 

After civil action in the courts, NI agreed to pay Coulson's legal fees: "I'm not sure they agreed" Coulson adds. Court action 
compelled 

Coulson's Career at the News of the World 

May 2000 Coulson was appointed Deputy Editor of NOTW under editorship of Rebekah Brooks. 

Coulson explains he and Brooks were working on Exclusive dot com: but soon after pitching idea Brooks was appointed NOTW 
editor 

"The company made it clear they were not moving on with Exclusive dot com" says Coulson. He was offered deputy editorship 
by NI execs. 

Timothy Langdale QC goes to the "agreed facts" not disputed by either side at the #hackingtrial 

These 'admissions' give the relevant dates of Coulson's appointments at News International. 

Langdale cites a NI corporate affairs announcement on 25/05/00 of Andy Coulson's appointment to deputy editor NOTW. 

Coulson talks of the transition from daily to a Sunday paper: "not as much time to think" on a daily paper. 

"It gets very busy towards the end of the week" says Coulson. "The Sun is a very different paper to NOTW" with different staff 
and culture 

"Perhaps on the reporting side, because you have only one paper a week, the paper holds more intrigue, secrecy perhaps" 
says Coulson of NOTW 

"Your contacts become even more important" says Coulson of NOTW. "It was very different to me... the degree of internal 
competition" 

"In NOTW it seemed to me it had become frankly destructive" says Coulson of the competition between feature and news at 
Sunday tabloid 

"It was a waste of people's energy and had become counterproductive" says Coulson of internal rivalry. Both he and Brooks 
wanted to end it 

Langdale explains Coulson's attempts to mitigate the "adverse effects of rivalry" at NOTW: he cites an email between NOTW 
editors 

Langdale cites an internal NOTW email about a (false) alleged affair of Home Secretary Charles Clarke and attempts to co-
operate 

Coulson: "The NOTW had quite a high turnover of editors: there was a view among more senior members of staff that we were 
'passing through' 

Andy Coulson says that older members of staff at NOTW were 'more distant' think the "regime wouldn't last long" of Coulson 
and Brooks. 

On journalists working in "more isolation" at NOTW Coulson says: "It made the job more difficult... at Sun people talked to each 
other" 
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"A daily paper is less forgiving of that" says Coulson of journalistic egos. At the NOTW they were "more secretive" 

"I hope it changed at bit" says Coulson of secrecy at NOTW once he became editor. 

Private Investigators 

Langdale asks about the use of private investigators at NOTW: at Bizarre Coulson never used a PI "as far as I can remember" 

Coulson offers a caveat: some journos also PIs. He cites a Schumacher in the US: he thought was a journalist but was a 
private investigator 

"Not from my experience" says Coulson of "use of private investigators involving illegality" 

Coulson talks of Brooks' management style while editor of NOTW: "she was... very supportive of her staff, worked very hard" 

'During our time at NOTW... she was very heavily focused on the campaigning side of the paper" says Coulson of Brooks' 
editorship 

"In broad terms, she felt the paper needed modernising" says Coulson of Brooks at NOTW. "A huge investment... revamp of 
magazine" 

"For the first time in long time the NOTW felt it was being invested in" says Coulson of early noughties. 

A new expensive football supplement was added to the Sunday paper. More Coulson's area of expertise: "I enjoy football' he 
tells jury. 

Break for lunch until 2.05 pm 

Back at the #hackingtrial after lunch break. Andy Coulson is giving his evidence in chief. 

Coulson's relationship with Rebekah Brooks 

"Football more my pigeon than hers" was Coulson's last line before lunch about his expertise as deputy editor of NOTW 
compared to Brooks. 

Timothy Langdale QC, counsel for Andy Coulson, continues going through the timeline of his client's career at the 
#hackingtrial 

Langdale goes through Coulson's working relationship with Brooks: they met in 1996 when Chris Blythe died 

Coulson explains he and Brooks became "very close" in 1998: "there was an affair that started in 1998, ended soon after" 

"It was by no means continual. There were very long periods when it was what it should have been" says Coulson of affair with 
Brooks 

Coulson apologises for the pain his affair caused people - especially his wife. "But I take full responsibility for it" says Coulson. 

Coulson says he and Brooks were still close when he resigned in 2007. They "exchanged confidences" more than normal co-
workers. 

However, Coulson denies the relationship with Brooks did not mean they would share exclusive and sensitive stories. 

Coulson says "very rarely" would the Sun and NOTW share exclusive stories - except on occasional joint buys which "ended 
very badly" 

"They were papers that were in competition with each other" says Coulson of the Sun and NOTW: "there was a longstanding 
rivalry" 

In May 2000, when Coulson started as deputy at NOTW "I think Phil Taylor was News Editor when we arrived" 

The organisation and staff of the News of the World 

"Rebekah's view, which I shared, was that this was not a very effective operation" says Coulson of bringing back Miskiw from 
NYC in 2000 

Miskiw was appointed as head of 'Investigations Department' in 2000: Coulson says "it failed". 

"Greg had overall responsibility for news" says Coulson of his appointment to editor of NOTW in 2003. 

"Neville might have had the title of editor news" says Coulson of Thurlbeck in 2003: "but he was actually number two" 

Langdale takes Coulson and the jury to a August 2006 document which gives the "general organisation" of NOTW at the time 

Coulson, Kuttner, Wallis, Nicholas and other editors are mentioned in this 2006 organisational document for NOTW. 

Personnel at other NOTW departmentS are also explored in Coulson's evidence to the #hackingtrial - several can't be named 
for legal reasons 

Coulson explains the role of Alex Marunchak for Irish edition of NOTW: he'd be in London on Saturday when newspaper was 
subbed 

Harry Scott, who has already given evidence at #hackingtrial, cited as night editor back in 2006. Fran Goodman - Clive's sister - 
chief sub 

Coulson asked about Stuart Kuttner 

Coulson talks of his "perception" of Stuart Kuttner: "incredibly experience, professional journalist" 
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"Very few people have Stuart's experience" says Coulson of Kuttner" "a very decent man" 

Though as deputy editor, Coulson was technically senior to Kuttner, he saw them "on a level... but he had no authority over 
editing process" 

"As a deputy, I wouldn't get involved at all" says Coulson of Leader writing with Kuttner. But discussed 2 or 3 times a week with 
him 

Coulson says that occasionally, as editor of NOTW, he would write leaders, with Kuttner's input. They'd see each other most 
days. 

"We didn't keep tabs on each other" says Coulson of Kuttner: "he was a very experienced journalist." He didn't need guidance 

News of the World Budgets 

Langdale turns to the budget decisions Coulson had to make as an editor. 

"Primary pressure on editors is to produce a successful paper" says Coulson of declining market in newspapers. 

"There was some unspoken lee-way" says Coulson of working within budget: management expect you to "spend a little more" 

Coulson addresses the "fundamental tension" between editorial and management over advertising: most his disagreements on 
that. 

"Management wanted a smaller paper they could pack with what they considered to be fascinating adverts" says Coulson of 
tension. 

"Editorial wanted a bigger paper with fewer adverts" says Coulson. 

Coulson talks about tensions about giving away DVDs in the NOTW, and throwaway magazines 

Sales figures "absolutely more determined by promotions rather than news stories" says Coulson of NOTW circulation. 

"All sounds a bit depressing" says Justice Saunders of the impact on free DVDs. "I found it very depressing... addictive" says 
Coulson 

"There was absolutely no loyalty attached to it" says Coulson of readers' understanding where they got free DVDs in Sunday 
papers. 

Coulson goes through the budget discussions at NOTW: an internal one with Kuttner based on "whispers down the corridor" 
from management 

"Me and my team would put a plan together, proactively, to ask for more money. I never remember asking for less" says 
Coulson of budgets 

Coulson, as Brooks and Carter before him, describes the management floor of NI as 'deep carpet land' 

Coulson explains the annual News Corp board meeting when NOTW budget was pitched: "I always felt it had been 
predetermined" he says 

"NOTW was part of a bigger operation... NI, which in turn was part of News Corp. I always felt the number were predetermined" 
says Coulson 

"He was always present" says Coulson of Rupert Murdoch of board meetings. Murdoch would call every three weeks on 
average. 

Murdoch wanted the 'bigger picture': politics and "leaders" says Coulson of phone conversations. 

Murdoch would come to the NOTW offices "a couple of times a year". During the annual board meeting "you'd see a lot of him 
that week" 

Jury shown Kuttner's budget notes from 24/02/05 for the following financial year. 

Coulson says he "endured" rather "enjoyed" the budget process at NOTW. 

Coulson says there would have been various discussions between Kuttner, himself and other dept heads before draft budget 
menu drafted. 

Timothy Langdale QC explains how budgets range from "columns.... to mobile phones" 

Coulson can't remember if he went through every item "one by one" with Kuttner during NOTW budget discussions. 

Coulson explains how NOTW created a separate listings magazine "Big on TV" when he was editor 

Coulson says there were much "bigger issues" such as the "promotions budget.... even if that didn't sit under my control" 

"The cost of the weight of paper you print your magazine on is a vital issue" says Coulson of budget discussions. 

"This is not the budgeting process for NOTW entire" says Coulson of Kuttner's document. "Grammage" of paper could cost and 
pound;100ks 

Cutting the cost of a column such as Michael Winner's: "others might have views, but I would have the final decision" says 
Coulson. 

Coulson also would have an interest in "sports retainers", "headcount" he tells jury 
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Nine Consultancy Costs 

Coulson addresses the budget item "cutting 50% of Nine Consultancy" - i.e. Mulcaire's company 

"I have a memory of NIne Consultancy being mentioned" says Coulson of 2006 when Goodman arrested: "that the extent of my 
knowledge" 

"All I knew is that Nine Consultancy had been mentioned in a budget document" says Coulson of Mulcaire's company before 
his 2006 arrest 

Coulson cannot remember if this mention of Nine Consultancy was in 2006 or previous years. 

BREAKING: Coulson tells #hackingtrial: "I didn't know the name of Glenn Mulcaire until he was arrested with Clive Goodman" 

"I was told it was in effect a money saving exercise" says Coulson of his memory of first mention of Mulcaire's Nine 
Consultancy. 

'Special Inquiries' is cited on a 2004 document for 'big spends' - over and pound;300k. 

Coulson: "All I can remember is there was mention of 9 Consultancy... and that by using 9 we were reducing the number 
agencies were using" 

Coulson cannot remember who that conversation was with: but he says it was "likely it was Stuart" and that the position was 
"inherited" 

"I assumed it was... finding people, possibly surveillance" says Coulson of Mulcaire's company. 

Coulson says he didn't think it was in his remit to ask more questions about what Mulcaire's company did. 

"It was not an area of the company I was particularly interested in" says Coulson of Private Investigators: 

"Finding people quickly is very important" Coulson says of competitive newspapers. "I always assumed this was function of 
special inquiries" 

Coulson says another inquiry agent used by NOTW, TDI "never registered with me" 

Langdale talks of Greg Miskiw's move to Manchester in December 2003 and cut at Nine Consultancy. Coulson says he has 
'vague recollection' 

"I can't remember if I expressed a view at all at this distance" says Coulson of proposed cuts to Mulcaire's company, Nine 
Consultancy 

"Stuart make take my view... others may win the argument and convince me" says Coulson of 9 Consultancy 

"It's his department" says Coulson of Miskiw's autonomy: "they're given the budget, and they decide how to spend money" 

Langdale goes through the various appearances of Nine Consultancy in draft NOTW budget docs. Coulson has no specific 
memories of them. 

Langdale addresses a 9th March meeting with Coulson, Kuttner, and others at NGN - Clive Milner, Camilla Rhodes - over 
NOTW budgets 

"They had control of the budget in broad terms" says Coulson of NGN executives. They could have asked about Nine 
Consultancy. 

Coulson says NGN management could have input into savings, but generally he had some autonomy: another meeting 10th 
March 

"I think there were weekly budget meetings, and I did the best to avoid them" says Coulson. But he did attend the pre budget 
meetings. 

NOTW won the first Newspaper of the Year international press awards in 2005 

12/05/05 the revised budget is drawn up by Kuttner: Nine Consultancy reinstated, same with Jamie Oliver contract. 

"Cutting Dr Hillary and cutting Jamie Oliver would have been decisions that affected the editor of the Sunday Magazine" 
Coulson explains. 

"These are changes caused by a department" says Coulson of Jamie Oliver reinstatement. He says its 'logical' same happened 
with Mulcaire co 

"In the context of a and pound;32 m budget, it's not a big figure" says Coulson of Mulcaire contract: "I don't want to be 
dismissive of and pound;105k" 

BREAKING: "We paid double that to the astrologer" Andy Coulson says of Glenn Mulcaire's and pound;105,000 budget in 
2005 

Coulson explains and pound;22k paid for flowers "probably included alcohol" - he'd send flowers and bottles of champagne 
sent as gifts and thanks. 

Coulson explains that COL costs were for cost of lost of office - redundancies etc. 

Coulson explains the editorial management budget of and pound;32k a week which includes costs attached to editors and 
deputy editor's office 

On week 52 of every year, Stuart Kuttner would leave a large contingency fund - in this case and pound;1.25 million - for book 
buy ups etc. 
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Next years budget - for 2006/7 - adduced by Langdale: and pound;500 per week for Goodman's special project. Another 
proposed cut for 9 Consultancy 

Coulson has no additional memory of this budget. He's asked about the change of payments to Mulcaire - same amount broken 
up. 

Coulson has was not aware of changes in payment to Mulcaire: it wouldn't have been in his remit as editor. 

Langdale points out that the 2006 budget consideration process involved similar management staff as 2005. 

Once again, this NOTW budget process would lead to spring meeting with News Corp 

17/05/06 Hannah Eaves Tim Allen email chain send to Andy Coulson about the costs of Sports Columnists per annum. 

Coulson says he could have input into decisions on Sports Columnists and Feature Columnists paid between and pound;40k-
100k per year. 

"I had my budget and as long as I stayed within that budget, I was pretty much left alone" says Coulson. 

The exception to this autonomy from management says Coulson, was recruitment freezes, or big buy ups which he would 
explain to them. 

"If I spent an extra and pound;50k that would set off an alarm bell" says Coulson of informing management of extra spends at 
NOTW. 

"That the last I want to ask you of budgets" says Langdale: "To everyones's relief we'll have a break" he says. Back in ten 
minutes. 

Coulson Asked about Glen Mulcaire and News of the World Stories 

Langdale returns to Coulson's evidence he did not know about Mulcaire until arrest in 2006: he is asked about 2001 payment to 
Paul Williams 

Coulson cannot remember Mulcaire's alias - Williams - or his other company Global Intelligence Services. 

Coulson is asked about Clive Goodman's evidence that he had little experience in 'hard news' - more in show business 

Coulson had extensive experience of editing, however, when he arrived at NOTW in May 2000 

The jury are given a new large bundle of cuttings related to Coulson's defence. 

Langdale goes through a series of items "so we all get a picture" of Coulson's work prior to arriving at NOTW. 

A January 1998 Beckham splash and two page spread and exclusive is adduced by Langdale: Coulson's last story as a 
reporter. 

"From memory" says Coulson of Beckham/Posh Spice engagement "we were the only paper that got the pictures of 
engagement ring" 

Last column of Bizarre 31/01/98 is a two page splash shows Coulson ill in bed "hungover might be a better description" 

"There rise to fame coincided with my time at the Sun" says Coulson of the Spice Girls. They turned up at his house to be 
pictured with him 

20/08/98 Omagh Bombing Sun Front Page adduced in Court 12: Coulson was acting editor because both Yelland and Brooks 
away 

Yelland and Brooks were at a News Corp conference during Omagh Bombing: Coulson was editing for a couple of weeks 
during aftermath. 

Coulson would regularly edit the Sun on a Sunday when associate editor. 

02/11/00 edition of NOTW adduced: "I edited that paper because Rebekah was on holiday" says Coulson 

"It didn't happen often on NOTW when a story would happen on a Saturday" says Coulson of changing paper for Columbia 
shuttle disaster 

Coulson explains the role of Neville Thurlbeck from 2000-02: part of investigations unit, then promoted to deputy news editor. 

"He was very well regarded" says Coulson of Thurlbeck: "he's a few years old than me" 

Coulson explains the role of 'sources' when he was at NOTW. 

Coulson says his sources were varied: freelance journalists etc; "I saw NOTW as a factory - news coming in from various 
people" 

"Friends, relatives, celebrities, their agents... that bit I knew really well" says Coulson: "Show business became a much bigger 
deal" 

"The Spice Girls being one. It's a marketing story as much as a pop story" says Coulson: "that area of journalism exploded" 

Coulson on Sources 

"That creates a whole load of new sources and ways of getting information" says Coulson of showbusiness "explosion" in 
newspapers. 

"I never did" says Coulson of revealing sources. "Your sources are your sources... you're not expected to throw their names 
around newsroom" 
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"That's how the newspaper business works... the media in general" says Coulson of keeping sources secret. 

"Sometimes it's obvious" says Coulson of other people's sources. He talks of another show business reporter: he knew 'some' 
of his sources 

Another NOTW journalist who cannot be named for legal reasons is discussed. Coulson knew of 'two' of his sources only. 

Coulson explains why some sources in show business wanted to remain completely confidential: e.g. employees, liaisons etc. 

"Anonymity might also extend to their name not being known inside the organisation" says Coulson of anonymous sources. 

"If an anonymous source wishes to be paid in cash.... not encouraged but possible" says Coulson. 

"There was no system that provided for... false addresses" says Coulson of paying anonymous sources through aliases. 

Coulson says that, as editor, he wouldn't know if someone was paid through an alias. 

As an editor, Coulson would "on occasion... in general terms" need to know who a source was: "it depended on the reporter" 

"If an experienced reporter had broken stories which proved to be true" Coulson would want to know "the reporter was 
satisified" 

On occasions Coulson would press his journalists for more information on their sources, but without knowing their names. 

In terms payments and "standing a story up" Coulson says "it would entirely depend on the story" 

"I was not involved in every payment for every story" says Coulson: "You just can't run a newspaper that way". 

"Generally speaking I would rely on the judgement of the department head" says Coulson of his editors. 

"If it's a story that incurs the risk of defamation the lawyers would be involved" says Coulson - explaining affidavits and 
anonymity 

The Production Cycle 

Andy Coulson goes through production cycle at NOTW: the week begins on Tuesday, some stories on list transferred over. 

The 'Title Meeting' or management meeting would be on Tuesdays because it was a quiet day, unless the previous edition had 
been "poor" 

Otherwise first editor's conferences were on Wednesdays at NOTW. 

Coulson says Wednesday editor's conference usually began 11.15 am and lasted till noon - a lot of people in conference, all 
main departments 

After conference, Coulson says he'd hold a 'pages meeting' with a dummy and a 'flat plan": "you'd try to push adverts back to 
get more room" 

Regular columnists require discussion: "back of the book" gardening, motoring, films would be discussed less as the week went 
on at NOTW 

Coulson explains the weekly evolution of the 'news list' which would first be introduced on Wednesday editor's conference. 

Some stories might exist already because they were held over from previous week. Some breaking news was predictable (e.g. 
Royal Wedding) 

"It's a planning list if you like, of what may or may not come that week" says Coulson of evolving news list at NOTW. 

The editing software, Hermes, is explained to the jury at Court 12 from first input to sub editing and back benches. 

Of the Hermes system keeps track of authors, and versions, says Coulson: "it wouldn't tell you the person in decision making 
process" 

Coulson says the back bench has the "first stab of where stories would appear in the paper" 

Langdale asks about changes of location of story from first edition to subsequent ones: Coulson says editors would know about 
big moves. 

"The night editor would be responsible" says Coulson of changes from second to third edition of NOTW: normally only informed 
of page ledes 

"I would absolutely expect those changes to be made in my absence" says Coulson of everything except changing the front 
page 'splash' 

That's the end of Coulson's first day of evidence at the #hackingtrial 
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Tuesday 15 April 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Andy Coulson Contines 
Counsel for Coulson continues question about production 
Contact with the Police 
Coulson's knowledge of Phone Hacking 
The Milly Dowler Story 
Phone calls with Rebehak Brooks 
Contacts with Surry Police 
Changes to Milly Dowler Stories 
Coulson as Editor of News of the World 
News of the World Think Tank 
Coulson's opinion of Senior Journalists 
The PCC Code 
Subterfuge 
Public Interest 
Dark Arts 
Legal Clearance to Publish 
News of the World Campaigns 

The Defence of Andy Coulson Contines 

Counsel for Coulson continues question about production 

Back at the #hackingtrial after a slight delay. Andy Coulson, former editor of NOTW, carries on with his evidence in chief. 

Timothy Langdale QC explores on last topic on the production of NOTW with his client Andy Coulson: he goes to the floor 
plan of the office 

Jury shown a NOTW floor plan from 24/10/07 - before the move to the Thomas More Square. 

Langdale explores the topography of Coulson and Wallis' offices. There's an empty office between the editor and deputy editor. 

Kuttner's office is close to Coulson and Wallis' offices. PA for both editors and managing editor nearby 

Coulson explains how the secret office at NOTW had moved to a "corridor running out of main office": then the doors were 
moved. 

Coulson explains the purpose of the secret NOTW office: "to protect stories that are sensitive and we didn't want leaked" 

"On a Sunday paper your exclusives are very important property, and you do anything to prevent them being leaked" says 
Coulson 

There were no curtains. "Over time the Art Editor... would take proofs of a front page... and paste it on the glass" says Coulson 

Coulson asked about the "soundproofing" because Wallis shouted so much: "It's nonsense" - though he points out Wallis 
stayed after he left 

The #hackingtrial jury are now shown the topography of features and sports hubs at NOTW - the editorial conference room 
nearby 

Back bench, middle bench and subs (times 22) of NOTW are shown to jury: "the production engine of the newspaper" says 
Coulson 

Some subs were staff, others came in on a temporary basis as the NOTW neared production, explains Andy Coulson. 

Coulson explains how the sports operation of NOTW would move into the adjacent Sun offices on the Saturday. 

As for the rivalries between the Sunday and daily: "it was more an issue for the Sun than the NOTW" because a corridor 
passed their offices 

Andy Coulson explains "in general terms" he'd spend early part of week in his office: by Friday he'd spend "more time on the 
back bench" 

Coulson would spend his time on the back bench looking at drafts, the back of the book, and the flood of sources and stories 
coming in 

"I'd either be looking at Hermes, the editorial system, or... sketches of the paper" says Coulson of the last cycles of production. 

"Back of the book" pages might be ready by Thursday: a "dummy" was created by pasting in other pages with glue by Saturday 
evening. 

Coulson explains how a dummy was made up of the whole paper, but separate pages handed around. He would mark pages or 
talk to art editors 

Langdale asks how much of the paper Coulson would actually be reading; "I wouldn't have read every word" says Coulson. 

"I'd tend not to read early versions of material because it would change" says Coulson of Wednesdays and Thursdays. 
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"I did my focused reading as we got closer to Saturday" Coulson says. He was more concerned with front page and bigger 
stories. 

Coulson says he'd also be focused on the underspread: he'd talk to Sun sports on a Saturday. 

Coulson speaks of the "production impact" of moving a story: at the time of the Milly Dowler story NOTW wasn't full colour. 

"Colour pages take a lot longer to change" Coulson explains compared to black an white: "As a general rule I looked to the 
mono pages first" 

Changes to NOTW between editions were "reasonably common" says Coulson: every edition under his editorship had change 
he thinks. 

Coulson says mistakes would be fixed straight away for the second edition of NOTW. 

"If you're late with your first edition it's a domino effect" says Coulson of the financial costs of missing deadlines. 

"It's frenetic" says Coulson of the Friday and Saturday leading to the publication of NOTW. 

Of the editorial conference 'story list' Coulson says "quite a lot" wouldn't make the paper. Other stories the News Ed "wouldn't 
list" 

"If a news editor was nervous about a story leaking" says Coulson "he might not put it on the list". 

Some stories might be lost to daily papers: others held over for the next week. 

Coulson estimates that any story would be looked at by at least five people a) reporters b) news desk c) backbench d) chief sub 
e) sub 

Lawyers would be "in conference most days" says Coulson of NOTW meetings. Reporters should report and write 'Please 
Legal' 

"The News Editor should have the law in mind... Harry Scott on the back bench might say "hold on there's an issue here" says 
Coulson 

Coulson says most news stories in NOTW "would have been looked at by a lawyer" 

Justice Saunders asks about more secret stories: "wouldn't be discussed at conference... if people felt nervous" says Coulson 

Coulson talks about the presence of other senior NI staff who would be in conversation with him as editor, either in phone or in 
person 

Coulson says senior NI execs would ask about the "content of the paper" 

Contact with the Police 

Langdale addresses the issue of "contact with the police" and NOTW in "general terms": they co-operated in general terms 
says Coulson. 

"It depended on issue and the story, but we would work with the police. Part of the NOTW's DNA was catching criminals" says 
Coulson 

"The NOTW came in contact with the police in regular occasions" says Coulson of the success of investigative reporters such 
as Maz Mahmood 

Coulson denies his reporters "tried to get in the way... It wasn't the NOTW's role to interfere with police investigations" 

"There were occasions when the police wanted... NOTW's help....sometimes we acted effectively as the police's agents" says 
Coulson. 

Coulson explains a Fake Sheikh tip off about the purchase of Red Mercury for a 'dirty bomb': they were directed by police to 
continue. 

The Red Mercury story was a "long process that ended in a trial" says Coulson, and estimates it was sometime in 2004: trial 
2006 

Langdale now turns to the 'Sarah's Law' campaign that started when Coulson was Brooks' deputy: it continued under his 
editorship and beyond 

"By the time I became editor the campaign was by no means at its peak, and it ebbed and flowed" says Coulson of Sarah's 
Law. 

The "big moment" for Sarah's Law under Coulson's editorship was the agreement of Home Secretary John Reid to publish sex 
offender addresses 

Coulson's knowledge of Phone Hacking 

Coulson says he "was aware of it in very vague terms" of phone hacking in 2002: "It was in the ether... gossiped about" 

However, the term phone hacking wasn't used in early noughties, says Coulson. He says he wasn't aware it was widespread. 

"I don't think I knew in any detail... I assumed it was to do with voicemail messages" says Coulson of phone hacking. 

Coulson says he "possibly heard" that voicemail hacking was do with PIN codes. 

Coulson says he thinks had a mobile and voicemail messages himself in 2000: he can't remember if he had a PIN 
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Coulson thinks that circa 2000 it was expensive to use mobiles abroad, and so he probably first used PIN code on his personal 
phone then 

BREAKING: Coulson denies ever being party to phone hacking at News of the World. 

He also denies any knowledge of, or being party to, hacking of Milly Dowler's phone in 2002 

Coulson says he was unaware phone hacking was a crime in 2002 but thought it was "intrusive... a breach of privilege... lazy 
journalism" 

Coulson explains that the people he worked with were never interest in phone hacking. 

Coulson confirms that phone hacking was only specifically mentioned in PCC code in 2004: "I'm certain I would have known" of 
change he says 

The Milly Dowler Story 

Langdale turns to the NOTW edition of 14/04/02 which Coulson edited, and contained details of Milly Dowler voicemails. 

Langdale points out the previous edition of NOTW had mentioned Milly Dowler's disappearance. 

Langdale goes through 'agreed facts' or 'admissions' over Milly Dowler including the fact that Mulcaire began hacking her 
mobile 10/04/02 

Langdale says by 02/04/02 Milly Dowler's father was considered (completely wrongly) to be have been a suspect. 

Coulson says he was aware of (false) police suspicions about Milly Dowler's father and "was aware of it" before NOTW edition 
produced 

Langdale picks up 26/03/02 news schedule for NOTW the week before Rebekah Brooks went on holiday. 

A reporter is attached to the Milly Dowler story on these late March NOTW schedules: Coulson explains how that reporter 
might change 

Coulson says a news editor wouldn't necessarily have to ask him about changing reporters by-lines. 

On the timeline Kuttner's notebook for 29/03/02 shows him making notes to contact Surrey Police 

Coulson says that Kuttner might well not inform an editor about approaches to police, but it could come up in conference. 

Langdale adduces Kuttner's draft Milly Dowler leader for News of the World from 30/03/02 

"My Fears for Milly" and Sarah Payne article appears in NOTW on that Sunday. Then a Milly Reward entry in Kuttners 
notebooks. 

Second entry in Stuart Kuttner's notebooks for police numbers in that first week in April. "Missing Milly' still on NOTW list for 
05/04/02 

Sarah Arnold and Ben Proctor are named for the draft story weekend of the 07/04/02: double page article 'Milly the Last 
Pictures' in NOTW 

From 07/04/02 Coulson is editor in Brooks absence: 'Missing Milly" still on NOTW News List - Peter Rose now attached as 
reporter. 

Coulson doesn't know why the Milly Missing story went down the list: "very early in the week... very much a work in progress" 

Glenn Mulcaire tasked on Wednesday 10/04/02 to hack Milly Dowler's phone on timeline. 12/04/02 - Ryan Sabie also reporting 
on Dowler 

Coulson confirms that Ryan Sabie was a third reporter on the Dowler story with a new story: 17/04/02 same story carried over 

Phone calls with Rebehak Brooks 

Langdale cites 11/04/02 a call from Brooks in Dubai to Editor's desk at NOTW: Coulson confirms that would be a way of contact 
him. 

Coulson explains it's the editor's office number, not his direct line - so can't be sure if he spoke to Brooks or anyone else did. 

Coulson says it wouldn't be unusual for Brooks to call while she was away - and the calls would increase as NOTW neared 
production 

Coulson and Brooks are also in contact with Dave Reid over those days: pages missing from Coulson's bundle. To be sorted in 
break 

Langdale continues his questioning of Coulson with an up to date bundle over texts to Dave Reid. 

Langdale explains a NOTW front page on Eastenders and Michael Greco: Coulson confirms he was organising an interview. 

Brooks was also involved in procuring the story of a departing Eastenders actor that weekend. 

"I'm not suggesting Michael Greco is unimportant" says Justice Saunders while confirming the meaning of front page 'splash' 

Missing Milly story still on NOTW new list on Friday 12/04/02 when a number of reporters sent up to Telford to see if Milly was 
there. 

Coulson says "I don't think I was aware people were being sent to Telford". That same day Brooks calls editor's desk at NOTW. 
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There are various calls and texts on that Friday 12/04/02 between Brooks and Coulson - could have been about "any number of 
things" 

Thurlbeck contacts Monday's recruitment agency that Friday. Chris Bucktin claims expenses to Telford 

More texts and calls between Brooks and Coulson - a call in the afternoon for over 30 mins: Coulson says she could have 
spoken to others 

This was not the first time Coulson had edited NOTW in Brooks' absence: 2 years in he estimates he would have taken over 6-
8 times per annum 

There is a call from Neville Thurlbeck to Coulson that Friday evening at 9.43 - Coulson calls him back and talks for 4 minutes 
on 12/04/02 

Coulson reiterates that on that Friday: "I don't think I did know reporters had been sent to Telford". 

"Neville was standing in as news editor that week" says Coulson: "seems logical he was... talking about 1st editions of other 
newspapers" 

"I can't say that was the conversation, it was so long ago, but that seems logical" says Coulson of Thurlbeck conversation. 

Coulson was told about Dowler recruitment rumours: "It seems logical to me... I was told Milly Dowler had taken a job... in a 
factory" 

"It may have come out in a conference, it may have been said to me directly... I was very clear about my reaction to that...It was 
nonsense" 

"The idea that she could walk into a factory and take a job seems ludicrous to me" says Coulson of Milly Dowler recruitment 
story 

Coulson never gave any "credence" to this rumour given the high profile disappearance. 

"Internally the paper believed, very sadly Milly Dowler was dead... and there was the suggestion... her father was involved" 
says Coulson 

Coulson remembers this "false" information about father being present at a "very early stage" in NOTW's coverage of the Milly 
Dowler story 

Coulson says sending reporters to Telford was "the news editors job" and he wouldn't necessarily been made aware of it. 

Vanessa Altin, Coulson believes, was based in Essex not London. He doesn't remember one photographer, but remembers 
Peter Powell 

Coulson can't remember "Chris Bucktin" very well. Dominic Herbert he remembers as a district reporter. Dave Goddard based 
in Manchester 

Coulson remembers Anna Gekoski as London based. 

On Saturday 13/04/02 Brooks is calling Harry Scott night editor early in the morning. Other NOTW contacts cited in timeline that 
day. 

Coulson texts Dave Reid over Eastender story - two calls, one long one very short, from Brooks in Dubai to editor's desk that 
Saturday PM 

"We're moving closer to production... Rebekah... might have wanted to know if Rupert Murdoch had called," says Coulson of 
Brooks' calls. 

Contacts with Surry Police 

Both Thurlbeck and Kuttner were in contact with Surrey Police that afternoon 13/04/02 - Thurlbeck telling them he had PIN 
number 

Coulson says "I don't think I was aware" of Kuttner's contact with Surrey Police, and never knew of Thurlbeck's accessing 
voicemails 

Coulson says, had he been aware of Dowler's voicemail access: "My instinctive concern would have been interference in police 
investigation" 

More contact from Thurlbeck to Surrey Police that night saying NOTW had two versions of the Dowler story ready to go on 
13/04/02 

Thurlbeck contacts McGregor at Surrey police about a hoaxer - too late to change edition of NOTW he told her. Coulson not 
aware of this. 

"I don't believe that's right" says Coulson of knowledge of any changes to the story of Dowler at NOTW. That night the father 
told of hoaxer 

"I don't remember anything about it" says Coulson of police passing on information about voicemail messages to Milly 
Dowler's father. 

BREAKING: Coulson says "I don't remember having any discussion about Milly Dowler with Rebekah" during her absence in 
Dubai in April 2002 

Langdale adduces the billing on Coulson's phone relating to Dave Reid, PR guy involved in Michael Greco Eastender's story. 
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A message from Ian Kirby to Brooks on Saturday 13/04/02 sets out 'main stories of the day' and SAS heroes getting a 
congressional medal 

Langdale adduces a Stuart Kuttner document for and pound;1000 plus news items - it mentions and pound;2k on 'Missing 
Milly' story. 

Coulson "hazards a guess" that these costs relate to SA Milly (Sue Arnold a reporter on the Dowler Telford story): he wouldn't 
have seen doc 

Coulson reiterates that he never thought that anyone at the NOTW hacked Milly Dowler's phone. 

Changes to Milly Dowler Stories 

"I've seen the changes that were made so I can track back and work out what logically would have happened" says Coulson of 
Milly stories 

On first edition story of Dowler story with voicemails: "I may have concluded it came from sources.. .perhaps police stories" 
says Coulson 

Langdale goes through the first edition of NOTW on 14/04/02 - pages 1-37: in total the paper would range from 96-120 pages. 

Langdale goes through the edition of NOTW - front page splash 'Beppe Blasts Eastenders" - a spread follows on subsequent 
pages. 

Langdale cites the Leader Page on Page 5 about Israel and Palestine: articles by Richard Perle: "A former Reagan adviser" 
says Coulson 

"It was something of a minor coup for us" says Coulson about getting Perle to write for NOWT, and Rupert Murdoch would be 
interested. 

Coulson remembers having a conversation with Rupert Murdoch about Richard Perle: "I think it was on this occasion" says 
Coulson. 

The Missing Milly story is on the next page: Coulson has no idea why Robert Kellaway got the by-line. 

Langdale reads the original Dowler story which cites the voice mail messages left Midland's employment agency. 

NOTW article, seen many times before in Court 12, mentions various messages and sets out a timetable of her disappearance. 

Coulson says "I don't remember reading this story" but the fact a "senior officer leading the hunt" suggests a police source. 

Coulson points out that there's no "exclusive" or NOTW "investigates" seal: "I would have thought this is an unremarkable story" 

Coulson says he would have concluded, if he say the article, this went out to other newspapers and that police would have 
been source. 

Coulson says he might well have been involved in placing story but only insofar as "Milly goes on page nine" 

Coulson says 'new picture' may have been the "main motivation" for putting Milly Dowler story on P9: "helpful to find missing 
schoolgirl" 

On pages 10 and 11 - is the exclusive SBS Ian Kirby story. 12-13 a Beckham spread: 14-15 Ad and Show Biz column. 16-17 
Skyjackers 

Langdale runs through the remaining spreads of NOTW on 14/04/02 - Falklands story, Linford Christie, Fire, a free one hour 
video promotion 

24-25 NOTW "to do with TV stars without many clothes" says Langdale. Ali Ross column: Coulson: "he was on NOTW until 
Rebekah pinched him" 

More pages on paedophiles, drugs, Rolling Stones, ads, Ian Duncan Smith, Michael Winner from that NOTW edition adduced 
by Langdale 

Coulson says the significance of Milly Dowler compared to other stories: "I don't want to appear dismissive of fact she was 
missing" 

"I don't think I rated this as a story" says Coulson : "Hoax stories aren't really stories... this is a hoax wrapped in the riddle" 

Langdale turns to NOTW 3rd edition in which Dowler story had changed content, and was moved from page 9 to page 31 

Langdale says the prosecution are suggesting the move was to hide voicemail messages were used at NOTW. 

Coulson says there were two reasons it would have been removed: a) not a significant story b) for cosmetic reasons. 

Without seeming "trivial" Coulson explains why Dowler story was moved for 'cosmetic' reasons: "a mix of different types of 
stories" 

"I went through the paper and the mix was wrong" says Coulson of moving Dowler voicemail stories: serious and lighter stories 
"spaced out" 

Langdale goes through the third edition of NOTW on 14/04/02 and the differences in editions. He pauses at "new page nine" on 
SBS Heroes. 

Justice Saunders confirms that the SBS story was in previous edition. Coulson says "it's the same story" given greater 
prominence. 

A Star Trek story is bumped. The rest of the pages to Milly Dowler story on page 30 are pretty much the same 
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The new version of Dowler story has new by line of Arnold. Talks of 'deranged hoaxer' giving agency "Milly's real mobile 
number" 

This third edition does not cite any voice mails - police say hoaxer has hampered other high profile inquiries. 

Story has an appeal from Milly Dowler's godmother again: asking for her to call. 

Coulson says backbenches or newsdesk would have been responsible for changing story. He says he normally wouldn't be 
involved. 

Coulson says there was nothing to hide in this story, but he has no memory of moving or altering it. 

"I would have expected it to have been looked at by a lawyer" says Coulson of Dowler story. 

Coulson says that a lawyer reading 1st Edition Milly Dowler story "may have been prompted to ask some questions about it" - 
no alarm bell 

Coulson says "I don't remember any conversation" with a lawyer about the Dowler voicemail story 

Coulson: "Can I reinforce one point... I mentioned mix of the paper. There was a lack of glamorous content at front of paper" 

Coulson says he moved a picture caption up the pages - it was a mono picture - to make paper more attractive. "Glamorous 
content" 

"Only black and white glamour" points out Justice Saunders. 

Back after lunch at #hackingtrial - Andy Coulson continuing with is evidence in chief, questioned by his QC Timothy Langdale. 

Langdale completes the Milly Dowler 'aspect' of Coulson's evidence by going back to April 2002 timeline. 

Langdale turns to the moment Brooks returns from Dubai on 14/04/02 - and further contact with Kuttner and Police and further 
NOTW pieces. 

BREAKING: Coulson says he cannot remember a conversation with Brooks about Milly Dowler story on her return from Dubai 
holiday 

"It's possible I would have avoided a conversation about Milly Dowler" says Coulson: "I wouldn't have wanted to highlight got 
mix wrong" 

More 'Missing Milly' entries on the NOTW news list for the next couple of weeks - Coulson had gone on holiday from 21/04/02 

Coulson as Editor of News of the World 

Langdale now turns to the time of Coulson's editorship of NOTW which began 14/01/03 

Coulson didn't "assume" he'd be editor: but he met with senior NI exec and was told of his promotion. 

Internal NI memo cited by Langdale about the appointment of Andy Coulson to editorship of NOTW 

Coulson explains he had about 160 people under his editorship, the vast majority were journalists - production or reporting. 

Coulson says there was a separate NOW office in Scotland, Ireland and 'for a period' in Manchester - a handful 

Coulson says he's "primary focus was on producing.... a competitive paper, a successful paper". He initiated a re-design. 

Coulson also focused on the marketing budget of NOTW. The paper won Newspaper of the Year, and Sunday Newspaper of 
the year several times. 

In terms of management style, Coulson says he tried to "fair, firm at time. No doubt occasions I lost my temper... pretty quick to 
apologise 

"I wanted to create... continue a team feeling on the paper" says Coulson: "I took a lot of pride in finding talented people" 

"I took a great pride in being part of people's careers" says Coulson. "I liked to congratulate people in front of the office." 

Coulson says though "newspaper competitive business deadline driven" he wanted people to enjoy working at NOTW. 

"I'm not a bully" says Coulson. "80s and 90s was a very different era" he adds though. 

Coulson "absolutely rejects" the idea there was any bullying culture during his editorship of NOTW. 

"I was out and about quite a bit" says Coulson, building relationships with people. "You get to know more interesting people" as 
he rose up 

"I continued doing what I did as a reporter" says Coulson of keeping contacts outside the newspaper office. 

Coulson praises his PA as "fantastic.... when I talk about esprit du corps she was part of that." Great travel and events 
organiser. 

"I'd say I was risk averse" says Coulson. "I had no interest in landing the paper in trouble... I'd be landing myself in trouble." 

"As editor of the newspaper you're the custodian of brand, and I took that seriously" says Coulson of his NOTW editorship 

Coulson talks about how some weeks he'd been hands on with the journalism - other weeks hands off. New printing presses 
took him away 

Project HAL involved purchasing big huge colour presses offsite: Coulson says "spent far too many years of my life" arguing 
prod deadlines 
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"It's impossible to micromanage a newspaper: there are too many moving parts" says Coulson: "you rely on people around you" 

Coulson talks about the 'process' at NOTW: "everyone knew what their jobs were: everyone knew what was expected of them" 

Langdale asks about the volume of emails at NOTW: a large number seen, "a much larger number not available" 

Coulson explains how the email traffic "increased as the week went on" and a "regular stream of email that turned into a bit of a 
torrent" 

Coulson said he generally dealt with his own emails. One of the windows on his computer system was always open to emails. 

Coulson says on the preview system he could see email without opening: "there were occasions I'd choose not to read email" 

Coulson says he "might or might not" read the back chain behind an email chain. Internal emails he was copied in on "part of 
production" 

"My not reading that email didn't make me feel like I was falling down on the job" says Coulson of internal production emails. 

News of the World Think Tank 

Langdale cites a 14/09/04 Coulson email sent to his deputy Wallis among others: a summary from his NOTW Think Tank. 

"We had a think tank every year of my editorship" says Coulson: "they're a tradition in newspapers... part bonding, part idea 
generating" 

"All of the execs, senior journalists, columnists" came to the annual think tanks. Coulson says Clive Goodman attended 
several. 

The last think tank was the "three peaks challenge" says Coulson: "more walking than thinking" in England, Scotland, Wales. 

Think tank included job Promotions: Celeb columnists (Hague and Urika mentioned): Spanish editions: a text promotion idea: 
Save the Planet 

"New cartoonist, internet revamp, anti PC campaign... Childrens Champs, Knives Campaign" all mentioned by Langdale in 
Think Tank 

Pensioners, Pets and School of Excellence also mentioned in this think tank. Lawyers in last section to deal with "dangers of 
dark arts" 

Coulson says he'd been running regular "PCC and legal refreshers" for his NOTW staff: 'School of Excellence' extended that to 
a full day. 

Half the day of this school of excellence would be involved in promotions ideas says Coulson. 

More Think Tank ideas cited by Langdale: email from Rachel Richardson TV reporter writes back about training day. 

Another internal NOTW email cited to Coulson about 'Eastenders Orgy' talks about Dave Reid as point of contact. 

"The girls who appear to be onside to the paper have provided some voicemail messages themselves" says Coulson of 
Eastenders Orgy story 

Coulson agrees these Eastenders stories have no voicemail hacking source. 

April 2005 email from Coulson cited to staff about need for quality stories: "we need a hit badly" 

Coulson asks staff in April 2005 to arrive in Tuesday "with 2 or 3 splash ideas" and Saturday meetings for desk heads. 

A message from NI exec to Coulson about executive pay cited by Langdale. Coulson replies wants to reward staff who've had 
"a cracking year" 

25/06/05 Coulson writes to Fran Goodman about a conversation remaining private. New rules established. 

25/01/06 Coulson writes to desk heads on 2006 being a tough year - praising Maz Mahmood's work on Sven, but needing more 
'homegrown' stories 

"More bigger agenda setting exclusives" was Coulson's main agenda for a small NOTW gathering in early 2006. 

"On a lighter note" says Langdale in an email exchange between Coulson and another desk head: Coulson jokes he's thinking 
of emigrating 

"Indicative of my approach" says Coulson of desk head "we were pulling each other's leg" References transfer to News Corp's 
Fijian Times 

Coulson's opinion of Senior Journalists 

Langdale asks Coulson about another senior journalist who cannot be named for legal reasons - "hard working, focused... I 
liked him" 

Another senior NOTW journo who cannot be named for legal reasons "he worked hard... intelligent guy. Interesting ideas" 

This journo had taken a "step back down" after an unfortunate unhappy posting out of London. 

"He's not afraid of speaking his mind" says Coulson of Wallis. Praises his encouragement of other journalists. Had great 
contacts. 

On Wallis "Neil was a friend of mine... I known him for a long time. Worked for him for a brief time when I was bizarre reporter" 

"He has the nickname of Wolfman and it's all to do with his beard as far as I know" says Coulson of Neil Wallis. 
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The PCC Code 

Item 3 of 1999 PCC code "justifying intrusions into private life without consent" and "listening devices and private phone 
conversations" 

The exceptions to the PCC privacy code are public interest exceptions 

2003 PCC Code also gives a public interest asterisk for 'privacy' and 'listening devices... intercepting private telephone 
conversations' 

Langdale turns to the PCC code, and asks Andy Coulson 'particular points' 

Coulson says 'protection of sources' in PCC code is "terribly important". 

PCC Editor's Code of Practice 2004 version now cited by Langdale: takes effect from 01/06/04 

The differences in 2004 PCC Code adds "subterfuge" to "clandestine devices... intercepting mobile messages, emails" 

"On the face of it, if you intercepted someone's voicemail messages from June 2004, you'd also be in breach of the code" says 
Langdale. 

Coulson says "I'm confident this would have been drawn to the attention of all my staff" 

Coulson says his deputy, Neil Wallis, was involved in drawing up this new PCC Editor's Code in 2004 which includes voicemail 
messages. 

Coulson talks about the dangers of defamation and libel at NOTW: "One of the more serious risks" 

Subterfuge 

Coulson says "subterfuge" was an issue. He speaks about Maz Mahmood's non Fake Sheikh investigations which required 
subterfuge 

Coulson talks about a Rob Kellaway story investigating airport security: another of a NOTW reporter becoming a prison officer. 

This NOTW reporter, Coulson says, found himself sitting outside the cell of Ian Huntley - the Soham murderer 

15/06/03 edition of NOTW shown to Jury: 'How the Hell were we able to take this Photo?' about security for Ian Huntley. 

09/11/03 NOTW edition also cited: action taken in courts against undercover reporter. 

At this time in November 2003, David Blunkett was Home Secretary - a 'break out' quote from him "praising McGee's 
undercover report" 

"David Blunkett expressing his support for what NOTW had done" says Langdale of the undercover prison report. 

'Charges against Huntley Jail Reporter Dropped' says NOTW in 24/04/04 in Dave McGee case. 

Justice Saunders asks Coulson whether different lawyers for subterfuge other than libel: in house lawyers could consult 
outside counsel 

Public Interest 

Coulson explains his definition of public interest - officials lying or showing hypocrisy. 

"My rule of thumb on politicians was the public had the right to know who they were, what they were about" says Coulson. "A 
right to know" 

Coulson says of Snowden Guardian leaks "I think I would have turned them down - there is a potential here for putting lives at 
risk" 

"It's a bit rich" says Coulson of celebrities making money out of their fame by "engaging with the media... weren't in position to 
complain" 

Saunders asks Coulson whether celebrity PR would justify hacking celebrities voices mails:" Absolutely not" 

Coulson agrees that the public interest isn't the same as what the largest number of people interested in. 

"I was particularly sensitive about children having become a father myself" says Coulson: "Can't say hard and fast rule" on 
children stories 

Coulson talks about his life as a reporter - "blagging" a VIP pass for celebrity areas, or "blagging" a phone number. 

Coulson talks about "turning and spinning" mobiles: a "perfectly legal" method of getting addresses and contact details. 

Coulson talks about surviellance, hidden cameras concealed in video bags would be "classed under dark arts category" 

Coulson says that, by dark arts, he meant "investigative techniques". He says "it's an expression used in newspapers" 

"Watching people and following people" would be included in dark arts. "Blagging is a pretty broad term" says Coulson 

Dark Arts 

Langdale now goes back to Sept 2004 think thank on School of Excellence organised by Bob Warren and 'dangers of dark arts' 

Coulson says he "should have inspected" the issue of phone traffic - billing records etc - a bit more while editor of NOTW. 

Dark arts were on the "acceptable legal side of the line" says Coulson of newspaper techniques like blagging and surviellance 
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"In extreme instances" says Coulson; he applied a "public interest" test to forms of surveillance. 

Coulson says he would include 'phone traffic' in the legal dark arts. 

Coulson agrees that phone hacking would have 'crossed the line' of dark arts and would be 'unacceptable' 

Coulson says he is "very confident" this NOTW School of Excellence first half of day would cover PCC code. He attended the 
lunch. 

"Every member of staff" would attend School of Excellence: the second session in the afternoon would consider how paper 
could improve. 

PCC Code on phone voicemails changed in June 2004. By the time of School of Excellence in September this would have 
been a topic. 

Coulson is asked about another NI exec who cannot be named for legal reasons. 

Coulson talks of his 'respect' for this "very experienced" person: "In general terms I followed x's advice" 

This senior figure usually came to NOTW conference on Fridays and Saturdays - would spend Saturday on newsroom floor. 

Legal Clearance to Publish 

Getting stories "legalled" is "a given in newspapers" says Andy Coulson. 

NOTW headline about a Jockey and a 'Fixer' is mentioned by Langdale. Coulson says "it was my decision and a wrong 
decision" 

The headline was followed by litigation, and apology and "I believe it was settled" says Coulson of NOTW splash. 

"Pope Candidate and Paedophile" headline discussed by NOTW staff. Legal advice is that they couldn't run story. 

Other legal battles over NOTW stories cited by Langdale in the #hackingtrial. 

"Do I need to spoof?" asks Coulson in another NOTW email. Sometimes "required from a legal perspective" to prevent 
injunctions. 

Coulson talks about another story - a Beckham exclusive - and a spoof edition to protect their story from "rivals" 

'Broadmoor Pics' also discussed in internal NOTW emails - no criminal legal bars, but possible PCC and privacy issues. 

"Am I OK?" is another "terse message" about legal issues at NOTW cited in court 12. 

"This exchange is my concern" about legal cover and "advice about the table leg" in some NOTW story (I've no clue either) 

Legal issues over Goodman's Blackadder column mentioned in brief passing as Langdale goes over NOTW internal emails. 

"Have we legalled Ulrika lead?" asks Coulson in one email. "Robust but permissible comment" comes the reply. 

News of the World Campaigns 

Langdale now addresses Coulson's various campaigns - Helping Hands, an anti bullying campaign. 

Coulson explains how he would lobby politicians over various campaigns, like compensation for 7/7 victims. 

"We were given assurances by politicians that didn't come to pass" says Coulson of campaigns. "Not necessarily deceitful" 

Coulson explains how ministers would change jobs, so they'd have to "reapply pressure" for NOTW campaigns. 

08/06/03 Helping Hand campaign at NOTW start: "An anti bullying in schools" campaign, after schoolboy Karl Peart took his 
own life 

Langdale notices a column by Charles Clarke, then education secretary, who was supportive of Helping Hands NOTW 
campaign. 

Justice Saunders asks if this campaign meant legislation: Coulson says main aim was a Children's Commissioner and bully 
policy in schools 

25/09/05 NOTW starts a campaign for accelerated compensation for 7/7 victims. 

Lord Stevens - the Chief - writes an article in support on 7/7 victim compensation. Charles Clarke 'applauded' for 7/7 Victory. 

May 2006 "Victims win 7/7 Victory - Compensation Doubled because of NOTW campaign" 

"What I'd like to make clear is that this story was published in the belief we had achieved victory for these people" says 
Coulson. 

Langdale turns to August 2004 story on David Blunkett. 

Langdale gives the "background": Coulson was contacted while on holiday in Italy in July 2004. 

18/07/04 'Sven Week One' mentions Goran Eriksson's secret affair: it continued for numerous editions of the newspaper. 

25/07/02 Week Two of Svengate: Ryan Sabey exclusive "I bedded Sven and his boss" with Fariah Alam, citing her confidence 
to friend. 

"Week One was Fariah Alam anonymised" says Coulson. 01/08/04 Week Three 08/08/04 'Svengate exclusive Number Four' 
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On week Two of Svengate more info came to the paper: Fariah Alam "went to Max Clifford and sold her story to NOTW and 
Mail on Sunday" 

BREAKING: Coulson says Fariah Alam/Eriksonn story came from a 'source' known to him, and was paid for it. 

Coulson says the Alam buy-up was Week 4 of Svengate: he was on holiday for weeks 2 and 3 and has "some knowledge not 
complete" of sources 

Coulson says this four week Svengate series was "unusual": "I remember I spent quite a bit of time on holiday dealing with it" 

Break till tomorrow 10 am 
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Wednesday 16 April 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Andy Coulson Continues 
Counsel for Andy Coulson asks him about The Blunkett Affair 
Thurlbeck speaks to Coulson about Voicemail messgaes 
Coulson decides to speak to David Blunkett 
Coulson's meeting with Blunkett 
Coulson conversations with Huw Evans 
Coulson asked about other Hacking Vicitims 
More questions on David Blunkett 
Coulson questioned on Charles Clarke 
The Calum Best Story and the "Do his phone" emial 

The Defence of Andy Coulson Continues 

Counsel for Andy Coulson asks him about The Blunkett Affair 

Back at #hackingtrial on Day 99: Langdale continues with his client Andy Coulson, now turning to the Blunkett affair in August 
2004 

Before that Coulson talks about his communication with politicians during his editorship of NOTW 

Communications with politicians was at a "reporter level... and at my level I'd be talking to politicians on a reasonable regular 
basis" 

"At conference time." says Coulson "that's a fairly concentrated time.... Lunches and dinner at other times during the year as 
well" 

"Having a good relationship with an editor made that easier" says Coulson of politicians putting forward their views. 

"It was a two-way relationship" says Coulson of putting forward campaigns for the paper, and the readers views. 

Coulson says he had "social contact and professional contact" with Blunkett's adviser Hugh Evans both before and after 
Blunkett story 

"You would seek to build relationships with as many members of the cabinet you could' says Coulson: "and the shadow 
cabinet" 

Coulson also talks of relationships with ministers and individual MPs a well, as editor of NOTW. 

"We had a very good relationship with Blunkett" says Coulson, because he supported Sarah's Law and ''Huntley position" 

Coulson says both he and Ian Kirby and other members of staff had contact with Blunkett, and a senior NI exec "knew him 
quite well" 

Langdale turns to the 'admissions' and 'agreed facts' from the #hackingtrial - about hacking around David Blunkett's 
voicemails 

Agreed facts at #hackingtrial concern Blunkett's affair with Kimberely Quinn: Mulcaire hacks her phone in July 2004: voicemails 
identified 

A microcassette containing voicemail messages was found in a news international safe with transcript by Neville Thurlbeck: 
joint admissions 

Langdale cites 05/08/04 agreement with Fariah Alam for and pound;150k for her story in NOTW 

Langdale turns to the Blunkett/Quinn timeline in the summer of 2004: various calls and paperwork relating to Mulcaire hacking 

One of these hacked voicemails is a message from a clinic regarding Quinn's pregnancy. 

Coulson was on holiday in the latter part of July with his family: on 21/07/04 he received a call from Neville Thurlbeck late at 
night. 

Coulson was on the way to airport in Italy to collect his brother from airport: he was lost. He pulled up. 

Thurlbeck speaks to Coulson about Voicemail messgaes 

"Neville told me he had a tip David Blunkett was having an affair with Kimberley Fortier." says Coulson. "He had heard 
voicemails" 

"I was shocked," says Coulson "because of voicemail messages, and it was in relation to David Blunkett". 

"I used some colourful language" says Coulson "and asked him what on earth do you think you're doing?" 

"A very senior politician who happened to be a friend of the paper" says Coulson: "a very clear breach of privacy" 

BREAKING: Coulson tells #hackingtrial that Neville Thurlbeck informed him he'd listened to Blunkett voicemails in 2004 

"I was very clear I wanted any investigation taking place to stop" says Coulson of conversation with Thurlbeck and Blunkett 
voicemails 
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Coulson says he wasn't aware of any specific rumour about Blunkett at that point. 

"My concern was that it was an apparent breach of privacy... involving someone I knew... a friend of the paper" says Coulson of 
Blunkett 

Coulson says he made another call after talking to Thurlbeck: "I called my [another NOTW journo] almost immediately after...." 

"I can't recall from x's reaction whether he had any knowledge at all" says Coulson of call to other senior NOTW journo and 
phone hacking 

Coulson returned from his holiday in Italy, which was interrupted by running Svengate story: that continued when he returned to 
UK in 2004 

Coulson talks of the Max Clifford 'auction' for Fariah Alam story - "an expensive process which absorbed most my time that 
week" 

"Neville came to my office to effectively re-pitch the Blunkett story" says Coulson of his return from holiday in July 2004 

05/08/04 on timeline an intercepted voicemail of Quinn: around 06/08/04 Coulson talked to Thurlbeck in his office. 

Coulson can't remember if anyone else was present at this meeting with Thurlbeck: "it was August - people were on holiday..." 

Coulson say Thurlbeck "wanted to play me some voicemails" to demonstrate Blunkett story in public interest. 

BREAKING: Coulson says Neville Thurlbeck played him intimate voicemail messages of David Blunkett in August 2004 

"I remember David Blunkett declaring his love... I will blow this apart... Another mention of terrorist arrests... reference to 
GCHQ" 

Coulson says Thurlbeck "passed on other pieces of information" which he "assumed" also "came from messages" 

Thurlbeck told Coulson the relationship had been going on for three years, spent time in a cottage, and were meeting next 
week. 

Coulson also says Thurlbeck told him "There might be an issue over the paternity of one of Kimberley Fortier's children" 

"It wasn't clear from the conversation... the dates of the messages he listened to" says Coulson: "I wasn't pleased" 

"Neville was the chief reporter... the more I listened to him the more I thought there was some public interest justification" says 
Coulson 

Coulson says "the conversation did not go into detail" about how Thurlbeck got the voicemails: "I assumed Neville had done it 
himself" 

Langdale points out this was "plainly in breach of the code": "I remained shocked" says Coulson. "The first and only time 
voicemails played" 

"I was still in the midst of the Sven saga" says Coulson: "I needed time to think... Itold him very clearly 'stop whatever you're 
doing'" 

Coulson explains "Neville's argument" and public interest: "David Blunkett was distracted by this affair... sharing sensitive 
information" 

"He was talking about his movements and security in a way he shouldn't be doing... could go public": Coulson on Thurlbeck's 
justification 

"Over the weekend I thought the issue through" says Coulson: "By the Monday I thought this was an investigation I should take 
further" 

"I looked to see if I could make this story work in some way" says Coulson of Blunkett affair: "In my mind it needed standing 
up..." 

"The paper would need to get confirmation of it" says Coulson of Blunkett affair, but he decided it was in public interest. 

Coulson says he doesn't know what happened to tapes: he never heard any more tapes "I imagine I saw a story... much closer 
to publication" 

Coulson says he doesn't recognise the Thurlbeck documents adduced earlier in the trial on Blunkett 

"My initial thought was that I would wait to see... another indication of proof" says Coulson of Blunkett voicemail hackings. 

"My initial planned course of action was to present what we had to David Blunkett... to be completely upfront" says Coulson 

Initially Coulson was planning to tell Blunkett of voicemail messages 

15/08/04 Blunkett meets Quinn in London: that is photographed by NOTW: "It wasn't of itself proof" says Coulson. 

Coulson decides to speak to David Blunkett 

"I decided what I would do was approach Blunkett myself... in a way that would maintain the relationship with him" says 
Coulson 

Coulson said he taken "legal advice" prior to meeting Blunkett: told there was a "privacy issue" which was more "acute" for 
Quinn 

Coulson says that removing Quinn's name would avoid privacy issue: and he thought "Blunkett more likely to confirm story" 

Langdale explores Coulson's legal advice. Tweets redacted for legal reasons: "more than one discussion" 
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Break for legal argument 

Back at 11.15 

Back after #hackingtrial break. Justice Saunders explains to jury he stopped to consider questions of legal privilege in 
Coulson's evidence 

Coulson continues with his internal NI legal conversations and privacy issues over Quinn 

"I don't remember any conversation about methodology" says Coulson over how the Blunkett voicemail messages obtained. 

Coulson re-iterates that his "assumption was" Thurlbeck had obtained messages. 

"This is advice that I'm getting, these were not instructions" says Coulson: "I want to make it very clear these were my 
decisions" 

Coulson cannot recall any "mention of illegality" in legal discussions at NI over the Blunkett voicemails. 

Coulson explains "David Blunkett was a friend of the company, a friend of my boss... I decided to approach David Blunkett 
directly" 

Coulson spoke to Blunkett the day before he met him 13/08/04: "I told him I was looking to publishing a story" about his affair 
with Quinn 

"I said I'm more than happy to come to you there" says Coulson of visiting Blunkett in his Sheffield constituency home: "to 
confirm story" 

Coulson says he spoke to another NI exec about Blunkett before the Home Secretary met Quinn on the previous Wednesday 

"I told him what I knew" says Coulson of NI exec: the material he had, the public interest issues: "in essence what Neville had 
said to me" 

Coulson says conversation NI exec "was not my seeking approval or sign off of what I was doing... I was not asking for x's 
authority" 

Coulson says by time of conversation with NI exec "not sure I had fixed my course how to approach story... my decision... my 
mistake" 

"I shouldn't have approached the story the way I did" says Coulson: "it was clear the material was a product of an illegal act." 

BREAKING: Coulson says he didn't know phone hacking was an illegal act at the time of the David Blunkett voicemails in 
August 2004 

Coulson addresses the six calls with Thurlbeck on the day before he met Blunkett: he assumes these were about liaison with 
Quinn 

Coulson says he never spoke about the Blunkett story in his contact with Rebekah Brooks at on the three days leading to 
meeting Blunkett 

Coulson says he was frequently in contact with Brooks - but didn't discuss Blunkett. 

Coulson's meeting with Blunkett 

Langdale turns to the taped conversation with Blunkett and Coulson: heard before. The jury have a transcript. 

"The tape recorder was on the table" says Coulson of Blunkett's recording: he knew that he was being taped. 

"There's no desire to cause you damage. It precedes my editorship" says Coulson to Blunkett on tape. 

Blunkett talks about his principle of privacy and how he defended the Tories in the 80s on this issue. 

On tape Blunkett says his friendship with Kimberley isn't a secret: Coulson says "you've been much more than friends" 

On tape Coulson talks about his sources and how he is "extremely confident of his information" - a three year affair, spent 
nights together 

Coulson tells Blunkett he knows Quinn spent nights at Blunkett's holiday cottage. Blunkett talks about his ex wife being 
badgered. 

"I get this all the time. You're bound to. People want to make money" says Blunkett of affair allegations to Coulson. 

"At least one of my sources is without doubt going to take this to another newspaper" Coulson tells Blunkett in 2004 

Blunkett asks "what it's based on": Coulson "extremely reliably sources: Blunkett: "Everyone says that... it's not evidence" 

"Forgive me for being crude about this, but I'm not going to lay out photos of you and this lady in a bedroom" says Coulson to 
Blunkett 

Coulson references Ericsson and Beckham on the tape: Blunkett points out he's not them. "No you're the Home Secretary" 
says Coulson 

"My private life is my own... I've been divorced for 14 years.... what do you expect me to say" asks Blunkett. Coulson says 
"married woman" 

"You're asking me to say I've had an affair with a married woman" asks Blunkett. "yes and nothing more" says Coulson on tape 

"As editor of the NOTW I'm prepared to run this story because I believe it's true" says Coulson to Blunkett. 
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"There are matters that someone in your position has to deal with... affair with a married woman is justifiable" says Coulson 

"I've had close friendships for years, doesn't mean I've had sexual relationships with them" says Blunkett. 

"I think I can run this story in a way that will minimise it" Coulson tells David Blunkett in 2004: tape played again at 
#hackingtrial 

"I've taken the trouble of exposing myself in this way" says Coulson: "The information I have is very solid" he tells Blunkett 

Blunkett probes Coulson for more information on source: "there's a certain amount of information I can reveal... people know 
about it David" 

Blunkett confirms meeting Quinn on previous Thursday: "this has no real bearing on story" say Coulson: "Is the relationship 
ongoing?" 

"If another newspaper had seen her going into your house, given what has already been written in Daily Mail, that's a spread" 
says Coulson 

"It's a bad job" says Blunkett. Coulson says it's not an assumption based on "airy fairy" information: he's not come to blag a 
story 

"I'm young enough to want a private life" says Blunkett to Coulson on 2004 tape 

"I've got two over-riding concerns" says Blunkett. First to stop Quinn "being damaged" and "prevent open season on my private 
life" 

In 1994/5 when Tories were in pickle... we should take each other on in a political arena, what goes on in private is private" 
says Blunkett 

Coulson tells Blunkett in 2004 Quinn is "in the media" and others "will make hay" with allegation of affair 

"If people treat each other with respect, with love and care, what goes on in their private life is their business" says Blunkett 

Coulson promises to keep Quinn out of story - even preventing "jigsaw identification" 

"I don't want you going away with any resentment I've misled you" says Blunkett. "Is the story true?" asks Coulson. 

"That's how things should be" says Coulson of Blunkett's privacy: "but that's not how they are" 

Blunkett "Not prepared to go into Bedroom Talk, now or in the future" Coulson: "Perhaps that's how the press should be... but 
unrealistic" 

Blunkett says he doesn't want his other married friends "fingered". Coulson denies there will be a "flood of stories" about other 
friends 

"I don't think this is open season... you're the Home Secretary... but if you're not going to engage with us. Some serious thinking 
to do" 

Blunkett explains how he has had other friends staying at his cottage. Coulson repeats he's going to run the story. 

"I don't think it's a splash. Probably a page 1 story with a spread inside" says Coulson: "and then it will come to an end" 

Blunkett thanks Coulson for coming up. Coulson thanks Blunkett for sparing the time - back in August 2004 #hackingtrial 

Coulson says he'd read cuttings prior to meeting Blunkett. He used the word "sources" plural because Neville said he also had 
a "tip" 

BREAKING: Coulson says it was his "mistake" not mentioning voicemail messages to Blunkett: says legal advice on injunction 
was a factor too 

Coulson says the impact of Blunkett conversation on 'Bedroom Talk" was to think "I'm not there yet... standing it up" 

"I'm not going to run the story until it's confirmed... that's why I'm having this conversation" says Coulson of Blunkett meeting. 

Coulson says that he had another conversation with Blunkett who told him he had a statement and to deal with his SAPD Huw 
Evans in future 

Coulson cannot remember if Blunkett issued his statement on the Friday or Saturday. Coulson then called Huw Evans 

Coulson conversations with Huw Evans 

Previous evidence has shown a text between Coulson and Huw Evans, and a landline conversation when Evans was in Cardiff. 

"I talked to him about the story" says Coulson of Evans who had concerns about Blunkett's security - a photo showed number 
of Blunkett house 

Coulson says NOTW disguised Blunkett door and number. Evans was concerned that the story didn't seem to come from 
Blunkett. 

Coulson says Huw Evans didn't want any suggestion Blunkett was falling down on the job. 

Coulson claims he told Evans to tell him if anything in the story was incorrect: 

Coulson says of Huw Evans response he assumed he had confirmation of Blunkett affair. 

"Having read him every word of the story, says Coulson: "You must tell me Hugh if any part of this is wrong" Evans didn't 
respond. 
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"I think I told him what the headlines were and gave him the opportunity to say if the story was inaccurate" says Coulson of 
Blunkett SPAD 

"I think we stayed in touch over that period" says Coulson of Evans: "And I think we stayed in contact the following week" 

Coulson explains he's outed 'source' Huw Evans because he's given evidence to #hackingtrial - normally would not do because 
"off the record" 

Timothy Landgale QC goes through the phone contact events between Coulson and Brooks, Thurlbeck and Evans on 14/08/04 

Multiple phone contact between Brooks and Coulson the weekend of the NOTW Blunkett Splash. Sun names Quinn on the 
Monday 

Coulson denies "co-operating" with Brooks over Blunkett story: possible they talked about it once NOTW had gone to bed. 

Coulson said there was no spoof of NOTW that weekend - and they publicised the Blunkett story to other newspapers via 
Hayley Barlow 

"I've certainly no reason not to talk to her about the story after it was printed" says Coulson of Brooks: "but not beforehand" 

Coulson says "it's possible" Brooks told him the Sun were going to name Kimberly Quinn once NOTW story published. 

The Sun publishes stories on 16/08/04 17/08/04 naming Quinn. On 26/08/04 NOTW names her too and Blunkett's "love nest" 

The jury turn to the NOTW Blunkett story in 2004 

The Blunkett affair is a Neville Thurlbeck headline on NOTW with a two page spread on page 2 and 3: first subheading "a 
source told NOTW" 

This NOTW source talks about a "deep love... intense": Coulson says "that information provide by Neville... his interpretation of 
messages" 

"We ran it in a way to minimise the damage" says Coulson of Blunkett NOTW splash. He wasn't interested in issue of children 

NOTW editorial column of that Blunkett affair edition ends: "Nevertheless we have no doubt he still has much to offer the 
nation" 

"When we asked him about the affair this week" says NOTW article and then follows with Blunkett's written statement. 

Langdale turns to Sun front page following Monday 16/08/04 naming Kimberly Quinn 

Langdale now turns to link between Blunkett and Sally Anderson at a later date: admissions say Anderson hacked by Mulcaire 

Agreed facts on Sally Anderson, accepted by both sides of #hackingtrial relate to Blunkett voicemails upset about leaks to 
press. 

Langdale points out that Anderson was responsible for providing information to the Daily Mail about meeting Blunkett 

Admissions talk of Blunkett suing the Daily Mail and Anderson issuing an apology 

NOTW published a story about Blunkett and Sally Anderson on 02/10/05 - Daily Mail story follows on 08/10/05 

Coulson says he cannot deal with the Sally Anderson Blunkett story without seeing a copy of that edition of NOTW. 

01/10/05 Email from Coulson rewriting Weatherup on "Blunkett's new blonde cheating on him" cited by Langdale 

Coulson says "we had information she was having a relationship with.... Andy King who went on to be her husband" of Sally 
Anderson. 

Coulson says the story NOTW had was "at odds" with other press coverage which suggested a serious affair between Blunkett 
and Anderson 

The timeline shows the history of hacking Sally Anderson played Max Clifford tapes of Blunkett. Published in the People 
16/10/05 

"Ten recordings of voicemail messages left by David Blunkett" hacked by Mulcaire "played to the jury earlier in the trial" says 
Langdale 

Coulson asked about other Hacking Vicitims 

Coulson is asked about a) a story about Beckham and Loos and b) an email relating to Delia Smith "which has come up in 
course of evidence" 

Coulson agrees the Beckham Rebecca Loos story was "pretty big": "it was quite an expensive story": work on story began 
around March 2004 

Loos went to Max Clifford after NOTW approach: the paper did a deal with Clifford. NOTW 'spoofed' a first edition to prevent 
rivals matching 

Cannot tweet this bit of evidence on instructions of Justice Saunders 

Back to another timeline "looked at rarely in this case" says Langdale talking of Delia Smith timeline. 

04/03/05 an email chain between Coulson and Thurlbeck about "attending a football match": "We should discuss tactics 
beforehand" he writes 

Thurlbeck talks about Delia Smith and another meeting with "Rebecca" Loos: other buyups and stories "we had a regular 
relationship with her" 
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More emails on Fariah Alam adduced by Langdale, including an unsigned contract with her circa 2005 another "continuing 
relationship" 

The Alam timeline talks about payments by NOTW for a "renewed affair": Coulson can't remember if these were paid. 

31/05/05 Derek Webb at 'Silent Shadow Services' emails Thurlbeck over "concerns.. it's been five weeks since I've worked for 
you" 

Webb talks about having to pursue alternative surveillance work. Thurlbeck forwards email to Coulson and Weatherup about 
"losing" him 

Coulson "doesn't remember" having any knowledge of Silent Shadow before this point: "Derek Webb not someone who stuck in 
my mind" 

In June 2005 Coulson says "have we sorted this out" on Webb contract. 

31/03/06: Thurlbeck: Derek is by far the best watcher, follower, digger combined... night sight video cameras. can we get him 
on a contract" 

Lunch break till 2pm 

More questions on David Blunkett 

Back after lunch at the #hackingtrial - Andy Coulson well into his third day of evidence in chief. 

Langdale clarifies some evidence about Blunkett 2004 story Coulson gave this morning. 

Langdale quotes Coulson telling Thurlbeck "stop what you're doing... I wanted time to think" about Blunkett affair. 

Coulson explains what he meant that he wanted to take the Blunkett story forward: he didn't change his mind about Thurlbeck 
and voicemails 

Coulson says he spoke to another NI exec before and after seeing Blunkett: "at least one conversation on the Saturday" 

"My memory is.. I told X I was running story on the Saturday" says Coulson of this NI exec 

Coulson says: "My memory is that X asked me again why I didn't name Kimberly Fortier (Quinn)" 

Coulson says he was not aware of anyone hacking Hanna Pawlby's phone: he was calling her (Mulcaire recorded messages) 
on other info 

25/05/05 another NOTW journo emails Coulson about rumours of Pawlby Clarke affair. Ian Kirby left message on Pawlby's 
phone 16/06/05 

Coulson explains that he knew both Charles Clarke and Pawlby: Ian Kirby, NOTW political editor "had good working 
relationship" wit Pawlby 

18/06/05 Coulson's voicemail left on Pawlby's phone - recorded by Mulcaire. On the same day a call from NI hub phone around 
3pm 

Second voicemail message from Coulson to Pawlby around the same time: Coulson cannot confirm the NI hub phone was 
used by him 

Email chain from Thurlbeck the same day. More messages left by other journos on Pawlby's phone that Saturday: BBC, Sky 
News 

19/06/05 Daily Mail leaves a message on Pawlby's phone. The NOTW publishes that day. 21/06/05 Tessa Jowell's SPAD 
leaves message. 

Langdale goes through the 'admissions' or 'agreed facts' on Clarke, Pawlby, and the Mulcaire voicemail hacks. 

Langdale explains that Blunkett resigned as Home Secretary in late 2004 over 'visa applications' for a nanny "deemed fast 
tracked" 

Coulson questioned on Charles Clarke 

Charles Clarke replaced Blunkett as Home Secretary: Coulson already had contact with him "a good relationship... " 

Though Clarke helped as education secretary on anti bullying. However there was tension over "immigration and law and order 
issues" 

Coulson remembers Clarke having a very "unusual" interview with Mazher Mahmood: "It made a spread in the paper" 

Coulson remembers a rumour about the Pawlby having an affair with Charles Clarke: NOTW political editor Ian Kirby told him 
it was "not true" 

A 13/06/05 document cited by Langdale about "ID cards": "not a major issue for us" says Coulson of ID card issue 

On a NOTW news list schedule in June 2005 bullying, ID cards and Immigration are issues the political editor was interested in 

16/06/05 on the NOTW news list "bullying campaign" and Ryan Sabey are mentioned: "Some sort of story envisaged that 
week" Coulson agrees 

Zac Newland emails Paul Bennett in Overnight log for June 15th and 16th 2005 newsdesk: "a memo for news editor" says 
Coulson 

"A good bullying story broke on PA overnight" says overnight memo: Ryan Sabey has now filed his bullying story for NOTW. 
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Same overnight log for that Thursday: a capitalised item Fresh Freedom Bid for Train Robber Biggs: "if the Home Secretary can 
release..." 

Story cites lawyer on Biggs saying "Let the old man go": Coulson says this story would have been of interest to NOTW 'had be 
been released" 

Home Office 'Lines to Take' from press office cited by Langdale explaining the official position on Ronald Biggs. 

18/06/05 email from Neville Thurlbeck about Derek Webb following Hanna Pawlby cited agains in court: "nothing new on 
message front" 

Coulson says he wasn't aware Thurlbeck was conducting surveillance on Pawlby - "nothing unusual or significant" about not 
knowing. 

Justice Saunders asks if it was odd "not knowing anything about a Home Secretary" being part of the surveillance. "Early 
stage" says Coulson 

"If they believe the story was true" says Coulson of Clarke affair rumours: "at some stage it would have been brought to my 
attention" 

Kate Bierman message to Pawlby left on 18/06/05 followed by first of Coulson's phone messages: "Hello Hannah... It's Andy 
Coulson here" 

"I've got a story we're running tomorrow... It's quite a serious story" says Coulson to Pawlby message asking for direct contact 

Second call from Coulson: "Hi Hanna - sorry to hassle you" to Pawlby 

Coulson cannot remember making the call, but he's certain it wasn't "anything to do with an alleged affair" 

"Charles Clarke never said... call me direct if you think I'm having an affair" says Coulson. He would never approached him in 
that way. 

Coulson thinks "it's possible" they wanted a "comment from previous education secretary" on bullying story. 

"But now I think it was the big story" says Coulson, of Ronnie Biggs release: "I can't say for sure... but I think it was the big 
story" 

Langdale explains that because Mulcaire hacked these messages from Coulson, they went into Pawlby's saved messages, she 
never got them 

More messages from Pawlby's recorded voicemails cited by Langdale - including calls from Mail. 16/06/05 Ian Kirby message 
cited. 

Sky want to talk to Pawlby about Bamber story; another request about Parliamentary issues - these are among evidence of her 
voicemails 

Langdale turns to NI hub calls to Home Office Press office on that date, and the two messages from hub phone connected to 
Coulson. 

Some emails from Home Office to Ian Kirby in October 2005 cited by Langdale: in bold type a briefing on the debate on pre-
charge detention 

Another NOTW journalist emails Coulson about a Lord Stevens Chief piece "powerful argument for three month detention" 

Coulson explains how Lord Stevens had been signed as a columnist, and NOTW wanted him to write in favour of three month 
detention 

"Just shows the papers interest in things that interested the Home Office" Justice Saunders clarifies about this bit of the 
timelines 

17/03/06 Hanna Pawlby emails NOTW deputy political editor about a Birmingham story "the kind of thing provided to NOTW" 
says Langdale. 

"Another example of the Home Office, picking up something the NOTW had published, and communicating with paper" explains 
Langdale 

Langdale adduces 20/03/05 copy of NOTW: a two page spread 20-21an exclusive Mazher Mahmood interview (his face 
obscured) with Charles Clarke 

NOTW strap on Mahmood interview with Clarke: "The Home Secretary Faces his Toughest Ever Interview" 

19/07/05 NOTW third edition: main story is George Best - on the right is an item on Ronnie Biggs "to be freed in a week". 

'Kelly's Zeroes" NOTW story is about the new education secretary, Ruth Kelly, failing to follow the anti-bullying campaign of the 
paper 

The 'Kelly's Zeroes' article references a statement by previous education secretary Charles Clarke 

Coulson confirms these two NOTW stories have helped him consider what he would have been trying to talk to the Home 
Secretary about. 

Langdale jokes he has a "cunning plan" - he's trying to work out what to deal with before 4.15 break. 10 minute break now 

"I don't want anyone to think I'm shirking" jokes Saunders before the ten minute break. 

Back for the last hour of the #hackingtrial before a 3 day Easter break 
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The Calum Best Story and the "Do his phone" emial 

Langdale turns to "matters relating to allegations... in respect of Calum Best... I anticipate this topic takes us up to suitable 
break." 

Langdale says he will deal with matters dealing with Dan Evans and Clive Goodman after the break 

BREAKING: Coulson says his "Do His Phone" email relates to the billing details of a NOTW journalist, and not hacking Calum 
Best's phone. 

20/02/05 NOTW prints '11 Minutes of Shame' encounter between Calum Best and a woman: next week 'Calum Confesses' 

Langdale goes through the timeline of Mulcaire's tasking on Calum Best - no DDM "no evidence Calum Best's phone was 
hacked" 

Feb-March 2006 show a tasking for Mulcaire from another NOTW journalist. Coulson had "no idea" of this activity. 

"Celebrity Love Island which he appeared on twice, which is unique" says Justice Saunders of Calum Best entry in Mulcaire 
notes with 'Fiji' 

Mulcaire notebooks has details of phone number and PIN of another NOTW journalist - Mulcaire was hacking his phone it 
appears 

01/03/06 - 23/03/06 hacking of NOTW journalist by Mulcaire 

26/03/06 the Chris Tate NOTW piece about Laura Hogan sleeping with Calum Best around his dad's funeral is cited. 

Another NOTW article later in 06 has a Chris Tate by-line and Laura Hogan talking about having Calum Best's child. 

"He may have mentioned it in a conference" says Coulson of the Hogan story. 

In August 2006 Coulson writes an email about Calum Best stories "scraping the bottom of the barrel" 

20/05/06 email between Coulson and another senior NOTW journo about Calum Best cited in this timeline: 21/05/06 Hogan 
talks of scan 

Langdale reminds jury that Calum Best is the son of George Best, and that we've already heard evidence from him in the 
#hackingtrial 

"Full time celebrity?" asks Saunders of describing Calum Best. "A lot of contact with the media" agrees Coulson: "I think that's 
fair" 

Coulson talks about NOTW journalist "a friend but not very close at this stage" but started a relationship with one of his oldest 
friends 

Coulson says "we've become a lot closer since" of this NOTW journo. He had been recruited from another paper under Brooks' 
editorship 

"He's a people person" says Coulson: "people want to talk to him. A very friendly guy. Knew a lot of people. Had a lot of 
contacts" 

Coulson was "concerned" that "too much information of stories worked on at NOTW was being leaked" 

"There were people on the paper who suspected" this NOTW journo "was sharing too much information" says Coulson. 

"I was quite resistant to the idea of anyone working for me leaking stories" says Coulson: "but growing body of evidence" put by 
others. 

"Very reluctantly I approved a request for the billing data" of this NOTW journo says Coulson, about the general concern for 
leaks. 

Coulson explains how leaks were much more critical at NOTW "stories were lost... it would cause paranoia... very destructive" 

"It was a negative thing to be thinking about" says Coulson of leaks at NOTW: "but it was a reality on Sunday newspapers" 

Coulson speaks of the 'tension' between different journalists and departments at NOTW. 

Langdale goes back to the 'agreed facts' on Calum Best: a NOTW story about George Best cited. 

"We still have an appalling lack of kiss and tells" writes Coulson in email to desk heads: "Where are the new names?" 

There's some mention of Opera Girls in this email: "Sounds very 18th century to me" jokes Justice Saunders. 

Coulson email to Kuttner about phones cited: he wasn't certain if checking employees billing data was permissible. 

A request was made through the person in control of NI mobile phones: "I've never really understood the NOTW hub phones" 
says Coulson 

"I was very clear this was mobile phones, and not an internal landline" says Coulson of billing checks starting 29/04/06 running 
till 09/05 

Coulson doesn't remember any "positive result" coming out of this check: he doesn't remember any further conversation about 
this 

Email about Coronation Street actor cited by Langdale: senior NI journalist says "Coinicidence? I don't believe it" on leaks 

20/05/06 email sequence about apparent tip offs to Calum Best about Laura Hogan coming from NOTW cited by Langdale. 
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"You think Calum a leak?" asks Coulson. NOTW journo replies "Calum bragging he has mates in NOTW: Coulson replies "Do 
his phone" 

Evidence shows another NOTW journo was in contact with Calum Best's friend A D Phelan: Coulson: "his name hadn't 
registered with me" 

Justice Saunders confirms document about journos billing "is not a contemporaneous document" from NOTW, but a police 
one 

Coulson says "do his phone" has nothing to do with Calum Best's one. Langdale says the Chris Tate email only came to light 
during trial 

"I've no doubt this wasn't an instruction to hack anyone's phone" says Coulson. "it's been frustrating this email... took so long to 
emerge" 

"Just help me" says Justice Saunders: Coulson confirms this would be a "repeat of that instruction" to check journo's billing 
data. 

"There is no evidence of billing data being checked after this date of 20th May" says Langdale. "It drifted away" says Coulson. 

"I didn't have a massive enthusiasm for this" says Coulson, and no evidence of a leak every took place. 

Langdale cites two page spread in NOTW 21/05/06 exclusive by Chris Tate on scan of Calum Best's unborn child via Lorna 
Hogan 

Coulson says he doesn't remember putting up Laura Hogan in a hotel to get the story of the baby: but emails say "I was aware 
then" 

10 am Tuesday morning: Justice Saunders reminds jury they know the evidence better than anyone and not to talk to anyone 
about case. 
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Tuesday 22 April 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Andy Coulson Continues 
Counsel for Andy Coulson is asked about Dan Evans 
The Sienna Miller voicemail message 
The Jude Law, Sienna Miller Daniel Craig story 
Attending the Labour Party Conference 
Other sources of the Law, Miller, Craig story 
Coulson question about Greg Miskiw 
The hacking of Coulson's phone 
Coulson asked about Clive Goodman 
The Blackadder Column 
Coulson relationship with Goodman becomes frustrating 
Goodman's promotion on 2001 
Paying for Green Books 
Royal Phone Hacking 
Goodman moved to report to News Desk 
The Alexander Project 
Royal Palace Phone Book 
Prince Harry's Exam 

The Defence of Andy Coulson Continues 

Counsel for Andy Coulson is asked about Dan Evans 

Back at the #hackingtrial after the Easter Break: now at day 100 

Andy Coulson is in the witness box at the #hackingtrial, continuing with his evidence in chief, questioned by Timothy Langdale 
QC 

Langdale now turns to questions about Dan Evans - a former NOTW reporter who was a prosecution witness earlier in the 
#hackingtrial 

21/10/04 Coulson with a senior NOTW journo met Evans at No 1 Aldwych - an email from Kuttner puts this beyond dispute 

Coulson cannot "remember" either Evans or the other NOTW journalist talking about phone hacking 

Coulson says before the meeting at No 1 Aldwych he cannot remember any previous approaches to recruit Evans to NOTW. 

Coulson says if he knew of Evan's previous rejection of a NOTW job offer "I don't believe I would have gone along to the 
meeting" 

"I took the view that moving from the Sunday Mirror to News of the World would have a step up for him" says Coulson of Dan 
Evans 

But Coulson says he "wouldn't have been enormously surprised" by Evans using first job offer to raise his salary: "happens in 
Fleet Street" 

Coulson says it's unlikely he, as editor of NOTW, would be involved in 'junior hirings' - he would certainly get involved with 
columnists 

Coulson calls the hiring of Dan Evans "at the junior end of the scale": But he cannot remember why he went to 1 Aldwych "at 
this distance" 

"My general approach to hiring was that... I'd prefer to see vacancies filled relatively quickly" says Coulson, before losing "head 
count" 

Coulson says he cannot remember the 30 minute meeting with Dan Evans with "any clarity... I have the vaguest of 
recollections" 

Coulson explains how he used One Aldwych for many meetings, and his general approach to recruiting journos: check their 
stories and contacts 

Coulson addresses the email to Stuart Kuttner discussing the recruitment of Dan Evans "Andy is keen to hire him.... asap" 

"You want your reporters to generate stories" says Coulson: "And that's a contact-based exercise... and I don't just mean 
numbers in a book" 

The Sienna Miller voicemail message 

Dan Evans started work at NOTW in Jan 05. Langdale turns to his allegations that September he played Coulson Sienna 
Miller message 

BREAKING: Coulson denies Dan Evans ever played him a voice mail from Sienna Miller left on Daniel Craig's phone in 
September 2005 

Langdale turns to events leading up to 27/09/05 and Evan's allegation about playing Miller's voicemails. 
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Various emails discussing stories in NOTW in early 2005 about Sienna Miller are adduced by Langdale 

The Jude Law, Sienna Miller Daniel Craig story 

The Jude Law/Sienna Miller was a "long running saga" says Coulson: "the Daily Mail were as interested in it as we were" 

In "show biz terms it was quite a big story" says Coulson of Miller/Law: two emails 22/07/05 adduced by Langdale. 

NOTW journalist is emailing many back bench and production staff about a Polly Graham story about Jude Law/Sienna 
Miller 'crisis talks' 

"Good inside stuff from Hoppen camp includes 'special checks' Dan Evans has made" says an email sent to Coulson in July 
2005 

Coulson says he doesn't remember the email, but says "inside stuff" is clear indication "he has some sources" 

Coulson says the reference to "special checks" by Dan Evans doesn't mean anything to him: "All reporters think their checks 
are special" 

Langdale points out there was a hack of Kelly Hoppen's phone by Dan Evans around this time. Coulson says he wouldn't be 
told of research 

There is "nothing here to suggest" phone hacking says Coulson of emails about Miller and Law, and a story by Rav Singh and 
Polly Graham 

The NOTW story sets out the Miller/Law relationship citing friends and other sources. Coulson says nothing suggests voicemail 
hacking. 

A 23/09/05 string of emails - not seen by the jury before - are cited by Langdale. It starts with an email from Stefano Hatfield to 
Coulson 

This email chain took place when Coulson was at the Labour Party conference in Brighton. Hatfield wanted to meet Coulson 

Hatfield replies "I'm on Rebekah's table at Press Ball": Coulson replies "See you then". Coulson forwards to Wallis on 23/09/05 

Wallis replies that he'll see Coulson at the Times Party at the Labour Party Conference: Langdale "a flippant comment about 
getting a drink" 

24/09/05 NOTW emails talk about Miller and Law's attendance or otherwise at Miller's sisters wedding that coming weekend 

Coulson is copied into this Goodman email about 'Savannah's Wedding' and who "was or wasn't going" 

Email chain from September 2005 talks about Miller's friendship with Archie Keswick. Phil Taylor talks about legal issues 

25/09/05 NOTW article cited by Langdale which talks about a Keswick's relationship with Miller: other Dan Evans stories in this 
issue 

Attending the Labour Party Conference 

26/09/05 an email from Dominic Mohan asks Coulson about whether he's going to Brighton and NI Party at Labour Party 
conference. 

Langdale produces Coulson's diary from the week of the 2005 Labour Party conference. 26/09/05 - 28/09/05 entries by NOTW 
PAs 

Reference to 'presidential suite' meeting at 10.30pm on Tuesday 27/09/05 

On the Monday 26/09/05 there is a list of names from Bell Pottinger to the BBC and Guardian of parties at Labour Party 
Conference. 

"At Conference these parties are there for journalists and politicians to meet" says Coulson of the various parties in Brighton 
2005 

"It's a time efficient way to meet lots of politicians and hear what they have to say" says Coulson of Party Conferences. 

Coulson talks of the Blair Brown struggle being a factor in 2005. 

Alan Milburn, Charles Clarke, Tessa Jowell are referenced in Coulson's diary for 28/09/05 - Ian Kirby, Ryan Sabey, Stuart 
Kuttner. 

22.30 'Les Party' says Coulson's diary entry for 28/09/05 - early entries show a fully diary of meetings with Jack Straw, Charles 
Clarke etc 

Coulson believes he kept all appointments: "slight complication... Labour Party in Brighton previous... difficult to place 2004 or 
2005" 

Many of these 2005 Labour Party meetings are ticked - Coulson says he thinks these mean according to his PA's system he 
met them. 

Coulson talks about the Les Hinton party: "all the senior politicians went... Les was my boss. I would have wanted to go too" 

27/09/05 Coulson emailed at 10.30 "Stories I'm working on this week... Kylie, Britney, Kate Moss, Sophie Anderton, Jade 
Goody" 

Another NOTW journo picks up the items on this list of celebrity stories on the week of the Labour Party Conference in 2005 
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Coulson says of 2005 he had a 'smart phone" so he could read emails. So did a senior NOTW figure accompanying him to 
Labour Part conference 

28/09/05 NOTW news schedule adduced by Langdale: more emails between NOTW journo and senior staff. 

28/09/05 Dominic Mohan asks Coulson if he enjoyed the previous nights party. 

Afternoon 28/09/05 meetings for Coulson include Jeff Hoon, John Reid, Gordon Brown (Damian McBride) - Press Ball at 
Natural History museum 

Coulson talks about how John Reid had been "supportive" of NOTW: "we knew him reasonably well" 

Several of these meetings are marked CXL - Coulson thinks this means they were cancelled. 

Coulson says he did remember meeting Jeff Hoon "but I can't be certain it was 2005 compared to 2004" because both Lab 
confs at Brighton. 

"I wouldn't have cancelled them I believe" says Coulson. But he left Brighton to London sometime on 28/09/05 by car 

"I can't place the year" says Coulson of travelling back to London with Neil Wallis. The Press Ball that evening was in London 

Coulson went to the Press Ball at the Natural History Museum with his wife: a "black tie do" - he wouldn't have taken black tie to 
Brighton 

Coulson says it's possible he went home to Forest Hill, picked up his wife, and then went to Press Ball at Natural History 
Museum 

"I don't remember going back to the office that day" says Coulson: "I don't think I would have done... been working quite hard." 

Coulson believes Neil Wallis accompanied him to the Press Ball. 

Coulson says he would have gone back into the office on Thursday 29/09/05 - though his diary talks about a dentist 
appointment in morning 

Friday 30/09/05 a series of emails initiated by Coulson on Sienna Miller story "arrived in California... on tape a 20 minute 
conversation" 

"Talking on the phone suggests she had access to outside world..." says 2005 NOTW email about rumours Kate Moss in rehab 

"I can't say I was aware of this exchange" says Coulson of the emails about Miller/Craig/Law story, but he thought there were 
sources. 

Other sources of the Law, Miller, Craig story 

"I knew [NOTW journo] had two sources connected to Jude Law and Sienna Miller" at some point says Coulson - names 
redacted in evidence 

"I knew the name of one of them" says Coulson of Law/Miller sources: "and I knew the profession of the other" 

Coulson says he was aware another senior NOTW journalist had a source on Miller/Law: he knew a "relative of Jude Law's" 
was a source. 

"I would have understood them to be in the Jude Law camp" says Coulson of these three NOTW unnamed sources 

Coulson concedes, under questioning from Saunders, that one of these sources was a PR person mentioned previously in 
evidence. 

Other emails talk of Evans "doorstepping" figures in Law/Miller/Craig saga: Coulson "can't say" he would have been kept 
abreast of this 

"I'd expect a photographer to be there" says Coulson of Evans doorstepping Daniel Craig: "Pretty standard" 

"Pictures are worth a thousand words for a newspaper' says Coulson of potential shots of Daniel Craig in September 2005 

"I would have expected.... some watches taking place" says Coulson of the Miller/Craig/Law story at this point. 

Coulson says that a dept head might have contacted a photographer over Miller's appearance with Law at the Groucho Club in 
Sept 2005 

02/10/05 NOTW edition has no story of Miller, Law or Craig. The front page relates to David Blunkett and Sally Anderson. 

02/10/05 the NOTW speaks of 'Blunkett's Blonde Secret Lover' and an editorial about Blunkett "making a fool" of himself 

Langdale cites newspaper coverage of Daniel Craig in that week in early October "becoming the next James Bond" 

03/10/05 Daily Mail coverage of Miller/Law story. Internal NOTW emails discuss Craig's location. 

Coulson is sent an email about "Sienna... Daniel Craig" and a source explaining their version of story "my contact says it's all 
over" 

"That's coming from [NOTW journalist] source - a relative of Jude Law's" says Coulson of email reference to 'my contact' 

"I think the relative knew about the other sources if I can put it that way" says Coulson of sources on Jude Law. 

15 minute break 

05/10/05 NOTW emails about Miller/Craig and Law cited by Langdale. They came from "Arnold and Porter from News 
International" 
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Coulson says these emails updated him on a NOTW journo's sources, nothing to suggest intercepting voicemail sources. 

Langdale adduces a Dan Evans 06/10/05 NOTW article about the Miller Craig affair 

The NOTW article talks about Layer Cake: "it's all too close to life imitating art for Jude Law" and denials of affair. 

NOTW article talks about Craig's girlfriend: Coulson: "It's very odd... this story is knocking down the story... nothing happened" 

"The copy is at odds with the intro" says Coulson of "Very strange piece of copy" denying affair: "doesn't merit World Exclusive" 

"I don't remember reading this" says Coulson of Dan Evan's DRAFT article. Appears it wasn't published. 

Looking at other emails from the time, Coulson says there's nothing to suggest voicemails being intercepted. Coulson emails 
legal advisor 

"This story is effectively from Jude" says Coulson in email to NI lawyer. "My view was Jude Law knew people were talking to 
us," he says. 

"My understanding was that Jude Law knew his relative was talking to us, and he knew his PR was talking to us" says Coulson. 

Langdale cites a transcript between a NOTW journalist and two sources from the Jude Law 'camp' at this time - heard before in 
evidence. 

Coulson is emailed by Dan Evans along with others "with fully updated copy on Jude" - he has transcripts on his desk and 
NOTW story. 

08/10/05 sub editor Fran Goodman is emailed by Coulson - avoid calling Jude Law a "love rat or sex addict" 

Coulson says his understanding was that Jude Law was a source, and therefore didn't want negative coverage of him as 'Love 
Rat' 

08/10/05 Coulson emails sub editor Fran Goodman about by-line changes "Dan has played a crucial role in this story" 

Coulson email over NOTW by-lines praises Dan Evans for pulling in Steven Gerard, Sol Campbell and Jade Goody stories in 
October 2005 

Coulson explains to the jury how 're-writes' could change by-lines: he was being asked to "play ref" between NOTW news and 
features. 

"I knew this story came from features end of the office" says Coulson. "If I'd considered this a Dan Evans story he'd have his 
name on P 1" 

NOTW email mentions the word "checks": "It would not have raised the slightest alarm bell to me" says Coulson: "journalists 
paid" to do that 

Coulson says there's nothing in the NOTW story suggesting phone hacking. Coulson email references 'Closer' as a parallel in 
Jude Law saga 

NOTW exclusive story on Miller Law Craig is by-lined to two other journos rather than Evans. 

Coulson says a "quite complicated, expensive book serialisation" of Frank Bruno's book "took up a fair bit of time" that week of 
October 05 

Sunday Mirror the same day has a "Sienna Cheats on Jude" exclusive. Coulson says they changed to accommodate NOTW 
details. 

"They had themselves already splashed on the Sienna and Jude saga" says Coulson. Sunday log to Bill Akass shows overnight 
rundown of rivals 

Sunday Mirror changes story, according to overnight log, from Sienna dumps Jude to allegations of affair. 

11/10/05 Daily Mirror - 2 days after 09/10/05 NOTW article - has Miller 'exclusive' about 'overheard whispering on phone 'I love 
you Daniel' 

14/10/05 emails to Coulson on an "interesting add" but [name redacted] source "always wants silly amount of cash" for 
Law/Miller saga 

"This appears to be someone offering information... from Sienna Miller's mother" says Coulson of this NOTW email. 

Langdale talks about information from the "Sienna Miller Camp" as opposed to Law side. Coulson says number of sources not 
unusual 

"Celebrities themselves, their relatives, their agents, their PRs, would talk to newspapers" says Coulson of Law and Miller saga. 

Coulson confirms to Langdale that interest continued in Miller Law saga "I think it continued long after I became editor" 

Langdale has now finished on Dan Evans' evidence. Before moving onto Clive Goodman he has a couple of individual items. 

Coulson question about Greg Miskiw 

Langdale asks Coulson about Greg Miskiw: in admissions the court has heard how Miskiw was new editor when Coulson 
arrived at NOTW in 2000 

Miskiw went to Manchester 08/12/03 on 30/06/05 he left NOTW and a month late joined Mercury Press Agency from August to 
Jan 2006 
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01/08/05 Miskiw joined Mercury Press Agency "my memory was that Greg was leaving NOTW to work with them in senior 
capacity" 

Coulson says NOTW used the Mercury Press agency, and so did most of Fleet Street. 

Langdale talks of email evidence of Miskiw working with Clive Goodman Dec 2003 to June 2005 when Miskiw in Manchester. 

Coulson says he wasn't "specifically aware... but no hugely surprised" of continuing contact between Goodman and Miskiw 
during this time 

"It wouldn't surprise me at all if he and Greg were close" says Coulson of contact between Goodman and Miskiw when latter in 
Manchester. 

Coulson cannot remember any contact between Goodman and Miskiw when the latter left NOTW. 

Coulson talks about Miskiw's move to Manchester as a 'demotion' within the NOTW at the end of 2003 

Coulson says "after I became editor in 2003... it didn't work out particularly well with Greg.... we were different types of 
journalist" 

"We had a different approach" says Coulson of Miskiw: "I didn't dislike him... but it never really worked...." 

"Both of these people had contributed to the paper" says Coulson of senior staff: "If they should leave... they should get what 
they were due 

Coulson talks about another 'old school' journalist who left NOTW around the same time as Miskiw and a 'redundancy package" 

This other senior NOTW journalist left "not long before I left the paper" says Coulson 

I cannot at the moment tweet the next part of the exchange between Coulson and his counsel Langdale for legal reasons 

Coulson talks of "business decision" to sever and "difficult relationship" with figure who cannot be named "negatives 
outweighed positives" 

The fall out happened over running or not running a particular story - and brought matters to a head says Coulson. 

"I talked to Les Hinton about it... and he agreed" says Coulson of severing this business relationship as editor of NOTW. 

The hacking of Coulson's phone 

Coulson addresses the hacking of his own phone by Mulcaire from 01/02/06 - Coulsons UVN - until "latter part of July that year" 

Langdale says that Coulson's phone was hacked from NI private wire line in February 2006: "I was told by police.... 2009" says 
Coulson 

Langdale now wants to ask Coulson about Clive Goodman 

Coulson asked about Clive Goodman 

Langdale talks about the 'two phases' of the Coulson Goodman relationship: when Coulson was deputy editor, and then editor 

Coulson:"I liked Clive... he was one of very few people I knew when I arrived at NOTW" they worked on a memorial service for 
joint friend 

"Clive had a good reputation as a Royal Editor" says Coulson: "He had done some good work in the Diana era... general view 
of Clive" 

"It was my idea to promote Clive to Royal Editor, and to give him a column" says Coulson. He thought he had a sharp writing 
style 

"It was also connected to the fact Clive was being taken off news desk duties" says Coulson: "he say himself as a news editor" 

"Clive always carried some disappointment he wasn't running the news desk on NOTW" says Coulson of Goodman. 

"Short slightly sharper pieces" says Coulson of Carvery Diary Column "covering royals, celebrities... it was OK... not much 
impact" 

The Blackadder Column 

Coulson says that when he became editor, and Mark Bolland "became available... I used him to launch a new column' - the 
Blackadder Column 

"Mark Bolland's nickname was Blackadder" says Coulson explaining the new NOTW column. Goodman agreed it was a good 
idea. 

"Clive had an unusual title" says Coulson of Goodman's new arrangements. "He kept all those" 

"It began to fade" says Coulson of Blackadder column. "I have no memory of Clive being upset or complaining of loss of his 
column" 

Coulson says Goodman "was very happy with his new role" helping Mark Bolland with his column. "Mark stayed on as 
occasional columnist" 

"It worked OK" says Coulson of Goodman taking over Blackadder column: "But it never really earned a reputation for itself" 

"It was fine... but it wasn't firing on all cylinders" says Coulson: "I never demoted Goodman... if I did demean him it wasn't with 
intent" 
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"I'm not a bully" says Coulson. "If I was having a bad day.. I was not afraid of apologising to people" 

"I did nothing to undermine or attack Clive Goodman" says Coulson. 

"I think he said he was below Jamie Oliver's recipes" says Coulson of Goodman evidence. He points they're not read out in 
conference. 

Coulson says a lot of journalists would have envied Goodman's role being able to read out his lists in conferences. 

Coulson talks about Jamie Oliver's column in magazine: "not an issue to be discussed in conference... maybe Clive read out 
after Sunday mag" 

"If that happened I'm very sorry about about it" says Coulson of Jeremy Oliver diaries taking precedence: "but wasn't meant as 
a slur" 

"I think I did open up to talking to Clive in some way" says Coulson, but accepts he "should have been clearer" about lines of 
communication 

Coulson explains his joint friend with Goodman - Chris Blythe - died at the end of May 1996 

BREAKING: Coulson says he "absolutely did not" know about Goodman or Mulcaire hacking voicemail messages. 

Langdale continues with general questions on Clive Goodman: he had a "good turn of phrase as a writer" 

Coulson relationship with Goodman becomes frustrating 

Back at #hackingtrial after lunch on Day 100. Coulson on his fourth day of evidence in chief in the witness box 

"Clive was someone who was quite difficult to get a grip... and his emails a bit like that" says Coulson: "difficult to pin down" 

"He was certainly prone to creating unnecessary drama in his communications" says Coulson on Goodman 

"The more I worked with Clive" says Coulson "it became a more frustrating process in terms of our professional dealings" 

"An old fashioned expression comes to mind" says Langdale of Saunders complaint about going back to a dispensed bundle. 

"I think he harboured disappointment about not being news editor" says Coulson of Goodman. "On Royal issues thought he 
knew best" 

Coulson agrees that Goodman was "prone to exaggeration": "To be fair... the newspaper industry does attract that to a degree" 

"All of those issues made him somewhat of a tricky character" says Coulson of Goodman 

"I don't want to say that Clive was lazy... but he certainly didn't like travelling much outside the office," says Coulson of 
Goodman 

Coulson talks of the NOTW Royal Gatecrashing story - it was his source who provided details. Goodman wrote it up 

Justice Saunders asks whether this is the same story of a Royal Gatecrasher dressed as Osama Bin Laden: Coulson: "Yes it 
was" 

Goodman's promotion on 2001 

Langdale's defence bundle deals with Goodman's career: Brooks "can you come up with a diary with a difference" - the 
Carvery. Coulson dep ed 

2001 Memos record Goodman's promotion to editorial management at NOTW and his Carvery column. 

Feb 2002 Goodman email about Charles Moore. Coulson responde "ed taken keen interest and may make her own changes" 
re Rebekah Brooks 

Jury shown Goodman draft piece 10/05/02 on Prince Charles and Burrell. "It's going to completely destroy Charles and 
Camilla Roadshow" 

Goodman Email says "we're all going to jail for contempt": Coulson says this is an example of him "being a bit overdramatic" 

22/10/02 Observer Magazine story on Sarah Ferguson in Sierra Leone cited again: Langdale accused Goodman of 'lifting' this 
story earlier 

"I would expect a Royal Editor to read other supplements... in regard of Royal stories" says Coulson: "I would have expected 
Clive to read" 

Goodman paid source 'Anderson' and pound;300 for this piece. "I'm surprised by this" says Coulson: "I'd expect the Royal 
editor" to find himself. 

Saunders asks for the rate for someone else to spot this Fergie story. Coulson says and pound;300 "sounds like a lot to me" 

Some discussion about whether Goodman took the Observer: "as a Sunday newspaper journalist you're expect to read other 
papers" 

Langdale asks Coulson about an email from 07/01/03 just before he became ed about "suspicions" of a leak. 

Langdale cites another Goodman email: "what's it telling you about sources" about a Royal clinic visit for Sophie. 

Coulson explains how he had a source it was the Lister clinic the Royals visited. 

Goodman email refers to SJP - St James Palace: Coulson emphasises that "girlfriend line" means "angle' not "phoneline" 
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Langdale now turns to another Goodman email about "Anne thing... MOS tying itself in knots" referring to 'Mark' - Mark Bolland. 

24/01/03 Goodman email to Coulson on Prince William, Michael Peat and Prince Charles also refers to Mark Bolland and 
SJP as sources 

Paying for Green Books 

Langdale turns to oft quoted Goodman email about paying for a Green Book: "they end up on criminal charges as could we" 

"Turning his mobile" says Goodman in this email to Coulson. Goodman has previously said this means getting an address not 
hacking. 

"I don't remember this email" says Coulson: "I didn't believe Clive Goodman was paying a policeman... I failed to address it" 

"I rubber stamped it" says Coulson about a Goodman email asking for payment to a police officer for Green book. 

Follow up email from Coulson asked "haven't I already paid for one" 

Another email from Goodman talks about "Colleen" at Buckingham Palace: a "legitimate" press contact and not a contact or 
source 

Royal Phone Hacking 

24/01 email "Greg's people's turning mobiles" - Goodman had denied this meant hacking. Edis intervenes: "Can we hear 
witnesses evidence?" 

Justice Saunders agrees "it would be quite nice to hear Mr Coulson's evidence" 

"I would have taken last sentence to mean... it was to establish an address from a mobile phone number" says Coulson of 
Good email 

Langdale cites another email from Coulson to Goodman about Prince William birthday. "Are we so right to be so Anti Wills in 
the Carv lead?" 

23/03/03 Goodman email about "Peat" and "I might hear later on the mobile": Coulson says he thought Goodman meant 
someone would call him 

Coulson addresses an email about ending the Carvery and hiring Mark Bolland and starting up Blackadder column 

Langdale cites 05 email between Goodman and Miskiw - who's now up in Manchester. Coulson: "I don't remember anything 
along those lines" 

31/01/03 Goodman writes to Coulson about Carvery 'catch line' in email cited by Timothy Langdale QC, counsel for Coulson 

This cryptic email has some reference to a "Rock Fossil": but Langdale has lost his notes. 

22/01/05 Goodman writes to Coulson about "health inf.... scanned from Helen Asprey" 

Coulson doesn't remember this email about Prince Harry: "there may be other information I was party to that helps make 
sense of it" 

"Scanned could mean 'tricked' in some way" says Coulson of Goodman's 2005 email. 

Goodman emails Coulson later that day about Sun journalists standing up a story "someone hacking Paddy's voicemail" 

Coulson says line of "someone hacking Paddy's voicemail I can see if that's possible or massively password protected" - I didn't 
know phrase 

BREAKING: Coulson says he's not sure he read Goodman email which directly mentions phone hacking in 2005, or knew the 
term 'hacking' then 

Another Goodman email to Coulson speaks about acquiring Green Books: Coulson tells jury there's no suggestion of 
intercepting voicemails 

Coulson emails Goodman to "back off" on a story about Prince William at university: agreement to leave him alone until exams 
come to end 

Coulson emails Goodman on a Friday night: Then "Can I politely ask why the hell you were in the gym on edition" (i.e. Saturday 
production) 

June 2005 Coulson emails Goodman urgently asking for updates. 

Goodman moved to report to News Desk 

Coulson emails Kuttner about Goodman about moving him onto reporting to news desk later in 2005. He still allowed to "come 
into conference" 

Goodman emails Coulson about Kate Middleton and trying to find a friend. 

"I certainly didn't consider this to be a demotion for Clive" says Coulson of reporting to news desk in 2005. 

"This email reminds me that Clive... absented himself from conference" says Coulson of Goodman's complaints about 
conference treatment 

Goodman emails Coulson about the Queen unveiling a statue: "It reminds me Clive was quite frustrating... not something I 
should be doing" 

"I should have just said to him 'speak to the news editor'" Coulson says of Goodman emails. 
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"Whether or not their is a pool event... is something which should be sorted out between reporter and desk" says Coulson. 

June 2005 Goodman emails Coulson with various Blackadder stories: nothing to suggest phone hacking says Coulson. 

16/08/05 Goodman emails Coulson about missing conference because of a location shoot and stories including "dozy Royal 
Cop" 

Coulson emails back: "I need a story... something of substance" He explains to the jury that Goodman's stories not good 
enough. 

20/08/05 Coulson emails Goodman: "Billy Bragg? Rod Liddle?" Coulson tells jury "I never considered Rod Liddle to be one of 
NOTW celebs" 

Goodman emails Coulson about "a contact of Alec M's.... a great William tale" Coulson says this refers to Alec Marunchak. 

Langdale now cites a much discussed email from Kuttner on 31/08/05 with "concerns about Clive Goodman's attendance" 

Email from Kuttner sets out "requirements for Clive Goodman... to raise the quality of contents of Blackadder column". 

Goodman had replied he wanted 'more direction' on Blackadder in Aug 2005: Coulson can remember the meeting - wasn't 
"formal disciplinary" 

"What Clive meant by more direction I don't know" says Coulson: "Very senior, highly paid... should have been able to get on 
with job" 

Coulson explains he would "on occasion" ask Kuttner to "deal with such issues" as the discussion with Goodman how to 
improve. 

September 2005 Goodman emails Coulson about a Prince Harry comment at wedding: Coulson writes back "how did we get 
this". 

"In my experience" says Coulson they've only employed a lip reader during a Royal Wedding: "most media employed lip 
readers" he adds 

Coulson cannot remember this email or its explanation. "I don't remember employing a lip reader on this occasion" says 
Coulson 

The Alexander Project 

Langdale cites some emails between Goodman and another NOTW journalist that say "updating Andy on a project" on 
25/10/05 

BREAKING: Coulson says he was told by Goodman his Alexander Project was about a new 'Royal Source' 

Coulson says the meeting was a "brief conversation" by the door of his office. 

"Clive asked if he could place this new source.. on a retainer" says Coulson: "I was minded to agree to it... it was a trial" 

Coulson says the amount of money was "quite likely.... I'm sure money was mentioned" when it comes to this 'Project' 

10 minute break 

"I may have.... emailed Stuart or talked to Stuart" but thinks his approval to give it a go would have been enough for managing 
editor. 

Back after break #hackingtrial - Coulson still giving evidence in chief on Clive Goodman with his counsel Timothy Langdale 
QC 

Royal Palace Phone Book 

14/05/05 Goodman email about "palace cops... risky doc for him to nick" In June later that year Coulson emails back "fine" 

Coulson says he never believed Goodman was paying a police officer for another Royal Palace phone book in 2005 

Goodman emails Coulson 28/10/05 "That new project has started getting results" and mentions Jamie Lowther Pinkerton and 
royal princes 

Coulson says nothing about this reference to "new project" suggests phone hacking. Cannot remember why he asked 
Goodman to "pop in" after 

BREAKING: Coulson says he thinks he never knew the name 'Alexander' for the project to pay Glenn Mulcaire for phone 
hacking in 2005 

"Clive told me it was somebody close to the young royals" says Coulson of this new project. "A trial period... which I ended" he 
adds 

01/11/05 conference note about Goodman wanting to join Royal Visit, but then changed mind. Ryan Sabey replaced him as 
Royal Reporter 

"This memo suggests Ryan was hired with sole purpose of replacing Clive" says Coulson. But it has been suggested for a while 
says Coulson 

"Ryan was doing rather well" says Coulson of new NOTW Royal Reporter Sabey appointed in 2005. 

Coulson rejects as "nonsense" Goodman's suggestion he couldn't go to US because of childcare. 
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Justice Saunders explains there's no problem with Coulson giving his opinion of what happened over Goodman over Royal 
US trip 

Coulson says his memory of telling Goodman of Ryan Sabey's promotion "he was very happy with it - had no problem with it" 

"He's ex SAS and MI6 so he knows how to hide a bit" says Goodman email to Coulson: nothing to suggest phone hacking says 
Coulson. 

13/11/05 NOTW piece - Prince William 'Royal Exclusive' by Clive Goodman - cited by Langdale. 

25/11/05 Goodman emails Coulson on "extending matey trial" Coulson replies "Another month?" Goodman emails Bev stokes 
on 'Alexander' project 

Coulson doesn't remember any discussion of extending "matey's" contract in Nov 2005 

Prince Harry's Exam 

08/12/05 Coulson emails Goodman about the 'Harry Tale' on Sandhurst exams -"we're a million miles away from standing this 
up" 

Coulson explains "the truth of the story hadn't been established" on this Prince Harry story: also he should be going to news 
editors 

08/12/05 an earlier email from Coulson to Goodman has asked "have you stood it up" 

Various internal NOTW emails about Harry's Sandhurst exams explored in Court 12: Coulson says none suggest phone 
hacking was source. 

"It appears there are sources talking to Clive about this story" says Coulson of Harry exam: "Some confusion" between Clive 
and News Editor 

"I take some responsibility for this" says Coulson of getting involved in Goodman email chains which should have only involved 
News editors 

10/12/05 Coulson writes to Goodman asking him to get a response to Harry's exam story from someone in authority 

Break till 10 am tomorrow at the #hackingtrial 
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Wednesday 23 April 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Andy Coulson Continues 
Andy Coulson questioned about Clive Goodman and Glen Mulcaire 
Royal Stories 
Clive Goodman's Arrest 
Coulson's conversations and meeting with Goodman after arrest 
Goodman's Prosecution Documents 
Taped conversations between Coulson and Goodman 
Coulson's actions after Goodman arrest 
Coulson decides to resign 
Graphic Charts of Mulcaire's activity 
Coulson's involvement with the Conservative Party 

Andy Coulson Cross-examined by Counsel for Rebekah Brooks 
Coulson questioned about conversations with Rebekah Brooks 

Andy Coulson Cross-examined by Counsel for Clive Goodman 
Counsel for Goodman goes back over Coulson career at NOTW 
Coulson's contact with Rebekah Brooks 
Coulson's time at the Sun 
Coulson questioned on Bullying 
Favourable Reports of Goodman 
Coverage of the Royal Family Stories 

The Defence of Andy Coulson Continues 

Andy Coulson questioned about Clive Goodman and Glen Mulcaire 

Back at #hackingtrial and Andy Coulson giving his evidence in chief: now on Clive Goodman in 2006 

11/01/06 email from Goodman to Coulson: "It says Clive had a new source in regard to this story" 

Justice Saunders asks if "standing up" means sufficient for court. Coulson says it was probably about needing another source 

Jan 2006 Goodman to Coulson: "I'll have that list of Matey's results... getting stronger and stronger since William started at 
Sandhurst" 

Coulson addresses the phrase 'Matey's results": "Matey was a word Clive would use to describe his source..." 

"I've seen he's referred to other sources as matey going back quite some time" says Coulson of Goodman's email. 

Late Jan 2006 Goodman email to Coulson about William "Beagling": "he's due back at 6... want me to put it to Paddy?" 

Coulson says he can't remember this email and replied curtly because he was irritated. 

Goodman email also says a "punter could have called it in": Coulson says this is an example "of Clive wanting his hand held 
through stories" 

31/01/06 Coulson emails Goodman: "Holy Moly" website claiming: "Your Blackadder columnist using my stories.. not getting 
any credit for it" 

Coulson had met the website owner who complained of plagiarism - son a friend of his - at a wedding in early 2006 

03/02/06 Goodman Email - cited before - on "Stuart told me of decision on Matey's weekly payment" and setting out his value 
for money 

Goodman email explains "costs for Matey and setting it up.... he's not a hack". Coulson replies: "I'm sorry it has to go" 

Goodman's reply says loss of Matey "devastating for my network". Coulson says he didn't think "arrangement was producing 
stories" 

Coulson tells his counsel Timothy Langdale that he doesn't remember a conversation with Goodman about 'matey' at this stage 
in Feb 2006 

07/02/06 Goodman emails Coulson about a memorial for their joint friend Chris Blythe and then "might we extend Matey for one 
more week" 

Coulson replies "fine" to weekly extension of Matey: he can't remember writing this email but assumed arrangement would end 
in a week. 

Coulson tells the jury that moving Matey to payment per story is "no different to any other contributor" 

Goodman then emails Kuttner in Feb about 'Alexander': "I've now got his agreement to work for us on a published results only 
basis" 

Royal Stories 

28/04/06 Coulson emails Goodman "How do we know Harry true?" about a Prince Harry story. 

Goodman replies to Coulson on Harry: "same source we had on a retainer.... I absolutely know it to be true" 
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"Difficult for me to say what I thought at a time as I don't particularly remember this" says Coulson but "slightly irritated" by long 
reply 

13/05/06 Coulson emails Goodman about "Will's failure to sing anthem": He's talked to Mark Bolland about it being a "snub" 

"I believe I was watching the FA Cup final and noticed Prince William wasn't singing the national anthem" says Coulson. 

"Perhaps he had a sore throat" says Justice Saunders of Prince William not singing national anthem at FA cup 

Another email from Goodman: "Harry's Flat is Mark Dyers place" Coulson says "steam in". 

Goodman replies about "monitoring" Royal Staff over this Harry/Chelsey story. 

Coulson says his reply to Goodman "steam in" means "follow up.... I have no idea what he's talking about Natalie Pinkham and 
landlines" 

Goodman email also talks about a Somme visit: "Go to France please" replies Coulson. 

Coulson says if a reporter made a trip on the basis of getting a better view on television, they'd probably never get out of the 
office. 

"The point is to be there and make contacts" says Coulson of Goodman going to the Somme commemoration. 

July 2006 Goodman email on Kate Middleton "sourcing is that fellah that used to be on a retainer... these are RWs exact 
words" 

"Clive appears to have a story... from his original source" says Coulson about this email on a NOTW story 'Kate's Tales' 

Coulson says the phrase "exact words" did not signify to him that Goodman had intercepted voicemail. 

Clive Goodman's Arrest 

08/08/06 Goodman arrested. Coulson now turns to this event, questioned by his QC Timothy Langdale 

Coulson says the first time he knew of Goodman's arrest: "I got a phone call.... I was told the police were outside... outside" 

Coulson recalls company lawyer and company security involved as police came onto floor of NOTW: "as the day rolled on.... 
more information" 

Coulson is not certain, but thinks on that day, he first heard of Mulcaire" "two other people arrested apart from Clive" 

"It became apparent quite quickly he'd been arrested for voicemail interception" says Coulson of Goodman's arrest. 

BREAKING: Coulson "doesn't believe" he ever heard the name of Glenn Mulcaire until the day of Goodman's arrest. 

BREAKING: Coulson called Rupert Murdoch on the day of Goodman's arrest 08/08/06 

"The most valuable thing a newspaper has is the trust of its readers" Coulson recalled Murdoch saying on arrest of Goodman 

Coulson explains the legal advice from NI. Justice Saunders intervenes asking if "legal privilege" has been cleared. 

Edis: "There isn't a general waiver from News International... though some documents cleared by MSC" 

BREAKING: "Until that point nobody had any idea voicemail interception was illegal" says Coulson of legal advice on 
Goodman's arrest 

Coulson says NI lawyer was "shocked" that arrest had happened: though voicemail law was largely for "anti-terrorism" 

Coulson says having police on floor on NOTW "very shocking" and wanted "to make sure the right thing was done from the 
company's perspective 

Coulson says he felt he had a "duty of care" to Goodman on his arrest, and was "very concerned for him" 

Coulson thinks that employing Burton Copeland might have been his suggestion: "it's possible" 

Coulson explains the employing of outside solicitors Burton Copeland "to find out what had gone on" between Goodman and 
Mulcaire. 

"That wasn''t for me to do" says Coulson of internal investigation at NOTW: "I didn't think I should take on role of investigator" 

"I don't think it was on the media before we knew" says Coulson of knowing about Goodman's release 

Coulson recallls a meeting with Henri Brandman, Stuart Kuttner and other NI execs about Goodman's arrest. 

Coulson doesn't remember being debriefed by Kuttner about what Clive Goodman had said. 

Coulson's conversations and meeting with Goodman after arrest 

Coulson does remember, however, calling Goodman to tell him he'd been suspended and that "his legal fees would be 
covered" and paid. 

Coulson denies saying to Goodman "the best thing to do would be to plead guilty" "No, that's not true" 

Coulson also doesn't believe he told Goodman he was having discussions about the arrest with "police and Home Office" 

"No, I never told him he should plead guilty.... or not guilty. It wasn't for me to do" says Coulson. 

14/08/06 Coulson meets Goodman at the Cafe Rouge "some concern about his well being" from his sister Fran Goodman, a 
chief NOTW sub 
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"He was not in great shape and I thought the right thing to do was to go and see him" says Coulson of meeting Goodman. 

Coulson explains the Cafe Rouge conversation "to give him some reassurance... it's been presented as a series of instructions 
from me" 

"That's not how I remember it" says Coulson of Cafe Rouge conversation. "He did most the talking" 

"I didn't ever feel that this situation, bad as it was, had to mean the end of his working life" says Coulson of Goodman's arrest. 

Though Coulson did believe Goodman could not continue as a Royal or front line reporter. 

"Why be sympathetic to Clive Goodman?" asks Langdale. "That's how I felt," says Coulson. 

Coulson: "I was concerned about the paper, and the company, and also - to be honest- concerned about me. But also 
concerned about Clive" 

14/08/06 "I don't think we knew very much by that stage" says Coulson of Glenn Mulcaire. 

Coulson says his Goodman's recollection of him having "gone off the reservation... is probably accurate" 

Coulson denies using phrase "lone wolf" or that he had any influence on police "I was feeling many things but I was not feeling 
influential" 

Coulson says he knew he was being taped by Goodman at Cafe Rouge "he kept fiddling with his combat jacket" 

Coulson says all he'd have know at that point came from legal advice or other NI executives. 

18/08/06 Coulson emails Fran Goodman "How's Clive" Fran: "Very wobbly early in the week... He didn't seem himself at all" 

"He's pleased you went to see him" writes Fran Goodman to Coulson about her brother Clive two days after first hearing on 
16/08/06 

31/08/06 Coulson calls Goodman about continuing to work for NOTW post arrest: "I'd talked to management... concern about 
his state of mind" 

Coulson confirms Goodman retained on existing salary after arrest and worked on "something neutral" like book serialisations. 

Langdale cites oft quoted 15/09/06 email to Coulson from NI lawyer and "Here's what Rebekah told me.... info from cops" on 
Goodman/Mulcaire 

NI lawyer email in September 2006 talks about up to a hundred hacking victims, phone records, contacts between Mulcaire and 
NOTW. 

"I would say it supplemented" says Coulson of 15/09/06 email: "More information was known at that time" 

Langdale asks when the Blunkett recordings became an issue: "I asked quite soon after" says Coulson "if Nine Consultancy 
involved in any way 

Coulson "can't say specifically who I asked" when trying to find out if Blunkett tapes came via Mulcaire. 

Coulson says "I don't remember but it's quite likely" he discussed this 15/09/06 email about "info from cops" via Rebekah 
Brooks. 

"I did not set out to volunteer information" says Coulson of police inquiry: "But I did not cover up.. or prevent anyone from 
investigating 

Goodman's Prosecution Documents 

03/11/06 Coulson emails NI lawyer about sharing Goodman's prosecution documents. Lawyer emails Henri Brandman over 
"photocopying nightmate" 

"Clive had agreed... and then I think Clive changed his mind" says Coulson about sharing the prosecution papers after his 
arrest. 

Email: "Clive is being difficult... changing his mind about having a set of papers" Coulson says of prosecution "No I didn't see 
the papers" 

03/11/06 NI lawyer email refers to Goodman's barrister and a "Kelsey should know this but not that syndrome" from Goodman. 

"Perhaps Clive told me himself... there were links between Nine Consultancy at NOTW..." says Coulson. 

BREAKING: Coulson says that NI legal inquiry into Nine Consultancy in 2006 suggested no links to other NOTW news editors 
and phone hacking 

Back after a break continuing with Coulson's evidence in chief over the period post Goodman's arrest in 2006. 

Langdale refers to a meeting with Goodman and a NI lawyer at Carluccio's in Putney, followed by a phone conversation with 
Coulson 

Langdale adduces a document from the Goodman defence file. 

This is quite a long document, apparently. 

Langdale is going through the transcription of a taped conversation between Goodman and NI lawyer 

Reference to "Gazza has been arrested" helps time this conversation 08/11/06 

Taped conversation with Goodman says Coulson "can't guarantee" job and his account of Goodman's Alexander "source" 
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Coulson agrees the NI lawyer was relaying what he understood at the time. 

Goodman explains to NI Lawyer the "misunderstanding" over prosecution papers and other NI executives wanting to read 
them. 

"I don't think Andy's got any worries on that score" says Goodman in transcript of taped conversation at Carluccio's 

"I don't remember him reporting back at this point" says Coulson of Carluccio's conversation. At this point no allegations he was 
involved 

Coulson says that if it had been suggested by Goodman he was a "liar" during Carluccio meeting, he would have behaved 
differently 

Goodman Carluccio conversation post arrest mentions a "portal... with enormous implications" 

Conversation refers to a meeting on the 07/11/06 between Goodman and legal team: "Clive wanted John Kelsey Fry as his 
barrister" 

Taped conversations between Coulson and Goodman 

Coulson says his reference in conversation "Am I on a speakerphone" suggests he was "suspicious" Goodman was recording 
him 

Saunders asks what the "portal may be". Langdale turns to recorded telephone conversation between Goodman and Coulson. 

Coulson and Goodman conversation explains "portal" - the Vodaphone direct line wire that amalgamated NI phone calls. 

Taped conversation has Coulson re-iterating "the intention is to give you every possible support through this process" 

Taped conversation with Goodman shows Coulson explaining issue of prosecution papers and refers back to the Cafe Rouge. 

"You need looking after, and that's what we will do...." says Coulson on tape. Refers to "swings and roundabouts... no plan to 
dismiss you" 

Coulson says of Goodman's defence strategy after arrest: "I don't believe I'm trying to influence him at all" 

Justice Saunders points out, to some hilarity in court, William Clegg QC has fallen off his chair. 

Coulson's actions after Goodman arrest 

Coulson talks of police hacking inquiries in 2006 having "all sorts of names, all sorts of allegations, it depends on what they can 
prove" 

Taped Goodman Coulson conversation in late 2006 and domestic arrangements after his arrest. 

In this taped conversation, Coulson asks about Miskiw's contact with Glenn Mulcaire: "I know Greg was the initial contact" 

Goodman conversation explains how Miskiw met Mulcaire through his "boss" and Dave Rigby then formed a close relationship. 

Coulson says he knew none of this history of Muclaire at NOTW prior to Goodman's arrest. 

10/11/06 NI lawyer emails Coulson about other NOTW editors appearing in the prosecution papers in regard to Mulcaire 

On this 10/11/06 email between Coulson and NI lawyer there is also discussion of getting a telecommunications expert involved 
after Goodman 

Email also talks of a NOTW editor renewing Nine Consultancy contract on Friday 10/11/06 

Coulson says the email 'discusses link' but no "evidence that implicated others in voicemail interception" 

22/11/06 NI lawyer emails Coulson about not being invited to a meeting with Goodman and his lawyers. 

Goodman "devastated" by an increase in charges of phone hacking at this point, and worried about taking sole responsibility for 
Mulcaire 

NI lawyer email mentions a "five page essay" by Goodman: Coulson "didn't know the content of it" at the time. 

25/11/06 emails between Coulson, NI Lawyer, and NI exec about Goodman's court hearing and plea at the end of the month. 

The emails refer to Coulson's public statement over Goodman and Mulcaire: "I put in place guidelines" 

NI lawyer warns that Coulson's apology to three phone hacking victims, "could tilt Mulcaire into over-reacting" 

NI lawyer also warns that Coulson statement might make it look like Goodman deliberately "flouted his guidelines" and increase 
sentence 

Coulson says, though it's never been seen, he thinks he sent an email to NOTW staff about phone hacking after Goodman 
arrest. 

Coulson explains his fears of Gooddman and Mulcaire "reacting": "I didn't want to say anything... that would make the situation 
worse" 

"There were legal issues, but also media considerations" says Coulson: "My job to ensure... media coverage as minimal as 
possible" 

Coulson emails PA Belinda Sharia 25/11/06 to "discreetly" store his draft emails - "I was beginning to think I might resign" says 
Coulson. 
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"Some of the emails quite personal, a speech at my son''s christening" says Coulson of printing off draft emails. 

"The thought was certainly in my mind at that stage" says Coulson of his resignation in November 2006 

27/11/06 Coulson emails NI exec with his draft statement and some "tactics" over the day Mulcaire and Goodman pleading 
guilty 

Coulson email to NI exec talks about other hacking victims, Goodman being a lone operator, and not provoking Goodman 

Coulson also writes to the NI exec about Goodman "wording his own statement in a problematic way" 

"I don't think I had something specific in mind when I said that" Coulson says of his concerns about Goodman statement on 
guilty plea 

Coulson adds that he knew at this stage Goodman might be making assertions about other NOTW journalists and Mulcaire. 

Jury shown more emails from NI execs about the wording of Coulson's statement on the guilty pleas of Mulcaire and Goodman 

"It's entirely speculative" says Coulson of interpreting what others meant. More amendments from NI exec on "new measures" 

Rebekah Brooks emails Coulson about Guardian and possibly leaking new phone hacking victims - including herself and Paul 
Dacre. 

Coulson replies leaks would not be helpful "as it's going so well today" 29/11/06 - the guilty pleas of Mulcaire and Goodman 

"It was a disastrous day for NOTW, Goodman and as it turns out for me" says Coulson of this email. "At first I though I was 
being sarcastic" 

Coulson says he meant "going so well" merely referred to media coverage: "It hadn't exploded in a way some had feared" 

Langdale cites an Andrew Pierce piece on 30/11/06 about the Goodman and Mulcaire guilty pleas. 

01/12/06 Hayley Barlow emails Coulson about details of Pierce Telegraph piece who "still has contacts here from days at 
NOTW and Times" 

"Neil was a friend of Andrew Pierce's" says Coulson of leaks to Telegraph: "He could find out if that is the case" 

Coulson emails several NOTW staff on allegations that Gordon Taylor was caught in phone hacking by Goodman and 
Mulcaire. 

Coulson doesn't remember the 01/12/06 story but does remember a "letter before action" from Taylor. NI lawyer said "no basis 
for it" 

"Litigation was in the air" asks Langdale. "I know now a letter had been sent" says Coulson of Gordon Taylor action. 

Further emails between Coulson and NI lawyer about Goodman "straying off the preferred line" while talking with probation 
service. 

Coulson says he was concerned "Clive... might say something that was untrue" of this email about the probation service. 

Coulson says NI lawyer was "ultimately relaxed" about Goodman allegations in early Dec 2006 other NOTW editors involved 
with Mulcaire. 

Coulson "doesn't believe" he was ever implicated in the Goodman allegations at that time in December 2006: lunch break to 
2.05pm 

CORRECTION: William Clegg QC did not fall off his chair - he got up rather quickly 

After lunch Langdale asks his client Coulson about a conference on 12/12/06 with Goodman, his legal team, and NI lawyer. 

Langdale summarises Goodman's allegations that NI lawyer was indicating he couldn't be employed "if he named others" 

"I don't remember giving [NI lawyer] any instruction prior to that meeting" says Coulson. "Absolutely" no threat against 
Goodman 

"It seems logical to me... if Clive Goodman was suggesting... I knew his source was Glenn Mulcaire... which is a lie" Coulson 
says. 

"It seems logical" says Coulson, that Goodman's false allegations he knew about hacking would not be compatible with future 
employment 

NI Lawyer briefs Coulson on "thinly disguised blackmail threat" from employment lawyer re Goodman in an email. 

A briefing note was sent to NI management by lawyer about Goodman allegations that Coulson gave "authorisation" for 
Mulcaire. 

"At some point between meeting on the 12th and... this memo of the 20th" Coulson was told "Clive may try to implicate me in 
Alexander deal 

Jury shown driefing note to NI management on "possible outcomes" of Goodman/Mulcaire 26/01/07 sentencing hearings. 

Briefing note says "Clive Goodman intensely concerned he will go to prison as the fall guy" for more extensive phone hacking. 

NI Lawyer says to NI exec that Goodman's allegations Coulson approved of Mulcaire project "make no sense at all" 

"The PR fallout from 26th Jan is bound to be pretty awful" says legal note to NI exec around 02/01/07 and mentions civil 
actions. 
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Coulson decides to resign 

"I decided I would resign" says Coulson over Christmas 2006: he told "no one at the News of the World" 

Justice Saunders takes jury back to the document about "false allegation" from NI lawyer. 

"The fact that [NI lawyer] says there were false allegations.. this is hearsay. This is not evidence to that effect" says Justice 
Saunders 

Email from Goodman to Coulson 02/01/07 "if you still want to catch up": next day Coulson replies "snowed under" but says 
contact NI lawyer 

"I think by this stage I'd decided to distance myself" says Coulson, because of 'suspicions' about Goodman, and he'd decided to 
resign 

03/01/07 Coulson approves a memo to NI exec and asks about Goodman's probation meeting and Mulcaire NOTW 
employment 

NI lawyer replies that memo will be sent to NI exec, Mulcaire contracts go back to 2000, and the various probation meetings. 

"Obviously keen to know what proof Mulcaire has about allegations about NOTW" says Coulson in email to NI lawyer. 

These were "concerns and suspicions and never represented to me as fact" says Coulson of worries about Goodman. 

04/01/07 email talks about paying Mulcaire and pound;200k in 'tranches" and then another about last payment on his 
sentencing. 

Coulson emails NI lawyer that he should let NI exec know he's meeting with Goodman. 

26/01/07 the resignation of Coulson: "I resigned two weeks previously" he tells jury. 

BREAKING: Coulson resigned from NOTW two weeks before it was publicly announced on 26th Jan 07 "I was ultimately 
responsible" 

Coulson says he asked NI exec to "keep a lid" on his resignation "because it might adversely effect Clive's sentencing" 

"The sentencing was delayed" says Coulson: "I did a short speech to the staff, and I left the building. They banged me out." 

Coulson says Rupert Murdoch called him on the day of his resignation "he called me as I was pulling out of the plant" - 
Wapping. 

Coulson reminded Murdoch of his phrase about "the trust between a newspaper and its readers". 

Coulson says that he felt he couldn't write leaders criticising politicians after what happened with Goodman and Mulcaire. 

Graphic Charts of Mulcaire's activity 

Langdale adduces some graphics. Edis intervenes about their admissiblity. Saunders doesn't know what they're talking about. 

Edis' objection was about what Coulson could say about these four graphic he hasn't produced himself 

"The pie chart is so helpful" says Saunders. This pie chart sets out Mulcaire's activity during Coulson's editorship. 85% dated 
notes. 

Second graphic shows the taskings or 'top lefts' by NOTW editors of Mulcaire 03-06: Miskiw 56.9% Weatherup 11.9% 
Thurlbeck 7.3% 

Third graphic shows Miskiw taskings 43.6% while he was at Manchester. 7.6% after he left NOTW. 19.7% undated. 21% while 
at London NOTW 

Coulson had no idea of the amount of Miskiw taskings of Mulcaire while in Manchester. Saunders suggests the answer was 
obvious 

Fourth graphic: NOTW stories identified on Mulcaire full notes of targets, hacks, DDMs etc. 

63.6% of Mulcaire hacks have no story identified, no linked evidence, or no entries on page 

4.7% story identified, with linked evidence, and notes on a Mulcaire page 

Coulson says he knew about Goodman's employment tribunal after he left NOTW. 

Coulson's involvement with the Conservative Party 

Before May 2007 Coulson met George Osborne, then Cameron several times - them after May local elections "that turned into 
a job offer" 

"I went to work in Downing St with David Cameron and was director of communications" says Coulson of June 2010 

Coulson explains resignation from Downing St in January 2011: "Long history of press coverage... I couldn't do the job I was 
employed to do" 

Coulson explains his breakfast meeting with Rebekah Brooks two weeks before resignation: "I was feeling pretty sorry for 
myself" 

"I'd made up my mind I needed to resign, but I didn't tell Rebekah" says Coulson: "the first person who should hear definitively 
was the PM" 
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"There was a fairly long queue of people, not all of them from the Labour Party, who would be happy to see me leave Downing 
St" says Coulson 

Langdale goes through the arrests and interviews with police in July 2011, and May 2012 and his "no comment" interviews on 
"legal advice" 

In July 2012 charged in regards to phone hacking: in November 2012 Coulson charged with misconduct. End of evidence in 
chief. 

Andy Coulson Cross-examined by Counsel for Rebekah Brooks 

Coulson questioned about conversations with Rebekah Brooks 

Laidlaw for Brooks cross examines Coulson on learning of Thurlbeck's hacking of David Blunkett's phone in late July 2004 
21/07/04 

Coulson says he did not share that information about Blunkett hacking with Rebekah Brooks in 2004 

Coulson tells Laidlaw he did talk to Brooks about Goodman's arrest in August 2006 

Coulson confirms he told Brooks that he knew nothing about hacking then and wasn't even sure allegations were true in 
summer 2006 

Coulson did not tell Brooks about the hacking of Blunkett's phone by Thurlbeck, he tells Laidlaw. 

Andy Coulson Cross-examined by Counsel for Clive Goodman 

Counsel for Goodman goes back over Coulson career at NOTW 

David Spens QC, for Goodman, cross examines Andy Coulson. He asks the jury to go back to two bundles. 

Spens goes back Coulson's arrival as deputy editor of NOTW on 12/01/00 - he knew Goodman because of Blythe's memorial 
service 

Coulson confirms he liked Goodman, invited him to his wedding in 2000 - but they didn't interact socially outside work after 
Blythe's death 

"A workmate, not a social friend" is how Coulson describes Goodman. They got on "perfectly well" when Coulson was NOTW 
deputy editor 

Spens goes over the four years of Coulson's editorship: "I think I tried to help him from my arrival at NOTW" says Coulson of 
Goodman. 

Coulson agrees he did "try to help" Goodman - gave him columns, leader writing, and "set pieces" 

Coulson talks about his "duty of care" towards Goodman: "I think that is reflected in the actions that I took" 

Coulson says "I don't know if Clive thought there was more I should be doing. But appropriate from my perspective and 
company's perspective" 

Coulson says Goodman has "falsely" tried to implicate him in phone hacking despite his kindness. 

Coulson confirms he worked "closely' with Brooks as her editor "on the content of the paper... entirely fair" 

The NOTW varied between 80-120 pages. He disagreed he knew what was "on every page... difficult to define what was an 
important page" 

Coulson explains that some events, like introduction of Score pullout, would have dominated his week. 

Coulson says, based on holiday allowance, he would be in charge of NOTW 6 to 8 times a year under Brooks' editorship. 

"I'm interested, and I like working with people, that would cause me to be hands on... at some times" agrees Coulson. 

Coulson says he would be "interested in more stories" as acting Editor "but you can't be interested in all stories" 

Coulson agrees he would communicate with Brooks towards the end of the week when she was on holiday. 

Coulson's contact with Rebekah Brooks 

Spens goes through some of the calls between Coulson and Brooks around the time of the Milly Dowler story when she was in 
Dubai. 

Spens establishes various calls on the Friday Saturday and Sunday of NOTW production: Coulson agrees "fairly typical" of 
degree of contact 

Coulson adds the caveat that calls to editor's line can be diverted to other desks at NOTW. 

"If there was a particular problem with a promotion or production of the paper" Coulson says there would be more contact with 
Brooks. 

"Politics is a good example" says Coulson: "If I was doing something difficult" he would let Brooks know. 

Coulson says he would try to handle a "controversial" story himsef: "I'd be wanting to show I could do the job myself" 
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Coulson says that when he was editor of NOTW, and away, he would talk to his deputy, but not as much as he did to Brooks 
when he was deputy 

Coulson's time at the Sun 

Coulson talks about his experience prior to becoming NOTW deputy: internet, number 3 on the Sun, and then Show Biz 

Coulson says another NOTW editor was a friend of his - and was in his 50s when Coulson was 35 "he's quite youthful though" 

This other NOTW journalist had a lot of experience as news editor, features editor, and editor in other Fleet St publications. 

Coulson recruited this journalist "a great signing for me... for NOTW... all worked out well. Good timing," Coulson says 

"I liked him, he had very good contacts" says Coulson of this journalist who had a "good background in news" 

Coulson agrees that this journalist had "been around in 80s and 90s... and was of different generation... But very decent bloke" 

"Certainly not stuck in old fashioned ways" says Coulson of this NOTW journalist. But Coulson agrees 80s and 90s "were a 
different place" 

"I think newspapers were a tougher environment than they came to be" says Coulson of 80s and 90s Fleet St "competitive, 
aggressive business" 

"I certainly wouldn't try to deny" bully says Coulson. "There was a lot more shouting on the floor of the Sun when I was a 
reporter" 

"It was temperamentally more aggressive" says Coulson: "the Sun was a successful paper but it was aggressive in 80s and 
90s" 

"People were shouted at.... I was certainly shouted at" says Coulson of 1990s Sun. 

Some discussion of nicknames either coming from appearances or the way they behave. 

"He was a thoroughly aggressive individual" asks Spens. "He was a thoroughly decent individual.... not backwards in coming 
forwards" 

Coulson hasn't heard of an occasion when Sun editor put a replica gun to the head of a NOTW journalist and threatened to 
shoot him 

Coulson questioned on Bullying 

Coulson remembers this NOTW journalist "didn't rate Clive very highly.... never saw evidence.... I'd consider bullying" 

"I don't remember an incident I'd call bullying of Clive Goodman" says Coulson. He also doesn't agree Goodman was 
demoted. 

Coulson says he 'takes exception' to demotion idea, because Goodman always filed to the news desk. 

Coulson "doesn't accept" that Goodman fell down the pecking order at NOTW editor's conference. 

"It was a process issue... that for some reason Clive took exception to" says Coulson of Goodman reporting to NOTW News 
Desk 

"I don't recall an occasion when Clive was told 'We don't want to hear from'" says Coulson of Goodman. 

Coulson denies he tried to show he was just "as tough" as another senior NOTW journalist. 

Spens talks about the promotion of another desk head, who worked with other senior journalist at another Fleet St Sunday. 

This desk editor could "get highly strung" says Coulson, but desk head is a "pretty frenetic job". 

Coulson has taken as a "good indicator" of an editor whether he blamed his staff or not. 

Coulson is "not sure I can agree" with assertion a desk head was a "confrontational" person, only occasions. He was 'energetic' 
says Coulson 

Coulson agrees Goodman was "not confrontational": but still "very resistant" on occasions 

Spens talks about Goodman allowing Coulson to read his case papers as an example of him avoiding confrontation. 

"When you applied pressure to him" asserts Spens; "he would take the point of least resistance." 

Coulson agrees that Goodman on this occasion did seem to agree in verbal terms over the case papers, and then change 
mind. 

Coulson says Goodman was "perfectly happy" over the axing of his Carvery column. 

Coulson talks about his "impression" Goodman wanted to become news editor at NOTW 

Coulson says he thinks Goodman told him about ambitions when he arrived. But agrees he never applied for News Editor job. 

Coulson "didn't know" Goodman had turned down the offer of News Editor under Phil Hall and preferred to be Royal editor. 

Back after the break: Spens claims that Coulson's team have gone through NI personnel files to find two failings prior to 2005 

"It appears" ask Saunders "Clive Goodman seemed to be functioning... perfectly adequately" - until mid 2005 agrees Coulson. 
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Favourable Reports of Goodman 

Spens wants to give a "balanced picture" of Goodman's past. He produces a 22 page file for the jury, judge and Andy Coulson 

"These are the favourable reports rather than the unfavourable reports" asks Saunders. "Yes," says Spens, counsel for 
Goodman. 

1992 Kuttner praises Goodman several times for his "increasingly authoritative contributions to NOTW... patience and tenacity. 

1993 Goodman praised for "spectacular contribution" on Princess Diana. 1994 "gave opposition spectacular thrashing" 

1994 "Brilliant Job on Diana story" compliments from Piers Morgan. 1995 "Brilliant scoop" 1996 cheque for Diana's secret night 
visits 

1996 Bonus cheque from Phil Hall to Goodman. 1997 "Congrats on Royal Scoop" 1997 "merit element" in pay award. More 
thanks from Hall 

1997: "Very well done for last week" Hall to Goodman. Another praise for "dedication and expertise" on the weekend of Death 
of Diana 

1999 staff assessment - overall performance excellent. 2000 - more praise for performance and Royal Exclusives. 2001 - very 
good 

2006 letter from Coulson to Goodman "your continued contribution to success of NOTW"; "You mean it?" asks Justice 
Saunders. 

"It was a difficult relationship" says Coulson of proforma report on Goodman "but not at any point did I think Clive should be 
fired." 

Spens for Goodman asserts that this gives a more balanced picture. Coulson agrees Goodman "was proud" of his contribution. 

"There's a truth about newspapers that you're only as good as your last story" says Coulson of Goodman's career. 

"Clive took it as a bit of blow. But it wasn't intended as a bit of a blow" says Coulson of Goodman reporting to News Desk in 
July 2005 

"Despite criticisms... he didn't face any formal warning" says Spens of Goodman. Coulson agrees there was no disciplinary 
before arrest 

Coulson talks of "legitimate pressure" on Goodman "to improve" 

Coulson agrees Goodman did very well "in that era" of Diana - and that "played a part in my not starting disciplinary against 
him" 

Coulson says of Goodman: "I don't think I'd characterise myself as being his protector" 

Coulson says he would regard Goodman as a 'company man' because he worked at the NOTW a long time - since 2006 

Coulson agrees Goodman's sister was "very highly thought of" and had been there a long time. 

21/04/01 Coulson has the idea for the Carvery Column for Goodman "rude, irreverent and spikey" - "Make some waves" says 
Coulson. 

Coverage of the Royal Family Stories 

Coulson reiterates the Blackadder column was also his idea: initially more a comment column under Mark Bolland, but became 
more revelatory 

Coulson says Blackadder column was "sharp" rather than "spiteful and backstabbing": he had an interest in Royal Family 

Coulson "can only think of one" Royal Source - "Mark Bolland was a friend of mine.... but I'm not thinking of Mark. So that 
makes it two" 

Spens runs through Mark Bolland's career - he resigned in 2002 as Prince Charles's aide, but remained consultant until end of 
2003. 

Bolland's boss "towards the end" was Sir Michael Peat. Coulson says he was a better source when he left employ of Prince of 
Wales. 

"I know him and his partner" says Coulson of Mark Bolland: three dinners and three breakfasts in 2003 according to NI 
expenses. 

More contact with Bolland from Coulson in 2004/5/6 according to NI expenses: "also a columnist" and a "source we'd turn to for 
stories" 

Spens refers to Coulson's other source in Windsor castle who rang from Williams 21st Birthday Party. Coulson can't remember 
other sources. 

Coulson confirms this unnamed Windsor Castle source was not paid under her own name: "she was paid on occasions in cash 
and through system" 

"There was a real name and a real address.... she gave me a different name and address" says Coulson of his Windsor Castle 
source. 

"I'm loathe to give more details" says Coulson of revealing his royal source. 

Spens goes through the Sir Michael Peat affair storyline 21/01/03 email from Goodman to Coulson about "turning his mobile" 
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Goodman emails Coulson later that same day about "royal policeman" and the directory "he'll be extremely handy in Peat affair 
tale" 

Spens says the Peat affair allegation came from Mark Bolland. Coulson can't remember. And "it's not my memory" story came 
from him (Coulson) 

Same day Goodman emails Coulson: "should have car reg" for Peat. Coulson says "I don't think I was that interested in it" 

"I don't remember the tip coming to me" says Coulson: "my levels of interest were not that high" he says NOTW readers not 
interested. 

"No one knows who he is" says Coulson. "They know what his position is" counters Spens. 

"It was you who asked him [Miskiw] to investigate this story" says Spens. "I don't believe that's right" says Coulson. 

Spens repeats "you were the person who got Greg Miskiw to task Mulcaire to do this" Coulson says Goodman did it because 
old friends. 

"I don't believe I did this" says Coulson of tasking Miskiw on Michael Peate. 

06/02/03 Goodman email to NOTW exec: "now have his mobile to check out that end of it" about Michael Peat. 

"He suggest there may have been some conversation prior to this" Coulson agrees. 

April 2006 email from NOTW desk editor investigating Lord Frederick Windsor, contacting Goodman, then using Gadd as 
investigator 

Spens alleges Coulson was source for this story. "I have a vague recollection of someone telling me Freddie Windsor had fallen 
off rails" 

26/04/06 was the beginning of Windsor story. Coulson agrees it was sourced from someone close to him. 

Coulson "wants to be careful" not to reveal source of story of Windsor "falling off the rails" at a nightclub 

"This is the only memory I have of any story connected with him" says Coulson of Windsor: "and my memory is that it went 
nowhere" 

Coulson agrees he was interested in Royal stories to sell the newspaper. 10 am tomorrow 
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Thursday 24 April 2014 

Summary 

The Cross-Examination of Andy Coulson Continues 
Counsel for Clive Goodman questions Andy Coulson 
The David Blunkett Hacking and the PCC Code 
Coulson cross-examined on Clive Goodman 
Mulcaire, Nine Consultancy and The Alexander Project 
After Goodman's arrest 
Coulson's conversations with Goodman after arrest 
Goodman meetings with NI Lawyer 
Connections to Thurlbeck and Miskew 
Issuing of Public Statements 
Goodman pleads guilty 

The Cross-Examination of Andy Coulson Continues 

Counsel for Clive Goodman questions Andy Coulson 

Back at #hackingtrial with Andy Coulson on his sixth day in the witness box, currently being cross examined by David Spens 
QC, for Goodman 

Andy Coulson wanted to clarify about cash payments to his Royal source mentioned yesterday 

"Having thought about it last night I'm not sure she was paid through the system" says Coulson. "She gave me a name that 
wasn't hers" 

Coulson says he was not aware of hacking by Mulcaire, Weatherup or - apart from Blunkett voicemails - that Thurlbeck 
involved in hacking 

Coulson says he didn't know about three other journalists had spoken to Dan Evans about hacking, or that he was hacking 
himself 

Coulson says he didn't know about Goodman's and hacking - or that James Weatherup had talked to Dan Evans about 
hacking. 

"All these people working for you as editor of NOTW, and you didn't know?" asks Spens. Coulson: "I didn't know" 

The David Blunkett Hacking and the PCC Code 

Spens goes to the PCC code of practice circa 2003 than specifically bans interception of phone messages. 

"They can't spell at the PCC" says Justice Saunders of PCC code which describes use of listening devices etc. 

The June 2004 PCC code in practice during the Blunkett tapes bans "intercepting private or mobile telephone calls or emails" 

Coulson says he was sure he was aware of the content of Para 10.1 of the PCC code in August 2004 

David Spens QC goes through Coulson conversations with Neville Thurlbeck about Blunkett 21/07/04 "shocked"by voicemail 
messages 

Coulson's evidence has been that he insisted that Thurlbeck stop. But by the 06/08/04 Thurlbeck played a small number of 
messages. 

Coulson says he had assumed Thurlbeck had done the hacking himself. He didn't speak to any senior execs about Blunkett 
voicemails 

Coulson confirms Thurlbeck was the "chief reporter": he agrees that Thurlbeck had hacked the Home Secretary's voicemail 

Spens said Coulson had two weeks to think about what Thurlbeck had done. 

"I'm telling the jury that I told him to stop - that was the single important thing... didn't occur to me it involved anyone else at 
NOTW" 

Coulson agrees it was a very serious breach of the code. "I made an assumption that he had listened to these messages" says 
Coulson 

Coulson says he didn't ask Thurlbeck about how he obtained Blunkett's voicemails. 

Coulson says he didn't make any further inquiries about phone hacking at NOTW 

Spens cites a 2005 email from Goodman to Coulson about Harry saying "to be honest I wanted to be a Jordans": Coulson 
asked how we get this? 

16/09/04 Coulson had dinner with Guy Black - he did to mention to head of PCC his chief reporter had hacked phones. 

Coulson isn't sure whether Thurlbeck played new messages in August 2004 - he didn't ask if they were new. 

Spens asks if Coulson was so concerned about a trivial source over Harry, he wouldn't have be interested in Thurlbeck's voice 
hacking. 
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"Eventually" Coulson says he believed the Blunkett tape was in public interest: Thurlbeck was never disciplined or reported to 
PCC 

"The real reason you weren't curious is that you knew that phone hacking happened at NOTW" says Spens. "That isn't true" 
says Coulson 

Justice Saunders asks Coulson if he believed the act of hacking was justified in initiating hacking: No, just the material. 

Coulson says senior NI execs who knew did not order internal inquiry. Nor did other senior NOTW he told. 

Coulson says he didn't have a conversation with the News Editor about Thurlbeck's hacking. 

Coulson concedes "I'm sorry - I didn't do that" to the lack of response to Thurlbeck's phone hacking of Blunkett voicemails: 

"I think I made a mistake" says Coulson. "But in a way the system work because the reporter brought to me and I made 
decision 

Coulson says he spoke to NI lawyer about Thurlbeck hacking - lawyer made no mention of any illegality. 

Coulson agrees that NI lawyer wasn't aware of the Interception of Communications Act 2000 

Coulson reiterates that Blunkett was a friend of the company an his boss at NI 

Justice Saunders asks about NI legal advice over privacy: Blunkett could have asked for injunction over voicemails. 

"He's a politician and may have decided not to do it" says Coulson of lack of Blunkett injunction 

Coulson is asked why he didn't tell Blunkett about voicemails: it would "gone down only one road.... a story deeply critical of 
him" 

Coulson accepts that telling Blunkett of sources (plural) was "misleading" 

Coulson reiterates his understanding from the messages that Blunkett was going to go public with his relationship, and that 
others knew 

Coulson agrees Blunkett is a "decent man" and he says "I regret the decision I made" 

"This was about someone having an affair" says Coulson "and given what was going on in my life, the irony is not lost on me" 

"Pure hypocrisy isn't it" says Spens of Blunkett story while Coulson was also having affair. Coulson "As I said, the irony is not 
lost on me 

Coulson cross-examined on Clive Goodman 

Spens turns to School of Excellence programme started by Coulson at NOTW and the "dangers of dark arts" - didn't include 
hacking, he says 

Coulson agrees that if NI lawyer didn't know phone hacking was illegal, NOTW journalists wouldn't be taught that at training 
sessions. 

Coulson says the School of Excellence training at NOTW was "comprehensive": Goodman never attended says Spens 

Coulson says "he's not sure" he was aware of the term "phone hacking" back in 2005 

Spens turns to a 2005 Goodman email to Coulson about a leak: "someone hacking Paddy's voicemail... I can see if password 
protected" 

"I see it here written down in black and white in Feb 2005... I'm not sure I knew that word" says Coulson of term 'phone hacking' 

18/08/05 Coulson had lunch with Clive according to his expenses - which don't show where they went. 

16/08/05 email cited by Spens: Coulson emails Goodman on TV appearances "I need a story this week Clive - something of 
substance" 

Spens says this lunch was the "occasion when you asked him ... to find new ways to get into" the young Royals. Coulson says 
it could be. 

Two days after this lunch meeting 20/08/05 Coulson emails Goodman "where are revelations???" in his Blackadder column. 

01/10/05 a new news desk editor at NOTW. Spens alleges this new journo spoke frequently about phone "traffic" 

This senior NOTW journalist referred to "family and friends" Coulson: "It was not clear to me he was getting access to... phone 
billings" 

Coulson agrees were trying to find the "Lotto Rapist": News Editor emails about how to "triangulate" the location. 

"Triangulate sounds like something from 24" says Coulson: "And if someone had said that to me I would have remembered it" 

Coulson doesn't remember phone triangulation: he says the Lotto Rapist story was "picture based" 

Coulson had no recollection of News Editor referring to "his man". "You knew x had inherited Glenn Mulcaire from Miskiw" says 
Spens. "No" 

Coulson agrees he's very keen on football. Spens adduces a NOTW article 18/08/02 on Glenn Mulcaire as a footballer and 
NOTW investigator 

"This is the least important, least read, sports page in the paper" says Coulson of Mulcaire article. He doesn't believe he read it. 
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Mulcaire, Nine Consultancy and The Alexander Project 

Spens adduces a Kuttner NOTW budget document from 2005/06 - revised 12/05/05: Item 14 'Cut 50% from Nine Consultancy" 
- crossed out. 

Coulson can remember "a mention of Nine consultancy... in a budget meeting" so it may be this budget discussion. 

" and pound;105,000 is a lot of money in the scheme of things, but not in NOTW and pound;32 million budget" says Coulson. 

Coulson does remember Nine Consultancy being discussed but from a "money saving aspect": there were two meeting over 
this budget. 

Spens asks if another NOTW journalist would talk in conference about a couple "making it clear he had been hacking" 

Spens says Coulson told this NOTW journo not to talk about phone hacking in NOTW conferences anymore; "No that didn't 
happen" says Coulson 

Goodmail email to senior NOTW editor cited by Spens: "I was updating Andy on a project... to get greenlight and activate 
straight away" 

Coulson has accepted this "may well have been" a reference to Goodman's 'Alexander Project' 

In previous evidence Coulson had said: "Given my pressure on him, I agreed" to the Alexander project. Signed off with Kuttner. 

Coulson also said previously that he didn't think he knew the name 'Alexander' and believed it was a source close to the Young 
Royals 

Coulson had said it was a passing meeting. Spens says it was a pre-booked meeting, and "was more formal than you 
remember it" 

Spens goes through Coulson's complaints Goodman had been "underperforming" and Kuttner's criticism for lifting article from 
the People 

Coulson says he didn't ask any details on Goodman's source. He tells Saunders "we didn't have sources on retainers as a 
matter of course" 

"Clive knew who my source was" says Coulson of potential clash over Royal tip offs. He asked nothing and "took it on face 
value" 

Coulson agrees neither he nor Goodman put any other sources on a "retainer": "I saw it as a trial source for Clive" says 
Coulson 

"Why wasn' this retainer put through the news desk budget?" ask Spens. "I don't know" says Coulson. 

Coulson says he approved Alexander payments: "the process thereafter I wasn't involved in" 

Alexander payments went straight to editorial management budget and were signed off by Kuttner: "Stuart had made a 
decision" 

Spens put Goodman's case "He told you Miskiw's old contact Glenn Mulcaire had offered to monitor three phones around 
young royals" 25/10/05 

"That's not true" says Coulson of Spens' allegation that Goodman told him of Mulcaire additional payments to hack young 
royals. 

Spens claims Alexander payments went through editorial budget to as not to annoy news desk who were regularly using 
Mulcaire. Coulson denies 

Coulson accepts that Goodman emailed him about Alexander based stories. He can't confirm the news desk weren't involved. 

"I didn't have a secret arrangement with Clive Goodman" says Coulson. When he says he blurred lines of contact with 
Goodman meant generallly 

26/10/05 the hacking of Jamie Lowther Pinkerton's phone began - the day after Goodman/Coulson meeting. 

28/10/05 Goodman emails Coulson "that new project is starting getting results... Lowther Pinkerton in meltdown... Mark Dyer 
undercutting" 

"How do you think this source had such intimate detail" asks Spens. "That email reads to me directly as a human source" says 
Coulson. 

Coulson email replies on 28/10/05 "Pop in": "Could have been something completely different" says Coulson. 

30/10/05 First Alexander payment to Mulcaire: 25/11/05 "a month to the day after project began... Mr Goodman is asking for 
another month" 

Spens cites a transcript of a voicemail message Goodman claims he made while at NOTW about Prince Harry and Lowther 
Pinkerton 

Goodman's evidence is that he made this transcript on Coulson's demand 07/11/05 and that he showed it to Coulson and other 
senior staff. 

Coulson denies commissioning this transcript or showing to other senior NOTW staff 

08/12/05 Coulson emails Goodman over Harry story "Have you stood it up?" 

Spens asks how Coulson knew about "the Harry exam story without having seen the transcript": Coulson can't remember. 
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Coulson says he's asking if the story was true, not trying to conceal the source. 

Coulson emails Goodman: "we're a million miles from standing it up as far as I can see" on Harry Exam story. 

Emails show other NOTW editors concerned Goodman going direct to Coulson and behind their backs. 

Goodman emails NOTW editor: that Coulson "had a full briefing last night... but needs to stand it up" 

"What Clive's definition of a full briefing is I don't know" says Coulson of Goodman meeting. 

"You knew that source couldn't be revealed if it was a hacking source" says Spens. "No" says Coulson 

09/12/05 Goodman still emailing Coulson direct with no cc's on "Harry" and sample copy: setting out three ways of "standing 
story up" 

"As we know it is 100 percent fact" says Goodman in email to Coulson about Harry Exam story. 

Spens says the reference to "we" is more personal than an unknown source: "He was sharing a secret with you" Coulson 
denies this. 

Coulson says "as we know" is a common term in newspapers. He says journalists state something if "100% true" with 
regularity. 

Spens says that Goodman going to four other contacts to stand up Harry Exam story based on voicemail messages. Coulson 
says no. 

"It's clear to you that he couldn't use the source he had to stand it up, and had to go to three other sources" says Spens. 

"No, I don't think it is perfectly obvious" Goodman was trying to hide his source on Harry Exam story. 

"I think that's too precise to get through unnoticed" wrote Goodman. Coulson says "I probably lost the will to live at this point" 

Spens says the "too precise to get through" by Goodman means that the mention of Iraq embassy would reveal voicemail 
hacking. 

"Journalists are worried about their sources being exposed on a pretty regular basis" says Coulson of Goodman's concerns 
over Harry Exam 

Later that day, Goodman emails senior NOTW staff "in similar terms" over Harry Exam story. Next day he's emailing Coulson 
and this other 

Still on the 10th Coulson emails Goodman "What's happening with that story" Goodman "Just finished the calls and going 
through the tapes 

Goodman emails Coulson "as we know that's not exactly what he asked for... but can't ask more without exposing source" 

"As we know" Goodman says in end of email to Coulson "Harry was asking for information" 

Coulson is then in contact with senior NOTW editorial staff about Harry story: he then emails Goodman asking for someone "to 
go on record" 

The Harry Exam story made the Blackadder column on 18/12/05 

Coulson agrees that the Harry Exam story "should have been between Clive and the News Editor" 

Spens points out that Coulson did not protest with Goodman mainly communicating with him over Harry Exam story. Coulson 
says a mistake 

11/01/06 Goodman emails Coulson directly over "Kate" and "direct from our new source, we'll be getting more from during the 
week" 

Spens claims the story went direct to Coulson, and through editorial budget, because it was based on Mulcaire. Coulson denies 
this. 

Coulson agrees he thought 'Kate story' same Goodman source 

Spens adduces a transcript of tape from Glenn Mulcaire's home address 27/01/06 Goodman emails Coulson directly on 
"Matey's results" 

"Talking of which" (i.e. Matey's results) Goodman email talks of William getting shot during a night exercise. 

Coulson agrees that 'Matey' here appears to be same Goodman source. 

03/02/06 Goodman emails Coulson about "new ways of getting into the family" and says Alexander source will be "very 
productive... run longer 

Spen says that Goodman claims Coulson was putting pressure on him to 'use hacking" 

"You knew about hacking didn't you" says Spens "I knew of one incident" says Coulson. 

Coulson remembers "I was keen we should try to establish contacts with friends around the Royals" 

07/02/06 Goodman asks Coulson "might be extend Matey one more week" and how it would make "finding William and Kate 
more probable" 

Coulson says this tracking down of Will and Kate could come from a human source. 

Coulson emails Goodman: "How do we know Harry true?" about Prince Harry and Unknown Woman. 
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"This is traffic between just you and him, and nobody else involved" says Spens of 28/04/06 "same source we have on a 
retainer" 

"We absolutely know it to be true" writes Goodman to Coulson, but couldn't be revealed and so had to be stood up. Coulson 
agrees. 

Goodman email to Coulson talks about having to "blag" a confession from Paddy Harverson and "as we know from the inf" 

"Another example of Clive's overdramatic language" says Coulson. But concedes "we absolutely know it to be true" to be plain 
language. 

Spens adduces a transcript of Mulcaire voicemails: a Sandhurst general leaves message for J L-P over William at a Ball 
12/04/06 

Coulson says he was on holiday. He doesn't think William getting drunk is a major issue. Though it appeared on pages 4 and 5 
of NOTW. 

"I suspect I would have called in" says Coulson. He might have talked of splashes during that Easter in 2006 

July 2006, says Spens "the project has been running for about eight months": Coulson says he ended project in Feb. Spens 
says same source 

Goodman emails Coulson about "rock solid" evidence from "that fellah who used to be on a monthly retainer". 

Coulson denies that he understood "rock solid" was a voicemail interception. 

Spens cites a Goodman email over Army Exercise: "same source as Kate... and these are William's exact words" 

"I've put to you 7 or 8 different topics, put to you directly" says Spens of email correspondence about Goodman's Alexander 
project. 

Spens puts Goodman's case that Coulson did the best he could to conceal he was involved in Goodman's Alexander project. 

After Goodman's arrest 

Spens talks of meeting with Coulson, Brandman and Kuttner - the day after Kuttner had talked to Goodman post arrest in 
August 2006 

Coulson concedes - though he doesn't remember the meeting - they were "meeting to discuss what might happen next and 
what we knew" 

Coulson has no memory of being told about "secret services providing" information for phone hacking by Kuttner or that he 
knew of Mulcaire. 

Coulson says he was not told about Goodman's allegation that he was involved in phone hacking in August 2008 

The next day after Goodman's arrest 12.30 to 16.45 meeting with Kuttner, Coulson and some lawyers. 

This post Goodman arrest meeting is on 11/08/06 is 12.30 to 16.15 - Coulson says he might not have attended whole thing 

Spens adduces the Stuart Kuttner note of his debriefing of Goodman after his arrest. 

10/08/06 is the date of this Kuttner note: Goodman claims "told Andy this at the start" about Mulcaire payments and hacking. 

Coulson cannot remember if Kuttner had his notes with him at the 4 hour meeting the next day. He concedes he'd ask what 
Clive had said. 

"It's inconceivable... that Mr Kuttner wouldn't have told you?" says Spens of Goodman's allegations. Langdale objects. 

Now Caplan intervenes: "the note is open to a number of interpretations... Mr Spens has put an interpretation on this" 

Justice Saunders clarifies about Kuttner's notes about SIS and "told Andy at the start" - Coulson clarifies he should have been 
told. 

Coulson cannot remember meeting or conversation or "if any of this was passed onto me... in an edited form" 

"Come, come Mr Coulson" says Spens. "No, not come come" objects Saunders. "That's a comment" 

On the SIS allegations Coulson says he would have replied "Clive that's the best story you ever had" 

Coulson denies that he knew of Goodman's allegations about his involvement at this time in August 2006 

Coulson's conversations with Goodman after arrest 

Coulson agrees that in 2006 he was told phone hacking was illegal: contrary to the legal advice he had in 2004. He spoke to 
Goodman that day 

Coulson agrees he told Goodman he'd be suspended on full pay and his legal fees would be paid. 

Coulson denies Goodman's allegations that Coulson claimed he was talking to people investigating phone hacking. 

Coulson denies telling Goodman to plead guilty: "far too early to make assumptions.... I absolutely dispute I asked him to plead 
guilty" 

Coulson agrees he wanted to limit embarrassment to NOTW, but denies wanting to limit police investigation. 

Spens claims Coulson wanted to meet Goodman "somewhere neutral" when he set up Cafe Rouge meeting, or that it would be 
crucial to his future 
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14/08/06 Cafe Rouge meeting with Goodman and Coulson: Coulson says his PA Belinda would have known, he may have 
mentioned to NI execs. 

Goodman's evidence is that this Cafe Rouge meeting was around 4pm. Goodman made note about 20 mins afterwards. 

BREAKING: Goodman claims Coulson told him the police did not want to investigate phone hacking "any deeper" than 
Goodman Mulcaire in 2006 

Coulson denies this and Goodman's claim that NOTW could influence police investigation: "NOTW in difficult relationship with 
Ian Blair" 

Coulson dismisses Goodman's claim that he said "NOTW could manipulate the Metropolitan Police" 

Coulson agrees he encouraged Goodman to believe he still had a future. 

BREAKING: Coulson denies his job offer to Goodman post arrest was on condition of him pleading guilty to hacking as rogue 
reporter. 

Coulson denies saying to Goodman at Cafe Rouge "he had to admit to having gone off the reservation" 

Coulson concedes that might have told Goodman that "he would be one of the those people who came back" after arrest. 

Coulson says he might have 'reassured' Goodman about his career: but to say he guaranteed job post prison "my words 
completely twisted" 

Coulson agrees he rang Goodman directly again and had by now "talked to management about it" 

During this phone conversation Coulson offered Goodman more work: his salary was paid and his legal fees by NI. 

Spens says Goodman was "vulnerable" at this point. Coulson denies any threat to cut off his salary 

Spen alleges the offer of work was made to Goodman "to control him... so he wouldn't rat on you." Coulson says "we were 
trying to help Clive 

Lunch break till 2.05 pm 

Spens, for Goodman, continues with his cross examination of Andy Coulson: He explains the full Goodman personnel file 
hasn't been dsiclosed 

Coulson explains that Goodman didn't get a by-line in the NOTW for his work after his arrest. "The public wouldn't know" 

31/08/06 Goodman is being offered the opportunity to work from home by Coulson - others at NOTW and NI management 
knew of this offer. 

15/09/06 email from NI lawyer to Goodman about Rebekah Brooks' info from police "not widening the case to include other 
NOTW people" 

Coulson confirms he "was not going to volunteer information" to police: including information about Thurlbeck's hacking 
of David Blunkett. 

BREAKING: Coulson says he chose not to tell police about Thurlbeck hacking after Goodman arrest because "impact on me 
was a factor" 

Coulson says that he was also thinking of the paper and the company when not telling police. "Self preservation comes first" 
says Spens. 

Coulson points out the memo is from an NI lawyer. 

Coulson didn't "interpret as definitive" a legal memo that suggests police not widening investigation beyond Goodman and 
Mulcaire. 

Spens talks about an "open channel of communication" between Henri Brandman, NI lawyer and Coulson. "I had no idea was 
inappropriate" 

Saunders intervenes to establish legal memo from Brooks' conversation represented Coulson's state of mind. He points out it's 
second hand 

Goodman meetings with NI Lawyer 

03/11/06 Coulson speaks to Goodman about getting copy of prosecution case and writes to NI lawyer "Clive fine with that" 

Spens maintains that Coulson was "forceful" in asking for legal papers from Goodman. He doesn't think he put "undue 
pressure" on him 

NI lawyer writes back to Coulson about the legal papers having talked to Goodman's lawyer Henri Brandman: Goodman's 
attitude "not good" 

"Clive is being similarly difficult" writes NI Lawyer about talking to his QC John Kelsey Fry. 

"I think X and I were keen to see the papers" says Coulson of emails about Goodman having phone hacking prosecution 
papers in November 2006 

07/11/06 a lawyers meeting between Goodman, Brandman, Kelsey Fry and NI lawyer: Coulson thinks it's very likely he knew of 
NI lawyer meeting 

At this meeting, Goodman alleges, NI lawyer said "you're not going to be dismissed if you don't implicate other people" 
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Coulson denies giving NI lawyer authority to say this to Goodman. 

Coulson accepts that if Goodman had suggested that he as NOTW editor knew about Mulcaire, it's "entirely logical" he would 
be employed 

J Saunders asks what Goodman's position would have been had he named other NOTW journalists: "If he lied" says Coulson, 
would be a problem 

"I wasn't his boss - he didn't work for me" says Coulson of NI lawyer. The next day NI lawyer met Goodman at Carluccios 

Transcript of this Carluccio's meeting between Goodman and NI lawyer adduced by Spens: NI lawyer says "I went back and 
reported... Andy" 

"He says he knew you had a source in that area but didn't know what the source was.... though he did authorise payments" 
says NI lawyer. 

The last quote from NI lawyer in Carluccios in 2006 was a report of Coulson's attitude to Goodman's Alexander payments. 

Coulson concedes that NI lawyer's account tallies with his current evidence. 

Spens says NI lawyers remarks suggest Coulson knew back then Goodman was trying to implicate him. Coulson says he didn't 
know then. 

NI lawyer told Goodman that Coulson did authorise payments to Alexander project. Coulson concedes he probably told NI that 
at time 

"I don't think Andy's got any worries on that score... don't think it's going to be relevant" says Goodman to NI lawyer in 2006 

Goodman claimed he told NI lawyer he wouldn't put forward other hacking at NOTW in mitigation. Coulson can't remember 
being told this. 

09/11/06 Goodman records a phone conversation with Coulson 

Coulson: "one thing from that meeting.... that [NI lawyer] passed on" on tape suggests NI lawyer met Goodman at Carluccio's 
the day before. 

"I see it here in black and white so I'm sure that's right" says Coulson of NI lawyer briefing him on meeting Goodman at 
Carluccios 

Transcript of taped conversation: Coulson says Goodman losing his job "not a foregone conclusion" Goodman "I don't see how 
that's possible" 

Taped conservation between Goodman and Coulson talks about the misunderstanding about providing the prosecution papers 
to NOTW. 

Coulson denies keeping a job offer open to Goodman to stop himself being named as being involved in Mulcaire phone 
hacking. 

Coulson "disagrees" with Spens' suggestion he was keeping job offers open to keep Goodman "on side" 

Coulson on tape reiterates that he has "every intention" to employ Goodman after trial because of his "duty of care" 

Coulson says he genuinely felt a "duty of care" after "applying pressure to Clive" 

Coulson concedes that Goodman's actions were in breach of PCC, but "can't date with any certainty that he was going to plead 
guilty" 

"It sounds very legal" says Spens of 'duty of care' "It was my feeling" says Coulson: "and I genuinely felt that way...after my 
resignation" 

"You have it from me.... I absolutely see a future for you here" says Coulson on taped phone conversation to Goodman prior to 
guilty plea 

"In broad terms... management were certainly aware" Coulson says of these offers of future employment to Clive Goodman in 
2006 

Connections to Thurlbeck and Miskew 

10/11/06 NI lawyer writes to Coulson about Goodman's case and prosecution papers. 

NI lawyer refers to "five lever arch files" of prosecution evidence against Goodman in 2006: he's found connections to 
Thurlbeck and Miskw 

BREAKING: NI lawyer discovered connections in Goodman prosecution papers to Miskiw, Thurlbeck and others in November 
2006 

Coulson asks NI Lawyer if "there's nothing else that could help or hinder" in 2006: he "doesn't remember" being personally 
concerned 

Coulson email in Nov 2006 says he's sending Kuttner and another senior NOTW exec to inspect 5 lever arch files of Goodman 
prosecution case 

A break in #hackingtrial to find missing papers. 10 minute break. 

Spens shows jury a 22/11/06 document "exactly a week before Goodman was going to plead guilty at this court" from NI lawyer 
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"He will feel greatly inhibited if I'm there" says NI Lawyer about attending Goodman's legal conference a week before court 
hearing 

Spens asks Coulson if he had a previous conversation with NI lawyer about Goodman's essay: "the email certainly suggests 
that" says Coulson 

Coulson agrees it's "certainly a likelihood" that Goodman's lawyer Brandman told NI lawyer about Goodman's five page essay 

Coulson says he doesn't know why Goodman would feel "inhibited" by NI lawyer. "I don't believe I knew exactly what was in the 
essay" 

Spens adduces the five page essay written by Goodman: "I think it's 5 weeks since jury have seen it" "Quite recent then" jokes 
Saunders 

Goodman's November 2006 essay contends he got Coulson's agreement to use Mulcaire and the NOTW "used transcripts of 
his messages" 

"It's very likely" says Coulson that NI lawyer "reported back to me". Around that time they probably knew Goodman was going 
to plead guilty 

Spens asks whether Goodman's being 'inhibited' about NI lawyer didn't put Coulson "on alert". Coulson "I don't know what I felt 
at the time" 

Issuing of Public Statements 

25/11/06 Coulson is preparing a public statement - he agrees by this time he must have known about Goodman's guilty plea 

25/11/06 Coulson emails NI lawyer with public statement on hacking: "I put in place guidelines to make sure these methods 
were not deployed" 

Coulson says that he had "in mind the School of Excellence" about these prior guidelines about phone hacking. 

Coulson says he "can't remember a specific document" for training sessions. "There would have been guidelines about PCC 
and... privacy" 

Spens asks how guidelines were reinforced after Goodman arrest: 'My memory is we sent an email out to staff.... on voicemail 
interception" 

Coulson says this email has not been found though. 

Coulson accepts that Legal comments on his public statement in Nov 2006 on phone hacking show NI Lawyer "concerned not 
to upset Mr Goodman" 

27/11/06 Coulson emails NI exec with draft statement. He's dropped reference to guidelines being in place before Goodman 
arrest. 

Spens adduces same email with further comments between NI exec and Andy Coulson: "Will my statement cause a problem 
with Clive?" 

Coulson write about wording his statement in a "problematic way". "If I had something specific" he says, "I would have put it in 
memo" 

Coulson denies that by "problematic" at this point he wasn't think Goodman was going to implicate him. 

27/11/06 Coulson emails Kuttner, senior NOTW journalist and NI lawyer with another draft of public statement. NOTW journo 
replies next day 

NOTW journalist talks of Goodman's ability to "throw spanners" after guilty plea, and amends Coulson's public statement with 
CAPS. 

Spens points out that senior NOTW journo apparently didn't know Coulson had put in any measures to prevent phone hacking. 

Coulson says CAPS amendments are copy edits. He thinks subsequent comment on Goodman punishment in same vein. 

Saunders asks if NOTW journalist "expected Goodman to be sacked?" after guilty plea. "I don't remember that" says Coulson 

28/11/06 Coulson emails NI exec with new amendments to public statement. 

NI exec inserts word "rules" rather than "guidelines" over phone hacking in Coulson's public statement over Goodman's guilty 
plea in 2006. 

Justice Saunders points out that public statement included phone hacking being a "sacking offence" 

28/11/06 Coulson emails NI exec again with draft letter to Sir Michael Peat: mentions "additional measures so these offences 
not repeated" 

A minute later on 28/11/06 Coulson replies to NI exec with another draft apology - the final version released the following day 
Spens says. 

Spens says Coulson has, over three days of redrafting public statement, "dropped" any reference to "previous measures being 
in place" 

Coulson says the dropping of "previous measures" was "on legal advice" because Goodman might be upset - not because it 
was untrue. 
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Goodman pleads guilty 

29/11/06 Goodman pleads guilty. But now is planning a "plea of mitigation" 

Coulson says previous guidelines he put in place were contained in the School of Excellence 

Spens says Goodman's guilty plea was "an opportunity" to dismiss him. "There was grounds to do so" says Coulson. 

NI lawyer talks about Goodman "straying off the preferred line" in his "quiet chats with probation service" 

"By this stage the thought was in my mind that I might resign aswell" says Coulson denying the "things are going so well" email 

Coulson says this is a reference to media coverage at this point. Spens suggests it went well in other ways. "No it was a 
disastrous day" 

02/12/06 NI lawyer emails Coulson: "I plan to get him out for lunch... with Warren perhaps" 

Spens cites a series of emails between Brooks and Coulson on the day of Goodman's guilty plea: "it's all going so well today" 

Saunders points out that Coulson's accusation that Goodman was 'lying' about other NOTW editors hacking now appears to be 
true. 

Coulson says he means his state of mind now. 

Coulson says he didn't know what NI Lawyer's "preferred line" was - though he agrees he replied a minute later without 
confusion 02/12/06 

NI lawyer explains to Coulson in email that he had information from Henri Brandman, Goodman's lawyer, about what he said to 
probation 

Coulson says his NI lawyer had known Henri Brandman for a long time, and agrees NI were paying those bills. 

Coulson asks NI lawyer if Henri Brandman would be present at Goodman's probation officer meeting: "I was just curious" says 
Coulson. 

"I reject that with respect" says Coulson to Spens suggestion he was desperate to know what Goodman was saying to his 
probation officer. 

"I had a genuinely based view probation service was no friend of NOTW" says Coulson of email. He says that view now 
paranoid and mistaken 

Spens asks why Coulson why he wanted Goodman to know the probation service was "no friend of NOTW": 

Coulson denies trying to put off Goodman talking to probation service with this message: "I was wrong, being unfair to 
probation service" 

12/12/06 conference at Kelsey Fry's chambers with Goodman, Brandman and NI lawyer: Coulson thinks it "quite likely" he 
knew of meeting. 

Coulson accepts that, if NI lawyer said he wouldn't take Goodman back if he talked, "it sounds like a threat". But he didn''t 
approve it. 

Coulson says that it would "entirely logical that if... Goodman says he would implicate me.... how could we continue to employ 
him?" 

Coulson says he doesn't know what the NI lawyer is doing now. 

30/12/06 to 02/01/07 emails about Goodman's probation hearing - Coulson knew the date: "I was concerned, certainly, at this 
stage" he says 

02/01/07 email from Goodman to Coulson about catching up. Coulson says meet NI lawyer. 

Coulson agrees he passed on a message to Goodman through his lawyers that he wanted to see him in the new year 2007 

03/01/07 Coulson emails NI lawyer "do we have any news on Clive's probation meeting?" "Why were you so keen to have 
news?" asks Spens. 

"I can't pretend not to have had an interest in this" says Coulson of Goodman probation: "but can't say I was keeping a very 
close eye" 

"I'd also decided to bring a 20 year newspaper career to an end at this time" says Coulson. 

Saunders explains to the jury, to avoid confusion, that the NI lawyer is not Coulson's lawyer, but represented the company. 

NI lawyer replies to Coulson that Brandman has told him that the "who knows" subject didn't arise in Goodman's meeting with 
probation 

Coulson accepts that "by now" the "who knew" element meant "who knew about phone hacking. 

Coulson replies to NI lawyer: "Don't forget to fix up meet with Goodman as soon as possible". Coulson "don't remember what 
the purpose was" 

Coulson says "I didn't want to cut Goodman adrift" at this point. He denies it was about keeping Goodman "on side" till 
sentencing. 

Court resumes 9.30 tomorrow. On Monday won't start till 11.30 
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Friday 25 April 2014 

Summary 

The Cross-Examination of Andy Coulson Continues 
Counsel for Clive Goodman continues questioning Andy Coulson 
Coulson questioned on his consideration of resignation 

The Prosecution Cross-Examine Andy Coulson 
Coulson questioned about affair with Rebekah Brooks 
Miskiw, Thurlbeck and the Milly Dowler Story 
Police Interviews 
Coulson's Desk Diaries 
School of Excellence and Dark Arts 
Coulson questioned on the Milly Dowler Story 
Coulson questioned on Glen Mulcaire 
Neville Thurlbeck and the Blunkett voicemails 

The Cross-Examination of Andy Coulson Continues 

Counsel for Clive Goodman continues questioning Andy Coulson 

Back at the #hackingtrial with an early start because we'll break at lunch today and the afternoon devoted to legal argument 

David Spens QC, for Clive Goodman former NOTW Royal Editor, continues his cross examination of Andy Coulson, former 
NOTW editor 

Justice Saunders says "I'm giving up on numbering...." over new pages inserted into Goodman's defence bundle. 

Coulson questioned on his consideration of resignation 

We're now at Christmas period 2006 when, Coulson has said in previous evidence, he was thinking of resigning. 

02/01/07 article by Roy Greenslade about 'phone message tapping' cited by Spens "Questions the PCC must ask the NOTW" 

Greenslade asks if "any other NOTW reporter tapped phones.... or used someone... did NOTW execs or staff know.... internal 
investigation" 

Coulson agrees that these were "all perfectly reasonable questions for the PCC to ask" but he'd already decided to resign - but 
not told NI 

Coulson "I didn't do anything to my mind to prevent the PCC asking questions if they proposed" - but he resigned and questions 
weren't asked 

Coulson says "I'm not the PCC was on my mind when I resigned" in regard to questions which could have exposed previous 
Thurlbeck questions 

09/01/07 NI lawyer emails Coulson about Goodman unable to meet. "Keeping you posted" says Spens. Coulson: "Appears to 
be so, yes" 

13/01/07 Coulson emails NI exec his 'final thoughts' after discussing previous day "our plan will only work... if there's a clean 
break" 

14/01/07 Coulson emails NI exec with draft resignation letter: "a few issues have come to mind over the weekend" 

14/01/07 draft resignation letter Coulson takes "ultimate responsibility" for Goodman: "I knew nothing of Clive's illegal actions" 

15/01/07 Coulson emails NI exec again "if my resignation is to play out in the way we both hope, our discussions will have to 
remain secret" 

Coulson explains the plan - he didn't want news of his resignation to leak out before Goodman's sentencing. 

Spens suggests that "if Mr Goodman knew you were to resign his faint prospect of keeping employment would go." Coulson: 
"wasn't on my mind" 

Justice Saunders wonders if another interpretation would be Coulson wanted terms of severance to be kept secret. Coulson 
thinks not a factor 

21/01/07 Coulson emails NI Exec "I also want to remove the mention of my not knowing what Goodman was up to... provoke 
Clive" 

Coulson's resignation statement now has been amended to omit the line "Although I knew nothing of Clive's illegal actions they 
were wrong" 

Spens says the omission of this line is because he was "fearful of provoking Mr Goodman into telling" "No, that's not true" says 
Coulson 

23/01/07 NI Lawyer emails Coulson: "Clive will prob be couple of hours... but need to work out with you what... I say about 
future" 

Coulson replies that NI Lawyer should keep NI exec informed about meeting with Goodman. 
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Spens: "Why should [NI lawyer] work out with you.... what needs to be said" Coulson: "I knew I'd no longer have any say over 
Clive's future" 

Coulson denies not telling Goodman about his resignation because of what he feared Goodman might say. 

26/01/07 Goodman's sentencing hearing - in his mitigation had no reference to Coulson's knowledge or approval. 

05/02/07 Goodman is dismissed by NI exec. Coulson says it came as a surprise to him. 

Spens suggests Coulson was "keeping the lid" on Goodman "all the way through" from previous august. 

Coulson agrees he got three years salary as his severance from NI: and pound;600k. 

Coulson says the phrase "rogue reporter was no coined by me.... I used it in the context of Goodman going behind my back" 

Spens says Coulson's rogue reporter line was untrue for two reasons because he knew about Thurlbeck: knew about hacking. 
Coulson denies this 

Coulson adds that, in addition to his wife and NI exec, he spoke to Rebekah Brooks about his resignation in 2007 

The Prosecution Cross-Examine Andy Coulson 

Coulson questioned about affair with Rebekah Brooks 

Edis now takes up cross examination of Coulson, starting chronologically going back to 1998 and his relationship with Brooks. 

Edis cites the 2004 Brooks letter to Coulson: "I don't remember receiving it" he confirms. 

Edis asks if Brooks' phrase "I've been waiting six years for you" was true? 

Coulson says relationship started in 1998 - ended soon after - started again possibly end of 2003. "From 2004 onwards..affair 
did continue" 

Coulson says the affair with Brooks continued until 2007 when he left the NOTW. 

BREAKING: according to Coulson his affair with Rebekah Brooks lasted, on and off, nine years from 1998 to 2007 

Coulson says that he had a "different interpretation" of their relationship to Brooks over "six years waiting". 

Coulson says that by the time he arrived at NOTW he and Brooks "had a very close relationship" 

Edis points out how Coulson used the word "we" in his description early years of NOTW: "We were a team.... but don't want to 
overstate 'we' 

Miskiw, Thurlbeck and the Milly Dowler Story 

Coulson says the elevation of Miskiw to investigations editor in 2000: "we needed to find another role for him" 

Edis asks of Miskiw: "Was he good at investigations?" Coulson: "I didn't think the investigations unit was charging on all 
cylinders" 

Edis turns to the "problem" of Thurlbeck that summer of 2000: he'd been prosecuted and acquitted of a criminal offence" in July 
2000 

Edis points out Thurlbeck was prosecuted for paying a police officer, but acquitted because no evidence of payments. 

"Everyone at NOTW knew... because of traumatic event, paying policemen was an absolutely no-no" says Edis. Coulson 
agrees. 

Edis says "anyone paying police officers should ring very loud alarm bells": Coulson: "It should have done". 

Coulson agrees that it's "very possible" he moved Milly Dowler story: "I'm quite happy to agree that... I was responsible" 

"That means you were aware of the content of the first edition" says Edis of Milly Dowler story. Coulson agrees he made a 
judgement. 

"That judgement wasn't just about the content of the story... but about the mix of the paper" says Coulson. 

"I think it's possible that I read it" says Coulson. Saunders points out that he moved it because of hoax content - i.e. hoax 
voicemail 

Coulson accepts that he knew that Thurlbeck hacked Blunkett's voicemails. 

Coulson says he remembers discussing Nine Consultancy, but can't remember which budget. 

"I don't accept there was any conversation to continue Nine Consultancy... I inherited Nine Consultancy" says Coulson. 

Edis points out that Nine Consultancy wasn't in the budget till 2001. "There was a mention... at some point" says Coulson. 

Coulson accepts he "agree retainer... that turned out to be the Alexander payments": though he says he never knew the name. 

"I accept that I agreed this trial period should happen" says Coulson of Goodman project with Mulcaire. 

Police Interviews 

Edis asks why Coulson didn't give his "innocent explanation" of these things to the police. 
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"Mr Coulson, you are a powerful and intelligent man: not the kind of person to meekly take advice" Edis on Coulson's no 
comment to police 

"I'm not a lawyer" replies Coulson "and I was happy to take advice" 

Edis reads out Coulson's prepared statement on his arrest on 08/07/11 expressing disappointment over his arrest over phone 
hacking. 

Coulson's prepared statement says in 2011 "I want to deal with all the allegations... but have been advised not to respond" 

"What do you think you were achieving... saying no comment every time they asked you about Mulcaire... a disastrous course" 
says Edis 

"It was a pretty traumatic time, and I was following the advice of my lawyers" says Coulson. 

Edis points out police caution that no comment interviews could lead juries to suspect "you'd all make it up since" 

"I followed legal advice, that's all I can say" says Coulson of his no comment interviews. 

Coulson points out "I'd made approaches to police to talk voluntarily... to avoid a traumatic experience at home"? 

"It wasn't much of a surprise" says Coulson of his arrest: "Because I'd read it in the Guardian the day before. But still traumatic 
event" 

Coulson says there was not much disclosure from the police. Edis: "How much disclosure did you need to tell the truth?" 

"You avoided making any admissions about Blunkett, Milly Dowler, Alexander payements, because you hoped they wouldn't 
find out" says Edis 

Edis says the evidence on Blunkett is so "overwhelming... you had to make the admission". "No, I made the admission 
honestly" says Coulson 

Coulson doesn't accept Edis suggestion he made the Blunkett admission right at the end of the process. 

Coulson "can't remember" if he spoke to Brooks when he knew he was to be arrested: "It's possible" 

Coulson describes the events of early July 2011 and Milly Dowler story a "terrible time" 

"It was under your watch that he got his first contract" says Edis of Mulcaire: "You two were working together" 

Edis points out that Kuttner has a medical condition affecting his memory: "there's nothing wrong with your memory is there?" 

Coulson says he felt "profoundly depressed" about closure of NOTW, but accepts its possible he talked to Brooks. 

Edis says Coulson made a "prepared statement criticising the police ... is that a strategy you had discussed with Mrs Brooks?" 
Coulson "No" 

Coulson's Desk Diaries 

Edis turns to Coulson's 2005 desk diary "relied upon as evidence" in previous testimony. 

"Where are the others?" asks Edis of Coulson's other desk diaries. "They're with my solicitor" says Coulson. 

Edis asks how Coulson ended up with his desk diaries after his resignation in 2007? 

Edis asks where Coulson's desk diaries were on the day of his arrest. "On that day your house was searched and no 
documents discovered" 

Coulson agrees that as an editor he still used notebooks. He doesn't think he did with Blunkett conversation. 

Coulson agrees that the Blunkett conversation was "off the record" but he knew it was being recorded: but he thought notes 
'inappropriate" 

Edis points out that Coulson takes a lot of notes on his laptop: "Where are your notes from your time as Editor and Deputy 
Editor of NOTW?" 

Coulson says that after his departure from NOTW in 2007 his PA took his notes and diaries to her home. 

"I don't remember there being any notebooks... I don't remember if I gave any notebooks to my solicitor from time at NOTW" 
says Coulson 

Coulson says a couple of weeks later he went over to his PA: she had a punchbag, loads of photos, awards, various things 

Edis points out there are no notebooks in existence from Coulson's 7 years at NOTW 

"Are there any notebooks in existence?" asks Edis. Coulson says he has notebooks from his time in politics. 

"I'm not saying I never wrote notes" says Coulson: "I've never been a big note-taker, and certainly wasn't as an editor" 

Edis inserts a new page into the bundles for the jury. 

Edis turns to 25/11/06 email from Coulson to his PA asking her to print out his drafts email inbox 

Edis explains - to those who might not know - how a drafts folder where an email is "composed but not sent" 

Coulson agrees the drafts folder was where he kept personal stuff: even his PA didn't know the password to his email. 

25/11/06 was just a few days before Goodman was going to plead guilty. He can't remember deleting them, but wanted hard 
copies of emails 
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Coulson says "there were some things in there to do with my business" and "some of those drafts touched on my work as 
editor" 

"Where are they?" asks Edis of these drafts. "With my solicitor" says Coulson. He engaged that solicitor after he resigned from 
Downing St 

A lot of snapping of ring binders as new pages added to burgeoning bundles. Coulson "getting a bit lost": Edis replies "I don't 
blame you" 

Coulson confirms he kept some contemporaneous documents for years after NOTW resignation and gave to solicitor in 2011. 

Coulson says that he has not only provided the 2005 diary from these documents, but a fuller copy of his Think Tank memo. 

Edis explains that the prosecution copy of this memo was partially illegible: Coulson's copy comes from his drafts folder during 
the trial 

School of Excellence and Dark Arts 

Edis asks about this "School of Excellence' event at NOTW since we're on this topic. Coulson confirms it was the first time it 
happened. 

14/09/04 is the date of this document: there's another email referring to a January 2005 event: "it was a regular process.... 
monthly" 

Edis asks who was going to brief the NI lawyer about the School of Exellence on "dangers of dark arts": Coulson can't 
remember it was him 

Edis asks what Coulson meant by 'dark arts': he says surveillance and other subterfuge fell under that category. 

Edis "This is just 2 months after you discovered Thurlbeck hacking... did you mention that" Coulson: "I don't remember it being 
discussed" 

"Shouldn't it be the top of your agenda" asks Edis: "that hacking phones won't do". "They should have known that" says 
Coulson 

Coulson confirms he told NI lawyer and NI exec about Thurlbeck hacking: he thinks it's possible he might have told someone 
else. 

Coulson says the admission of the Thurlbeck hacking is in his defence case statement from July last year. 

Edis says Coulson only admitted to Thurlbeck hacking after seeing the prosecution evidence from Blunkett and NI safe 

Coulson accepts these two new bits of prosecution evidence came well before the trial. 

Coulson accepts his admission of moving Milly Dowler story only happened recently, after defence statement. 

Coulson says "internally I was always clear I had authorised retainer" for Alexander project. "Internally. what do you mean?" 
asks Edis. 

Coulson accepts that it was "only in this witness box" that he publicly acknowledged Alexander payments 

15 min break 

Coulson questioned on the Milly Dowler Story 

Back after the break at #hackingtrial - Andrew Edis QC, for the crown, continues his cross examination of Andy Coulson. 

Edis adduces the green newspaper bundle for two different areas of the case against Coulson 

Edis summarises NOTW production cycle - live sport has to wait till end of the week. 

Edis talks about the back of the book - the furniture - like gardening "isn't dynamic in the same extent as a football match" 

"Very little breaking news on the gardening front" agrees Coulson. Pages 1-37 are the main news sections. 

"The focus for three days of the working week are on these 37 pages of the paper" says Edis of News, Features and 
Columnists. 

Coulson agrees two NOTW Friday conferences focus on the front of the paper: he goes to week April 2002 when Coulson took 
over from Brooks 

"You'd be extremely keen to make sure you got it right" says Edis of NOTW. "I'd also make sure I got it on time" replies 
Coulson. 

"Publishing things that turn out not to be true is a major hazard for a newspaper... a thing you really want to avoid" says Edis. 

Coulson agrees over the importance of accuracy. Edis asserts that phone hacking a good device to make sure things true. 
Coulson disagrees 

Front page of 17/04/02 NOTW had a splash on Beppo leaving Eastenders that cost and pound;30k: "Not a particularly mind 
blowing story" says Edis. 

"Not a bad splash" says Coulson. He agrees that Brooks was involved in Beppo story. 

Coulson agrees with Edis: "If Milly Dowler had been found alive... this would have been a better story than Beppo" 

Coulson agrees that the misplaced "father theory" was in his mind at the time: Edis says she could have run away. 
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Coulson agrees that what happened in Telford on that Friday would have changed the story: 7 journalists sent there. 2 in 
London plus Kuttner 

"It sounds like there was quite a lot of interest in it at NOTW" says Edis of the 11 journalists working on it. 

"The only people who would take this seriously were if they heard the voicemail" says Edis. Coulson: "I don't know what 
Thurlbeck thought" 

Coulson denies that he would have known about all these regional journalists. Thurlbeck was acting editor. 

Coulson says he couldn't "micromanage" journalists, but thinks that the Dowler story arose in "general terms" in news 
conferences. 

Edis says journalists dispatched between Friday conferences: "Did no one say if we find her, what do we do about Beppo 
boss?" 

Coulson can't remember who told him about the Telford story - only his reaction it was nonsense. 

Coulson can't remember anyone saying that. He says it was clearly "nonsense" - her fate had been clearly publicised. 

Coulson cannot recall anyone saying "no it's true because": "It's 12 years ago, I can't remember the conversation, only that it 
was nonsense 

"So you can only remember that bit of the conversation?" says Edis. 

Edis turns to politics on page 2, glamour on page 3, 4 and 5 page splash on Beppe (not much reading): 6 and 7 politics and 
opinion 

Page 8 is an ad: Milly is the whole of page 9 in this edition of NOTW: Coulson accepts "this is an important part of the paper" 

"It's a bit of new isn't it... it's a news story" says Edis of Milly story in this edition of NOTW. Coulson: "I would have wanted to 
cover" 

"Now we know this story came from a phone hack" says Edis: Coulson said at the time he thought it could have come from 
police. 

Coulson says he doesn't know who wrote the Milly story - Robert Kellaway had the by-line. He accepts he was "part of decision 
process" 

"I was heavily involved in the Beppe buy-up" says Coulson: "it's possible" that night editor reworked because of "new picture" 

Edis asks why - though it was an exclusive - who left the exclusive slug out of the Milly Dowler story: "I can't say at this 
distance" 

Edis says the removal of exclusive "was part of the process of hiding the real source": Coulson denies this. 

Edis cites an "assertion of fact" "at 10.13 am... a woman rang" in the story. "That isn't rubbish" says Edis. 

"It took the view the story was rubbish... I don't know if I read it from top to bottom" says Coulson: "a clear error in the mix of 
paper" 

Edis points out the article has "accurate quotations" from voicemails. Coulson says he "may have only read to fourth 
paragraph" 

"If you can't be bothered to read it, there's not much chance of your readers reading it" says Edis. 

"I absolutely made decisions on partial readings" says Coulson of NOTW. Edis moves onto to pages 10 and 11. 

Further pages in that NOTW editions have political column, SBS news, Beckham, and Sophie Wessex 

Coulson says he remembers the Sophie Wessex story from April 2002 

Edis turns to pages in the Brooks bundle which "splendidly" are consecutively numbered. Brooks emails Miskiw about Wessex 
story. 

18/04/01 Brooks email to Miskiw: "we have to be so careful and make sure everything we do is inside the law.... why did Greg 
need telling?" 

"I don't remember anything illegal in Sophie Wessex story" says Coulson: "It was a fake sheikh exercise" 

"We have to learn some lessons from Sophie" says Brooks in the email. Coulson says he remembered it being "quite 
complicated" 

Coulson reiterates there was "no hint of illegality" in Wessex story: "route absolutely laid out in story in the paper" 

Edis goes through the other pages NOTW on 17/04/02 - more news stories, promotions, a bit of glamour, Ad for the Sun, Ali 
Ross, Glamour 

Towards the end of the paper - page 30 - the story Coulson decided to move, and "where Milly ended up in final edition" 

Edis now turns to page 9 of 2nd edition - Milly story has been replaced by SBS story, Pierce Brosnan and three new "shorts" fill 
the page. 

Coulson accept this new page 9 is a "total redraw": the "benefit of the move.... alter the mix of the front half of the paper in 
mono pages" 

"The purpose being to bring a picture of a scantily dressed woman to page eleven?" asks Edis. "Yes," replies Coulson. 
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Milly story no longer a full page: timeline gone, and all quotations from voicemail. "That has nothing to do with content of story?" 
Edis. 

Edis asks why "verbatim quotations from voicemails were left out?" Coulson can't remember and doesn't know why. 

"I'm very sure of it" says Coulson of the mix of the paper being prime. He "doesn't remember" talking to Brooks about Milly 
story. 

Edis confuses Beppe with Beppo again: Coulson says both he and Brooks involved in that buy up that week. 

Coulson denies that Brooks would have been interested in Dowler story because it could have impacted on Beppe front page. 

"We did talk" says Coulson. "But it's an opportunity to show you can do the job.... I wouldn't have called her every five minutes" 

Edis says there are "quite lengthy conversations" during the important parts of NOTW production cycle. Coulson: "Yes, we 
would have talked" 

18/07/04 Edis turns to the Sven story - a buy up for and pound;150k for Fariah Alam. 

Week 1 of Svengate: Alam isn't mentioned. Week 2 after denials, looks like a cover-up "I think 'gate' massively overused by 
newspapers" 

Edis goes through the documents relevant to Milly Dowler from the Brooks bundle - the news schedules when Coulson acting 
as deputy 

According to News Editor, Thurlbeck's, internal NOTW list: he's got three reporters working on it, and two articles. 

The two stories are SA Milly and RS Milly - Sarah Arnold and Ryan Sabey - but Rob Kellaway credited, though claimed he 
didn't write. 

Edis points out that these two stories were written without benefit of police information: Coulson points out that Peter Rose 
crime reporter 

Edis suggests that the two friday evening stories written on the basis "Telford information true": "I don't know this" says 
Coulson. 

Coulson says a Sarah Arnold story appeared later: he thinks that the relative talking could be the Ryan Sabey story. 

That was 10/04/02 - a Sarah Arnold story on Milly appears on 17/04/02 - would have been discussed in conference Coulson 
agrees 

"I'm sure that Rebekah read the paper... I would hope the third edition so she didn't spot my mistake" says Coulson. 

Edis points out that the SAMilly story appears in conferences for rest of week - until replaced by SADowler on the Friday 

"Just to be clear the 'mistake' is something you've never mentioned until you went into the witness box" says Edis. 

Kuttner had spoken of a 'recast' story based on police info: he asks Coulson if this was the story? "Impossible to say" replies 
Coulson 

Coulson says he didn't know his managing editor was calling Shropshire and contacting Surrey Police. 

Coulson says he would have discussed the paper with Brooks on her return - "but not this specific story" 

Previous evidence has shown NOTW was offering a reward for Milly Dowler: Coulson agrees most likely he or Brooks would 
have to decide that 

Coulson questioned on Glen Mulcaire 

"That will do for Milly Dowler for a moment" says Edis. He now moves onto 18/08/02 and Geoff Sweet's article on Glenn 
Mulcaire. 

Justice Saunders disagrees the fate of Wimbledon FC was an unimportant story. 

The NOTW article in 2002 says "Glenn Mulcaire worked for NOTW investigations team" 

Coulson agrees that the Sports Editor would have put on his list for editors conference: but unlikely to have talked about it. 

"I know that's the least interesting sport page" says Coulson of Mulcaire article. "You're interested in football" says Edis. 

"A guy works for NOTW who plays football you've never heard of" says Edis. "You'd find that interesting" Coulson denies 
seeing it. 

Coulson says he never heard of Mulcaire's nickname 'Trigger' 

Edis cites a Dave Rigby email sending a PA story about Gordon Taylor "contacted by Scotland Yard.... hacked by "Glenn 
Trigger Mulcaire" 

"Not a very closely guarded secret" says Edis. "PA might have picked it up from a cutting" says Coulson. 

Edis turns to emails between Coulson and Goodman in January 2003 about acquiring a green book. 

Neville Thurlbeck and the Blunkett voicemails 

Edis asks Coulson to "cast his mind back" to July 2004 when he spoke to Neville Thurlbeck over Blunkett's voicemails. 

Coulson reiterates Thurlbeck's "potential story of Blunkett having an affair... with publisher of Spectator magazine" 
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"He then explained to me he knew this as a result of information from phone messages" says Coulson of Thurlbeck's call in 
2004 

Coulson: "I was shocked... I believed I used colourful language... and told him to stop... Blunkett close to the paper. Close to my 
boss" 

Coulson thinks it was "a combination of someone... close to my boss... and the breach of the privacy... that made me tell him to 
stop" 

Coulson says he would have been "less concerned" if it wasn't phone hacking. "I considered it to be a breach of privacy" says 
Coulson 

"Publishing stories about people having affairs is almost always a breach of privacy" says Edis. 

Coulson says "it's possible I asked other questions but I don't remember doing so" 

Edis "The fact there had been a shocking and intrusive investigation into the Home Secretary just vanished from your mind 
because of Sven?" 

"Telling them to stop doesn't actually address the problem because it's already done" says Edis 

"You never asked him where he got the voicemails from?" asks Edis. "Whether I asked him the question I don't remember" 
says Coulson. 

"You assumed he was doing it himself" asks Edis "That assumption wasn't based on anything at all." 

"You already knew you had Mulcaire on a retainer hacking voicemails" says Edis. Coulson. "That's not true... I didn't know 
about Mulcaire" 

Coulson agrees that he "failed" but does not accept he "turned a blind eye" over Thurlbeck voicemails. 

Break till 11.30 on Monday. 
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Monday 28 April 2014 

Summary 

The Cross-Examination of Andy Coulson Continues 
The prosecution questions Coulson on Thurlbeck and the Blunkett tapes 
Coulson asked if he lied to Blunkett 
Coulson's contact with Brooks at the time of the Blunkett story 
Coulson questioned on who knew about the tapes 
Coulson Recruitment of Dan Evans 
Turning Mobiles 
Cash Payments to Place Police and the Green Books 
The Gordon Taylor Story 
The Charles Clarke Story 
Budgets and Big Spends 

The Cross-Examination of Andy Coulson Continues 

The prosecution questions Coulson on Thurlbeck and the Blunkett tapes 

Back at the #hackingtrial: legal argument before the jury are in around 11.30 

Jury now back at #hackingtrial - Edis continues with his cross examination of Coulson and conversation with Thurlbeck 
24/07/04 

Coulson confirms he was "angry" with Thurlbeck for the Blunkett voicemails 

Coulson says Thurlbeck justified listening to the Blunkett voicemails because Kimberley Fortier/Quinn was publisher of 
Spectator 

Coulson "Given the fact Blunkett was a Labour supporter and the Spectator a Conservative magazine... it gave it some political 
justifcation" 

Coulson says this "political justification" was Thurlbeck's justification: to Coulson a later meeting between Quinn an Blunkett 
justified 

Edis asks about Coulson's statement that "I wanted any investigation that was happening to stop": that's what I communicated 
says Coulson 

Edis says "you didn't know what you were stopping?" Coulson: "I knew enough..." Edis" "He has hacking phone" Coulson: 
"Yes" 

Coulson didn't know phone hacking was illegal. But thought it was a serious breach of privacy "thought a risk... in legal 
parameters" 

"The primary concern in my mind was a breach of privacy... I didn't talk to [NI lawyer] on the 21st" says Coulson. 

"I accept as of the 21st it clearly didn't matter enough for me to do something about it.... But I believe... I stopped it" says 
Coulson 

Coulson denies he knew of Mulcaire's hacking since 2001 - "I did not know until after Clive Goodman's arrest" 

Coulson accepts he knew Greg Miskiw as head of investigations had "contacts": "Rebekah Brooks and I inherited Mulcaire" 

"I don't know if I ever gave thought to Greg Miskiw's contacts" says Coulson. "Did you know Greg had a man employed by 
NOTW?" asks Edis. 

"I assumed" says Coulson "Greg Miskiw... would have contacts in the area of investigations" 

Edis accuses Coulson of being "vague". Coulson: "I don't mean to be obstructive... but I can't place the time I knew Miskiw had 
a man" 

21/07/04 was the date Coulson heard from Thurlbeck about Blunkett voicemails. 07/08/04 he had another meeting with 
Thurlbeck. 

Thurlbeck "repitched" the Blunkett story, says Coulson with a "new public interest justification": "Blunkett distracted in his job" 

"He was sharing information... of a sensitive nature... terrorism" says Coulson having heard the Blunkett voicemail and a 
"terrorist arrest" 

Coulson says Blunkett's 'distraction' and 'terrorist arrest' never made it into the NOTW. 

Coulson also says the fact Blunkett was considering going public was important. "Where's the public interest?" asks Justice 
Saunders 

Coulson says "formed part of his judgement" that Blunkett was going to give up his privacy. Edis "Nothing at all to do with public 
interest" 

"If you decide to publish a story in the public interest, and leave all the public interest out, what did you achieve?" asks Edis. 

"It's full square in the public interest because of what it revealed" says Coulson. "And I suspect Mr Blunkett did too" he adds 
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"It was indicative of information that shouldn't be shared by a Home Secretary" says Coulson of Blunkett voicemails. 

"If it's something the public ought to know why didn't you tell them... This public interest stuff is just an invention" says Edis. 

"You've been through these voicemails looking for justification... long after the event" Edis. "No" says Coulson: "I went a 
different route" 

"I chose not to do that" says Coulson of avoiding calling for Blunkett's resignation - and not following that path was a "mistake" 

"The Home Secretary's whereabouts were often a matter of public record" says Edis. He confirms the GCHQ mention didn't get 
in NOTW 

Coulson says he can't remember how long the Thurlbeck conversation was: but he didn't ask what he had been doing. 
Coulson: "Clear to me" 

"I don't think we discussed the... methodology" says Coulson: "My view was 'What do we do about this?" 

"I'm sure I was surprised and shocked" says Coulson about phone hacking by Thurlbec. He doesn't remember any articles 
about phone hacking 

"I was interested in it" says Coulson about other articles on phone hacking around 2004: "May have turned page quickly not 
interesting to me 

Coulson says he disapproved of phone hacking at this time "sounded pretty lazy": 

Edis "Actually, what you thought Mr Coulson... this would make a cracking front page" Coulson: "I certainly thought it was a 
story" 

Coulson said he thought about Blunkett over weekend and waited to see if Blunkett would meet Kimberley Quinn: watched the 
address. 

"I didn't action it" says Coulson of watching Blunkett: "I wanted to know what happened at the meeting" (with Kimberely Quinn) 

"It showed the information was correct" says Coulson of surveillance of Blunkett and Quinn. 

"It was on half of one part of the story" says Coulson of meeting Blunkett. 

"Standing up is standard newspaper language" says Coulson. Edis asks what confirming a voicemail would be: Coulson "We 
need another source" 

Coulson says he still had "doubt" after listening voicemails: he spoke to Blunkett. "It was the conversation with Huw Evans" 
stood it up 

"He neither confirmed nor denied" says Edis. 

"I have to say I have some knowledge of this from the other sides" says Coulson: "If it's a story you don't engage with you put 
phone down" 

Coulson maintains of the Blunkett affair: "Mr Evans stood the story up... he's effectively quoted in the story" 

Edis turns to a legal note from NI and the "exclusive by Neville Thurlbeck Chief reporter" copy from NOTW files. 

Coulson says he's "not clear from this distance" how the final version of Thurlbeck story got into to paper - and the timing of this 
version 

Edis turns to two other versions of Blunkett's "passionate affair... with owner of right wing magazine" 

"This is not the story that appeared in the paper" says Coulson. Edis agrees: "passionate affair" became "secret affair" no 
naming of Quinn 

"I can't tell you the chain of events in terms of the precise copy" says Coulson of Blunkett NOTW story. 

Edis adduces a two page summary of the Blunkett story and ten pages of voicemail transcripts prepared by Thurlbeck. 

"I don't remember seeing them" says Coulson of Thurlbeck voicemail transcripts. 

Coulson says that meeting with Blunkett "to go to Sheffield of all places... took me away from paper that day" 

Edis says that voicemail transcripts would "prove exactly the story was true" Coulson says "just one side of the story" 

"I never took possession of any tapes. They were found in the lawyer's safe... all sorts of things go to lawyer's safe without my 
knowledge" 

Edis says of Thurlbeck transcripts "He wrote them for you". "For the laywer perhaps" suggests Coulson who cannot remember 
seeing them 

Coulson says he first discovered tapes were kept by NI lawyer as a result of this trial 

"I would have seen some copy on the Saturday... I don't recognise these versions" says Coulson. 

"Did he never say to you 'Hang on we've got these tapes in the safe'" asks Edis. "No," but he might have discussed other 
versions 

Coulson says discussions with NI lawyer focused on possible injunctions by Quinn; lawyer less concerned with Blunkett's 
privacy 

Edis summarises: "Blunkett is unlikely to sue us because he's a politician" Coulson says "that's too blunt.... more nuance to it" 
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Coulson cannot remember precise timing of conversation with NI lawyers, but it was before meeting Blunkett and publication. 

Coulson asked if he lied to Blunkett 

NI lawyers record of 13/08/04 includes 'Neville' while Coulson is talking to Blunkett: Coulson doesn't remember any mention of 
'tapes' 

"Had there been any meaningful conversation.. you'd need to know what was on the tapes" says Edis. Coulson denies this. 

"It's very likely I spoke to both of them on Friday" says Coulson of NI lawyer and Thurlbeck. 

"Were you lying?" asks Edis about Coulson telling Blunkett story was "absolutely true". Coulson says he was just trying to stand 
story up 

"I know this is true" says Coulson on tape to Blunkett. Edis: "Were you lying?" "I was being disingenuous" 

BREAKING; Saunders asks Coulson whether he lied to Blunkett about knowledge of his affsair: "Were you lying, yes or no?" 
Coulson: "Yes" 

Edis asks why Coulson did not tell Blunkett why he knew the truth from the voicemails: "I chose not to... it would lead to 
negative story" 

"The lawyer said there was a risk in regard to Kimberley Fortier's privacy" says Coulson. But didn't "specifically" say hid 
voicemails 

"Who decided to hide the origin of the story" asks Edis. "I did" says Coulson "in part because of legal advice". 

"[NI Laywer] didn't want anyone to know that NOTW had been hacking" asks Edis. "He was concerned about injunctions" 

Langdale intervenes over Edis' assertion that injunctions imply illegality. Saunders explains the basis of the law to the jury. 

"It was decided to hide what had been done to avoid legal action" says Edis. "Partly" replies Coulson. 

"You've been trying to suppress what happened ever since" says Edis. "No" says Coulson. 

Edis reads a supportive leader from NOTW from Coulson saying that affair wasn't undermining Blunkett's role. 

Edis quotes more of the Blunkett supporting leader. Coulson says you can have a public interest to "cause a debate" 

Coulson assumes Weatherup would have know about the tapes along with NI lawyer and Thurlbeck and himself. 

"I don't want to suggest someone knew when they didn't" says Coulson. 

Edis asks about Miskiw, then demoted to Manchester - Mulcaire still got and pound;105k per annum. "I had no involvement in 
that" says Coulson 

"The size of the Manchester operation didn't justify" the payments to Mulcaire in 2004 agrees Coulson. 

Edis shows jury phone call schedule which shows mobile to mobile contact between Coulson, Brooks in July/August 2004 
around Blunkett story 

Brooks phone records not available so this is mainly from Coulson's billing 21/07/04 - call with Brooks. Thurlbeck then calls 
NOTW exec. 

Coulson agrees the NOTW exec knew about Blunkett story. 

06/08/04 Billing data: 15.45 Thurlbeck contacts Mulcaire frequently for about 40 min. "Is that because you've given Thurlbeck 
go ahead?" 

Coulson denies Thurlbeck Mulcaire contact was because he'd given Thurlbeck "go ahead" for more on Blunkett story. 

06/08/04 more contact between Coulson and NI exec. 07/08/04 Miskiw and Thurlbeck in contact with Mulcaire. 

Edis: "Did you tell Mr Thurlbeck to carry on hacking? "Carry on Hacking Neville..." Coulson: "Absolutely not" 

"So you're going to exploit it, but not repeat it?" asks Edis of phone hacking Blunkett. Coulson concedes that he in effect did 
that. 

Edis goes through the phone contact for the next week in which Quinn met Blunkett during an afternoon the following week. 

"It was pretty obvious through voicemails that they knew each other" says Edis of Quinn/Blunkett lunchtime meeting. 

Edis points out that lunchtime meeting 11/08/04 with Blunkett and Quinn was described as a "tryst" in NOTW. He called 
Blunkett 12/08/04 

Edis notes calls between Coulson, Thurlbeck and another NOTW exec on the week before publication of Blunkett story. 

Coulson accepts these calls with NOTW exec abroad could well have concerned the Blunkett/Quinn story. 

Coulson says this amount of contact with NOTW while on holiday wouldn't have necessarily been unusual 

Coulson's contact with Brooks at the time of the Blunkett story 

Edis cites texts from Coulson to Brooks evening before he goes to Sheffield (no records of her replies): "looks like a text 
conversation" 

There's a six minute convo with Coulson and NOTW exec. Two texts and a call to Brooks. Another call with NOTW exec before 
Blunkett meeting 
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"I wouldn't tell Rebekah the stories I was working on" says Coulson. 

"Are you saying that woman who wrote that letter" says Edis "would ruin your relationship for a story?" 

"There was no deal between the papers on this story" says Coulson of the trusting relationship between him and Brooks at the 
time. 

"It would be a hostile act from someone who like somebody as much as she liked you" says Edis of stealing Blunkett story for 
Sun. 

Coulson says Blunkett was a close friend of Brooks, and that's one of the reasons he didn't talk to her about it. 

"Rival newspaper editors... that's the state of the professional relationship between us" says Coulson of Brooks. "That's how it 
was" 

Break for lunch till 2.05 pm 

Coulson questioned on who knew about the tapes 

Back after lunch at the #hackingtrial with Andrew Edis QC continuing his cross examination of Andy Coulson for the 
prosecution 

Edis is still asking about the David Blunkett affair in the summer of 2004. 

Edis is referring to Thurlbeck's summary of the Blunkett story - no mention of terrorist arrests. 

Police transcripts of Blunkett tape include reference to terrorist suspect released - but not on Thurlbeck transcript. 

One Thurlbeck transcript dated and time suggests, despite Coulson's imprecation to stop, the NOTW was still hacking 
Blunkett's phone. 

Edis says Thurlbeck "wasn't keeping hacking secret was he?" Coulson says he doesn't know status of Thurlbeck notes. 

Thurlbeck mentions 'cameo' document for double checking Blunkett: Thurlbeck addresses a "you". Coulson doesn't accept it's 
briefing document 

Edis: "As at 15th August 2004 [NOTW Exec] [NI lawyer] Thurlbeck, Miskiw all thought phone hacking as all right by you?" 

"I don't think I sent a signal that phone hacking is all right by me" says Coulson. 

"I told Neville to stop twice," says Coulson... "and took it serious... did send a signal. I didn't take a blase attitude to this" 

Edis and Justice Saunders go through what Coulson said when Thurlbeck first told him about Blunkett's voicemail: "stop what 
you're doing" 

"I'm not claiming it was verbatim" says Coulson. 

Justice Saunders asks about journalists revealing to editors their sources - depends on journalists and their story says 
Coulson. 

"He was admitting something that could have ended in his dismissal" says Saunders of Thurlbeck's admission to Coulson to 
hacking Blunkett 

Coulson is questioned by Saunders on his previous assertion the "phone hacking was not justified in the public interest" 

"I thought there was justification... the product of listening to voicemail messages" says Coulson. 

"Bearing in mind Thurlbeck got it wrong" asks Saunders: "we're you concerned other journalists on the paper might take same 
wrong view" 

"Was there not a risk that other reporters on the news desk were doing the same thing because they also got it wrong?" asks 
Saunders. 

"Why didn't you do something about it?" asks Saunders. "With benefit of hindsight I wish I did" says Coulson. 

Coulson says his "school of excellence" wasn't about the "opportunities of the dark arts but the dangers of the dark arts" 

Coulson Recruitment of Dan Evans 

Edis points out the School of Excellence was a month later. A month after that 24/10/04 "you interviewed Dan Evans". 

"There was competition" says Coulson "the tension between News and Features didn't exist exclusively at NOTW" 

Coulson agrees both he and Brooks tried to reduce "doubling up" between News and Features. 

"I had no idea at all about what Dan Evans did in the past, or what he would go on to do at NOTW" Coulson on a journo has 
pleaded guilty to hacking 

Coulson says the meeting with Evans wasn't an 'interview'. He agrees that he approved Evans' recruitment. 

"I don't remember having breakfast with him, but I'm sure we had a cup of coffee" says Coulson of Dan Evans. 

"I authorised the hiring of Dan Evans" says Coulson. "But you have no idea why" says Edis. "I hired him as a feature writer" 
says Coulson. 
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Turning Mobiles 

Edis goes back to Dec 2002 and the fireman's strike: Gilchrist was leader Fire Brigades Union - he was hacked by Mulcaire, 
tasked by Miskiw 

Coulson cannot remember being interested in Gilchrist, and denies he was a political target of NOTW. 

Jan 2003 - Coulson replaces Brooks at NOTW: she goes to the Sun as editor. 

Edis adduces 15 pages of emails from 2003: a close working relationship with Clive Goodman at this time says Edis. 

Coulson says of Goodman at the time, from the 2003 emails about a leak: "I have no reason to mistrust him" 

24/01/03 email about Peat and "turning his mobile": Coulson cannot remember this story: "not that interested... not household 
name" 

Coulson repeats his understanding that 'turning' a mobile meant getting an address. "His address is in the green books" says 
Edis. 

Justice Saunders asks about "turning his mobile... was the phrase common in NOTW and the Sun?" Coulson: "Within NOTW" 

Coulson says he assumes it meant getting an address from mobile - though he can't remember the email 

Cash Payments to Place Police and the Green Books 

Edis inserts a new page in this bundle - though it's been seen before elsewhere. 

It's a Contributor Payment Form from NOTW from 21/01/03 'Anderson' - and pound;900: 'Palace Police Scrapbook' 

Edis asks about pseudonym: "Is it OK for this to be false" Coulson: "I wouldn't have a problem if it was a confidential source" 

Coulson says he can't see the reason for a false address on a cash CPR "no point... that was my understanding" 

"If a real name and address appeared.. it was checkable" says Coulson: "I didn't get involved in that" 

Edis cites 21/01/03 email from Goodman to Coulson about "green book" and palace policeman "handy in Peat affair... standard 
price and pound;1k" 

Edis points out "if that's true... the police officer has stolen a green book?" "If you take email at face value" says Coulson 

Coulson says he "didn't pay enough attention to this email.... brought back to me what it was like working with Clive" 

"You don't need to read much" says Edis: "one of our policemen has stolen a green book" 

"This another example of Clive's exaggerated approach" says Coulson: "and I rubber stamped it" 

"I still don't believe he paid a policeman" says Coulson. "Why would he admit to committing a crime when he hadn't?" asks 
Edis. 

"Because he exaggerated is sources" says Coulson of Goodman email being unbelievable. 

"Clive had... has a tendency to create drama where it's not necessary" says Coulson of Goodman. 

"What's he going to get out of claiming he's committed a crime" ask Edis. 

"Where is the policeman?" asks Coulson. Edis "Because he's been hidden by the bent system?" Coulson says they've failed to 
find one. 

"I never saw these books, never asked for them" says Coulson. He wasn't interested in "Peat affair" 

"I didn't apply thought specifically to who it was" says Coulson: "This is your first ten days in the job" says Edis. 

"What was the purpose of the editor approving... cash payments in these circumstances?" asks Edis. 

Coulson says he was asked to approve payments "for a variety of reasons": payment or buy out he might be interested in. 

Coulson says generally "at times... I would have had a concern about the money being spent... that there was value for money" 

Coulson says "cash payment is... was a system... founded on trust. And there's a risk trust can be abused." 

Coulson: "Two and a half years before this Thurlbeck was arrested for paying money to policeman... This is an absolute alarm 
bell in NOW" 

Coulson says there were "thousands of emails... decisions to be made, in not a black and white situation" 

Coulson says Edis has seen thousands of emails, but would have seen more had this been indicative. 

Coulson's email reply begins "This is fine" in 2003. "What was fine about it?" asks Edis. Coulson "The amount of money I 
suppose" 

Edis goes back 07/12/02 payment for Royal Research to Farish. 

Edis "There had been an earlier occasion in 2002 when you'd done exactly the same thing" Coulson; "But no evidence it was a 
police officer" 

"That's what you agreed to" says Edis. "I did not believe it was a policeman" says Coulson. 

"Whoever had stolen this and was selling this to you for and pound;1000, that was a crime" says Edis. Coulson: "I accept I 
should have looked harder" 
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"It's a source of regret to me" says Coulson about Green Book. "Perhaps you should have called the police" says Edis. 

Coulson says had he contacted police then they might have thought he was wasting their time. 

"This is fine. You said" points out Edis. "I meant the amount of money... and blockage with managing editor" says Coulson. 

Edis points out that Mulcaire was tasked to hack Sir Michael Peat, mentioned in green book email, the next day. 

Same day in the evening email from Goodman to Coulson: "Should have Peat's car reg... Greg's people turning mobiles" 

"It not just a source or a contact, but someone who could turn mobile numbers" says Edis. "Did you know Greg's had people 
then?" 

Coulson says that back then he would have assumed Greg Miskiw had sources. 

Edis asks if "turning mobiles" implies an invasion of privacy. Coulson says he'd never really given it much thought. 

An email from Goodman to another NOTW exec "suggests a degree of interest" from senior staff says Edis. Coulson agrees. 

Edis says Peat was investigated over a period of 10 days at least 02/04/03 from Goodman to Coulson "might hear later on the 
mobile" 

Coulson says this means "out of office hours". He assumed it came from Goodman's source, who he didn't know. 

"The acquisition of a Green Book for and pound;1k.. handy in the Peat tale... being investigated by Greg's people" says Edis: 
"you authorised" 

Coulson denies this. "That is why you didn't ask a single question," says Edis. "I certainly agree I didn't ask enough... but 
nothing else" 

Edis points out Mulcaire's money when up to over and pound;2k a week under the first Coulson NOTW budget. 

Coulson agrees Mulcaire's and pound;105k would "I would expected it to appear on a budget somewhere" 

"It was certainly a lot of money, but not for NOTW" says Coulson. Edis points out Goodman was paid less than Mulcaire. 

Edis moves on to Dec 2003 - when Miskiw goes to Manchester "but payments to Nine Consultancy go on unaffected. Who was 
using Nine?" 

Edis says there would have been another budgeting process in 2004: and a review of commitments to NOTW. 

Coulson says 04/05 budget was dominated by creating new pull out for TV listing. 

"I was very tied up with magazine process, and less tied up in line by line of NOTW news budget" says Coulson. 

13/01/05 "Dan Evans started work" says Edis. "I certainly would have said hi and had a chat with him" says Coulson. 

Email from Goodman, Edis says suggests he was phone hacking in early January 2005. 

Goodman email to Coulson says "health inf... scanned from Helen Aspery" 21/01/05 hack established. 

"I don't remember it, but I replied to it" says Coulson. He says "scanned" could be some kind of trick but didn't think was 
hacking. 

"Why all this confusing language" says Coulson of Goodman email: "If I knew Clive Goodman is hacking phones" 

"By this time you know all about phone hacking because of Neville Thurlbeck a few months earlier" says Edis. 

"I did not think this was an indication Clive Goodman was hacking anyone's phone" says Coulson. 

"With the benefit of hindsight I was careless" says Coulson. "There were loud clanging bells" says Edis. 

"One explanation was you couldn't care less" says Edis. "One explanation is that I was careless" says Coulson. "I didn't do 
enough" 

Edis goes through Harry's health problems. Saunders asks about "getting confidential medical information to put in a paper?" 

Coulson says "from this distance" he agrees the story was dubious. "The story would have been legalled" he adds. 

Coulson reads through the NOTW story about Prince Harry's injuries to see if there's a public interest angle on it 

"It is health information, but not of the most serious nature" says Coulson. "It seems Prince Harry has been telling people 
about it" 

10 minutes break 

Edis returns to his cross exam: "still in early part of 2005" 19/02/05 NOTW editor writes to Kuttner cc'ed to Coulson "cost cutting 
ideas" 

The NOTW journo suggests cost cutting for 2005/06 "payment to Greg's investigations man has to stop... said a million times" 

"This is telling you Greg has an investigation man costing and pound;100k a year" says Edis. Coulson says he paid less 
attention because only cc'ed. 

NOTW journo not "keeping it a secret" says Edis. Coulson agrees. Edis talks about the "million times": Coulson doesn't 
remember row. 

"It would be unusual for Greg to have a... and pound;100k contractor" says Coulson. 
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Edis says "what possible justification" for Miskiw in Manchester to have "an investigator earning more than he was?" 

"It's fairly obvious you were aware of it before that Greg has an investigations man" says Edis. "Quite possible" says Coulson. 

Coulson says it suggest this "man had some history with Greg.... but not that it's just for Manchester" 

"An educated guess" says Coulson: "Stuart has sent an email out... asking for idea how to recast their budget" 

"Greg's man... for and pound;100k a year... in Manchester" reiterates Edis. "Four days later.... about a leak... Someone hacking 
Paddy's voicemail" 

"This is the chap... who spoke about 'inf scanned'... now he's talking hacking Paddy's voicemail" says Edis of Goodman. 

"There's been scanning... ending up in NOTW... a month before this email" says Edis: 23/02/05 Goodman floats idea of "phone 
hacking" 

"The word hacking I don't think was in my mind till much later" says Coulson. 

"Some hacking Paddy's voicemail" writes Goodman. Coulson says you could read it as Goodman going to ring Harverson to 
find out. 

"It appears to me I'm only interested in the leak aspect" says Coulson. It's possible he didn't read the whole email. 

25/02/05 Nine Consultancy payments stopped. Coulson says this never came to his attention. "A bit of a row going on in the 
office" says Edis 

"You can't remember any of this" says Edis. Coulson says he can't recall any conversations about cutting Mulcaire payments. 

Edis adduces some Kuttner documents - generated by managing director - about the budget process. Coulson has vague 
memory of these. 

Coulson agrees they shouldn't have been regarded as an agenda for a meeting: Edis "No they're notes of a meeting that have 
already happened" 

Edis says there was a meeting on 24/02/05 where subjects such a cutting Nine Consultancy were discussed. 

Coulson says these budget meetings would have been "quite generic" 

Coulson does not accept he would discuss things like reducing news desk vacancies. 

"The meetings would go on forever" says Coulson of 23 budget items. 

Edis talks about cutting the column of a footballer "for a considerable sum of money I won't reveal... these were editorial 
decisions" 

Coulson says cuts would come from Sports and Magazine. Edis asks about 50 percent cut to Nine Consultancy on Budget 
document. 

Budget talks about Nine Consultancy being from "Greg": Coulson admits that "if I was the least bit interested" he might have 
connected 

"Why wouldn't you engage with a thing like that" says Edis of Mulcaire costs "when you were getting rid of famous left backs" 

Coulson reiterates he wasn't interested in NOTW astrologer who was being paid more than Mulcaire. 

On 50% cut Coulson concedes "there might have been some discussion of that". "In order to decide" says Edis "you've got be 
able to value it" 

"You've got to know what is it, and what has it got for us?" asks Edis. "If you'd made any enquiries.... he's the one who got us 
Blunkett" 

"He carried on getting his money" says Edis. "It was you". "Ultimately I was the editor" says Coulson. But he allowed depts to 
run budgets. 

"My primary concern would be the bigger picture" says Coulson: head count, marketing "a massive impact on my day to day at 
NOTW" 

"These were items... you did have discussions about" says Edis. "There was no dept head who wanted Nine Consultancy" 

"As far as I was thinking of Greg Miskiw... I was thinking of making him redundant" says Coulson. Edis: "Even less reason to 
keep his man" 

08/03/05 notes from another budget meeting from the day before with Kuttner evaluating the savings. 

"I can't differentiate between the two meetings" says Coulson. "I'm not sure the big issue 05/06.... but pretty sure it was DVDs" 

2005 Goodman emails to Coulson about Prince Charles wedding "my man in charge of invite vetting" 

Coulson points out this email is sent from Goodman to Goodman: "it's quite important if it didn't come to me" 

Coulson and Edis laugh about the 'Palace Nuts' story in the Goodman email - "I may well have lost my touch" says Coulson 
about interest. 

'Did you take a decision about the Palace Nuts?" asks Edis of the story as it appeared low down in NOTW. "I could have done" 
says Coulson. 

Another email of 08/03/05 Goodman mentions more palace directories available "usually pay a 1000 pounds each for them" 
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Coulson cannot remember this advance warning of another Goodman purchase of Green Books 

June 2005 Goodman email "One of our palace cops.... very risky thing to nick" Goodman chases Coulson who says "Fine" 

"I didn't believe he was paying a policeman... and I still don't believe he's playing a police... I'm displaying less interest" says 
Coulson 

"I should have interrogated it more" says Coulson. "It's a risky document for him to nick" reads Edis: "Pretty plain language" 

"I may not have read the email" says Coulson. "We're talking about five lines of terse prose" says Edis. Coulson "I 
rubberstamped it" 

Edis points out that at this point there's a "climate" around Goodman at this point: "by this time you'd be wanting to scrutinise 
carefully" 

"I should have done" says Coulson. "Why not?" asks Edis. "I'm telling the truth... I should have given it more thought" 

"It's absolutely as plain as a pike staff" says Edis of Goodman email: "Not if you're frustrated with someone" says Coulson. 

Edis talks of "other events" happening this Spring of 2005 

Edis has gone back to NOTW budget revisions in 2005 "someone has taken a decision 9 Consultancy will continue to get and 
pound;105k around May" 

The Gordon Taylor Story 

"One thing that happened that Spring is that Miskiw, Mulcaire and Thurlbeck carried out an investigation into Gordon Taylor' 
says Coulson. 

Coulson: "I'd put Gordon Taylor below Sir Michael Peat in terms of interest to NOTW" 

Edis says the news editors "put a lot of resources" into Taylor story "largely based on voicemails... and not printed" 

Coulson says of Gordon Taylor its "quite unusual for a paper to commit not to run a story... I was not interested in it" 

Edis points out transcripts of Gordon Taylor's voicemails sent to desk editors "yards from your office... did you know about 
that?" "No" 

Coulson cites another editor saying Gordon Taylor was a "splash": "it's not a story I was interested in... but every chance they 
presented" 

The Charles Clarke Story 

Edis says at the same time the Charles Clarke Hannah Pawlby story was live: his phone being hacked, Thurlbeck surveillng, 
Coulson calling 

Edis maintains it's unlikely Coulson was calling Charles Clarke to make critical comments about his successor at Education 
Dept. 

Coulson denies he called Pawlby over the affair: he could have been calling on Biggs or bullying or ID cards 

"3 ways of investigating the same person...all connected to each other" says Edis "the NOTW was hoping to do the next Home 
Secretary" 

"You know the phone hacking was going on the same time because one of them was your voicemail" says Edis of Hannah 
Pawlby surveillance 

Edis says the Biggs story was over because the Home Office has said there was already an application: Coulson was 
establishing if approved 

Edis: "You made a telephone call to contact a Home Sec.... and you can't remember why you did that? 

"All the time the NOTW calls the Home Office?" asks Edis. They agree on that. But the editor doesn't call the Home Secretary 
all the time. 

Coulson says he called Ministers all the time. 

Justice Saunders was about to adjourn. But a juror reminds him today we're sitting till 5pm 

Edis maintains that while Mulcaire was hacking Pawlby Clarke, Coulson was actively considering retaining him. Coulson denies 
this. 

Budgets and Big Spends 

Edis turns to "what is considered a lot of money for NOTW": Kuttner documents on 'big spends' and pound;15m on 'fixed costs' 

Edis says its the smaller costs you turn to "make cuts" because you can't really deal with fixed costs. 

"Special Inquiries at and pound;325k comes into that" says Edis of NOTW 'big spends'. "Mr Mulcaire right there at the top of the 
retainers" says Edis 

BREAKING: on 'big spends' at NOTW Mulcaire is in the top 5 earners along with political columnists agrees former editor Andy 
Coulson. 

But Coulson says a famous left back was on a similar sum and he had no input into cutting his column in 2004/5 

Next years budget documents at NOTW adduced by Edis 14/12/05 notes special payments for Goodman Royal info - i.e. 
Mulcaire and pound;24k per annum 
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Edis points out the and pound;500 pw to Mulcaire was within desk editor's budgets: "Why was it you who authorised it?" 
Coulson: "Natural follow on" 

Coulson says the news editor was not deliberately "left out of the loop" on Alexander payments. 

"I don't know" says Coulson of authorisation bypassing the news desk. "It did have the effect of concealing from News Desk" 
says Edis 

On this same list as Alexander payments is "Nine Consultancy" - the company is the second item in 2006/07 budget 
discussions at NOTW 

Coulson had previously said that Nine came up at one budget discussion in terms of saving money: he thinks it was Stuart 
Kuttner 

"That's not to say it wasn't mentioned more than once" says Coulson of Nine: "But I've given you my memory" 

Edis says that this 75% reduction for Nine Consultancy was followed by the splitting of payments "in the books" but Mulcaire 
got same money 

"This is a 4 page document prepared specially to it is easy to absorb" says Edis: "trying to find a saving of and pound;660k" 

Coulson says he would have engaged with the and pound;660k but "not the detail". Edis "but that saving is made of many small 
savings" 

"Two years running cuts were suggested to Nine Consultancy" says Edis: "But do you know how that was assessed?" asks 
Edis. 

"These discussions cannot take place unless people know what they're talking about" says Edis. Coulson remembers "Mr 
Winner" 

"That would have been a very difficult twenty minute conversation with Mr Winner" says Coulson of cutting his column. 

Edis points out there were only three cuts to News discussed that year - one of them Mulcaire. 

Edis points out that a news editor had changed his attitude to Mulcaire and Nine over 2005-06. Coulson never asked why he 
changed his tune. 

04/03/06 News Editor writes to Mulcaire extending his contract to 2007 "Happy now grumpy?" 

"You and Mr Kuttner were taking decisions about retainers... and special inquiries" says Edis. Coulson denies this: "I wasn't 
interested" 

"My concern... was how to compete with Mail on Sunday" says Coulson. "By having good stories" says Edis. "CDs were the 
main sales driver" 

"Some stories did add sale, but not very many. I don't think Blunkett was a very big sales driver" says Coulson. 

10 am tomorrow. Justice Saunders wishes the jurors best of luck with the Tube. 
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Tuesday 29 April 2014 

Summary 

The Cross-Examination of Andy Coulson Continues 
The Prosecution questions Coulson further on Phone Hacking 
Dan Evans hacking of Daniel Craig 
Clive Goodman and Royal Stories 

Justice Saunders informs the Jury of Clive Goodmans health 
Clive Goodman's continued evidence will be delayed 

Further Cross-Examination of Andy Coulson 
The Prosecution questions Coulson on Hacking of Royal Aides 
Coulson's phone rings in the dock 
The Calum Best Story 
Justice Saunders explains remainder of the trial 
Coulson questioned on the Arrests of Goodman and Mulcaire 

The Cross-Examination of Andy Coulson Continues 

The Prosecution questions Coulson further on Phone Hacking 

Back at the #hackingtrial - impressively the jury have managed to get to the Old Bailey despite the Tube strike 

Justice Saunders says "I'm sure you're the first jury to sit in this building today" 

18/09/04 was when Stuart Kuttner put to Simon Hoggart that he was having an affair with Kimberley Quinn. Coulson recalls 
talking to source. 

Edis says the source of the Hoggart story was via phone hacking. Coulson says there was another source - it was months later. 

Coulson is confident the Hoggart story was "legalled": but "new information emerged" by the time he published story in 
December 2004 

Edis points out Hoggart only few months after Blunkett affair. "I never considered that a story that came from phone hacking" 
says Coulson 

Email about 'Greg's Investigation Man' and the NOTW editor trying to cancel his payments. "Someone over ruled - who was 
that?" 

Coulson says he wasn't party to that decision. "You must have done" says Edis: "Who else would have done that?" 

"As a general rule I didn't get involved in those kind of decisions" says Coulson. "impossible for me to retrace my steps from 
this distance 

Edis if other NOTW executives would have had authority to cut payments to Mulcaire: "It's possible a number of people" 

"Without talking to you? Even though you were doing the budget?" asks Edis. "I can you tell you in politics...." says Coulson. 

"The budgeting processes are fixed. But it's not like that on a newspaper." says Coulson. Edis: "Were you incompetent... 
overseeing budget? 

"If you had and pound;12m to split between Features and News, who would make the decision?" asks Edis. Coulson says 
"those figures inherited yr to yr 

"There's only one person who can decide if a particular employee is creating value... and that's you" says Edis. "No, that's not 
my job" 

Edis adduces an email Coulson wrote to various desk heads - NOTW just won Newspaper of the Year award. 

Coulson 2005 email talks of "too many stories that fall in 'fine' category.. and not producing follow. We need a hit badly" 

Coulson wrote in 2005: "I'll try to find the resources" Coulson says he would have got that from Kuttner, perhaps his 
contingency fund. 

"I would not dispute that" says Coulson of 'big stories': "Yes they are important to the paper" 

Edis asks about an email to Coulson 25/05/05 about a (false) tip Hannah Pawlby having an affair with Charles Clarke 

Coulson said he didn't know Neville Thurlbeck was targeting Clarke: "It didn't register with me..." 

"The revelation of Blunkett was one of your top stories of 2004" says Edis "and here's another Home Secretary" 

Coulson says that Ian Kirby, political editor, was 'disbelieving' of Clarke allegations, and another NOTW exec "good friends" 

"Our tip gave us Pawlby's mobile, which I imagine Neville already had...." You know what Neville did with mobiles" says Edis. 

"Didn't it ring any alarm bells, "Oh dear, there's Neville doing that awful thing again?" asks Edis. Coulson: "No it didn't" 

01/07/05 New Contract with Nine Consultancy for and pound;105k signed by Thurlbeck who no longer had authority. Coulson 
didn't give it to him he says 
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06/07/05 email from Goodman to Coulson about police banning Queen from Garden: Coulson says story could have come from 
anyone who saw 

"It could have come from anyone who witnessed it" says Coulson. "It wouldn't have come from the Queen though would it?" 
says Edis. 

"Did you think he had sources in the Palace police" asks Edis. "No I didn't" says Coulson. He could have had a source. 

Edis points out that Coulson knew sources when it came to the Craig/Miller/Law story. 

"There are sources names all over your correspondence in NOTW" says Edis. Coulson didn't know who Goodman's sources 
were and didn't ask 

Edis cites Dan Evans email about Law/Miller story "inside info from Kelly Hoppen". Coulson doesn't know what "special checks" 
were. 

Edis asks what else "special checks" could me. "Talk to other sources" says Coulson. "Says to me journalist is carrying out 
checks" 

"The office cat knew what Dan was doing" says Edis. "We didn't have an office cat" says Coulson. 

"If someone hears someone in Kelly Hoppen camp is upset, you can't check it on wikipedia" says Edis. Coulson says talking to 
people 

"Mr Evans is a new employee, and he's done something special" says Edis. "It means nothing to me" says Coulson. 

Edis goes back to another 'palace cops" email from Goodman to Coulson. 

"Were you particularly interested in young Royals" asks Edis. Coulson confirms that as they were getting older stories could be 
published. 

"They were engaging with the media" says Coulson of Young Royals. "You've been a spin doctor" says Edis "so you know how 
it works" 

"Mr Goodman was well connected with the events of the Young Royals" says Edis of various stories. Coulson wanted him to up 
his game 

19/10/05 More Goodman email "Chelsey is driving Harry nuts.... we've been have a very quiet look at this.." followed by phone 
details, texts 

"Having a quiet look at this independently and it works" says Goodman email. Edis claims "quiet" means "secret", 

Email cites 60 calls and texts: Coulson accepts "from this distance" it could mean the phone billing records are being checked. 

Langdale intervenes: he has a full version of the email in Coulson's defence bundle. 

"This email is telling you in plain terms Mr Goodman has access to private records in reference to Chelsy" says Edis. Coulson 
reads email 

"It's not from this distance - it's what it says - the reference to phone records" says Edis. Coulson says email "loaded" with other 
sources 

Coulson says "phone traffic" was used on the paper occasionally. "With the benefit of hindsight I never applied my mind to it" 
says Coulson 

Coulson says he never did anything about 'traffic': "It fell into the data protection area... lot of confusion in the industry about 
that" 

Coulson says "the industry as a whole was in a state of confusion about the data protection act" 

Coulson says the NI lawyer "should take some responsibility" for not apprising him of the data protection act. 

"If you're just someone who uses the phone" says Edis "you wouldn't expect journalists to be able to go through your phone 
billing" 

"I didn't apply my mind to it" says Coulson. Edis points out the PCC protects privacy. "Here you are listening to talk about 
'traffic" 

Edis asks why they didn't put 'phone records' in the paper. Saunders asks whether it would have been a problem to do so. 

Coulson says he would have consulted lawyer about 'phone traffic' but accepts it was his responsibility as editor. 

"It's mentioned in writing, in black and white, in an email directed to you" says Edis. Coulson "Don't remember this story 
causing concern" 

Edis goes back to second Goodman email with a tip off about "a fantastic new way to William" - Coulson can't remember this. 

Goodman has a tip off contact whose son is going to a military cadet at Sandhurst at the same time as Prince William. 

"This doesn't register with me" says Coulson. Edis says "Goodman was trying to impress you with his performance" 

Coulson says "I have a memory" of Kuttner being concerned with cash payments, but can't remember an email talking about 
Goodman's payments 

24/08/05 Goodman email to deputy managing editor talks about three anonymous cash sources which being traced would put 
editor "in jail" 
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Coulson says Goodman seems to be making stuff up about jailing editor. "Did anyone speak to you?" asks Edis. "No," says 
Coulson. 

10/09/05 with a story about Tom Parker Bowles and Jordan getting married same day: Prince Harry allegedly joked "I'd rather 
be at Jordans" 

"Where you get this from?" asks Coulson in email. "It's a very important question" says Edis: tells you if true and whether 
privacy breached 

"I think Iipreaders are used generally in Royal Weddings and things like that" says Coulson. 

10 minute break 

Ten minute break at #hackingtrial somehow elongated to 30 mins 

Dan Evans hacking of Daniel Craig 

Edis now turns to the hacking by Dan Evans of Daniel Craig and Sienna Miller: Coulson doesn't remember anyone 
mentioning hacking by him 

Coulson denies the recollection of Dan Evans about playing him a tape of voicemails and sending back in Jiffy bag. 

In Coulson's diary he was at party in Brighton on the Tuesday - appointments with Hoon, Reid, and Brown "cancelled" on 
Wednesday 

Coulson: "I wouldn't say cabinet members diary rigidly reflects the meetings you have a conference" 

The last meeting for the wednesday has Coulson meeting Damian McBride: also marked CXL. 

Coulson is "not certain" he saw these people that year because conference in Brighton two years in a row. 

"It looks from this diary that they've been cancelled, and you don't remember" says Edis. 

Coulson says "it's unusual for ministers to cancel meetings with editors of national newspapers" 

Coulson's evidence is that he was at the Labour Party conference. On the Tuesday there was a hack of Daniel Craig's phone 

"They might have cancelled.... they might have more important thing to do like running the country" says Edis. 

Coulson "doesn't know he didn't" go into the NOTW office that Wednesday. He had been in Brighton with senior NOTW exec. 

"Conference weeks are unusual in that you have a number three stepping up" says Coulson of NOTW. 

Edis says the playing of the Sienna Miller voicemail "was quite an exciting moment for you." Coulson: "It didn't happen" 

Blunkett was at the conference at the time - we know because of a message hacking from Sally Anderson. 

28/09/05 'Blunkett's blonde' is on NOTW news schedule on the same week Dan Evans hacked Craig's phone: Anderson 
became a splash. 

Coulson says he knew nothing of hacking of Mulcaire's phone: Edis points out a new News Editor "is doing his own hacking 
from NOTW" 

"There's an awful lot of phone hacking now, and a lot of people working for you were doing it" says Edis. Coulson says he 
knows that now. 

Coulson accepts that Jude Law and Blunkett both made the front pages of NOTW that month. 

Coulson says Jude Law Sienna Miller was a 'drop splash' because of Bruno book. 

"We saw you asking the question 'how did we get this' over a trivial story... did you ask this about these two big stories" asks 
Edis. 

Coulson says Jude Law story came from sources, and Blunkett stories from watching hotel and Daily Mail. 

"No one is disputing there were human sources" says Edis, naming a series of NOTW journos. 

Edis goes to the actual NOTW Law/Miller/Craig story and the various versions. 

Email to Coulson about Dan Evans: "has played a crucial role in this story... became a valuable member of my team" 

Coulson says he doesn't know what Dan Evans had done. "Reignited interest through his checks" 

"I took the email at face value... for the quick reading I gave it" Coulson says of giving Dan Evans byline 

Coulson talks of a journalist just waiting in a hotel: "So you knew what she'd been doing, but you don't know what he'd been 
doing" 

Email in praise of Dan Evans speaks of bringing in stories on Jade Goody and Stephen Gerrard (he hacked the former and the 
second's agent) 

Email mentions "checks": "Didn't you want to know how he got these stories" asks Edis. "I don't think I did" says Coulson. 

Coulson agrees he made a decision to elevate Dan Evans byline. Edis says this is because of tape he played him. Coulson 
denies this. 
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Clive Goodman and Royal Stories 

"I don't think the pictures ever materialised" says Coulson. Edis: "Mr Goodman seems content... providing he doesn't get 
caught" 

Edis goes back to another Goodman to Coulson email on "William cadet dad" - a "long term police contact" of another NOTW 
journalist. 

These are about "pics" of William and fears if used the cadet will be kicked out of the army for selling photographs. 

The figure of and pound;10k is suggested for these William pics. "I think we should get it in as early as poss" writes Goodman 
to Coulson 

Edis points out a policeman and a serving cadet, NOTW and Coulson all included in this plan. Coulson says "I don't remember 
it" 

"Did you forbid him to do it?" asks Edis of payment. Coulson: "I don't think it got to the point where that decision was required" 

25/10/05 Coulson approves retainer for someone close to Young Royals. 

Coulson denies young Royals were "fair game": "I was advising restraint at some point... I remember an argument with Paddy 
Harverson 

Coulson says "the Sunday papers fell out" with Royal Aides because dailies and the broadcasters getting better Royal 
coverage. 

"I certainly think the heir to the throne is someone of interest to NOTW readers" says Coulson. 

Coulson accepts the "timing seems to make sense" over the meeting with Goodman and the Alexander project. He accepts 
payment unusual 

"I think I was in my right mind, I didn't see it as a bizarre request" says Coulson of putting royal source on weekly retainer. 

"I'm not asking you to do anything off the top of your head" says Edis about other cash retainers: "This trial has been going on 6 
months" 

"I never committed to this as an annual retainer" says Coulson. Edis says "no one in their right mind would ever do it" for a 
source. 

"Speculative payments are made from time to time" says Coulson. "A human source would be taking a risk" says Edis. 

Goodman emails Coulson back 3 days later: "that new project is getting results.. inside info...." Not Sandhurst information 
Coulson concedes 

Another palace cop story is mentioned by Goodman in this email to Coulson 

A month later from Goodman on "extending Matey trial project"; Coulson emails back "another month" 

"Whether its phone hacking or bent police officers" says Edis of checking with press office: "journalists get stories they need to 
stand up" 

"I certainly didn't ask about the sourcing of that story" says Coulson of his reply to an email saying "pop in" - could be any thing 

"You must have known what it was" to approve it says Edis. "I knew what Clive had told me" says Coulson. 

Edis turns to a transcript of a Prince Harry voicemail "it was prepared for you"; Coulson denies this - and is unsure of the 
'provenance" 

"This email is curious" says Coulson of Goodman's transcript of Harry asking for information for a Sandhurst exam. 

This story of Harry's exams made the Blackadder lead in the NOTW. 

"He certainly didn't show me the transcript... and I didn't know it came from voicemail interception" says Coulson. "What did he 
tell you?" 

Coulson emails another NOTW editor: "a million miles from standing it up": Edis: "What evidence has been shown to you?" "I 
can't remember" 

Email refers to Coulson having a "full briefing": Coulson says "Clive is more than capable of exaggerating" 

Coulson: "I absolutely disagree that 'standing up' means some clever way of concealing voicemail hacking, it's standard 
newspaper language" 

"As we know it's 100 per cent true" writes Goodman. Coulson says it's not "me and Clive" but the newspaper. 

Coulson thinks the phrase "toe to toe" is OTT. Edis says confrontations with Royal aides 'abrasive'. Coulson agrees could be 
'tense' 

Goodman talks about "inf... being too precise to get through unnoticed" Coulson thinks this is just about a source. 

"My levels of interest in this story are not high" says Coulson. Edis: "High enough to email back" Coulson talks about 
'bombardment' 

"This whole thing relies on somebody's recollection rather than precise words because they've been taped?" says Edis 

"What's happening on your story" writes Coulson to Goodman. Coulson says there would have been 30 other stories he'd have 
been more interest in 
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"As we know" writes Goodman about precise wording of Harry. Coulson: "I certainly did not suspect Goodman had got this info 
from hacking" 

Another "as we know" about the wording of Harry's request. Coulson: "If Goodman knew... why does he not just say it?" 

"People liked to keep explicit references to phone hacking off the email" says Edis. 

Coulson denies evidence that "there had to be an instruction given.... they were not to talk about it openly in editorial 
conferences" 

Break to 2.15 

Jury back in at the #hackingtrial after a prolonged lunch break due to some legal argument and case management. 

Justice Saunders informs the Jury of Clive Goodmans health 

Clive Goodman's continued evidence will be delayed 

Justice Saunders updates the jury about Goodman's health and asks for some input. 

"We hoped Mr Goodman would be back by Friday" says Saunders but an angiogram has been delayed because Goodman has 
pneumonia 

Goodman is being treated with a second set of antibiotics - but an invasive angiogram cannot happen till pneumonia gone. No 
chance Friday 

Goodman can't have an angiogram till Friday week - and we'll have finished all the evidence, Saunders says. 

"It could put the trial back a bit" says Saunders to jury "but you're not unused to that." He asks for general thoughts from the 
jury. 

Further Cross-Examination of Andy Coulson 

The Prosecution questions Coulson on Hacking of Royal Aides 

Justice Saunders explains that Coulson hasn't been well today but wants to continue after lunch break 

Edis turns to a second email about "matey's payments" and a source being "good" for Sandhurst stories as well as Royal 
Aides. 

"That's a very interesting source" says Edis of info that covered both Sandhurst and London aides. 

"Did it occur to you that such a well placed source could have been in London and Sandhurst at same time" asks Edis. 

"You knew about phone hacking in general" says Edis. "I knew of a specific instance" replies Coulson. 

Another email about 'Matey's weekly payments' cited. Coulson had decided in his own words "to end the retainer" 

"I wasn't sufficiently impressed... I wanted it to end in whatever form" says Coulson. Goodman explained a "new arrangement" 

"I made the decision on the basis that the source might go elsewhere" says Coulson. The email on 05/03/06 from Goodman 
goes through "math' 

"As it turns out Clive continued to have some relationship with this person" says Coulson. 

Goodman talks about "costs for Matey setting things up and maintaining... he's not a hack. He just missed stuff" 

"I didn't care much" says Coulson. "It's perfectly obvious" says Edis that a "story by story" basis is the proposition. Coulson 
disagrees. 

"A human source won't 'miss stuff'' says Edis "a person who might miss stuff might be going through material" 

Coulson says "sources don't instantly understand what's a story" of Goodman's email. 

"How could you possibly take the decision this was a valuable thing without knowing where the stories come from?" asks Edis. 

"Clive Goodman never told me this was phone hacking" says Coulson. 

"Might we extend Matey for one more week.... find Will and Kate more probable" email cited. "Did you think a Sandhurst 
contact?" Edis. 

Coulson says of further Goodman emails of "that chap we had on a retainer" - "I took them on face value" 

Coulson asks why, if he knew Mulcaire was on exclusive retainer, he'd let Goodman say he'd go elsewhere. Edis says he can't 
answer questions 

Another Goodman email refers to "this woman" - indicating he'd talked to Coulson before. Edis says we know this has been 
hacked. No we don't 

"There's some story coming out of voicemails - a woman upset, and Paddy worried about it" says Edis. 

Goodman email talks about "we know the story absolutely to be true" and about "blagging a confession" from Paddy 
Harverson. 
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"That's the 28th April 2006," says Edis: "about the same time Joan Hamill was being hacked.... the Prescott story being 
investigated" 

"By April 2006, Mr Goodman's expression 'industrial scale phone hacking' was correct wasn't it?" asks Edis. 

"It's entirely unfair to suggest NOTW staff knew en masse what was going on" says Coulson. 

Coulson says of Jowell and husband, and a "very unusually" a statement ran on the Saturday 

"This is the week of the Frederick Windsor hack was going on... a week earlier.... Mulcaire sends email about Tessa Jowell" 
says Edis. 

"By 2006 we have got Mr Mulcaire's phone records" says Edis. 

Coulson's phone rings in the dock 

Ringing phone. Edis had a horrible feeling the ringing phone might be his. It's Coulson's in the dock area. He asks permission 
to leave. 

Saunders says "you could stamp on it." Brooks jokes "It's an iPhone I can't work it" - court erupts in laughter (you had to be 
there) 

BREAKING: Justice Saunders suggesting 'stamping' on a ringing phone. Brooks jokes: "It's an iPhone I can't work it" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis now turns to the Calum Best emails 

"This is the same time you were hacked... in February 2006," says Edis. Langdale intervenes 

"We cannot have the prosecution case dressed up as a cross examination... it's a repetition" says Langdale. 

The Calum Best Story 

24/03/06 next page - Mulcaire has a tasking for Calum Best 

Edis suggest that Mulcaire did some "phone record blagging" on the Lorna Hogan Calum Best story. 

Coulson does remember Lorna Hogan, but wasn't interested in Calum Best. He didn't ask about phone traffic. "Not that 
interested" 

April 2006: Coulson writes "appalling lack of kiss and tells.... scraping the barrel with Calum Best" 

"Kiss and tells... continues to be an element of the tabloid press" says Coulson. He agrees Calum Best wasn't "hot news" 

Coulson concedes that along with Opera Girls, Calum Best was all he had that week in NOTW. 

"It's about the meaning of the email... you wish you didn't have to bother about Calum Best" says Edis. "That's a distortion" 
Coulson says 

Another undated Mulcaire note has a new PIN number for NOTW journo. Next page has "phone traffic" for someone contacting 
NOTW journo 

"Proctor... Trinity Mirror" also mentioned in Mulcaire notebooks. Edis explains "examining someone's phone to see" if contacted 
NOTW journo 

"Did you commission that work?" asks Edis of Mulcaire's 'traffic analysis': Mulcaire emails to a NOTW editor. Coulson didn't 
know. 

11/05/06 Andrew Coleman sends Kuttner billing data for the NOTW journalist. Coulson says he was involved in this traffic 
analysis. 

Coulson reiterates the concern at NOTW of "stories being leaked" and how they checked on a employee's call data. 

"That work on 11th of May was done because of what Mulcaire had done previous day" says Edis. "Not to my knowledge" says 
Coulson 

"The whole basis of the decision was information Mulcaire provided" says Edis of checking of NOTW journos billing details. 

"Nobody told you what the evidence was?" asks Edis. Coulson says "There was a concern about leaks to... the Sunday Mirror 
in particular" 

Coulson says the concern about leaks was triggered by concern by Calum Best. 

"I would certainly not have agreed to that" says Coulson of hacking of Calum Best. 

Edis says NOTW journalist was hacked for over three weeks to 17/05/06 Coulson said he'd given approval to desk head for 
unbilled calls 

"You were investigating [NOTW journo] hacking and blagging" says Edis. Coulson denies this. 

"Two friends in contact with each other tells you nothing" says Edis: "You knew of hacking as a technique. Didn't you use it?" 
Coulson: "No" 

Email on 20/05/06 "You think Calum a leak?" Coulson on Hogan: "This email explains the issue... tipped off NOTW is using 
scan of child" 

"Same thing happened before... Calum bragging I have mates in NOTW" says email Coulson. 
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"Do his phone" Coulson replied. He says in the witness box he meant "As discussed the phone records should be checked" 

The 'his' on this email is [Another NOTW journalist] says Coulson. But the only name that appears is Calum points out Edis. 

" "Do his phone" is not a particularly friendly utterance" says Edis. He asks if he meant hack the phone of NOTW journalist? 
Coulson says no 

Coulson can't remember anything of any significance coming from the command to "do" NOTW journalists billing records. 

Last email before break: 28/07/06 "that fellah who used to be on a retainer... rock solid" but has to be "put to somebody to 
confirm it" 

"Same sourcing as the Kate tale.... exact words" says email. Coulson says from a source. Goodman says he might know what 
the Sun have got 

Edis talks about a John Prescott story and hacking MoS journalists for a spoiler at NOTW. "Not as far as I knew" says 
Coulson. 

"Whoever this source was he hacked journalists phones" says Edis. Coulson said he would like to read that edition of NOTW 
29/04/06 

Langdale says that edition might not be available here. 

Justice Saunders explains remainder of the trial 

Saunders explains to jury there's 2.5 days of Goodman, 10 days of closing speeches: 3 to 4 days of summing up by Saunders 
to come at #hackingtrial 14 minute break. 

Coulson questioned on the Arrests of Goodman and Mulcaire 

Edis moves onto arrests of Goodman and Mulcaire - he won't repeat the exercise Spens went through in regard to that. 

Handwritten notes record Brooks telling NI lawyer that Jowell, Prescott and Temple were victims. Coulson doesn't recall her 
telling him that 

In handwritten notes the police had suspicion about another NOTW editor in 2006 - Coulson doesn't remember that. 

"Once balloon goes up on 8th of August, the fact of Blunkett business must have been uppermost in your mind" says Edis. 

Coulson said he "asked the question" if Mulcaire involved in Blunkett hacking - but was told he wasn't. He can't remember who 
told him 

Coulson can't remember asking Thurlbeck. Edis: "He's the obvious one to ask.... I'm suggesting... this part of your evidence is 
invented" 

"I was re-assured.. there was no belief or information to the contrary" says Coulson. "The voicemails were in the safe" says 
Edis. 

"You were discussing the arrests" says Edis and NI lawyer "never told you tapes were in the safe?" 

"Now Goodman and Mulcaire got arrested" asks Edis that the NI lawyer "might have underperformed no?" 

"Your immediate reaction to the arrests was to cover things up" says Edis. "If that was so I would have gone to safe" says 
Coulson. 

"I didn't believe and I don't believe I'm guilty" says Coulson of covering up phone hacking in 2006 to hide his guilt 

"A lot of confusion by this stage" says Coulson of 15/09/06 legal notes which mention the Mulcaire paid "over a million" by 
NOTW. 

Edis says this other Mulcaire information clearly well beyond "palace intercepts"; Coulson agrees goes beyond royals. 

Coulson points out that Goodman wrote about more than just royals. 

"The single rogue reporter line - with Mulcaire just hacking royals for and pound;12k - was rubbish" says Edis. 

"You knew it was rubbish because of the Blunkett hack" says Edis. Coulson says he thought Thurlbeck voicemails a "one off" 

Edis: "These are life changing events... arrests, resigning from NOTW, getting another job, resigning from that... all began on 
August 8th" 

"Are you really saying you can't remember" asks Edis of being assured Mulcaire not involved in Thurlbeck hack. Coulson says 
"I don't" 

Edis says of the two meetings with lawyers post Goodman Mulcaire arrests "no-one's taken a note... why hadn't you taken a 
note?" 

Coulson says the meetings were about a police "fishing operation" as described by NI lawyer. 

"But you knew there had been other phone hacking" says Edis. "I knew of once incident... I didn't tell the police about that" 

Coulson confirms NI lawyer and NI exec knew about Blunkett tapes: "There was a coverup" says Edis. "Not by me" says 
Coulson. 

Edis says the purpose of Coulson delaying his resignation was to keep Goodman reassured he would keep a job. 

Coulson says he didn't want to affect Goodman's sentencing. 
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Edis says "you didn't bother to tell the truth to the public" about the Blunkett hack when he resigned. 

"I didn't see my self as a man of honour, I thought I should take responsibility for it" says Coulson of resignation statement. 

Coulson doesn't agree that the stance at his resignation was "quite dishonest": he resigned again in Jan 2011 from Number 10 

BREAKING: Coulson agrees that if he'd admitted Blunkett voicemail hacks he would never have been David Cameron's press 
spokesman 

Edis asks about Guardian article in 2009 that revealed more phone hacking. The NYT in 2010. "They implicated you again" 
says Edis. 

"You're absolutely right that caused a huge wave of publicity" says Coulson of NYT articles. 

Coulson says "it's possible" that Brooks told him in Jan 2011 that NI would release evidence, but doesn't remember any 
warning 

Edis says that Brooks and Coulson were close: Coulson "quite possible Rebekah telling me there were developments" 

"I don't think there was any doubt in my mind these things weren't going away" says Coulson of Jan 2011. He says been 
thinking that since 10 

"You got your resignation in just before they opened the police inquiry" says Edis. Coulson says PM was in Afghanistan, and 
Jan had plans. 

"It had nothing to do with that" says Coulson of start of Operation Weeting. Edis: "You knew the truth would come out... you 
were involved" 

Edis finishes his cross examination. Justice Saunders turns to discussion about going through Goodman's prosecution 
papers. 

The prosecution papers refer to Miskiw, Thurlbeck and other NOTW journo and a "neutral term" appearing on Mulcaire 
contract. 

Saunders asks if NI legal interpretation of Goodman documents "are there any dangers there": Coulson "Wouldn't have 
interpreted that way" 

Some debate as to whether to go straight into re-examination. Saunders tells the jury to go home and come back tomorrow 
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Wednesday 30 April 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Andy Coulson Continues 
Counsel for Andy Coulson contines re-examination 

Andy Coulson Defence Witness - Conal Austin 
Conal Austin questioned by Counsel for Andy Coulson 

Andy Coulson Defence Witness - Belinda Sharrier 
Belinda Sharrier questioned by Counsel for Andy Coulson 
Belinda Sharrier cross-examined by Counsel for Clive Goodman 
Belinda Sharrier cross-examined by the Prosecution 

The Defence of Andy Coulson Continues 

Counsel for Andy Coulson contines re-examination 

Justice Saunders explains to #hackingtrial jury that we are getting to the end of the evidence - bar Mr Goodman 

Timothy Langdale QC has a few brief points for his client, Andy Coulson, in re-examination. 

First is a re-examination is of some NOTW articles: first the Milly Dowler 'Hoax' first edition on 14/04/02 

Langdale goes to a one column piece about Pierce Brosnan which appears in the first edition, and was moved when Milly 
Dowler story moved 

'007 at Jubilee Concert' is itle of the Brosnan piece: in the final edition of NOTW it joins an SBS heroes story to replace Milly 
Hoax story 

"Section 8 warrants" mentioned by Julian Pike at Farrer's says Section 1 RIPA law does encompass voicemails and emails 

Langdale asks about NI lawyer's advice that Kimberley Quinn voicemail acces "was not against the law' and adduces another 
document 

April 2006 - Coulson has an email exchange with an NI lawyer. 

Justice Saunders says the Langdale's document was the first in the whole trial that has not been hole punched. 

09/08/06 Pike emails various NOTW staff including Coulson: "a draft letter to the police" about Goodman arrest 

Edis intervenes with a Langdale question about the autonomy of department heads and value for money: 

Coulson: "You trusted people to understand that money spent should be value for money" He mentions MacGuire at the NOTW 
Sunday Magazine 

Coulson says Department Heads had "total latitude" if they kept within budget" 

Coulson agrees with Saunders that in "broad terms" he would keep an eye on department heads at NOTW. 

Langdale cites a voicemail transcript from a Goodman email. 

08/12/05 emails about "standing up" Prince Harry Sandhurst exam story cited. Goodman says to Coulson "thanks for last 
night" 

Langdale want the jury to receive another document. Justice Saunders asks if Spens for Goodman can check it first. 

This is something that has already been before the jury. Justice Saunders points out documents are replicated 2 or 3 times at 
points 

Saunders seeks clarification of this Harry Exam voicemail - police transcription of Mulcaire tape matches Goodman's version in 
06 email 

24/01/06 email from Goodman to Coulson cited: "Michael Peat... turning his mobile": Coulson denies he was source of 
mistress story 

Coulson says this is unlikely - because then Goodman would be telling Coulson about something he already knew. 

Langdale goes to Kuttner's evidence on 10/08/06 after Goodman's arrest and claims security services were providing phone 
hacking details 

Coulson: "Had Clive told me the intelligence services were monitoring.. young royals...I would have been interested as a 
potential story" 

Coulson: "The idea MI5 or MI6 were monitoring the Royal Family would be interesting beyond the Guardian" 

"The Guardian have a particular agenda on this" says Coulson: "But I think most the media would have been fascinated by it" 

In regard to Temple/Prescott story, Coulson re-iterates he didn't know MoS journalists were being hacked. 

Langdale goes to 30/04/06 NOTW 'Prezza - the Sex Diaries' so that Coulson can deal with sequence of events over Prescott 
story 

This NOTW article on Prescott is an earlier edition, Coulson believes. 
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"We knew Tracey Temple was selling her story... selling her diaries. She'd done a deal with Mail on Sunday" says Coulson 

"She'd gone to Max Clifford" says Coulson of Tracey Temple selling Prescott diaries: "Everyone was waiting for the Mail on 
Sunday" 

"There are some limits to quotes you can lift" says Coulson of 'matching' the MoS on Prescott story. But quite generous. 

Coulson thinks the MoS might have given 'tasters' to the media. After reading MoS entire, the third edition would have "all this 
new detail" 

"It was a very big story" says Coulson of lifting and matching Prescott: "Most of the other newspapers would have done the 
same" 

Justice Saunders points out Mulcaire was hacking MoS journos at this point: "you were all desperately waiting for what was 
happening" 

Coulson says "absolutely not" to suggestions the additional Prescott/Temple info came from Mulcaire's hacking. 

Langdale points out that microcassette with Prescott story came from Goodman's address. Though there may have been more 
at Mulcaire's. 

Email from Goodman says "good off the record chat with **": Coulson thinks thinks this could be MD - Mark Dyer 

Langdale, in his re-examination of Coulson, goes to Goodman 19/08/05 email to Coulson about "Chelsy driving Harry nuts" 

The PH source mentioned in latter Goodman email exchange "someone who helps once in a while" is thought to be Paddy 
Harverson. 

Langdale turns back to the oft cited Calum Best email chain 

Langdale points out that Christ Tate email on same day about Lorna Hogan only surfaced during the trial. 

Coulson says "it's clear now we've seen this [Tate] email that this 'leak'" was TO Calum Best not FROM him 

Justice Saunders points out that this interpretation of 'Is Calum a leak" - i.e. not that he is a leak - is not natural English 

Coulson says that by "Is Calum a leak" he meant the Calum Best story. 

There will be a break for 45 minutes or so while Langdale talks to his client Andy Coulson about his defence witnesses. 

Back with #hackingtrial and Coulson's defence witnesses - a character witness 

Andy Coulson Defence Witness - Conal Austin 

Conal Austin questioned by Counsel for Andy Coulson 

Conal Brian Austin is a paediatric surgeon and consultant for 16 years at Guys and a children's hospital. He met Coulson in 
2004 

Austin's children went to the same school as Coulson: their wives met at dinner parties. Now "very close friends" 

Austin set up a charity after a visit to Sri Lanka for paediatric heart problems. Coulson helped funding visits after 2004 

NOTW funded a whole trip with 13-14 doctors to Sri Lanka, sent two journalists and wrote a story in 2006 

The Evelyn Children's hospital opened at St Thomas' Hospital in 2005 but was not kitted out with equipment. 

Coulson was on the board of the charitable foundation that raised money for equipment for the Evelyn Children's hospital. 

In 2006, Austin was awarded a Children's Charitable Hero award sponsored by NOTW and Dr Barnardo's. 

Coulson had a role in the nomination panel; "Andy is very altruistic in my opinion" says Austin of Coulson's role in publicising 
the charity 

"I've known Andy for many years" says Austin: "he's personable and quiet... he will listen to you." 

"If you have a conversation with Andy he will always remember it" says Austin. "I've never seen anything underhand or 
deceitful" 

Andy Coulson Defence Witness - Belinda Sharrier 

Belinda Sharrier questioned by Counsel for Andy Coulson 

Second defence witness for Coulson called: Belinda Sharrier his former PA: she has previously given evidence 

Justice reminds Sharrier she's already sworn an oath and is bound by it. She became Coulson's PA in late 2002 when he was 
still deputy editor 

Sharrier remained his PA until Coulson's retirement in 2007. Before working for Coulson from 1997 she worked for travel 
company for NI 

Sharrier became Colin Myler's PA and remained in that post until the NOTW was closed in July 2011 

Sharrier explains her duties as Coulson's PA: as well as normal activities she helped organise personal finances and family 
related events 
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Sharrier points out her workstation on a plan of the NOTW offices before they were closed: to the right of Coulson's office in 
open plan 

Deputy editor's PA used the desk on the left. There were two doors to Coulson's NOTW editor's office, but one permanently 
locked. 

Sharrier says meetings with Coulson "weren't set in stone" but people would ask her first before going to see the editor of 
NOTW. 

Sharrier would be accessible to his staff "depending on how busy he was. If someone wanted to see him, he would see them at 
some point" 

"He was very busy for 99% of the time" says Sharrier of Coulson. He had a "very good" management style. She never saw any 
bullying of staff 

Sharrier explains it was very "rare" that she wasn't at her desk manning the editor's desk number. 

Two other numbers in Coulson's office were relatively unknown: "they would have very rarely rung" says Sharrier. 

Sharrier also dealt with the post toCoulson: she could open 'private and confidential' mail: mail on stories would be passed to 
desks 

Sharrier says Coulson dealt with his emails: she only had access on one or two occasions. His computer was password 
protected. 

Sharrier says she never knew Coulson's computer password: "once or twice" Coulson gave her the password. 

"Later on... with more updated mobiles" Sharrier says Coulson had remote email access to his account. She can't remember 
precise date. 

On safes at NOTW, Sharrier was only aware of two: one in managing editor's office and one at the News Desk 

Sharrier says there's no safe she ever knew which was called "the editor's safe" 

On diaries Sharrier's says she would 'pencil in' meetings. Appointments would mainly come in through phone calls - business 
people, MPs 

Sharrier says she would tell Coulson about meetings, but also he would ask her to pencil appointments in. 

On changing appointments, Sharrier says she would rub them out "that's why there were in pencil" 

"I would tick it if a meeting happened" says Sharrier of meetings. She is shown original diary from 2005. 

A brown A4 desk diary is handed to Sharrier: she turns to 26-28th September 2005 meetings. 

Sharrier says only some of the entries on the 27th are hers: Milburn, Jack Straw (but Karen Cornwell's underneath) Charles 
Clarke, Jowell 

There are two other entries from Sharrier for the 27th. Top line of 28th hers. Geoff Hoon meeting is Karen's - contact number 
hers. 

John Reid is Sharrier's writing - Gordon Brown beneath is not hers - a 7.30 meeting is hers. 

Sharrier is asked about markings on the diary: a 'strike through' is what she did at the end of the day in the NOTW office. 

Sharrier says the circle markings "do look like mine.. I would circle.. the way I did the timing" 

Sharrier has seen this page and thought about 28/09/05 meetings: Hoon has a tick and CXL underneath telephone numbers 

Sharrier says neither of the markings here are hers, but Karen's: they worked a similar system of markings for Party 
conferences 

Karen was the deputy editor's PA who ordinarily attended party conferences too, and would join some of Coulson's meetings. 

For Sharrier a "tick would normally mean that meeting happened": CXL 'in theory it would have been cancelled" 

Sharrier says "at conferences it was very much a moveable thing". The "political guys" would phone in with changes to 
meetings 

"The CXL's on this means we cancelled original times but the meetings did happen" says Sharrier. She enter on computer and 
use next year 

"Depending on who was in power" says Sharrier "we'd use this as a template": a computer entry prepared for Coulson she 
says. 

Sharrier says she "wouldn't personally communicate changes" to Coulson. Political guys would be "running the show" 

"They were on the ground with him there at conference, but as a matter of courtesy they would let me know" says Sharrier of 
meetings. 

By "political guys" Sharrier means "journalists at NOTW" 

A 2/2.30 O'clock meeting with John Reid, with 3.15 underneath, probably means Coulson met Home Sec despite CXL. 

"I would say CXL means we cancelled the original time and moved it to a different time" says Sharrier. 

Looking at Coulson diary entry for Gordon Brown in 2005 Sharrier says: "I would say he definitely met with Gordon Brown" 
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Sharrier says Coulson did not keep a black tie or evening suit habitually in the NOTW office. 

Sharrier is now shown and new bundle and turns to a "post arrest" tab 

An email 25/11/06 18.41 to Sharrier from Coulson asks her to print off his draft emails 'discreetly': Sharrier has seen this email 
recently 

"To be perfectly honest I didn't when asked remember this" says Sharrier about draft emails prints. "But I would have done what 
I was asked" 

Sharrier cannot remember "specifically" what Coulson kept in his draft emails. But he kept "Spreadsheets, budgets, general 
info" there 

Sharrier says that after Coulson's retirement in 2007 "I was told Colin Myler was in London to take over paper so had to clear 
office" 

Sharrier says Coulson left "everything as was" at NOTW when he left in Jan 2007. There were personal items left in his office. 

Sharrier says "there was a lot a memorabilia, a punch bag, photos" left in NOTW office when Coulson left. She took his diaries. 

Sharrier says Coulson used a big desk pad rather than notebooks when he was editor of NOTW: she would tear sheets off and 
bin them. 

Sharrier can't recall removing any notebooks when Coulson retired. 

Sharrier has no idea what happened to Coulson's draft emails after she printed them off and handed them to him in a folder. 

About two weeks or so after he resigned, he came over to Sharrier's house and took home most of the contents. 

The only thing Coulson didn't take "were letters from readers saying how wonderful NOTW was" says Sharrier. 

"Amazing, brilliant... he was brilliant boss, and as a person the best" says Sharrier of Andy Coulson. 

Break till 2.15. Edis says he won't take long cross examining Sharrier. She's reminded not to talk to anyone while mid way 
through evidence 

Bob Hoskins has died. With the Long Good Friday he reinvented the British gangster movie. A force of nature. Farewell, Bob. 
You'll be missed 

One of the most memorable scenes in movies: Bob Hoskins as Harold Shand facing his death and Pierce Brosnan's gun at end 
of Long Good Friday 

Belinda Sharrier cross-examined by Counsel for Clive Goodman 

Back after lunch at the #hackingtrial - Coulson's PA, Belinda Sharrier, now being cross examined by David Spens QC for 
Goodman 

First questions from David Spens QC for Goodman on Editor's conferences 

Sharrier explains there would be two editor's conferences on the Fridays at NOTW - she never attended or sat in. 

"If any bullying took place at the editor's conference you wouldn't have seen it" asks Spens. Sharrier confirms. 

Belinda Sharrier cross-examined by the Prosecution 

Edis follows up: "It was Mr Coulson's job to get others to perform... how would he do that?" Sharrier says she wasn't involved in 
that 

Sharrier can't address how NOTW journalists got their stories, or cash payments. 

12/12/11 Sharrier gave a police statement: Edis reads from it 

Sharrier confirms this is her police statement. 

"During my time working for Andy Coulson... I'd never heard of phone hacking.... never discussed with Coulson" said Sharrier 

Sharrier only worked with any reporter was for 'Children's Champions' said Sharrier in her police statement, and repeats no 
cash payments 

Edis shows Sharrier some documents 

Edis explains these are payment forms from 2003 signed by Sharrier - paying cash for stories. 

Sharrier says she wrote out the CPRs for another reporter "perhaps Andy requested it": one is for Coulson 

31/10/03 there are cash payments for another NOTW exec. 

Sharrier says she knows some of the names for cash payments "not sources as such" - she mentions Frank Bruno's assistant 
and car company 

Sharrier says as far as she knows these were real names and addresses. She said she signed because it came from her office 

Sharrier says that though some of these NOTW journalists were working for other departments these would be stories 
connected to editors 

Sharrier explains why she hadn't mentioned this as "cash payments for sources": she saw these as "bits and pieces" - travel 
etc. 
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Edis says "you do know how the system works - you've just explained it to us" - "Yes," says Sharrier. 

Edis asks "is it really true?" she never heard phone conversations about phone hacking. 

"Even after Goodman arrested... never heard Coulson discuss with anyone else" she said to police. Sharrier agrees that wasn't 
correct. 

Sharrier says she organised meetings but didn't have a discussion with Coulson about phone hacking after Goodman arrest 

13/08/04 Coulson went to see David Blunkett - Sharrier said she knew evening before because she organised transport. 

"Did he really never make a note in a notebook?" asks Edis. Sharrier can only think once or twice of Coulson using notebooks. 

"I wouldn't say he never wrote anything down" says Sharrier. He would make notes on note pad. Edis "That was about to 
become waste paper" 

Sharrier says Coulson had no system for record keeping. 

Edis asks about meeting Gordon Brown - would Coulson not keep a note? Sharrier says a big of scrap paper. But generally not 
notes. 

"To be frank" says Sharrier, Coulson kept note of NOTW stories in his memory. 

Sharrier talks about 'draft email files' as a "notebook" 

"I wonder what he kept in them" aska Edis. "I didn't go into his drafts" says Sharrier. "You did once" says Edis. 

"What was going on that day 25th November 2006?" asks Edis. It was a Saturday. Sharrier can't remember Goodman about to 
appear in court 

Edis takes Sharrier to the 25/11/06 email from Coulson requesting her to print out draft emails "discreetly" 

"Was it a big job?" asks Edis. "I don't remember" says Sharrier. Edis points out this was the first time Sharrier went into 
Coulson's emails 

Sharrier had said "budgets and speeches" Edis "Or were they quite secret?" Sharrier: "I don't remember" 

Sharrier says she could have printed out these drafts without others to see it. 

Sharon "could have seen what I was doing. Very discreetly wasn't odd...we're a media company... lots private and confidential" 
says Sharrier 

Sharrier says she saw the draft emails again - can't remember when - at Coulson's lawyers 

"I was just shown a couple of them" says Sharrier of Coulson's draft emails at his lawyers. She confirmed they were ones she 
printed out 

Sharrier says of copies shown by Coulson's lawyer: "they looked like draft emails" 

Sharrier is shown an email by Edis: she thinks this is one of the ones she saw at Coulson's lawyers. 

Sharrier says she didn't read it in "full detail" when shown by Coulson's lawyer. She agrees it isn't a speech or a budget. 

"Why didn't you mention this kind of thing?" asks Edis about Sharrier's previous evidence. She says this is covered by "bits of 
info" 

Email to Sharrier says "Bee - please keep a hard copy file": she says she kept filed in office. 

"I did have file copies of bits and pieces" says Sharrier. She didn't take home when Coulson resigned. 

Sharrier confirms she took home Coulson's desk diaries because they had personal details. 

Edis asks about Colin Myler's diaries: "Some stayed at NI" says Sharrier "I had the last one" 

"Why did you take material from your office to your house" asks Edis. Sharrier says clearing out office. 

"I was told to clear out office, because he left immediately after announcement" says Sharrier of Coulson resignation 

Sharrier 2011 police statement says "Andy asked me to pick up his documents" 

Edis asks why Sharrier's statement has changed since she spoke to the police. 

"It was all very dramatic... it happened so suddenly" says Sharrier. Edis says resignation was preplanned "there was loads of 
time" 

Sharrier says she was informed of Coulson's resignation only just before it happened. 

"Not a long time before" says Sharrier of knowing of Coulson's resignation. 

Edis cites 3 meetings from 28/09/04 with Coulson and members of the cabinet: "Why would anyone write cancel alongside 
meetings that weren't" 

"My take on this is that we cancelled meetings and moved them around" says Sharrier. 

Sharrier cites 07/07 Press Club Ball which has both ticks and CXL markings. 

Edis asks why Geoff Hoon meeting has got CXL next to it even though time hasn't changed. 

"I've thought about this," says Sharrier "and can't remember Andy cancelling a wave of meetings like this" 
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Edis points out the cancellation could have come from the various ministers. 

"I do not recall Andy cancelling a wave of meetings like this at conference" says Sharrier. 

"You've thought about this page quite a bit I accept that" says Edis: "But do you remember what actually happened?" 

"There are things there that indicate Mr Coulson had a press ball" says Sharrier: "things went ahead" 

Edis cites a Goodman email to Coulson that mentions Sharrier about 'Matey': "left a memo with Bee" 

"I don't remember if he left the memo with me" says Sharrier, but he probably did. "I would have given it to Mr Coulson" 

"I would have put it in a file.... I had several files. I would have put in a general file" says Sharrier of Goodman memo. 

Sharrier says the Goodman memo wouldn't have been taken to her house. 

In witness statement Sharrier said she took 3 or 4 boxes including "paperwork off his desk" 

Sharrier says this would be personal stuff. 

Sharrier agrees she's very fond of Mr Coulson. But says the evidence she has given is true. 

Sharrier is re-examined by Coulson's junior counsel on 28/09/04 documents 

This is Coulson's desk diary for the Labour Party Conference in 2005 (correction) when Dan Evans had evidence 

Sharrier turns to a Gordon Brown meeting and an electronic entry. Sharrier worked solely with paper diary. 

In the electronic diary the Gordon Brown meeting is scheduled for 3.30 rather than 3pm. 

Sharrier explains she would be updated by NOTW political team about conference meetings. 

"In theory" says Sharrier "the update could have come from Coulson's desk diary". She says politicians keen on electronic 
entries. 

The electronic diary entry seems to come from Gordon Brown's office says Sharrier. 

Sharrier is shown a document printed out by Coulson's instructing solicitor 

Edis explains the prosecution have no information where these documents come from 

The electronic diary entries mention a meeting with John Reid and a speech from Jack Straw 

Sharrier says these look like entries in the electronic diary by another PA - Karen 

Sharrier is asked about 8 contributor payments from 2003 shown by the prosecution: she has never seen these since 2003 

Sharrier confirms her signature is on all eight of these cash payments 

The forms have a payment requested by box: it's not an authorisation but a request signed by Sharrier. 

Sharrier explains that third item, requested by Coulson, that she did do some for her boss. She had nothing to do with actual 
mechanics. 

Sharrier re-examined about her 2011 Police Statement and "never heard of knew anything to do with phone hacking" 

Sharrier "Clearly when things happened, and when I had to organise meetings... clearly I heard about phone hacking but not in 
context asked" 

"Even after Clive Goodman arrested... I never discussed with Andy... or heard him discussing" said Sharrier in police 
statement. 

Sharrier says she knew about post Goodman meeting about phone hacking "but I wasn't privvy to them" 

"I probably had a conversation with Andy about organising meetings over phone hacking, but not about it" says Sharrier. 

Sharrier leaves the witness box. 

Justice Saunders says the jury won't be needed tomorrow because of case management. They will be back Friday, but not for 
full day 
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Tuesday 6 May 2014 

Summary 

The Defence of Andy Coulson Continues 
Justice Saunders explains the proceedings for the day 

Witness Statements for Andy Coulson 
Witness Statement for Andy Coulson - Joanna Elm 
Witness Statement for Andy Coulson - Baroness Varsi 
Witness Statement for Andy Coulson - Murdoch McClennan 

The Defence of Andy Coulson Continues 

Justice Saunders explains the proceedings for the day 

#Hackingtrial will now resume at 2pm after some brief legal argument this morning. 

Back at the #hackingtrial after a break. 

Clive Goodman has been re-admitted to hospital with pneumonia and it is still not known when he will be fit to return 

This afternoon Saunders will give legal directions - the bulk of the evidence is over bar Clive Goodman 

Saunders tells the jury Cheryl Carter has suffered a family bereavement and cannot attend. 

Witness Statements for Andy Coulson 

Witness Statement for Andy Coulson - Joanna Elm 

The characters statements on Andy Coulson are read to the jury: first from Helen Fisher a freelance journalist 

Fisher has know Coulson for 25 years when he was 19: they met through a mutual friend: he is likeable, easy going and 
generous 

"He was very generous with his time - all my children tremendously fond of him" says Fisher of Coulson, who became a 
godfather to their son 

"Andy is someone who never assumes he knows it all. He rose to the top of his profession by his ability" says Fisher. 

"He has no airs or graces" says Fisher of Coulson who arranged for her to fly out to LA when her husband was ill there. 

"Andy has... always been humble about his success and has never let it go to his head" says Fisher who describes him as 
"easygoing and calm" 

"I've never known Andy to behave as Mr Big, he's always mild mannered and interested in other people" says Fisher of 
Coulson 

Witness Statement for Andy Coulson - Baroness Varsi 

2nd witness statement for Coulson is from Baroness Varsi 

Warsi explains her time as solicitor and the CPS in her written character statement for Coulson. 

Warsi got to know Coulson as a shadow cabinet minister and life peer in 2007 "a normal and grounded person in heady world 
of politics" 

Warsi describes Coulson as a "team person" and always available for advice. He advised her over appearance 
@bbcquestiontime with BNP leader 

Warsi says she only knew Coulson professionally, but he advised her calmly and helpfully on press coverage 

Witness Statement for Andy Coulson - Murdoch McClennan 

Third character witness Murdoch McClennan - CEO of Telegraph Media Group 

Saunders establishes that reference to BNP leader was Nick Griffin (read out as Griffiths) 

McClennan has had 40 years experience in newspaper business 

Since 2010 McClennan has been head of the Press Association since 2010 

McClennan says Coulson ran a top investigative paper with many breaking stories. He maintained contact when Coulson went 
to Conservative GQ 

"He's done some of the most difficult jobs in press and politics" says McClennan of Coulson. 

McClennan talks of Coulson's devotion to his children through the last few difficult years. 

McClennan talks of his professionalism and knowledge as Downing St Press officer, which "hasn't been matched since" 

McClennan says Coulson is "extremely honest and reliable" 

Mark Bryant Heron has some more admissions over Marva Ingham and the black bin bags 
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Marva Ingram's fingerprints were found on the same bin bag as Daryl Jorsling - jury shown diagrams identifying them 

Ingram supplied the police with her fingerprints which we identified by police on the bin bags recovered from compactor at 
Chelsea Harbour 

Marva Ingham's fingerprints also found on the third bin bag 

Ingham's fingerprints also found on second bin bag, consistent - say the experts - with holding it open 

Saunders tells the jury that the significance of these fingerprints will no doubt be explained later. Meanwhile a 15 minute break 
for jury 

 

 

 

 

 


